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Preface

This text is intended for a first—year graduate—level course on nonlinear systems or
control. It may also be used for self study or reference by engineers and applied
mathematicians. It is an outgrowth of my experience teaching the nonlinear systems
course at Michigan State University, East Lansing. Students taking this course have
had background in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, or applied math—
ematics. The prerequisite for the course is a graduate—level course in linear systems,
taught at the level of the texts by Antsaklis and Michel [9], Chen [35], Kailath [94],
or Rugh [158]. The linear systems prerequisite allowed me not to worry about in—
troducing the concept of ”state” and to refer freely to ”transfer functions,” ”state
transition matrices,” and other linear system concepts. The mathematical back—
ground is the usual level of calculus, differential equations, and matrix theory that
any graduate student in engineering or mathematics would have. In the Appendix,
I have collected a few mathematical facts that are used throughout the book.

I have written the text in such a way that the level of mathematical sophistication
increases as we advance from chapter to chapter. This is why the second chapter is
written in an elementary context. Actually, this chapter could be taught at senior,
or even junior, level courses without difficulty. This is also the reason I have split
the treatment of Lyapunov stability into two parts. In Sections 4.1 through 4.3,
I introduce the essence of Lyapunov stability for autonomous systems where I do
not have to worry about technicalities such as uniformity, class K functions, etc. In
Sections 4.4 through 4.6, I present Lyapunov stability in a more general setup that
accommodates nonautonomous systems and allows for a deeper look into advanced
aspects of the stability theory. The level of mathematical sophistication at the end
of Chapter 4 is the level to which I like to bring the students, so that they can
comfortably read the rest of the text.

There is yet a higher level of mathematical sophistication that is assumed in
writing the proofs in the Appendix. These proofs are not intended for classroom
use. They are included to make the text on one hand, self contained, and, on the
other, to respond to the need or desire of some students to read such proofs, such as
students continuing on to conduct PhD. research into nonlinear systems or control
theory. Those students can continue to read the Appendix in a self—study manner.

This third edition has been written with the following goals in mind:

xiii



xiv PREFACE

1. To make the book (especially the early chapters) more accessible to first—year
graduate students. As an example of the changes made toward that end, note
the change in Chapter 3: All the material on mathematical background, the
contraction mapping theorem, and the proof of the existence and uniqueness
theorem have been moved to the Appendix. Several parts of the books have
been rewritten to improve readability.

To reorganize the book in such a way that makes it easier to structure nonlin—
ear systems or control courses around it. In the new organization, the book
has four parts, as shown in the flow chart. A course on nonlinear systems anal—
ysis will cover material from Parts 1, 2, and 3, while a course on nonlinear
control will cover material from Parts 1, 2, and 4.

Part1

Basic Analysis

Chapters 1 to 4

‘7

Part2

Analysis of Feedback Systems

Chapters 5 to 7

Part 3 Part 4
Advanced Analysis Nonlinear Feedback Control

Chapters 8 to 11 Chapters 12 to 14

3. To update the material of the book to include topics or results that have
proven to be useful in nonlinear control design in recent years. New to the
third addition are the: expanded treatment of passivity and passivity—based
control, integral control, sliding mode control, and high—gain observers. More—
over, bifurcation is introduced in the context of second—order systems. On the
technical side, the reader will find Kurzweil’s converse Lyapunov theorem,
nonlocal results in Chapters 10 and 11, and new results on integral control
and gain scheduling.



PREFACE xv

4. To update the exercises. More than 170 new exercises have been included.

I am indebted to many colleagues, students, and readers, who helped me in
writing the book, through discussions, suggestions, corrections, constructive com—
ments, and feedback on the first two editions. There are, probably, more than 100
names that I would like to acknowledge, but my fear of inadvertently omitting some
names, leads to me settle for a big thank you to each one of you.

I am grateful to Michigan State University for providing an environment that al—
lowed me to write this book, and to the National Science Foundation for supporting
my research on nonlinear feedback control.

The book was typeset using IATFX. All computations, including numerical so—
lution of differential equations, were done using MATLAB and SIMULINK. The
figures were generated using MATLAB or the graphics tool of IAIEX.

As much as I wish the book to be free of errors, I know this will not be the case.
Therefore, reports of errors, sent electronically to

khalil©msu.edu

will be greatly appreciated. An up—to—date errata list will be available at the home—
page of the book:

www.egr.msu.edu/ ~khalil/NonlinearSystems

The homepage also will contain a list of changes from the second edition, additional
exercises, and other useful material.

HASSAN KHALIL
East Lansing, Michigan
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When engineers analyze and design nonlinear dynamical systems in electrical cir—
cuits, mechanical systems, control systems, and other engineering disciplines, they
need to absorb and digest a wide range of nonlinear analysis tools. In this book, we
introduce some of the these tools. In particular, we present tools for the stability
analysis of nonlinear systems, with emphasis on Lyapunov’s method. We give spe—
cial attention to the stability of feedback systems from input—output and passivity
perspectives. We present tools for the detection and analysis of “free” oscillations,
including the describing function method. We introduce the asymptotic tools of
perturbation theory, including averaging and singular perturbations. Finally, we
introduce nonlinear feedback control tools, including linearization, gain scheduling,
integral control, feedback linearization, sliding mode control, Lyapunov redesign,
backstepping, passivity—based control, and high—gain observers.

1.1 Nonlinear Models and Nonlinear Phenomena

We will deal with dynamical systems that are modeled by a finite number of coupled
first—order ordinary differential equations

It]. : f1(t,$1,.--,$1L7ula"'7up)

{1.32 I f2(t,331,...,:1:n,u1,...,up)

3'3” : fn(t,3:1,...,:1:n,u1,...,up)

where 3'3,- denotes the derivative of :13,- with respect to the time variable t and u], ug,
..., up are specified input variables. We call the variables 11:1, 11:2, ..., cm, the state
variables. They represent the memory that the dynamical system has of its past.
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We usually use vector notation to write these equations in a compact form. Define
- —1

$1 — fl(ta$au) '

u1
$2 f2(ta$au)

:13: E , u: , f(t,:1:,u)=

_ 33m _ _ fnaamau) -

and rewrite the n first—order differential equations as One n—dimensional first—order
vector differential equation

3': = f(t,:1:,u) (1.1)
We call (1.1) the state equation and refer to :1: as the state and u as the input.
Sometimes, another equation

= h(t,:1:,u) {1-2)
is associated with (1.1), thereby defining a q—dimensional output vector y that com~
prises variables of particular interest in the analysis of the dynamical system, (e.g.,
variables that can be physically measured or variables that are required to behave in
a specified manner). We call (1.2) the output equation and refer to equations (1.1)
and (1.2) together as the state—space model, or simply the state model. Mathemat—
ical models of finite-dimensional physical systems do not always come in the form
of a state model. However, more often than not, we can model physical systems
in this form by carefully choosing the state variables. Examples and exercises that
will appear later in the chapter will demonstrate the versatility of the state model.

A good part of our analysis in this book will deal with the state equation, many
times without explicit presence of an input u, that is, the so—called unforced state
equation

3': = f(t,:1:) (1.3)
Working with an unforced state equation does not necessarily mean that the input
to the system is zero. It could be that the input has been specified as a given
function of time, u = 7(t), a given feedback function of the state, u = 7(1):), or
both, u = 7(t, :13). Substituting u = ”y in (1.1) eliminates u and yields an unforced
state equation.

A special case of (1.3) arises when the function f does not depend explicitly on
t; that is,

i" = f (93) {1-4)
in which case the system is said to be autonomous or time invariant. The behavior
of an autonomous system is invariant to shifts in the time origin, since changing the
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time variable from t to T = t — a does not change the right-hand side of the state
equation. If the system is not autonomous, then it is called nonautonomous or time
varying.

An important concept in dealing with the state equation is the concept of an
equilibrium point. A point :1: = 113* in the state space is said to be an equilibrium
point of (1.3) if it has the pr0perty that whenever the state of the system starts at
113*, it will remain at 33* for all future time. For the autonomous system (1.4), the
equilibrium points are the real roots of the equation

f(-’L‘) =0
An equilibrium point could be isolated; that is, there are no other equilibrium points
in its vicinity, or there could be a continuum of equilibrium points.

For linear systems, the state model (1.1)~—(1.2) takes the special form

3': = A(t):13 + B(t)u
= C(t):1: + D(t)u

We assume that the reader is familiar with the powerful analysis tools for linear
systems, founded on the basis of the superposition principle. As we move from linear
to nonlinear systems, we are faced with a more difficult situation. The superposi—
tion principle does not hold any longer, and analysis tools involve more advanced
mathematics. Because of the powerful tools we know for linear systems, the first
step in analyzing a nonlinear system is usually to linearize it, if possible, about
some nominal Operating point and analyze the resulting linear model. This is a
common practice in engineering, and it is a useful one. There is no question that,
whenever possible, we should make use of linearization to learn as much as we can
about the behavior of a nonlinear system. However, linearization alone will not
be sufficient; we must develOp tools for the analysis of nonlinear systems. There
are two basic limitations of linearization. First, since linearization is an approxi-
mation in the neighborhood of an operating point, it can only predict the “local”
behavior of the nonlinear system in the vicinity of that point. It cannot predict the
“nonlocal” behavior far from the Operating point and certainly not the “global” be-
havior throughout the state space. Second, the dynamics of a nonlinear system are
much richer than the dynamics of a linear system. There are “essentially nonlinear
phenomena” that can take place only in the presence of nonlinearity; hence, they
cannot be described or predicted by linear models. The following are examples of
essentially nonlinear phenomena:

0 Finite escape time. The state of an unstable linear system goes to infinity
as time approaches infinity; a nonlinear system’s state, however, can go to
infinity in finite time.

0 Multiple isolated eq/ailibria. A linear system can have only one isolated equi—
librium point; thus, it can have only one steady—state operating point that
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attracts the state of the system irreSpective of the initial state. A nonlinear
system can have more than one isolated equilibrium point. The state may
converge to one of several steady—state operating points, depending on the
initial state of the system.

0 Limit cycles. For a linear time—invariant system to oscillate, it must have
a pair of eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, which is a nonrobust condition
that is almost impossible to maintain in the presence of perturbations. Even
if we do, the amplitude of oscillation will be dependent on the initial state.
In real life, stable oscillation must be produced by nonlinear systems. There
are nonlinear systems that can go into an oscillation of fixed amplitude and
frequency, irreSpective of the initial state. This type of oscillation is known
as a limit cycle. ‘

o Subharmonic, harmonic, or almost—periodic oscillations. A stable linear sys—
tem under a periodic input produces an output of the same frequency. A
nonlinear system under periodic excitation can oscillate with frequencies that
are submultiples or multiples of the input frequency. It may even generate
an almostwperiodic oscillation, an example is the sum of periodic oscillations
with frequencies that are not multiples of each other.

0 Chaos. A nonlinear system can have a more complicated steady—state behavior
that is not equilibrium, periodic oscillation, or almost—periodic oscillation.
Such behavior is usually referred to as chaos. Some of these chaotic motions
exhibit randomness, despite the deterministic nature of the system.

0 Multiple modes of behavior. It is not unusual for two or more modes of be—
havior to be exhibited by the same nonlinear system. An unforced system
may have more than one limit cycle. A forced system with periodic excita—
tion may exhibit harmonic, subharmonic, or more complicated steady—state
behavior, depending upon the amplitude and frequency of the input. It may
even exhibit a discontinuous jump in the mode of behavior as the amplitude
or frequency of the excitation is smoothly changed.

In this book, we will encounter only the first three of these phenomena.1 Multiple
equilibria and limit cycles will be introduced in the next chapter, as we examine
second—order autonomous systems, while the phenomenon of finite escape time will
be introduced in Chapter 3.

1To read about forced oscillation, Chaos, bifurcation, and other important topics, the reader
may consult [70], [74], [187], and [207].
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Figure 1.1: Pendulum.

1.2 Examples

1.2.1 Pendulum Equation

Consider the simple pendulum shown in Figure 1.1, where 1 denotes the length of
the rod and m denotes the mass of the bob. Assume the rod is rigid and has zero
mass. Let 6 denote the angle subtended by the rod and the vertical axis through
the pivot point. The pendulum is free to swing in the vertical plane. The bob of
the pendulum moves in a circle of radius 1. To write the equation of motion of
the pendulum, let us identify the forces acting on the bob. There is a downward
gravitational force equal to mg, where g is the acceleration due to gravity. There
is also a frictional force resisting the motion, which we assume to be pr0portional
to the speed of the bob with a coefficient of friction Is. Using Newton’s second law
of motion, we can write the equation of motion in the tangential direction as

mlé = —mg sin6 — kld

Writing the equation of motion in the tangential direction has the advantage that
the rod tension, which is in the normal direction, does not appear in the equation.
We could have arrived at the same equation by writing the moment equation about
the pivot point. To obtain a state model for the pendulum, let us take the state
variables as 1:1 2 6 and 1:2 2 d. Then, the state equations are

$1 = {132 (1.5)

k332 = « gsinzrl — —$2 (1.6)
mI

To find the equilibrium points, we set 3'31 = 3'32 = O and solve for 1131 and 1132:

0:332

0 = — —sin:131 ———:132
m
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The equilibrium points are located at (mt, 0), for n = 0, i1, i2, . . .. From the phys—
ical description of the pendulum, it is clear that the pendulum has only two equi—
librium positions corresponding to the equilibrium points (0,0) and (7r, 0). Other
equilibrium points are repetitions of these two positions, which correspond to the
number of full swings the pendulum would make before it rests at one of the two
equilibrium positions. For example, if the pendulum makes m complete 360° revolu—
tions before it rests at the downward vertical position, then, mathematically, we say
that the pendulum approaches the equilibrium point (2m7r, 0). In our investigation
of the pendulum, we will limit our attention to the two “nontrivial” equilibrium
points at (0,0) and (7r, 0). Physically, we can see that these two equilibrium posi—
tions are quite distinct from each other. While the pendulum can indeed rest at the
(0,0) equilibrium point, it can hardly maintain rest at the (7r, 0) equilibrium point
because infinitesimally small disturbance from that equilibrium will take the pen—
dulum away. The difference between the two equilibrium points is in their stability
properties, a topic we will study in some depth.

Sometimes it is instructive to consider a version of the pendulum equation where
the frictional resistance is neglected by setting k = O. The resulting system

{1.31 = {132 (1.7)

9'32 = — %sina:1 (1.8)

is conservative in the sense that if the pendulum is given an initial push, it will
keep oscillating forever with a nondissipative energy exchange between kinetic and
potential energies. This, of course, is not realistic, but gives insight into the behavior
of the pendulum. It may also help in finding approximate solutions of the pendulum
equation when the friction coefficient k is small. Another version of the pendulum
equation arises if we can apply a torque T to the pendulum. This torque may be
viewed as a control input in the equation

{1.31 = {132 1.9(
3'32 = — %sina:1 ~ $332 + fill—[5T (1.10)

Interestingly enough, several unrelated physical systems are modeled by equations
similar to the pendulum equation. Such examples are the model of a synchronous
generator connected to an infinite bus (Exercise 1.8), the model of a Josephson
junction circuit (Exercise 1.9), and the model of a phase—locked loop (Exercise 1.11).
Consequently, the pendulum equation is of great practical importance.

1.2.2 Tunnel—Diode Circuit
Consider the tunnel—diode circuit shown in Figure 1.2,2 where the tunnel diode is
characterized by m 2 h(vR) The energy—storing elements in this circuit are the

2This figure, as well as Figures 1.3 and 1.7, are taken from [39].
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2m11 0 Fl'00:
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Tunnel—diode circuit; (b) Tunnel—diode vR—iR characteristic.

capacitor C and the inductor L. Assuming they are linear and time invariant, we
can model them by the equations

d’UC diL
i = C—~—— and v = L—~——C dt L dt

where 2' and v are the current through and the voltage across an element, with the
subscript specifying the element. To write a state model for the system, let us take
331 = 110 and 332 = iL as the state variables and u = E as a constant input. To write
the state equation for 1131, we need to express i0 as a function of the state variables
331,332 and the input u. Using Kirchhoff’s current law, we can write an equation
that the algebraic sum of all currents leaving node © is equal to zero:

7:0 + iR — i1; = 0

Therefore,
to = —h(£131) + 1132

Similarly, we need to express 1),; as a function of the state variables 11:1, 11:2 and the
input u. Using Kirchhoff ’s voltage law, we can write an equation that the algebraic
sum of all voltages across elements in the left loop is equal to zero:

UC—E+R7;L+UL=0

Hence,
vL=—:1:1~R332+u

We can now write the state model for the circuit as

.731 = l—h($1)+ 332] (1.11)

3'32: hi
i-‘

Q
IH

[—331 — R332 + u] (1.12)
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Figure 1.3: Equilibrium points of the tunnel—diode circuit.

The equilibrium points of the system are determined by setting 501 = 3'32 = 0 and
solving for 1131 and 11:2:

0 = —h(.’131)+.’132

0 = —:1:1—R:132+u

Therefore, the equilibrium points correspond to the roots of the equation

h(.’131) = g — $5.131

Figure 1.3 shows graphically that, for certain values of E and R, this equation has
three isolated roots which correspond to three isolated equilibrium points of the
system. The number of equilibrium points might change as the values of E and R
change. For example, if we increase E for the same value of R, we will reach a point
beyond which only the point Q3 will exist. On the other hand, if we decrease E
for the same value of R, we will end up with the point Q1 as the only equilibrium.
Suppose that we are in the multiple equilibria situation, which of these equilibrium
points can we observe in an experimental setup of this circuit? The answer depends
on the stability properties of the equilibrium points. We will come back to this
example in Chapter 2 and answer the question.

1.2.3 Mass—“Spring System
In the mass—spring mechanical system, shown in Figure 1.4, we consider a mass m
sliding on a horizontal surface and attached to a vertical surface through a Spring.
The mass is subjected to an external force F. We define y as the displacement from
a reference position and write Newton’s law of motion

my+Ff+Fsp=F
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Figure 1.4: Mass—spring mechanical system.
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where Ff iS a resistive force due to friction and Fsp iS the restoring force of the
Spring. We assume that F32, is a function only of the diSplacement y and write it aS
F32, = g(y). We assume also that the reference position has been chosen such that
9(0) 2 0. The external force F is at our disposal. Depending upon F, Ff, and 9,
several interesting autonomous and nonautonomous second—order models arise.

For a relatively small diSplacement, the restoring force of the Spring can be
modeled as a linear function 9(y) = Icy, where k is the Spring constant. For a
large displacement, however, the restoring force may depend nonlinearly on y. For
example, the function

9(21) = M1 — a2y2)y, lay! < 1
models the so—called softening spring, where, beyond a certain displacement, a large
diSplacement increment produces a small force increment. On the other hand, the
function

9(y) = M1 + a2y2)y
models the so—called hardening spring, where, beyond a certain diSplacement, a
small diSplacement increment produces a large force increment.

The resistive force Ff may have components due to static, Coulomb, and viscous
friction. When the mass iS at rest, there iS a static friction force FS that acts parallel
to the surface and iS limited to iusmg, where 0 < us < 1 is the static friction
coefficient. This force takes whatever value, between its limits, to keep the maSS at
rest. For motion to begin, there must be a force acting on the maSS to overcome
the resistance to motion caused by static friction. In the absence of an external
force, F = 0, the static friction force will balance the restoring force of the Spring
and maintain equilibrium for |g(y)| g usmg. Once motion has started, the resistive
force Ff, which actS in the direction Opposite to motion, iS modeled aS a function
of the Sliding velocity v = y. The reSistive force due to Coulomb friction PC has a
constant magnitude ukmg, where We is the kinetic friction coefficient, that iS,

{ —ukmg, for v < 0PC = ukmg, for v > 0

AS the maSS moveS in a viscous medium, such aS air or lubricant, there will be
a frictional force due to viscosity. This force iS usually modeled aS a nonlinear
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(C) (d)

Figure 1.5: Examples of friction models. (a) Coulomb friction; (b) Coulomb plus linear
viscous friction; (c) static, Coulomb, and linear viscous friction; (d) static, Coulomb,
and linear viscous friction--—~Stribeck effect.

function of the velocity; that is, E, = h(v), where h(0) = 0. For small velocity,
we can assume that FD 2 01}. Figures 1.5(a) and (b) show examples of friction
models for Coulomb friction and Coulombs plus linear viscous friction, reSpectively.
Figure 1.5(c) shows an example where the static friction is higher than the level of
Coulomb friction, while Figure 1.5(d) shows a similar situation, but with the force
decreasing continuously with increasing velocity, the so—called Stribeck efiect.

The combination of a hardening Spring, linear viscous friction, and a periodic
external force F = A cos wt results in the Dufiing’s equation

mg) + cg + Icy + ka2y3 = Acoswt (1.13)

which is a classical example in the study of periodic excitation of nonlinear systems,
The combination of a linear Spring, static friction, Coulomb friction, linear vis—

cous friction, and zero external force results in

mii+ky+cy+n(y,zi)=0
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where

Mkmgsignw), for lyl >0
my): —ky, for 22:0 and lylSusmg/k

wsmgsignw), for 9:0 and lyl>usmg/k
The value of My, y) for y = 0 and lyl S usmg/k is obtained from the equilibrium
condition 3'] = y = 0. With 1131 = y and 332 = y, the state model is

1131 = 1132 (1.14)

1132 = -— £1131 —— £1132 —— —1—’I](CE1,CE2) (1.15)m m m

Let us note two features of this state model. First, it has an equilibrium set,
rather than isolated equilibrium points. Second, the right—hand side function is
a discontinuous function of the state. The discontinuity is a consequence of the
idealization we ad0pted in modeling friction. One would expect the physical friction
to change from its static friction mode into its sliding friction mode in a smooth way,
not abruptly as our idealization suggests.3 The discontinuous idealization, however,
simplifies the analysis. For example, when 332 > 0, we can model the system by the
linear model

1131:1132
k:. C

332 2 — “331 ’— “332 ’_ #199m m

Similarly, when 332 < O, we can model it by the linear model

.131 = {132

. k c
11:2 = — ——:1:1 — ~332 +c9m m

Thus, in each region, we can predict the behavior of the system via linear analysis.
This is an example of the so—called piecewise linear analysis, where a system is
represented by linear models in various regions of the state space, certain coefficients
changing from region to region.

1.2.4 Negative— Resistance Oscillator

Figure 1.6 shows the basic circuit structure of an important class of electronic
oscillators. The inductor and capacitor are assumed to be linear, time invariant
and passive, that is, L > 0 and C > 0. The resistive element is an active circuit
characterized by the v~i characteristic 2' = 11(1)), shown in the figure. The function

3The smooth transition from static to sliding friction can be captured by dynamic friction
models; see, for example, [12] and [144].
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i= h(V)

Resistive
Element

(a) (b)

Figure 1.6: (a) Basic oscillator circuit; (b) Typical driving—point characteristic.

2

O
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Figure 1.7: A negative—resistance twin—tunnel—diode circuit.

h(-) satisfies the conditions

h(v)——>ooasv——>oo, and h(v)——>—ooasv——>—oo

where h’ (v) is the first derivative of h(v) with respect to 11. Such v—i characteristic
can be realized, for example, by the twin—tunnel~diode circuit of Figure 1.7, with
the tunnel—diode characteristic shown in Figure 1.2. Using Kirchhoff ’8 current law,
we can write the equation

i0 + iL + i = 0

Hence,
d1} 1 'tCd; + Z jfioovfls) d5 + h(v) — 0

Differentiating once with reSpect to t and multiplying through by L, we obtain

d2?) d1}
L“ L’ “:0C dt2+v+ h(v)dt
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The foregoing equation can be written in a form that coincides with some well—
known equations in nonlinear systems theory. To do that, let us change the time
variable from t to T = t/x/Ef. The derivatives of v with reSpect to t and T are
related by

d1} d1} d2?) d2?)
—— = CLW nd m 2 CL“dT dt a £172 dt2

Denoting the derivative of v with respect to T by 1'}, we can rewrite the circuit
equation as

1'} + sh'(v)1’1 + v = 0

where 5 = x/L/C. This equation is a Special case of Liénard’s equation

1'} + f(v)1) + 9(1)) = 0 (1.16)

When
h(v) = —v + $413

the circuit equation takes the form

ii—€(1—v2)1)+v=0 (1.17)

which is known as the Van der Pol equation. This equation, which was used by
Van der Pol to study oscillations in vacuum tube circuits, is a fundamental example
in nonlinear oscillation theory. It possesses a periodic solution that attracts every
other solution except the zero solution at the unique equilibrium point 11 = 1'} = 0.
To write a state model for the circuit, let us take 331 = v and 332 z 1'} to obtain

£131 1: £132 (118)

{1.32 = ~$1~€hl($1)$2 (1.19)

Note that an alternate state model could have been obtained by choosing the state
variables as the voltage across the capacitor and the current through the inductor.
Denoting the state variables by 21 :2 TL and 22 :2 110, the state model is given by

dzl 1

E L
dz 1
d: = T Elzl + h(22H

H

Since the first state model has been written with respect to the time variable T =
t/\/ CL, let us write this model with respect to T.

2-2 I: —-€[Zl+h(22)] (1.21)
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Figure 1.8: Hopfield neural network model.

The state models in :1: and 2 look different, but they are equivalent representations
of the system. This equivalence can be seen by noting that these models can be
obtained from each other by a change of coordinates

z z T(:1:)

Since we have chosen both :1: and z in terms of the physical variables of the circuit,
it is not hard to find the map T(-) We have

$120222

332 = g; = Wig = glvh*h(”0)l = €l*21*h(22)l

Thus,

1.2.5 Artificial Neural Network
Artificial neural networks, in analogy to biological structures, take advantage of
distributed information. processing and their inherent potential for parallel compu—
tation. Figure 1.8 shows an electric circuit that implements one model of neural
networks, known as the Hopfield model. The circuit is based on an RC network con~
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Figure 1.9: A typical input—output characteristic for the amplifiers in Hopfield network.

necting amplifiers. The input~output characteristics of the amplifiers are given by
111 = g1(u1), where m and 111 are the input and output voltages of the ith amplifier.
The function g1(-) : R ——> (~VM, VM) is a sigmoid function with asymptotes ——VM
and VM, as shown in Figure 1.9. It is continuously differentiable, odd, monoton~
ically increasing, and g1(u1) : 0 if and only if m :2 0. Examples of possible g1(-)
are

__ 2VM _1 A7ru1~
92(U1)~ 7r tan <2VM), A>0

and
Au ——>\'u.1~6 1'——e

where A determines the slope of g1(u1) at u1- = 0. Such sigmoid input—~output char~
acteristics can be realized by using operational amplifiers. For each amplifier, the
circuit contains an inverting amplifier whose output is —v1, which permits a choice of
the sign of the amplifier output that is connected to a given input line. The outputs
v1- and —v1 are usually provided by two output terminals of the same operational
amplifier circuit. The pair of nonlinear amplifiers is referred to as a “neuron.” The
circuit also contains an RC section at the input of each amplifier. The capacitance
C1- > 0 and the resistance p1- > 0 represent the total shunt capacitance and shunt
resistance at the ith amplifier input. Writing Kirchhoff ’s current law at the input
node of the ith amplifier, we obtain

du1- 1 1 1
Ci??? 2 ; E;(:l:’l}j “7141) '— E7141 +11 =2 $1113”l -- 1:711 +11

where i_l+ 1
R1 P1 3. R1j

T11 is a signed conductance whose magnitude is 1 /B11, and whose sign is determined
by the choice of the positive or negative output of the jth amplifier, and I1- is a
constant input current. For a circuit containing n amplifiers, the motion is described
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by n first—order differential equations. To write a state model for the circuit, let us
choose the state variables as :13, = v,- for z' z 1, 2, . . . ,n. Then

I

7, 2'

By defining

we can write the state equation as

_ 1 1 _1
:13,- = ahfimfl gill-jay —— E91. (33¢) + I,- (1.22)

for 2' = 1, 2, . . . ,n. Note that, due to the sigmoid characteristic of gi(-), the function
h,() satisfies

h1($7;) > 0, V 1137; E (*VM,VM)

The equilibrium points of the system are the roots of the n simultaneous equations

2'

l

3'

They are determined by the sigmoid characteristics, the linear resistive connection,
and the input currents. We can obtain an equivalent state model by choosing the
state variables as u,- for 2' = 1, 2, . . . ,n.

Stability analysis of this neural network depends critically on whether the sym»
metry condition Ti]- 2 j, is satisfied. An example of the analysis when Tij = Tji
is given in Section 4.2, while an. example when Tij 7E Tji is given in Section 9.5.

1.2.6 Adaptive Control
Consider a first—order linear system described by the model

929 I “293/29 + 1%”
where u is the control input and yp is the measured output. We refer to this system
as the plant. Suppose that it is desirable to obtain a closed~loop system whose
inputwutput behavior is described by the reference model

gm : amym + kmr

where 7‘ is the reference input and the model has been chosen such that ym(t)
represents the desired output of the closed—loop system. This goal can be achieved
by the linear feedback control

Uft) = 9176) + GEE/Mt)
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provided that the plant parameters (1,, and kp are known, 16,, 75 0, and the controller
parameters 61‘ and 63 are chosen as

* km * am—CL
61 Z 7;; and 62:72:

When (1,, and kp are unknown, we may consider the controller

W) = 91(07‘05) + 92(02/2205)
where the time~varying gains 61(15) and 62(15) are adjusted on—line by using the avail—
able data, namely, 7(7), ym(T), yp(7-), and u(T) for T < t. The adaptation should
be such that 6105) and 62(15) evolve to their nominal values 61‘ and 63. The adapta—
tion rule is chosen based on stability considerations. One such rule, known as the
gradient algorithm,4 is to use

61 = —v(yp ~ ym)7‘
92 = —v(yp ~ ym)yp

where ”y is a positive constant that determines the speed of adaptation. This adap~
tive control law assumes that the sign of kp is known and, without loss of generality,
takes it to be positive. To write a state model that describes the closed«loop system
under the adaptive control law, it is more convenient to define the output error 60
and the parameter errors gbl and gbg as

€o=yp*ym, 951 =91*9la and ¢2=92*93

By using the definition of 61‘ and 61, the reference model can be rewritten as

gm 2 apym + kp(61r + 6331,”)

On the other hand, the plant output 3],, satisfies the equation

3),, :2 apyp + kp(61r + 62%)

Subtracting the above two equations, we obtain the error equation

ea 2 apeo + kp(61 —— 61‘)r + kp(62yp —— 6331,”)
: apeo + kp(61 — 61‘)7‘ + l€,,(62yp w 639m + 6311,, _ 63%)

2 (up ’l‘ 15296960 ’l‘ M91 " 697‘ ’l‘ kp(62 " 6;)3/29

Thus, the closed~loop system is described by the nonlinear, nonautonomous, third
order state model

ea 2 ameo + kp¢1r(t) + kp¢2[eo + ym(t)] (1.23)

{bl wears) (1.24)
952 = weak.) + ym(t)] (1.25)

4This adaptation rule will be justified in Section 8.3.

II
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where we used ¢,(t) : 6,(t) and wrote 7'05) and ym(t) as explicit functions of time
to emphasize the nonautonomous nature of the system. The signals 7‘05) and ym(t)
are the external driving inputs of the closed—loop system.

A simpler version of this model arises if we know lop. In this case, we can take
61 = 91‘ and only 62 needs to be adjusted on—line. The closed—loop model reduces to

ea 2 ameo + kp¢[eo + ym(t)] (1.26)

{b = —veo[eo + ym(t)] (1.27)
where we dropped the subscript from ¢2~ If the goal of the control design is to
regulate the plant output yp to zero, we take 7‘05) E 0 (hence, ym(t) E 0) and the
closed—loop model simplifies to the autonomous second—order model

ea 2 (am+kp¢)eo

{b = “7‘33
The equilibrium points of this system are determined by setting éo = (15 = 0 to
obtain the algebraic equations

0 : (am + [432%k
0 = ——’ye§

The system has equilibrium at 60 : 0 for all values of ,1; that is, it has an equilibrium
set 60 = 0. There are no isolated equilibrium points.

The particular adaptive control scheme described here is called direct model ref—
erence adaptive control. The term “model reference” stems from the fact that the
controller’s task is to match a given closed—loop reference model, while the term
“direct” is used to indicate that the controller parameters are adapted directly as
opposed, for example, to an adaptive control scheme that would estimate the plant
parameters up and lop on—line and use their estimates to calculate the controller
parameters.5 The adaptive control problem generates some interesting nonlinear
models that will be used to illustrate some of the stability and perturbation tech—
niques of this book.

1.2.7 Common Nonlinearities

In the foregoing examples, we saw some typical nonlinearities that arise in modeling
physical systems, such as nonlinear resistance, nonlinear friction, and sigmoid non—
linearities. In this secti0n, we cover some other typical nonlinearities. Figure 1.10
shows four typical mernoryless nonlinearities. They are called memoryless, zero
memory, or static because the output of the nonlinearity at any instant of time is

5For a, comprehensive treatment of adaptive control, the reader may consult [5], [15], [87], [139],
or [168].
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(c) Dead zone (d) Quantization

Figure 1.10: Typical memoryless nonlinearities.

determined uniquely by its input at that instant; it does not depend on the history
of the input.

Figure 1.10(a) shows an ideal relay described by the signum function

1, if u > 0
sgn(u) z 0, if u :2 0 (1.28)

~1, if u < 0

Such nonlinear characteristic can model electromechanical relays, thyristor circuits,
and other switching devices.

Figure 1.10(b) shows an ideal saturation nonlinearity. Saturation character—
istics are common in all practical amplifiers (electronic, magnetic, pneumatic, or
hydraulic), motors, and other devices. They are also used, intentionally, as limiters
to restrict the range of a variable. We define the saturation function

u, if lul g l
sat(u) : { sgn(u), if Iu] > 1 (1'29)

to represent a normalized saturation nonlinearity and generate the graph of Fig—
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(a) Saturation (b) Dead zone

Figure 1.11: Practical characteristics (dashed) of saturation and dead-zone nonlineari~
ties are approximated by piecewise linear characteristics (solid).

y‘k

L+ A V

A V V

Figure 1.12: Relay with hysteresis.

ure 1.10(b) as k sat(u/6).
Figure 1.10(c) shows an ideal dead—zorre nonlinearity. Such characteristic is

typical of valves and some amplifiers at low input signals. The piecewise linear
functions used in Figure 1.10(b) and (c) to represent saturation and dead—zone
characteristics are approximations of more realistic smooth functions, as shown in
Figure 1.11

Figure 1.10(d) shows a quantization nonlinearity, which is typical in analog—to—
digital conversion of signals.

Quite frequently, we encounter nonlinear elements whose input—output charac—
teristics have memory; that is, the output at any instant of time may depend on
the whole history of the input. Figures 1.12, 1.15(b), and 1.16 show three such
characteristics of the hysteresis type. The first of the three elements, Figure 1.12,
is a relay with hysteresis. For highly negative values of the input, the output will
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Figure 1.13: An operational amplifier circuit that realizes the relay with hysteresis
characteristic of Figure 1.12.

be at the lower level L_. As the input is increased, the output stays at L_, until
the input reaches 8+. Increasing the input beyond 8+, the output switches to the
higher level L+ and stays there for higher values of the input. Now, if we decrease
the input, the output stays at the higher level L+ until the input crosses the value
Sc at which point the output switches to the lower level L_ and stays there for
lower values of the input. Such input—output characteristic can be generated, for
example, by the Operational amplifier circuit of Figure 1.13.6 The circuit features
ideal operational amplifiers and ideal diodes. An ideal OperatiOnal amplifier has the
voltage at its inverting (~) input equal to the voltage at its noninverting (+) input
and has zero input currents at both inputs. An ideal diode has the v—i characteristic
shown in Figure 1.14. When the input voltage u is highly negative, the diodes D1
and D3 will be on while D2 and D4 will be 0fi97 Because the inverting inputs of
both amplifiers are at virtual ground, the currents in R5 and D3 will be zero and
the output of D3 will be at virtual ground. Therefore, the output voltage y will be
given by y = ~(R3/R4)E. This situation will remain as long as the current in D1

6This circuit is taken from [204].
7To see why D3 is on when D1 is on, notice that when D1 is on, the voltage at the output

of A1 will be Vd, the ofiset voltage of the diode. This will cause a current Vd/R5 to flow in R5
heading towards A2. Since the input current to A2 is zero, the current in R5 must flow through
D3. In modeling the diodes, we neglect the offset voltage Vd; therefore, the currents in R5 and
D3 are neglected.
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on

off

Figure 1.14: v—i characteristic of an ideal diode.

is positive; that is,

2' ~—————R3E ~1>0 4:) u< R3R6ED1 ” R4R7 R6 R4R7
As we increase the input u, the output y will stay at —(R3/R4)E until the input
reaches the value R3R6E/R4R7. Beyond this value, the diodes D1 and D3 will be
ofiwhile D2 and D4 will be on. Once again, because the inverting inputs of both
amplifiers are at virtual ground, the currents in R5 and D4 will be zero, and the
input of D4 will be at virtual ground. Therefore, the output y will be given by
y = (R2/R1)E. This situation will remain as long as the current in D2 is positive;
that is,

2‘ ~—u—+ RQE >0 4: u>~R2R6ED2 R6 R1R7 R1R7
Thus, we obtain the input—output characteristic of Figure 1.12 with

L__: “ R3E _ R2E _ ~ R2R6E s _ R3R6E
R4’ R1 ’ ” R1R7’ +“ R4R7

We will see in Example 2.1 that the tunnel—diode circuit of Section 1.2.2 produces
a similar characteristic when its input voltage is much slower than the dynamics of
the cirCuit.

Another type of hysteresis nonlinearity is the backlash characteristic shown in
Figure 1.15(b), which is common in gears. To illustrate backlash, the sketch of
Figure 1.15(a) shows a small gap between a pair of mating gears. Suppose that the
driven gear has a high friction to inertia ratio so that when the driving gear starts to
decelerate, the surfaces will remain in contact at L. The input~output characteristic
shown in Figure 1.15(b) depicts the angle of the driven gear y versus the angle of the
driving gear u. Starting from the position shown in Figure 1.15(a), when the driving
gear rotates an angle smaller than a, the driven gear does not move. For rotation
larger than a, a contact is established at L and the driven gear follows the driving
one, corresponding to the AOA piece of the input»output characteristic, When the
driving gear reverses direction, it rotates an angle 2a before a contact is established
at U 9 During this motion, the angle y remains constant, producing the AB piece of
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gear
Drivingi

(a) (b)

Figure 1.15: Backlash nonlinearity.

Figure 1.16: Hysteresis nonlinearity.

the characteristic. After a contact is established at U, the driven gear follows the
driving one, producing the BC piece, until another reversal of direction produces
the CDA piece. Thus, a periodic input of amplitude higher than a produces the
ABCD hysteresis loop of Figure 1.15(b). Notice that for a larger amplitude, the
hysteresis 100p will be A’B’C’D’~—an important difference between this type of
hysteresis characteristic and the relay with hysteresis characteristic of Figure 1.12,
where the hysteresis loop is independent of the amplitude of the input.

Similar to backlash, the hysteresis characteristic of Figure 1.16, which is typical
in magnetic material, has a hysteresis loop that is dependent on the amplitude of
the input.8

8Modeling the hysteresis characteristics of Figures 1.15(b) and 1.16 is quite complex. Various
modeling approaches are given in [106], [126] and [203].
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1.3 Exercises

1.1 A mathematical model that describes a wide variety of physical nonlinear
systems is the nth—order differential equation

21‘") = 9 (ti/,1), - - - ,y("”1),u)
where u and y are scalar variables. With u as input and y as output, find a state
model.

1.2 Consider a single~input—single-output system described by the nth—order dif—
ferential equation

2/”) = 91 (ti/.1), ~ - - , y(”_1),u) + 92 (my, - - . 410%”) 71
where 92 is a differentiable function of its arguments. With u as input and y as
output, find a state rnodel.
Hint: Take Tn 2 gm“) — 92 (t, y, g, . . . ,y(”“2)) u.

1.3 Consider a single—input—single—output system described by the nth—order dif—
ferential equation

ym)=g(3],...,y(”“1),z,...,z(m)), m<n

where z is the input and y is the output. Extend the dynamics of the system by
adding a series of m integrators at the input side and define u = 20") as the input
to the extended system; see Figure 1.17. Using y, . . .,y(”“1) and z, . . . , 20”“) as
state variables, find a state model of the extended system.

WI“_____
m integrators

V Vf 2 Given System A

Figure 1.17; Exercise 1.3.

1.4 The nonlinear dynamic equations for an m—link robot [171, 185] take the form

M ((1)61 + C(q.ci)c1+ +Dq + 9(q) = u
where q is an m—dimensional vector of generalized coordinates representing joint
positions, u is an m—dimensional control (torque) input, and M(q) is a symmetric
inertia matrix, which is positive definite for all g E R”. The term C(q, q)q accounts
for centrifugal and Coriolis forces. The matrix C has the property that M — 2C is
a skew—symmetric matrix for all q,q E Rm, where MI is the total derivative of M(q)
with respect to t. The term Dq account for viscous damping, where D is a positive
semidefinite symmetric matrix. The term g(q), which accounts for gravity forces, is
given by g(q) = [8P(q)/8q]T, where P(q) is the total potential energy of the links
due to gravity. Choose appropriate state variables and find the state equation.
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1.5 The nonlinear dynamic equations for a single—link manipulator with flexible
joints [185], damping ignored, is given by

1511 + MgL Sinql + k(ql ~ 92)
W12 ‘ M91 ‘92) = u

where ql and q2 are angular positions, I and J are moments of inertia, k is a spring
constant, M is the total mass, L is a distance, and u is a torque input. Choose
state variables for this system and write down the state equation.

1.6 The nonlinear dynamic equations for an m—link robot with flexible joints [185]
take the form

M(91)§1 + h(91,(11)+ K(91 ‘ Q2)
JQ2—K(91 ~92) = u

where ql and q2 are m—dimensional vectors of generalized coordinates, M(q1) and
J are symmetric nonsingular inertia matrices, and u is an m—dimensional control
input. The term h(q, q') accounts for centrifugal, Coriolis, and gravity forces, and
K is a diagonal matrix of joint spring constants. Choose state variables for this
system and write down the state equation.

1.7 Figure 1.18 shows a feedback connection of a linear time-invariant system rep—
resented by the transfer function G(s) and a nonlinear time—varying element defined
by z 2 1/105, y). The variables 7‘, u, y, and z are vectors of the same dimension, and
“Mt, y) is a vector—valued function. With 7‘ as input and y as output, find a state
model.

“041+ C(s) : C(sI — A)~IB y .

-—-~——--— May) ‘

Figure 1.18: Exercise 1.7.

1.8 A synchronous generator c0nnected to an infinite bus can be represented [148]
by

M6 = P~D5~mEqsin6
TEq = ~n2Eq+n3cos5+EFD
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where 6 is an angle in radians, Eq is voltage, P is mechanical input power, EFD is
field voltage (input), D is damping coefficient, .M is inertial coefficient, 7' is time
constant, and 771, 772, and 773 are constant parameters.

(a) Using 5, 5, and Eq as state variables, find the state equation.

(b) Let P = 0.815, EFD = 1.22, 01 = 2.0, 02 = 2.7, 03 = 1.7, T = 6.6, M = 0.0147,
and D/M = 4. Find all equilibrium points.

(c) Suppose that T is relatively large so that Eq % 0. Show that assuming E1 to
be constant reduces the model to a pendulum equation.

1.9 The circuit shown in Figure 1.19 contains a nonlinear inductor and is driven
by a time—dependent current source. Suppose that‘the nonlinear inductor is a
Josephson junction [39], described by 1,; = Io sin kgbL, where 90,; is the magnetic
flux of the inductor and IO and k are constants.

(a) Using 9b,; and 110 as state variables, find the state equation.

(b) Is it easier to choose 75,; and 110 as state variables?

i1;

..§
is(t)C> ER @0220 UL

Figure 1.19: Exercises 1.9 and 1.10.

1.10 The circuit shown in Figure 1.19 contains a nonlinear inductor and is driven
by a time—dependent current source. Suppose that the nonlinear inductor is de—
scribed by 75,; = L¢L + ugbi, where $1; is the magnetic flux of the inductor and L
and u are positive constants.

(a) Using $1; and 110 as state variables, find the state equation.

(b) Find all equilibrium points when 1' S = 0.

1.11 A phase—locked loop [64] can be represented by the block diagram of Fig—
ure 1.20. Let {A,B,C} be a minimal realization of the scalar, strictly proper
transfer function G(s). Assume that all eigenvalues of A have negative real parts,
G(0) 75 0, and 9,- = constant. Let 2 be the state of the realization {A, B, C}.
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V Q A 03 V ‘6 V

Figure 1.20: Exercise 1.11. Figure 121; Exercise 1,12.

(a) Show that the closed—loop system can be represented by the state equations

2=Az+Bsine, é=~Cz

(b) Find all equilibrium points of the system.

(c) Show that when C(s) = 1/(1-3 + 1), the closed—loop model coincides with the
model of a pendulum equation.

1.12 Consider the mass~spring system shown in Figure 1.21. Assuming a linear
spring and nonlinear viscous damping described by cly+c|yl, find a state equation
that describes the motion of the system.

1.13 An example of a mechanical system in which friction can be negative in a
certain region is the structure shown in Figure 1.22 [7]. On a belt moving uniformly
with velocity 1)0, there lies a mass m fixed by linear springs, with spring constants
1:1 and 112. The friction force 11(1)) exerted by the belt on the mass is a function
of the relative velocity 1) = 1)0 — y. We assume that 11(1)) is a smooth function for
[1)l > 0. In addition to this friction, assume that there is a linear viscous friction
proportional to y.

(a) Write down the equation of motion of the mass m.

(b) By restricting our analysis to the region [yl << 1)0, we can use a Taylor series to
approximate 11(1)) by 11(1)0) — yh’ (1)0). Using this approximation, simplify the
model of the system.

(c) In view of the friction models discussed in Section 1.2.3, describe what kind of
friction characteristic 11(1)) would result in a system with negative friction.

1.14 Figure 1.23 shows a vehicle moving on a road with grade angle 6, where 1) is
the vehicle’s velocity, M is its mass, and F is the tractive force generated by the
engine. Assume that the friction is due to Coulomb friction, linear viscous friction,
and a drag force proportional to 1)2. Viewing F as the control input and 6 as a
disturbance input, find a state model of the system.
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k1 k2

Figure 1.22: Exercise 1.13.

Figure 1.23: Exercise 1.14. l

1.15 Consider the inverted pendulum of Figure 1.24 [110]. The pivot of the pen—
dulum is mounted on a cart that can move in a horizontal direction. The cart is
driven by a motor that exerts a horizontal force F on the cart. The figure shows also
the forces acting on the pendulum, which are the force mg at the center of gravity,
a horizontal reaction force H, and a vertical reaction force V at the pivot. Writ-
ing horizontal and vertical Newton’s laws at the center of gravity of the pendulum
yields 2 2

d , dm 8—1-53(y+Ls1n6)— H and m 2553(Lcos6) — V—mg

Taking moments about the center of gravity yields the torque equation

Ié = VLsin6 —HLcos6
while a horizontal Newton’s law for the cart yields

M3'} = F — H — Icy

Here m is the mass of the pendulum, M is the mass of the cart, L is the distance
from the center of gravity to the pivot, I is the moment of inertia of the pendulum
with respect to the center of gravity, k is a friction coefficient, y is the displacement
of the pivot, 9 is the angular rotation of the pendulum (measured clockwise), and
g is the acceleration due to gravity.

(a) Carrying out the indicated differentiation and eliminating V and H, show that
the equations of motion reduce to

Id 2 mgL sin6 — mLQé — ij cos6

M} = F ~ m (y + Lécosa ~ L92sin6) ~ Icy
(b) Solving the foregoing equations for 6 and 3'}, show that

é _ 1 m+M ~mLcos6 mgLsinQ
y _ A(6) ~mL cosa I + 7s2 F + mL62 sin6 ~ Icy
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Pendulum

Cart é/ _, F 9 H
L) U

Figure 1.24: Inverted pendulum of Exercise 1.15.

where

M6) = (1+ mL2)(m+ M) — m2L26082 9 2 (1+ mL2)M+mI > 0
(C) Using 331 = 0, 1132 = d, 1133 = y, and 3:4 2 y as the state variables and u = F as

the control input, write down the state equation.

1.16 Figure 1.25 shows a schematic diagram of a Translational Oscillator with
Rotating Actuator (TORA) system [205]. The system consists of a platform of
mass M connected to a fixed frame of reference by a linear spring, with spring
constant la. The platform can only move in the horizontal plane, parallel to the
spring axis. On the platform, a rotating proof mass is actuated by a DC motor.
It has mass m and moment of inertial I around its center of mass, located at a
distance L from its rotational axis. The control torque applied to the proof mass
is denoted by u. The rotating proof mass creates a force which can be controlled
to dampen the translational motion of the platform. We will derive a model for
the system, neglecting friction. Figure 1.25 shows that the proof mass is subject to
forces Fm and Fy and a torque u. Writing Newton’s law at the center of mass and
taking moments about the center of mass yield the equations

2 . d2 .. .
m ’65:?(330‘fL s1n6) = Fm, m 31-53(Lcos9) 2 Pg, and [0 = u+FyL s1n6~FmL cos6

where 6 is the angular position of the proof mass (measured counter clockwise).
The platform is subject to the forces Fm and Fy, in the Opposite directions, as well
as the restoring force of the spring. Newton’s law for the platform yields

Micro = ~Fm — [€330

where 336 is the translational position of the platform.
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(a) Carrying out the indicated differentiation and eliminating Fm and Fy, show
that the equations of motion reduce to

é _ u _ I+mL2 mLcosO
Dlgllicl_lmL9231n6~mcl’WhereDlgl—lmLcosa M+ml

(b) Solving the foregoing equation for 6 and 1&6, show that

9' _ 1 m + M ~mL cos6 u
[icl_Ml—mLcos6 I+mL2 l lmLéQsinGkcl

where

Am) = (I + mL2)(m + M) — m2L2 c082 0 2 (I + mL2)M + WI > 0
(c) Using 331 = 6, 332 = d, 333 = 3:6, and 334 = :isc as the state variables and u as the

control input, write down the state equation.

(d) Find all equilibrium points of the system.

Figure 1.25: Translational Oscillator with Rotating Actuator (TORA) system.

1.17 The dynamics of a DC motor [178] can be described by

it:
dt
ala ,

va 2 clifw+La—Z——+Raza
dt

. dw
J——‘ = c 2' 2' — c a)dt 2 f a 3

The first equation is for the field circuit with 11f, if, Rf, and Lf being its voltage,
current, resistance, and inductance. The variables va, ia, Ra, and La are the corre—
sponding variables for the armature circuit described by the second equation. The

’Uf 2' Rf’if +Lf
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third equation is a torque equation for the shaft, with J as the rotor inertia and C3
as a damping coefficient. The term (312’ fa) is the back e.m.f. induced in the armature
circuit, and Cgifia is the torque produced by the interaction of the armature current
with the field circuit flux.

(a) For a separately excited DC motor, the voltages va and of are independent
control inputs. Choose appropriate state variables and find the state equation.

(b) Specialize the state equation of part(a) to the field controlled DC motor, where
of is the control input, while 110 is held constant.

(c) Specialize the state equation of part(a) to the armature controlled DC motor,
where 110 is the control input, while of is held constant. Can you reduce the
order of the model in this case?

(d) In a shunt wound DC motor, the field and armature windings are connected
in parallel and an external resistance Rm is connected in series with the field
winding to limit the field flux, that is, v = va 2 of + Rmif. With 11 as the
control input, write down the state equation.

1.18 Figure 1.26 shows a schematic diagram of a magnetic suspension system,
where a ball of magnetic material is suspended by means of an electromagnet whose
current is controlled by feedback from the, optically measured, ball position [211,
pp. 192-200]. This system has the basic ingredients of systems constructed to
levitate mass, used in gyroscopes, accelerometers, and fast trains. The equation of
motion of the ball is

my : 4:1; + mg + F(y, i)
where m is the mass of the ball, y 2 0 is the vertical (downward) position of the
ball measured from a reference point (y = 0 when the ball is next to the coil), k is
a viscous friction coefficient, 9 is the acceleration due to gravity, F(y, 75) is the force
generated by the electromagnet, and i is its electric current. The inductance of the
electromagnet depends on the position of the ball and can be modeled as

L0L 2L —-———-—(y) 1+1+y/a

where L1, L0, and a are positive constants. This model represents the case that the
inductance has its highest value when the ball is next to the coil and decreases to
a constant value as the ball is removed to y = 00. With E(y,i) = %L(y)i2 as the
energy stored in the electromagnet, the force F(y, 2') is given by

, 8E Loi2F(y, .) = ——- = — ~m~53y 2a(1 + y/a)
When the electric circuit of the coil is driven by a voltage source with voltage 1},
Kirchhoff’s voltage law gives the relationship 11 2 gb + Ri, where R is the series
resistance of the circuit and gb = L(y)i is the magnetic flux linkage.
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Figure 1.26: Magnetic suspension system of Exercise 1.18.

(a) Using 331 = y, 1132 = y, and 1133 = i as state variables and u = v as control input,
find the state equation.

(b) Suppose it is desired to balance the ball at a certain position 7‘ > 0. Find the
steady-state values I33 and V33 of 2' and 1}, respectively, which are necessary
to maintain such balance.

The next three exercises give examples of hydraulic systems [41].

1.19 Figure 1.27 shows a hydraulic system where liquid is stored in an open tank.
The cross-sectional area of the tank, A(h), is a function of h, the height of the liquid
level above the bottom of the tank. The liquid volume v is given by v = foh A(A) dA.
For a liquid of density p, the absolute pressure p is given by p = pgh + pa, where
pa is the atmospheric pressure (assumed constant) and g is the acceleration due
to gravity. The tank receives liquid at a flow rate 111,- and loses liquid through a
valve that obeys the flow—pressure relationship 1110 2 km. In the current case,
Ap = p — pa. Take u = w,- to be the control input and y = h to be the output.

(a) Using h as the state variable, determine the state model.

(b) Using p -— pa as the state variable, determine the state model.

(c) Find USS that is needed to maintain the output at a constant value 7‘.

1.20 The hydraulic system shown in Figure 1.28 consists of a constant speed cen—
trifugal pump feeding a tank from which liquid flows through a pipe and a valve that
obeys the relationship mo 2 km. The pump characteristic for the specified
pump speed is shown in Figure 1.29. Let us denote this relationship by Ap = ¢(w,-)
and denote its inverse, whenever defined, by w,- : ¢“1(Ap). For the current pump,
A}? = 10 ~ pa. The cross-sectional area of the tank is uniform; therefore, 11 2 Ah and
P : 1% + pgv/A, where the variables are defined in the previous exercise.
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Figure 1.27: Exercise 1.19. Figure 1.28: Exercise 1.20.

AP

W

Figure 1.29: Typical centrifugal pump characteristic.

(a) Using (p — pa) as the state variable, find the state model.

(b) Find all equilibrium points of the system.

1.21 The valves in the hydraulic system of Figure 1.30 obey the flow relationships
1111 2 mm and 1112 2 mm. The pump has the characteristic shown
in Figure 1.29 for (m — pa) versus wp. The various components and variables are
defined in the previous two exercises.

(a) Using (p1 — pa) and (p2 — pa) as the state variables, find the state equation.

(b) Find all equilibrium points of the system.

1.22 Consider a biochemical reactor with two components-biomass and substrate—
where the biomass cells consume the substrate [23]; a schematic is shown in Fig—
ure 1.31. Assume that the reactor is perfectly mixed and the volume V is constant.
Let 3:1 and 1132 be the concentrations (mass/volume) of the biomass cells and sub—
strate, respectively, and :13” and 1132 f be the corresponding concentrations in the
feed stream. Let n be the rate of biomass cell generation (mass/volume/time), 7‘2
be the rate of the substrate consumption, and F be the flow rate (volume/time).
The dynamic model is developed by writing material balances on the biomass and
substrate; that is,

rate of biomass accumulation = in by flow — out by flow + generation
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1:2; ”pi—‘4' ’41; 32; “702:: ’32 102:9: paPa

Figure 1.30: The hydraulic system of Exercise 1.21.

rate of substrate accumulation = in by flow — out by flow — consumption

The generation rate T1 is modeled as T1 = #331, where the specific growth coefficient
u is a function of 1132. We assume that there is no biomass in the feed stream, so
1131 f = 0, the dilution rate d = F/V is constant, and the yield Y = 7‘1/7‘2 is constant.

(a) Using 331 and 352 as state variables, find the state model.

(b) Find all equilibrium points when u = umxg/(km + 1132) for some positive con—
stants Hm and km. Assume that d < um.

(C) Find all equilibrium points when u = umxg/(km + 1132 + 131333) for some positive
constants um, km, and k1. Assume that d < maxm220{u(332)}.

F

:2; ’w—T
€131

k m1

Figure 1.31: Biochemical reactor of Exercise 1.22.



Chapter 2

Second-Order Systems

Second—order autonomous systems occupy an important place in the study of non—
linear systems because solution trajectories can be represented by curves in the
plane. This allows for easy visualization of the qualitative behavior of the system.
The purpose of this chapter is to use seconduorder systems to introduce, in an ele—
mentary context, some of the basic ideas of nonlinear systems. In particular, we will
look at the behavior of a nonlinear system near equilibrium points, the phenomenon
of nonlinear oscillation, and bifurcation.

A second—order autonomous system is represented by two scalar differential equa-
tions

561 = f1(331,332) (2-1)
332 = f2(331a 332)

Let :1:(t) = (3:1(t),:1:2(t)) be the solution1 of (2.1)~(2.2) that starts at a certain initial
state 1130 = (11:10, 3:20); that is, 33(0) 2 11:0. The locus in the 331-332 plane of the solution
:1:(t) for all t 2 0 is a curve that passes through the point 1130. This curve is called
a trajectory or orbit of (2.1)-(2.2) from 1130. The 331—332 plane is usually called the
state plane or phase plane. The right-hand side of (2.1)-(2.2) expresses the tangent
vector d:(t) = (331(t), i72(t)) to the curve. Using the vector notation

93:1”(93)
where f(:1:) is the vector (f1(:1:),f2(:1:)), we consider f(:1:) as a vector field on the
state plane, which means that to each point :1: in the plane, we assign a vector f (:13)
For easy visualization, we represent f (:13) as a vector based at :13; that is, we assign
to :1: the directed line segment from a: to :1: + f (:13) For example, if f (:13) = (233%, 1132),
then at :1: = (1,1), we draw an arrow pointing from (1,1) to (1,1) + (2,1) = (3, 2).
(See Figure 2.1.) Repeating this at every point in a grid covering the plane, we

1It is assumed that there is a unique solution.

35
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x+f(m)=(3.2)

331

Figure 21: Vector field representation.

obtain a vector field diagram, such as the one shown in Figure 2.2 for the pendulum
equation without friction:

11.31 = 1132

{1.32 = ~108l1’1331

In the figure, the length of the arrow at a given point a: is proportional to the
length of f(:1:), that is, x/f12(:r) + f22(:r). Sometimes, for convenience, we draw
arrows of equal length at all points. Since the vector field at a point is tangent to
the trajectory through that point, we can, in essence, construct trajectories from
the vector field diagram. Starting at a given initial point 1130, we can construct the
trajectory from 3:0 by moving along the vector field at 1130, This motion takes us to
a new point ma, where we continue the trajectory along the vector field at ma. If the
process is repeated carefully and the consecutive points are chosen close enough to
each other, we can obtain a reasonable approximation of the trajectory through 330.
In the case of Figure 2.2, a careful implementation of the foregoing process would
show that the trajectory through (2, 0) is a closed curve.

The family of all trajectories or solution curves is called the phase portrait of
(2.1)—-(2.2). An (approximate) picture of the phase portrait can be constructed
by plotting trajectories from a large number of initial states spread all over the
501-502 plane. Since numerical subroutines for solving general nonlinear differential
equations are widely available, we can easily construct the phase portrait by using
computer simulations. (Some hints are given in Section 2.5.) Note that since
the time t is suppressed in a trajectory, it is not possible to recover the solution
(931(t), x2(t)) associated with a given trajectory. Hence, a trajectory gives only the
qualitative, but not quantitative, behavior of the associated solution. For example,
a closed trajectory shows that there is a periodic solution; that is, the system has
a sustained oscillation, whereas a shrinking spiral shows a decaying oscillation. In
the rest of this chapter, we will qualitatively analyze the behavior of second—order
systems by using their phase portraits.
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Figure 2.2: Vector field diagram of the pendulum equation without friction.

2.1 Qualitative Behavior of Linear Systems

Consider the linear time—invariant system

3': = A3: (2.3)

where A is a 2 x 2 real matrix. The solution of (2.3) for a given initial state 1130 is
given by

1130?) == Mexp(t)M_1:1:0

where J, is the real Jordan form of A and M is a real nonsingular matrix such that
M“1AM 2 Jr. Depending on the eigenvalues of A, the real Jordan form may take
one of three forms

A1 0 A k} 01 ““6

l 0 Ml? l0 Al’ and l6 a
where k is either 0 or 1. The first form corresponds to the case when the eigenval—
ues A1 and A2 are real and distinct, the second form corresponds to the case when
the eigenvalues are real and equal, and the third form corresponds to the case of
complex eigenvalues A1; = Oz i jB. In our analysis, we have to distinguish between
these three cases. Moreover, with real eigenvalues, we have to isolate the case when
at least one of the eigenvalues is zero. In that situation, the origin is not an isolated
equilibrium point and the qualitative behavior is quite different from the behavior
in the other cases.
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Case 1.. Both eigenvalues are real: A1 75 A2 75 0.

In this case, M = [111,112], where 111 and 112 are the real eigenvectors associated
with A1 and A2. The change of coordinates z = M‘13: transforms the system into
two decoupled first-order differential. equations,

2'1 = A121, 22 = A222

whose solution, for a given initial state (210, 220), is given by

Alt A2t
721(t) = 2106 220$) = 2206

Eliminating 26 between the two equations, we obtain

22 = wig/A1 (2.4)

where c = 220/(z10))‘2/)‘1. The phase portrait of the system is given by the family
of curves generated from (2.4) by allowing the constant c to take arbitrary values
in R. The shape of the phase portrait depends on the signs of A1 and A2.

Consider first the case when both eigenvalues are negative. Without loss of
generality, let A2 < A1 < 0. Here, both exponential terms 6)“ and e)” tend to zero
as t ——> 00. Moreover, since A2 < A1 < 0, the term 6)” tends to zero faster than
the term eklt. Hence, we call A2 the fast eigenvalue and Al the slow eigenvalue.
For later reference, we call 112 the fast eigenvector and 111 the slow eigenvector. The
trajectory tends to the origin of the 21-22 plane along the curve of (2.4), which now
has a ratio A2 /A1 that is greater than one. The slope of the curve is given by

9523 = cflnM/MHI
dzl A1

Since [(A2/A1) — 1] is positive, the slope of the curve approaches zero as [zll ——> 0
and approaches 00 as lzll ——> 00. Therefore, as the trajectory approaches the origin,
it becomes tangent to the zl—axis; as it approaches 00, it becomes parallel to the
ZQ—axis. These observations allow us to sketch the typical family of trajectories
shown in Figure 2.3. When transformed back into the as—coordinates, the family
of trajectories will have the typical portrait shown in Figure 2.4(a). Note that in
the x1~332 plane, the trajectories become tangent to the slow eigenvector 111 as they
approach the origin and parallel to the fast eigenvector v2 far from the origin. In
this situation, the equilibrium point 35 = 0 is called a stable node.

When A1 and A2 are positive, the phase portrait will retain the character of Fig—
ure 2.4(a), but with the trajectory directions reversed, since the exponential terms
6)“ and e)“ grow exponentially as It increases. Figure 2.4(b) shows the phase por—
trait for the case A2 > A1 > 0. The equilibrium point :1: = 0 is referred to in this
instance as an unstable node.
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Z2

Z1

Figure 2.3: Phase portrait of a stable node in modal coordinates.

X2 V2 X2 V2

X1 X1

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Phase portraits for (a) a stable node; (b) an unstable node.

Suppose now that the eigenvalues have opposite signs. In particular, let A2 < 0 <
A1. In this case, 6)“ ——> 00, while eMt ——> 0 as t ——> oo. Hence7 we call A2 the stable
eigenvalue and Al the unstable eigenvalue. Correspondingly, v2 and 111 are called the
stable and unstable eigenvectors, respectively. Equation (2.4) will have a negative
exponent (Ag/A1). Thus, the family of trajectories in the 21—22 plane will take the
typical form shown in Figure 2.5(a). Trajectories have hyperbolic shapes. They
become tangent to the zl—axis as [211 ——> 00 and tangent to the 22—axis as lzll ——> 0.
The only exception to these hyperbolic shapes are the four trajectories along the
axes. The two trajectories along the 22—axis are called the stable trajectories since
they approach the origin as t ——> 007 while the two trajectories along the zl—axis are
called the unstable trajectories since they approach infinity as t ——> 00. The phase
portrait in the 331—332 plane is shown in Figure 2.5(b). Here the stable trajectories are
along the stable eigenvector v2 and the unstable trajectories are along the unstable
eigenvector 111. In this case7 the equilibrium point is called a saddle.
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22 X 2

/ V2 V1
21 / X 1

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5: Phase portrait of a saddle point (a) in modal coordinates; (b) in original
coordinates, ‘

Case 2. Complex eigenvalues: A13 : Oz ijfl.

The change of coordinates z = M“1:13 transforms the system (2.3) into the form

i1 = 0121 * 5227 22 = 521 + 0122
The solution of these equations is oscillatory and can be expressed more conveniently
in the polar coordinates

r:‘/212+23, 6=tan”1<E—2~>
31

where we have two uncoupled first—order differential equations:

7" : Ozr and 6 : B

The solution for a given initial state (7‘0, 60) is given by

r(t) : roe“t and 6(t) = 60 + fit

which define a logarithmic spiral in the 21w22 planet Depending on the value of a,
the trajectory will take one of the three forms shown in Figure 2.6. When Oz < 0,
the spiral converges to the origin; when Oz > 07 it diverges away from the origin.
When Oz 2 07 the trajectory is a circle of radius 7‘0. Figure 2.7 shows the trajectories
in the 331—332 plane. The equilibrium point :1: = 0 is referred to as a stable focus if
Oz < 07 unstable focus if Oz > 0, and center if Oz 2 0.
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22 (a) 22 (b) 22 (c)

Z1 Z1 21

Figure 2.6: Typical trajectories in the case of complex eigenvalues.
(a) a<0; (b) oz>0; (c) (1:0.

X2 x ' x
(a) (Vb (c) 2

Figure 2.7: Phase portraits for (a) a stable focus; (b) an unstable focus; (c) a center.

Case 3. Nonzero multiple eigenvalues: A1 2 A2 2 A 75 0.

The change of coordinates z : M“1:13 transforms the system (2.3) into the form

231 2 A21 + 1622, 232 2 A22

whose solution, for a given initial state (210, 220), is given by

210?) : 5%l + k220t), 220$) = eMZQO

Eliminating t, we obtain the trajectory equation

14:
21:22 *Z-l-g-l-‘ln 3-2“

220 A 220

Figure 2.8 shows the formvof the trajectories when k = 0, while Figure 2.9 shows
their form when k : 1. The phase portrait has some similarity with the portrait
of a node. Therefore, the equilibrium point :1: : 0 is usually referred to as a stable
node if /\ < 0 and unstable node if /\ > 0. Note, however, that the phase portraits
of Figures 2.8 and 2.9 do not have the asymptotic slow—fast behavior that we saw
in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.

Before we discuss the degenerate case when one or both of the eigenvalues are
zero, let us summarize our findings about the qualitative behavior of the system
when the equilibrium point :1: = 0 is isolated. We have seen that the system can dis—
play six qualitatively different phase portraits, which are associated with different
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Figure 2.8: Phase portraits for the case of nonzero multiple eigenvalues when l: = 0:
(a)/\<0;(b)/\>0.s» %

§\“ /(b)

2'l
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Figure 2.9: Phase portraits for the case of nonzero multiple eigenvalues when k = 1:
(a) /\<0; (b) /\>0.

types of equilibria: stable node, unstable node, saddle point, stable focus, unstable
focus, and center. The type of equilibrium point is completely Specified by the lo-
cation of the eigenvalues of A. Note that the global (throughout the phase plane)
qualitative behavior of the system is determined by the type of equilibrium point.
This is a characteristic of linear systems. When we study the qualitative behavior
of nonlinear systems in the next section, we shall see that the type of equilibrium
point can only determine the qualitative behavior of the trajectories in the vicinity
of that point.

Case 4. One or both eigenvalues are zero.

W’hen one or both eigenvalues of A are zero, the phase portrait is in some sense
degenerate. Here, the matrix A has a nontrivial null space. Any vector in the
null space of A is an equilibrium point for the system; that is, the system has an
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(b)(a

Figure 210: Phase portraits for (3) A1 = 0, A2 < 0; (b) /\1 = 0, A2 > 0.

equilibrium subspace, rather than an equilibrium point. The dimension of the null
space could be one or two; if it is two, the matrix A will be the zero matrix. This
is a trivial case where every point in the plane is an equilibrium point. When the
dimension of the null space is one, the shape of the Jordan form of A will depend
on the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue. When /\1 = 0 and A2 75 0, the matrix M
is given by M = [111,112] where 111 and 112 are the associated eigenvectors. Note that
111 spans the null space of A. The change of variables 2 = M"1:1: results in

21 = 0, 22 = A222

whose solution is
2105) = 210, 2205) = Z206A2t

The exponential term will grow or decay, depending on the sign of A2. Figure 2.10
shows the phase portrait in the 331-332 plane. All trajectories converge to the equi-
librium subspace when /\2 < 0, and diverge away from it when /\2 > 0.

When both eigenvalues are at the origin, the change of variables 2 = M“1:13
results in

21 = 22, 22 = 0

whose solution is

2105) = 210 + 22015, 2205) = 220

The term 2201? will increase or decrease, depending on the sign of 220. The zl-axis is
the equilibrium subspace, Figure 2.11 shows the phase portrait in the 1131*“1132 plane;
the dashed line is the equilibrium subspace. The phase portrait in Figure 2.11 is
quite different from that in Figure 2.10. Trajectories starting off the equilibrium
subspace move parallel to it.

The study of the behavior of linear systems about the equilibrium point :1: = 0 is
important because, in many cases, the local behavior of a nonlinear system near an
equilibrium point can be deduced by linearizing the system about that point and
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Figure 2.11: Phase portrait when /\1 = /\2 = 0.

studying the behavior of the resultant linear system. How conclusive the lineariza—
tion approach is depends to a great extent on how the various qualitative phase
portraits of a linear system persist under perturbations. We can gain insight into
the behavior of a linear system under perturbations by examining the special case
of linear perturbations. Suppose A has distinct eigenvalues and consider A + AA,
where AA is a 2 X 2 real matrix whose elements have arbitrarily small magnitudes.
From the perturbation theory of matrices,2 we know that the eigenvalues of a ma-
trix depend continuously on its parameters. This means that, given any positive
number a, there is a corresponding positive number 6 such that if the magnitude
of the perturbation in each element of A is less than 6, the eigenvalues of the per—
turbed matrix A + AA will lie in open discs of radius a centered at the eigenvalues
of A. Consequently, any eigenvalue of A that lies in the open right—half plane (pos—
itive real part) or in the open left-half plane (negative real part) will remain in
its respective half of the plane after arbitrarily small perturbations. On the other
hand, eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, when perturbed, might go into either the
right—half or the left—half of the plane, since a disc centered on the imaginary axis
will extend in both halves no matter how small a is. Consequently, we can conclude
that if the equilibrium point :1: = 0 of 3': = A3: is a node, focus, or saddle point,
then the equilibrium point :1: = 0 of 3': = (A + AA):1: will be of the same type for
sufficiently small perturbations. The situation is quite different if the equilibrium
point is a center. Consider the perturbation of the real Jordan form in the case of
a center

1
_1 H

where n is a perturbation parameter. When n is positive, the equilibrium point of
the perturbed system is an unstable focus; when H is negative, it is a stable focus.

7.:

2See [67, Chapter 7].
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This is true no matter how small u is, as long as it is different from zero. Because
the phase portraits of a stable focus and unstable focus are qualitatively different
from the phase portrait of a center, we see that a center equilibrium point will
not persist under perturbations. The node, focus, and saddle equilibrium points
are said to be structurally stable because they maintain their qualitative behavior
under infinitesimally small perturbations,3 while the center equilibrium point is not
structurally stable. The distinction between the two cases is due to the location of
the eigenvalues of A, with the eigenvalues on the imaginary axis being vulnerable to
perturbations. This brings in the definition of a hyperbolic equilibrium point. The
origin :1: = 0 is said to be a hyperbolic equilibrium point of j: = As: if A has no
eigenvalues with zero real part.4

When A has multiple nonzero real eigenvalues, infinitesimally small perturba-
tions could result in a pair of complex eigenvalues. Hence, a stable (respectively,
unstable) node would either remain a stable (respectively, unstable) node or become
a stable (respectively, unstable) focus.

When A has eigenvalues at zero, one would expect perturbations to move these
eigenvalues away from zero, resulting in a major change in the phase portrait. It
turns out, however, that there is an important difference between the case when
there is only one eigenvalue at zero and the case when both eigenvalues are at
zero (A 75 0). In the first case, perturbation of the zero eigenvalue results in a
real eigenvalue A1 = u, where u could be positive or negative. Since the other
eigenvalue A2 is different from zero, its perturbation will keep it away from zero.
Moreover, since we are talking about arbitrarily small perturbations, |/\1| = In] will
be much smaller than IAQI. Thus, we end up with two real distinct eigenvalues,
which means that the equilibrium point of the perturbed system will be a node or
a saddle point, depending on the signs of /\2 and M. This is already an important
change in the phase portrait. However, a careful examination of the phase portrait
gives more insight into the qualitative behavior of the system. Since |/\1I << IAQI, the
exponential term e)“ will change with t much faster than the exponential term e’\1t,
resulting in the typical phase portraits of a node and a saddle shown in Figure 2.12,
for the case A2 < 0. Comparing these phase portraits with Figure 2.10(a) shows
some similarity. In particular, similar to Figure 2.10, trajectories starting off the
eigenvector u] converge to that vector along lines (almost) parallel to the eigenvector
112. As they approach the vector 111, they become tangent to it and move along it.
When u < 0, the motion along 111 converges to the origin (stable node), while
when u > 0 the motion along 1}] tends to infinity (saddle point). This qualitative
behavior is characteristic of singularly perturbed systems, which will be studied in
Chapter 11.

When both eigenvalues of A are zeros, the effect of perturbations is more dra-

3See [81, Chapter 16] for a rigorous and more general definition of structural stability.
4This definition of a hyperbolic equilibrium point extends to higher~dimensional systems. It

also carries over to equilibria of nonlinear systems by applying it to the eigenvalues of the linearized
system.
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Figure 212: Phase portraits of a perturbed system when /\1 = 0 and /\2 < 0: (a)
u < 0; (b) u > 0.

matic. Consider the four possible perturbations of the Jordan form

0 1 u 1 u 1 u 1

1—13 01’ 1—13 M1’ 10 M1’and10 W1
where u is a perturbation parameter that could be positive or negative. It can easily
be seen that the equilibrium points in these four cases are a center, a focus, a node,
and a saddle point, respectively. In other words, all the possible phase portraits of
an isolated equilibrium point could result from perturbations.

2.2 Multiple Equilibria
The linear system 3': : As: has an isolated equilibrium point at :1: = 0 if A has no
zero eigenvalues, that is, if det A 75 0. When det A : 0, the system has a continuum
of equilibrium points. These are the only possible equilibria patterns that a linear
system may have. A nonlinear system can have multiple isolated equilibrium points.
In the following two examples, we explore the qualitative behavior of the tunnel-
diode circuit of Section 1.2.2 and the pendulum equation of Section 1.2.1. Both
systems exhibit multiple isolated equilibria.

Example 2.1 The state model of a tunnel-diode circuit is given by

33'] = [—h(.’131) +1132]

332 = [—331 — R332 + u]N
H

Q
I‘H

Assume that the circuit parameters are5 u = 1.2 V, R = 1.5 kg = 1.5 x 103 Q,
C = 2 pF 2 2 X 10“"12 F, and L = 5 pH = 5 x 10“"6 H. Measuring time in

5The numerical data are taken from [39].
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Figure 2.13: Phase portrait of the tunnel—diode circuit of Example 2.1.

nanoseconds and the currents 3:2 and Man) in mA, the state model is given by

.132 = 0.2(—CB1 —- 1.51132 + 1.2)

Suppose that h(-) is given by

h(:1:1) = 17.76331 — 103.7933? + 229.6293? — 226.3193? + 83.72.73“?

By setting 3'31 : 3'32 2 0 and solving for the equilibrium points, we can verify that
there are three equilibrium points at (0.063, 0.758), (0.285, 0.61), and (0884,021).
The phase portrait of the system, generated by a computer program, is shown in
Figure 2.13. The three equilibrium points are denoted in the portrait by Q1, Q2,
and Q3, respectively. Examination of the phase portrait shows that, except for
two Special trajectories, which approach Q2, all trajectories eventually approach
either Q1 or Q3. Near the equilibrium points, the trajectories take the form of a
saddle for Q2 and stable nodes for Q1 and Q3. The two special trajectories, which
approach Q2, are the stable trajectories of the saddle. They form a curve that
divides the plane into two halves. All trajectories originating from the left side of
the curve will approach Q1, while all trajectories originating from the right side
will approach Q3. This special curve is called a separatricc, because it partitions the
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Figure 2.14: Adjustment of the load line of the tunnel—diode circuit during triggering.

plane into two regions of different qualitative behavior.6 In an experimental setup,
we shall observe one of the two steady—state operating points Q1 or Q3, depending
on the initial capacitor voltage and inductor current. The equilibrium point at Q2
is never observed in practice because the ever-present physical noise would cause
the trajectory to diverge from Q2 even if it were possible to set up the exact initial
conditions correSponding to Q2.

The phase portrait in Figure 2.13 tells us the global qualitative behavior of
the tunnel-diode circuit. The range of 11:1 and 1132 was chosen so that all essential
qualitative features are displayed. The portrait outside this range does not contain
any new qualitative features.

The tunnel—diode circuit with multiple equilibria is referred to as a bistable cir-
cuit, because it has two steady—state operating points. It has been used as a com-
puter memory, where the equilibrium point Q1 is associated with the binary state
“0” and the equilibrium point Q3 is associated with the binary state “1.” Triggering
from Q1 to Q3 or vice versa is achieved by a triggering signal of sufficient amplitude
and duration that allows the trajectory to move to the other side of the separatrix.
For example, if the circuit is initially at Q1, then a positive pulse added to the
supply voltage u will carry the trajectory to the right side of the separatrix. The
pulse must be adequate in amplitude to raise the load line beyond the dashed line
in Figure 2.14 and long enough to allow the trajectory to reach the right side of the
separatrix.

Another feature of this circuit can be revealed if we view it as a system with
input u : E and output y : ”UR. Suppose we start with a small value of u such that
the only equilibrium point is Q1. After a transient period, the system settles at Q1.
Let us now increase u gradually, allowing the circuit to settle at an equilibrium point

6In general, the state plane decomposes into a number of regions, within each of which the
trajectories may show a different type of behavior. The curves separating these regions are called
separatrices.
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Figure 2.15: Hysteresis characteristics of the tunnel-diode circuit.

after each increment of u. For a range of values of u, Q1 will be the only equilibrium
point. On the input~output characteristic of the system, shown in Figure 2.15, this
range corresponds to the segment EA. As the input is increased beyond the point
A, the circuit will have two steady—state operating points at Q1, on the segment
AB, and Q3, on the segment CD. Since we are increasing u gradually, the initial
conditions will be near Q1 and the circuit will settle there. Hence, the output will
be on the segment AB. With further increase of u, we will reach a point where
the circuit will have only one equilibrium point at Q3. Therefore, after a transient
period the circuit will settle at Q3. On the input—output characteristic, it will
appear as a jump from B to C. For higher values of u, the output will remain
on the segment CF. Suppose now that we start decreasing u gradually. First,
there will be only one equilibrium point Q3, that is, the output will move along
the segment FC. Beyond a certain value of u, corresponding to the point C, the
circuit will have two steady—state operating points at Q1 and Q3, but will settle
at Q3 because its initial conditions will be closer to it. Hence, the output will be
on the segment CD. Eventually, as we decrease u beyond the value corresponding
to D, the circuit will have only one equilibrium point at Q1 and the characteristic
will exhibit another jump from D to A. Thus, the input—output characteristic of
the system features a hysteresis behavior. Notice that by drawing the input—output
characteristic of Figure 2.15, we ignore the dynamics of the system. Such viewpoint
will be reasonable when the input is slowly varying relative to the dynamics of the
system so that the transient time between different steady—state operating points
can be neglected.7 A

Example 2.2 Consider the following pendulum equation with friction:

{1.31 =2 {132

7This statement can be justified by the singular perturbation theory presented in Chapter 11.
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Figure 2.16: Phase portrait of the pendulum equation of Example 2.2.

3'32 2 —10sin:1:1—:1:2

A computer-generated phase portrait is shown in Figure 2.16. The phase portrait
is periodic in 1131 with period 271 Consequently, all distinct features of the system’s
qualitative behavior can be captured by drawing the portrait in the vertical strip
—7r 3 1131 3 7r. As we noted earlier, the equilibrium points (0, 0), (2w, 0), (—27r, 0),
etc., correspond to the downward equilibrium position (0,0). Trajectories near
these equilibrium points have the pattern of a stable focus. On the other hand,
the equilibrium points at (7T, 0), (—7r, 0), etc., correSpond to the upward equilibrium
position (7r,0). Trajectories near these equilibrium points have the pattern of a
saddle. The stable trajectories of the saddles at (7r, 0) and (—7r, 0) form separatrices
which contain a region with the property that all trajectories in its interior approach
the equilibrium point (0, 0). This picture is repeated periodically. The fact that
trajectories could approach different equilibrium points correSpond to the number
of full swings a trajectory would take before it settles at the downward equilibrium
position. For example, the trajectories starting at points A and B have the same
initial position, but different speeds. The trajectory starting at A oscillates with
decaying amplitude until it settles down at equilibrium. The trajectory starting at
B , on the other hand, has more initial kinetic energy. It makes a full swing before it
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starts to oscillate with decaying amplitude. Once again, notice that the “unstable”
equilibrium position (7r, 0) cannot be maintained in practice, because noise would
cause trajectories to diverge away from that position. A

2.3 Qualitative Behavior Near Equilibrium Points

Examination of the phase portraits in Examples 2.1 and 2.2 shows that the qual—
itative behavior in the vicinity of each equilibrium point looks just like those we
saw in Section 2.1 for linear systems. In particular, in Figure 2.13 the trajectories
near Q1, Q2, and Q3 are similar to those associated with a stable node, saddle
point, and stable node, respectively. Similarly, in Figure 2.16 the trajectories near
(0, 0) and (7r, 0) are similar to those associated with a stable focus and saddle point,
respectively. In this section, we will see that we could have seen this behavior near
the equilibrium points without drawing the phase portrait. It will follow from the
general property that, except for some Special cases, the qualitative behavior of a
nonlinear system near an equilibrium point can be determined via linearization with
respect to that point.

Let p 2 (191,192) be an equilibrium point of the nonlinear system (2.1)——(2.2) and
suppose that the functions f1 and f2 are continuously differentiable. Expanding
the right—hand side of (2.1)«(2.2) into its Taylor series about the point (191,192), we
obtain

5131 = f1CPlap2) + 011(331 — P1) + a12(a:2 ~p2) + H.O.T.
332 2 1628917192) + 021(331 ~ 191) + 022(332 — 192) + H.O.T.

where

# 316131317332)
all -

8.131

# 31393171132)
1

9312291,932=p2 931=p1,932=p2

3f2(3317332)
81132

7 0'22 :
931=p13932=p2 3131:291 3332:232

and H.O.T. denotes higher order terms of the expansion, that is, terms of the form
(331 —p1)2, (mg—p2)2, (ml—p1)><(332—p2), and so on. Since (191,192) is an equilibrium
point, we have

1610917292) 2 1620917292) 2 0
Moreover, since we are interested in the trajectories near (191,192), we define

2/1: 9:1 ~~p1 and 2/2 = 9:2 ~p2
and rewrite the state equations as

y] 2: i7] 2: a11y1+a12y2+H.O.T.

92 = 1132 = a21y1+a22y2+H.O.T.
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If we restrict attention to a sufficiently small neighborhood of the equilibrium point
such that the higher-order terms are negligible, then we may drop these terms and
approximate the nonlinear state equations by the linear state equations

91 : ally] + @1292
92 = @2191 + 0222/2

Rewriting the equations in a vector form, we obtain

2) = Av
where W W

1 1
all 012 5‘33] a” 8f

A H

1 8:1: _.a21 a22 Egg? git-:- mzp “3‘79

The matrix [3f/8:13] is called the Jacobian matrix of f (:13), and A is the Jacobian
matrix evaluated at the equilibrium point p.

It is reasonable to expect the trajectories of the nonlinear system in a small
neighborhood of an equilibrium point to be “close” to the trajectories of its lin—
earization about that point. Indeed, it is true that8 if the origin of the linearized
state equation is a stable (respectively, unstable) node with distinct eigenvalues, a
stable (respectively, unstable) focus, or a saddle point, then, in a small neighborhood
of the equilibrium point, the trajectories of the nonlinear state equation will behave
like a stable (respectively, unstable) node, a stable (respectively, unstable) focus, or
a saddle point. Consequently, we call an equilibrium point of the nonlinear state
equation (2.1)—(2.2) a stable (reSpectively, unstable) node, a stable (respectively,
unstable) focus, or a saddle point if the linearized state equation about the equilib—
rium point has the same behavior. The type of equilibrium points in Examples 2.1
and 2.2 could have been determined by linearization without the need to construct
the global phase portrait of the system.

Example 2.3 The Jacobian matrix of the function f (:13) of the tunnel~diode circuit
in Example 2.1 is given by

g _ —0.5h’(:1:1) 0.5

39“" —0,2 —0.3
where

dhh’(:1:1) 2 2i}? 2 17.76 — 207.5833] + 688.8633? — 905.2433? + 418.673;l
l

8The proof of this linearization property can be found in [76]. It is valid under the assumption
that f1(:c1,:c2) and f2 (351,352) have continuous first partial derivatives in a neighborhood of the
equilibrium point (p1,p2). A related, but different, linearization result will be proved in Chapter
3 for higher~dirnensional systems. (See Theorem 4.7.)
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Evaluating the Jacobian matrix at the equilibrium points Q1 2 (0.063, 0.758),
Q2 2 (0.285, 0.61), and Q3 2 (0.884, 0.21), reSpectively, yields the three matrices

—3.598 0.5
A” [ 20.2 ~03
A2 2 [ 1.82 0.5

] , Eigenvalues: — 3.57, 20.33

~02 —0.3
—1.427 0.5

-—0.2 -—0.3

] , Eigenvalues: 1.77, —0.25

A3 2 [ ] , Eigenvalues: — 1.33, —0.4

Thus, Q1 is a stable node, Q2 is a saddle point, and Q3 is a stable node. A

Example 2.4 The Jacobian matrix of the function f (:13) of the pendulum equation
in Example 2.2 is given by

g _ 0 1
8:1: T —10cos:1:1 —1

Evaluating the Jacobian matrix at the equilibrium points (0, 0) and (7r, 0) yields,
respectively, the two matrices

A1 2 [ i 31 ] , Eigenvalues; ~0.5ij3.12

0 1 .A2 2 [ 10 _1 ] , Eigenvalues. — 3.7, 2.7

Thus, the equilibrium point (0, 0) is a stable focus and the equilibrium point (7r, 0)
is a saddle point. A

Note that the foregoing linearization property dealt only with cases when the
linearized state equation has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, that is, when
the origin is a hyperbolic equilibrium point of the linear system. We extend this
definition to nonlinear systems and say that an equilibrium point is hyperbolic if
the Jacobian matrix, evaluated at that point, has no eigenvalues on the imaginary
axis. If the Jacobian matrix has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, then the qual—
itative behavior of the nonlinear state equation near the equilibrium point could
be quite distinct from that of the linearized state equation. This should come as
no surprise in view of our earlier discussion on the effect of linear perturbations
on the qualitative behavior of a linear system when the origin is not a hyperbolic
equilibrium point. The example that follows considers a case when the origin of the
linearized state equation is a center.

Example 2.5 The system

1131 = 2332—M331(33¥+33§)
3'32 2 11:1 — #1132013? + 113%)
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has an equilibrium point at the origin. The linearized state equation at the origin
has eigenvalues ij . Thus, the origin is a center equilibrium point for the linearized
system. We can determine the qualitative behavior of the nonlinear system by
representing it in the polar coordinates:

11:1 :rcos6 and 11:2 :rsin6

which yield .
r2—ur3 and 6:1

From these equations, it can be easily seen that the trajectories of the nonlinear
system will resemble a stable focus when u > 0 and an unstable focus when u < 0.

A

The preceding example shows that the qualitativebehavior describing a center
in the linearized state equation is not preserved in the nonlinear state equation.

The foregoing discussion excludes the case when the linearized state equation has
a node with multiple eigenvalues. Exercise 2.5 shows a case where the linearization
has a stable node, while the trajectories of the nonlinear state equation behave like
a stable focus. It should be mentioned, however, that a smoother function f (:13)
will not allow this to happen. In particular, if f1(:1:1,:1:2) and f2(a:1,:1:2) are analytic
functions9 in a neighborhood of the equilibrium point, then it is true that10 if the
origin of the linearized state equation is a stable (respectively, unstable) node, then,
in a small neighborhood of the equilibrium point, the trajectories of the nonlinear
state equation will behave like a stable (respectively, unstable) node whether or not
the eigenvalues of the linearization are distinct.

Determining the type of equilibrium points via linearization provides useful in-
formation that should be used when we construct a global phase portrait of a
second-order system, whether we do that graphically or numerically. In fact, the
first step in constructing a phase portrait should be the calculation of all equilibrium
points and determining the type of isolated ones via linearization, which will give
us a clear idea about the expected portrait in the neighborhood of the equilibrium
points.

2.4 Limit Cycles
Oscillation is one of the most important phenomena that occur in dynamical sys-
tems. A system oscillates when it has a nontrivial periodic solution

:1:(t+T):a:(t), V2320
for some T > 0. The word “nontrivial” is used to exclude constant solutions corre-
sponding to equilibrium points. A constant solution satisfies the preceding equation,

9That is, f1 and f2 have convergent Taylor series representations.
10See [115, Theorem 3.4, page 188].
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Figure 2.17: A linear LC circuit for the harmonic oscillator.

but it is not what we have in mind when we talk of oscillation or periodic solutions.
Unless otherwise specified, from this point on whenever we refer to a periodic solu~
tion, we will mean a nontrivial one. The image of a periodic solution in the phase
portrait is a closed trajectory, which is usually called a periodic orbit or a closed
orbit.

We have already seen an example of oscillation in Section 2.1: the second-order
linear system with eigenvalues ijfl. The origin of that system is a center and the
trajectories are closed orbits. When the system is transformed into its real Jordan
form, the solution is given by

21(t) 2 r0 coswt + 60), 22(t) 2 r0 sinwt + 90)

where
z 0r0 2 zflO) + 23(0), 90 2 tan”1 [23%;]

Therefore, the system has a sustained oscillation of amplitude r0. It is usually
referred to as the harmonic oscillator. If we think of the harmonic oscillator as a
model for the linear LC circuit of Figure 2.17, then we can see that the physical
mechanism leading to these oscillations is a periodic exchange (without dissipation)
of the energy stored in the capacitor’s electric field with the energy stored in the
inductor’s magnetic field. There are, however, two fundamental problems with
this linear oscillator. The first problem is one of robustness. We have seen that
infinitesimally small right-hand side (linear or nonlinear) perturbations will destroy
the oscillation. That is, the linear oscillator is not structurally stable. In fact, it
is impossible to build an LC circuit that realizes the harmonic oscillator, for the
resistance in the electric wires alone will eventually consume whatever energy was
initially stored in the capacitor and inductor. Even if we succeeded in building the
linear oscillator, we would face the second problem: the amplitude of oscillation is
dependent on the initial conditions.

The two fundamental problems of the linear oscillator can be eliminated in
nonlinear oscillators. It is possible to build physical nonlinear oscillators such that

o The nonlinear oscillator is structurally stable.

0 The amplitude of oscillation (at steady state) is independent of initial condi-
tions.
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The negative-resistance oscillator of Section 1.2.4 is an example of such nonlinear
oscillators. The state equations of the system are given by

It] I: {132

{132 I: “(131‘— €h/(331).’132

where the function h satisfies certain properties, stated in Section 1.2.4. The system
has only one equilibrium point at 1131 2 3:2 2 0. The Jacobian matrix at this point
is given by

0 1
A: .21 _

$m=o ~1 ~5h’(0)
Since h’(0) < 0, the origin is either an unstable node or unstable focus, depending
on the value of eh’ (0). In either case, all trajectories starting near the origin would
diverge away from it and head toward infinity. The repelling feature of the origin is
due to the negative resistance of the resistive element near the origin, which means
that the resistive element is “active” and supplies energy. This point can be seen
analytically by writing an expression for the rate of change of energy. The total
energy stored in the capacitor and inductor at any time t is given by

E = $0113 + g—Lii
We have seen in Section 1.2.4 that

1
110 2 11:1 and 2’]; 2 —h(:1:1)— E332

Thus, recalling that e 2 \ /L/C, we can rewrite the energy expression as

E = gets? + [eh<m1>+ 9:212}
The rate of change of energy is given by

E :— C'{:1:1:1':1+ [5h(a:1)+ m2][5h’(a:1):t1 + 332]}
C{:1:1:1:2 +[eh(:1:1)+ 3:2][5h’(331)332 — 11:1 — €h’(:1:1):132]}

2 C[:1:1:1:2 — €$1h(331)— 331332]
—€O$1h(f£1)

H

The preceding expression confirms that, near the origin, the trajectory gains energy
since for small 13311 the term 331M331) is negative. It also shows that there is a strip
—a g 1131 g b such that the trajectory gains energy within the strip and loses energy
outside the strip. The strip boundaries —a and b are roots of Man) 2 0, as shown
in Figure 2.18. As a trajectory moves in and out of the strip, there is an exchange
of energy with the trajectory gaining energy inside the strip and losing it outside.
A stationary oscillation will occur if, along a trajectory, the net exchange of energy
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Figure 2.18: A sketch of h(:1:1) (solid) and —:1:1h(a:1) (dashed), which shows that E is
positive for —a S 1131 S b.

Figure 2.19: Phase portraits of the Van der Pol oscillator: (a) e = 0.2; (b) 5 = 1.0.

over one cycle is zero. Such a trajectory will be a closed orbit. It turns out that
the negative—resistance oscillator has an isolated closed orbit, which is illustrated in
the next example for the Van der Pol oscillator.

Example 2.6 Figures 2.19(a), 2.19(b)7 and 2.20(a) show the phase portraits of the
Van der Pol equation

1131:1132
3'32 2 —3:1+€(1—33¥)332

for three different values of the parameter a: a small value of 0.2, a medium value
of 1.0, and a large value of 5.0. In all three cases, the phase portraits show that
there is a unique closed orbit that attracts all trajectories starting off the orbit. For
5 = 0.27 the closed orbit is a smooth orbit that is close to a circle of radius 2. This
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10“ X2
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n -3 L—5 o 5 1o —2 o

(a) (b)

Figure 2.20: Phase portrait of the Van der Pol oscillator with 5 = 5.0: (a) in 331—332
plane; (b) in 21—22 plane.

is typical for small 5 (say, 5 < 0.3). For the medium value of 5 = 1.0, the circular
shape of the closed orbit is distorted as shown in Figure 2.19(b). For the large value
of 5 = 5.0, the closed orbit is severely distorted as shown in Figure 2.20(a). A more
revealing phase portrait in this case can be obtained when the state variables are
chosen as 21 = iL and 22 = no, resulting in the state equations

, 1
Z] :: —Z2

8

2'2 2 —5(21 — 22 + %23)

The phase portrait in the 21—22 plane for 5 = 5.0 is shown in Figure 2.20(b). The
closed orbit is very close to the curve 21 = 22 — (1/3023, except at the corners, where
it becomes nearly vertical. The vertical portion of the closed orbit can be viewed as
if the closed orbit jumps from one branch of the curve to the other as it reaches the
corner. Oscillations where the jump phenomenon takes place are usually referred to
as relaxation oscillations. This phase portrait is typical for large values of 5 (say,
5 > 3.0). A

The closed orbit we have seen in Example 2.6 is different from what we have
seen in the harmonic oscillator. In the case of the harmonic oscillator, there is a
continuum of closed orbits, while in the Van der Pol example, there is only one
isolated periodic orbit. An isolated periodic orbit is called a limit cycle. The limit
cycle of the Van der Pol oscillator has the property that all trajectories in the
vicinity of the limit cycle ultimately tend toward the limit cycle as t ——-> 00. A
limit cycle with this pr0perty is classically known as a stable limit cycle. We shall
also encounter unstable limit cycles, which have the property that all trajectories
starting from points arbitrarily close to the limit cycle will tend away from it as
15 —+ 00. (See Figure 2.21.) To see an example of an unstable limit cycle, consider
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c? . c9 *1
(a) (b)

a—
L

Figure 2.21: (a) A stable limit cycle; (b) an unstable limit cycle.

the Van der Pol equation in reverse time; that is,

{1.31 = —.’132

3'32 :2 11:1 — 5(1 — 33%):132

The phase portrait of this system is identical to that of the Van der Pol oscillator,
except that the arrowheads are reversed. Consequently, the limit cycle is unstable.

The limit cycle of the Van der Pol oscillator of Example 2.6 takes special forms
in the limiting cases when 5 is very small and very large. These special forms can
be predicted analytically by using asymptotic methods. In Chapter 10, we will use
the averaging method to derive the Special form of the limit cycle as e ——-> 0; while in
Chapter 11, we will use the singular perturbation method to derive the special form
of the limit cycle as e ——-> 00.

2.5 Numerical Construction of Phase Portraits

Computer programs for numerical solution of ordinary differential equations are
widely available. They can be effectively used to construct phase portraits for
second—order systems. In this section, we give some hints11 that might be useful for
beginners.

The first step in constructing the phase portrait is to find all equilibrium points
and determine the type of isolated ones via linearization.

Drawing trajectories involves three tasks:12

0 Selection of a bounding box in the state plane where trajectories are to be

11These hints are taken from [149, Chapter 10], which contains more instructions on how to
generate informative phase portraits.

12A fourth task that we left out is placing arrowheads on the trajectory. For the purpose of this
textbook, it can be conveniently done manually.
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drawn. The box takes the form

mlmin S 371 S xlmama $2min S 372 S 3727710412

a Selection of initial points (conditions) inside the bounding box.

w Calculation of trajectories.

Let us talk first about calculating trajectories. To find the trajectory passing
through a point 11:0, solve the equation

11'? = f(13)a 513(0): 1130
in forward time (with positive I?) and in reverse time (with negative 23). Solution in
reverse time is equivalent to solution in forward time of the equation

i :2 «f(:r), 113(0) 2: 11:0 .

since the change of time variable 7' 2: —t reverses the sign of the right-hand side.
The arrowhead on the forward trajectory is placed heading away from 1130, while the
one on the reverse trajectory is placed heading into 1130. Note that solution in reverse
time is the only way we can get a good portrait in the neighborhood of unstable
focus, unstable node, or unstable limit cycle. Trajectories are continued until they
get out of the bounding box. If processing time is a concern, you may want to add
a st0pping criterion when trajectories converge to an equilibrium point.

The bounding box should be selected so that all essential qualitative features
are displayed. Since some of these features will not be known a prion, we may have
to adjust the bounding box interactively. However, our initial choice should make
use of all prior information. For example, the box should include all equilibrium
points. Care should be exercised when a trajectory travels out of bounds, for such
a trajectory is either unbounded or is attracted to a stable limit cycle.

The simplest approach to select initial points is to place them uniformly on a grid
throughout the bounding box. However, an evenly spaced set of initial conditions
rarely yields an evenly spaced set of trajectories. A better approach is to select the
initial points interactively after plotting the already calculated trajectories. Since
most computer programs have s0phisticated plotting tools, this approach should be
quite feasible.

For a saddle point, we can use linearization to generate the stable and unstable
trajectories. This is useful because, as we saw in Examples 2.1 and 2.2, the stable
trajectories of a saddle define a separatrix. Let the eigenvalues of the linearization
be A1 > 0 > A2 and the corresponding eigenvectors be 111 and v2. The stable and
unstable trajectories of the nonlinear saddle will be tangent to the stable eigenvector
v2 and the unstable eigenvector 111, respectively, as they approach the equilibrium
point p. Therefore, the two unstable trajectories can be generated from the initial
points 330 :2 p i am], where oz is a small positive number. Similarly, the two stable
trajectories can be generated from the initial points 1130 = p i owg. The major parts
of the unstable trajectories will be generated by solution in forward time, while the
major parts of the stable ones will be generated by solution in reverse time.
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2.6 Existence of Periodic Orbits

Periodic orbits in the plane are special in that they divide the plane into a region
inside the orbit and a region outside it. This makes it possible to obtain criteria
for detecting the presence or absence of periodic orbits for second-order systems,
which have no generalizations to higher order systems. The most celebrated of
these criteria are the Poincaré—Bendixson theorem, the Bendixson criterion, and
the index method.

We consider the second—order autonomous system

i" = f (93) (2-7)
where f (:13) is continuously differentiable. Poincaré—Bendixson theorem gives a con—
dition for the existence of periodic orbits of (2.7). We will not give the formal
statement of the theorem,13 but will give a corollary of the theorem which sum—
marizes how the theorem is actually applied. We refer to this corollary as the
Poincaré~Bendixson criterion.

Lemma 2.1 (Poincaré—Bendixson Criterion) Consider the system (2.7) and
let M be a closed bounded subset of the plane such that

o M contains no equilibrium points, or contains only one equilibrium point such
that the Jacobian matrix [8f/8:13] at this point has eigenvalues with positive
real parts. (Hence, the equilibrium point is unstable focus or unstable node.)

0 Every trajectory starting in M stays in M for all future time.

Then, M contains a periodic orbit of (2.7).

The intuition behind the criterion is that bounded trajectories in the plane will
have to approach periodic orbits or equilibrium points as time tends to infinity. If M
contains no equilibrium points, then it must contain a periodic orbit. If M contains
only one equilibrium point that satisfies the stated conditions, then in the vicinity
of that point all trajectories will be moving away from it. Therefore, we can choose
a simple closed curve14 around the equilibrium point such that the vector field on
the curve points outward.15 By redefining the set M to exclude the region enclosed
by this curve (see Figure 2.22), we end up with a set that is free of equilibrium
points, and all trajectories are trapped in it.

As a tool for investigating whether trajectories are trapped inside a set M,
consider a simple closed curve defined by the equation V(:1:) = c, where V(:1:) is
continuously differentiable. The vector field f (:13) at a point a: on the curve points

13For the statement and proof of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem, see, for example, [135] or
the second edition of this book.

14A simple closed curve divides the plane into a bounded region inside the curve and an un—
bounded region outside it (examples are circles, ellipses, and polygons).

15See Exercise 4.33.
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Figure 2.22: Redefinition of the set M to exclude the vicinity of an unstable focus or
node.

inward if the inner product of fix) and the gradient vector VV(x) is negative; that
is,

av av= 5;(w)f1(w) + 533;
The vector field fix) points outward if fix) ~ VV(x) > 0, and it is tangent to
the curve if fix) ~ VV(x) 2: 0. Trajectories can leave a set only if the vector
field points outward at some point on its boundary. Therefore, for a set of the
form M 2: {V(x) g c}, for some c > 0, trajectories are trapped inside M if
fix) - VV(x) S, 0 on the boundary V(x) : c. For an annular region of the form
Alf z {W(x) 2 c1 and V(x) S Cg}, for some c1 > 0 and 62 > 0, trajectories are
trapped inside M if fix) ~ VV(x) S 0 on V(x) = 62 and fix) ~ VW(x) 2 0 on
W(.’E) 2 (31.

We illustrate the application of the Poincaré~Bendixson criterion in the next
two examples, while the third example is a nontrivial application to the negative«
resistance oscillator of Section 1.2.4.

fix) - VV(x) (x)f2(x) < 0

Example 2.7 Consider the harmonic oscillator

1131:1132
332 = —331

and the annular region Alf :2 { c1 3 V(x) 3 c2}, where V(x) = x? + x3 and
62 > cl > 0. The set ]V[ is closed, bounded, and free of equilibrium points, since
the only equilibrium point is at the origin (0, 0). Trajectories are trapped inside M
since fix) - VV(x) := 0 everywhere. Hence, by the Poincaré—Bendixson criterion,
we conclude that there is a periodic orbit in ill. A
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The preceding example emphasizes the fact that the Poincaré~Bendixson criterion
assures the existence of a periodic orbit, but not its uniqueness. From our earlier
study of the harmonic oscillator, we know that it has a continuum of periodic orbits
in M. '

Example 2.8 The system

i1 2 331+ 332 — 331W? + 113%)
3’32 :2 —2:1:1+ 3:2 — 332(1):? + 33%)

has a unique equilibrium point at the origin, and the Jacobian matrix

fl __ 1—33fi—333 1—2331332 __ l l
833 m=0— —2—2:1:1:1:2 l—cfi—Bmg m0~ —2 l

has eigenvalues 1 i jx/i. Let M = {V(:1:) S c}, where V(:1:) = as? + 113% and c > 0.
It is clear that M is closed, bounded, and contains only one equilibrium point at
which the Jacobian matrix has eigenvalues with positive real parts. On the surface
V(:1:) = c, we have

8V 8V
gafi + 5;;13 2331l331+ 5132 _ 5131313? + 333)] + 2332l—2331 + 332 _ 332313? + 333)]

2(35? + 33%) — 2(1):? + 33%)2 — 21131332
2(22? + 22%) — 2e? + 22%)2 + (as? + 22%)

2 3c — 2c2

|/\

where we used the fact that {23:13:2l S 113‘;) + 113%. By choosing c 2 1.5, we can
ensure that all trajectories are trapped inside M. Hence, by the Poincaré—Bendixson
criterion, we conclude that there is a periodic orbit in M. A

Example 2.9 The negative~resistance oscillator of Section 1.2.4 is modeled by the
seconduorder differential equation

1') + 5h’(v)13 + v :2 0

where e is a positive constant and h satisfies the conditions

h(0) = 0, h'(0) < 0, lim h(v) = 00, and lim h(v) 2 —oo
'U"—>—OO

To simplify the analysis, we impose the additional requirements

h(v) = —h(—v), h(v) < 0 for 0 < v < a, and h(v) > 0 for v > at

These additional requirements are satisfied by the typical function of Figure 1.6(b),
as well as by the function h(v) 2: —v + (1/3)?)3 of the Van der Pol oscillator.
Choose the state variables as

1131 :1} and 3:2 =13+5h(v)
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to obtain the state model

5.31 .._.h(..) (2.8)
{132 = —.’131

which has a unique equilibrium point at the origin. We start our analysis by show“
ing that every nonequilibrium solution rotates around the equilibrium point in the
clockwise direction. To this end, we divide the state plane into four regions, which
are determined by the intersection of the two curves

:1:g—€h(:131):0 and 11:1 =0

as shown in Figure 2.23. The figure also shows the general direction of the vector
field f (:13) of (2.8) in the four regions as well as on the boundaries between them.
It is not difficult to see that a solution starting at point A = (0, p) on the upper
half of the $2-8Xl8 describes an orbit with an arc of the general nature shown in
Figure 2.24. The point E where the arc intersects the lower half of the mg-axis
depends on the starting point A. Let us denote E by (0, —oz(p)). We will show that
if p is chosen large enough, then (1(1)) < p. Consider the function

VOL“) = éC-‘L‘i + 933)
To show that (1(1)) < p, it is enough to show that V(E) — V(A) < 0, since

- defWE) - WA) = 5312(1)) -p2l = 5(29)
The derivative of V(:1:) is given by

V(:1:) 2: 1131331 + 1132332 2 1131332 — €$1h(a:1)— 1131332 2 —€:131h(:1:1)

Thus, V is positive for 1131 < a and negative for 1131 > a. Now,

6<p> = V<E> — WA) = V<m<t>> dt
AE

where the right~hand side integral is taken along the arc from A to E. If p is small,
the whole arc will lie inside the strip 0 < 51:1 < a. Then, 6(p) will be positive. As
23 increases, a piece of the arc will lie outside the strip, that is, the piece BOD in
Figure 2.24. In this case, we evaluate the integral in different ways depending on
whether the arc is inside or outside the strip 0 < 1131 < a. We divide the integral
into three parts

5(29) = 5109) + 52(29) + 53(29)
where
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Consider first the term

51(19): '“/ 6{Elm-”131) dt = —/ €$1h(mi) —d—t~ drm
AB AB d331

Substituting for alas] /dt from (2.8), we obtain

1m d1132 — eh(:1:1) $161(20): — [maxim-7:1)
where, along the arc AB, 332 is a given function of 1131. Clearly, 61(1)) is positive. Note
that as p increases, 3:2 — eh(:1:1) increases for the arc AB. Hence, 61(1)) decreases
as p -—-> 00. Similarly, it can be shown that the third term 63(1)) is positive and
decreases as p ——-> 00. Consider now the second term

dt
52(1)) 2 —/ €$1h(3:1) dt = —/ €$1h(3:1) ———-— dmg

BOD BOD Lil-”132

Substituting for dmg/dt from (2.8), we obtain

62(1)) 2 [BOD €h(:1:1) dasg

where along the arc BOD, 1131 is a given function of 11:2. The integral on the right—
hand side is negative since h(:1:1) > 0 and dasg < 0. As p increases, the arc ABC'DE
moves to the right and the domain of integration for 62(p) increases. It follows that
62(1)) decreases as p increases and evidently limpuioo 52(1)) 2 —oo. In summary, we
have shown that

o 6(p) > 0, ifp < 7‘, for some r > 0.

o 6(p) decreases monotonically to —oo as p -—-> 00, p _>_ r.

A sketch of the function 6(p) is shown in Figure 2.25. It is now clear that by
choosing p large enough, we can ensure that 6(p) is negative; hence, oz(p) < 1).

Observe that, due to symmetry induced by the fact that h() is an odd function,
if (3:1(t),:1:2(t)) is a solution of (2.8), then so is (—11:1(t), —:1:2(t)). Therefore, if we
know that a path ABCDE exists as in Figure 2.24, then the reflection of that path
through the origin is another path. Consider A 2: (0,19) and E = (0, —oz(p)), where
oz(p) < p. Form a closed curve of the arc ABCDE, its reflection through the origin
and segments on the 3:2«axis connecting these arcs, to form a closed curve. (See
Figure 2.26). Let M be the region enclosed by this closed curve. Every trajectory
starting in M at t = 0 will remain inside for all t 2 0. This is a consequence
of the directions of the vector fields on the awards segments and the fact that
trajectories do not intersect each other due to uniqueness of solutions. Now M is
closed, bounded, and has a unique equilibrium point at the origin. The Jacobian
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~oc<p)

Figure 2.23: Vector field diagram for Figure 2.24: The orbit ABC'DE of
Example 2.9. Example 2.9.

matrix at the origin

A 2 9f. _
8:1: w=0 —1 ~5h’(0)

has eigenvalues with positive real parts since h’ (0) < 0. Thus, by the Poincaré—
Bendixson criterion, we conclude that there is a closed orbit in M.

Using the same analysis, we can go beyond the Poincaré—Bendixson criterion and
show that this closed orbit is unique. Notice that, due to the symmetry property
alluded to earlier, the system can have a closed orbit if and only if (1(1)) 2 p. From
Figure 2.25, it is clear that there is only one value of p for which the condition is
satisfied. Hence, there is only one closed orbit. Furthermore, we can show that
every nonequilibrium solution Spirals toward the unique closed orbit. To argue this
point, let po > 0 be the unique value of p for which (1(1)) 2 p. Consider a point
(0,p) on the :CQ—axis with p > p0. As we argued earlier, the trajectory through
(0,10) intersects the lower half of the mg-axis at a point (0, —oz(p)), where (109) < p.
Due to symmetry, the trajectory through (0, -—O.’(p)) will meet the upper half of the
xg—axis at a point (0,0(p)), where po 3 0(p) < p. The upper bound follows from
the symmetry property, While the lower bound holds since for 0(p) to be less than
190, the trajectory must intersect the closed orbit. The map p -—-> (703) is continuous
due to continuous dependence of the solution on the initial states.16 Starting again
at the point (0, a(p)), the trajectory comes back. to the upper half of the wards at
(0, 02(1)», where 190 S (72 (p) < 0(1)). By induction, we generate a sequence a”(p),
which satisfies

P0 3 a”+1{p)< (”(29), n = 1,2,...
1("This fact is shown in Theorem 3.4.
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5(p) X2 A

E

Figure 2.25: A sketch of the function Figure 2.26: The closed curve formed
6(p) of Example 2.9. in Example 2.9.

The sequence o”(p) has a limit pl 2 p0. Note that, by continuity of J(-), the limit
p1 satisfies

0(P1)*P1= lim 0(0n(P))~P1 2191*191 = 0
TL——>OO

By uniqueness of the closed orbit, it must be that p1 2 p0. This shows that the
trajectory of p Spirals toward the unique closed orbit as t -—-> 00. The same thing is
true for p < p0. A

The next result, known as the Bendizrson criterion, can be used to rule out the
existence of periodic orbits in some cases.

Lemma 2.2 (Bendixson Criterion) If, on a simply connected region17 D of the
plane, the expression 8f1 / 8:131 + 8f2/8332 is not identically zero and does not change
sign, then system (2.7) has no periodic orbits lying entirely in D. O

Proof: On any orbit of (2.7), we have dasg /d:1:1 2: f2/ f1. Therefore, on any closed
orbit y, we have

/.f2(3317332)d331~ f1(5131,332)d332 = 0

This implies, by Green’s theorem, that

' an as _
//S<5;;+8$2> d$1d$2~0

17A region D is simply connected if, for every simple closed curve C in D, the inner region of
C is a also a subset of D. The interior of any circle is simply connected, but the annular region
0 < 01 S as? + :53 S Cg is not simply connected. Intuitively speaking, simple connectedness is
equivalent to the absence of “holes.”
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where S is the interior of 7. If Bfl/Bxl + Bfg/Bxg > 0 (or < 0) on D, then we
cannot find a region S C D such that the last equality holds. Hence, there can be
no closed orbits entirely in D. [3

Example 2.10 Consider the system

331 = f1(331,332) = 332
3

332 Z f2(331,332) = a331+ bxg —— x¥x2 —— 3:1

and let D be the whole plane. We have

911+a ~b_$¥
8371 5;; ~

Hence, there can be no periodic orbits if b < 0. A

We conclude this section with a useful result that relates the existence of periodic
orbits and equilibrium points. The result uses the (Poincare) index of an equilibrium
point. Given the second—order system (27), let C be a simple closed curve not
passing through any equilibrium point of (2.7). Consider the orientation of the
vector field f(x) at a point p E C. Letting p traverse C in the counterclockwise
direction, the vector f (x) rotates continuously and, upon returning to the original
position, must have rotated an angle 27Tk for some integer k, where the angle is
measured counterclockwise. The integer k is called the index of the closed curve
C. If C is chosen to encircle a single isolated equilibrium point :73, then 16 is called
the index of :13. It is left to the reader (Exercise 2.25) to verify the next lemma by
examining the vector fields.

Lemma 2.3

a) The index of a node, a focus, or a center is +1.

b) The index of a (hyperbolic) saddle is ~1.

(
(
(c) The index of a closed orbit is +1.

(d) The index of a closed curve not encircling any equilibrium points is 0.

(e) The index of a closed curve is equal to the sum of the indices of the equilibrium
points within it. <>

As a corollary to this lemma, we have the following:

Corollary 2.1 Inside any periodic orbit 7, there must be at least one equilibrium
point. Suppose the equilibrium points inside 7 are hyperbolic, then ifN is the number
of nodes and foci and S is the number of saddles, it must be that N — S = 1. O
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Recall that an equilibrium point is hyperbolic if the Jacobian at that point has no
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. If the equilibrium point is not hyperbolic, then
its index may differ from i1. (See Exercise 2.26.)

The index method is usually useful in ruling out the existence of periodic orbits
in certain regions of the plane.

Example 2.11 The system

331 = *331-l-331332

i2 = $1+x2—2x1$2

has two equilibrium points at (0,0) and (1,1). The Jacobian matrices at these
points are

[533] 00 [ 1 1]. [533] [ 1 1](,) 7 (1,1)

Hence, (0,0) is a saddle, while (1,1) is a stable focus. The only combination of
equilibrium points that can be encircled by a periodic orbit is a single focus. Other
possibilities of periodic orbits, like a periodic orbit encircling both equilibria, are
ruled out. A

2.7 Bifurcation

The qualitative behavior of a second-order system is determined by the pattern of
its equilibrium points and periodic orbits, as well as by their stability properties.
One issue of practical importance is whether the system maintains its qualitative
behavior under infinitesimally small perturbations. When it does so, the system is
said to be structurally stable. In this section, we are interested in the complement of
structural stability. In particular, we are interested in perturbations that will change
the equilibrium points or periodic orbits of the system or change their stability
properties. Consider, for example, the system

3'31 2 u w as?

532 = -$2
which depends on a parameter M. For M > 0, the system has two equilibrium points
at (fl, 0) and (—fl, 0). Linearization at (fl, 0) results in the Jacobian matrix

~2\/fi 0
0 —1

which shows that (W, 0) is a stable node, while linearization at (—W, 0) yields the
Jacobian matrix

2W7 0
0 -1
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W //X2 4%

Figure 2.27: Phase portrait of the saddle—node bifurcation example for u > 0 (left),
a := 0 (center), and u < 0 (right).

which shows that (-W, 0) is a saddle. As a decreases, the saddle and node ap—
proach each other, collide at u = 0, and disappear for u < 0. As a crosses zero, we
witness a dramatic change in the phase portrait of the system. Figure 2.27 shows
the phase portrait for positive, zero, and negative values of a. While for positive
a, no matter how small it is, all trajectories in {3:1 > —\//_i} reach steady state at
the stable node, for negative u all trajectories eventually escape to infinity. Such a
change in the qualitative behavior of the system is called bifurcation. More gener—
ally, bifurcation is a change in the equilibrium points or periodic orbits, or in their
stability properties, as a parameter is varied. The parameter is called a bifurcation
parameter, and the values at which changes occur are called bifurcation points. In
the foregoing example, the bifurcation parameter is u, and the bifurcation point is
u = 0.

The bifurcation we saw in the previous example can be represented by the bi-
furcation diagram shown in Figure 2.28(a). The diagram sketches a measure of the
amplitude (or norm) of the equilibrium points versus the bifurcation parameter.
The stable node is represented by a solid line, and the saddle by a dashed line.
More generally, the ordinate of a bifurcation diagram is a measure of the amplitude
of equilibrium points or periodic orbits, with solid lines representing stable nodes,
stable foci, and stable limit cycles and dashed lines representing unstable nodes,
unstable foci, saddles, and unstable limit cycles. The bifurcation represented in
Figure 2.28(a) is called saddle~node bifurcation because it results from the collision
of a saddle and a node. Note that the Jacobian matrix has a zero eigenvalue at
the bifurcation point. This feature is common to the bifurcations shown in Fig—
ures 2.28(a) through (d), which are all examples of the so called zero—eigenvalue bi-
furcation. Figure 2.28(b) shows a transcritical bifurcation, where equilibrium points
persist through the bifurcation, but their stability pr0perties change. For example,
the system

i1 :2 H331 — :13?
i2 = ~$2
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(a) Saddle—node bifurcation (b) Transcriticai bifurcation

(c) Supercriticai pitchfork bifurcation (d) Subcriticai pitchfork bifurcation

/‘\‘..
/ \ \\

\/ '//
\Jz”

it it
(e) Supercriticai Hopf bifurcation (f) Subcrtiticai Hopf bifurcation

Figure 2.28: Bifurcation diagrams.

has two equilibrium points at (0, 0) and (m0). The Jacobian at (0, 0) is

u 0
0 —1

which shows that (0,0) is a stable node for u < 0 and a saddle for u > 0. On the
other hand, the Jacobian at (u, 0) is

w” 0i 0 ~1 l
which shows that (u, 0) is a saddle for u < 0 and a stable node for H > 0. So, while
the equilibrium points persist through the bifurcation point it = 0, (0,0) changes
from a stable node to a saddle and (u, 0) changes from a saddle to a stable node.

Before we proceed to describe the other bifurcations in Figure 2.28, let us note
an important difference between the foregoing two examples. In the latter example,
crossing the bifurcation point causes the equilibrium point at the origin to change
from a stable node to a saddle7 but at the same time it creates a stable node at
(u, 0), which for small values of u will be close to the origin. This could mean
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that the impact of bifurcation on the performance of the system is not dramatic.
Suppose, for example, that the nominal system has a negative value of u so that
the origin is a stable node. By sketching the phase portrait, it can be seen that
all trajectories in the set {331 > u} approach the origin as time tends to infinity.
Suppose the nominal value of n has a small magnitude so that a small perturbation
can cause u to become positive. Then, the origin will be a saddle and there will be a
stable node at (u, 0). A sketch of the phase portrait would show that all trajectories
in the set {331 > 0} approach the stable node (”,0) as time tends to infinity. For
small values of u, the steady~state operating point of the system willbe close to
the origin. So, while the perturbed system does not have the desired steady~state
behavior, it comes close to it. The situation is quite different in the saddle—node
bifurcation example. Suppose the nominal system has a positive value of u so that
all trajectories in the set {331 > —\//7} approach the \stable node (fl,0) as time
tends to infinity. If the nominal value of H is small and a small perturbation causes
u to become negative, the stable node disappears all together and trajectories will
have to move away from the desired steady~state Operating point, even diverge to
infinity in this case. Because of the difference in their impact on the steady~state
behavior, the bifurcation in the transcritical bifurcation example is said to be safe
or soft, while that in the saddlevnode bifurcation example is said to be dangerous
or hard.

The classification of bifurcation into safe versus dangerous cases arises also when
we examine the bifurcation diagrams of Figures 2.28(c) and (d), which represent
supercritz'cal pitchfork and subcm'tical pitchfork bifurcations, respectively. The first
of the two cases is exemplified by the system

‘ 3
(171 2 [L331 “—331

532 = w£132

For n < 0, there is a unique equilibrium point at the origin. By calculating the
Jacobian, we can see that the origin is a stable node. For n > 0, there are three
equilibrium points at (0,0), (V110), and (—fl, 0). Jacobian calculations show
that (0,0) is a saddle and the other two equilibria are stable nodes. Thus, as u
crosses the bifurcation point u = 0, the stable node at the origin bifurcates into
a saddle and gives birth to two stable nodes at (iflfi). The amplitude of the
newly created stable nodes grows with u; hence, it is small for small u. Subcritical
pitchfork bifurcation is exemplified by the system

0, __ 3$1 —— ”ml—+331

i2 = ~$2

For n < 0, there are three equilibrium points: a stable node at (0, 0) and two saddles
at (iF, 0). For n > 0, there is a unique equilibrium point at (0, 0), which is a
saddle. Thus, as u crosses the bifurcation point u = 0, the stable node at the origin
collides with the saddles at (iF, 0) and bifurcates into a saddle. Comparing
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the supercritical and subcritical pitchfork bifurcations, we can easily see that the
supercritical bifurcation is safe, while the subcritical one is dangerous. In particular,
if the system has a nominal operating point at the stable node (0,0) for u < 0,
then supercritical pitchfork bifurcation ensures close steady—state operation when
u is perturbed to a small positive value, while in subcritical pitchfork bifurcation
trajectories move away from the nominal operating point.

In the simplified examples we used to discuss zero—eigenvalue bifurcations, we
noticed that in dangerous cases trajectories diverge to infinity. In more complicated
examples, the system may have other equilibrium points or periodic orbits that are
not affected by the bifurcation under consideration. Trajectories moving away from
the bifurcating equilibrium point could be attracted by another equilibrium point
or period orbit rather than diverge to infinity. This situation is illustrated by the
next example.

Example 2.12 Consider the tunnel-diode circuit of Section 1.2.2:

{171 Z l~h(331)+ 332]

332 = [*331* RCB2 + M]bl
P

-‘Q
IH

The diode’s v—z’ characteristic h() is sketched in Figure 1.2 and u is a constant
input. Let us study bifurcation as u is varied. The equilibrium points of the system
are the intersections of the curve 1132 2: h(:1:1) with the load line 1132 2: (u — 11:1) /R.
From Figure 2.29(a) and Examples 2.1 and 2.3, we know that for u < A, there is a
stable node on the left branch; for A < u < B, there are three equilibrium points, a
saddle on the middle branch and two stable nodes on the other two branches; and
for u > B, there is a stable node on the right branch. The bifurcation diagram
is shown in Figure 2.29(b). There are two saddle—node bifurcations at u = A and
n 2: B. Notice that when a stable node disappears upon collision with a saddle,
trajectories that move away are attracted by the other stable node which is not
affected by the bifurcation. A

When a stable node loses stability at a bifurcation point, an eigenvalue of the
Jacobian passes through zero. What about a stable focus losing stability? In this
case, a pair of conjugate complex eigenvalues could pass through the imaginary
axis. Figures 2.28(e) and (f) are examples of this situation, where Figures 2.28(e)
is called supercritical Hopf bifurcation and Figures 2.28(f) is called subcm’tical Hopf
Zn’furcatz'on.18 The supercritical Hopf bifurcation is exemplified by the system

1131 = $1(M——$¥ w113%) ~332

5C2 = 332(H"33i *333) +331
18The names Andronov~Hopf bifurcation and Poincaré—Andronov~Hopf bifurcation are also used

to acknowledge the earlier contributions of Poincaré and Andronov.
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Figure 2.29: Example 2.12: (a) determining equilibrium points; (b) bifurcation diagram.

which is represented in the polar coordinates

11:1: r’cos6 and 1132 = rsin6

by ‘
r‘zm’wr’g and 6:1

The system has a unique equilibrium point at the origin and the phase portraits for
opposite signs of u are shown in Figure 2.30. For it < 0, the origin is a stable focus
and all trajectories are attracted to it, while for u > 0, the origin is an unstable
focus, but there is a stable limit cycle that attracts all trajectories, except the zero
solution. The limit cycle is r’ = fl, which shows that the amplitude of oscillation
grows with u and is small for small values of it. This is a safe bifurcation because
when the stable focus disappears due to small perturbation, the system will have a
steady~state oscillation with a small amplitude. To see how the eigenvalues behave
during bifurcation, notice that the Jacobian at the origin

u w 1
1 M

has eigenvalues Mi j , which cross the imaginary axis from left to right as it increases
from negative to positive values.

The subcritical Hopf bifurcation is exemplified by the system

331 = 331lH+f33f+33%)*(33f+ 33%)2l “ 332
2'22 = :22 [u + (as? + 22%) ~ (92? + 323?] + 931

which is represented in polar coordinates by

r’zur—i-r’g—r’s and 9:1
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/ ‘2/./ 3/> \“ \k> *1
Figure 2.30: Phase portrait of the supercritical Hopf bifurcation example for u < 0
(left) and u > 0 (right).

There is a unique equilibrium point at the origin, which is a stable focus for u < 0
and unstable focus for u > 0. From the equation

0=u+r2—r4

we can determine the limit cycles of the system. For M < 0, there are two limit
cycles at r2 = (1 i x/l + 4u)/2. By sketching 7'“ = r(u + 7‘2 — 7-4) as a function of
7‘ (see Figure 2.31), it can be seen that the limit cycle at 7‘2 = (1 + M)/2 is
stable, while the limit cycle at 7‘2 = (1 — M)/2 is unstable. For small |u|, the
unstable limit cycle can be approximated by 7‘2 = —u. For M > 0, there is only one
stable limit cycle at 7‘2 = (1 + x/l + 4n) /2. Thus, as u increases from negative to
positive values, the stable focus at the origin merges with the unstable limit cycle
and bifurcates into an unstable focus, as represented by the bifurcation diagram of
Figures 2.28(f). Notice that the stable limit cycle is not shown in the bifurcation
diagram because varying u only varies its amplitude. The subcritical Hopf bifur—
cation is dangerous because small perturbation of a nominal stable focus at the
origin could force trajectories to move away from the origin. Those trajectories are
attracted by the stable limit cycle.

All the bifurcations represented in Figure 2.28 occur in the vicinity of an equi—
librium point. Therefore, they are called local bifurcations. There are also global
bifurcations, which involve large regions of the state plane and cannot be described
in the vicinity of any equilibrium point. We give only one example of global bifur-
cations.lg Consider the system

{1.31 = 1132

- 2332 = M332+331H$1+331332

19See [187] for other examples.
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/\

Figure 2.31: A sketch of m‘ + r3 — r5 for u < 0 (left) and u > 0 (right).

There are two equilibrium points at (0,0) and (1,0). By linearization, we can see
that (0,0) is always a saddle, while (1,0) is an unstable focus for —1 < u < 1.
Let us limit our analysis to the range —1 < u < 1. Figure 2.32 shows the phase
portrait for four different values of u. The phase portraits for u = —0.95 and —0.88
are typical for u < Ho :3 —0.8645, while that for u = —0.8 is typical for u > Mo-
For M < H07 there is a stable limit cycle that encircles the unstable focus. As H
increases towards Me, the limit cycle swells and finally touches the saddle at u : Mo,
creating a trajectory that starts and ends at the saddle; such trajectory is called
homoclinic orbit. For M > Me; the limit cycle disappears. Note that this bifurcation
occurs without any changes to the equilibrium points at (0, 0) and (1,0). This type
of global bifurcation is called saddle—connection or homoclz‘m'c bifurcation.

2.8 Exercises

2.1 For each of the following systems, find all equilibrium points and determine
the type of each isolated equilibrium:

(1) 3'31 2 ~—-:1:1+ 2:13? + 1132, 3'32 2 —:1:1 — 11:2

(2) 331 = 1131 +561332, 332 = —:1:2+3:§+331332 ‘11:?

(3) 3'31 2 [1 — 11:1 — 2h(:1:)] 1131, 332 = [2 — h(:1:)]:1:2

(4) 3'31 2 1132, 1132 = —-:131 + 3:2(1 —- :13? + 0.133%)

(5) 3'31 2 (11:1w 3:2)(1 — 113% — 113%), 1132 = (331 + 3:2)(1 —- as? — 113%)

(5) 331 = “33‘? + $2, 332 = 331 — 33?:

In the third system, h(:13) = 332/(1 + 331)-
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H=-0.95

u=—0.8645

”3

77

u=—0.88

Q
Figure 2.32: Saddle—connection bifurcation.

2.2 For each of the following systems7 find all equilibrium points and determine
the type of each isolated equilibrium:

(1) 501

(2) 931

(3) 331

$27

25131—3313327

$27

332

1132

i2

1 5~331+ T6331" 3:2

233% —:1:2

—332 — 1/}(331— 5132)

In the third system, My) : y3+0.5y if |y| _<_ 1 and 1/)(y) : 231-05 sgn(y) if |y| > 1.

2.3 For each of the systems in Exercise 2.1, construct the phase portrait and
discuss the qualitative behavior of the system.
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Figure 2.33: Phase portraits of Exercise 2.4.

2.4 The phase portraits of the following four systems are shown in Figure 2.33.

(1) it] 2 $27

(2) 331 = 2331— 331332,

(3) {1'31 2 {132,

(4) 501 = w(-731”‘-’I3(i)+h(-’I3)a

332

332

1132

3'32

= 331— 2tan"1(3:1+ 1132)

= 233% — 1132

= —:1:1+ 3:2(1 —- 333% - 233%)

= “(-732 — 333) + M33)
In the fourth system7 h(:1:) : 1 ~— 1131 — 1132. Mark the arrowheads and discuss the
qualitative behavior of each system.

2.5 The system

502

In «as? + as; 7
has an equilibrium point at the origin.

i71=WCI31— 3'32: —332 + 331

In «33% +33%
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(a) Linearize the system about the origin and show that the origin is a stable node
of the linear system.

(b) Find the phase portrait of the nonlinear system near the origin and show that
the portrait resembles a stable focus.
Hint: Transform the equations into polar coordinates.

(c) Explain the discrepancy between the results of parts (a) and (b).

2.6 Consider the system

331 2 —:1:1+ c1332 — b$1$2 + 33%
3’32 2 —(a + b):1:1+ bx? — 1131332

where a > 0 and b 75 0.

(a) Find all equilibrium points of the system.

(b) Determine the type of each isolated equilibrium point, for all values of a > 0
and b 75 0.

(c) For each of the following cases, construct the phase portrait and discuss the
qualitative behavior of the system:

i. a: :1.
.. __ __ 1
11- a—l, b—— 5.

iii. a=1, b=—2.
2.7 Consider the negative resistance oscillator of Section 1.2.4 with

h(v) = —v + v3 — évs + $3117

and 5 = 1. Construct the phase portrait in the :13—coordinates and discuss the
qualitative behavior of system.

2.8 Consider the system

331 = 1132, 3'32 2 —:131 + "E633? — 332

(a) Find the equilibrium points and determine the type of each isolated one.

(b) Without using a computer pr0gram, sketch the phase portrait of the system.

2.9 For cruise control, the longitudinal motion of a vehicle on a flat road can
be modeled, with the use of Newton’s second law, by the first-order differential
equation

m1) = u — KC sgn(v) — Kfv — Kav2
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where m is the vehicle’s mass, 11 is its speed, u is the tractive force generated by the
engine, Kc sgn(v) is the coulomb friction force, Kf1} is the viscous friction force, and
K0112 is the aerodynamic drag. The coefficients KC, Kf and K0 are nonnegative.
When a PI controller is used, u 2 K10 + KP (11d — v), where W is the desired speed,
a is the state of the integrator ('7 = W — v, and K, and KP are positive constants.
We are only interested in the region 11 2 0.

(a) Using 1131 = a and 11:2 : v as the state variables, find the state model of the
system.

(b) Let 11d be a positive constant. Find all equilibrium points and determine the
type of each point.

(c) Construct the phase portrait and discuss the qualitative behavior of the sys—
tem, for the following numerical data: m = 1500 kg, KC = 110 N, Kf =
2.5 N/m/sec, K0 2 1 N/mQ/secQ, K1 : 15, KP = 500, and 11d 2 30 m/sec.

((1) Repeat part (c) when K1 is increased to 150. Compare with the behavior in
part (c).

(e) Repeat part (c) when saturation is used to limit u to the range 0 _<_ u S 1800 N.
Compare with the behavior in part (c).

2.10 Consider the tunnel—diode circuit of Section 1.2.2 with the numerical data
used in Example 2.1, except for R and E, which are taken as E = 0.2V and
R = 0.2139.

(a) Find all equilibrium points and determine the type of each point.

(b) Construct the phase portrait and discuss the qualitative behavior of the circuit.

2.11 Repeat the previous problem with E = 0.4V and R = 0.2139.

2.12 Consider the Hopfield neural network model of Section 1.2.4 with n = 2,
VM = 1, and T21 = T12 = 1. For i = 1,2, take I,- 2 0, C,- = 1, p,- = 1, TM 2 0, and
91(u) : (2 /7r) tan”1()\7ru/2).

(a) Find all equilibrium points and determine the type of each point.

(b) For A = 5, construct the phase portrait and discuss the qualitative behavior of
the system.

2.13 An equivalent circuit of the Wien—Bridge oscillator is shown in Figure 2.34
[40L Where g(v2) is a nonlinear voltage—controlled voltage source.
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Figure 2.34: Exercise 2.13.

(a) With 1131 = 111 and 11:2 2 112 as state variables, show that the state model is given
by

. 1
331 = ClRl [”331 + 332 ”‘ 9W2”

1 1
3.32 : w 02R11wxl +332 #90132” w CQRQ 332

(1)) Let Cl = Cg = R1 = R2 = 1 and g(v) = 3.2341} - 2.195v3+0.666v5. Construct
the phase portrait and discuss the qualitative behavior of the system.

2.14 Consider the mass—spring system with Coulomb friction

y+ky+cy+n<m> =0
where 77 is defined in Section 1.2.3. Use piecewise linear analysis to sketch the
phase portrait (without numerical data) and discuss the qualitative behavior of the
system.

2.15 Consider the system

131 : 1:2, i2 : u

where the control input u can take the values $1.

(a) Sketch the phase portrait when u = 1.

(1)) Sketch the phase portrait when u = —1.

(c) By superimposing the two phase portraits, develop a strategy for switching the
control between $1 so that any point in the state plane can be moved to the
origin in finite time.
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2.16 A preympredatory system may be modeled by [202]

$1 2331(1—331 —a:1:2), i2 =b$2(a:1 —:1:2)

Where 11:1 and 1132 are dimensionless variables proportional to the prey and predator
populations, respectively, and a and b are positive constants.

(a) Find all equilibrium points and determine the type of each point.

(b) Construct the phase portrait in the first quadrant (3:1 2 0, 3:2 2 0).when a = 1,
b = 0.5 and discuss the qualitative behavior of the system.

2.17 For each of the following systems, use the Poincaré—Bendixson’s criterion to
show that the system has a periodic orbit:

(1) 9+2; = 59(1—212—92)
(2) .731 = 1132, .732 = —-£E1 + 932(2 — 333% — 2mg)

(3) 331 = 332, 332 = —:I:1 + 1132 — 2(331 + 23:2):133

(4) 3'31 2 1131 + 332 — $1h(3:), 3'32 2 —2:1:1+ 3:2 — $2h(3:)

In the fourth system, h(:1:) = max{|a:1|, |x2|}

2.18 (Conservative Systems) Consider the second-order system

5131:1132, 532=‘9(331)
Where 9 is continuously differentiable and zg(z) > 0 for z 75 0 Consider the energy
function

(a) Show that V (:13) remains constant during the motion of the system.

(b) Show that, for sufficiently small ||:1:(0)||, every solution is periodic.

(c) Suppose that 29(2) > 0 for z 6 (~00, 00) and
y

/g(z)dz—+ooas|y|—+oo
0

Show that every solution is a periodic solution.

((1) Suppose that g(z = —g(-z) and let G(y) = foyg(z) dz. Show that the trajec—
tory through (A, ) is given by

332 = imm
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(e) Using part (d), show that the period of oscillation of a closed trajectory through
(A, 0) is A

_ dyTM) * ”/0 M
(f) Discuss how the trajectory equation in part (d) can be used to construct the

phase portrait of the system.

2.19 Use the previous exercise to construct the phase portrait and study periodic
solutions for each of the following systems:

(1) Elf-731) Z 8111331» (2) Elf-731) = 331+??? (3) Elf-731) = 33f

In each case, give the period of oscillation of the periodic orbit through the point
(1, 0).

2.20 For each of the following systems, show that the system has no limit cycles:

(1) 331 = ”331+332, i2 = g(m1)+aa:2, c1751

(2) 3'31 2 ~331+ :13? + 1131233, 332 = ~332 + 1133+ 113%:132

(3) 331 = 1 ~x1x3, i2 = 1131

(4) 331 = 331332, 3'32 : 3:2

(5) 3'31 2 3:2 cos(:1:1), i2 = sin 1131

2.21 Consider the system

3'31: ~331+332(:131+a)-b, 332=-0331(:131+a)

where a, b, and c are positive constants with b > a. Let

bD:{1tER2|x1<~aand$2<$l+}
331+a

(a) Show that every trajectory starting in D stays in D for all future time.

(b) Show that there can be no periodic orbits through any point :1: E D.

2.22 Consider the system

1131: (1:131 - 1131332, 3'32 2 has? - 0:132

where a, b, and c are positive constants with c > a. Let D = {:13 E R2 | 332 Z 0}.
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(a) Show that every trajectory starting in D stays in D for all future time.

(b) Show that there can be no periodic orbits through any point :1: E D.

2.23 ([85]) Consider the system

3'31: 352, 3'32 2 ~[2b - g($1)]a332 - (123:1

where a and b are positive constants, and

__ 0) |$1|> 1
9(371)‘ k}, |$1|31

(a) Show, using Bendixson’s criterion, that there are no periodic orbits if k < 2b.

(13) Show, using the Poincaré-Bendixson criterion, that there is a periodic orbit if
k > 2b.

2.24 Consider a second—order system and suppose that the set M = {afi—HBE 3 a2}
has the property that every trajectory starting in M stays in M for all future time.
Show that 1% contains an equilibrium point.

2.25 Verify Lemma 2.3 by examining the vector fields.

2.26 ([70]) For each of the following systems, show that the origin is not hyper—
bolic7 find the index of the origin, and verify that it is different from i1:

(1) 3-31 Z 3717 51.72 :3 —.’I?2

2(2) 331 = $§~m2, 3'32 2 21131332

2.27 For each of the following systems, find and classify bifurcations that occur
as u varies:

(1) 3'31 2 1139 3'32 2 ”(1131+ 11:2) — 3:2 — :13? — 33:?332

(2) 5&1 2 ~33? + 1132, 3'32 2 —(1 + ug)a:1+ 2u332 — ”as? + 2(332 — #3303

(3) 331 = 332, (1'32 = u — 51:2 — 513‘;7 — 2331332

(4) ct]. = x2, 9:2 = —<1 + u2>x1+ 2W2 + urn? — sci-7:2

(5) 3.31 = 332’ 332 = M<331+$2)*332—33i’+3$%332

(5) 501 = £132, 1132 = ”(1131+ 11:2) — 11:2 — 113% — 21131332
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2.28 The model that follows is used to analyze the interaction between inhibitory
and excitatory neurons in a biological system [195]. In its simplest form, the model
describes the interaction of two neurons with 1131 as the output of the excitatory
neuron and 3:2 as the output of the inhibitory neuron. The evolution of 11:1 and 3:2
is described by

{1.31 I — 1{131 + tanh(A:1:1) — tanh(A:1:2)
T
1

3'32 2 — ~332 + tanh(A:1:1) + tanh(A:1:2)
T

where T > 0 is a characteristic time constant and A > 0 is an amplification gain.

(a) Using the Poincaré—Bendixson criterion, show that the system has a periodic
orbit when AT > 1.

(b) Construct the phase portrait for 7- : 1 and A = 2 and discuss the qualitative
behavior of the system.

(c) Repeat part (b) for 7- : 1 and A = 1/2.

(d) Find and classify bifurcations that occur as u 2 AT varies.

2.29 A model that is used to analyze a class of experimental systems known as
chemical oscillators [187] is given by

- 4331332 . £132
331:0”“331‘” {132201131 1—1—1—33? 14-11:?

where 331 and 332 are dimensionaless concentrations of certain chemicals and a, b
are positive constants.

(a) Using the Poincaré—Bendixson criterion, show that the system has a periodic
orbit when I) < 3a/5 — 25/a.

(b) Construct the phase portrait in the first quadrant for a = 10, b = 2 and discuss
the qualitative behavior of the system.

(c) Repeat part (b) for a = 10, b = 4.

(d) Find and classify bifurcations that occur as b varies, while a is fixed.

2.30 A biochemical reactor can be represented by the model

- #771372 .:1: = —— —d :13, :1: =da: —:1:1 (km-+332 > 1 2 ( 2f 2)_ ”7713:1332

me... + 1132)
where the state variables and the nonnegative constants d, um, km, Y, and {13210 are
defined in Exercise 1.22. Let um = 0.5, km 2 0.1, Y = 0.4, and mgf : 4.
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(3) Find all equilibrium points for d > 0 and determine the type of each point.

(b) Study bifurcation as d varies.

(c) Construct the phase portrait and discuss the qualitative behavior of the system
when d = 0.4.

2.31 A biochemical reactor can be represented by the model

j; _ Mm$2 —d :1: j; —d(:1: —1:)— 11771331332
1”‘ km+x2+k1x§ 1’ 2‘ 2f 2 Y<km+x2+k1x§)

where the state variables and the nonnegative constants d, um, km, k1, Y, and {1321”
are defined in Exercise 1.22. Let um = 0.5, km 2 0.1, 131 = 0.5, Y = 0.4, and
{13210 = 4 ‘

(a) Find all equilibrium points for d > 0 and determine the type of each point.

(b) Study bifurcation as d varies.

(c) Construct the phase portrait and discuss the qualitative behavior of the system
when d =‘ 0.1.

(01) Repeat part (c) when d 7. 0.25.

(e) Repeat part (c) when d = 0.5



Chapter 3

Fundamental Properties

This chapter states some fundamental properties of the solutions of ordinary differ”
ential equations, like existence, uniqueness, continuous dependence on initial con—
ditions, and continuous dependence on parameters. These properties are essential
for the state equation j: = f (t, :13) to be a useful mathematical model of a physical
system. In experimenting with a physical system such as the pendulum, we expect
that starting the experiment from a given initial state at time to, the system will
move and its state will be defined in the (at least immediate) future time t > to.
Moreover, with a deterministic system, we expect that if we could repeat the ex—
periment exactly, we would get exactly the same motion and the same state at
t > to. For the mathematical model to predict the future state of the system from
its current state at to, the initial-value problem

at = f<t.as>. me) = 5130 (31)
must have a unique solution. This is the question of existence and uniqueness
that is addressed in-Section 3.1. It is shown that existence and uniqueness can
be ensured by imposing some constraints on the right—hand side function f (15,35).
The key constraint used in Section 3.1 is the Lipschitz condition, whereby f(t,:r)
satisfies the inequality1

llf<t’$)—f(tay)ll S L||-’L‘—y|| (3-2)
for all (15,113) and (t,y) in some neighborhood of (150,330).

An essential factor in the validity of any mathematical model is the continuous
dependence of its solutions on the data of the problem. The least we should expect
from a mathematical model is that arbitrarily small errors in the data will not result
in large errors in the solutions obtained by the model. The data of the initial—value
problem (3.1) are the initial state 1130, the initial time to, and the right—hand side

1]] - I] denotes any p—norm, as defined in Appendix A.
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function f (t,:1:). Continuous dependence on the initial conditions (t0,:1:0) and on
the parameters of f are studied in Section 3.2. If f is differentiable with respect
to its parameters, then the solution will be differentiable with respect to these
parameters. This is shown in Section 3.3 and is used to derive sensitivity equations
that describe the effect of small parameter variations on the performance of the
system. The continuity and differentiability results of Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are valid
only on finite time intervals. Continuity results on the infinite time interval will be
given later, after stability concepts have been introduced.2

The chapter ends with a brief statement of a comparison principle that bounds
the solution of a scalar differential inequality 1') S f (t,v) by the solution of the
differential equation ii = f (t, u).

3.1 Existence and Uniqueness
In this section, we derive sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of the initial~value problem (3.1). By a solution of (3.1) over an interval
[t0,t1], we mean a continuous function :1: : [t0,t1] -—-> R" such that :1':(t) is defined
and i(t) = f(t,:1:(t)) for all t E [t0,t1]. If f(t,:1:) is continuous in t and :13, then
the solution :1:(t) will be continuously differentiable. We will assume that f (t, :13) is
continuous in :13, but only piecewise continuous in t, in which case, a solution :1:(t)
could only be piecewise continuously differentiable. The assumption that f (t, :13) be
piecewise continuous in t allows us to include the case when f (t, :13) depends on a
time—varying input that may experience step changes with time.

A differential equation with a given initial condition might have several solutions.
For example, the scalar equation

3': 2 1131/3, with 113(0) 2 0 (3.3)

has a solution 33(t) = (2t/3)3/2. This solution is not unique, since :1:(t) E 0 is another
solution. In noting that the right-hand side of (3.3) is continuous in x, it is clear
that continuity of f (t,:1:) in its arguments is not sufficient to ensure uniqueness of
the solution. Extra conditions must be imposed on the function f. The question of
existence of a solution is less stringent. In fact, continuity of f (t, :13) in its arguments
ensures that there is at least one solution. We will not prove this fact here.3 Instead,
we prove an easier theorem that employs the Lipschitz condition to show existence
and uniqueness.

Theorem 3.1 (Local Existence and Uniqueness) Let f (t, :13) be piecewise con—
tinuous in t and satisfy the Lipschitz condition

”fit-’13) — f(t.y)|| S LII-”L“ — yll
286e, in particular, Section 9.4.
3See [135. Theorem 2.3] for a proof.
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V :13, y E B = {:13 E R” | Has — 1130“ S r}, V t E [t0,t1]. Then, there exists some 6 > 0
such that the state equation is = f(t,:1:) with 33(t0) = 330 has a unique solution over
#07 to + 6] <>

Proof: See Appendix 0.1.

The key assumption in Theorem 3.1 is the Lipschitz condition (3.2). A function
satisfying (3.2) is said to be Lipschitz in :13, and the positive constant L is called a
Lipschitz constant. We also use the words locally Lipschitz and globally Lipschitz to
indicate the domain over which the Lipschitz condition holds. Let us introduce the
terminology first for the case when f depends only on :13. A function f (:13) is said
to be locally Lipschitz on a domain (open and connected set) D C R” if each point
of D has a neighborhood D0 such that f satisfies the Lipschitz condition (3.2) for
all points in Do with some Lipschitz constant L0. We say that f is Lipschitz on a
set W if it satisfies (3.2) for all points in W, with the same Lipschitz constant L.
A locally Lipschitz function on a domain D is not necessarily Lipschitz on D, since
the Lipschitz condition may not hold uniformly (with the same constant L) for all
points in D. However, a locally Lipschitz function on a domain D is Lipschitz on
every compact (closed and bounded) subset of D (Exercise 3.19). A function f (:13)
is said to be globally Lipschitz if it is Lipschitz on R”. The same terminology is
extended to a function f(t, :13), provided the Lipschitz condition holds uniformly in
t for all t in a given interval of time. For example, f (t, :13) is locally Lipschitz in :1:
on [a, b] x D C R X R” if each point :1: E D has a neighborhood D0 such that f
satisfies (3.2) on [a, b] X Do with some Lipschitz constant L0. We say that f (t,:1:)
is locally Lipschitz in :1: on [to, 00) X D if it is locally Lipschitz in :1: on [a, b] X D
for every compact interval [a, b] C [to, 00). A function f (t,:1:) is Lipschitz in :1: on
[a,b] X W if it satisfies (3.2) for all t E [a, b] and all points in W, with the same
Lipschitz constant L.

When f : R -—-> R, the Lipschitz condition can be written as

|f(y)—f(-r)l <L
|y—-’L“| —

which implies that on a plot of f(:1:) versus :13, a straight line joining any two points
of f (1:) cannot have a slope whose absolute value is greater than L. Therefore, any
function f (:13) that has infinite slope at some point is not locally Lipschitz at that
point. For example, any discontinuous function is not locally Lipschitz at the point
of discontinuity. As another example, the function f (:13) 2 1131/3, which was used in
(3.3), is not locally Lipschitz at :1: = 0 since f’(:1:) = (1/3):1:“2/3 -—-> 00 as :1: ——-> 0. On
the other hand, if |f’ (:13)| is bounded by a constant k over the interval of interest,
then f (:13) is Lipschitz on the same interval with Lipschitz constant L = h. This
observation extends to vector—valued functions, as demonstrated by Lemma 3.1.

Lemma 3.1 Let f : [a,b] X D ——-> Rm be continuous for some domain D C R”.
Suppose that [3f/3:13] exists and is continuous on [a, b] X D. If, for a convex subset
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W C D, there is a constant L 2 0 such that

3f———— t < Ll am< ”ll —
on [a,b] X W, then

||f(t, 33) — fit 1/)“ S LII-”L“ — yll
foralltE[a,b],:1:EW,andyEW. <>

Proof: Let H ~ ”I, be the underlying norm for any 19 E [1, 00], and determine (1 E [1, 00]
from the relationship 1/}? + 1/q = 1. Fix t E [(1,1)], :1: E W, and y E W. Define
7(s) = (1 — s):1: + sy for all s E R such that 7(3) E D. Since W C D is convex,
7(s) E W for 0 S s S 1. Take 2 E Rm such that4

||Z||q = 1 and ZT[f(t,y) ~- f(t,93)l = ||f(t,y) — f(t,-’L‘)||p
Set g(s) = 2Tf (t,'y(s)). Since g,(s) is a real—valued function, which is continuously
differentiable in an open interval that includes [0, 1], we conclude by the mean value
theorem that there is s1 E (0,1) such that

9(1) — 9(0) = 9’(31)

Evaluating g at s = 0, s = 1, and calculating g’ (s) by using the chain rule, we
obtain

zTU‘<t.y>~f<t.x>1 = 2T§§<t.v<sl>><y—m>
||f(t7'y)—f(ta$)||p 5 ML; lly—frllp S Llly—IL‘Hp

p
g—gmm»

where we used the Holder inequality |2Tw| S ||z||q||u2||p. E]

The lemma shows how a Lipschitz constant can be calculated using knowledge
of [8f/8:13].

The Lipschitz property of a function is stronger than continuity. It can be
easily seen that if f (:13) is Lipschitz on W, then it is uniformly continuous on W
(Exercise 3.20). The converse is not true, as seen from the function f (:13) = 1131/3,
which is continuous, but not locally Lipschitz at :1: = 0. The Lipschitz property is
weaker than continuous differentiability, as stated in the next lemma.

Lemma 3.2 If f(t,:1:) and [Bf/83:](t,a:) are continuous on [a,b] X D, for some
domain D C R", then f is locally Lipschitz in :1: on [a, b] X D. O

4Such 2 always exists. (See Exercise 3.21.)
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Proof: For 330 E D, let 7’ be so small that the ball D0 = {:13 E R” | Hz — 1130]] S 7"}
is contained in D. The set D0 is convex and compact. By continuity, [3f/3:13]
is bounded on [(1,1)] x D0. Let L0 be a bound for “Bf/833]] on [(1,1)] x Do. By
Lemma 3.1, f is Lipschitz on [(1,1)] x Do With Lipschitz constant L0. [:1

It is left to the reader (Exercise 3.22) to extend the proof of Lemma 3.1 to prove
the next lemma.

Lemma 3.3 If f(t,:1:) (1nd [Bf/83:](t,a:) are continuous on [(1,1)] x R”, then f is
globally Lipschiiz in :1: on [(1,1)] x R” if and only if [8f/811:] is uniformly bounded on
[(1,1)] x R”. O

Example 3.1 The function

f(x) = [ —:1~1 +1112 [
{132 — {131.132

is continuously differentiable on R2. Hence, it is locally Lipschitz on R2. It is not
globally Lipschitz since [3f/3:12] is not uniformly bounded on R2. On any compact
subset of R2, f is Lipschitz. Suppose that we are interested in calculating a Lipschitz
constant over the convex set W = {:13 E R2 | |:1:1| S (11, |:1:2| S (12}. The Jacobian
matrix is given by

?j- __ —1 ‘1‘ {132 {131

8513 —- —.’172 1 — {131

. . 9 . . .Using ||.||(>0 for vectors 1n R“ and the induced matrlx norm for matrices, we have

9:
am :ma‘x{]—1+$2]+]$1]7l$2l+llfi$1|1

OO

All points in W satisfy

l—1+-’132|+|a:1|31+a2+a1 and |332|+|1—:I:1|Sa2+1+a1

l
and a Lipschitz constant can be taken as L = 1 + (11 + (12. A

Hence,

“Bi” Sl+al+023:1: 00

Example 3.2 The function

f<rr>=[ ”32 ]—sat(:1:1 + 1132)

is not continuously differentiable on R2. Let us check its Lipschitz property by
examining f(:c) — f(y). Using ““2 for vectors in R2 and the fact that the saturation
function sat(-) satisfies

|Sat(n) — 88nt(£)| S |n — 6|
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we obtain

111(1) — f(y)||§ S (332 ‘““ 1/212 +(331+ 332 — 2/1 — 2/2)2
= (931 — 2/1)2 + 2(931 — yl)(-’E2 — 1/2) + 2(932 — 2/212

1.. 1
Using the inequality

T
2 2 _ a 1 1 a 1 1

we conclude that

||f<93) '- f(y)||2 S V2618 “93 M y||2, V 93,31 E R2
Here we have used a property of positive semidefinite symmetric matrices; that is,
xTPzr S AmaX(P) m, for all :1: E R", where AmaX(-) is the maximum eigenvalue of
the matrix. A. more conservative (larger) Lipschitz constant will be obtained if we
use the more conservative inequality

a2 + 2a?) + 21)2 3 2a2 + 362 S 3(a2 + b2)

resulting in a Lipschitz constant L = x/3. A

In these two examples, we have used || - ||oO in one case and II - Hg in the other. Due
to equivalence of norms, the choice of a norm on R” does not affect the Lipschitz
property of a function. It only affects the value of the Lipschitz constant (Exer—
cise 3.5). Example 3.2 illustrates the fact that the Lipschitz condition (3.2) does
not uniquely define the Lipschitz constant L. If (3.2) is satisfied with some positive
constant L, it is satisfied with any constant larger than L. This nonuniqueness can
be removed by defining L to be the smallest constant for which (3.2) is satisfied,
but we seldom need to do that.

Theorem 3.1 is a local theorem since it guarantees existence and uniqueness only
over an interval [t0,t0 + 6], where 6 may be very small. In other words, we have
no control on 6; hence, we cannot ensure existence and uniqueness over a given
time interval [150,131]. However, one may try to extend the interval of existence by
repeated applications of the local theorem. Starting at a time to, with an initial
state 410(150) = 3:0, Theorem 3.1 shows that there is a positive constant 6 (dependent
on 1130) such that the state equation (3.1) has a unique solution over the time interval
[150,150 + 6]. Now, taking to + 6 as a new initial time and 33(t0 1+ 6) as a new initial
state, one may try to apply Theorem 3.1 to establish existence of the solution beyond
to + 6. If the conditions of the theorem are satisfied at (to + 6, 113(130 + 6)), then there
exists 62 > 0 such that the equation has a unique solution over [to + 6,130 + 6 + 62]
that passes through the point (to + 6, 33(150 + 6)) We piece together the solutions over
[150,130 + 6] and [to + 6, to + 6 + 62] to establish the existence of a unique solution over
[130,110 + 6 + 62]. This idea can be repeated to keep extending the solution. However,
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in general, the interval of existence of the solution cannot be extended indefinitely
because the conditions of Theorem 3.1 may cease to hold. There is a maximum
interval [t0,T) where the unique solution starting at (to, 11:0) exists.5 In general, T
may be less than t1, in which case as t —+ T, the solution leaves any compact set
over which f is locally Lipschitz in :1: (Exercise 3.26).

Example 3.3 Consider the scalar system

3': = —:1:2, with 113(0) 2 —I

The function f (:13) =. —:1:2 is locally Lipschitz for all :1: E R. Hence, it is Lipschitz
on any compact subset of R. The unique solution

1
“02::1

exists over [0,1). As t -—-> 1, :1:(t) leaves any compact set. A

The phrase “finite escape time” is used to describe the phenomenon that a trajectory
escapes to infinity at a finite time. In Example 3.3, we say that the trajectory has
a finite escape time at t = 1.

In view of the discussion preceding Example 3.3, one may pose the following
question: When is it guaranteed that the solution can be extended indefinitely?
One way to answer the question is to require additional conditions which ensure
that the solution 113(t) will always be in a set where f (t,:1:) is uniformly Lipschitz
in :13. This is done in the next theorem by requiring f to satisfy a global Lipschitz
condition. The theorem establishes the existence of a unique solution over [t0,t1],
where t1 may be arbitrarily large.

Theorem 3.2 (Global Existence and Uniqueness) Suppose that f (t, :13) is piec
wise continuous in t and satisfies

||f(t,93) — f(t,y)|| S L||93 — 1/“
V 3:,y E R”, V t E [t0,t1]. Then, the state equation 3’: : f(t,:1:), with 33(t0) = 1130,
has a unique solution over [t0, t1]. <>

Proof: See Appendix 0.1.

Example 3.4 Consider the linear system

i=o+aa=fam
where A(t) and g(t) are piecewise continuous functions of t. Over any finite interval
of time [t0,t1], the elements of A(t) are bounded. Hence, ||A(t)|| S a, where ”A” is
any induced matrix norm. The conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied since

||f(t,-’E) — f(t. 2/)” = ||A(t)(-’L" — 2/)“ S ||A(t)|| Ila: — yll S all? — y||
5For a proof of this statement, see [81, Section 8.5] or [135, Section 2.3].
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for all 3:,y E R” and t E [t0,t1]. Therefore, Theorem 3.2 shows that the linear
system has a unique solution over [t0, t1]. Since t1 can be arbitrarily large, we can
also conclude that if A(t) and g(t) are piecewise continuous V t Z to, then the system
has a unique solution V t Z to. Hence, the system cannot have a finite escape time.

A

For the linear system of Example 3.4, the global Lipschitz condition of Theorem
3.2 is a reasonable requirement. This may not be the case for nonlinear systems, in
general. we should distinguish between the local Lipschitz requirement of Theorem
3.1 and the global Lipschitz requirement of Theorem 3.2. Local Lipschitz property
of a function is basically a smoothness requirement. It is implied by continuous
differentiability. Except for discontinuous nonlinearities, which are idealizations
of physical phenomena, it is reasonable to expect models of physical systems to
have locally Lipschitz right—hand side functions. Examples of continuous functions
that are not locally Lipschitz are quite exceptional and rarely arise in practice.
The global Lipschitz property, on the other hand, is restrictive. Models of many
physical systems fail to satisfy it. One can easily construct smooth meaningful
examples that do not have the global Lipschitz property, but do have unique global
solutions, which is an indication of the conservative nature of Theorem 3.2.

Example 3.5 Consider the scalar system

The function f (:13) does not satisfy a global Lipschitz condition since the Jacobian
8f/3:1: 2 —3:1:2 is not globally bounded. Nevertheless, for any initial state 33(t0) =
1130, the equation has the unique solution

233033t=sin33 W<> g<o> 1+2$3(,_,0)
which is well defined for all t 2 to. A

In view of the conservative nature of the global Lipschitz condition, it would be
useful to have a global existence and uniqueness theorem that requires the function
f to be only locally Lipschitz. The next theorem achieves that at the expense of
having to know more about the solution of the system.

Theorem 3.3 Let f (t, :13) be piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in :1:
for all t 2 t0 and all :1: in a domain D C R”. Let W be a compact subset of D,
1130 E WC and suppose it is known that every solution of

:i: = f(t,:1:), 33(t0) = 3:0

lies entirely in l/V. Then, there is a unique solution that is defined for allt Z to. O
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Proof: Recall the discussion on extending solutions, preceding Example 3.3. By
Theorem 3.1, there is a unique local solution over [150,130 + 6]. Let [150, T) be its max—
imal interval of existence. We want to show that T = 00. Recall (Exercise 3.26)
the fact that if T is finite, then the solution must leave any compact subset of D.
Since the solution never leaves the compact set W, we conclude that T = 00. E]

The trick in applying Theorem 3.3 is in checking the assumption that every
solution lies in a compact set without actually solving the differential equation. We
will see in Chapter 4 that Lyapunov’s method for studying stability is very valuable
in that regard. For now, let us illustrate the application of the theorem by a simple
example.

Example 3.6 Consider again the system

of Example 3.5. The function f (:13) is locally Lipschitz on R. If, at any instant
of time, :1:(t) is positive, the derivative 55(15) will be negative. Similarly, if :1:(t) is
negative, the derivative :1':(t) will be positive. Therefore, starting from any initial
condition 113(0) 2 a, the solution cannot leave the compact set {:13 E R | |33| S
|a|}. Thus, without calculating the solution, we conclude by Theorem 3.3 that the
equation has a unique solution for all t Z 0. A

3.2 Continuous Dependence on initial Conditions
and Parameters

For the solution of the state equation (3.1) to be of any interest, it must depend
continuously on the initial state 1130, the initial time to, and the right—hand side
function f (t, :13). Continuous dependence on the initial time to is obvious from the
integral expression

113(15): 1130 +/t f(s,:1:(s)) d3

Therefore, we leave it as an exercise (Exercise 3.28) and concentrate our attention
on continuous dependence on the initial state 330 and the function f. Let y(t) be
a solution of (3.1) that starts at y(t0) = yo and is defined on the compact time
interval [150,151]. The solution depends continuously on yo if solutions starting at
nearby points are defined on the same time interval and remain close to each other
in that interval. This statement can be made precise with the 8—6 argument: Given
5 > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that for all 20 in the ball {:13 E R” | Ha: — y0|| <
6}, the equation 3': : f(t,:1:) has a unique solution 2(t) defined on [150,131], with
2(t0) = 20, and satisfies ||z(t) — y(t)|| < 5 for all t 6 [150,151]. Continuous dependence
on the right—hand side function f is defined similarly, but to state the definition
precisely, we need a mathematical representation of the perturbation of f. One
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possible representation is to replace f by a sequence of functions fm, which converge
uniformly to f as m -—-> 00. For each function fm, the solution of 3': : fm(t, :13) with
22(t0) = .730 is denoted by mm(t). The solution is said to depend continuously on
the right—hand side function if 33m(t) -—-> 33(t) as m -—-> 00. This approach is a
little bit involved, and will not be pursued here.6 A more restrictive, but simpler,
mathematiCal representation is to assume that f depends continuously on a set of
c0nstant parameters; that is, f = f (t, :13, A), where A 6 RP. The constant parameters
could represent physical parameters of the system, and the study of perturbation of
these parameters accounts for modeling errors or changes in the parameter values
due to aging. Let :1:(t,A0) be a solution of 3': = f(t,:1:, A0) defined on [t0,t1], with
$(t0, A0) = 1130. The solution is said to depend continuously on A if for any 5 > 0,
there is 6 > 0 such that for all A in the ball {A 6 RP | “A — A0|| < 6}, the equation
3': = f(t,:1:,A) has a unique solution :1:(t,A) defined on ‘[t0,t1], with 33(t0,A) = 1130,
and satisfies ||:1:(t,A) — 23(t, A0)|| < 5 for all t E [t0,t1].

Continuous dependence on initial states and continuous dependence on parame—
ters can be studied simultaneously. We start with a simple result that bypasses the
issue of existence and uniqueness and concentrates on the closeness of solutions.

Theorem 3.4 Let f (t, :13) be piecewise continuous int and Lipschitz in :1: on [t0, t1] ><
l/V with a Lipschitz constant L, where W C R" is an open connected set. Let y(t)
and 2(t) be solutions of

i/ = 1005,21)» Mo) = yo
and

2' = f(t, 2) + 905,2), 2050) = 20
such that y(t), 2(t) E W for all t E [t0, t1]. Suppose that

“905733)” S M? V (15,113) E [150,151] X W

for some u > 0. Then,

Illa) — z<t>|| s ||yo - 20“ exam — to» + g- {explw — to» — 1}
V156: [150,151]. <>

Proof: The solutiOns y(t) and 2(t) are given by

t

W) = yo +/ flax/(3)) d3
t0
t

z<t> = 20+] [f<s,z<s>>+g<s,z<s>>1ds
6See [43, Section 1.3], [75, Section 1.3], or [135, Section 2.5] for results on continuous dependence

on parameters using this approach.
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Subtracting the two equations and taking norms yield

t

Ill/(t) —Z(t)|| S “90 — Zo|| +/ ||f(Say(S)) — f(8,2(8))|| d5
tt 0

+/uammw
t0

t

37+w—m+/Luw—mmu
t0

where 7 2 ”yo — 20 ||. Application of the Gronwall-Bellman inequality (Lemma Al)
to the function ||y(t) — 2(t) || results in

Ill/(t) — 20?)“ S v + W — to) +/t Liv + M5 — t0)] explLU? " 5)] d5

Integrating the right—hand side by parts, we obtain

MW) — ZCt)|| S v + W — to) — v — MCI? — to) + veXplLCt — 150)]
+/ uexp[L(t — s)] ds

to

=VWWfi—WH%EWWVMW4}
which completes the proof of the theorem. D

With Theorem 3.4 in hand, we can prove the next theorem on the continuity of
solutions in terms of initial states and parameters.

Theorem 3.5 Let f(t,:1:,A) be continuous in (t,:1:,A) and locally Lipschitz in :1:
(uniformly int and A) on [t0,t1] X D X {HA — A0“ 3 c}, where D C R” is an open
connected set. Let g/(t7 A0) be a solution ofa': = f(t,:1:, A0) with y(t0, A0) 2 yo E D.
Suppose y(t, A0) is defined and belongs to D for allt E [t0,t1]. Then, given 5 > 0,
there is 6 > 0 such that if

“20 —y0|| < 5 and ||A—A0|| < 5
then there is a unique solution 2(t, A) of 3': = f(t,:1:,A) defined on [t0,t1], with
2(t0, A) = 20, and 2(t, A) satisfies

||z(t,A) — y(t,A0)|| < 5, v t 6 [250,251]

<>

Proof: By continuity of y(t A0) in t and the compactness of [to7 t1], we know that
g/(t7 A0) is bounded on [t0,t1]. Define a “tube” U around the solution y(t, A0) (see
Figure 3.1) by
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Figure 3.1: A tube constructed around the solution y(t, A0).

U = {(25,35) 6 [250,251] x R" | Ha: — y(t,A0)|| g 5}

Suppose that U C [150,131] x D; if not, replace 5 by 51 < 5 that is small enough
to ensure that U C [130,131] X D and continue the proof with 51. The set U is
compact; hence, f (t, :13, A) is Lipschitz in :1: on U with a Lipschitz constant, say7 L.
By continuity of f in A7 for any Oz > 0, there is B > 0 (with B < c) such that

||f(t7-’L‘7/\) —f(t7-’L‘7Ao)|| < oz, V (25,93) 6 U7 V ||/\~A0|| < 6

Take Oz < a and “20 — 310” < Oz. By the local existence and uniqueness theorem,
there is a unique solution 203, A) on some time interval [150,130 + A]. The solution
starts inside the tube U , and as long as it remains in the tube, it can be extended.
We will show that, by choosing a small enough Oz, the solution remains in U for
all t E [150,151]. In particular, we let T be the first time the solution leaves the tube
and show that we can make T > 151. On the time interval [150, T], the conditions of
Theorem 3.4 are satisfied with u 2 Oz. Hence,

||z<t,A>~y<t,Ao>|| < aexplL<t~-to>1+%{explL<t~to>1~1}
< oz (1 + %> eXPlLCt M t0)l

Choosing Oz 5 5L eXp[~L(t1 v 150)] / (1 + L) ensures that the solution 2(t, A) cannot
leave the tube during the interval [150,131]. Therefore, 2(t, A) is defined on [130,131] and
satisfies ||z(t, A) ~ 3105, A0)“ < 5. Taking 6 : min{Oz, fl} completes the proof of the
theorem. D
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3.3 Differentiabiiity of Solutions and Sensitivity
Equations

Suppose that f(t,:1:,A) is continuous in (t,:1:,A) and has continuous first partial
derivatives with respect to :1: and A for all (t, :13, A) E [t0,t1] x R" X RP. Let A0 be a
nominal value of A, and suppose that the nominal state equation

3’: : f(t,:1:,A0), with 33(t0) = 330

has a unique solution :1:(t,A0) over [t0, t1]. From Theorem 3.5, we know that for all
A sufficiently close to A0, that is, ”A — A0 || sufficiently small, the state equation

3': : f(t,:1:,A), With 33(t0) = 330

has a unique solution 33(t, A) over [to , t1] that is close to the nominal solution 33(t, A0).
The continuous differentiability of f with respect to :1: and A implies the additional
pr0perty that the solution 33(t, A) is differentiable with respect to A near A0. To see
this, write

33(t, A) = 330 + /t f(s,:1:(s, A), A) ds

Taking partial derivatives with respect to A yields

tmm A) = [0 [-g—ime, A), A) w, A) + §§<s,x<s, A), A)] ds
where 33A(t,A) = [33:(t,A)/8A] and [Bro/8A] = 0, since 330 is independent of A.
Differentiating with respect to t, it can be seen that :1: A(t, A) satisfies the differential
equation

23m A) : A(t, Ame, A) + B(t, A), @920, A) = 0 (3.4)
where arm») B), A) : af<t,as,A)A(t, A) =

8513 w:w(t,A) 8A w:w(t,A)

For A sufficiently close to A0, the matrices A(t, A) and B(t, A) are defined on [t0,t1].
Hence, :1: A(t, A) is defined on the same interval. At A = A0, the right—hand side of
(3.4) depends only on the nominal solution 33(t, A0). Let 8(t) = 33/\(t, A0); then S(t)
is the unique solution of the equation

30:) = A(t, A0)S(t) + B(t, A0), 3(220) = 0 (3.5)

The function S(t) is called the sensitivity function, and (3.5) is called the sensitivity
equation. Sensitivity functions provide first—order estimates of the effect of param—
eter variations on solutions. They can also be used to approximate the solution
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when A is sufficiently close to its nominal value A0. For small “A v A0 ||, :1:(t, A) can
be expanded in a Taylor series about the nominal solution :1:(t,A0) to obtain

33(t, A) = :1:(t, A0) + S(t)(A v A0) + higher—order terms

Neglecting the higher—order terms, the solution 33(t, A) can be approximated by

33(t, A) % :1:(t, A0) + S(t)(A - A0) (3.6)

We will not justify this approximation here. It will be justified in Chapter 10 when
we study the perturbation theory. The significance of (3.6) is in the fact that knowl—
edge of the nominal solution and the sensitivity function suffices to approximate the
solution for all values of A in a (small) ball centered at A0.

The procedure for calculating the sensitivity function 8(t) is summarized by the
following steps:

a Solve the nominal state equation for the nominal solution :1:(t,A0).

«- Evaluate the Jacobian matrices

3M, 33, /\)
A(ta A0) 2 8513

t A, Baa): WWW )
w:w(t,>\0),>\::>\0 8A w=w(t,A0),A=A0

o Solve the sensitivity equation (3.5) for 8(t)

In this procedure, we need to solve the nonlinear nominal state equation and the
linear time—varying sensitivity equation. Except for some trivial cases, we will be
forced to solve these equations numerically. An alternative approach for calculating
8(t) is to solve for the nominal solution and the sensitivity function simultaneously.
This can be done by appending the variational equation (3.4) with the original state
equation, then setting A 2 A0 to obtain the (n + np) augmented equation

it : f(ta$a)‘0)v $050) 2 $0

8 + [W] (3-7)
3 H 3920) = 06f(t,w,A)

8w l A::A0 A:A0 ’

which is solved numerically. Notice that if the original state equation is autonomous,
that is, f (t, :13, A) = f (:17, A), then the augmented equation (3.7) will be autonomous
as well. we illustrate the latter procedure by the next example.

Example 3.7 Consider the phase—locked—loop model

331 {132 f1($13$2)
3'32 : ~csinx1~(a+bcos3:1)332 = 16201313332)
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and suppose the parameters a, b, and c have the nominal values do = 1, b0 2 0, and
co 2 1. The nominal system is given by

3'31 1132
$2 = ~sin$1~$2

The Jacobian matrices [8f/3$] and [8f/ 3A] are given by

g _ 0 1
8$ T ~ccos $1 + b$2 sin$1 ~(a + bcos$1)

a; a: a: a: _ 0 0 0
BAT 8a 8b ac T ~$2 ~$2cos$1 ~sin$1

Evaluate these Jacobian matrices at the nominal parameters a = 1, b = 0, and
c = 1 to obtain

3f
533

_ 0 1
nominal _~ w COS $1 w 1

0 0 0
~$2 ~$2cos$1 ~—sin$1

9f.8A nominal I:

Let
8$1 81E1 8$1

5’33 5’35 5’37 8a 8b 6c

8$2 8$2 8$2
$4 $6 $8 80. 8b 80 nominal

Then (3.7) is given by

{1.31 = 1132,

$2 ~ sin $1 ~ $2,
3‘33 $43

$4 ~$3 cos $1 ~ $4 ~— $2,
3.35 $63

$6 ~$5 cos $1 ~ $6 ~ $2 cos $1,
5137 3787
$8 = ~$7 cos $1 ~ $8 ~ sin $1,

3:3 = 3310
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The solution of this equation was computed for the initial state $10 = $20 :— 1.
Figure 3.2(a) shows $3, $5, and $7, which are the sensitivities of $1 with respect to
a, b, and c, respectively. Figure 3.2(b) shows the corresponding quantities for $2.
Inspection of these figures shows that the solution is more sensitive to variations
in the parameter c than to variations in the parameters a and b. This pattern is
consistent when we solve for other initial states. A
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0.6'

0.4“

0.2 '

«0.2-
«0.4-
«0.6“

Figure 3.2: Sensitivity function for Example 3.7.

3.4 Comparison Principle
Quite often when we study the state equation it = f (t,x) we need to compute
bounds on the solution 33(t) without computing the solution itself. The Gronwall»
Bellman inequality (Lemma Al) is one tool that can be used toward that goal. An—
other tool is the comparison lemma. It applies to a situation where the derivative of
a scalar differentiable function v(t) satisfies inequality of the form 13(t) S f(t, v(t))
for all t in a certain time interval. Such. inequality is called a difierential inequality
and a function v(t) satisfying the inequality is called a solution of the differential
inequality. The comparison lemma compares the solution of the differential inequal—
ity 13(t) S f(t, v(t)) with the solution of the differential equation it = f (t, u). The
lemma applies even when v(t) is not differentiable, but has an upper right—hand
derivative D+v(t), which satisfies a differential inequality. The upper right—hand
derivative D+v(t) is defined in Appendix (3.2. For our purposes7 it is enough to
know two facts:

0 If 11(t) is differentiable at t7 then D+v(t) 2 13(t).

«- If
#11024. h) — v(t)| g g(t,h), v h e (0,b]

and
’11}:n 9(t, h) = 900?)

then D+v(t) 3 go (t).

The limit h ——-> 0+ means that it approaches zero from above.

Lemma 3.4 (Comparison Lemma) Consider the scalar difierential equation

71 Z 1605:”); 71050) = “’0
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where f(t,u) is continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in u, for all t Z 0 and all
u E J C R. Let [t0,T) (T could be infinity) be the maximal interval of existence
of the solution u(t), and suppose u(t) E J for all t E [t0,T). Let v(t) be a con—
tinuous function whose upper right—hand derivative D+v(t) satisfies the difierential
inequality

D+v(t) S f(t,v(t)), v(t0) S uo

with v(t) e J for allt e [t0,T). Then, v(t) g u(t) for allt e [t0,T). <>

Proof: See Appendix C2.

Example 3.8 The scalar differential equation

i=f(rr)=—(1+rr2)w, x<0>=a
has a unique Solution on [0, t1), for some t1 > 0, because f (:13) is locally Lipschitz.
Let v(t) 2 3:2(t). The function v(t) is differentiable and its derivative is given by

Mi) 2 2:1:(t):1':(t) = —2:1:2(t) — 23340:) g —2:1:2(t)

Hence, v(t) satisfies the differential inequality

v(t) S —2v(t), v(0) = a2

Let u(t) be the solution of the differential equation

u = —2u, u(0) = a2 => u(t) = a2e—2t

Then, by the comparison lemma, the solution 33(t) is defined for all t 2 0 and
satisfies

|:1:(t)| = v(t) S e"t|a|, V t Z 0

Example 3.9 The scalar differential equation

3'6 2 f(t,:c) 2 —(1 + :32):c + et, 112(0) 2 a

has a unique solution on [0,t1) for some t1 > 0, because f (t, :13) is locally Lipschitz
in :13. We want to find an upper bound on |a:(t)| similar to the one we obtained
in the previous example. Let us start with v(t) = 3:2(t) as in Example 3.8. The
derivative of v is given by

W) = 2:1:(t):1':(t) = —2£E2(t) — 23:40:) + 2:1:(t)et g —2v(t) + 2x/v(t)et

We can apply the comparison lemma to this differential inequality, but the resulting
differential equation will not be easy to solve. Instead, we consider a different choice
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of 11(15). Let 11(13) : |:1:(t)|. For 113(15) # 0, the function 11(13) is differentiable and its
derivative is given by

W) 2‘ 3?n = xiiifff) = -|-'L"<t>ll1 + 22%)] + ”3“) at
Since 1 + 332(15) 2 1, we have —|:1:(t)|[l + 33205)] S —|:1:(t)| and 13(15) 3 —v(t) + 6t. On
the other hand, when 113(13) : 0, we have

|v(t+h) —v(t)| |93(t+h)| 1
h h h /tt+hf(7’,3:(7’)) dT

t+hm, 0) + % / W, m» — mm)» d7x

t+h: |f(t,0)|+%/ |f<~r,x<~r>>—f<t,x<t>>|d~r
Since f (t, :1:(t)) is a continuous function of t, given any 5 > 0 there is 6 > 0 such
that for all |T - t| < 5, |f(T,:1:(T)) — f(t,:1:(t))| < 5. Hence, for all h < 6,

=t+h% / |f<m<~r>> — mascot)» d~r < e
which shows that

t+h

11m — / |f<~r,x<~r>>—f<t,x<t>>| d~r=0
Thus, D+'u(t) g |f(t,0)| 2 6t whenever 33(13) 2 0., Hence, for all t E [0, 151), we have

D+v(t) g —v(t) + 6t, 11(0) : |a|

Letting u(t) be the solution of the linear differential equation

a = —u+ 6t, u(0) = |a|

we conclude by the comparison lemma that

’U(t) S u(t) : e‘t|a] + 5- [et — C—t], V t E [0,t1)

The upper bound on MI?) is finite for every finite t1 and approaches infinity only as
151 ~—> 00, Therefore, the solution 113(15) is defined for all t 2 0 and satisfies

|x(t)| S e"t|a| + % [at — t], V152 0
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3.5 Exercises

3.1 For each of the functions fix) given next, find whether f is (a) continuously
differentiable; (b) locally Lipschitz; (c) continuous; (d) globally Lipschitz.

(1) fix) 2 x2 + |x|. (2) fix) 2 x + sgn(x).
(3) fix) 2 sin(x) sgn(x). (4) fix) 2 ——x + asin(x).
<5) f<as) —a:. + 2pc). <6) f<as) = tame).

axl + tanh(bx1) — tanh(bx2)
(7) fix) 2 [ axg + tanh(bx1) + tanh(bx2) ] '

<8) f<rr) = l _(a +2313? 921-722 l '
3.2 Let Dr 2 {x E R” | ||x|| < 7‘}. For each of the following systems, represented

as x = f (t,x), find whether (a) f is locally Lipschitz in x on Dr, for sufficiently
small 7‘; (b) f is locally Lipschitz in x on Dr, for any finite 7‘ > 0; (c) f is globally
Lipschitz in x:

(1) The pendulum equation with friction and constant input torque (Section 1.2.1).

(2) The tunnel—diode circuit (Example 2.1).

(3) The mass—spring equation with linear spring, linear Viscous damping, Coulomb
friction, and zero external force (Section 1.2.3).

(4) The Van der Pol oscillator (Example 2.6).

(5) The closed—loop equation of a third—order adaptive control system (Section 1.2.5)

(6) The system x = Ax — B¢(Cx), where A, B, and C are n X n, n X 1, and 1 X n
matrices, respectively, and ¢(-) is the dead—zone nonlinearity of Figure 1.10(c).

3.3 Show that if f1 : R -—-> R and f2 : R -—-> R are locally Lipschitz, then f1 + f2,
f1f2 and f2 0 f1 are locally Lipschitz.

3.4 Let f : R” --~) R” be defined by

”KIwHKCE) if 9($)||K$H 2H>0
f(-’L") =

if 9(93)||K-’L"|| < M
where g : R" -—-> R is locally Lipschitz and nonnegative, and K is a constant matrix.
Show that fix) is Lipschitz on any compact subset of R”.

3.5 Let H - HO, and H ~ “5 be two different p~norms on R”. Show that f : R” ——-> Rm
is Lipschitz in H . ||a if and only if it is Lipschitz in H ~ ”g.
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3.6 Let f (t, x) be piecewise continuous in t, locally Lipschitz in x, and

llfCta-‘L‘Hl S k1+ k2||93||7 V (25,93) 6 [150500) X R”
(a) Show that the solution of (3.1) satisfies

||rn(t)ll s ||-’L‘o|| explk2(t — to» + %{exp[k2(t — ton — 1}
for all t 2 to for which the solution exists.

(b) Can the solution have a finite escape time?

3.7 Let g : R" -—-> R" be continuously differentiable for all x E R” and define f(x)
by

* ~—————1-~——-9(93)1 + 9T(93)9($)
Show that x = f (x), with x(0) = x0, has a unique solution defined for all t 2 0.

f (-73)

3.8 Show that the state equation

x1 = —x1 +fl, x1(0) : a

x2 = —x2 +fl’ x2(0) : b

has a unique solution defined for all t 2 0.

3.9 Suppose that the second—order system x = f(x), with a locally Lipschitz f (x),
has a limit cycle. Show that any solution that starts in the region enclosed by the
limit cycle cannot have a finite escape time.

3.10 Derive the sensitivity equations for the tunnel-diode circuit of Example 2.1
as L and C vary from their nominal values.

3.11 Derive the sensitivity equations for the Van der Pol oscillator of Example 2.6
as 5 varies from its nominal value. Use the state equation in the x—coordinates.

3.12 Repeat the previous exercise by using the state equation in the z—coordinates.

3.13 Derive the sensitivity equations for the system

x1 = tan’1(ax1)— xlxg, x2 : bx? — 01132

as the parameters a, b, c vary from their nominal values do = 1, b0 2 0, and c0 = 1.
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3.14 Consider the system

13’31 2 — ;:131 + tanh()\:1:1) — tanh()\:1:2)

1332 = — ;:132 + tanh()\:1:1) + tanh()\:1:2)

where A and T are positive constants.

(a) Derive the sensitivity equations as A and T vary from their nominal values A0
and T0.

(b) Show that 7‘ = «33% + 113% satisfies the differential inequality

17’“ S — —r + 2V3
T

(c) Using the comparison lemma, show that the solution of the state equation
satisfies the inequality

||$(t)||2 S 6’t/T||93(0)||2 + 2\/§T(1 — 64/7)

3.15 Using the comparison lemma, show that the solution of the state equation

2:132 . 21131
I :- _—————— 2—1; __..__._.__._331 331+1+n, £132 2+1+33§

satisfies the inequality

||-'L‘(t)||2 S 6’t||-r(0)l|2 + \/§ (1 — W)
3.16 Using the comparison lemma, find an upper bound on the solution of the

scalar equation
sint

mZ‘Hma 33(0) 2 2

3.17 Consider the initial~value problem (3.1) and let D C R" be a domain that
contains :1: = 0. Suppose 33(t), the solution of (3.1), belongs to D for all t 2 to and
||f(t,:1:)||2 S L||33||2 on [t0,oo) X D. Show that

(a)
da; l<t>as<t>il S 2L||-'L"<t>||3

(b)
||$o||2eXP[—L(t — t0)] S ||-’L‘(t)||2 S ||-’L‘o||2€><I>[L(t ~ t0)]
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3.18 Let y(t) be a nonnegative scalar function that satisfies the inequality

t
y(t) S Isle—04”“) + / e’o‘u'l) [1223/(7’) + k3] dT

t0

where 1:1, 1:2, and 123 are nonnegative constants and oz is a positive constant that
satisfies oz > 122. Using the Gronwall~Bellman inequality, show that

133
05k

W) S kle"(a-k2)(t-to) + [1 _ 6~(a—k2)(t~—t0)]

Hint: Take 2(t) 2 y(t)eo‘(t”t0) and find the inequality satisfied by z.

3.19 Let f : R” -~—> R" be locally Lipschitz in a domain D C R”. Let S C D be a
compact set. Show that there is a positive constant Lxsuch that for all :13, y E S,

||f(-’L") ~ f(y)|| S L||93 2 y||
Hint: The set S can be covered by a finite number of neighborhoods; that is7

S C N(a1,r1) UN(a2,r2) U UN(ak,r;€)

Consider the following two cases separately:

0 113,3; E 5' fl N(ai,n~) for some 2'.

o 3:,y E 80 N(ai,n~) for any 2'; in this case7 ||:1: 2 yll Z minim.

In the second case, use the fact that f (:13) is uniformly bounded on S.

3.20 Show that if f : R" -—-> R” is Lipschitz on W C R", then f (:13) is uniformly
continuous on W.

3.21 For any :1: E R" _, {0} and any p E [1, 00), define y E R" by
p~1

33¢ sign(:1:§9 )yi : _1
MHz»

Show that yTzr 2 ||:c||p and ||y||q 2 1, where q E {Lee} is determined from 1/p+
1/q 2 1. For p2 00, find a vector y such that yTzr 2 ||:1:||<>0 and ||y||1 2 1.

3.22 Prove Lemma 3.3.

3.23 Let j(:r) be a continuously differentiable function that maps a convex domain
D C R" into R". Suppose D contains the origin :1: 2 0 and f (0) 2 0. Show that

1
f(:1:)2/0 ghfldam, VCEED

Hint: Set g(a) 2 flax) for 0 g a S 1 and use the fact that g(1)—«g(0) 2 01 g’(a) do.
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3.24 Let V : R X R" -—-> R be continuously differentiable. Suppose that V(t, 0) = 0
for all t 2 0 and

3Vvmmzcmw%uggmm S mill-”Ella V (15,93) 6 [0, 00) x D

where c1 and C4 are positive constants and D C R” is a convex domain that containg
the origin a: 2 0_

(a) Show that V(t7:1:) g %C4HCBH2 for all :1: E D.
Hint: Use the representation V(t,:1:) = 01 %¥_(t7 0:13) do :13.

(b) Show that the constants c1 and C4 must satisfy 2C1 S C4.

(C) Show that W(t, :13) = x/V(t7 :13) satisfies the Lipschitz condition

|W(t,:r2)~W(t,a:1) 3 C4 ”3:241“, V1520, whxgepwe:

3.25 Let f (t, :13) be piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in :1: on [150,151] x
D7 for some domain D C R”. Let W be a compact subset of D. Let 113(15) be the
solution of 3': = f (15,113) starting at 33030) = 330 E W. Suppose that 11:05) is defined
and :1:(t)E W for all t E [150,T)7 T < 151.

(a) Show that 33(15) is uniformly continuous on [150, T).

(b) Show that 33(T) is defined and belongs to W and 113(15) is a solution on [150, T].

(C) Show that there is 5 > 0 such that the solution can be extended to [150, T + 6].

3.26 Let f(t, :13) be piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in a: on [150,131] x
D7 for some domain D C R”. Let y(t) be a solution of (3.1) on a maximal open
interval [t0,T) C [150,151] with T < 00. Let W be any compact subset of D. Show
that there is some t E [t0,T) with y(t) E W.
Hint: Use the previous exercise.

3.27 ([43]) Let 1:1 : R —-> R” and 1:2 : R -—-> R” be differentiable functions such
that

||931(a)--932(a)|| S % Midi) — f((ta33i(t))|| S M £0”: 1,2
for a g t S b. If f satisfies the Lipschitz condition (32), show that

6L(t-—a.) _ 1man—mam37éve+wm+ua[ L ], foragtgb

3.28 Show, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.5, that the solution of (3.1) de—
pends continuously on the initial time to.
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3.29 Let f(t,3c) and its partial derivatives with respect to :1: be continuous in
(15,33) for all (15,113) E [150,151] X R”. Let :1:(t,n) be the solution of (3.1) that starts at
113(150) = 77 and suppose :1:(t,77) is defined on [150,131]. Show that :1:(t,77) is continuously
differentiable with respect to 77 and find the variational equation satisfied by [3:13/an].
Hint: Put y = :1: ._, 77 to transform (3.1) into

9 = f(t,y+ n), to) = 0
with 77 as a parameter.

3.30 Let f(t, :13) and its partial derivative with respect to :1: be continuous in (t, :17)
for all (t, :13) E R X R”. Let 27(13, am) be the solution of (3.1) that starts at 33(a) : 77
and suppose that :1:(t,a,77) is defined on [a,t1]. Show that :1:(t,a,n) is continuously
differentiable with respect to a and 77 and let $a(t) and 3377(15) denote [Bx/8a] and
[333/377], respectively. Show that $a(t) and xn(t) satisfy the identity

ma(t) + 33n(t)f(a,n) E 0, Vt E [a,t1]

3.31 ([43]) Let f : R X R ——-> R be a continuous function. Suppose that f (15,37)
is locally Lipschitz and nondecreasing in :1: for each fixed value of 15. Let :1:(t) be a
solution of i: = f (t, :13) on an interval [a, b]. If a continuous function y(t) satisfies
the integral inequality

y<t> s mm) + / f<s.y<s>> ds
for a S t S b, show that y(t) 5 33(13) throughout this interval.



Chapter 4

Lyapunov Stability

Stability theory plays a central role in systems theory and engineering. There are
different kinds of stability problems that arise in the study of dynamical systems.
This chapter is concerned mainly with stability of equilibrium points. In later
chapters, we shall see other kinds of stability, such as input—output stability and
stability of periodic orbits. Stability of equilibrium points is usually characterized
in the sense of Lyapunov, a Russian mathematician and engineer who laid the
foundation of the theory, which now carries his name. An equilibrium point is stable
if all solutions starting at nearby points stay nearby; otherwise, it is unstable. It is
asymptotically stable if all solutions starting at nearby points not only stay nearby,
but also tend to the equilibrium point as time approaches infinity. These notions
are made precise in Section 4.1, where the basic theorems of Lyapunov’s method for
autonomous systems are given. An extension of the basic theory, due to LaSalle, is
given in Section 4.2. For a linear time~invariant system 33(13) 2 A3303), the stability
of the equilibrium point :1: 2 0 can be completely characterized by the location
of the eigenvalues of A. This is discussed in Section 4.3. In the same section, it
is shown when and how the stability of an equilibrium point can be determined
by linearization about that point. In Section 4.4, we introduce class [C and class
[CL functions, which are used extensively in the rest of the chapter, and indeed
the rest of the book. In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, we extend Lyapunov’s method to
nonautonomous systems. In Section 4.5, we define the concepts of uniform stability,
uniform asymptotic stability, and exponential stability for nonautonomous systems,
and give Lyapunov’s method for testing them. In Section 4.6, we study linear time—
varying systems and linearization.

Lyapunov stability theorems give sufficient conditions for stability, asymptotic
stability, and so on. They do not say whether the given conditions are also nec-
essary. There are theorems which establish, at least conceptually, that for many
of Lyapunov stability theorems, the given conditions are indeed necessary. Such
theorems are usually called converse theorems. We present three converse theorems
in Section 4.7 . Moreover, we use the converse theorem for exponential stability to

111
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show that an equilibrium point of a nonlinear system is exponentially stable if and
only if the linearization of the system about that point has an exponentially stable
equilibrium at the origin.

Lyapunov stability analysis can be used to show boundedness of the solution,
even when the system has no equilibrium points. This is shown in Section 4.8
where the notions of uniform boundedness and ultimate boundedness are intro-
duced. Finally, in Section 4.9, we introduce the notion of input—to~state stability,
which provides a natural extension of Lyapunov stability to systems with inputs.

4.1 Autonomous Systems
Consider the autonomous system

at = ft?) <41)
where f : D ——-> R" is a locally Lipschitz map from a domain D C R” into R”.
Suppose a": E D is an equilibrium point of (4.1); that is, f (a?) 2 0. Our goal is to
characterize and study the stability of is. For convenience, we state all definitions
and theorems for the case when the equilibrium point is at the origin of R"; that
is, a”: 2 0. There is no loss of generality in doing so because any equilibrium point
can be shifted to the origin via a change of variables. Suppose a”: # 0 and consider
the change of variables y 2 :1: — is. The derivative of y is given by

def
@233 =f(33)=f(y+i) 9(y), where 9(0) =0

In the new variable y, the system has equilibrium at the origin. Therefore, without
loss of generality, we will always assume that f (:13) satisfies f (0) = 0 and study the
stability of the origin :1: = 0.

Definition 4.1 The equilibrium point :1: = 0 of (4.1) is

0 stable if, for each 5 > 0, there is 6 = 6(5) > 0 such that

||-’E(0)ll < 5 => ||-’L‘(t)|| < 6, V152 0

0 unstable if it is not stable.

0 asymptotically stable if it is stable and 6 can be chosen such that

||:1:(0)||< 6 => lim :1:(t)= 0
t——>OO

The e~6 requirement for stability takes a challenge-answer form. To demonstrate
that the origin is stable, then, for any value of e that a challenger may care to desig—
nate, we must produce a value of 6, possibly dependent on e, such that a trajectory
starting in a 6 neighborhood of the origin will never leave the e neighborhood. The
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three types of stability properties can be illustrated by the pendulum example of
Section 1.2.1. The pendulum equation

1131:1132
{1.32 = — aSlIl$1 — b$2

has two equilibrium points at (3:1 2 0, 11:2 2 0) and (3:1 2 7r, 11:2 2 0). Neglecting
friction, by setting b 2 0, we have seen in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.2) that trajecto—
ries in the neighborhood of the first equilibrium are closed orbits. Therefore, by
starting sufficiently close to the equilibrium point, trajectories can be guaranteed
to stay within any specified ball centered at the equilibrium point. Hence, the 526
requirement for stability is satisfied. The equilibrium point, however, is not asymp-
totically stable since trajectories starting off the equilibrium point do not tend to it
eventually. Instead, they remain in their closed orbits. When friction is taken into
consideration (b > 0), the equilibrium point at the origin becomes a stable focus.
Inspection of the phase portrait of a stable focus shows that the 5—6 requirement
for stability is satisfied. In addition, trajectories starting close to the equilibrium
point tend to it as 13 tends to 00. The second equilibrium point at 3:1 2 7r is a saddle
point. Clearly the 5—6 requirement cannot be satisfied since, for any 5 > 0, there is
always a trajectory that will leave the ball {:13 E R” | Has — i|| S 5} even when 113(0)
is arbitrarily close to the equilibrium point i.

Implicit in Definition 4.1 is a requirement that solutions of (4.1) be defined for
all t Z 0.1 Such global existence of the solution is not guaranteed by the local
Lipschitz property of f. It will be shown, however, that the additional conditions
needed in Lyapunov’s theorem will ensure global existence of the solution. This will
come as an application of Theorem 3.3.

Having defined stability and asymptotic stability of equilibrium points, our task
now is to find ways to determine stability. The approach we used in the pendulum
example relied on our knowledge of the phase portrait of the pendulum equation.
Trying to generalize that approach amounts to actually finding all solutions of (4.1),
which may be difficult or even impossible. However, the conclusions we reached
about the stable equilibrium point of the pendulum can also be reached by using
energy concepts. Let us define the energy of the pendulum E(:1:) as the sum of
its potential and kinetic energies, with the reference of the potential energy chosen
such that E(0) 2 0; that is,

2:1
E(:1:) 2/0 using dy + $33 2 a(1 — cosm1)+ $33

When friction is neglected (b 2 0), the system is conservative; that is, there is no
dissipation of energy. Hence, E 2 constant during the motion of the system or, in

1It is possible to change the definition to alleviate the implication of global existence of the
solution. In [154], stability is defined on the maximal interval of existence [0, 751), without assuming
that 751 = 00.
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other words, dE/dt 2 0 along the trajectories of the system. Since E(:1:) 2 0 forms
a closed contour around :1: 2 0 for small 0, we can again arrive at the conclusion
that :1: 2 0 is a stable equilibrium point. When friction is accounted for (b > 0),
energy will dissipate during the motion of the system, that is, dE/alt S 0 along the
trajectories of the system. Due to friction, E cannot remain constant indefinitely
while the system is in motion. Hence, it keeps decreasing until it eventually reaches
zero, showing that the trajectory tends to a: 2 0 as t tends to 00. Thus, by examining
the derivative of E along the trajectories of the system, it is possible to determine
the stability of the equilibrium point. In 1892, Lyapunov showed that certain other
functions could be used instead of energy to determine stability of an equilibrium
point. Let V : D ~+ R be a continuously differentiable function defined in a domain
D C R” that contains the origin. The derivative of V along the trajectories of (4.1),
denoted by V(:1:), is given by

TL. av.w ”3V

21: .61 .61] ff” ~%¥(x>

The derivative of V along the trajectories of a system is dependent on the system’s
equation. Hence, V(:1:) will be different for different systems. If gb(t; :13) is the solution
of (4.1) that starts at initial state :1: at time t 2 0, then

W) = §,V<¢<t;x>>
i=0

Therefore, if V($) is negative, V will decrease along the solution of (4.1). We are
now ready to state Lyapunov’s stability theorem.

Theorem 4.1 Let :1: 2 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.1) and D C R” be a domain
containing :1: 2 0. Let V : D -—-> R be a continuously difierentlable function such
that

V(0) 2 0 and V(:1:) > 0 in D — {0} (4.2)

WflgomD um
Then, :1: 2 0 is stable. Moreover, if

V(:1:) < 0 in D — {0} (4.4)

then a; 2 0 is asymptotically stable. 0
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Figure 4.1: Geometric representation of sets in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof: Given 5 > 0, choose 7‘ E (0, 5] such that

Br={-’E€R” | ||93||ST}CD
Let oz 2 111111”m V(:1:) Then, oz > 0 by (4.2). Take B E (0, oz) and let

grit—{93613 | V(-’L‘)Sfl}
Then, (25 is in the interior of Br? (See Figure 4.1.) The set (25 has the property
that any trajectory starting in $25 at t 2 0 stays in $25 for all t Z 0. This follows
from (4.3) since

W930?» S 0 => V(-’L‘(t)) S V(-’L‘(0)) S & V152 0
Because (25 is a compact set,3 we conclude from Theorem 3.3 that (4.1) has a
unique solution defined for all t Z 0 whenever 33(0) 6 S25. As V(:1:) is continuous
and V(0) = 0, there is 6 > 0 such that

||rr|| S 5 => Was) <6
Then,

B5 C (23 C B.
and

113(0) 6 B5 => 113(0) 6 9;; => :1:(t)€ 9;; => :1:(t)€ Br
Therefore,

||w<0)|| < 6 => ||w<t)|| < r s a, v t 2 0
2This fact can be shown by contradiction. Suppose $25 is not in the interior of Br, then there

is a point p E 95 that lies on the boundary of Br. At this point, V(p) Z a > B, but for all
an E 9/3, V(ac) g B, which is a contradiction.

393 is closed by definition and bounded, since it is contained in Br.
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Figure 4.2: Level surfaces of a Lyapunov function.

which shows that the equilibrium point a: 2 0 is stable. Now, assume that (4.4)
holds as well. To show asymptotic stability, we need to show that 33(t) -—-> 0 as
t -—-> 00; that is, for every a > 0, there is T > 0 such that ||:1:(t)|| < a, for all t > T.
By repetition of previous arguments, we know that for every a > 0, we can choose
I) > 0 such that (2;, C Ba. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that V(:1:(t)) -—-> 0
as t -—-> 00. Since V(:1:(t)) is monotonically decreasing and bounded from below by
zero,

V(:1:(t))——->CZO as t——->oo

To show that c = 0, we use a contradiction argument. Suppose c > 0. By continuity
of V(:1:), there is d > 0 such that Ed C QC. The limit V(:1:(t)) -—-> c > 0 implies that
the trajectory 113(15) lies outside the ball Bag for allt 2 0. Let _,Y 2 maxdgumugr V(:1:),
which exists because the continuous function V(:1:) has a maximum over the compact
set {d g ”as“ g r}.4 By (4.4), —*y < 0. It follows that

V<x<t>> = V<x<0>> + [0 V<m<~r>> d7 : V<x<0>> — 71?
Since the 1‘ight~hand side will eventually become negative, the inequality contradicts
the assumption that c > 0. E]

A continuously differentiable function V(a:) satisfying (4.2) and (4.3) is called
a Lyapunov function. The surface V(:1:) 2 c, for some 0 > 0, is called a Lyapunov
surface or a level surface. Using Lyapunov surfaces, we notice that Figure 4.2 makes
the theorem intuitively clear. It shows Lyapunov surfaces for increasing values of
c. The condition V S 0 implies that when a trajectory crosses a Lyapunov surface
V(:c) = c, it moves inside the set QC 2 {:13 E R" | V(:1:) S c} and can never come
out again. When V < 0, the trajectory moves from one Lyapunov surface to an
inner Lyapunov surface with a smaller 0. As 0 decreases, the Lyapunov surface
V(:1:) 2 c shrinks to the origin, showing that the trajectory approaches the origin as

4See [10, Theorem 4~20].
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time progresses. If we only know that V S 0, we cannot be sure that the trajectory
will approach the origin,5 but we can conclude that the origin is stable since the
trajectory can be contained inside any ball BE by requiring the initial state 33(0) to
lie inside a Lyapunov surface contained in that ball.

A function V(:1:) satisfying condition (4.2)——that is, V(0) 2 0 and V(:1:) > 0 for
:1: 7E 0—is said to be positive definite. If it satisfies the weaker condition V($) Z 0
for :1: 75 0, it is said to be positive semidefinite. A function V(:1:) is said to be negative
definite or negative semidefinite if —V(:1:) is positive definite or positive semidefi—
nite, respectively. If V(:1:) does not have a definite sign as per one of these four cases,
it is said to be indefinite. With this terminology, we can rephrase Lyapunov’s the—
orem to say that the origin is stable if there is a continuously difierentiable positive
definite fanction V(:1:) so that V(:1:) is negative semidefinite, and it is asymptotically
stable if V(:1:) is negative definite.

A class of scalar functions for which sign definiteness can be easily checked is
the class of functions of the quadratic form

V(:1:) 2 asTPJ: 2 iipiflflj
i=1 jzl

where P is a real symmetric matrix. In this case, V(:1:) is positive definite (positive
semidefinite) if and only if all the eigenvalues of P are positive (nonnegative), which
is true if and only if all the leading principal minors of P are positive (all princi-
pal minors of P are nonnegative).6 If V(:1:) 2 asTPa: is positive definite (positive
semidefinite), we say that the matrix P is positive definite (positive semidefinite)
and write P > 0 (P 2 0).

Example 4. 1 Consider

V(:1:) 2 am? + 2331333 + avg + 41132333 + avg
a 0 1 3:1

2 [3:1 11:2 11:3] 0 a 2 332 = xTPJ:
l 2 a 3:3

The leading principal minors of P are a, a2, and a(a2—5). Therefore, V(:1:) is positive
definite if a > x/fi For negative definiteness, the leading principal minors of —P
should be positive; that is, the leading principal minors of P should have alternating
signs, with the odd—numbered minors being negative and the even—numbered minors
being positive. Consequently, V(:1:) is negative definite if a < —\/5. By calculating
all principal minors, it can be seen that V(:1:) is positive semidefinite if a 2 \/5 and
negative semidefinite if a 3 —\/5. For a E (—\/5, V5), V(:1:) is indefinite. A

Lyapunov’s theorem can be applied without solving the differential equation
(4.1). On the other hand, there is no systematic method for finding Lyapunov

5See, however, LaSalle’s theorem in Section 4.2
6This is a well~known fact in matrix theory. Its proof can be found in [21] or [63].
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Figure 4.3: A possible nonlinearity in Example 4.2.

functions. In some cases, there are natural Lyapunov function candidates like energy
functions in electrical or mechanical systems. In other cases, it is basically a matter
of trial and error. The situation, however, is not as bad as it might seem. As we
go over various examples and applications throughout the book, some ideas and
approaches for searching for Lyapunov functions will be delineated.

Example 4.2 Consider the first-order differential equation

¢=—mo
where g($) is locally Lipschitz on (—a, a) and satisfies

9(0) 2 0; 339(1):) > 0, V :1: 75 0 and :1: E (—a,a)

A sketch of a possible 9(1):) is shown in Figure 4.3. The system has an isolated
equilibrium point at the origin. It is not difficult in this simple example to see that
the origin is asymptotically stable, because solutions starting on either side of the
origin will have to move toward the origin due to the sign of the derivative is. To
arrive at the same conclusion using Lyapunov’s theorem, consider the function

Over the domain D 2 (—a, a), V($) is continuously differentiable, V(0) z 0, and
V(:1:) > 0 for all :1: 75 0. Thus, V(:1:) is a valid Lyapunov function candidate. To
see whether or not V(:I:) is indeed a Lyapunov function, we calculate its derivative
along the trajectories of the system.

“9‘1
“3:1:

Hence, by Theorem 4.1 we conclude that the origin is asymptotically stable. A

was) [—g<x>1 = wg‘zm < 0. v a: e D — {0}

Example 4.3 Consider the pendulum equation without friction, namely,

$1 2 1132

3‘32 2 —asin:1:1
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and let us study the stability of the equilibrium point at the origin. A natural
Lyapunov function candidate is the energy function

V(:1:) = a(1 — cos 1131) + $33

Clearly, V(0) z 0 and V(:1:) is positive definite over the domain —27r < 1131 < 271
The derivative of V(:1:) along the trajectories of the system is given by

V(:1:) z (1331 sinzrl + 1132332 2 (13:2 sin331 ~— azrg sinzrl 2 0

Thus, conditions (4.2) and (4.3) of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, and we conclude that
the origin is stable. Since V(:1:) E 0, we can also conclude that the origin is not
asymptotically stable; for trajectories starting on a Lyapunov surface V(:1:) 2 0
remain on the same surface for all future time. A

Example 4.4 Consider again the pendulum equation, but this time with friction,
namely,

i1 2 1132

3’32 2 — asinml —b:1:2

Again, let us try V(x) = a(1 ~— cos £131) + (1/2):1:§ as a Lyapunov function candidate.

V(:1:) = (1331 sin £131 + 932332 2 — 53:3
The derivative V(:1:) is negative semidefinite. It is not negative definite because
V(:1:) = 0 for 332 z 0 irrespective of the value of 1131; that is, V(:1:) 2 0 along the
cpl—axis. Therefore, we can only conclude that the origin is stable. However, using
the phase portrait of the pendulum equation, we have seen that when I) > 0, the
origin is asymptotically stable. The energy Lyapunov function fails to show this
fact. We will see later in Section 4.2 that LaSalle’s theorem will enable us to arrive
at a different conclusion. For now, let us look for a Lyapunov function V(:1:) that
would have a negative definite V(:1:). Starting from the energy Lyapunov function,
let us replace the term (1/ 2):]:3 by the more general quadratic form (1/ 2):1:TP:1: for
some 2 X 2 positive definite matrix P:

V(:1:) 2 EliasTPa: + a(1 ~— cos 1131)
(I?2 5331332] [113: g: l l x: ] +a<1 —cos:1:1)

For the quadratic form (1 /2):1:TP:1: to be positive definite, the elements of the matrix
P must satisfy

P11 > 0, P111922 *Pf2 > 0 .
The derivative V(:1:) is given by

V433) : (P111131 +P12332 + asinx1)332 + (P121131 +P22332) (—aSiIl331 — 51132)
Z 0(1 — P22)332 8111331 — 01912331 sin 1131 + (P11 — P125) 1131332 + (P12 — P225) 33%
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Now we want to choose p11, p12, and 1922 such that V(:1:) is negative definite. Since
the cross product terms 3:2 sin 3:1 and 1131332 are sign indefinite, we will cancel them
by taking P22 == 1 and p11 2 bplg. With these choices, p12 must satisfy 0 < p12 < b
for V(:1:) to be positive definite. Let us take p12 2 b/2. Then, V(:1:) is given by

V(:1:) :2 — §abx1 sinasl — ébmg
The term $1Sin$1 > 0 for all 0 < |:1:1I < 7r. Taking D 2 {:13 E R2 | |:1:1| < 7r}, we
see that V(:1:) is positive definite and V(:1:) is negative definite over D. Thus, by
Theorem 4.1, we conclude that the origin is asymptotically stable. , A

This example emphasizes an important feature of Lyapunov7s stability theorem;
namely, the theorem ’8 conditions are only saficient. Failure of a Lyapunov function
candidate to satisfy the conditions for stability or asymptotic stability does not
mean that the equilibrium is not stable or asymptotically stable. It only means
that such stability pr0perty cannot be established by using this Lyapunov function
candidate. Whether the equilibrium point is stable (asymptotically stable) or not
can be determined only by further investigation.

In searching for a Lyapunov function in Example 4.4, we approached the problem
in a backward manner. We investigated an expression for the derivative V(:1:) and
went back to choose the parameters of V(:1:) so as to make V(a:) negative definite.
This is a useful idea in searching for a Lyapunov function. A procedure that exploits
this idea is known as the variable gradient method. To describe the procedure, let
V(:1:) be a scalar function of :1: and g(:1:) 2 VV 2 (BV/BT)T. The derivative V(:1:)
along the trajectories of (4.1) is given by

was) = $n = gT<m>f<x>
The idea now is to try to choose 9(1):) such that it would be the gradient of a positive
definite function V(:1:) and, at the same time, V(:1:) would be negative definite. It
is not difficult (Exercise 4.5) to verify that 9(1):) is the gradient of a scalar function
if and only if the Jacobian matrix [89/3:13] is symmetric; that is,

391' 2 393‘
3:13,» 833,-,

Under this constraint, we start by choosing g(:1:) such that 9T (:13) f (:13) is negative
definite. The function V(:1:) is then computed from the integral

Vt?) = fomQTty) dy = fomZgz-(y) dyi
i=1

Vi,j=l,...,n

The integration is taken over any path joining the origin to 113.7 Usually, this is done
alOrig the axes; that is,

(1:1 3132

l/(CC) :1” / 91(y1a0a-"a0)dyl +/ 92(331,y2,0,...,0) dy2o o
7The line integral of a gradient vector is independent of the path. (See [10, Theorem 10-37].)
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3137:.
+ +/ gn($1,$2,...,$n-layn) dy"

0

By leaving some parameters of 9(1):) undetermined, one would try to choose them to
ensure that V(:1:) is positive definite. The variable gradient method can be used to
arrive at the Lyapunov function of Example 4.4. Instead of repeating the example,
we illustrate the method on a slightly more general system.

Example 4.5 Consider the second—order system

{1.31 I {132

{1.32 = —h(.’131) — (1.132

where a > 0, h() is locally Lipschitz, h(0) z 0, and yh(y) > 0 for all y 75 0, y E
(—b, c) for some positive constants b and c. The pendulum equation is a special
case of this system. To apply the variable gradient method, we want to choose a
second—order vector 9(1):) that satisfies

% w E
8372 ~— 8331

V(:1:) = 91(33):):2 — gg($)[h(3:1) + (11132] < 0, for :1: 75 0

and
V(:1:) z/OmgTQj) dy> 0, for337EO

Let us try
i a<x>m1+ mm

9“) “ l 7(1):)931 + 6<x>m2
where the scalar functions oz('), B(~), 7(~), and 6() are to be determined. To satisfy
the symmetry requirement, we must have

aa 86 i. 21 .62526(93) + 513—2331 + a$2932 ~— 7(-’13) + 8331331 + 8331332

The derivative V(:1:) is given by

V(:1:) = oz(:1:):1:1:1:2 + B(:1:):1:§— (17(33):):1332 — (16(33):):3 — 6(33):132h(:131) — 7(33)331h(331)

To cancel the cross-product terms, we choose

(1(1):):131 — (17(33):):1 — 6(33)h(:131) 2 0

so that .
V(:1:) 2 —[a6(:1:)— fi(a:)]3:§ — 7(33)x1h(331)
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To simplify our choices, let us take 6 (:13) 2 6 2 constant, 7(1):) 2 7 2 constant,
and Mas) 2 fl 2 constant. Then, (1(1):) depends only on 1131, and the symmetry
requirement is satisfied by choosing fl 2 *y. The expression for 9(1):) reduces to

. w @7331 + (SM-”131) + 7932

By integration, we obtain

3132

Wat) = /m1[awi+5h(y1)l dyl +/0 (7931 +5y2) dy2
0

.331 (El

2 §a7m§ + 6/ h(y) dy + 3/331332 + $6333 2 %3:TP:13 + 6/ h(y) dy
0 0

where
“(WV

Riv 5]
Choosing 6 > 0 and 0 < ’y < a6 ensures that V(:1:) is positive definite and V(:1:) is
negative definite. For example, taking 7 2 ak6 for 0 < k < 1 yields the Lyapunov
function 6 2

w fl T ka ka m1V<x> ~ ,9: [a , x+6 0 My) dy
which satisfies conditions (4.2) and (4.4) of Theorem 4.1 over the domain D 2 {:13 E
R2 | —~ I) < 1131 < c}. Therefore, the origin is asymptotically stable. A

When the origin :1: 2 0 is asymptotically stable, we are often interested in
determining how far from the origin the trajectory can be and still converge to the
origin as it approaches 00. This gives rise to the definition of the region of attraction
(also called region of asymptotic stability, domain of attraction, or basin). Let ¢(t; :13)
be the solution of (4.1) that starts at initial state :1: at time t 2 0. Then, the region
of attraction is defined as the set of all points :1: such that ¢(t; :13) is defined for all
t 2 0 and limtn00 ¢(t,a:) 2 0. Finding the exact region of attraction analytically
might be difficult or even impossible. However, Lyapunov functions can be used
to estimate the region of attraction, that is, to find sets contained in the region
of attraction. From the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that if there is a Lyapunov
function that satisfies the conditions of asymptotic stability over a domain D and,
if QC = {:13 E R" | V(:1:) S c} is bounded and contained in D, then every trajectory
starting in QC remains in S26 and approaches the origin as t —+ 00. Thus, QC is an
estimate of the region of attraction. The estimate, however, may be conservative;
that is, it may be much smaller than the actual region of attraction. In Section 8.2,
we will solve examples on estimating the region of attraction and see some ideas
to enlarge the estimates. Here, we want to pursue another question: Under what
conditions will the region of attraction be the whole space R"? It will be the case if
we can show that for any initial state :13, the trajectory ¢(t; :13) approaches the origin
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x;

W
Figure 4.4: Lyapunov surfaces for V(:1:) : fi/(l + 113%) + 113%.

as t ~+ 00, no matter how large “as” is. If an asymptotically stable equilibrium
point at the origin has this property, it is said to be globally asymptotically stable.
Recalling again the proof of Theorem 4.1, we can see that global asymptotic stability
can be established if any point :1: E R" can be included in the interior of a bounded
set QC. It is obvious that for this condition to hold, the conditions of the theorem
must hold globally, that is, D = R”; but, is that enough? It turns out that we need
more conditions to ensure that any point in R” can be included in a bounded set
QC. The problem is that for large c, the set QC need not be bounded. Consider, for
example, the function

93f 2: 2+$2
1+331V013)

Figure 4.4 shows the surfaces V(:1:) = c for various positive values of c. For small
c, the surface V(:1:) = c is closed; hence, QC is bounded since it is contained in a
closed ball Br for some 7’ > 0. This is a consequence of the continuity and positive
definiteness of V(:1:) As c increases, a value is reached after Which the surface
V(:1:) = c is open and QC is unbounded. For QC to be in the interior of a ball Br, c
must satisfy c < infllwllZT V(:1:). If

l: lim inf V(:1:) < 00M00 Hmuzr
then QC Will be bounded if c < l. In the preceding example,

IE2 {1:2
l: lim min 1 +332] : lim 1 = 1

”400 llmllzT [1 ‘l‘ 37% 2 [ml—>00 1 + 113%

Thus, QC is bounded only for c < 1. An extra condition that ensures that QC is
bounded for all values of c > 0 is

V(:1:) -—-> 00 as ||:1:||-—-> 00

A function satisfying this condition is said to be radially unbounded.
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Theorem 4.2 Let :1: z 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.1). Let V : R" -—-> R be a
continuously dlfierenttable function such that

V(0) : 0 and V(:1:) > 0, V :1: 75 0 (4.5)

”as“ -—-> co :> V(:1:) -—-> 00 (4.6)

V(:1:) < 0, V :1: 75 0 (4.7)

then :1: = 0 is globally asymptotically stable. . <>

Proof: Given any point p E R”, let c = V(p), Condition (4.6) implies that for any
c > 0, there is r > 0 such that V(:1:) > c whenever “as“ > r. Thus, QC C Br, which
implies that QC is bounded. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1.

U

Theorem 4.2 is known as Barbashin~Krasovskii theorem. Exercise 48 gives a
counterexample to show that the radial unboundedness condition of the theorem is
indeed needed.

Example 4.6 Consider again the system of Example 4.5, but this time, assume
that the condition yh(y) > 0 holds for all y # 0. The Lyapunov function

5 T ka2 lea m1V(:1:) — ~24: I: ka 1 J 113+ 5/0 h(y) dy

is positive definite for all :1: E R2 and radially unbounded. The derivative

17(33): —a5(l — 1mg — a6km1h(a:1)

is negative definite for all :1: E R2 since 0 < k < 1. Therefore, the origin is globally
asymptotically stable. A

If the origin :1: : 0 is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of a
system, then it must be the unique equilibrium point of the system. For if there
were another equilibrium point is, the trajectory starting at a”: would remain at a”: for
all t 2 0; hence, it would not approach the origin, which contradicts the claim that
the origin is globally asymptotically stable. Therefore, global asymptotic stability
is not studied for multiple equilibria systems like the pendulum equation.

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are concerned with establishing the stability or asymptotic
stability of an equilibrium point. There are also instability theorems for establishing
that an equilibrium point is unstable. The most powerful of these theorems is
Chetaev’s theorem, which will be stated as Theorem 4.3. Before we state the
theorem, let us introduce some terminology that will be used in the theorem’s
statement. Let V : D -—-> R be a continuously differentiable function on a domain
D C R" that contains the origin :1: = 0. Suppose V(0) = 0 and there is a point 330
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arbitrarily close to the origin such that V(:1:0) > 0. Choose r > 0 such that the ball
Br 2 {:13 E R” | ”as” S r} is contained in D, and let

U = {:13 E Br | V(:1:) > 0} (4.8)

The set U is a nonempty set contained in Br. Its boundary is the surface V(:1:) : 0
and the Sphere “as” = r. Since V(0) = 0, the origin lies on the boundary of U inside
Br. Notice that U may contain more than one component. For example, Figure 4.5
shows the set U for V(:1:) : (as? — 113%) / 2. The set U can be always constructed
provided that V(0) = 0 and V(:1:0) > 0 for some 330 arbitrarily close to the origin.

Theorem 4.3 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.1). Let V : D ——-> R be a
continuously difierentiable function such that V(0) = 0 and V(:1:0) > 0 for some 330
with arbitrarily small ||330|| Define a set U as in (4.8) and suppose that V(:1:) > 0
in U. Then, :1: z 0 is unstable. <>

Proof: The point 330 is in the interior of U and V(:1:0) : a > 0. The trajectory
33(t) starting at 33(0) : 330 must leave the set U. To see this point, notice that as
long as 33(t) is inside U, V(:1:(t)) 2 a, since V(:1:) > 0 in U. Let

7 : min{V(a:) | :1: E U and V(:1:) 2 a}

which exists since the continuous function V(:1:) has a minimum over the compact
set {:13 E U and V(:1:) 2 a} = {:13 6 Br and V(:1:) 2 a}.8 Then, 7 > 0 and

V(:I:(t)) : V(:I:0) +/0 V(:I:(s)) d3 2 a +/0 7 d8 = a + 7t

This inequality shows that 113(t) cannot stay forever in U because V(:1:) is bounded
on U. Now, 33(t) cannot leave U through the surface V(:1:) = 0 since V(:1:(t)) 2 a.
Hence, it must leave U through the Sphere ||33|| : r. Because this can happen for
an arbitrarily small “mg“, the origin is unstable. D

There are other instability theorems that were proved before Chetaev’s theorem,
but they are corollaries of the theorem. (See Exercises 4.11 and 4.12.)

8see [10, Theorem 4.20].
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Example 4.7 Consider the second—order system

3'31 = 1131 +91(33)
3'32 = —332 + 92(33)

where gl(-) and g2(‘) are locally Lipschitz functions that satisfy the inequalities

|91(-’L")| S k||93||§a |92C93>| S kH-Tlli
in a neighborhood D of the origin. These inequalities imply that 91(0) 2 92(0) 2 0.
Hence, the origin is an equilibrium point. Consider the function

V03) = $03? — 93%)
On the line 332 : 0, V(:1:) > 0 at points arbitrarily close to the origin. The set U is
shown in Figure 4.5. The derivative of V(:1:) along the trajectories of the system is
given by .

V(33) Z :13? + 33% + 33191(33) — 33292313)
The magnitude of the term 331g1(:1:) — 332g2(:1:) satisfies the inequality

2

|93191(93)— 93292C$>| E Z |33¢| ' |9¢(-’L‘)| S 213N513“;
i=1

Hence, _
WI") 2 Hit”? — 2kL‘llS = ||$||§C1 — 2l€||93||2>

Choosing r such that B, C D and r < 1/ (213), it is seen that all the conditions of
Theorem 4.3 are satisfied. Therefore, the origin is unstable. A

4.2 The invariance Principle
In our study of the pendulum equation with friction (Example 4.4), we saw that
the energy Lyapunov function fails to satisfy the asymptotic stability condition of
Theorem 4.1 because V($) : —b:1:§ is only negative semidefinite. Notice, however,
that V(:1:) is negative everywhere, except on the line 1:2 2 0, where V(a:) = 0. For
the system to maintain the V(a:) = 0 condition, the trajectory of the system must
be confined to the line 332 z 0. Unless 11:1 : 0, this is impossible because from. the
pendulum equation

.43:9(t)20 => 11320320 :> sina:1(t)20

Hence, on the segment —7r < 1131 < 7r of the 3:2 : 0 line, the system can maintain
the V(w) : 0 condition only at the origin :1: : 0. Therefore, V(:1:(t)) must decrease
toward 0 and, consequently, 33(t) ——-> 0 as t ——-> 00, which is consistent with the fact
that, due to friction, energy cannot remain constant while the system is in motion.
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The foregoing argument shows, formally, that if in a domain about the origin we
can find a Lyapunov function whose derivative along the trajectories of the system is
negative semidefinite, and if we can establish that no trajectory can stay identically
at points where V(:1:) : 0, except at the origin, then the origin is asymptotically
stable. This idea follows from LaSalle’s invariance principle, which is the subject of
this section. To state and prove LaSalle’s invariance theorem, we need to introduce
a few definitions. Let 33(t) be a solution of (4.1). A point p is said to be a positive
limit point of 33(t) if there is a sequence {tn}, with tn ——-> 00 as n ——-> 00, such that
33(tn) -—-> p as n ——-> 00. The set of all positive limit points of 33(t) is called the positive
limit set of 33(t) A set M is said to be an invariant set with respect to (4.1) if

:1:(0)EM=7>:13(t)EM, VtER

That is, if a solution belongs to M at some time instant, then it belongs to M for
all future and past time. A set M is said to be a positively invariant set if

33(0)EM:7>33(t)E]\{[, V1520

We also say that 33(t) approaches a set M as t approaches infinity, if for each 5 > 0
there is T > 0 such that

dist(:1:(t),M) < 8, V t > T

where dist(p, M) denotes the distance from a point p to a set M, that is, the smallest
distance from p to any point in M. More precisely,

dlstcp, M) = mg, up — mu
These few concepts can be illustrated by examining an asymptotically stable equi—
librium point and a stable limit cycle in the plane. The asymptotically stable
equilibrium is the positive limit set of every solution starting sufficiently near the
equilibrium point. The stable limit cycle is the positive limit set of every solution
starting sufficiently near the limit cycle. The solution approaches the limit cycle
as t ——-> 00. Notice, however, that the solution does not approach any specific point
on the limit cycle. In other words, the statement 33(t) approaches M as t ——-> 00
does not imply that limp),>0 33(t) exists. The equilibrium point and the limit cycle
are invariant sets, since any solution starting in either'set remains in the set for
all t E R. The set QC : {:13 E R” | V(:1:) S c} with V(:1:) g 0 for all :1: E QC is
a positively invariant set since, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 4.1, a solution
starting in QC remains in QC for all t 2 0.

A fundamental property of limit sets is stated in the next lemma, whose proof
is given in Appendix (3.3.

Lemma 4.1 If a solution 33(t) of (4.1) is bounded and belongs to D for t Z 0, then
its positive limit set L+ is a nonempty, compact, invariant set. Moreover, 33(t)
approaches L+ as t -—-> 00. O
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We are now ready to state LaSalle’s theorem.

Theorem 4.4 Let Q C D be a compact set that is positively invariant with respect
to (4.1). Let V : D -—-> R be a continuously difierentiable function such that V(:1:) S 0
in Q. Let E be the set of all points in Q where V(:1:) = 0. Let M be the largest
invariant set in E. Then every solution starting in Q approaches M as t ——-> 00. O

Proof: Let :z:(t) be a solution of (4.1) starting in Q. Since V(:1:) S 0 in Q, V(:1:(t))
is a decreasing function of t. Since V(:1:) is continuous on the compact set Q, it is
bounded from below on Q. Therefore, V(:I:(t)) has a limit a as t -—-> 00. Note also
that the positive limit set L+ is in Q because Q is a closed set. For any p E L+, there
is a sequence tn with tn ——-> 00 and 33(tn) ——-> p as n ——-> 00. By continuity of V(:1:),
V(p) : limnnoo V(:1:(tn)) = a. Hence, V(:1:) = a on L+. Since (by Lemma 4.1) L+
is an invariant set, V(a) = 0 on L+. Thus, ‘

L+cMcEc§2

Since 33(t) is bounded, 33(t) approaches L+ as t -—-> 00 (by Lemma 4.1). Hence, 33(t)
approaches [14 as t -—-> co. [1

Unlike Lyapunov’s theorem, Theorem 4.4 does not require the function V(:1:) to
be positive definite. Note also that the construction of the set Q does not have to be
tied in with the construction of the function V(:1:) However, in many applications
the construction of V(:1:) will itself guarantee the existence of a set Q. In particular,
if QC : {:13 E R" [ V(:1:) S c} is bounded and V(:1:) g 0 in QC, then we can take
9 : QC. When V(:1:) is positive definite, QC is bounded for sufficiently small c > 0.
This is not necessarily true when V(:1:) is not positive definite. For example, if
V(:r) : (3:1 — $2)2, the set QC is not bounded no matter how small c is. If V(:1:) is
radially unbounded—r—that is, V(:1:) ——-> 00 as H33” -—-> oo—~the set QC is bounded for
all values of c. This is true whether or not V(:1:) is positive definite.

When our interest is in showing that 33(t) -—-> 0 as t ——-> 00, we need to establish
that the largest invariant set in E is the origin. This is done by showing that
no solution can stay identically in E, other than the trivial solution 33(t) E 0.
Specializing Theorem 4.4 to this case and taking V(:1:) to be positive definite, we
obtain the following two corollaries that extend Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.9

Corollary 4.1 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.1). Let V : D -—-> R be a
continuously diflereritiable positive definite function on a domain D containing the
origin cc 2 0, such that V(:1:) S 0 in D. Let S = {:13 E D [ V(:I:) = 0} and suppose
that no solution can stay identically in 5', other than the trivial solution 33(t) E 0.
Then, the origin is asymptotically stable. 0

QCorollaries 4.1 and 4.2 are known as the theorems of Barbashin and Krasovskii, who proved
them before the introduction of LaSalle’s invariance principle.
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Corollary 4.2 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.1). Let V : R” ——-> R be a
continuously difierentiable, radially unbounded, positive definite function such that
V(:1:) S O for all :1: E R”. Let S = {:13 E R" | V(:1:) = 0} and suppose that no
solution can stay identically in 8, other than the trivial solution 33(t) E 0. Then,
the origin is globally asymptotically stable. <>

When V(:1:) is negative definite, S = {0}. Then, Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 coincide
with Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

Example 4.8 Consider the system

{1.31 = 1132

3'32 = —h1(331)— h2(332)

where h1(-) and h2(~) are locally Lipschitz and satisfy

hi(0) = 0, yhfly) > 0, V y aé 0 and y E (—a,a)

The system has an isolated equilibrium point at the origin. Depending upon the
functions h1(-) and h2('), it might have other equilibrium points. The system can
be viewed as a generalized pendulum with h2(:1:2) as the friction term. Therefore,
a Lyapunov function candidate may be taken as the energy—like function

Was): / My) dy + £9:
0

Let D = {:13 E R2 | — a < :13,- < a}; V(:1:) is positive definite in D and

V(:1:) = h1(:1:1):132 + 3:2[—h1(:1:1)— h2(:1:2)] = —:1:2h2(:1:2) g 0

is negative semidefinite. To find 5' = {:13 E D | V(:1:) = 0}, note that

V(:1:) = 0 => $2h2(:1:2)= 0 => 332 = 0, since — a < 332 < a

Hence, 8 = {:13 E D | 332 = 0}. Let 33(t) be a solution that belongs identically to S:

3:2(t) E 0 27> 1132(t) E 0 27> h1(:1:1(t)) E 0 27> 3:1(t) E 0

Therefore, the only solution that can stay identically in S is the trivial solution
33(t) E 0. Thus, the origin is asymptotically stable. A

Example 4.9 Consider again the system of Example 4.8, but this time let a : co
and assume that h1(-) satisfies the additional condition:

y
/h1(z)dz ——-> 00 as [y|-—-> oo

0
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The Lyapunov function V($) = 0m h1(y) dy + (1/2):1:§ is radially unbounded.
Similar to the previous example, it can be shown that V(:1:) S 0 in R2, and the set

S={:1:ER2[V(3:)=0}={33€R2[332:0}

contains no solutions other than the trivial solution. Hence, the origin is globally
asymptotically stable. A

Not only does LaSalle’s theorem relax the negative definiteness requirement
of Lyapunov’s theorem, but it also extends Lyapunov’s theorem in three different
directions. First, it gives an estimate of the region of attraction, which is not
necessarily of the form QC 2 {:13 E R" [ V(:1:) g c}. The set Q of Theorem 4.4
can be any compact positively invariant set. We will use this feature in Section 8.2
to obtain less conservative estimates of the region of attraction. Second, LaSalle’s
theorem can be used in cases where the system has an equilibrium set, rather than
an isolated equilibrium point. This will be illustrated by an application to a simple
adaptive control example from Section 1.2.6. Third, the function V(:1:) does not
have to be positive definite. The utility of this feature will be illustrated by an
application to the neural network example of Section 1.2.5.

Example 4.19 Consider the first-order system

3'; = ay + u
together with the adaptive control law

uz—ky, 1527312, 7>0

Taking 11:1 : y and 332 = k, the closed~loop system is represented by

1'1 = —(1132 —a):131

- 21132 = 7:131

The line 1131 = 0 is an equilibrium set. We want to show that the trajectories
approach this equilibrium set as t -—-> 00, which means that the adaptive controller
regulates y to zero. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

1V(:1:) = .2?F—
‘N

J

:1: + (332 — 1))2[O
h—

4

where b > a. The derivative of V along the trajectories of the system is given by

. lV(:1:) : :3q + 37(332 —~ b)a':2 : —:1:§(:1:2 — a) + maxi; — b) = —:1:§(b — (1)3 0

Hence, V(:1:) S 0. Since V(:1:) is radially unbounded, the set QC : {:13 E R2 [ V(:1:) g
c} is a compact, positively invariant set. Thus, taking Q = QC, all the conditions
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of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. The set E is given by E = {:13 E QC | 1131 = 0}.
Because any point on the line 1131 = 0 is an equilibrium point, E is an invariant set.
Therefore, in this example, M = E. From Theorem 4.4, we conclude that every
trajectory starting in QC approaches E as t ——-> 00', that is, 11:10?) -—-> 0 as t ——-> 00.
Moreover, since V(:1:) is radially unbounded, the conclusion is global; that is, it
holds for all initial conditions 113(0) because for any 113(0), the constant c can be
chosen large enough that 33(0) E QC. A

Note that the Lyapunov function in Example 4.10 is dependent on a constant
I), which is required to satisfy 1) > a. Since in the adaptive control problem the
constant a is not known, we may not know the constant I) explicitly, but we know
that it always exists. This highlights another feature of Lyapunov’s method, which
we have not seen before; namely, in some situations, we may be able to assert the
existence of a Lyapunov function that satisfies the conditions of a certain theorem
even though we may not explicitly know that function. In Example 410, we can
determine the Lyapunov function explicitly if we know some bound on a. For
example, if we know that |a| S a, where the bound oz is known, we can choose
I) > 01.

Example 4.11 The neural network of Section 1.2.5 is represented by

’L

. 1 1 _33¢ = Ehflmi) gT'iJ'mj — Egi 1(331') + Ii

for i : 1,2, . . . ,n, where the state variables :13,- are the voltages at the amplifier
outputs. They can only take values in the set

H:{:I:ER”| —VM<331'<VM}

The functions 9,- : R -—-> (—VM, VM) are sigmoid functions,

h,»(:1:,~) — d9,- > 0, V 5132' E (—VM,VM)
d717, ui:9:1(mi)

I,- are constant current inputs, R,- > 0, and C,- > 0. Assume that the symmetry
condition Tij 2 3'7; is satisfied. The system may have several equilibrium points in
H. We assume that all equilibrium points in H are isolated. Due to the symmetry
property Tij = Tji, the vector whose 73th component is

1 -— ZTijCEj — §9,1(33i)+ Ii
j T

is a gradient vector of a scalar function. By integration, similar to what we have
done in the variable gradient method, it can be shown that this scalar function is
given by
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Was) = — éZZnJ-xim Eff, igflm dy— Zia-x,-
'i j i 1 i

This function is continuously differentiable, but (typically) not positive definite. We
rewrite the state equations as

3.31: — ihz($i)g¥;02'
Let us now apply Theorem 4.4 with V(:1:) as a candidate function. The derivative
of V($) along the trajectories of the system is given by

n. aV_ ” 1 av 2
’L 221 1 Zi:

Moreover,
8V
8:1: 1'

Hence, V(:1:) = 0 only at equilibrium points. To apply Theorem 4.4, we need to
construct a set 9. Let

V(:1:) = 0:

9(5)={:1:ER"[ —(VM—€)S-’I3iS(VM—5)}
where 5 > 0 is arbitrarily small. The set 9(5) is closed and bounded, and V(:1:) S 0
in 9(5). It remains to show that 9(5) is a positively invariant set; that is, every
trajectory starting in 9(5) stays for all future time in 9(5) To simplify the task,
we assume a specific form for the sigmoid function g,(-.) Let

1' 1' = .._.___. t , A 0g (u ) 7r an <2VM> >

Then,

For [3:,[ 2 VM — 5,

tan<mi)!_>_tan(w) ——->ooas5——->02VM 2VM

Since 33¢ and I,- are bounded, 5 can be chosen small enough to ensure that

2V1VI-Tq; 711137;33¢ $175333]- — ArRi tan (2VM) + 513,1,- < 0, for VM .. 5 g |:r,| < VM
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Hence,
d
81—: (as?) 2 2331-33,- < 0, for VM — 5 S |331| < VM, Vi

Consequently, trajectories starting in 9(5) will stay in 9(5) for all future time. In
fact, trajectories starting in H — 9(5) will converge to 9(5), implying that all equi—
librium points lie in the compact set 9(5). Hence, there can be only a finite number
of isolated equilibrium points. In 9(5), E = M 2 the set of equilibrium points
inside 9(5). By Theorem 4.4, we know that every trajectory in 9(5) approaches M
as t ——-> 00. Since M consists of isolated equilibrium points, it can be shown (Exer—
cise 4.20) that a trajectory approaching M must approach one of these equilibria.
Hence, the system will not oscillate. A

4.3 Linear Systems and Linearization
The linear time-invariant system

3’: : A3: (4.9)
has an equilibrium point at the origin. The equilibrium point is isolated if and
only if det(A) 75 0. If det(A) = 0, the matrix A has a nontrivial null space. Every
point in the null space of A is an equilibrium point for the system (4.9). In other
words, if det(A) : 0, the system has an equilibrium subspace. Notice that a linear
system cannot have multiple isolated equilibrium points. For, if 531 and 532 are two
equilibrium points for (4.9), then by linearity, every point on the line connecting
531 and E2 is an equilibrium point for the system. Stability properties of the origin
can be characterized by the locations of the eigenvalues of the matrix A. Recall
from linear system theory10 that the solution of (4.9) for a given initial state 113(0)
is given by

33(t) = exp(At):1:(0) (4.10)
and that for any matrix A there is a nonsingular matrix P (possibly complex) that
transforms A into its Jordan form', that is,

P“1AP = J = block diag[J1, J2, . . . , JT]

where J,» is a Jordan block associated with the eigenvalue A2- of A. A Jordan block
of order one takes the form J,- : A,, while a Jordan block of order m > 1 takes the
form

A,- 1 0 . . . . . . 0
0 A,- l 0 . . . 0

10See, for example, [9], [35], [81], [94], or [158].
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Therefore,

exp(A.t) = Pexp(Jt)P'1 = Z2 HM exp()\,-t)R,-k, (4.11)
i=1 19:1

where m,- is the order of the Jordan block J,. If an n X n matrix A has a repeated
eigenvalue A,- of algebraic multiplicity (1,,” then the Jordan blocks associated with A,-
have order one if and only if rank(A— AJ) : n —— (1,. The next theorem characterizes
the stability pr0perties of the origin.

Theorem 4.5 The equilibrium point a: = 0 of ab = A3: is stable if and only if all
eigenvalues of A satisfy ReA, S 0 and for every eigenvalue with ReA, = 0 and
algebraic multiplicity q,- 2 2, rank(A —— MI) 2 n -— q,, where n is the dimension of
:13. The equilibrium point :1: = 0 is (globally) asymptotically stable if and only if all
eigenvalues ofA satisfy ReA, < 0. ‘ <>

Proof: From (4.10), we can see that the origin is stable if and only if exp(At) is
a bounded function of t for all t _>_ 0. If one of the eigenvalues of A is in the open
right-half complex plane, the corresponding exponential term exp()\,-t) in (4.11) will
grow unbounded as t -—-> 00. Therefore, we must restrict the eigenvalues to be in the
closed left-half complex plane. However, those eigenvalues on the imaginary axis
(if any) could give rise to unbounded terms if the order of an associated Jordan
block is higher than one, due to the term ttl in (4.11). Therefore, we must re—
strict eigenvalues on the imaginary axis to have Jordan blocks of order one, which
is equivalent to the rank condition rank(A — Aif) = n _. qi. Thus, we conclude that
the condition for stability is a necessary one. It is clear that the condition is also
sufficient to ensure that exp(At) is bounded. For asymptotic stability of the origin,
exp(At) must approach 0 as t ——-> 00. From (4.11), this is the case if and only if
Re)‘, < 0, V i. Since x(t) depends linearly on the initial state 113(0), asymptotic
stability of the origin is global. [3

The proof shows, mathematically, why repeated eigenvalues on the imaginary
axis must satisfy the rank condition rank(A -~ MI) 2 n — (1,. The next example may
shed some light on the physical meaning of this requirement.

Example 4.12 Figure 4.6 shows a series connection and a parallel connection of
two identical systems. Each system is represented by the state model

[—9 amt
y = [ 10]:1:

where u and y are the input and output, respectively. Let AS and Av be the matrices
of the series and parallel connections, when modeled in the form (4.9) (no driving

11Equivalently, q) is the multiplicity of Ai as a zero of detOJ —— A).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: (a) Series connection; (b) parallel connection.
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The matrices AI) and A3 have the same eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, ij
with algebraic multiplicity q, = 2, where j = m. It can be easily checked that
rank(Ap—jI) : 2 : n—qi, while rank(AS—jI) : 3 7E n—qi. Thus, by Theorem 4.5,
the origin of the parallel connection is stable, while the origin of the series connection
is unstable. To physically see the difference between the two cases, notice that in
the parallel connection, nonzero initial conditions produce sinusoidal oscillations
of frequency 1 rad/sec, which are bounded functions of time. The sum of these
sinusoidal signals remains bounded. On the other hand, nonzero initial conditions
in the first component of the series connection produce a sinusoidal oscillation of
frequency 1 rad/sec, which acts as a driving input for the second c0mponent. Since
the second component has an undamped natural frequency of l rad/sec, the driving
input causes “resonance” and the reSponse grows unbounded. A

When all eigenvalues of A satisfy ReAi < 0, A is called a Humitz matrix or
a stability matrix. The origin of (4.9) is asymptotically stable if and only if A
is Hurwitz. Asymptotic stability of the origin can be also investigated by using
Lyapunov’s method. Consider a quadratic Lyapunov function candidate

V(:1:) = xTPm

where P is a real symmetric positive definite matrix. The derivative of V along the
trajectories of the linear system (4.9) is given by

V(:1:) = mTPd: + abTPJ: 2 33T(PA + ATP):1: 2 —:1:TQ:1:

where Q is a symmetric matrix defined by

PA+ATP= —Q (4.12)
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If Q is positive definite, we can conclude by Theorem 4.1 that the origin is asymp-
totically stable; that is, ReA, < 0 for all eigenvalues of A. Here we follow the usual
procedure of Lyapunov’s method, where we choose V(x) to be positive definite and
then check the negative definiteness of V(x). In the case of linear systems, we can
reverse the order of these two steps. Suppose we start by choosing Q as a real
symmetric positive definite matrix, and then solve (4.12) for P. If (4.12) has a pos—
itive definite solution, then we can again conclude that the origin is asymptotically
stable. Equation (4.12) is called the Lyapunov equation. The next theorem charac—
terizes asymptotic stability of the origin in terms of the solution of the Lyapunov
equation.

Theorem 4.6 A matrix A is Hurwitz; that is, ReA, < 0 for all eigenvalues of A, if
and only if for any given positive definite symmetric matrix Q there exists a positive
definite symmetric matrix P that satisfies the Lyapunov equation (4.12). Moreover,
ifA is Hurwitz, then P is the unique solution of (4.12). O
Proof: Sufficiency follows from Theorem 4.1 with the Lyapunov function V (x) :
xTPx, as we have already shown. To prove necessity, assume that all eigenvalues
of A satisfy ReAi < 0 and consider the matrix P, defined by

P = foo exp(ATt)Qexp(At) cit (4.13)
0

The integrand is a sum of terms of the form t’“”1 exp(Ait), where ReA, < 0. There—
fore7 the integral exists. The matrix P is symmetric and positive definite. The fact
that it is positive definite can be shown as follows: Supposing it is not so, there is
a vector x 75 0 such that xTPx : 0. However,

00

xTPx : 0 :> / xT exp(ATt)Qexp(At)x dt = 0
0

=> exp(At)xEO, Vt20 => x=0

since exp(At) is nonsingular for all t. This contradiction shows that P is positive
definite. Now, substituting (4.13) in the left—hand side of (4.12) yields

PA+ ATP = / exp(ATt)Qexp(At)A dt+/ ATexp(ATt)Qexp(At) alt
0 0

: fooggexpwooexpCAt) dt = exp(ATtlQeXPfAtllgo : ‘Q0

which shows that P is indeed a solution of~(4.12). To show that it is the unique
solution, suppose there is another solution P 75 P. Then,

(P~P)A+AT(P~P):0
Premultiplying by exp(ATt) and postmultiplying by exp(At), we obtain

0 = exp(ATt)[(P — PM + AT(P — 15)] exp(At) = 3; {exp(ATt)(P — 15) exp(At)}
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Hence, ~
exp(ATt)(P — P) exp(At) E a constant V t

In particular, since exp(A0) :— I, we have

(P — P) = exp(ATt)(P m 15) exp(At) __. 0 as t .9 00

Therefore, P = P. [J

The positive definiteness requirement on Q can be relaxed. It is left to the reader
(Exercise 4.22) to verify that Q can be taken as a positive semidefinite matrix of
the form Q = OTC, where the pair (A, C) is observable.

Equation (4.12) is a linear algebraic equation that can be solved by rearranging
it in the form M:1: = y, where :1: and y are defined by stacking the elements of P
and Q in vectors, as will be illustrated in the next example. There are numerically
efficient methods for solving such equations.12

Example 4.13 Let

0 *1 1 0 P11 P12A = , = , and P =
[1 *1] Q [01] [P121922

where, due to symmetry, p12 2 p21. The Lyapunov equation (4.12) can be rewritten

0 2 0 p11 —1

—1 —1 1 p12 = 0
0 —2 —2 p22 —1

The unique solution of this equation is given by

1911 1.5

1912 = —0.5 1‘? P: I:

P22 1-0

1.5 ~05
—0.5 1.0

The matrix P is positive definite since its leading principal minors (1.5 and 1.25)
are positive. Hence, all eigenvalues of A are in the open left—half complex plane.

A

The Lyapunov equation can be used to test whether or not a matrix A is Hurwitz,
as an alternative to calculating the eigenvalues of A. One starts by choosing a
positive definite matrix Q (for example, Q = I) and solves the Lyapunov equation
(4.12) for P. If the equation has a positive definite solution, we conclude that A
is Hurwitz; otherwise, it is not so. However, there is no computational advantage

12Consult [67] on numerical methods for solving linear algebraic equations. The Lyapunov
equation can also be solved by viewing it as a special case of the Sylvester equation PA+ BP+C =
O, which is treated in [67]. Almost all commercial software programs for control systems include
commands for solving the Lyapunov equation.
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in solving the Lyapunov equation over calculating the eigenvalues of A.13 Besides,
the eigenvalues provide more direct information about the response of the linear
system. The interest in the Lyapunov equation is not in its use as a stability test
for linear systems;14 rather, it is in the fact that it provides a procedure for finding
a Lyapunov function for any linear system 3': = A3: when A is Hurwitz. The mere
existence of a Lyapunov function will allow us to draw conclusions about the system
when the right-hand side As: is perturbed, whether such perturbation is a linear
perturbation in the coefficients of A or a nonlinear perturbation. This advantage
will unfold as we continue our study of Lyapunov’s method.

Let us go back to the nonlinear system

33 : flag) (4.14)

where f : D ——-> R" is a continuously differentiable map from a domain D C R” into
R”. Suppose the origin :1: = 0 is in D and is an equilibrium point for the system;
that is, f (0) = 0. By the mean value theorem,

31%-
fz‘(33) : MD) + ‘53—;(21') 33

where z,- is a point on the line segment connecting :1: to the origin. The foregoing
equality is valid for any point :1: E D such that the line segment connecting :1: to the
origin lies entirely in D. Since f(0) = 0, we can write

m) = Zfem: = 2%)“ lg?) ~ 36(0)] :2:
Hence,

M) = Ax + 9e)

[if (21») — %§<O>l 2:
where 8f

The function 9,-(33) satisfies

(0) and g,(:1:)

3&2» — %§<0>H "”5"
By continuity of [8f/8:13], we see that

||9(-’L")||
||-’L"||

13A typical procedure for solving the Lyapunov equation, the Bartels-Stewart algorithm [67],
starts by transforming A into its real Schur form, which gives the eigenvalues of A. Hence, the
COmputational effort for solving the Lyapunov equation is more than calculating the eigenvalues
of A. Other algorithms for solving the Lyapunov equation take an amount of computations
comparable to the Bartels~Stewart algorithm.
”It might be of interest, however, to know that one can use the Lyapunov equation to derive

the classical Routh~Hurwitz criterion. (See [35, pp. 417—419“

|gi<x>| s H

-—->0 as ”as” ——->0
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This suggests that in a small neighborhood of the origin we can approximate the
nonlinear system (4.14) by its linearization about the origin

3’: 2 A33, where A = 2—330)

The next theorem spells out conditions under which we can draw conclusions about
the stability of the origin as an equilibrium point for the nonlinear system by in—
vestigating its stability as an equilibrium point for the linear system. The theorem
is known as Lyapunou’s indirect method.

Theorem 4.7 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for the nonlinear system

i" = f (93)
where f : D -—-> R” is continuously difierentiable and D is a neighborhood of the
origin. Let

8A— f
* $03)

a3=0

Then,

1. The origin is asymptotically stable if ReAi < 0 for all eigenvalues of A.

2. The origin is unstable if Re)” > 0 for one or more of the eigenvalues ofA.

<>

Proof: To prove the first part, let A be a Hurwitz matrix. Then, by Theorem 4.6,
we know that for any positive definite symmetric matrix Q, the solution P of the
Lyapunov equation (4.12) is positive definite. We use V(:1:) = xTPx as a Lyapunov
function candidate for the nonlinear system. The derivative of V(:1:) along the
trajectories of the system is given by

V(:1:) = asTPf(:1:)+ fT(:1:)P:1:
" mTPlA-‘L‘ + 903)] + [USTAT + 9T(-’L‘)lP-’L‘

33T(PA 4+ ATP):1: + 233TPg(:1:)
—:1:TQ:1: + 233TPg(:1:)

The first term on the right—hand side is negative definite, while the second term is
(in general) indefinite. The function g(:1:) satisfies

||9(-’L“)||2——~———— ——-> 0 as ||33||2 -—-> 0
||-’L‘||2

Therefore, for any 7 > 0, there exists r > 0 such that

||9(-’L‘)||2 < VII-”EH2, V ||-’L‘||2 < r
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Hence, .
VCIL‘) < —-’L‘TQ-r + 2VHPH2H-73Hga V H93H2 < 7”

But
mTQm _>_ Amin(Q)H$H%

Where Amin(-) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of a matrix. Note that Amin(Q) is
real and positive since Q is symmetric and positive definite. Thus,

Vim) < —lAmin(Q) — 2VHPH2lH$H§7 V HIL‘H2 < 7’
Choosing ”y < (1/2)Amin(Q)/HPH2 ensures that V(:1:) is negative definite. By Theo—
rem 4.1, we conclude that the origin is asymptotically stable. To prove the second
part of the theorem, let us consider first the special case when A has no eigenvalues
on the imaginary axis, If the eigenvalues of A cluster into a group of eigenvalues
in the Open right—half plane and a group of eigenvalues in the Open left—half plane,
then there is a nonsingular matrix T such that15

TAT“1 = [ ‘Al 0 l0 A2

where A1 and A2 are Hurwitz matrices. Let

where the partition of z is compatible with the dimensions of A1 and A2. The
change of variables 2 2 T3: transforms the system

3’: = A33+g(:1:)

into the form

931 = —Alzl+gl(z)
732 = A2Z2+g2(2)

where the functions g,(z) have the property that for any 7 > 0, there exists 7‘ > 0
such that

llgi(2)|t2 < sHm V HZH2 S r, 2': 1, 2
The origin 2 = 0 is an equilibrium point for the system in the z—coordinates. Clearly,
any conclusion we arrive at concerning the stability pr0perties of z = 0 carries over
to the equilibrium point :1: :2 0 in the as—coordinates, since T is nonsingular.l6 To
Show that the origin is unstable, we apply Theorem 4.3. The construction of a

15There are several methods for finding the matrix T, one of which is to transform the matrix
A into its real Jordan form [67].

16See Exercise 4.26 for a. general discussion of stability preserving maps.
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function V(z) will be done basically as in Example 4.7, except for working with
vectors, instead of scalars. Let Q1 and Q2 be positive definite symmetric matrices
of the dimensions of A1 and A2, respectively. Since A1 and A2 are Hurwitz, we
know from Theorem 4.6 that the Lyapunov equations

HA¢+A$Pi=—Q¢, i=1)?

have unique positive definite solutions P1 and P2. Let

1 1 1 P 0V(Z)=Z¥P121—23P222=ZZ l: 01 —P2 ]2

In the subspace 22 = 0, V(z) > 0 at points arbitrarily close to the origin. Let

U = {z E R” | ||z||2 S r and V(z) > 0}

In U,

— ZQTUDQAQ + A2TP2)22 — 222TP292(2)
P (z)T T T 191= z + 2162121 22 Q2Z2+ Z [—P292(z)]

)‘min(Ql)Hzlllg + Amin(Q2)HZ2H%

— 2||2||2\/||P1||%||91(2)||% + ||P2||%llg2(z)||%
> (a — azné

IV

where
a = min{>\min(Ql)a Amin(Q2)} and 5 = max{||P1||2, ||P2||2}

Thus, choosing ”y < Oz/(2fifl) ensures that V(z) > 0 in U. Therefore, by Theo—
rem 4.3, the origin is unstable. Notice that we could have applied Theorem 4.3 in
the original coordinates by defining the matrices

__TP10 ,_TQ10PwT [0 _2]T,Q~T[0 Q2]T

which satisfy the equation
PA + ATP = Q

The matrix Q is positive definite, and V(:1:) = (ETPCE is positive for points arbitrarily
close to the origin :1: = 0. Let us consider now the general case when A may have
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, in addition to eigenvalues in the open right—half
complex plane. We can reduce this case to the special case we have just studied
by a simple trick of shifting the imaginary axis. Suppose A has m eigenvalues with
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Re/\¢ > 6 > 0. Then, the matrix [A - (6/2)I] has m eigenvalues in the Open right-
half plane, but no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. By previous arguments, there
exist matrices P 2 PT and Q = QT > 0 such that

5 5 TP[A——2—I]+ [14—51] P=Q

where V($) : asTPas is positive for points arbitrarily close to the origin. The
derivative of V($) along the trajectories of the system is given by

17(5) = :13T(PA + ATP):1: + 2$TPg(:13)
5 5 T—- —-I — WIPf“ 2M4 2)

= {ETQIE + 6V(:1:) + 223TPg(:13)

:13T :1: + 633TP3: + 233TPg(:1:)

In the set
{:13 E R” | ||33||2 g r and V(:1:) > 0}

where r is chosen such that ||g(:1:)||2 S 7||33||2 for ||33||2 < r, V(:1:) satisfies

W36) 2 Amin(Q)I|$||§ — 2||P||2||93||2||9(-’L‘)||2 2 (AmanCQ) — 27||P||2) ||93||§
which is positive for 7 < (1/2)Amin(Q)/ ||P||2. Applying Theorem 4.3 concludes the
proof. [3

Theorem 4.7 provides us with a simple procedure for determining the stability
of an equilibrium point at the origin. We calculate the Jacobian matrix

A_af
3:1: 1:0

and test its eigenvalues. If ReAi < 0 for all 2’ or ReAi > 0 for some i, we conclude that
the origin is asymptotically stable or unstable, respectively. Moreover, the proof
of the theorem shows that when ReAi < 0 for all i, we can also find a Lyapunov
function for the system that will work locally in some neighborhood of the origin.
The Lyapunov function is the quadratic form V(:1:) = 3:71P33, where P is the solution
of the Lyapunov equation (4.12) for any positive definite symmetric matrix Q. Note
that Theorem 4.7 does not say anything about the case when ReAi S 0 for all i,
with ReAZ- = 0 for some 2'. In this case, linearization fails to determine the stability
of the equilibrium point.17

Example 4.14 Consider the scalar system

izam?’

17See Section 8.1 for further investigation of the critical case when linearization fails.
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Linearizing the system about the origin :1: = 0 yields

A_8f_ _ :0
3:1: $20

= 3a332lm20

There is one eigenvalue that lies on the imaginary axis. Hence, linearization fails
to determine the stability of the origin. This failure is genuine in the sense that the
origin could be asymptotically stable, stable, or unstable, depending on the value
of the parameter a. If a < 0, the origin is asymptotically stable as can be seen from
the Lyapunov function V(:13) : 334, whose derivative V(:13) : 4a336 < 0 for a: 74 0.
If a = 0, the system is linear and the origin is stable according to Theorem 4.5.
If a > 0, the origin is unstable as can be seen from Theorem 4.3 and the function
V(:1:) = 1134, whose derivative V(:1:) = 4a336 > 0 for :1: 75 0. A

Example 4.15 The pendulum equation

3.31 Z {132

332 = — asinasl —b:1:2

has two equilibrium points at (331 = 0, 332 = 0) and (3:1 2 7r, 332 = 0). Let us
investigate stability of both points by using linearization. The Jacobian matrix is
given by

3f 535$ 59?; 0 1
5—3: = 6 8f5% 52:32. —acos 1131 —b

To determine the stability of the origin, we evaluate the Jacobian at :1: = 0:

8f 0 1
A m=0:[—a mb]:5;

A1,2:*%bi%vb2—4CL

For all a, b > 0, the eigenvalues satisfy ReA, < 0. Consequently, the equilibrium
point at the origin is asymptotically stable. In the absence of friction (b = 0), both
eigenvalues are on the imaginary axis. Thus, we cannot determine the stability of
the origin through linearization. We have seen in Example 4.3 that, in this case, the
origin is a stable equilibrium point as determined by an energy Lyapunov function.
To determine the stability of the equilibrium point at (331 = 7r, 11:2 2 0), we evaluate
the Jacobian at that point. This is equivalent to performing a change of variables
21 2 11:1 — 7r, 22 = 1132 to shift the equilibrium point to the origin, and evaluating
the Jacobian [Bf/82] at z = 0:

_ [ 0 1 ]
m1=7r,:1:2:0 CL —b

The eigenvalues of A are

Azaf
3:1:
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The eigenvalues of fl are

A1,2:—%bi%vb2+4a

For all a > 0 and b 2 0, there is one eigenvalue in the open right—half plane. Hence,
the equilibrium point at (331 = 7t, 1132 = 0) is unstable. A

4.4 Comparison Functions
As we move from autonomous to nonautonomous systems, one degree of difficulty
will arise from the fact that the solution of the nonautonomous system i: :— f(t, :13),
starting at $(t0) : 11:0, depends on both t and to. To c0pe with this new situation,
we will refine the definitions of stability and asymptotic “stability so that they hold
uniformly in the initial time to. While we can refine Definition 4.1 to achieve the
required uniformity, it turns out that there are more transparent definitions which
use special comparison functions, known as class [C and class ICL‘ functions.

Definition 4.2 A continuous function Oz : [0, a) -—-> [0,oo) is said to belong to class
[C if it is strictly increasing and (1(0) 2: 0. It is said to belong to class [COO ifa 2 co
and oz(r) -—-> 00 as r -—-> 00.

Definition 4.3 A continuous function B : [0, a) X [0, co) -—-> [0, 00) is said to belong
to class ICL' if, for each fired s, the mapping Mr, s) belongs to class [C with respect
to r and, for each fixed r, the mapping Mr, s) is decreasing with respect to s and
B(r,s) ——-> 0 as s-—-> 00.

Example 4.16

o a(r) : tan“1(r) is strictly increasing since o/(r) z 1/ (l + r2) > 0. It belongs
to class K, but not to class [Coo since liminoO oz(r) : 7r/2 < oo.

o oz(r) : r“, for any positive real number c, is strictly increasing since oz’(r) =
crc‘l > 0. Moreover, limp+00 a(r) : 00; thus, it belongs to class ICOO.

e oz(r) = min{r,r2} is continuous, strictly increasing, and liaoo odr) : 00.
Hence, it belongs to class ICOO. Notice that odr) is not continuously differ—
entiable at r z 1. Continuous differentiability is not required for a class [C
function.

a Mr, s) : r/(lcsr + 1), for any positive real number k, is strictly increasing in
r since 35 1

— = ———4-«—- > 03r (hsr + l)2
and strictly decreasing in s since

35 “~e
a Z (hsr+ 1)2 <0
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Moreover, Mr, s) ——-> 0 as s -—-> 00. Therefore, it belongs to class [CL.

0 Mr, s) : rce‘“s7 for any positive real number c, belongs to class [CL. A

The next lemma states some useful properties of class [C and class [CL functions,
which will be needed later on. The proof of the lemma is left as an exercise for the
reader (Exercise 4.34).

Lemma 4.2 Let Oil and (12 be class [C functions on [0, a), (13 and (14 be class [CC>0
functions, and B be a class [CL function. Denote the inverse of oz,- by Ofi-l’ Then,

0 oil—1 is defined on [0,ozl(a)) and belongs to class [C.

0 agl is defined on [0, 00) and belongs to class [Cow
0 d1 0 d2 belongs to class [C.

0 d3 0 d4 belongs to class [C00

0 0(r, s) 2 d1(fl(oz2(r),s)) belongs to class [CL. <>

Class [C and class [CL functions enter into Lyapunov analysis through the next
two lemmas.

Lemma 4.3 Let V : D ——-> R be a continuous positive definite function defined on a
domain D C R” that contains the origin. Let B, C D for some r > 0. Then, there
exist class [C functions on and (12, defined on [0, r], such that

MOI-TH) S VC-r) S a2<umu>
for all :1: 6’; Br. IfD : R", the functions on and (12 will be defined on [0,oo)
and the foregoing inequality will hold for all :1: E R”. Moreover, if V(:1:) is radially
unbounded, then Oil and (12 can be chosen to belong to class [C00 <>

Proof: See Appendix C4.

For a quadratic positive definite function V(:1:) : :13T P33, Lemma 4.3 follows from
the inequalities

AmialHiln g CUT]??? S Amax(P)[|$[|§

Lemma 4.4 Consider the scalar autonomous difierential equation

.2) = "-0100, We) = be
where oz is a locally Lipschitz class [C function defined on [0, a). For all 0 S yo < a,
this equation has a unique solution y(t) defined for all t 2 t0. Moreover,

Mt) Z ”(90,15 — t0)

where o is a class [CL function defined on [0, a) X [0,oo). <>
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Proof: See Appendix 0.5.

We can see that the claim of this lemma is true by examining specific examples,
where a closed—form solution of the scalar equation can be found. For example, if
y : —lcy, k > 0, then the solution is

y(t) 2 yo exp[—lc(t — 150)] => 0(7’, 3) : rexp(—lcs)

As another example, if y : —lcy2, k > 0, then the solution is

__ r
_ krs-l-l

90
t : ———-——~————~——— 2?

y( ) kyofif — to) ‘l‘ 1 0-0,, 3)

To see how class [C and class ICL‘ functions enter into Lyapunov analysis, let us
see how they could have been used in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In the proof, we
wanted to choose 5 and 6 such that 35 C (25 C Br. Using the fact that a positive
definite function V(:1:) satisfies

a1(ll93ll) S VC-T) S 0620M)
we can choose 5 3 (11(7’) and 6 S agl (B). This is so because

V673) S 5 => G1C|l$l|) S (110’) <9 ||93|l S 7’
and

||-’L‘|| S 5 => VCIL") S (12(5) S B
In the same proof, we wanted to show that when V(:1:) is negative definite, the
solution 33(t) tends to zero as 13 tends to infinity. Using Lemma 4.3 we see that
there is a class [C function (13 such that 17(33):,3 —oz3(||$||). Hence, V satisfies the
differential inequality

V s —a3<a;1<V>>
The comparison leInma (Lemma 3.4) shows that V(:1:(t)) is bounded by the solution
of the scalar differential equation

3) = —Oz3(0151(y))7 M0) = VC-TCU»
Lemma 4.2 shows that (13 o 051 is a class [C function and Lemma 44 shows that the
solution of the scalar equation is y(t) = B(y(0), t), where B is a class [CL function.
Consequently, V(:1:(t)) satisfies the inequality V(:1:(t)) S B(V(:1:(0)), t), which shows
that V(x(t)) tends to zero as t tends to infinity. In fact, we can go beyond the proof
of Theorem 4.1 to provide estimates of ”11305) N that are not provided in that proof.
The inequality V($(t)) S V(:1:(0)) implies that

a1(ll$(t)ll) S V(-’L‘(t)) S V(-’L‘(0)) S a2(ll-’E(0)ll)
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Hence, ”11:03)” 3 df1(oz2(ll3:(0)ll)), where 01:1 0 (12 is a class [C function. Similarly,
the inequality V(:1:(t)) S B(V(a:(0)),t) implies that

mWMWDSWMWSflWWQWO£M%WMWWO
fTherefore, H3:(t)ll g df1(fl(d2(ll$(0)ll),t)), where d1'1(fl(oz2(r),t)) is a class [CL
unction.

4.5 Nonautonomous Systems
Consider the nonautonomous system

3': z m, :13) (4.15)
where f : [0, 00) X D -—-> R” is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x
on [0, 00) x D, and D C R” is a domain that contains the origin :1: 2: 0. The origin
is an equilibrium point for (4.15) at t z 0 if

f<t.0>=0. W20
An equilibrium point at the origin could be a translation of a nonzero equilibrium
point or, more generally, a translation of a nonzero solution of the system. To see
the latter point, suppose MT) is a solution of the system

defined for all T Z a. The change of variables

$=y—Mfl;t=T—a
transforms the system into the form

9?: = 9(779) — 3(7) =9(t+ a,93+ §(t+ a)) »- y’j(t+ (1)4}:f 1005733)

Since
MV+®=gfl+afla+a»,Vt20

the origin :1: z 0 is an equilibrium point of the transformed system at t z 0.
Therefore, by examining the stability behavior of the origin as an equilibrium point
for the transformed system, we determine the stability behavior of the solution 93(7)
of the original system. Notice that if 93(7) is not constant, the transformed system
will be nonautonomous even when the original system is autonomous, that is, even
when 9(7‘, y) : g(y). This is why studying the stability behavior of solutions in the
sense of Lyapunov can be done only in the context of studying the stability behavior
of the equilibria of nonautonomous systems.
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The notions of stability and asymptotic stability of equilibrium points of nonau—
tonomous systems are basically the same as those introduced in Definition 4.1 for
autonomous systems. The new element here is that, while the solution of an au—
tonomous system depends only on (t — to), the solution of a nonautonomous system
may depend on both If and to. Therefore, the stability behavior of the equilibrium
point will, in general, be dependent on to. The origin :1: z 0 is a stable equilibrium
point for (4.15) if, for each 5 > 0, and any to 2 0 there is 6 2 6(5, to) > 0 such that

||-’L‘(to)|| < 5 ‘4’ ||-’L‘(t)ll < e, V t 2 to
The constant 6 is, in general, dependent on the initial time to. The existence of 6
for every to does not necessarily guarantee that there is one constant 6, dependent
only on 5, that would work for all to, as illustrated by the next example.

Example 4.17 The linear first—order system

i 2 (6t sint — 2t):1:

has the solution

~t
11:03) 2 33(t0)exp [/ (6T sinT — 27‘) d7

to

= 113030) exp [6 sint — (it cost — t2 — 6sin to + 6130 cos to +13%]

For any to, the term —t2 will eventually dominate, which shows that the exponential
term is bounded for all t 2 to by a constant c(t0) dependent on 150. Hence,

|-’L"(t)| < |-’L"(to)|0(to), V t Z to
For any 5 > 0, the choice 6 : 5/0050) shows that the origin is stable. Now, suppose
to takes on the successive values to 2 27m, for n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and 113(15) is evaluated
7r seconds later in each case. Then,

mm) + 7r) = we) exp [en + 1)<6 — m]
which implies that, for £13050) 75 0,

(13050 + 71')

513050)
Thus, given 5 > 0, there is no 6 independent of to that would satisfy the stability
requirement uniformly in to. A

“—900 8:8 Til-+00

Nonuniformity with respect to to could also appear in studying asymptotic sta—
bility of the origin, as the next example shows.
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Example 4.18 The linear first—order system

:1:
1+t

:1'3:~

has the solution

t —1 1+t0t: t d z t:1:() 33(0)exp<j€01 'r 1-) 113(0)1 t

Since |:1:(t)| S |:1:(t0)|, V t Z to, the origin is clearly stable. Actually, given any
5 > 0, we can choose 6 independent of to. It is also clear that

:1:(t)——->0 as t——->oo

Consequently, according to Definition 4.1, the origin is asymptotically stable. No—
tice, however, that the convergence of :1:(t) to the origin is not uniform with respect
to the initial time to. Recall that convergence of :1:(t) to the origin is equivalent to
saying that, given any 5 > 0, there is T : T(5,t0) > 0 such that |:1:(t)| < 5 for all
t Z to + T. Although this is true for every t0, the constant T cannot be chosen
independent of to. A

As a consequence, we need to refine Definition 4.1 to emphasize the dependence
of the stability behavior of the origin on the initial time to. We are interested in a
refinement that defines stability and asymptotic stability of the origin as uniform
properties with respect to the initial time.18

Definition 4.4 The equilibrium point :1: z 0 of (4.15) is

o stable if, for each 5 > 0, there is 6 =2 6(5,t0) > 0 such that

”33050)” < 5 => l|33(t)l| < 87 V t Z to Z 0 (4-16)

0 uniformly stable if, for each 5 > 0, there is 6 =2 6(5) > 0, independent of to,
such that (4.16) is satisfied.

0 unstable if it is not stable.

0 asymptotically stable if it is stable and there is a positive constant c : c(t0)
such that :1:(t) —-+ 0 as t -—-> 00, for all lla:(t0)ll < c.

18See [72] or [95] for other refinements of Definition 4.1. It is worthwhile to note that, for
autonomous systems, the definition of global uniform asymptotic stability given here is equivalent
to global asymptotic stability as defined in Section 4.1. In particular, 6 (5) can be always chosen
such that lime—.00 6(5) 2 00. This is shown in the proof of Theorem 4.17. Lemma C.2 shows
that, when the origin of an autonomous system is globally asymptotically stable, its solution ac(t)
satisfies Hac(t)l| S ,8(||:c(t0)||,0) for all ac(to), where ,8(r,0) is a class [Coo function. The function
6(5) can be taken as 6(5) 2 ,8‘1(5,0).
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«- uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable and there is a positive
constant c, independent of to, such that for all |lx(t0)|l < c, x(t) -—-> 0 as
t ——-> 00, uniformly in to; that is, for each n > 0, there is T : T(n) > 0 such
that

||-’L‘(t)l| < 777 V t Z to + TM), V “33050)” < C (4.17)
o globally uniformly asymptotically stable if it is uniformly stable, 6(5) can be

chosen to satisfy limenoo 6(5) 2 00, and, for each pair of positive numbers n
and c, there is T 2 T(n, c) > 0 such that

“9305)“ < 777 V152 to + TWO), V “93050)“ < C (4.18)
The next lemma gives equivalent, more transparent, definitions of uniform sta

bility and uniform asymptotic stability by using class [C and class [CL functions.

Lemma 4.5 The equilibrium point x z 0 of (4.15) is
o uniformly stable if and only if there exist a class [C function or and a positive

constant c, independent of to, such that

”9305)” S cr(||x(t0)||), V t Z to Z 0, V ”93050)” < C (4.19)
e uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if there exist a class [CL function

B and a positive constant c, independent of to, such that

||$(t)|| S BCHl‘CtoHLt — to), V t Z to Z 0, V||-’13(to)|| < 0 (4-20)
é globally uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if inequality (4.20) is sat—

isfied for any initial state x(t0). 0

Proof: See Appendix (3.6.

As a consequence of Lemma 4.5, we see that in the case of autonomous systems
stability and asymptotic stability per Definition 4.1 imply the existence of class [C
and class [CL functions that satisfy inequalities (4.19) and (4.20). This is the case
because, for autonomous systems, stability and asymptotic stability of the origin
are uniform with respect to the initial time to.

A special case of uniform asymptotic stability arises when the class [CL function
[9’ in (420) takes the form fl(r, s) = hre'AS. This case is very important and will
be designated as a distinct stability property of equilibrium points.

Definition 4.5 The equilibrium point x z 0 of (4.15) is exponentially stable if there
exist positive constants c, [3, and A such that

||-’L‘(t)|| S k||$Cto)||€"W't°)7 V ||-’L‘(‘to)|| < C (421)
and globally exponentially stable if (4.21) is satisfied for any initial state x(t0).
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Lyapunov theory for autonomous systems can be extended to nonautonomous
systems. For each of Theorems 4.1 through 4.4, one can state various extensions to
nonautonomous systems. We will not document all these extensions here.19 Instead,
we concentrate on uniform stability and uniform asymptotic stability. These are
the cases we encounter in most nonautonomous applications of Lyapunov’s method.

Theorem 4.8 Let :1: z 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.15) and D C R” be a
domain containing :1: = 0. Let V : [0, 00) X D ——-> R be a continuously difierentiable
function such that

W1(:1:) S V(t, :13) 3 W2 (:13) (4.22)
8V 8V

V t Z 0 and V :1: E D, where W1(:1:) and Iii/2(1):) are continuous positive definite
functions on D. Then, :1: r: 0 is uniformly stable. <>

Proof: The derivative of V along the trajectories of (4.15) is given by

. 3V 3V

Choose r > 0 and c > 0 such that Br C D and c < minumum W1(:1:). Then,
{:13 6’; Br | Iii/1(1):) _<_ c} is in the interior of B... Define a time—dependent set Qua by

Rm 2 {:13 6 ET | V(t,:1:) S c}

The set Qua contains {:13 6’; Br | Iii/2(1):) g c} since

Iii/2(1):) S c => V(t,:1:) S c

On the other hand, Qua is a subset of {:13 6'; Br | W1(:1:) S c} since

V(t, :13) g c:> W1(:1:) g c

Thus,

{mEBT|W2($)Sc}CQt,CC{$EBT[W1(33)Sc}CBTCD

for all t 2 0. These five nested sets are sketched in Figure 4.7. The setup of
Figure 4.7 is similar to that of Figure 4.1, except that the surface V(t, :13) = c is now
dependent on t, and that is why it is surrounded by the time—independent surfaces
W1(:1:) : c and W203) = c.

Since V(t, :13) S 0 on D, for any to 2 0 and any 330 6’; fit“, the solution starting
at (t0,:1:0) stays in Qua for all t 2 t0. Therefore, any solution starting in {:13 E

lgLyapunov theory for nonautonomous systems is well documented in the literature. Good
references on the subject include [72] and [154], while good introductions can be found in [201]
and [135].
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Figure 47: Geometric representation of sets in the proof of Theorem 4.8.

B, l Iii/2(1):) g c} stays in Que, and consequently in {:13 E B, l Iii/1(1):) g c}, for all
future time, Hence, the solution is bounded and defined for all t Z to. Moreover,
since V S 0, ‘

V(t,$(t)) S V(t0,$(t0)), Vt 2150

By Lemma 4.3, there exist class [C functions Oil and (12, defined on [0, r], such that

alfllmll) S W1C?) S V0573?) S W2(-’I3) S (ECU-TH)
Combining the preceding two inequalities, we see that

ll$(t)ll S afl(V(t,93(t))) S a;1(V(t0,a:(t0))) S afl(a2(ll$(to)ll))
Since 011.1 o 052 is a class [C function (by Lemma 4.2), the inequality lla:(t)|l S
011' 1(ozg(ll:1:(t0)ll)) shows that the origin is uniformly stable. D

Theorem 4.9 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.8 are satisfied with inequality
(4.23) strengthened to

~85? + Egg-rm) s —W3<x) (4.24)
V t Z 0 and V 36 E D, where W3 (3:) is a continuous positive definite function on D.
Then, :1: 2: 0 is uniformly asymptotically stable. Moreover, if r and c are chosen
such that Br : {llasll S r} C D and c < minumufl W1(:1:), then every trajectory
starting in {:13 E B, l Iii/2(1):) g c} satisfies

ll$(t)ll S B(ll$(to)ll,t — to), V t 2 to 2 0
for some class IC£ function B. Finally, if D 2 R” and W1(:1:) is radially unbounded,
then :1: z 0 is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. <>
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Proof: Continuing with the proof of Theorem 4.8, we know that trajectories start»
ing in {:13 E B, l Iii/2(1):) g 0} stay in {:13 E Br I W103) S c} for allt Z to. By
Lemma 4.3, there exists a_class 1C function (13, defined on [0,7’], such that

mm) 2 93% + 93—:- (13,...) : —W3<x> : —a3<uxu>
Using the inequality

V é «1201:2210 «I» WV) 3 ll-rll «a» a3<a31<v>>s agulxll)
we see that V satisfies the differential inequality

V : —a3<a;1<v>> ‘33 «we
where oz 2 d3 0 061 is a class [C function defined on [0,7’]. (See Lemma 4.2.)
Assume, without loss of generality, 20 that oz is locally Lipschitz. Let y(t) satisfy the
autonomous first—order differential equation

1) = —Oz(y)7 We) = V(to,-’L"(to)) 2 0
By (the comparison) Lemma 3.4,

V(t,:13(t)) S 310?), Vt 2150

By Lemma 4.4, there exists a class ICL‘ function 00,3) defined on [0, r] X [0,00)
such that

V(t,:1:(t)) g 0(V(t0,a:(t0)),t — to), V V(t0,:1:(t0)) e [0, c]

Therefore, any solution starting in {:13 6’; Br I W203) S 0} satisfies the inequality

llrr(t)ll s a;1<v<t,x<t>>> : 0.1—1 <a<V<to,m<to>>,t — to»
.. defS 011 1 (0(a2(ll$(to)ll),t — t0)) = fill-$00)”??? — to)

Lemma 4.2 shows that B is a class ICL‘ function. Thus, inequality (4.20) is satis—
fied, which implies that :1: 2 0 is uniformly asymptotically stable. If D 2: R”, the
functions (11, (12, and (13 are defined on [0, 00). Hence, oz, and consequently B, are
independent of c. As Iii/1(1):) is radially unbounded, c can be chosen arbitrarily large
to include any initial state in {VT/2(1):) S 0}. Thus, (4.20) holds for any initial state,
showing that the origin is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. 1:]

20If oz is not locally Lipschitz, we can choose a locally Lipschitz class [C function ,8 such that
040") Z [30“) over the domain of interest. Then, V g —,8(V), and we can continue the proof with
,8 instead of oz. For example, suppose 040») 2 J77 The function J77 is a class IC function, but not
locally Lipschitz at 'r' = 0. Define ,8 as [30") = 'r, for r < 1 and [3(7‘) 2 J77, for 'r 2 1. The function
,8 is class [C and locally Lipschitz. Moreover, (10“) Z [30“) for all r 2 0.
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A function V(t,:1:) is said to be positive semidefinite if V(t,:1:) 2 0. It is said
to be positive definite if V(t, :13) 2 W1(:1:) for some positive definite function W1(:1:),
radially unbounded if W1(a:) is so, and decrescent if V(t,:1:) S W2(:1:). A function
V(t,:1:) is said to be negative definite (semidefinite) if —V(t,:1:) is positive definite
(semidefinite). Therefore, Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 say that the origin is uniformly
stable if there is a continuously differentiable, positive definite, decrescent function
V(t, :13), whose derivative along the trajectories of the system is negative semidefinite.
It is uniformly asymptotically stable if the derivative is negative definite, and globally
uniformly asymptotically stable if the conditions for uniform asymptotic stability
hold globally with a radially unbounded V(t, :13)

Theorem 4.10 Let :1: z 0 be an equilibrium point for (4.15) and D C R” be a
domain containing :1: z 0. Let V : [0, 00) X D -—-> R be a continuously differentiable
function such that ‘

lmHa S Vfta-T) S k2||33||a (4-25)

5’51:- + $.n 3 Jaguar (4-26)
V t 2 0 and V :1: E D, where h1, h2, kg, and a are positive constants. Then, :1: = 0
is exponentially stable. If the assumptions hold globally, then :1: z 0 is globally
ewponentially stable. <>

Proof: With the help of Figure 4.7, it can be seen that trajectories starting in
{kgllmlla S c}, for sufficiently small c, remain bounded for all t Z to. Inequalities
(4.25) and (4.26) show that V satisfies the differential inequality

k3Vs—~V
2

By (the comparison) Lemma 3.4,

vmmmgvmflmm*wwwm
Hence,

/\Hflfln“lyfiififfmrilVfimMmDZMMMWTMTM

a __ ., __ l/a a

s [k2llw(to)l| e “W“ W] : (flay Hate)||e~<ks/k2a><t~to>k1 bl
Thus, the origin is exponentially stable. If all the assumptions hold globally, c can
be chosen arbitrarily large and the foregoing inequality holds for all 33(t0) E R". D

Example 4.19 Consider the scalar system

¢=—H+Mmfi
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where 903) is continuous and 903) Z 0 for all t Z 0. Using the Lyapunov function
candidate V(:1:) : 1132/2, we obtain

V(t,:1:) : —[1 + g(t)]a:4 3 —:1:4, V :1: E R, V152 0

The assumptions of Theorem 4.9 are satisfied globally with W1(:1:) 2 W2 (:13) : V(:1:)
and Iii/3(1):) : 1134. Hence, the origin is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. A

Example 4.20 Consider the system

i1 = —$1—9(t)332
3'39 2 331—332.4

where g(t) is continuously differentiable and satisfies

0 s g<t> : Is and 90%) s 90:), v t 2 0
Taking V(t, :13) z 33% + [1+ g(t)]a:§ as a Lyapunov function candidate, it can be easily
seen that

3:34.933 3 V(t,:1:) $333+ (1+ @333, V3: 6’; R2

Hence, V03, :13) is positive definite, decrescent, and radially unbounded. The deriva—
tive of V along the trajectories of the system is given by

V(t, :13) z —2.r§ + 2921922 — [2 + 290?) — 9(t)l-’L‘§
Using the inequality

2 + 2g(t) — g(t) 2 2 + 2g(t) — 90?) 2 2

we obtain

(I? T 2 1 (I? (ifwas 2w1+2w1w2 2-732 [ml [—1 2l lwl ”3 Q’”
where Q is positive definite; therefore, V(t,:1:) is negative definite. Thus, all the
assumptions of Theorem 4.9 are satisfied globally with positive definite quadratic
functions W1, W2, and W3. Recalling that a positive definite quadratic function
mTPJ: satisfies

Am¢n(P)a:T3: g xTPm S Amam(P)3:Ta:

we see that the conditions of Theorem 4.10 are satisfied globally with a z 2. Hence,
the origin is globally exponentially stable. A

Example 4.21 The linear time—varying system

55 z A(t)a: (4.27)
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has an equilibrium point at :1: z 0. Let A(t) be continuous for all t Z 0. Suppose
there is a continuously differentiable, symmetric, bounded, positive definite matrix
P(t); that is,

0<c1[§P(t)§cQI, VtZO
which satisfies the matrix differential equation

—P<t> : P<t>A<t> + AT<t>P<t> + as) (4.28)
where Q(t) is continuous, symmetric, and positive definite, that is,

Q(t) 2C31>0, Vt20

The Lyapunov function candidate

V(t, :13) : mTP(t):1:

satisfies
Cill-”Elli S V0293) S c2|l-‘L‘ll3

and its derivative along the trajectories of the system (4.27) is given by

V(t, :13) = mTP(t):1: + mTP(t)d: + TTP(t):1:

Z mTlPCt)+PCt)A(t)+ATCt)P(t)l-’I3 z —-’L‘TQ(t)-’L‘ S *C3ll93ll3
Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 4.10 are satisfied globally with a 2 2, and
we conclude that the origin is globally exponentially stable. A

4.6 Linear Time—Varying Systems and Linearization
The stability behavior of the origin as an equilibrium point for the linear time—
varying system

in) : Any]; (4.29)
can be completely characterized in terms of the state transition matrix of the system.
From linear system theory,21 we know that the solution of (4.29) is given by

CE“) = (1)“, t0)$(t0)

where <I>(t, to) is the state transition matrix. The next theorem characterizes uniform
asymptotic stability in terms of <I>(t, to).

Theorem 4.11 The equilibrium point :1: = 0 of (4.29) is (globally) uniformly asymp-
totically stable if and only if the state transition matrix satisfies the inequality

ll<1>(t7to)ll S ke'w“t0), V t 2 to 2 0 (4.30)
for some positive constants h and /\. <>

”See, for example, [9], [35], [94], or [158].
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Proof: Due to the linear dependence of :1:(t) on 33(t0), if the origin is uniformly
asymptotically stable, it is globally so. Sufficiency of (4.30) is obvious since

1193(011 S ll<1>(t.to)ll llw(to)ll s kllmeome-Mt—te)
To prove necessity, suppose the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable. Then,
there is a class [CL function 5 such that

llw<t>ll : 6(llw(to)ll.t~ to). V t 2 to. V 513050) E R"
From the definition of an induced matrix norm (Appendix A), we have

Since
B(1,s)——-> 0 as s-—-> 00

there exists T > 0 such that B(1,T) g 1/6. For any t Z to, let N be the smallest
positive integer such that t g to + NT. Divide the interval [150,130 + (N «— 1)T] into
(N «— 1) equal subintervals of width T each. Using the transition pr0perty of <I>(t, to),
we can write

@(tflfo) = @(t, to + (N "— 1)T)q)(t0 + (N -- 1)T,t0 + (N —- 2)T) - - - @(to + T, to)

Hence,

k=N~1

ll<1>(t.to)ll s ll©<t.to+<N~—1>T)ll H 11©<to+kT.to+<k«—1)T>ll
19:1

1. 1-:N__
3 50,0) H ' = eB(1,0)e"N

19:1

O
lly

—
4

.<_ 66(1,0)e*(t*t0)/T : ke—A(t‘t0)

where k : eB(1,0) and /\ = 1/T-
D

Theorem, 4.11 shows that, for linear systems, uniform asymptotic stability of
the origin is equivalent to exponential stability. Although inequality (4.30) charac—
terizes uniform asymptotic stability of the origin without the need to search for a
Lyapunov function, it is not as useful as the eigenvalue criterion we have for linear
time—invariant systems, because knowledge of the state transition matrix <I>(t,t0)
requires solving the state equation (4.29). Note that, for linear time—varying sys—
tems, uniform asymptotic stability cannot be characterized by the location of the
eigenvalues of the matrix A 22 as the following example shows.

22There are special cases where uniform asymptotic stability of the origin as an equilibrium point
for (4.29) is equivalent to an eigenvalue condition. One case is periodic systems. (See Exercise 4.40
and Example 10.8.) Another case is slowly-varying systems. (See Example 9.9,)
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Example 4.22 Consider a second—order linear system with

A(t)~ ~1+1.5cos2t 1—1.5sintcost
~ —1 — 1.5 sintcost —1 + 1.5 sin2t

For each t, the eigenvalues of A(t) are given by —0.25 i 0.25fij. Thus, the eigen—-
values are independent of t and lie in the Open left—half plane. Yet, the origin is
unstable. It can be verified that

e0'5t cost e” sint
<I>(t,0) =

5t sint e‘t cost~e0‘

which shows that there are initial states 113(0), arbitrarily close to the origin, for
which the solution is unbounded and escapes to infinity. A

Although Theorem 4.11 may not be very helpful as a stability test, we will see
that it guarantees the existence of a Lyapunov function for the linear system (4.29).
We saw in Example 4.21 that if we can find a positive definite, bounded matrix
P(t) that satisfies the differential equation (4.28) for some positive definite Q(t),
then V(t, :13) : asTP(t)a: is a Lyapunov function for the system. If the matrix Q(t)
is chosen to be bounded in addition to being positive definite, that is,

0<03I§Q(t)SC4I, VtZO

and if A(t) is continuous and bounded, then it can be shown that when the ori—
gin is exponentially stable, there is a solution of (4.28) that possesses the desired
properties.

Theorem 4.12 Let a: = 0 be the exponentially stable equilibrium point of (4.29).
Suppose A(t) is continuous and bounded. Let Q(t) be a continuous, bounded, positive
definite, symmetric matrix. Then, there is a continuously difierentiable, bounded,
positive definite, symmetric matria: P(t) that satisfies (4.28). Hence, V(t,:1:) =
asTP(t):r is a Lyapunov function for the system that satisfies the conditions of The-
orem 4.10. 0

Proof: Let

P(t)=/ <I>T(T,t)Q(T)<I>(T,t) dr

and ¢(T; t,:1:) be the solution of (4.29) that starts at (t,:1:). Due to linearity,
(MT; t, 3:) 2 <I>(T, t):1:. In view of the definition of P(t), we have

we)... 2 /°° we; 1:. wows; t. as) d7
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The use of (4.30) yields

xTPfifl :2 [wcueewngnmgm-
16264S /t k2e“2)‘(7”t) d7 64113413 2 3T nmégcami

On the other hand7 since
llA(t)llg g L, V152 0

the solution ¢(T; t, :13) satisfies the lower bound23

H¢CTataxlll§ Z H-Tllgefiuhmt)
Hence,

:rTP(t)a: 2 [0 cgll¢('r;t,m)ll% d'r

zlfiflwwMQME=fimu¥mwg
Thus7 mmnsflrmxsmms
which shows that P(t) is positive definite and bounded. The definition of P(t)
shows that it is symmetric and continuously differentiable. The fact that P(t)
satisfies (4.28) can be shown by differentiating P(t) and using the prOperty

3
EECMT, t) = ——<I>(T, t)A(t)

In particular,
Pm = [weflnwmagemwdT

+ [0 [gaqmfl Q(T)(T)(T,t) d7 — Qt?)
: _/too c1>T(T,t)Q(T)<1>(—r,t) d7 AU?)

41%) [0 c1>T(T,t)Q(T)<1>(T,t) dT —— om
= —P(t)A(t) — AT(t)P(t) — Q(t)

The fact that V(t, :13) = xTP(t):r is a Lyapunov function is shown in Example 4.21.
E]

2E‘See Exercise 3.17.
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When the linear system (4.29) is time invariant, that is, when A is constant, the
Lyapunov function V05, :13) of Theorem 4.12 can be chosen to be independent of t.
Recall that, for linear time—invariant systems,

(13(7’, 15) = exp[(7’ —— t)A]

which satisfies (4.30) when A is Hurwitz. Choosing Q to be a positive definite,
symmetric (constant) matrix, the matrix P(t) is given by

‘00

P = [00 exp[(T — t)AT]Qexp[(T — t)A] d7- : /0 exp[ATs]Q exp[As] d8

which is independent of 15. Comparing this expression for P with (4.13) shows that
P is the unique solution of the Lyapunov equation (4.12). Thus, the Lyapunov
function of Theorem 4.12 reduces to the one we used in Section 4.3.

The existence of Lyapunov functions for linear systems per Theorem 4.12 will
now be used to prove a linearization result that extends Theorem 4.7 to the nonau—
tonomous case. Consider the nonlinear nonautonomous system

i: = f(t,:1:) (4.31)
where f : [0, 00) X D -—-> R" is continuously differentiable and D = {:13 E R” I [133112 <
7-}. Suppose the origin a: = 0 is an equilibrium point for the system at t = 0; that
is, f (15,0) 2 0 for all t Z 0. Furthermore, suppose the Jacobian matrix [8f/3:1:] is
bounded and Lipschitz on D, uniformly in 15, thus,

afianHaw” — 3—,,(m2) _<_ Llllxl “$2112, V 1171,1132 E D, V152 0
2

for all 1 _<_ z' _<_ 71. By the mean value theorem,

Muss) = Mme) + %(t, 2,.) :1:
where z,- is a point on the line segment connecting a: to the origin, Since f (t, 0) = 0,
we can write fflt, x) as

fi(t,$) 2: g—ffi, 2i) :1: = 88:? (15,0) :1: + [% (t, 21') —— 88f: (t,0)] :1:

Hence,
f(t,:1:) = A(t):1: + 905,33)

Where

A(t) = git—(15,0) and ”(h-(15,33) = l:%(t, 2,) —— 83:16:70)] :1:
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The functiOn g(t, :13) satisfies

TL

ng<m>n2 : (2
i=1

% an 2 1/2
8:13 (157%) * @0570) > 11-73112 S 1111-73113

2

where L = fiLl. Therefore, in a small neighborhood of the origin, we may ap—
proximate the nonlinear system (4.31) by its linearization about the origin. The
next theorem states Lyapunov’s indirect method for showing exponential stability
of the origin in the nonautOnomous case.

Theorem 4.13 Let a: = 0 be an equilibrium point for the nonlinear system

3': = f (t, :13)

where f : [0, 00) X D -—-> R” is continuously difierentiable, D = {:13 E R” 1 1133112 < r},
and the Jacobian matrix [3f/8:1:] is bounded and Lipschitz on D, uniformly in t.
Let

3fA(t) = 53—: (15793)
:1:==0

Then, the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the nonlinear system
if it is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the linear system

3': = A(t):1:

0

Proof: Since the linear system has an exponentially stable equilibrium point at
the origin and A(t) is continuous and bounded, Theorem 4.12 ensures the existence
of a continuously differentiable, bounded, positive definite symmetric matrix P(t)
that satisfies (4.28), where Q(t) is continuous, positive definite, and symmetric. We
use V(t, :13) = asTP(t):1: as a Lyapunov function candidate for the nonlinear system.
The derivative of V(t, :13) along the trajectories of the system is given by

V(t, :13) 3:71P(t)f(t,:r) + fT (t, 3:)P(t):1: + mTP(t):r
:13T [P(t)A(t) + AT(t)P(t) + Pang; + 233TP(t)g(t, :13)
~33TQ(t):13 + 233TP(t)g(t, :13)

“C311$11§+ 2C2L11-73113
—(63 — 2C2Lp)11-'L“11§7 V 1193112 < p|/\

1/\

Choosing p < min{r, C3/(2C2L)} ensures that V(t, :13) is negative definite in 11113112 < p.
Therefore, all the conditions of Theorem 4.10 are satisfied in [133112 < p, and we
conclude that the origin is exponentially stable. 1:]
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4.7 Converse Theorems

Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 establish uniform asymptotic stability or exponential sta—
bility of the origin by requiring the existence of a Lyapunov function V(t,:1:) that
satisfies certain conditions. Requiring the existence of an auxiliary function V(t, :13)
that satisfies certain conditions is typical in many theorems of Lyapunov’s method.
The conditions of these theorems cannot be checked directly on the data of the prob—
lem. Instead, one has to search for the auxiliary function. Faced with this searching
problem, two questions come to mind. First, is there a function that satisfies the
conditions of the theorem? Second, how can we search for such a function? In many
cases, Lyapunov theory provides an affirmative answer to the first question. The
answer takes the form of a converse Lyapunov theorem, which is the inverse of one
of Lyapunov’s theorems. For example, a converse theorem for uniform asymptotic
stability would confirm that if the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable, then
there is a Lyapunov function that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.9. Most of
these converse theorems are proven by actually constructing auxiliary functions that
satisfy the conditions of the respective theorems. Unfortunately, this construction
almost always assumes the knowledge of the solution of the differential equation.
Therefore, the theorems do not help in the practical search for an auxiliary func—
tion. The mere knowledge that a function exists is, however, better than nothing.
At least, we know that our search is not hopeless. The theorems are also useful
in using Lyapunov theory to draw conceptual conclusions about the behavior of
dynamical systems. Theorem 4.15 is an example of such use. Other examples will
appear in the following chapters. In this section, we give three converse Lyapunov
theorems.24 The first one is a converse Lyapunov theorem when the origin is expo—
nentially stable and, the second, when it is uniformly asymptotically stable. The
third theorem applies to autonomous systems and defines the converse Lyapunov
function for the whole region of attraction of an asymptotically stable equilibrium
point.

The idea of constructing a converse Lyapunov function is not new to us. We
have done it for linear systems in the proof of Theorem 4.12. A careful reading
of that proof shows that linearity of the system does not play a crucial role in the
proof, except for showing that V(t, :13) is quadratic in :13. This observation leads to
the first of our three converse theorems, whose proof is a simple extension of the
proof of Theorem 4.12.

Theorem 4.14 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for the nonlinear system

i=fft733)

where f : [0, 00) X D ——-> R“ is continuously difierentiable, D = {:13 E R” [ [[3:[[ < r},
and the Jacobian matrix [8f/8:13] is bounded on D, uniformly in t. Let h, /\, and r0

24See [72] or [107[ for a comprehensive treatment of converse LyapunOV theorems and [118] and
[193[ for more recent results.
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be positive constants with r0 < r/h. Let D0 = {:13 E R” 1 Hall < r0}. Assume that
the trajectories of the system satisfy

11930011 S hllrISCtoHle’W'tO), V 93050) 6 D07 V t Z to Z 0
Then, there is a function V : [0, 00) X Do ——-> R that satisfies the inequalities

6111-73112 S V0571") S 6211-73112
8 8a—‘j + 3—:f<t,x> : ~c311m112

la,
for some positive constants c1, c2, c3, and c4. Moreover, if r = 00 and the origin is
globally exponentially stable, then V(t, :13) is defined and satisfies the aforementioned
inequalities on R". Furthermore, if the system is autonomous, V can be chosen
independent of t. O

S 64119311

Proof: Due to the equivalence of norms, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for
the 2—norm. Let ¢(T;t,:1:) denote the solution of the system that starts at (t,:1:),
that is, gb(t; t,:1:) : :13. For all :1: 6 D0, ¢(T;t,:1:) E D for all T 2 t. Let

t+6

Wm) = / ¢T(T;t7$)¢('r;t7$) d~r
Where 6 is a positive constant to be chosen. Due to the exponentially decaying
bound on the trajectories, we have

t+6

Wm) = / ll¢<ntm>ll§dr
t+6 2s / i<> dT 11.72113 = %(1—e"m)llxll%

On the other hand, the Jacobian matrix [3f/8:13] is bounded on D. Let

3f
5;(t7 (I?) 3L, VCEED

2

Then7 ”1695710112 E LHCIJH2 and MT; 15,33) satisfies the lower bound25

Waning 2 llmllée‘2L<T-~t>

Hence,
t+6Wins) 2 / WW“ dT llxné=§i<1—e"m>llxn%

258638 Exercise 3.17.
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Thus, V(t, :13) satisfies the first inequality of the theorem with

__ ~2L6 2 __ —2)\6

Cl = W(1 6 ) and 62 2 Wk (1 6 )
2L 2/\

To calculate the derivative of V along the trajectories of the system, define the
sensitivity functi0ns

8 8¢1<~nm> = 5,; «Tam; ¢m<~nm> = mew)
Then,

3V 3V.5; + a—xf(t7$) = ¢T(t + 6;t,a:)¢(t + 6;??793) — ¢T(t;t7$)¢(t;t7$)
t+6

+ / 2¢T(T;t7$)¢t('r;t7$) d7
t
t+6

+/ 2¢T(T; t, :13)¢m(7’;t, :13) d(t,:1:)
t

= Wt + 6% m)¢(t + Mas) — 1192113
t+6

+/ 2¢T(T;t7$)1¢t(r;t,w) + ¢m(T;t7$)f(t7$)l d7
t

It is not difficult to show that26

¢t(7‘;t,a:) —1— ¢m(7’; t,:1:)f(t,:1:) E 0, V T _>_t

Therefore,

8V 8V—+$f(t7-r) = ¢T<t+6m>¢<t+6mx>~11m11§at
S *0 — k2€"W)H-’EH§

By choosing 6 = ln(2k2)/(2/\), the second inequality of the theorem is satisfied
with C3 = l/2. To show the last inequality, let us note that ¢m(7’; t, :13) satisfies the
sensitivity equati0n

3 8 15% = fiwmm» a 114mm) = I
Since

g];
212%

268% Exercise 3.30.
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on D, gbm satisfies the bound27

ll¢a:(73ta mlll2 S EMT-t)

r! 2
t+6

s / 2H¢<nt7$>ll2ll¢m(T;t7w)ll2dT

Therefore,

l i -t+6 T

33: /t 2gb (T;t,$)¢m(7’; t,:1:) d7

l/\

t+6
/ 2he’)‘(7”tl eL(T”t) dT [1113112

t

2 (A2n) [1 '— e-Q-LWH

Thus, the last inequality of the theorem is satisfied with

2h
M—L)

If all the assumptions hold globally, then clearly r0 can be chosen arbitrarily large.
If the system is autonomous, then ¢(T; t, :13) depends only on (T —— t); that is,

Mntfl=¢fi~tfl

Mb

C4 : [1 __h 6-~()\—-L)6]

Then,
t+6 6

Wm): / wT(T—t;$)w(T—t;m)d'r= f0 wemwsaods
which is independent of t. D

In Theorem 4.13, we saw that if the linearization of a nonlinear system about the
origin has an exponentially stable equilibrium point, then the origin is an exponen~
tially stable equilibrium point for the nonlinear system. We will use Theorem 4.14
to prove that exponential stability of the linearization is a necessary and sufficient
condition for exponential stability of the origin.

Theorem 4.15 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for the nonlinear system

¢=fmfl
where f : [0, 00) X D ——-> R” is continuously difierentiable, D = {:13 E R" I HCISHZ < r},
and the Jacobian matrix [8f/8:13] is bounded and Lipschitz on D, uniformly in t.
Let

An) = 29m) _0
27See Exercise 3.17.
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Then, :1: = O is an ewponentially stable equilibrium point for the nonlinear system if
and only if it is an ewponentially stable equilibrium point for the linear system

3': = A(t):1:

0

Proof: The “if” part follows from Theorem 4.13. To prove the “only if77 part,
write the linear system as

ft : 1605733) '— 11605733) '— A(t)$l : 1605733) '— 90573:)

Recalling the argument preceding Theorem 4.13, we know that

ll9(t.x)ll2 s LII-7:113. V a: e D, V t 2 0
Since the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium of the nonlinear system, there
are positive constants k, /\, and c such that

11940112 S hll$Cto)ll2€’W”t°h Vt 2150 Z 07 V ll$(to)ll2 < 6
Choosing r0 < min{c,r/h}, all the conditions of Theorem 4.14 are satisfied. Let
V(t, :13) be the function provided by Theorem 4.14 and use it as a Lyapunov function
candidate for the linear system. Then,

3V 3V 3V 3V 3V
a + a—ftlifi — a + $160573?) * 87905733)

~63H$H§ + C4LH$H§
~(63 — C4Lp)H-rll§7 V 11-73112 < p/\

i/
\

The choice p < min{r0, Cg/(C4L)} ensures that V(t, :13) is negative definite in Hasllg <
p. Consequently, all the conditions of Theorem 4.10 are satisfied in “113112 < p, and
we conclude that the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the
linear system. [3

Corollary 4.3 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point of the nonlinear system :b =
f (:13), where f (:13) is continuously difierentiable in some neighborhood of :1: = 0. Let
A = [8f/8:1:] (0) Then, :1: = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the
nonlinear system if and only if A is Hurwitz. <>

Example 4.23 Consider the first—order system 3': = ~333. We saw in Example 4.14
that the origin is asymptotically stable, but linearization about the origin results in
the linear system 3’: = 0, Whose A matrix is not Hurwitz. Using Corollary 4.3, we
conclude that the origin is not exponentially stable. A
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The following converse Lyapunov theorems (Theorem 4.16 and 4.17) extend
Theorem 4.15 in two different directions, but their proofs are more involved. The—
orem 4,16 applies to the more general case of uniform asymptotic stability.28 The“
orem/4.17 applies to autonomous systems and produces a Lyapunov function that
is defined on the Whole region of attraction.

Theorems/V4.16 Let :1: = 0 be an equilibrium point for the nonlinear system

3’: = f(t,:1:)

where f : [0, 00) X D ——-> R" is continuously difierentiable, D = {:13 E R" l ”331] < r},
and the Jacobian matrix [8f/8:13] is bounded on D, uniformly in t. Let B be a class
[CL function and r0 be a positive constant such that Mn), 0) < r. Let D0 = {:13 E
R” 1 Hall < r0}. Assume that the trajectory of the system satisfies

ltSBWMwWJ—um VwWOEDtZWZO
Then, there is a continuously difierentiable function V : [0,00) >< Do -—-> R that
satisfies the inequalities

QMMDSVWMSGMMM
Q + gym 3 mum)at

53,—: l : a4(llmll)
where (11, d2, (13, and (14 are class [C functions defined on [0,r0]. If the system is
autonomous, V can be chosen independent of t. O

Proof: See Appendix 0.7.

Theorem 4.17 Let :1: = 0 be an asymptotically stable equilibrium point for the
nonlinear system

¢=flfl
where f : D ~~> R” is locally Lipschitz and D C R” is a domain that contains the
origin. Let RA C D be the region of attraction ofa: = 0. Then, there is a smooth,
positive definite function V(:1:) and a continuous, positive definite function W(:1:),
both defined for all :1: E RA, such that

V(:1:) ——-> 00 as :1: ——-> BRA

E
3:13

and for any c > 0, {V(:1:) S c} is a compact subset of RA. When RA 2 R", V(:1:)
is radially unbounded. O

(:13) g —W(:1:), V :1: E RA

28Theorem 4.16 can be stated for a function f(t,:c) that is only locally Lipschitz, rather than
continuously differentiable [125, Theorem 14]. It is also possible to state the theorem for the case
of global uniform asymptotic stability [125, Theorem 23]
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Proof: See Appendix 0.8.

An interesting feature of Theorem 4.17 is that any bounded subset S of the
region of attraction can be included in a compact set of the form {V(:1:) _<_ c} for
some constant c > 0. This feature is useful because quite often we have to limit our
analysis to a positively invariant, compact set of the form {V(:1:) _<_ c}. With the
property S C {V(:1:) _<_ c}, our analysis will be valid for the whole set S. If, on the
other hand, all we know is the existence of a Lyapunov function V1(:1:) on S, we will
have to choose a constant (:1 such that {V1(:1:) _<_ c1} is compact and included in S;
then our analysis will be limited to {V1(:1:) 3 c1}, which is only a subset of S.

4.8 Boundedness and Ultimate Boundedness
Lyapunov analysis can be used to show boundedness of the solution of the state
equation, even when there is no equilibrium point at the origin. To motivate the
idea, consider the scalar equation

i=~33+6sint, 33(t0)=a, a>6>0

which has no equilibrium points and whose solution is given by

t
33(t) = e—(t”t0)a + 6/ e-(t‘fl sinT dT

to

The solution satisfies the bound
>t

l-Tftll S €“(t't0)a+ 5/ 5“”) d7- = e‘“(t‘t0)a+ 6 [1 — e'ft-tol]
t0

.<_ 0’7 V t .>_ to

which shows that the solution is bounded for all t 2 to, uniformly in to, that is,
with a bound independent of to. While this bound is valid for all t 2 to, it becomes
a conservative estimate of the solution as time progresses, because it does not take
into consideration the exponentially decaying term. If7 on the other hand, we pick
any number I) such that 6 < b < a, it can be easily seen that

1330013 5. My, +1., (25%)

The bound 1), which again is independent of to, gives a better estimate of the solution
after a transient period has passed. In this case, the solution is said to be uniformly
ultimately bounded and b is called the ultimate bound. Showing that the solution of
5b 2 ~33 + 6 sint has the uniform boundedness and ultimate boundedness properties
can be done via Lyapunov analysis without using the explicit solution of the state
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equation. Starting with V(:1:) = 3:2 / 2, we calculate the derivative of V along the
trajectories of the system, to obtain

V = 3356 = —a:2 + 3:6sint 3 ~332 + (Slasl

The right—hand side of the foregoing inequality is not negative definite because, near
the origin, the positive linear term 613:1 dominates the negative quadratic term ~332.
However, V is negative outside the set {[331 g 6}. With c > 62 /2, solutions starting
in the set {V(:1:) S c} will remain therein for all future time since V is negative
on the boundary V = c. Hence, the solutions are uniformly bounded. Moreover,
if we pick any number 5 such that (62/2) < e < c, then V will be negative in
the set {5 S V _<_ c}, which shows that, in this set, V will decrease monotonically
until the solution enters the set {V g 5}. From that time on, the solution cannot
leave the set {V _<_ 5} because V is negative on the boundary V = 5. Thus, we
can conclude that the solution is uniformly ultimately bounded with the ultimate
bound 1:13] 3 fig.

The purpose of this section is to show how Lyapunov analysis can be used to
draw similar conclusions for the system

is = f(t,:1:) (4.32)
where f 2 [0, 00) X D ——-> R" is piecewise continuous in t and locally LipschitZ in :1:
on [0, 00) X D, and D C R" is a domain that contains the origin,

Definition 4.6 The solutions of (4.32) are

0 uniformly bounded if there exists a positive constant c, independent of to Z 0,
and for every a E (0, c), there is B = 5(a) > 0, independent of to, such that

1193650)“ S a => 11-73(15)” S B. V t 2 to (4.33)
o globally uniformly bounded if (4.33) holds for arbitrarily large a.

o uniformly ultimately bounded with ultimate bound b if there exist positive con~
stants b and c, independent of to Z 0, and for every a E (0,c), there is
T = T(a,b) Z 0, independent of to, such that

”93050)“ S a => H9305)” S 57 V t Z to +T (4-34)
0 globally uniformly ultimately bounded if (4.34) holds for arbitrarily large a.

In the case of autonomous systems, we may drop the word “uniformly” since the
solution depends only on t — to.

To see how Lyapunov analysis can be used to study boundedness and ultimate
boundedness, consider a continuously differentiable, positive definite function V(:1:)
and suppose that the set {V(:1:) S c} is compact, for some c > 0. Let

A={e§V(m)§c}
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for some positive constant 5 < c. Suppose the derivative of V along the trajectories
of the system in = f (t, :13) satisfies

V(t,$) S —VV3(.’E), V (I? E A, V t Z to (4.35)

where W3(:1:) is a continuous positive definite function. Inequality (4.35) implies
that the sets QC = {V(:1:) _<_ c} and (25 = {V(:1:) S e} are positively invariant since
on the boundaries 89C and 895, the derivative V is negative. A sketch of the sets
A, RC, and (25 is shown in Figure 4.8. Since V is negative in A, a trajectory starting
in A must move in a direction of decreasing V(:1:(t)). In fact, while in A, V satisfies
inequalities (4.22) and (4.24) of Theorem 4.9. Therefore, the trajectory behaves as
if the origin was uniformly asymptotically stable and satisfies an inequality of the
form

11-72(15)”: fi<11x<to>11.t—to> ‘
for some class [CL function fl. The function V(:1:(t)) will continue decreasing until
the trajectory enters the set (25 in finite time and stays therein for all future time.
The fact that the trajectory enters (25 in finite time can be shown as follows: Let
I: = minmEA Wg(a:) > 0. The minimum exists because W3(a:) is continuous and A is
compact. It is positive since W3(:1:) is positive definite. Hence,

W3(:1:) Z k, V :1: E A (4.36)

Inequalities (4.35) and (4.36) imply that

1705,93) 3—1:, VaseA, VtZto

Therefore,
V($(t)) _<_ V($(t0)) — (C(t —to) S C — (C(t — to)

which shows that V(:1:(t)) reduces to e within the time interval [150,130 + (c — €)/lc]
In many problems, the inequality V g —VV3 is obtained by using norm inequal—

ities. In such cases, it is more likely that we arrive at

Wm) : —W3<x>. v u s 11x11 3 r. v t 2 to (4.37)
If r is sufficiently larger than u, we can choose c and e such that the set A is
nonempty and contained in {u S ”as“ g r}. In particular, let (11 and (12 be class [C
functions such that 29

011(HIBH) S V(-’L‘) S MOI-TH) (4-38)
From the left inequality of (4.38), we have

V(-’L‘) S 6 => (MN-TH) S c <=> HIEH S (DEW)
29By Lemma 4.3, it is always possible to find such class [C functions,
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Figure 4.9: Representation of the sets (25, QC (solid) and BM, Br (dashed).

Therefore, taking c = (11(7’) ensures that QC C Br. On the other hand7 from the
right inequality of (4.38), we have

HUSH S H => VOL") S 062W)
Consequently, taking 5 = 052W) ensures that BM C (25. To obtain 5 < c, we must
have u < a;1(a1(r)). A sketch of the sets QC, (25, B,"7 and BM is shown in Figure 4.9.

The foregoing argument shows that all trajectories starting in QC enter (25 within
a finite time T30 To calculate the ultimate bound on 33(t), we use the left inequality
of (4.38) to write

V(-’L‘) S 6 => 011(HIL‘H) S 6 ¢¢ HIEH S 0131(5)
301f the trajectory starts in 525, T = O.
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Recalling that e = (12(u), we see that

meaasnnsarmxm>
Therefore, the ultimate bound can be taken as b = d1”1(oz2(u)).

The ideas just presented for a continuously differentiable function V(:1:) can be
extended to a continuously differentiable function V(t, :13), as long as V(t, :13) satisfies
inequality (4.38), which leads to the following Lyapunov—like theorem for showing
uniform boundedness and ultimate boundedness.

Theorem 4.18 Let D C R” be a domain that contains the origin and V : [0, 00) x
D -—-> R be a continuously difierentiable function such that

(MOI-TH) S WWI) S 052(119311) (4.39)
8V 8V3? + 535mm 3 —-W3<w>, v HwH 2 u > 0 (4-40)

V t Z 0 and V :1: E D, where (11 and (12 are class [C functions and W3(:1:) is a
continuous positive definite function. Take r > 0 such that Br C D and suppose
that

u<aumo» an)
Then, there exists a class [CL function fl and for every initial state 113(t0), satisfying
Ha:(t0)H S 0131(oz1(r)), there is T Z 0 (dependent on 113(t0) and u) such that the
solution of (4,32) satisfies

11-73(15)“ S fi(ll$(to)ll,t — to), V to S t S to +T (4-42)
11-73(15)” S 0139120”), V t 2150 + T (4-43)

Moreover, if D = R" and Oil belongs to class ICOO, then (4.42) and (4.43) hold for
any initial state 113(t0), with no restriction on how large a is. O

Proof: See Appendix (3.9.
Inequalities (4.42) and (4.43) show that :1:(t) is uniformly bounded for all t 2

t0 and uniformly ultimately bounded with the ultimate bound df1(oz2(u)). The
ultimate bound is a class [C function of u; hence, the smaller the value of u, the
smaller the ultimate bound. As a ——-> 0, the ultimate bound approaches zero.

The main application of Theorem 4.18 arises in studying the stability of per—
turbed systems.31 The next example illustrates the basic idea of that application

Example 4.24 In Section 1.2.3, we saw that a mass—spring system with a harden—
ing spring, linear viscous damping, and a periodic external force can be represented
by the Duffing7s equation

my + cy + lay + ha2y3 = Acoswt
3] See Section 9.2.
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Taking 1131 = y, 1132 = g and assuming certain numerical values for the various
constants, the system is represented by the state model

{1.3121132

3'32 = —(1+3:¥)331—332+Mcoswt

where M Z 0 is proportional to the amplitude of the periodic external force. When
M = 0, the system has an equilibrium point at the origin. It is shown in Example 4.6
that the origin is globally asymptotically stable and a Lyapunov function can be
taken as32

{0
1H ,_.

[Q
1—

4

NI
H

(131 ._

V(:1:) = mT‘: 113—1-2/ (y+y3)dy=3:T m+m§+§m§
0

l def= :13T ‘- $+é$§ = mTP33—1—é—33‘i"

M1
03

Ni
l"

53
11

-“
1-4 NJ

!" 1...
;

NJ
!" 7—
4

When M > 07 we apply Theorem 4.18 with V(:1:) as a candidate function. The
function V(:1:) is positive definite and radially unbounded; hence, by Lemma 4.3,
there exist class [Coo functions on and (12 that satisfy (4.39) globally. The derivative
of V along the trajectories of the system is given by

V = —:1:§— 11:3" — 23% + (331 + 23:2)Mcoswt g —H:1:H§ — 11331 + Mx/511$112

Where we wrote (331 + 21132) as yTJ: and used the inequality yTJI S 11331121131112. To
satisfy (4.40)7 we want to use part of —H:1:H§ to dominate Mx/Ellasllg for large 11:13]].
Towards that end7 we rewrite the foregoing inequality as

V S —(1 — 911193113 — mi — 911-73113 + Mfi11$112
where 0 < 0 < 1. Then,

V s —(1-— 911193113 — 93?. V11-r112 2 T

which shows that inequality (4.40) is satisfied globally with u = Z14 x/g/Q We
conclude that the solutions are globally uniformly ultimately bounded. Suppose we
want to go the extra step of calculating the ultimate bound. In this case7 we have
to find the functions ozl and d2. From the inequalities

V(:1:) 2 mTPx 2 Amm(P>11-r11%
V0313 mTP-r +£11$11§S Amaac(P111-’L"11§+ $111113

32The constants 5 and k of Example 4.6 are taken as 5 z 2 and k : 1/2.
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we see that on and d2 can be taken as

051(7.) = A'rn7l'rt(]3)r2 and 012(7’) : Amam(P)'r’2 + £5.73:

Thus, the ultimate bound is given by

.. ~1 _ 012W) _ Amam<P>H2 + ”4/2b
- ozl ((1200) — \//\mm(P) —\/ AminUD)

4.9 lnput—to—State Stability
Consider the system

3': = f(t,:1:,u) (4.44)

where f : [07 00) X R" X Rm -—-> R" is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz
in :1: and u. The input u(t) is a piecewise continuous, bounded function of t for all
t 2 0. Suppose the unforced system

3': = f(t,:1:, 0) (4.45)
has a globally uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point at the origin :1: = 0.
What can we say about the behavior of the system (4.44) in the presence of a
bounded input u(t)? For the linear time—invariant system

j3=A33+Bu

with a Hurwitz matrix A, we can write the solution as

t
33(t) = 6(t‘t0)Am(t0) +/ 6(t—T)ABu(T) d7

to

and use the bound I|e(t”t0)AH S ke”Mt—t0) to estimate the solution by
t

Hm)“ S 166”W”t0)ll$(to)ll+ k6”W’T)IIBIIIIu(T)IIdT
to

k Bs ke”Mt—t0)llx(t0)ll+-H—/\—H' sup Hu(T>H
tQSTSt

This estimate shows that the zero—input response decays to zero exponentially fast,
while the zero—state response is bounded for every bounded input. In fact, the esti-
mate shows more than a bounded—input—bounded—state property. It shows that the
bound on the zero—state response is proportional to the bound on the input. How
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much of this behavior should we expect for the nonlinear system (4.44)? For a gen—
eral nonlinear system, it should not be surprising that these properties may not hold
even when the origin of the unforced system is globally uniformly asymptotically
stable. Consider, for example, the scalar system

3': = —3:1: + (1 + 23:2)u

which has a globally exponentially stable origin when u = 0. Yet, when 33(0) = 2
and u(t) E 1, the solution :1:(t) = (3 — et)/(3 — 2et) is unbounded, it even has a
finite escape time.

Let us view the system (4.44) as a perturbation of the unforced system (4.45).
Suppose we have a Lyapunov function V(t,:1:) for the unforced system and let us
calculate the derivative of V in the presence of u. Due to the boundedness of u,
it is plausible that in some cases it should be possible to show that V is negative
outside a ball of radius u, where u depends on sup HuH. This would be expected,
for example, when the function f (t, :13, u) satisfies the Lipschitz condition

111715793771) - f(t7-’L‘70)H S LHuH (446)
Showing that V is negative outside a ball of radius u would enable us to apply
Theorem 4.18 of the previous section to show that :1:(t) satisfies (4.42) and (4.43).
These inequalities show that Ha:(t) H is bounded by a class [CL function fi(H:1:(t0) H , t—
to) over [to, t0+T] and by a class [C function afl (ozg(u)) fort 2 t0+T. Consequently,

11-73(15)“ S fill-11150)”??? - to) + 013161200)
is valid for all t Z to, which motivates the next definition of input—to—state stability.

Definition 4.7 The system (4.44) is said to be input—to—state stable if there exist a
class [CL function fl and a class [C function 7 such that for any initial state 113(t0)
and any bounded input u(t), the solution :1:(t) exists for all t 2 to and satisfies

11-73(15)“ S fill-73050)”??? — to) +7< SUP 1171(7)”) (4.47)
togvgt

Inequality (4.47) guarantees that for any bounded input u(t), the state ac(t) will be
bounded. Furthermore, as t increases, the state 33(t) will be ultimately bounded by
a class [C function of supt>t0 “u(t)“. We leave it to the reader (Exercise 458) to use
inequality (4.47) to shothat if u(t) converges to zero as t ——-> 00, so does :1:(t).33
Since, with u(t) E 0, (4.47) reduces to

11-73(15)“ S fi(ll$(to)llat - 150)
input—to—state stability implies that the origin of the unforced system (4.45) is glob—
ally uniformly asymptotically stable. The notion of input—to—state stability is defined

33Another interesting use of inequality (4.47) will be given shortly in Lemma 4.7.
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for the global case where the initial state and the input can be arbitrarily large. A
local version of this notion is presented in Exercise 4.60.

The Lyapunov—like theorem that follows gives a sufficient condition for input-
to—state stability.34

Theorem 4.19 Let V : [0, 00) X R" ——-> R be a continuously difierentiable function
such that

GNU-TH) S WWI) S 0620193”) (448)
8V 8V
3; + 53; (15,93,703 -W3(-’B), V H-‘L‘H 2 MIMI) > 0 (4-49)

V (t,:1:,u) E [0,oo) X R" X Rm, where Oil, (12 are class [COO functions, p is a class
[C function, and iii/3(1):) is a continuous positive definite function on R". Then, the
system (4.44) is input~to—state stable with 7 z dfl o 952 o p. O
Proof: By applying the global version of Theorem 4.18, we find that the solution
:1:(t) exists and satisfies

Immnsmmuotvao+v(g§nem),Vtzm (4%)
'7'._ 0

Since :1:(t) depends only on u(T) for to S T S t, the supremum on the right—hand
side of (4.50) can be taken over [to, t], which yields (4.47).35 D

The next lemma is an immediate consequences of the converse Lyapunov theo—
rem for global. exponential stability (Theorem 4.14).
Lemma 4.6 Suppose f(t,:1:,u) is continuously difierentiable and globally Lipschitz
in (3:,u), uniformly in t. If the unforced system (4.45) has a globally exponentially
stable equilibrium point at the origin :1: = 0, then the system (4.44) is input—to—state
stable. <>

Proof: View the system (4.44) as a perturbation of the unforced system (4.45).
(The converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.14 shows that the unforced system (4.45) has
a Lyapunov function V(t,:1:) that satisfies the inequality of the theorem globally.
Due to the uniform global Lipschitz property of f, the perturbation term satisfies
(4.46) for all t 2 to and all (x, u). The derivative of V with respect to (4.44) satisfies

- 53V 53V 8VV=-—- 0~—»t,—'t,,0w+finmw+nmj<xu
S "6311-73112 + C4HfL‘HLHuH

34For autonomous systems, it is shown in [183] that the conditions of Theorem 4.19 are also
necessary. In the literature, it is common to abbreviate input—to—state stability as 188 and to call
the function V of Theorem 4.19 an lSS-Lyapunov function.

35113 particular, repeat the aforementioned argument over the period [0, T] to show that

”33(0)” 5 [3(H33(730)H70 ~ to) +7< SUPT IIU(T)H>7 V to S 0 S T
toSTS

Then. set a z T : t.
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To use the term —63HCEH2 to dominate C4LH33HHuH for large H113“, we rewrite the
foregoing inequality as

V S -63(1 - fill-”EH2 — CPflHIIIH2 + C4LH-rllllull
where 0 < 6 < 1. Then,

V S —C3(1 — 6)H;1;HQ, V ”33” Z C4Lll6ull
C3

for all (t,:1:,u). Hence, the conditions of Theorem 419 are satisfied with (11(7’) =
c1r2, (12(7’) 2 627’2, and p(r) = (C4L/C30)r, and we conclude that the system is
input—to—state stable with 7(7’) : x/Cg/Cl(C4L/n)’r’. D

Lemma 4.6 requires a globally Lipschitz function f and global exponential sta—
bility of the origin of the unforced system to conclude input—to—state stability. It is
easy to construct examples where the lemma does not hold in the absence of one of
these two conditions. The system i = —3:1: + (1 + 3:2)u, which we discussed earlier
in the section, does not satisfy the global Lipschitz condition. The system

:1:113:: — m—kudgflmm)

has a globally Lipschitz f since the partial derivatives of f with respect to :1: and
u are globally bounded. The origin of in = —:1:/ (1 + 1132) is globally asymptotically
stable, as it can be seen by the Lyapunov function V(:1:) : 1132/2, whose derivative
V(:1:) = —:1:2/ (1 + 1132) is negative definite for all :13. It is locally exponentially stable
because the linearization at the origin is i = —:1:. However, it is not globally
exponentially stable. This is easiest seen through the fact that the system is not
input—to-state stable. Notice that with u(t) E 1, f(:1:,u) 2 1/2. Hence, 113(15) 2
113(150) + 15/2 for all t Z 0, which shows that the solution is unbounded.

In the absence of global exponential stability or globally Lipschitz functions, we
may still be able to show input—to-state stability by applying Theorem 4.19. This
process is illustrated by the three examples that follow.

Example 4.25 The system
3': = ~333 + u

has a globally asymptotically stable origin when u = 0. Taking V = 1132/2, the
derivative of V along the trajectories of the system is given by

1/3
V: —:1:4 +3371 : —(1 ~ 6):):4 — 6:134 +3311 3 —(1 — 6):):4, V 1:131 Z (Lg—l)

where 0 < 0 < 1. Thus, the system is input—to—state stable with 7(7’) : (r/6)1/3.
A
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Example 4.26 The system

T = f(:1:,u) = —:1: — 2:133 + (1 + $2)u2

has a globally exponentially stable origin when u = 0, but Lemma 4.6 does not
apply since f is not globally Lipschitz. Taking V = 1132/2, we obtain

V = —:1:2 — 2:1:4 + 33(1 + 3:2)u2 _<_ —:1:4, V 1:13] 2 u2

Thus, the system is input-to-state stable with 7(7’) = W. A

In Examples 4.25 and 4.26, the function V(:1:) = 1132/2 satisfies (4.48) with
(110") = (120”) = 73/2. Hence, dl—1(d2(r)) = r and 7(r) reduces to p(r). ln
higher—dimensional systems, the calculation of 7 is. more involved.

Example 4.27 Consider the system

- 21131 = ——:1:1+:1:2

{1.32 = —.’132+’U.

We start by setting u = 0 and investigate global asymptotic stability of the origin
of the unforced system. Using

V(:1:) = $33? + 7:11:33, a > 0

as a Lyapunov function candidate, we obtain

' 2 2 4 1 2 2 1 4V 2 —:131 + 331332 — (1332 = —(:1:1 — 5:132) — (a — (1)332

Choosing a > 1/4 shows that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. Now we
allow u 75 0 and use V(:1:) with a z 1 as a candidate function for Theorem 4.19.
The derivative V is given by

V = —%(-’L‘1 — 933V — $013? + 933) + 933% S —%(-’Ei + 933) + 1932131711
To use the term ~(33f + T§)/2 to dominate 1113213171], we rewrite the foregoing in-
equality as .

V S —%(1 — 9X33? + 333) — 5159073? + 333) + 1332131711
where 0 < 0 < 1. The term

£9013? +933) + 193213174
will be S 0 if 1:132] 2 2Iu1/6 or 11132] g Zlul/Q and 1:131] Z (2]u]/6)2. This condition is
implied by

2 u 2 u 2
maxflifiila 1-7321} 2 max{—%—I, (J?) }
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Using the norm Haslloo :2 max{l:1:1|, 1332]} and defining the class [C function p by

p<.~>=max(%g,(%g)2}
we see that inequality (4.49) is satisfied as

V s —%<1 — axes? +22%), V Hasnoo 2 p(lul>
Inequality (4.48) follows from Lemma 4.3 since V(:1:) is positive definite and radially
unbounded. Hence, the system is input—to—state stable. Suppose we want to find
the class [C function 7. In this case, we need to find (11 and (12. It is not hard to
see that ‘

V013): é-dri-‘L‘é S ill-THE.) + ill-731130
§l$112 = éll-‘EHEO, ifl-T21Sl-731l

21-73214 = ill-”Ellie. if 1-7321 21-7311
Inequality (4.48) is satisfied with the class [Coo functions

(11(7) = min {%r2, £74} and (12(7) = %r + 11174

Thus, 7(7’) 2 dl—1(a2(p(r))), where

1
(4s)71, if s S 1

«fl, fiszl

The function 7 depends on the choice of H113”. Had we chosen another p—norm, we
could have ended up with a different 7. A

cal—1(9) =

An interesting application of the concept of input—to—state stability arises in the
stability analysis of the cascade system

{1.31 = f1(t,$1,$2) (4.51)

9'32 = f2(t.-’B2) (452)
\

where f1 : [0,oo) X R"1 x R"2 ——‘-> R"1 and f2 : [0,00) X R"2 -—-> R"2 are piecewise

continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in :1: = [ :1 . Suppose both
2

331 = f1(t,331a0)

and (4.52) have globally uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium points at their
respective origins. Under what condition will the origin :1: : 0 of the cascade
system possess the same property? The next lemma shows that this will be the
case if (4.51), with 1132 viewed as input, is input—to—state stable.
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Lemma 4.7 Under the stated assumptions, if the system (4.51), with 1132 as input,
is input—to—state stable and the origin of (4.52) is globally uniformly asymptotically
stable, then the origin of the cascade system (4.51) and (4.52) is globally uniformly
asymptotically stable. <>

Proof: Let to 2 0 be the initial time. The solutions of (4.51) and (4.52) satisfy

11-73105)“ S 51(ll$1(8)ll,t—S)+71<Sup H-T2(T)H> (4-53)
sgrgt

119320311 S fi2<H$2<S>HJ—S) (4-54)
globally7 Where t 2 s 2 to7 fil, fig are class [CL functions and 71 is a class [C function.
Apply (4.53) with s = (t + t0)/2 to obtain

t+t0
$1 2

To estimate 331((t + t0)/2), apply (4.53) With s = t0 and t replaced by (t + t0)/2 to
obtain

W)331 2

Using (454), we obtain

1192105)” 3 s1( 15—15|, 0) + 71 sup llm2(r)ll (4.55)
2 t+tO Srgt2

|351(11x1<to>n,t't°)+71 sup 1lm2<~r>n (4.56)
2 to $73 mil?“

811p II$2(T)H S fi2(H-’E2(to)ll,0) (4-57)
t+ttOSTSj—Q

sup Hm)” s 51(11x1<to>n,t‘t°) (4.58)
t—‘r—Zto STSt 2

Substituting (4.56) through (4.58) into (4.55) and using the inequalities

11931050)“ S 11-73050)“. 11932050)” S 11-73050)”, NIKON! S 119310311 + 11-73205)”
yield

11-73(15)“ S fi(ll$(to)ll,t — 150)
Where

sso. s) = 51 (51 (7, 5) + 71 (5111,0773) + 71 (52 (r, 3)) + 51o, 3)
It can be easily verified that 5 is a class [CL function for all r 2 0. Hence, the origin
of (4.51) and (4.52) is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. 1:]
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4.10 Exercises

4.1 Consider a second—order autonomous system. For each of the following types
of equilibrium points, classify whether the equilibrium point is stable, unstable, or
asymptotically stable:

(1) stable node (2) unstable node (3) stable focus
(4) unstable focus (5) center (6) saddle

Justify your answer using phase portraits.

4.2 Consider the scalar system i = amp + 9(1):), where p is a positive integer and
9(1):) satisfies lg(:1:)l 3 13133179“ in some neighborhood of the origin :1: = 0. Show that
the origin is asymptotically stable if p is odd and a < 0. Show that it is unstable if
pis odd anda>00rpis even and a7é0.

4.3 For each of the following systems, use a quadratic Lyapunov function candidate
to show that the origin is asymptotically stable:

(1) 3'31 2 —:1:1+:1:1:1:2, 3'32 2 —:1:2

(2) 3'31 : —3:2—3:1(1—33§—33§)7 3'32 2 331—332(1—3fi—333)

(3) 3'31 2 332(1 — 113%), 3'32 :2 ——(:131 + 3:2)(1 — 33%)

(4) 3'31 2 —:1:1 — 1132, 3'32 2 2:131 — 11:3

Investigate whether the origin is globally asymptotically stable.

4.4 ([151]) Euler equations for a rotating rigid spacecraft are given by

J1¢U1 = (J2 — J3)w2w3 + U1
J2¢U2 = (J3 — J1)w3w1 + u2
ss 2 (J1 — J2)w1w2 + Us

where cal to mg are the components of the angular velocity vector to along the
principal axes, ul to U3 are the torque inputs applied about the principal axes, and
J1 to J3 are the principal moments of inertia.

(a) Show that with ul 2 ug : U3 2 0 the origin to = 0 is stable. Is it asymptotically
stable?

(b) Suppose the torque inputs apply the feedback control ui : —kiwi, where k1 to
133 are positive constants. Show that the origin of the closed—100p system is
globally asymptotically stable.

4.5 Let 9(1):) be a map from R" into R”. Show that 9(1):) is the gradient vector of
a scalar function V : R" -—-> R if and only if

agi : 393'
8513j 8113i 7

Vi,j=1,2,...,n
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4.6 Consider the system

3'31 = 3327 562 == —(-’131 + 332) ~ M331 + 332)
where h is continuously differentiable and 211(2) > 0 for all z # 0. Using the variable
gradient method, find a Lyapunov function that shows that the origin is globally
asymptotically stable.

4.7 Consider the system 3': = —Q¢(33), where Q is a symmetric positive definite
matriX and ¢($) is a continuously differentiable function for which the ith compo
nent 9%), depends only on 113,, that is, ¢,(a:) = @(a:,). Assume that ¢,(0) == 0 and
ygbfly) > 0 in some neighborhood of y = 0, for all 1 g 2' g n.

(a) Using the variable gradient method, find a Lyapunov function that shows that
the origin is asymptotically stable.

(b) Under what conditions will it be globally asymptotically stable?

(c) Apply to the case

2 3 2 177» = 27 9510131): 351 — 331, 9520132): 5132 + 51327 Q = 1 1

4.8 ([72]) Consider the second—order system

. —6331
$1 :

—2 :1:
11,2 + 21:27 {1.32 I: m($7:2+ 2)

where u = 1 + 50% Let V(:1:) = mg/(1 + 33%) + 33%

(a) Show that V(:1:) > 0 and 17(1):) < 0 for all :1: e R2 — {0}.
(b) Consider the hyperbola x2 = 2/ (3:1 — M?) Show, by investigating the vector

field on the boundary of this hyperbola, that trajectories to the right of the
branch in the first quadrant Cannot cross that branch.

(c) Show that the origin is not globally asymptotically stable.

Hint: In part (b), show that 3'32/3'31 = —1/(1 + 2x533] + 233%) on the hyperbola, and
compare with the slope of the tangents to the hyperbola.

4.9 In checking radial unboundedness of a positive definite function V (:13), it may
appear that it is sufficient to examine V(:1:) as Has“ -—-> 00 along the principal axes.
This is not true, as shown by the function

Was) 2M+ (331 M $2)2
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(a) Show that V(:1:) -—-> 00 as Has“ -—-> 00 along the lines 301 = 0 or 1132 = 0.

(b) Show that V(:1:) is not radially unbounded.

4.10 (Krasovskii’s Method) Consider the system at : f(:1:) with f(0) = 0.
Assume that f (:13) is continuously differentiable and its Jacobian [8f/8:13] satisfies

T

Piggfm)]+[ggfm)] Pg—I, VaseR", wherePzPT>0

(a) Using the representation f (:13) z 1 225(01):)3: do, show that

mTPf(:1:) + fT(:1:)P:1: g —:1:T:1:, V :1: E R”

(b) Show that V(:1:) : fT(:1:)Pf(:1:) is positive definite for all :1: E R" and radially
unbounded.

(c) Show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable.

4.11 Using Theorem 4.3, prove Lyapunov’s first instability theorem:
For the system (4.1), if a continuously differentiable function V1(:1:) can be found
in a neighborhood of the origin such that V1(0) = 0, and V1 along the trajectories
of the system is positive definite, but V1 itself is not negative definite or negative
semidefinite arbitrarily near the origin, then the origin is unstable.

4.12 Using Theorem 4.3, prove Lyapunov’s second instability theorem:
For the system (4.1), if in a neighborhood D of the origin, a continuously differ—
entiable function V1(:1:) exists such that V1(0) : 0 and V1 along the trajectories of
the system is of the form V1 2 /\V1 + W(:I:) where A > 0 and W(:1:) 2 0 in D, and
if V1(:1:) is not negative definite or negative semidefinite arbitrarily near the origin,
then the origin is unstable.

4.13 For each of the following systems, show that the origin is unstable:

(1) i1 2 33f + @3327 i2 = —332 + 33% + 331332 — 33‘?

- __ 3 - __ 6 3(2) m1 __ —:1:1+:1:2, m2 ~— 331~332

Hint: In part (2), show that I‘ = {0 g 1131 g 1} fl{:1:2 2 113?} fl {1132 g 113%} is a
nonempty positively invariant set, and investigate the behavior of the trajectories
inside I‘.

4.14 Consider the system

331 = 332, 3iU2 = *9($1)($1 + 332)

where g is locally Lipschitz and g(y) 2 1 for all y E R. Verify that V(:1:) :
fowl yg(y) dy + 331332 + 113% is positive definite for all :1: E R2 and radially unbounded,
and use it to show that the equilibrium point :1: = 0 is globally asymptotically stable.
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4.15 Consider the system

3'31 = 3327 $52 = —h1(331)— 332 — @3133); 3'33 = 332 — 333

Where hl and hg are locally Lipschitz functions that satisfy him) 2 0 and yhfly) > 0
for all y # 0.

(a) Show that the system has a unique equilibrium point at the origin.

(b) Show that V(3c) = O“ h1(y) dy + 1133/2 + [0333 h2(y) dy is positive definite for
all :1: E R3.

((3) Show that the origin is asymptotically stable.

(d) Under what conditions on hl and hg, can you show that the origin is globally
asymptotically stable?

4.16 Show that the origin of

. __ - __ 3 3331 ~— 332, 332 ~— —.’El —.’132

is globally asymptotically stable.

4.17 ([77]) Consider Liénard’s equation

9' + hum} + 9(y) = 0
where g and h are continuously differentiable.

(a) Using 1131 = y and 332 = 9, write the state equation and find conditions on g
and h to ensure that the origin is an isolated equilibrium point.

b Using V a: : m g y dy + 1 2 11:2 as a Lyapunov function candidate, find0 2
conditions on g and h to ensure that the origin is asymptotically stable.

(c) Repeat part (b) using V(:1:) : (1/2) [332 +f0w1 My) dy]2 + [0“ g(y) dy.

4.18 The mass—Spring system of Exercise 1.12 is modeled by

My = M9 * kl! — Cl!) — 629191

Show that the system has a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point.

4.19 Consider the equations of motion of an m—link robot7 described in Exer—
cise 1.4. Assume that P(q) is a positive definite function of q and 9(q) : 0 has an
isolated root at q = 0.

(a) With u = 07 use the total energy V(q7 (j) = %q\l(q)c] + P(q) as a Lyapunov
function candidate to show that the origin (q = 0, (j = 0) is stable.
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(b) With u = ”q7 where Kd is a positive diagonal matrix7 show that the origin
is asymptotically stable.

(c) With u = g(q) — Kp(q — (1*) — q, where K29 and Kd are positive diagonal
matrices and q" is a desired robot position in R”, show that the point (q =
(1*, q = 0) is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point.

4.20 Suppose the set 1% in LaSalle’s theorem consists of a finite number of isolated
points. Show that limtnoo 11:0?) exists and equals one of these points.

4.21 ([81]) A gradient system is a dynamical system of the form in = —VV(:1:),
where VV(:1:) = [8V/8$]T and V : D C R" “’R is twice continuously differentiable.

(a) Show that V(:1:) g 0 for all :1: E D, and V(:1:) : 0 if and only if :1: is an
equilibrium point.

(b) Take D = R”. Suppose the set QC 2 {:13 E R” I V(:1:) g c} is compact for every
c E R. Show that every solution of the system is defined for all t 2 0.

(c) Continuing with part (b), suppose VV(:I:) # 0, except for a finite number of
points p1, . . . ,1)... Show that for every solution 113(t), limtnoo 33(t) exists and
equals one of the points p1, . . . , p...

4.22 Consider the Lyapunov equation PA+ATP : —CTC, where the pair (A, C)
is observable. Show that A is Hurwitz if and only if there exists P 2 PT > 0
that satisfies the equation. Furthermore, show that if A is Hurwitz, the Lyapunov
equation will have a unique solution.
Hint: Apply LaSalle7s theorem and recall that for an observable pair (AC), the
vector Cexp(At):1: E 0 V t if and only if :1: = 0.

4.23 Consider the linear system :i: = (A — BR~1BTP):1:, where P 2 PT > 0
satisfies the Riccati equation

PA+ATP+ Q— PBR"1BTP = 0

R 2 RT > 07 and Q = QT 2 0. Using V(:1:) = xTPzr as a Lyapunov function
candidate7 show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable when

(1) Q > 0.

(2) Q : OTC and (A,C) is observable; see the hint of Exercise 4.22.

4.24 Consider the system36
T

3': : f(:1:) — kG(33)R"1(33)GT(33) (QB—E)

36This is a closed—loop system under optimal stabilizing control. See [172].
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where V(:1:) is a continuously differentiable, positive definite function that satisfies
the Hamilton~Jacobi—Bellman equation

av , 18V __1 av T5gf33)+Q($)—133§G(33)R <x>GT<x>(~a—;) =0
(1(1):) is a positive semidefinite function, R(:1:) is a nonsingular matrix, and Is is a
positive constant. Using V(:1:) as a Lyapunov function candidate, show that the
origin is asymptotically stable when

(1) (1(1):) is positive definite and k 2 1/4.

(2) (1(1):) is positive semidefinite, It > 1/4, and the only solution of 3': = f (:13) that
can stay identically in the set {q(3c) : 0} is the trivial solution 33(t) E 0.

When will the origin be globally asymptotically stable?

4.25 Consider the linear system 3': =2 A3: + Bu, where (A, B) is controllable. Let
W = [07 e"AtBBTe"ATt dt for some 7' > 0. Show that W is positive definite and
let K = BTW/”1. Use V(3c) = l/V”1:1: as a Lyapunov function candidate for the
system 3': = (A — BK):1: to show that (A — BK) is Hurwitz.

4.26 Let 3': : f(:1:), where f : R” ——-> R”. Consider the change of variables 2 :
T(:1:), where T(0) = 0 and T : R” -—-> R” is a diffeomorphism in the neighborhood
of the origin; that is, the inverse map T*1(-) exists, and both T(-) and T‘1(-) are
continuously differentiable. The transformed system is

2' :2 f(z), where f(z) : 2—:— (:13)
w:T‘1(z)

(a) Show that :1: z 0 is an isolated equilibrium point of 3': : f(:1:) if and only if
z = 0 is an isolated equilibrium point of 2' = f.(z)

(b) Show that :1: = 0 is stable (asymptotically stable or unstable) if and only if
z = 0 is stable (asymptotically stable or unstable).

4.27 Consider the system

3'31 : —:1:2$3 + 1, 3'32 = 5131333 — $27 533 = 33%(1 — 5’33)

(a) Show that the system has a unique equilibrium point.

(b) Using linearization, show that the equilibrium point asymptotically stable. Is
it globally asymptotically stable?

4.28 Consider the system

3'31 2 _331, 3'32 2 (1131332 — 1):):3 + (331332 — 1 ‘l‘ 33f)332
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(a) Show that :1: 2 0 is the unique equilibrium point.

(b) Show, by using linearization, that :1: = 0 is asymptotically stable.

(c) Show that I‘ z {:13 E R2 I 331332 2 2} is a positively invariant set.

(d) Is :1: = 0 globally asymptotically stable?

4.29 Consider the system

irll—zri’+x2, $2=3m1—m2

(a) Find all equilibrium point of the system.

(b) Using linearization, study the stability of each equilibrium point.

(c) Using quadratic Lyapunov functions, estimate the region of attraction of each
asymptotically stable equilibrium point. Try to make your estimate as large
as possible.

(d) Construct the phase portrait of the system and show on it the exact regions of
attraction as well as your estimates.

4.30 Repeat the previous exercise for the system

:1: _ 7m:
3'31 2 — ~é—tan (Zr—i) + 11327 332 = 331 — §tafl (”“2“)2 2

4.31 For each of the systems of Exercise 4.3, use linearization to show that the
origin is asymptotically stable.

4.32 For each for the following systems, investigate whether the origin is stable,
asymptotically stable, or unstable:

{1.71 2: —.’El + {13% 3.31 2 $2 . 9 2(1) E _$ 2 2 332 ~ Sin 1133 + 3:1[—.,:1:3 —— sat(y)]
2 2 +333 ( ) i ~ ~23: —sat()

11.33 = 1133 — $2 3 ~— 3 y
1 where y : —2:1:1 — 5:132 + 2333

{1.71 2 —2.’El + (Bi) {1.31 2 —.’El

(3) £132 —x2 + 33% (4) 3'32 2 —:1:1 -~:1:2 — 11:3 — 331333
11.33 = —$3 £1.33 2 (£131 + 1)£E2

4.33 Consider the second—order system :i: = f(:1:), where f(0) = 0 and f(:1:) is
twice continuously differentiable in some neighborhood of the origin. Suppose
[3f/83:](0) : —B, where B be Hurwitz. Let P be the positive definite solution
of the Lyapunov equation PB + BTP : —I and take V(:1:) : mTPzr. Show that
there exists c* > 0 such that, for every 0 < c < 6*, the surface V(:1:) : c is closed
and [BV/Bzr]f(:r) > 0 for all :1: E {V(:1:) = c}.
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4.34 Prove Lemma 4.2.

4.35 Let Oz be a class [C function on [0, a). Show that

oz(rl + m) S 04271) + 04273), V 71,7"2 E [0,a/2)

4.36 Is the origin of the scalar system 3': : —:1:/(t + 1), t Z 0, uniformly asymp-
totically stable?

4.37 For each of the following linear systems, use a quadratic Lyapunov function
to show that the origin is exponentially stable:

m at = [07(2) “531$, mm W z [:1 053],

(3)33 : 1—01 —d(t)l$’a(t)22 (4)33 2 la???) glad"
In all cases, oz(t) is continuous and bounded for all t Z 0.

4.38 ([95]) An RLC circuit with time—varying elements is represented by

1 _ 1 R(t)
IE] 2 m$2, {132 ~— — 565331 — m$2

Suppose that L(t), C(t)7 and RU?) are continuously differentiable and satisfy the
inequalities 131 S L(t) S k2, kg S C(t) S 134, and 1% S R(t) S 1% for all t 2 0, where
1:], lag, and k5 are positive. Consider a Lyapunov function candidate

2L(t)
V(t,:1:) : [Rm + mR(t)C(t) 2 2 21131+ 2331332 + @332

(a) Show that V(t, x) is positive definite and decrescent.

(13) Find conditions on L(t), 00?), and R(t) that will ensure exponential stability
of the origin.

4.39 ([154]) A pendulum with time—varying friction is represented by

3'31 2 1132, 3'32 2: ——sin:1:1 —g(t):1:2

Suppose that 90?) is continuously differentiable and satisfies

0<a<a£9ffl£fi<oo and g(t)S7<2

for all t 2 0. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate

V(t,:1:) = %(a sin 1131 + 3:2)2 + [1 + ag(t) — a2](1 — cos £131)
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(a) Show that V(t7 :13) is positive definite and decrescent.

(b) Show that V S —(oz — (1)333 — a(2 — 7X1 — cos £131) + 0(1133113), Where 0(1133113) is
a term bounded by kllxn?’ in some neighborhood of the origin.

(c) Show that the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable.

4.40 (Floquet theory) Consider the linear system 3': : A(t):1:, Where A(t) :
A(t + T).37 Let <I>(-, -) be the state transition matrix. Define a constant matrix B
via the equation exp(BT) : @010), and let P(t) = exp(Bt)<I>(0,t). Show that

(a) P03 + T) = P(t).

(b) <I>(t,7-) : P"1(t) exp[(t — T)B]P(T).

(c) the origin of 3': = A(t):1: is exponentially stable if and only if B is Hurwitz.

4.41 Consider the system

1131:1132, 33222331332+3t+2—3331—2(t+1)3:2

(a) Verify that 3:1(t) : t, 3:2(t) : l is a solution.

(b) Show that if 113(0) is sufficiently close to [ 01 } therl 33(t) approaches [ lag

i—
Aw

t ———> 00.

4.42 Consider the system

3': : ~—a[In + 8(1):) + CECET]CE

where a is a positive constant, In is the n X n identity matrix, and 8(1):) is an :1:—
dependent skew symmetric matrix. Show that the origin is globally exponentially
stable.

4.43 Consider the system 3': = f (:13) +G(:1:)u. Suppose there exist a positive definite
symmetric matrix P, a positive semidefinite function Iii/(:13), and positive constants
7 and a such that

233TPf(:1:) + vP33 + W(:1:) — QamTPG(m)GT(m)P$ g 0, V :1: E R"

Show that With u : —0GT (3:)P3: the closed—100p system has a globally exponentially
stable equilibrium point at the origin.

4.44 Consider the system

3'31 :2 —:1:1+ £132 + (:1:¥+ 33%)sint, 3'32 2 —:1:1— £132 + (:1:¥+ 33%) cost

Show that the origin is exponentially stable and estimate the region of attraction.

37See [158] for a comprehensive treatment of Floquet theory.
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4.45 Consider the system

931 = M0932 — 51(13):]??? 932 = 4100-731 — 90?)???
where MI?) and 90?) are bounded, continuously differentiable functions and g(t) Z
k>0,forallt20.

(a) Is the equilibrium point :1: 2 0 uniformly asymptotically stable?

(b) Is it exponentially stable?

(C) Is it globally uniformly asymptotically stable?

(d) Is it globally exponentially stable?

4.46 Show that the origin of the system

3'31 2—1132—3310—333—333), igzml—mgfl—afi—mg)

is asymptotically stable. Is it exponentially stable?

4.47 Consider the system

3'31 : —¢(t)3:1 + a¢(t)a:2, 3'32 2 b¢(t)3:1 — ab¢(t)3:2 — c¢(t)a:§

where a, b, and c are positive constants and ¢(t) and 1M1?) are nonnegative, contin—
uous, bounded functions that satisfy

¢(t)2¢0>0, Wt)2¢0>0, V1320

Show that the origin is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. Is it exponentially
stable?

4.48 Consider two systems represented by 3': = f (:13) and 3': 2 Mac) f(:1:) where
f : R” ——-> R" and h : R" -—-> R are continuously differentiable, f(0) = 0, and
MO) > 0. Show that the origin of the first system is exponentially stable if and only
if the origin of the second system is exponentially stable.

4.49 Show that the system

3'31 2: —a:1:1+ b, 3'32 = —0332 + 331(05 — 5331332)

where all coefficients are positive, has a globally exponentially stable equilibrium
point.
Hint: Shift the equilibrium point to the origin and use V of the form V 2 1911/12 +
1623/3 + kgyf, where (y1,y2) are the new coordinates.
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4.50 Consider the system

$216023»; f(t70):0

Where [8f/3:13] is bounded and Lipschitz in :1: in a neighborhood of the origin, uni—
formly in t for all t 2 to Z 0. Suppose that the origin of the linearization at :1: = 0
is exponentially stable, and the solutions of the system satisfy

HIL‘UHI S 5019390)“??? ~ to)? V t Z to Z 07 V 11-73030)” < G (4-59)
for some class [CL function fl and some positive constant c.

(a) Show that there is a class [C function oz and a positive constant 7 such that

11-73(13)“ S afIICIICto)H)eXp[—’Y(t ~ t0)]? V t Z 1307‘ V 11-73030)” < C

(b) Show that there is a positive constant M, possibly dependent on c, such that

11-73(13)” S Mil-73030)“ eXPl—WCY? — t0)], V t Z to? V “93030)“ < G (4-60)

(c) If inequality (4.59) holds globally, can you state inequality (4.60) globally?

4.51 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.18 are satisfied with (11(7") 2 kw“,
(12(7") : hr“, and W(:1:) 2 193113311“, for some positive constants Is], 192, kg, and a.
Show that (4.42) and (4.43) are satisfied with M7", .9) = 1m" eXp(—"ys) and of] (ozg(u)) 2
kn, Where k = (kg/k1)1/a and "y = [Cg/(legal).

4.52 Consider Theorem 4.18 when V(t,:1:) : V(:1:) and suppose inequality (4.40)
is replaced by

8V
55f

for some continuous positive definite functions W3(:1:) and Iii/4(1):). Show that (4.42)
and (4.43) hold for every initial state 33(t0) E {V(:1:) S c} C D, provided {V(:1:) g c}
is compact and mama/4,35,, V(:1:) < c.

(23,1103 ——W3(:1:), V W4(:1:) 2 u > 0

4.53 ([72]) Consider the system 3': = f (t, :13) and suppose there is a function V(t, :13)
that satisfies

W1(:1:) S V(t,:1:) g iii/2(1):), V1133“ 2 7" > 0

8V 8V
‘5? + affix) < 0a V ”-73” Z T127"

Where W1(:1:) and W2(:1:) are continuous, positive definite functions. Show that the
solutions of the system are uniformly bounded.
Hint: Notice that V(t,:1:) is not necessarily positive definite.
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4.54 For each of the following scalar systems, investigate input—to-state stability:

(1) :1':==—(l+u):1:3 (2) i=—(l+u)a:3—3:5

(3) i:—x+3:2u (4) 33:113—333+u

4.55 For each of the following systems, investigate input-to—state stability:

(1) 331 = —331+33l$27 i2 : —:1:‘:’—:1:2+u

(2) 3'31 2 —:1:1+:1:2, 3'32 2 —:1:f~:132+u

(3) 5131 = 51327 5E2 : “ff—332+”

(4) 331 = (331 __ 332 + 10(1):? — 1)? C332 = (561+ 332 + WM? — ll

(5) 931 =- ~92] + :I:%T: i2 = —:r2 + 9:1 + u

(5) 331 = —331 T“ 332 + U17 332 Z 331— 333 + U2

(7) 331 == —331+3327 332 = —331—0(331)—332+u

where a is a locally Lipschitz function, 0(0) 2 0, and ya(y) 2 0 for all y # 0.

4.56 Using Lemma 4.7, show that the origin of the system
- 3 - 311:1 : w1131+ 1132, m2 = —:1:2

is globally asymptotically stable.

4.57 Prove another version of Theorem 4.197 where all the assumptions are the
same except that inequality (4.49) is replaced by

8 ..51: + g: f(t,:13,u) : wanes”) + we)
where a3 is a class [COO function and ¢(u) is a continuous function of u with $0) = 0.

4.58 Use inequality (4.47) to show that if u(t) converges to zero as t ——-> 007 so does
33(t).

4.59 Consider the scalar system 3': = —:1:3 + 6“. Show that 113(t) -—-> 0 as t ——-> oo.

4.60 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 4.19 are satisfied for Has” < T and
Hull < Tu with class [C functions on and (12 that are not necessarily class ICOO. Show
that there exist positive constants la] and 192 such that inequality (4.47) is satisfied
for Ha:(t0)H < 131 and SUPtzto Hu(t)H < 132. In this case7 the system is said to be
locally input—to-state stable.
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4.61 Consider the system

$1=$1{[sin<:—§3)]2—1}, $22—$2+u

(a) With u = 0, show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable.

(b) Show that for any bounded input u(t), the state 113(t) is bounded.

(c) With u(t) E 1, 1131(0) = a, and 1132(0) = 1, show that the solution is 3:1(t) E a,
3:2(t) E 1.

(d) Is the system input—to—state stable?

In the next seven exercises, we deal with the discrete—time dynamical system38

was + 1) = we». f(0) = 0 (4.61)
The rate of change of a scalar function V(:1:) along the motion of (4.61) is defined
by

4.62 Resta‘is Definition 4.1 for the origin of the discrete—time system (4.61).

4.63 Show that the Origin of (4.61) is stable if, in a neighborhood of the origin.
there is a continuous positive definite function V(:zc) so that 311(1) is negative
semidefinite. Show that it is asymptotically stable if, in addition, AV(:1:) is nega~
tive definite. Finally, show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable if the
conditions for asymptotic stability hold globally and V(:1:) is radially unbounded.

4.64 Show that the origin of (4.61) is exponentially stable if, in a neighborhood
of the origin, there is a continuous positive definite function V(:1:) such that

6111-73112 S W?) S 621193112, AW-T) S —CBII$112
for some positive constants c1, Cg, and C3.
Hint: For discrete—time systems, exponential stability is defined by the inequality
“113(k)” S 0111310)]l for all Is 2 0, where oz 2 1 and 0 < ”y < 1.

4.65 Show that the origin of (4.61) is asymptotically stable if, in a neighborhood
of the origin, there is a continuous positive definite function V(:1:) so that AV(:1:) is
negative semidefinite and AV(:1:) does not vanish identically for any :1: ¢ 0.

4.66 Consider the linear system 33(l: + 1) : A3303) Show that the following state—
ments are equivalent:

38See [95] for a detailed treatment of Lyapunov stability for discrete-time dynamical systems.
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(1) :1: = 0 is asymptotically stable.

(2) M21 < 'l for all eigenvalues of A.

(3) Given any Q = QT > 07 there exists P 2 PT > 0, which is the unique solution
of the linear equation ATPA — P : wQ.

4.67 Let A be the linearization of (4.61) at the origin; that is7 A : [Bf/83:](0).
Show that the origin is asymptotically stable if all the eigenvalues of A have mag—
nitudes less than one.

4.68 Let :1: -: 0 be an equilibrium point for the nonlinear discrete—time system
33(k + 1) 2 f (113(k))7 where f : D ——-> R" is continuously differentiable and D = {:13 E
R” I Has“ < 7-}. Let C, ’y < 1, and 7‘0 be positive constants with r0 < r/C. Let
D0 = {:13 E R“ I Has“ < 7‘0}. Assume that the solutions of the system satisfy

11220011: Cllx(0)llv’“7 v 22(0) 6 D07 v z: 2 0
Show that there is a function V : Do -—-> R that satisfies

6111-73112 .<. V96) S 621193112
[WC-’13): V(f(-’L‘)) — V(-’L‘) S —63Il$112

IV(:L~) — V(y)l S 641193 — yH (II-”EH + HyH)
for all :13, y 6 Do for some positive constants cl, c2, C3, and c4.



Chapter 5

Input—Output Stability

In most of this book, we use the state~space approach to model nonlinear dynamical
systems and place a lot of emphasis on the behavior of the state variables. An
alternative approach to the mathematical modeling of dynamical systems is the
input—output approach.1 An input—output model relates the output of the system
directly to the input, with no knowledge of the internal structure that is represented
by the state equation. The system is viewed as a black box that can be accessed only
through its input and output terminals. In Section 5.1, we introduce input——output
mathematical models and define L stability, a concept of stability in the input—-
output sense. In Section 5.2, we study L stability of nonlinear systems represented
by state models. In Section 5.3, we discuss the calculation of the £2 gain for a
class of time—invariant systems. Finally, in Section 5.4, we present a version of the
small—gain theorem.

5.1 E, Stability
We consider a system whose input—output relation is represented by

y 2 Hu

where H is some mapping or operator that specifies y in terms of u. The input u
belongs to a space of signals that map the time interval [0, 00) into the Euclidean
space R”; that is, u : [0,oo) -—-> R”. Examples are the space of piecewise con—
tinuous, bounded functions, that is, supt>0 [[u(t)[[ < co, and the space of piecewise

1In this chapter, We give just enough of a glimpse of the inputvoutput approach to enable
the reader to understand the relationship of Lyapunov stability to inputvoutput stability and to
introduce the terminology needed to state the small-gain theorem. For a comprehensive treatment
of the subject, the reader may consult [53], [208], or [162]. rThe foundation of the input~output
approach to nonlinear systems can be found in the 1960’s work of Sandberg and Zames. (See7 for
example, [164], [217], and [218].)

195
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continuous, square—integrable functions; that is, [000 uT(t)u(t) dt < 00. To mea—
sure the size of a signal, we introduce the norm function Hull, which satisfies three
properties:

0 The norm of a signal is zero if and only if the signal is identically zero and is
strictly positive otherwise.

0 Scaling a signal results in a corresponding scaling of the norm, that is, Haull =
a||u|l for any positive constant a and every signal u.

o The norm satisfies the triangle inequality ||u1 + u2|| g ||u1|| + ||u2|| for any
signals in and U2.

For the space of piecewise continuous, bounded functions, the norm is defined as

Hulls,» = sup llu(t)|| < 00tZO

and the space is denoted by £210. For the space of piecewise continuous, square-
integrable functions, the norm is defined by

“Wu: Awwmana<m

and the space is denoted by £72”. More generally, the space [if for 1 S p < 00 is
defined as the set of all piecewise continuous functions u : [0, co) ——-> Rm such that

‘00 1/29Hwa=<fl mmwm) <m
The subscript p in [if refers to the type of p—norm used to define the space, while
the superscript m is the dimension of the signal u. If they are clear from the context,
we may dr0p one or both of them and refer to the Space simply as lip, U”, or L.
To distinguish the norm of u as a vector in the space L from the norm of u(t) as a
vector in R”, we write the first norm as H ~ || 5.2

If we think of u E U" as a “well—behaved” input, the question to ask is whether
the output y will be “well behaved” in the sense that y E liq, where liq is the same
space as L”, except that the number of output variables q is, in general, different
from the number of input variables m. A system having the property that any
“well—behaved” input will generate a “well—behaved” output will be defined as a
stable system. However, we cannot define H as a mapping from £7" to £9, because
we have to deal with systems which are unstable, in that an input u E D“ may

2Note that the norm 1| - || used in the definition of II ' Hfip, for any p E [1, 00], can be any p~norm
in Rm; the number p is not necessarily the same in the two norms. For example, we may define the
Coo Space with llullfioo = 81113120 ||U(t)||1, IIUIILOC = suptzo ||U(t)|l2, 0r “Ulla>0 = suptZO ||U(t)||o<>~
HOWever, it is common to define the £2 space with the 2-norm in Rm.
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generate an output y that does not belong to Lq. Therefore, H is usually defined
as a mapping from an extended space L? to an extended space Lg, where L? is
defined by

L21: {u [ uT ELm,VT 6': [0,00)}
and a7 is a truncation of a defined by

7[7(1t):n{u(t), OStST

The extended space L? is a linear space that contains the unextended space Lm as
a subset. It allows us to deal with unbounded “ever—growing” signals. For example,
the signal u(t) : t does not belong to the space Loo, but its truncation

a ogtgr
u7(t)={0, t>T

belongs to LC>0 for every finite T. Hence, u(t) = t belongs to the extended space
Loos.

A mapping H 2 L? -—-> L3 is said to be causal if the value of the output (Hu)(t)
at any time t depends only on the values of the input up to time t. This is equivalent
to

(Hu)7 : (H717)?-
Causality is an intrinsic property of dynamical systems represented by state models.

With the space of input and output signals defined, we can now define input~
output stability.

Definition 5.1 A mapping H 2 L? -—-> L3 is L stable if there exist a class [C
function oz, defined on [0, 00), and a nonnegatz've constant B such that

MHMHRSGUWJD+B @D
for all u E L? and T E [0, 00). It is finite-gain L stable if there exist nonnegative
constants ”y and B such that

WHWWLSflWNLTB 6%
for all u 6’; L1,” and T E [0, 00).

The constant B in (5.1) or (5.2) is called the bias term. It is included in the definition
to allow for systems where Ha does not vanish at u z 0.3 When inequality (5.2)
is satisfied, we are usually interested in the smallest possible 7 for which there is B
such that (5.2) is satisfied. When this value of ”y is well defined, we will call it the
gain of the system. When inequality (52) is satisfied with some ”y 2 0, we say that
the system has an L gain less than or equal to 7.

3See Exercise 5.3 for a different role of the bias term.
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For causal, L stable systems, it can be shown by a simple argument that

u 6’; LM 23> Hu E Lq

and
HHMMSQWWH+B,Vu€U"

For causal, finite—gain L stable systems, the foregoing inequality takes the form

HHWLSVWWL+B,Vu€£m
The definition of L,>0 stability is the familiar notion of bounded—input—bounded«
output stability; namely, if the system is LC>0 stable, then for every bounded input
u(t), the output Hu(t) is bounded.

Example 5.1 A memoryless, possibly time—varying, function h : [0, 00) X R -—-> R
can be viewed as an Operator H that assigns to every input signal u(t) the output
signal y(t) = h(t, u(t)) We use this simple operator to illustrate the definition of L
stability. Let

h(u) = a+ btanhcu = a+ b €——:~€—~——
ecu + 6—C'LL

for some nonnegative constants a, b, and c. Using the fact

4bh'(u)= —-~———~C—-v—§ Sbc, VuER
(ecu + e—ncu)

we have
|h(u)| 3 (1+ bc|u|, V u E R

Hence, H is finite~gain LC>0 stable with "y = be and fl = a. Furthermore, if a = 0,
then for each p E [1, 00),

A wwmwmsmrfl mmwa
Thus, for each 19 E [1, 00], the Operator H is finite—gain Lp stable with zero bias and
*y = bc. Let h be a time-varying function that satisfies

|h(t,u)| S a|u|, V232 0, Vu E R

for some positive constant a. For each p E [1, 00], the operator H is finitewgain Lp
stable with zero bias and ”y = a. Finally, let

h(u) :— u2

Since 2
swmwmnsbwwmot_>_0 t_>_0

H is LOO stable with zero bias and (1(7’) = 72. It is not finite—gain LC>0 stable
because the function h(u) = u2 cannot be bounded by a straight line of the form
|h(u)l S cylu| + fl, for all u E R. A
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Example 5.2 Consider a single—input—single—output system defined by the causal.
convolution operator

t

y(t) = / h(t — mm) d0
0

where h(t) = 0 for t < 0. Suppose h 6’; £15; that is7 for every T E [0, oo),

“mus. =/ |h7<a>| da =/ |h<a>| dc < oo
0 0

If u 6’; £008 and T Z t, then

lt)l |/\ / mas—an |u<a>| da
0

|/\ /0 lh(t—0)l d0 SUP lu(€7)|=/0 |h(5)| d5 sup |u(0)|
03037 03037

Consequently,
Ill/7H5.» S ||hvllcllluvllcw V T E [0700)

This inequality resembles (5.2), but it is not the same as (5.2) because the constant
7 in (5.2) is required to be independent of 7-. While || hT || [,1 is finite for every finite 7-,
it may not be bounded uniformly in T. For example, h(t) 2 at has ||hT||£1 = (67—1),
which is finite for all 7- E [0, 00) but not uniformly bounded in 7-. Inequality (5.2)
will be satisfied if h 6'; £1; that is,

tz. = / |h<a>| dc < oo
0

Then, the inequality

llyTIILw S llhllcllluTllcwa V T 6 [0,00)
shows that the system is finite—gain £00 stable. The condition Hh||£1 < 00 actually
guarantees finite—gain lip stability for each p E [1, 00]. Consider first the case p = 1.
For t 3 T < 00, we have

[M aim/OT
Reversing the order of integration yields

f: h(t — may) do cits/0 f0 |h(t—0)| |u(c7)|dc7 dt

f0? |y(t)| dt 3 f; wu<a>| /7 who — an dt da 3 f; wu<a>| “hug. da 3 tc. HuTHL.
Thus,

Ill/Tllcl S ||h||cl||u¢llcw V T 6 [0,00)
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Consider now the case p E (1, 00) and let (1 E (1, 00) be defined by 1/p + 1/q = 1.
For t S 7* < 00, we have

mm s /0 |h(t—0)llu(0)ld0
= /0 |h(t — a)|1/q|h(t — a)|1/p|u(0)l d0

U: [h(t — an d0>1/q (/Ot |h(t — 0)[ [u(0)|p d0>1/p

: <||h7||a>1/‘I(/Ot|h<t— a>| |u<a>|p d0)”,
where the second inequality is obtained by applying Holder’s inequality.4 Thus,

(Hz/Tum” = j; |y<t>|p dt
3 /7 (”mum/q (/t mas—an lu(a)l” dc) d:
= (“mum/q f; /0 |h(t—c7)| WW d0 a

By reversing the order of integration, we obtain

|/\

'7'

(nmnmm jo |u<a>|p /7 |h<t— a>| dt dc
(HhTHcdp/q llhvllcl (lluvllcf = (llh7||£1)p(||uv||£p)p

(||y7||£,)p |/\
|/\

Hence,
llyvllcp S ||h||cllluvrllcp

In summary, if Hit” [,1 < oo, then for each p E [1, 00], the causal convolution operator
is finite—gain lip stable and (5.2) is satisfied with y 2 Hit” [,1 and fl = 0. A

One drawback of Definition 5.1 is the implicit requirement that inequality (5.1)
or inequality (5.2) be satisfied for all signals in the input space If". This excludes
systems where the input—output relation may be defined only for a subset of the
input space. The next example explores the point and motivates the definition of
small—signal L stability that follows the example.

4Holder’s inequality states that if f 6 £135 and g 6 £45, where p E (1, 00) and 1/p + 1/q = 1,
then

*T ’r 1/P ’r 1/q
/ |f(t)9(t)| (173$ </ |f(t)|p (it) </ |9(t)|q (it)

0 0 0
for every 'r E [0, 00). (See [14].)
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Example 5.3 Consider a single—input—single—output system defined by the nonlin—
earity

y : tanu

The output y(t) is defined only when the input signal is restricted to

|u(t)| < % V232 0

Thus, the system is not £00 stable in the sense of Definition 5.1. However, if we
restrict u(t) to the set

71'

2

tanr
ly| S T, lul

and the system will satisfy the inequality

tanrHMaS< T>HWa
for every u 6’; [LP such that |u(t)| S r for all t 2 0, where p could be any number
in [1,00]. In the space £00, the requirement |u(t)| g 7’ implies that ||u||£m S 7’,
showing that the foregoing inequality holds only for input signals of small norm,
However, for other lip spaces with p < 00 the instantaneous bound on |u(t)| does
not necessarily restrict the norm of the input signal. For example, the signal

|u|§r<

then

u(t) = re””/a, a > 0

which belongs to [LP for each p E [1, oo], satisfies the instantaneous bound |u(t)| S 7’
while its lip norm

a 1/29wma=r(~> ,1Sp<m
7’?

can be arbitrarily large. A

Definition 5.2 A mapping H : L”? —-> £3 is small—signal L stable (respectively,
small—signal finite—gain L stable) if there is a positive constant 7’ such that inequality
(5.1) [respectively inequality (5.2)] is satisfied for allu E Us" with supOStST ||u(t)|| S
r.

5.2 L: Stability of State Models
The notion of input—output stability is intuitively appealing. This is probably
why most of us were introduced to dynamical system stability in the framework
of bounded—input—bounded—output stability. Since, in Lyapunov stability, we put a
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lot of emphasis on studying the stability of equilibrium points and the asymptotic
behavior of state variables, one may wonder: 'What can we see about input—output
stability starting from the formalism of Lyapunov stability? In this section, we
show how Lyapunov stability tools can be used to establish L stability of nonlinear
systems represented by state models.

Consider the system

i=f(
y=h(

where :1: E R", u E R”, y E R], f : [0, 00) x D x Du -—-> R" is piecewise continuous in
t and locally Lipschitz in (:13, u), h : [0, 00) X D X Du ——-> R9 is piecewise continuous in
t and continuous in (3:,u), D C R” is a domain that contains :1: = 0, and Du C Rm
is a domain that contains u = 0. For each fixed 050 E D, the state model given
by (5.3) and (54) defines an Operator H that assigns to each input signal u(t) the
corresponding output signal y(t). Suppose :1: = 0 is an equilibrium point of the
unforced system

i: = f(t,:1:,0) (5.5)
The theme of this section is that if the origin of (5.5) is uniformly asymptotically
stable (or exponentially stable), then, under some assumptions on f and h, the
system (5.3) and (5.4) will be L stable or small—signal L stable for a certain signal
space L. We pursue this idea first in the case of exponentially stability, and then
for the more general case of uniform asymptotic stability.

Theorem 5.1 Consider the system (5.3)~(5.4) and take r > 0 and ru > 0 such
that {”33” g r} C D and {HuH S ru} C Du, Suppose that

o :1: = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of (5.5), and there is a
Lyapunov function V(t,:z:) that satisfies

ClL‘H2 S V0293) S C2l|93l|2 (5-6)
.353. + 32:. (We) 3 —C3Hasl2 (5-7)

8V
3:1:

for all (t,:1:) E [0, 00) X D for some positive constants C], 62, C3, and C4.

S C4H$|l (5-8)

o f and h satisfy the inequalities

llfCtl-rm) — f(t7-’L“70)l| S Lllull (5-9)
Wt, Wt)“ S m HUSH + 772l|ul| (5-10)

for all (t,:1:,u) E [0, 00) x D X Du for some nonnegatiue constants L, 771, and
772'
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Then, for each 330 with HasoH S rx/cl/cg, the system (5.3)~(5.4) is small—signal
finite—gain lip stable for each p E [1,00]. In particular, for each u E lips with
sup03t Hu(t)H g min{ru,c1c3r/(c2c4L)}, the output y(t) satisfies

Hyvllcp S ’YHUTHLP + 5 (5-11)
for all T E [0, 00), with

1, ifp=oo
c c7=fl2+n124 , fi=mlaso||,/—c§p,wherep= <c1C3 2Qty/p7 ip[l,oo)

0329

Furthermore, if the origin is globally exponentially stable and all the assumptions
hold globally (with D = R” and Du = Rm), then, for each 330 E R”, the system
(5.3)—(5.4) is finite—gain lip stable for each p E [1, 00]. O

Proof: The derivative of V along the trajectories of (5.3) satisfies

V(t,:1:,u) = 98%? + %~:-f(t,33,0) + %%[f(t,33,u) — f(t.a", “)1

S —63Hrrll2 + C4LH-rH Hui!
Take W(t) = V5535]. When V(t,:1:(t)) 7e 0, use W = V/(2W) and (5.6) to
obtain L

C4
we:Wg—E<EE>W+

2 62

When V(t, :1:(t)) = 0, it can be verified5 that

64L

we:

NW)“

D+W(t) g HWM (5-12)

Hence,

mm) s — '25, (33> w+ 239mm
for all values of V(t,:1:(t)). By (the comparison) Lemma 3.4, W(t) satisfies the
inequality

64L te~(t—'r)03/202 u T Twe: 0 H < )H dW(t) g e“tC3/202W(0) +

Using (5.6), we obtain

mm : (Exhale-W262 + 955 / arflca/euow dr
5See Exercise 5.6.
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It can be easily verified that

ll-Tollfirg and sup Hu(0)HSOgagt C2C4L

ensure that Ha:(t)H S r, hence, 33(t) stays within the domain of validity of the
assumptions. Using (5.1 ), we have

mm s W“ + la /0 e—W‘Wuew dr + k3 Hu(t)H (5.13)
where

041/01 fl Cs
7 3 = 7723 a Z

261

C21: = __ l: = \1 Cl ll-Tollm, 2 262

Set
t

91.0?) = 1616—”, Mt) = (”/0 €_a(t_7)llu{7)ll d7, y3(t) = 133 llu{t)ll

Suppose now that u E Lg; for some p E [1, 00]. Using the results of Example 5.2, it
can be easily verified that

||y27||cp : iguana
It is also straightforward to see that

||y37||rp S k3||uv||£p
As for the first term, y1(t), it can be verified that

1, if p = 00

||y17||cp : kip, where p = 1/,
1 .((7,5) , if p E [1, 00)

Thus, by the triangle inequality, (5.11) is satisfied with

k:
W=k3+—:-a B=k1p

When all the assumptions hold globally, there is no need to restrict ”3:0” or the
instantaneous values of ||u(t)||. Therefore, (5.11) is satisfied for each 1130 E R” and
u E lips. D

The use of (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.14 shows the existence of a Lya—
punov function satisfying (5.6) through (5.8). Consequently, we have the following
corollary.
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Corollary 5.1 Suppose that, in some neighborhood of (:1: = 0,u = 0), the function
f (t,:1:,u) is continuously difierentiable, the Jacobian matrices [3f/ 8:13] and [3f/Bu]
are bounded, uniformly in t, and h(t,:1:,u) satisfies (5.10). If the origin :1: = 0 is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point of (5.5), then there is a constant r0 > 0 such
that for each 1130 with “1130” < r0, the system (5.3)—(5.4) is small—signal finite—gain
lip stable for each p E [1, 00]. Furthermore, if all the assumptions hold globally and
the origin :1: = 0 is a globally exponentially stable equilibrium point of (5.5), then for
each 230 E R", the system (5.3)——(5.4) is finite—gain lip stable for each p E [1, 00]. O

For the linear time—invariant system

9'5 = Act—(Bu, (5.14)
= Oct—[Du (5.15)

the global exponential stability condition of Theorem 5.1 is equivalent to the con—
dition that A is Hurwitz. Thus. we have ”we follfvfipg result for linear systems

Corollary 5.2 The linear time—invariant system (5.14)—(5.15) is finite—gain lip sta—
ble for each p E [1, oo] ifA is Hurwitz. Moreover, (5.11) is satisfied with

v = IIDH2 + WWW—”rigi'glf'w'b, B = pllOllmolM / ——-——-§:[§[

1
where

, if p = 00
p =

2Amaz<P)1/p -< p > , 1fp€,[1,oo)

and P is the solution of the Lyapunov equation PA + ATP = —I. O

We leave it for the reader to derive the foregoing expressions for ”y and 5.

Example 5.4 Consider the single—input—single—output, first—order system

i: = —:1:—:1:3+u, 113(0)::130
y = tanh33+u

The origin of i = —:1: — x3 is globally exponentially stable, as can be seen by
the Lyapunov function V(:1:) 2 1132/2. The function V satisfies (5.6) through (5.8)
globally with c1 2 c2 = 1/2, c3 2 c4 = 1. The functions f and h satisfy (5.9) and
(5.10) globally With L = 771 = 772 = 1. Hence, for each 330 E R and each p E [1, co],
the system is finite—gain lip stable. A
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Example 5.5 Consider the single—input—single—output second—order system

331 = 332
3'32 2 —:1:1 — 3:2 — atanhasl + u

y = 331

where a is a nonnegative constant. Use

V313) = 33TP33 = 191133? + 21912331332 + P221133

as a Lyapunov function candidate for the unforced system:

V = *2P12(33§+a331 tanh $1)+2(P11 —P12—P22)331332—2ap22332 tanh 5131—20922 —P12)33§

Choose p11 = 1912 + p22 to cancel the cross—product term 331332. Then, taking p22 2
2pm : 1 makes P positive definite and results in ‘

V = —CE¥ — 33% — am] tanhasl — 2a332 tanhasl

Using the fact that 1131 tanh 11:1 2 0 for all 1131 E R, we obtain

V S —H-’L‘H§ + 2al-‘L‘1l l-‘L‘2l S -(1 — CON-THE
Thus, for all a < 1, V satisfies (5.6) through (5.8) globally with c1 = Amin(P),
62 = Amax(P), C3 = 1 —- a, and C4 = 2HPH2 = 2AmaX(P). The functions f and h
satisfy (5.9) and (5.10) globally with L = 771 = 1, 772 = 0. Hence, for each 330 E R
and each p E [1, 00], the system is finite—gain lip stable. A

We turn now to the more general case when the origin of (5.5) is uniformly
asymptotically stable and restrict our attention to the study of £00 stability. The
next two theorems give conditions for small—signal £00 stability and £00 stability,
respectively

Theorem 5.2 Consider the system (5.3)—(5.4) and take 7’ > 0 such that {HasH _<_
7°} C D. Suppose that

o :1: = 0 is a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point of (5.5), and there
is a Lyapunou function V(t,:z:) that satisfies

Q'1(H-’EH) S V0293) S Gull-TH) (5-16)
8V 3V"5? + game) 3 —oz3(HwH) (5.17)

2’31]. s. Mil-TH) (5.18)
for all (t, :13) E [0, 00) x D for some class [C functions al to (14.
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o f and h satisfy the inequalities

llfCt, tau) — fCta 16,0)ll S a5(HuH) (5-19)
Wt, $,u)ll S ozefllmll) + owfllull) + 77 (5-20)

for all (t,:1:,u) E [0, 00) x D X Du for some class [C functions d5 to (17, and a
nonnegative constant 77.

Then, for each 1130 with HmoH g d;1(d1(r)), the system (5.3)-—(5.4) is small—signal
LOO stable. <>

Proof: The derivative of V along the trajectories of (5.3) satisfies

- 8 V
V(t,:1:,u) 3i;—+%;f(t,a:,0)+%[f(t,a:,u)—f(t,a:,0)]

—oz3(H:rH) + a4(ll$ll)a5(llull)
—(1 — 9)a3(ll$ll) _ 9013(H93H) + (140”)(15 < sup H740“)

OStST

H
|/\

|/\

where 0 < 0 < 1. Set

H = 040:1 (a4(r)oz5 (supggtST Hu(t)H))

and choose m > 0 small enough that {Hull g m} C D“ and .” ,< 9¥;1<“v’1(mll for

supogigl Hamil s m. Then,

V s —<1 — mam-rm, v HasH 2 u
By applying TheOrem 4.18, we conclude from (4.42) and (4.43) that Ha:(t)H satisfies
the inequality '

MW S Mason) +v< sup law) (5.21)093
for all 0 g t g T, where B and ’y are class [CL and class [C functions, respectively.
Using (5.20), we obtain

/\ill/(0H _ as (MU-Toll,” + 7 (0:131; Hu(t)H>> + a7(Hu(t)H) + n

3 a6 (mania) + a6 (27(03111) Hu(t)H>> +a7Cllu(t)ll) +72
_t§7

where we used the general property of class [C functions 6

oz(a + b) S (1(2a) + d(2b)

6 See Exercise 4.35.
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Thus,
llyTHLo. S ”YO (Huillcm) + 50 (522)

where
ao== a6<>27-+-a7 and fih== Q6C2BCH$0Ha0))+‘W

The use of (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.16 shows the existence of a
Lyapunov function satisfying (5.16) through (5.18). Consequently, we have the
following corollary:

Corollary 5.3 Suppose that, in some neighborhood of (:1: = 0,u = 0), the function
f (t,:1:,u) is continuously difierentiable, the Jacobian matrices [3f/8:13] and [8f/flu]
are bounded, uniformly in t, and h(t,:1:,u) satisfies (5.20). If the unforced system
(5.5) has a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point at the origin :1: = 0,
then the system (5.3)—(5.4) is small—signal £00 stable. <>

To extend the proof of Theorem 5.2 to show £00 stability, we need to demon—
strate that (5.21) holds for any initial state 1130 E It” and any bounded input. As we
discussed in Section 4.9, such inequality will not automatically hold when the con—
ditions of Theorem 5.2 are satisfied globally, even when the origin of (5.5) m 63: " m..Lu C," wwwv

uniformly asymptotically stable. However, it will follow from input—to—state stability
of the system (5.3), which can be checked using Theorem 4.19.

Theorem 5.3 Consider the system (5.3)~—(5.4) with D = R” and Du = R”. Sup~
pose that

o The system (5.3) is input—to~state stable.

0 h satisfies the inequality

Hh(t,:1:,u)H S 01101-7311) + a2(llull) + 77 (5-23)
for all (t,:1:,u) E [0, 00) X R” X Rm for some class [C functions Oil, (12, and a
nonnegatiue constant 77.

Then, for each 1130 E R", the system (5.3)—(5.4) is £00 stable. <>

Proof: Input~t0~state stability shows that an inequality similar to (5.21) holds
for any 330 E R” and any u E £006. The rest of the proof is the same as that of
Theorem 5.2. D

Example 5.6 Consider the single—input-single~0utput first—order system

3’: = —:1:—2:1:3+ (1—+—:1:2)u2
332+u
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We saw in Example 4.26 that the state equation is input—to—state stable. The output
function h satisfies (5.23) globally with 041(7’) = 72, (12(7’) 2 r, and 77 = 0. Thus,
the system is £C>0 stable. A

Example 5.7 Consider the single—input~single—output second—order system

331 = —a:‘:’+g(t):1:2
332 = —g(t):1:1—333+u

y = 331 + 332

where g(t) is continuous and bounded for all t Z 0. Taking V = (33% + 113%), we have

V = —2:1:‘] — 2:133 + 2:132u

Using 4 4 1 4331 + 5132 2 ‘2‘][33H2
yields

<. |/\ —H-’EH§ + 2H$H2lUl
= —(1 — 9)][92H‘é — Qllwll‘é + 2ll2lul, 0 < 9 < 1

u 1/3
: ail—amass. VH-rlbz (3‘91)

Thus, V satisfies inequalities [4.445) LIV] (4-49) 0f Theorem 4-19 globally, With
0410”) = 0420”) ‘4“ 7’2, W3C$l = *(1 — fill-73]]? 8110 m7: : (QT/9W?" Hence’ the
state equation is inp.:+-to—state stable. Furthermore, the function n = I, '_ “at"
isfies (5.23) globally with a, (7") = fir, 042 = 0, and 77 = 0. Thus, the system is £C>0
stable. A

53 £2 Gain

£2 stability plays a special role in systems analysis. It is natural to work with square—
integrable signals, which can be viewed as finite—energy signals.7 In many control
problems,8 the system is represented as an input—output map, from a disturbance
input u to a controlled output y, which is required to be small. With £2 input
signals, the control system is designed to make the input—output map finite—gain
£2 stable and to minimize the £2 gain. In such problems, it is important not only
to be able to find out that the system is finite~gain £2 stable, but also to calculate
the £2 gain or an upper bound on it. In this section, we show how to calculate the
£2 gain for a special class of time—invariant systems. we start with linear systems.

7If you think of u(t) as Current or voltage, then UT (t)u(t) is proportional to the instantaneous
power of the signal, and its integral over all time is a measure of the energy content of the signal.

8See the literature on H00 control; for example, [20], [54], [61], [90], [199], or [219].
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Theorem 5.4 Consider the linear time—invariant system

z 03; + Du (5.25)

where A is Humittz. Let G(s) = C(sI — A)‘1B + D. Then, the £2 gain of the
system is $111)n HG(jw)H2.9 <>

Proof: Due to linearity, we set 113(0) :: 0. From Fourier transform theory,10 we
know that for a causal signal y 6 £2, the Fourier transform Y(jw) is given by

you) = [1 mag-M dt

and
YCJ'W) = GCJ'WWCJ'W)

11Using Parseval’s theorem7 we can write

1- oniii/Ha = A yT<t>y<t>dt = 517; [0 Wswmw dw
= 1 00U*<jw>GT<~jw>G<jw>U<jw>dw$-00

(33% HGCjw)H2)2 51;; foo mayo-w) dw
”'00

|/\

z (:21; HG(jw)H2)2 Hula
which shows that the £2 gain is less than or equal to supweR HG(jw)H2. Showing
that the £2 gain is equal to supweR HG(jw)H2 is done by a contradiction argument
that is given in Appendix (3.10. D

The case of linear time—invariant systems is exceptional in that we can actually
find the exact £2 gain. In more general cases, like the case of the next theorem, we
can Only find an upper bound 0n the £2 gain.

9This is the induced 2—norm of the complex matrix C(jw), which is equal to
\/;\max[GT(—'jw)G(j-UJ)] : amaX[G(jw)]. This quantity is known as the Hg>0 norm of C(jw),
when C(jw) is viewed as an element of the Hardy space H00. (See [61].)

10See [53].
11Parseval’s theorem [53] states that for a causal signal y 6 £2,

/ yT<t>y<t>dt=§1;/ Y*<y'w>r<jw>dw
0 ~00
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Theorem 5.5 Consider the time—invariant nonlinear system

3': = f(:1:) + G(:1:)u, 113(0) 2 370 (5.26)
y = h(:1:) (5.27)

where f (:13) is locally Lipschitz, and G(:1:), h(:1:) are continuous over R”. The matrix
G is n X m and h : R” ——-> R9. The functions f and h vanish at the origin;
that is, f(0) = 0 and h(0) = 0. Let ”y be a positive number and suppose there is
a continuously difierentiable, positive semidefinite function V(:1:) that satisfies the
inequality

272 8:1: 2

for all :1: E R”. Then, for each 1130 E R". “i; system (5.26)-(5.27) is finite—gain £2
stable and its £2 gain is less thor or equal to 7, O

T

mv, f,G,h,7) GE :1; f(:r)+—¥1——a—V—G(:L)GT(:1:) (5%) +lhT(:1:)h(:r) g 0 (5.28)

T’Louiz By completing the squares, we have

ll219%nm = ——72as:

T
1 nT/,,\ [3V\

as: 2. {‘7 \7‘7) 112% (”5)
T

+ 5%%G(m)GT(x) (5%) + éflulli
Substituting (5.28) yields

gm) + i‘iaow s genus — gut — 372 1 T 8V T
8:13 2 u—?G($)<6$>

Hence,

Egg—m + €39;v : gems — guy‘s (5-29)
Note that the left—hand side of (5.29) is the derivative of V along the trajectories
of the system (5.26). Integrating (5.29) yields

v<x<~r>> — V(-’130)S ;) /7 Haws dt — g /7 was dz:
where :1:(t) is the solution of (5.26)_for a given u 6 £26. Using V(:1:) 2 0, we obtain

/7 was dz: 3 72 /7 Haws dt + Wire)
0 0

Taking the square roots and using the inequality V a2 + b2“ _<_ a + b for nonnegative
numbers a and b7 we obtain

HyTllfig S 7117171152 + 2VC930) (5-30)
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which completes the proof. D

Inequality (5.28) is known as the Hamilton—Jacobi inequality (or the Hamilton—
Jacobz' equation when S is replaced by =). The search for a function V(:1:) that sat—
isfies (5.28) requires basically the solution of a partial differential equation, which
might be difficult to solve. If we succeed in finding V(:1:), we obtain a finite—gain
£2 stability result, which, unlike Theorem 5.1, does not require the origin of the
unforced system to be exponentially stable. This point is illustrated by the next
example.

Example 5.8 Consider the single—inputwsingle—output system

331 = 332
{1.32 = —a:1:‘:’—k332+u

y=rr2

where a and k are positive constants. The unforced system is a special case of
the class of systems treated in Example 4.9. In that example, we used the energy—
like Lyapunov function V (:13) = cuff/4 + $3 /2 to show that the origin is globally
asymptotically stable. Using V(:1:) = oz(a:1:‘11/4 + 113% /2) with oz > 0 as a candidate
for the solution of the Hamilton—Jacobi inequality (5.28), it can be shown that

f' n d2 1 2
H(l,fi,G,h,’)/)= —al‘o+—2‘:}:§+§ 1132

To satisfy (5.28), we need to choose a > 0 and ’y > 0 such that
2 1—ozlc + ———~ + -2— g 0 (5.31)

By simple algebraic manipulation, we can rewrite this inequality as

2
2 >

7 —2ozk—1

Since we are interested in the smallest possible 7, we choose oz to minimize the
rightwhand side of the preceding inequality. The minimum value 1/1:2 is achieved
at oz = 1/13. Thus, choosing y = 1/k, we conclude that the system is finite—gain
£2 stable and its £2 gain is less than or equal to 1/13. We note that the conditions
of Theorem 5.1 are not satisfied in this example because the origin of the unforced
system is not exponentially stable. Linearization at the origin yields the matrix

[3—1231
which is not Hurwitz. A
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The idea of the preceding example is generalized in the next one.

Example 5.9 Consider the nonlinear system (5.26)~(5.27), with m = q, and sup—
pose there is a continuously differentiable positive semidefinite function W(:1:) that
satisfies12

Qggm) g —lghT(a:)h(:1:), k>0 (5352)
BW T"gm—G93) — h (:13) (5.33)

for all :1: E R". Using V(:1:) = o(:1:) with oz > 0 as a candidate for the solution of
the Hamilton—Jacobi inequality (5.28), it can be shown that

’H(V f G h 7) = r-ozlc+ 22- +l hT(:1:)h(:r), , , , 272 2

To satisfy (5.28), we need to choose oz > 0 and ”y > 0 such that
012 1-— k —- — < 0oz + 272 + 2 __

This inequality is the same as inequality (5.31) of Example 5.8. By repeating the
argument used there, it can be shown that the system is finite—gain £2 stable and
its £2 gain is less than or equal to 1/13. A

Example 5.10 Consider the nonlinear system (5.26)-(5.27), with m = q, and sup
pose (:1e is a continuously differentiable positive semidefinite function W(:1:) that
satisfies13

8W
.. .—— f(a:) _<_ 0 (5.34)
3:13

flags) 2 Wm) (335)
3:1: ‘

for all :1: E R". The output feedback control

u = —ky + v, k > 0

results in the closed—loop system
T

3': = f(:1:)—c(a:)GT(a:) (9g) +G(:1:)'u déf fc(:1:)+G(:1:)v

y =‘ he) = GT<x>(%V§—)T
12A system satisfying (5.32) and (5.33) will be defined in the next chapter as an output strictly

passive system.
13A system satisfying (5.34) and (5.35) will be defined in the next chapter as a passive system.

We will come back to this example in Section 6.5 and look at it as a feedback connection of two
passive systems.
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It can be easily verified that, for the closed—loop system, W(:1:) satisfies (5.32) and
(5.33) of the previous example. Hence, the input-output map from u to y is finite—
gain £2 stable and its £2 gain is less than or equal to 1 /k. This shows, in essence,
that the £2 gain can be made arbitrarily small by choosing the feedback gain I:
sufficiently large. A

Example 5.11 Consider the linear time—invariant system

3’: = A33+Bu

= 0:1:

Suppose there is a positive semidefinite solution P of the Riccati equation

1PA + ATP + —2PBBTP + OTC“: 0 (5.36)
"Y

for some 7 > 0. Taking V(:1:) = (1/2):1:TP:1: and ting the expreSsL?“ [3V/333] =
TTP, it can be easily seen that V(.’l") satisfies the Hamilton—Jacobi equatio:

H(V,A:1:, B, CT) = TTPAT + EgnPBTBPm + nCTCJ: = 0

Hence, the system is finite—gain £2 stable ‘and its £2 gain is less than or equal to
y. This result gives an alternative method for computing an upper bound on the
£2 gain, as opposed to the frequency—domain calculation of Theorem 5.4. It is
interesting to note that the existence of a positive semidefinite solution of (5.36) is
a necessary and sufficient condition for the £2 gain to be less than or equal to 7.14

A

In Theorem 5.5, we assumed that the assumptions hold globally. It is clear from
the proof of the theorem that if the assumptions hold only on a finite domain D,
we will still arrive at inequality (5.30) as long as the solution of (5.26) stays in D.

Corollary 5.4 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 are satisfied on a domain
D C R” that contains the origin. Then, for any 330 E D and any u 6 £28 for which
the solution of (5.26) satisfies 33(t) E D for all t E [0, T], we have

HyTH£2 S VHU’THE2 + 2V(-’L‘o)
<>

Ensuring that the solution :1:(t) of (5.26) remains in some neighborhood of the ori—
gin, when both. HTOH and supOStSTHu(t)H are sufficiently small, follows from asymp~
totic stability of the origin of 3': = f (:13) This fact is used to show small—signal £2
stability in the next lemma.

14See [54] for the proof of necessity.
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Lemma 5.1 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 are satisfied on a domain
D C R” that contains the origin, f (:13) is continuously difierentiable, and :1: = 0 is
an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of d: = f (:13) Then, there is kl > 0 such
that for each 330 with HCEOH g kl, the system (5.26)~(5.27) is small-signalfinite—gain
£2 stable with £2 gain less than or equal to 7. O

Proof: Take r > 0 such that {HCEH g r} C D. By (the converse Lyapunov) The—
orem 4.16, there exist r0 > 0 and a continuously differentiable Lyapunov function
W(:r) that satisfies

a1(ll$ll)S Wfil?) S MUM)
gigs-r) s —Oz3(ll-’EH)

for all HasH < r0, for some class [C functions Oil to (13. The derivative of W along
the trajectories of (5.26) satisfies

W(:1:,u) 3sggmmw‘igyaun f(a.~,0)] : —oz3(H-rll)+kLHuH
—(1 — flood-TH) — 9a3(ll$ll) + 13L 0:31: NW)“3/\

|/\ —<1—6>a3<uxu>, Vllwll2a§1(kL0:gg luau/6)
where la is an upper bound on HaW/BJJH, L is a Lipschitz constant of f with respect
to u, and f‘ < 0 < 1. Similf)? f; Llre prom or iILBOX‘BIIi 5.2, we can appiy Ilicuipffl 1.1.?
to show that there this; T “lass [CL function 5, a class [C function 70, and positive
constants 1:1 and 132 such that, for any initial state 330 with HCEOH g kl and any input
u(t) with supOStST Hu(t)H g 132, the solution $(t) satisfies

Has<t>H s ransom) + 70 (0q
__’7'

Hu(t)H>
for all 0 S t S T. Thus, by choosing 1:1 and 132 small enough, we can be sure that
H3:(t)H g r for all 0 S t S T. The lemma follows then from Corollary 5.4. E]

To apply Lemma 5.1, we need to check asymptotic stability of the origin of i: = f (:13).
This task can be done by using linearization or searching for a Lyapunov function.
The next lemma shows that, under certain conditions, we can use the same function
V that satisfies the Hamilton—Jacobi inequality (5.28) as a Lyapunov function for
showing asymptotic stability.

Lemma 5.2 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 are satisfied on a domain
D C R” that contains the origin, f (:13) is continuously difierentiable, and no solution
ofa': = f(:1:) can stay identically in S = {:13 E D l h(:1:) = 0} other than the trivial
solution 33(t) E 0. Then, the origin ofit : f(:r) is asymptotically stable and there is
In > 0 such that for each 330 with HmoH S In, the system (5.26)—(5.27) is small-signal
finite-gain £2 stable with £2 gain less than or equal to 7. O
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Proof: Take u(t) E 0. By (5.28), we have

V(:1:) = gg—flm) _<_ — éhT(3:)h(3:), V :1: E D (5.37)

Take 7’ > 0 such that Br = {[[33[[ S 7’} C D. We will show that V(:1:) is positive
definite in BT. Toward that end, let ¢(t; :13) be the solution of in = f (:13) that starts
at ¢(0;:1:) = :1: 6 Br. By existence and uniqueness of solutions (Theorem 3.1) and
continuous dependence of the solution on initial states (Theorem 3.4), there exists
6 > 0 such that for each :1: 6 ET the solution ¢(t;:r) stays in D for all t E [0, 6].
Integrating (5.37) over [0, T] for T S 6, we obtain

V(¢(T;-’E)) — VC-r) s — s f; llh(¢(t;w))ll% dt
Using V(¢(T; 113)) Z 0, we obtain

V<x>2%/OT
Suppose now that there is a”: # 0 such that V(£) = 0. The foregoing inequality
implies that

h(¢(t1$)‘l§§ 553

AT [[h(¢(t;§:))[[§ dt = 0, V 7- E [0, 6] => h(¢(t;§:))l: 0, V t E [0, 6]

Since during this interval the solution stays in S and, by assumption, the only
solution that can stay identically in S is the trivial solution, we conclude that
(May?) E 0 => a": z 0. Thus, V(:1:) is positive definite in Br. Using V(:1:) as a
Lyapunov function candidate for 3': = f (:13), we conclude from (5.37) and LaSalle’s
invariance principle (Corollary 4.1) that the origin of 3': = f (:13) is asymptotically
stable. Application of Lemma 5.1 completes the proof. D

Example 5.12 As a variation on the theme of Examples 5.8 and 5.9, consider the
system

1&1 = 5132
562 = —a(:1:1 —%:1:‘:’)— 13332 + u

y = 5132

where a, k‘ > 0. The function V(:1:) : Oz [a(:13§/2 —:1:‘i"/12)+:r§/2[, with a > 0,
is positive semidefinite in the set {[3:1[ 3 V0}. Using V(:1:) as a candidate for the
solution of the Hamilton~Jacobi inequality (5.28), it can be shown that

d2 1 2HCV,f,G. hm) : ——ozlc+ m, + ~ 332
27 2
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Repeating the argument used in Example 5.8, it can be easily seen that by choosing
oz 2 ”y = 1/k, inequality (5.28) is satisfied for all :1: E R2. Since the conditions
of Theorem 5.5 are not satisfied globally, we investigate small—signal finite—gain
stability by using Lemma 5.1. We need to show that the origin of the unforced
system is asymptotically stable. This can be shown by linearization at the origin,
which results in a Hurwitz matrix. Alternatively, we can apply Lemma 5.2, whose
conditions are satisfied in the domain D : {|:1:1| < \/3}, because

332(15) E 0 => 3:1(t)[3 — 33§(t)] E 0 => 3:1(t) E 0

Thus, we conclude that the system is small—signal finite-gain L2 stable and its L2
gain is less than or equal to 1/k‘. A

5.4 Feedback Systems: The Small—Gain Theorem
The formalism of input-output stability is particularly useful in studying stability
of interconnected systems, since the gain of a system allows us to track how the
norm of a signal increases or decreases as it passes through the system. This is
particularly so for the feedback connection of Figure 5.1. Here, we have two systems
H1 : L? -—-> L3 and H2 : Lg -—-> L31. Suppose both systems are finite—gain L stable;15
that is,

”.91a
||y27||c

’YlHehHL—l‘fli; V61 EDS, VTE [0,oo) (5.38)s
s 72||e27||£ +62. V 62 6 £3, v T 6 [0,00) (5.39)

quppose further that the feedback system is well defined in the sense that for every
pail of inputs 11.1 E L? and U2 6 £3, there exist unique outputs e1, yg E L? and
e2,y1 e; 53.16 Define

to [1],]; [ylhe [61]U2 m 62

The question of interest .r. Whether the feedback connection When viewed as a
mapping from the input a to tin output e or a mapping from input a to the output
y, is finite—gain L stable.17 It is not hard to see (Exercise 5.21) that the mapping
from u to e is finite—gain L stable if and only if the mapping from u to y is finiteagain
L stable. Therefore, we can simply say that the feedback connection is finite—gain

15In this section, we present a version of the classical small-gain theorem that applies to finite-
gain L stability. For more general versions which apply to L stability, see [93] and [123].

16Sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions are available in the literature.
The most common approach uses the contraction mapping principle. (See, for example, [53,
Theorem III.3.1].) A more reCent approach that makes use of existence and uniqueness of the
solution of state equations can be found in [93].

17(See Exercise 5.20 for an explanation of why we have to consider both inputs and outputs in
studying the stability of the feedback connection.
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H1 311

92 H2 6’2 + U2

Figure 5.1: Feedback connectidn.

L stable if either mapping is finite-gain L stable. The following theorem, known as
the small-gain theorem, gives a sufficient condition for finite-gain L stability of the
feedback connection.

Theorem 5.6 Under the precedzng assumptions, the feedback connection is finite—
gain L stable if 7172 < 1. ,, <>

Proof: Assuming existence of the solution, we can write

617 = U17 — (H262)77 627 = U27 + (H161)7

Then,

llulvllr, + ||(H262)v||£ 3 Huh”: + 72||€27||£ + 52
||U17||£ + 72 (“WTHL + 71||€17||£ + 51) + 52

= 7172||€17||L +(HU17HL + 72||U2v||£ + 52 + 7251)

Hel'rllfi

Since 7172 < 1,

l“617“: < m—_ 1_ ‘(||U17'||£+72||U2»r||£+52+7251> (5-40). 7172
for all T E [0, 00). Similarly,

H627”: S (|IU27|IL+71HU17HL+51 +7152) (541)1 — 7172

for all 7- E [0,oo). The proof is competed by noting that He“; 3 Mel“; + ||e2||£,
which follows from the triangle inequality. D
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The feedback connection of Figure 5.1 provides a convenient setup for studying
robustness issues in dynamical systems. Quite often, dynamical systems subject
to model uncertainties can be represented in the form of a feedback connection
with H1, say, as a stable norninal system and H; as a stable perturbation. Then,
the requirement 7172 < 1 is satisfied whenever 72 is small enough. Therefore,
the small—gain theorem provides a conceptual framework for understanding many
of the robustness results that arise in the study of dynamical systems, especially
when feedback is used. Many of the robustness results that we can derive by using
Lyapunov stability techniques can be interpreted as special cases of the small~gain
theorem.

Example 5.13 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 5.1. Let H1 be a linear
time-invariant system with a Hurwitz square transfer function matrix C(s) : C(SI~
A)“1B. Let H2 be a memoryless function yg : $03, 62) that satisfies

||¢(t.y)||2 S 72||y||2a V152 0. V y E Rm
From Theorem 5.4, we know that H1 is finite-gain L2 stable and its L2 gain is given
by

71 = sup HGUW)H2
wER

We have seen in Example 5.1 that H2 is finite—gain L2 stable and its L2 gain is less
than or equal to 72. Assuming the feedback connection is well defined, we conclude
by the small~gain theorem that it will be finite—gain L2 stable if 7172 < 1. A

Example 5.14 Consider the system

i: : f(t,:1:,v + 01105))
52' = A2 + B[u + d2(t)]

u‘ L C;

whei g f is a smooth function of its arguments, A is a Hurwitz matrix, -, C‘ 4’1B = I,
5 is a 81110.11 positive parameter, and d1, d2 are disturbance signals. The linear pulfl'
of this model .. epresents actuator dynamics that are, typically, much faster than the
plant dynamics represented here by the nonlinear equation 3': = f. The disturbance
signals all and d2 enter the system at the input of the plant and the input of the
actuator, respectively. Suppose the disturbance signals d1 and d2 belong to a signal
space L, where L could be any Lp space, and the control goal is to attenuate the
effect of this disturbance on the state :13. This goal can be met if feedback control can
be designed so that the closed—loop input—output map from (d1, d2) to a: is finite—
gain L stable and the L gain is less than some given tolerance 6 > 0. To simplify
the design problem, it is common to neglect the actuator dynamics by setting 5 = 0
and substituting v = —C’A’1B(u + d2) : u + d2 in the plant equation to obtain the
reduced—order model

3': = f(t,:1:,u+d)
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where d 2 d1 +d2. Assuming that the state variables are available for measurement,
we use this model to design a state feedback control law a : 7(13, :13) to meet the
design objective. Suppose we have succeeded in designing a smooth state feedback
control a : 703, :13) such that

ll-TllL Sv||d||5+fl (5-42)
for some 7 < 6. Will the control meet the design objective when applied to the
actual system with the actuator dynamics included? This is a question of robustness
of the controller with respect to the unmodeled actuator dynamics.18 When the
control is applied to the actual system, the closed-loop equation is given by

3': = f(t, :13, OZ + d1(t))
62' = A2 + B[*y(t, :13) + d2(t)]

Let us assume that d2(t) is differentiable and 012 E L. The change of variables

77 = z + £1511?t :6} + (1205)]

brings the closed-loop system into the form

3': : f(t, :13, 703, :13) + CM) ~+ (7071
577 = A7; + eA—l + d2(t)]

where
"'y = '85:; + gf(t,$,’y(t,$) +d(t) + 077)

It is not difficult to see that the closed—loop system can be represented in the form
of Figure 5.1 with H1 defined by

it : f(t7$77(t7$)+61)

37~ . _ 87
yl _ fl, _ at + amffifaxafl/(tim) +61)

H2 defined by

. 1
77 : EAT] +A~1B€2

y2 = *077
and

U1:d1+d2:d7 1122012
In this representation, the system H1 is the nominal reduced—order closed-loop sys—
tem, while H2 represents the effect of the unmodeled dynamics. Setting 5 = 0

18 . . . . . . . .. In Example 11.14, We investigate a Similar robustness problem, in the context of stabilization,
uSing singular perturbation theory.
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Opens the loop and the overall closed~loop system reduces to the nominal one. Let
us assume that the feedback function 7(t, :13) satisfies the inequality

(37 37
_... + _... (157337705733) + 61)

for all (t, :13, 61), where c1 and 62 are nonnegative constants. Using (5.42) and (5.43),

S Cl||93||+62||61|| (5-43)at 8:1:

it can be shown that

“MM 3 ’YlHelHL + 51
where

71 = 617+ 62; 51 = 615
Since H2 is a linear time—invariant system and A is Hurwitz, we apply Corollary 5.2
to show that H2 is finite—gain lip stable for any p E [1, co] and

d f
“.02“: S 72||€2||£+52 =e €7f||62||£+fl2

where

)‘mam. 62 : p||C||2||n(0)ll mfg):: 2Av2naac(Q)||A—1BH2HOH2

”f Ann-m)
1, ifpzoo

p: l/(W) p, iplLOO)
and Q is the solution of the Lyapunov equation QA+ATQ : —I .19 Thus, assuming
the feedback connection is well defined, we conclude from the small-gain theorem
that the input~output map from u to e is L stable. From (5.40), we have

1
||61||£ S mlllulllc + 6w||U2|lc +67% + 62]

Using
||93||£ S 7||61||£ + B

which follows from (,1 42), and the definition of u} and 3-4, we Obtain

||rr||c : ,_ ’7 :[lidllc + €w|ld2l|c + 671061 + 521+ B (5.44)
1 )f

It is interesting to note that the right-hand side of (5.44) approaches

VHdHL + B + 752
as e -—-> 0, which shows that for sufficiently small 5 the upper bound on the L gain
of the map from d to :13, under the actual closed—loop system, will be close to the
corresponding quantity under the nominal closed—loop system, A

19P of Corollary 5.2 is taken as 562 so that (aQ)(A/a) + (A/5)T(5Q) = ~—I,
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5.5 Exercises

5.1 Show that the series connection of two L stable (respectively, finite—gain L
stable) systems is L stable (respectively, finite—gain L stable).

5.2 Show that the parallel connection of two L stable (respectively, finite—gain L
stable) systems is L stable (respectively, finite~gain L stable).

5.3 Consider a system defined by the memoryless function y = 111/3.

(a) Show that the system is LC>0 stable with zero bias.

(b) For any positive constant a, show that the system is finite~gain LC>0 stable with
*y = a and B = (1/a)1/2.

(c) Compare the two statements.

5.4 Consider a system defined by the inemoryless function by 11 2 MM), @1121”;
h : Rm —~> R9 is globally Lipschitz. Investigate Lp stability for each p E [1, 00] when

(1.) Ma) 2 0. (2) h(0) ¢ 0.
5.5 For each of the relay characteristices shown in Figure 5.2, investigate LC>0 and

L2 stability.

5.6 Verify that D+l7l/(t) satisfies (5.12) when V(t,:1:(t)) = 0.
Hint: Using Exercise 3.24, show that V(t + h, :1:(t + h)) S C4h2L2HUH2/2 + h 0(h),
where 0(h)/h -—-> 0 as h. ——-> 0. Then, use the fact that c4 2 261.

5.7 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied, except (5.10), which is
replaced by

||h(t.$.'u)|| S m||93|| +772||UI| +773. 773 > 0
Show that the system is small-signal finite-gain LC>0 stable (or finite-gain LC>0 stable,
if the assumptions hold globally) and find the constants 7 and B in (5.11).

5.8 Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied, except (5.10), which is
replaced by (5.20). Show that the system is small~signal LC>0 stable (or LC>0 stable,
if the assumptions hold globally).

5.9 Derive a result similar to Corollary 5.2 for linear time—varying systems. _

5.10 For each of the following systems, investigate LC>0 and finite~gain LC>0 stability:

(1) j: : —(1—+—u):1:3 3': = — 1+u333—335
y=$+u

:i: = —:1:/(1+:1:2)+u j: = —:1:—:1:3+:132u3
( ) y 2 III/(1 + 1132) (4) y = assinu
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A A

V A V

V

(a) Onwoff with hysteresis (b) On~off with dead zone and hysteresis

y“ yin

“:“n “TL“
(c) Ideal onwoff (d) On~off With dead zone

Figure 5.2: Relay characteristics

5,1 1 For eagle of the following systems, investigate £00 and finite—gain £00 stability
. 2 - _ 3 _(1) 3:1 : —:1:1 L 931332, 11:2 — —II:1 — 3:2 + U, y — 11:1

(2) 3'31 2 —:131 + 1132, 3'32 2 —:13‘:’— 332 +45, 3, _ gm

(3) 1'31 = (I1+%)(II$H§—l)a $2=932C||93||§—l)7 y=331

(4) 11'31=—1131—332-l-U17 i32=$1—95§+U27 y=zr1(:1:2+u1)

(5) i1=—m1+m§$2, :1'32=:rl—:1:2+u, y=rr1+u

3(6) all Z 1132, 11.72 2 *371 — 372 ’l‘ U; y I 372

(7) 531 I *331 *3327 562 =331 —333+U7 W) 2331(t—T)

Where T > 0.
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5.12 Consider the system

1131:3327 igz—y—h(y)+u, y=931+932

Where h is continuously differentiable, h(0) : 0, and zh(z) > (122 for all z E R, for
some a > 0, Show that the system is finite~gain lip stable for each p E [1, oo].

5.13 ([192]) Consider the time—invariant system

i7:f(1:,u), y:h(a:,u)

Where f is locally Lipschitz, h is continuous, f (0, 0) : 0, and h(0,0) = 0. Suppose
there is a continuously differentiable, positive definite, radially unbounded function
V(:1:) such that ~

8V
~55f($,u) S —VV(:1:)+ ¢(u), V (:13, u)

Where W (:13) is continuous, positive definite, and radially unbounded, rum) is con-
tinuous, and $0) : 0. Show that the system is £00 stable.

5.14 Let H (s) be a Hurwitz strictly pr0per transit?“ function, and h(t) = £“1{H(s)}
be the corresponding impulse response function. Show List

sup |H<jw>| .<. / |h<t>| dt
wER 0

5.15 For each of the following systems, show that the system is finite—gain (01
small—signal finite—gain) £2 stable and find an upper bound on the £2 gain:

3’31 : x2 1131 = —332
(1) 3'32 —a sin 3:1 — 13232 + u (2) 5132 = 331 — 5132 8834333 — 513%) + 332“y = 3:2 9‘33 = 933 SW93? — 93:3,) — 933“

a > 0, k > 0 y = 3:3 — 11:3,

111 : $2 51.31 I {132

(3) 332 = 1131 — sat(2:1:1+ £132) + u (4) 3'32 —(1 + mfflg — as? + mlu
y = 1‘1 y : 331332

5.16 Consider the system

3312—331—l—w2, 3322—331—0(331)—332+u, y=332

Where a is locally Lipschitz, 0(0) 2 0, and 20(2) 2 0 for all Z 6 R.

(a) Is the system £00 stable?

(1)) Is it finite—gain £2 stable? If yes, find an upper bound on the £2 gain.
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5.17 ([77]) Consider the system

¢=flm+awm, y=mo+Jmm
where f, G, h, and J are smooth functions of :13. Suppose there is a positive constant
7 such that 72] ——~ JT(:1:)J(:1:) > 0 and

BVlTBVQT—lTBVTlT= —- ~ -— — —- ~ <H axf+2lh J+ amalhj J J) h J+ 833G +2h h_0

V :13. Show that the system is finite-gain £2 stable with £2 gain less than or equal
to 7.
Hint: Set

. T
VQI—JT(3:)J(3:) : WT(:1:)W(:1:), L(:1:) 2-. ~ [I/l/J‘F(:1:)]_i [hT(:I:)J(3:) + QEGCQ]

and show that the following inequality holds V a

8V 8V _ _ 1 T 72 T 1 T
833f+ axGU'“ §[L+Wu] [L+Wu]+-é-u u ~2—y y+H

5.18 ([199]) Consider the system

izflo+aem+Kem, yzhe>
where u is a control input and w is a disturbance input. The functions f, G, K,
and h are smooth, and f(0) 2-. 0, h(0) : 0. Let y > 0. Suppose there is a smooth
positive semidefinite function V(:1:) that satisfies

T
gig-fa) + %%E [%K($)KT(33) — G(CB)GT(£C)] <§B~E> + ghT(m)h(3:) S 0

V :13. Slim“? that with the feedback control a 2 —GT (1:)(8V/83:)T the closed~loop

map from w t '} l i ] is finite—gain £2 stable with £2 gain less than or equal to 7,

5.19 ([200]) The purpose of this exercise is to show that the £2 gain of a linear
time—invariant system of the form (5.24)~(5.25), with a Hurwitz matrix A, is the
same, whether the space of functions is defined on R+ : [0, 00) or on the whole
real line R z (—oo, 00). Let £2 be the space of square integrable functions on R+
with the norm Halli:2 = 000 uT(t)u(t) dt and £2R be the space of square integrable
functions on R with the norm Halli” : ff; uT(t)u(t) dt. Let 72 and 723 be the
£2 gains on £2 and £23, respectively. Since £2 is a subset of £23, it is clear that
72 S 723. We will show that 72 :2 723 by showing that, for every 5 > 0, there is a
signal u 6 £2 such that y 6 £2 and HyH£2 2 (1 — e)fy2RHuH£2.
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(a) Given 5 > 0 show that we can always choose 0 < 6 < 1 such that

1—5/2—x/5
21—5

1-6

(b) Show that we can always select 11 E £23 and time 151 < 00 such that
t18

”UNI/2R : 17 ||y||£2R Z 7212(1" ‘2‘); / UT(t)U(t) dt = 6
~00

(c) Let u(t) : u1(t) +112 (15), where 11,1 vanishes fort < 151 and 11,2 vanishes fort > 151.
Let y1(t) be the output corresponding to the input u1(t). Show that

llylllcm > 1—6/2— «5
HU1H£2R — 1 “6

72R 2 (*1 — €)',V2z—z

(d) For all t 2 0, define u(t) and y{t) by u(t) : u1(t +131) and y(t) : y1(t +151).
Show that both u and y belong to £27 y(t) is the output corresponding to
W)? and llyllcg Z (1 — €)72R||U||£2-

5.20 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 5.1, where H1 and H2 are linear
time—invariant systems represented by the transfer functions H1(s) :2 (s — 1) / (s + 1)
and H2(s) : 1 /(s — 1). Find the closed—loop transfer functions from {011422) to
(y1,y2) and from (111,112) to (61, 62). Use these transfer functions to discuss Why
we have to consider both inputs (11,1, 11,2) and both outputs (61, 62) (or (y1,y2)) in
studying the stability of the feedback connection.

5.21 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 5.1. Show that the mapping from
(U1, U2) to (y1,y2) is finite—gain L stable if and only if the mapping from (11.1, 11.2) to
(61, 62) is finite~gain L stable.

5.22 Let d2 (15) : asin wt in Example 5.14, where a and w are positive constants.

(a) Show that, for sufficiently small 5, the state of the closed—loop system is uni—
formly bounded.

(b) Investigate the effect of increasing to.

5.23 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 5.1, where H1 and H2 are given
by

{131 = —1131 '1‘ £62
H1: 1132 == —CE§-—l'2+61 and H22{

91 = 332
Let u2 : 0, u : 11,1 be the input, and y :2 yl be the output.

H —:1:§ + 62
war:

533

H92

(a) Using a: 2 [11:1, 11:2, x3]T as the state vector, find the state model of the system.
(b) Is the system [32 stable?



Chapter 6

Passivity

Passivity provides us with a useful tool for the analysis of nonlinear systems, which
relates nicely to Lyapunov and £2 stability. We start in Section 6.1 by defining pas—
sivity of memoryless nonlinearities. We extend the definition to dynamical systems,
represented by state models, in Section 6.2. In both cases. we use electrical networks
fo motivate the definitions. In Section 6.3, we study positive real and {it“ictly posi~
tive reg: transfer functions and show that they represent passive and strictly pass1v:
systems, resptgtively. The connection between passivity and both Lyapunov and
L2 stability is estaggfi‘ned in Section 6.4. These four sections prepare us to address
the main results of the cmpter, namely, the passivity theorems of Section 6.5. The
main passivity theorem states “hat the (negative) feedback connection of two passive
systems is passive. Under additional "bserVability conditions, the feedback connec—
tion is also asymptotically stable. The passivity theorems of Section 6.5 and the
small—gain theorem of Section 5.4 provide a catheptually important generalization
of the fact that the feedback connection of two stabl; linear systems will be stable
if the loop gain is less than one or the 100p phase is less than 1% degrees. The
connection between passivity and the phase of a transfer function comes from the
frequency—domain characterization of positive real transfer functions, given in Sec~
tion 6.3. There we know that the phase of a positive real transfer function cannot
exceed 90 degree. Hence, the loop phase cannot exceed 180 degrees. If one of the
two transfer functions is strictly positive real, the 100p phase will be strictly less
than 180 degrees. Section 6.5 discusses also loop transformations, which allow us,
in certain cases, to transform the feedback connection of two systems that may not
be passive into the feedback connection of two passive systems, hence extending the
utility of the passivity theorems.

227
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Figure 6.1: (a) A passive resistor; (b) awy characteristic lies in the firstwthird quadrant.

6.1 Memoryless Functions
Our goal in this section is to define passivity of the memoryless function y 2-. Mt, u),
where h, : [0, 00) X R19 -—-> R3”. We use electric netWorks to motivate the definition.
Figure 6.1(a) shows a one—port resistive element with voltage a and current y. We
view this element as a system with input a and output y. The resistive element
is passive if the inflow of power is always nonnegative, that is, if uy 2 C ior all
points (u, y) on its 'uwy characteristic. Geometrically, this means that the uwy curve
must lie in the first and third quadrants, as shown in Figure 6.1(b). The simplest
such resistive element is a linear resistor that obeys Ohm7s law a : Ry or y : Ga,
where R is the resistance and G 2 1/R is the conductance. For positive resistance,
the thy characteristic is a straight line of lpe G and the product uy : Gu2 is
always nonnegative. In fact, it is always positive except at the origin point (0, 0).
Nonlinear passive resistive elements have nonlinear awy curves lying in the first and
third quadrants; examples are shown in Figures 6.2(a) and (b). Notice that the
tunnel~diode characteristic of Figure 6.2(b) is still passive even though the curve
has negative slope in some region. As an example of an element that is not passive,
Figure 6.2(0) shows the u~y characteristic of a negative resistance that was used
in Section 1.2.4 to construct the negative resistance oscillator. Such characteristic
can be only realized using active devices such as the twin tunnel—diode circuit of
Figure 1.7. For a multiport network where u and y are vectors, the power flow
into the network is the inner product uTy : Eluiy, : Eluihi(u) The network
is passive if uTy 2 0 for all a. This concept of passivity is now abstracted and
assigned to any function y :2 h(t, u) irrespective of its physical origin. We think of
uTy as the power flow into the system and say that the system is passive if uTy 2 0
for all a. For the scalar case, the graph of the inputwoutput relation must lie in the
first and third quadrants. We also say that the graph belongs to the sector [0, 00],
where zero and infinity are the slopes of the boundaries of the firstwthird quadrant
region. The graphical representation is valid even when h is time varying. In this
case, the my curve will be changing with time, but will always belong to the sector
[0, 00]. For a vector function, we can give a graphical representation in the special
case when Mt, u) is decoupled in the sense that h,(t, it) depends only on m, that is,
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V V V

u u u

(a) (b) (C)
Figure 6.2: (a) and (b) are examples of nonlinear passive resistor characteristics; (c) is
an example of a nonpassive resistor.

Mm) = 2 ; (6.1)
hp (It, Up)

In this case7 the graph of each component belongs to the sector [0, 00]. In the general
case7 such graphical representation is not possible, but we will continue to use the
sector terminology by saying that h belongs to the sector [0, 00] if uTh(t, u) _>_ 0 for
all (t, it).

An extreme case of passivity happens when uTy : 0. In this case7 we say that
the system is lossless. An example of a lossless system is the ideal transformer
shown in Figure 6.3. Here y 2 Su, where

__ ’Ul __ i1 __ 0 —N”*lsla y‘lwl’ S‘lzv o l
The maftiX S is skew—symmetric; that is7 S —l- ST = 0. Hence7 uTy : uTS’u =
(1/2)uT(s 1' 3T)“ 2-. 0.

N
W dial a «w»+ £1 ' l 2’2.3 + n 2 s172

63 m a H l l 4. ea N‘01

Figure 6.3: ldeal transformer

Consider now a function h satisfying uTy 2 uT<p(u) for some function (pm).
When uT<p(u) > 0 for all u 75 07 h is called input strictly passive because passivity
is strict in the sense that uTy 2-. 0 only if'u :2 0. Equivalently7 in the scalar case,
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v r)

(C)

Figure 6.4: A graphical representation of aTy Z eaTa for (a) 5 > 0 (excess of passiv—
ity); (b) 5 < 0 (shortage of passivity); (c) removal of excess or shortage of passivity by
input~feedforward operation.

the am graph does not touch the a—axis, except at the origin. The term aT<p(a)
represents the “excess” of passivity. On the other hand, if aT<p(u) is negative for
some values of a, then the function h is not necessarily passive. The term aT<p(a)
represents the “shortage” of passivity. Excess and shortage of passivity are more
transparent when h is scalar and (0(a) 2 ea. In this case, h belongs to the sector
[5, 00], shown in Figure 6.4, with excess of passivity when 5 > 0 and shortage of
passivity when 5 < 0. Excess or shortage of passivity “an be removed by the input—
feedforward operation shown in Figure 6.4(c). With the new output defined as
37 = y ‘—— (pm), we have

1&7 = ul — WM] 2 UTMU) — “TWO = 0
Thus, any function satisfying aTy 2 aT<p(’a) can be transformed into a function that
belongs to the sector [0, 00] via input feedforward. Such a function is called inpat—
feedfor’war’d passive. On the other hand, suppose aTy 2 yTp(y) for some function
p(y). Similar to the foregoing case, there is excess of passivity when yTp(y) > 0 for
all y # 0, and shortage of passivity when yTp(y) is negative for some values of y.
A graphical representation of the scalar case with p(y) 2 6y is shown in Figure 6.5.
There is “excess” of passivity when 6 > 0 and shortage of passivity when 6 < 0.
Excess or shortage of passivity can be removed by the output—feedback operation
shown in Figure 6.5(c). With the new input defined as ii = a — p(y), we have

T TfiTy = [U — MD] 9 2 y M) — yTp(y) = 0
Hence, any function satisfying aTy 2 yTp(y) can be transformed into a function
that belongs to the sector [0, 00] via output feedback. Such a function is called
output—feedback passive. When yTp(y) > 0 for all y # 0, the function is called
output strictly passive because passivity is strict in the sense that aTy : 0 only if
y = 0. Equivalently, in the scalar case, the a~y graph does not touch the y—axis,
except at the origin. For convenience, we summarize the various notions of passivity
in the next definition.
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Q:

+
+

§ Cd

Figure 6.5: A graphical representation of uTy 2 6yTy for (a) 6 > 0 (excess of passiv—
ity); (b) 6 < 0 (shortage of passivity); (c) removal of excess or shortage of passivity by
output—feedback Operation,

Definition 6.1 The system y = h(t, u) is

a passive if uTy Z 0.

a lossless if uTy = 0.

e input—feedforwar’d passive if uTy 2 uT(p(u) for some function (p.
0 input strictly passive if uTy 2 uT(p(u) and uT<p(u) > 0, V u # 0.
o output—feedback passive if uTy Z yTp(y) for some function p.

a output strictly passive if uTy 2 yTp(y) and yTp(y) > 0, V y # 0.

In all cases, the inequality should hold for all (t,u).

Consider next a scalar function y = h(t, u), which satisfies the inequality

(1n2 3 uh(t,u) S flu2 (6.2)

for all (t, u), where (1 and B are real numbers with 6 _>_ (1. The graph of this function
belongs to a sector whose boundaries are the lines y = ecu and y = Bu. We say
Lit h belongs to the sector [(1, 6]. Figure 6.6 shows the sector [(1,133 {or f; > 0

and afferent signs of (1. If strict inequality is satisfied on either side of (6.2), we
say that it belongs to a sector ((1,6[, [(1,6), or ((1,6), with obvious implications.
Comparing the sectors of Figure 66 with those of Figures 6.4 and 6.5 shows that a
function in the sector [(1, 6] combines input—feedforward passivity with output strict
passivity since the sector [(1, 6] is the intersection of the sectors [(1, co] and [0, 6].
Indeed, we can show that such a function can be transformed into a function that
belongs to the sector [0, 00] by a sequence of input—feedforward and output—feedback
Operations. Before we do that, we extend the sector definition to the vector case.
Toward that end, note that (6.2) is equivalent to

[h(t,u) — (1u][h(t, u) — Bu] 3 0 (6.3)
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y=OCLI

(a) 06>0 (b) oc<O

Figure 6.6: The sector [01,6] for 6 > 0 and (3) oz > 0; (b) oz < 0.

for all (t,u). For the vector case7 let us consider first a function h(t,u) that is
decoupled as in (6.1). Suppose each component hi satisfies the sector condition
(6.2) with constants m and £1 > cm. Taking

K1 = diag(a1,oz2, . . . ,Ozp), K2 2 diaghflhfig, . . . 5B2?)

it can be easily seen that

Wt, u) — KlulTtt, u) — Kw] s 0 (6.4)
for all (t, a) Note that K 2 K2 — K1 is a positive definite symmetric (diagonal)
matrix. Inequality (6.4) may hold for more general vector functions. For example,
suppose h(t, it) satisfies the inequality

(Wt, U) ~ LUllz S VHUH‘z
for all (t,u). Taking K1 2 L — 71 and K2 2 L + 71, we can Write

W157 U) — KIUlTWtaU) — Kw} = “7105,10— [JUNE — 72HUH§ S 0
Once again, K 2 K2 — K1 is a positive definite symmetric (diagonal) matrix. We
use inequality (6.4) with a positive definite symmetric matrix K : K2 — K1 as a
definition of the sector [K1, K2] in the vector case. The next definition summaries
the sector terminology.

Definition 6.2 A memoryless function h : [0, 00) X R79 ——-> R79 is said to belong to
the sector

0 [0, oo] 7IfuTh(t,u) Z 0.

0 [K1, oo] ifuT[h(t,u) — K1142 0.

a [Gig] with K“ = K; > 0 if hT(t. u)[h(t,u) — KQU] g 0.
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K‘l y = h(t,u) -+

K1V

Figure 6.7: A function in the sector [K1,K2], where K = K2 ——K1 = KT > 0, can be
transformed into a function in the sector [0, 00] by input feedforward followed by output
feedback.

0 [K1,K2] With K: K2 —K1 = KT > 0 if

[h(t,’U,) — K1U]T[h(t,’u) — K2143 0 (65)

In all cases, the inequality should hold for all (t,u). If in any case the inequality is
strict, we write the sector as (0,00), (K1,oo), (0,K2), or (K1,K2). In the scalar
case, we write {05,5}, [a,fl), or ((1,3) to indicate that one or both sides of (62) is
satisfied as a strict inequality.

The safer [0, 00] corresponds to passivity. The sector [53,, 3;] COITGF‘POHdS ‘60 input—
feedI-ward pmflvity With 90(71') 2 Klu. This sector [0,K2] With K2 = (1/O)1 ) u
corresponds to output jfiCt passivity with p(y) 2 6y. We leave it to the reader
(Exercise 6.1) to verify that a Iunjfinn in the sector [K1, K2] can be transformed into
a function in the sector [0, 00] by input reflforward followed by output feedback, as
shown in Figure 6.7.

6.2 State Models

Let us now define passivity for a dynamical system represented by the state model

a" : f(:z:,u)

y : h<$7u)

where f : R" X R79 ——-> R" is locally Lipschitz, h : R" x R79 ——> R79 is continuous,
f(0, 0) = 0, and h(0,0) = 0. The system has the same number of inputs and
outputs. The following RLC circuit motivates the definition.

Example 6.1 The RLC circuit of Figure 6.8 features a voltage source connected
to an RLC network with linear inductor and capacitor and nonlinear resistors. The
nonlinear resistors l and 3 are represented by their u—i characteristics i1 = h1(u1)
and i3 = h3(’l}3), while resistor 2 is represented by its i—u characteristic 112 = h2(i2).
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We take the voltage u as the input and the current y as the output. The product
uy is the power flow into the network. Taking the current 1131 through the inductor
and the voltage 332 across the capacitor as the state variables, we can write the state
model as

LII-31 = U—h2($1)—.’E2

031.32 = 1131 —- h3($2)

y = 331 + h1 (U)

The new feature of an RLC network over a resistive network is the presence of the
energy-storing elements L and C. The system is passive if the energy absorbed by
the network over any period of time [0,13] is greater than or equal to the increase in
the energy stored in the network over the same period; that is,

/0 u<s>y<s> ds 2 v<m<t>> ~ V<as<0>> (6.8)
where V(:1:) = (1/’2)L:13:f + (1/2)C:1:% is the energy stored in network. If (6.8) holds
with strict inequality, then the difference between the absorbed energy and the
increase in the stored energy must be the energy dissipated in the resistors. Since
(6.8) must hold for every t 2 0, the instantaneous power inequality

u(tn/(15) 2 W93“)? u(15)) (6-9)
must hold for all t; that is, the power flow into the network must be greater than or
equal to the rate of change of the energy stored in the network. We can investigate
inequality (6.9) by calculating the derivative of V along the trajectories of the
system. We have

V = [111311131 + 011323.32 = $1M —- h2($1) — £132] + $2[£E1— h3($2)]

:— 3:1[u — h2(:1:1)] — $2h3(332)
= [331 + 111(u)]u — uh1(u) — $1h2(3:1) — x2h3(332)
= uy — uh1(u) — $1h2(3:1) — $2h3(332)

Thus, _
uy = V + uh1(u) + $1h2(:131)+ $2h3(332)

If h, hg, and hg are passive, Mg 2 V and the system is passive. Other possibilities
are illustrated by four different special cases of the network.

Case 1: If h1 2 h2 2 h3 = 0, uy = V and there is no energy dissipation in the
network; that is, the system is lossless.

Case 2: If hg and fig belong to the sector [0, 00],

uy 2 V + uh1(u)
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’02 :2 h2(’l;2) L

Wm

y 7:2 +172“ ’13];

+ + + +
HQ {71:21 2 h1(’Ul) '00:: C 173;???) : h3(’(73)

Figure 6.8: RLC circuit of Example 6.1.

The term ah1(a) could represent excess or shortage of passivity. If ah1(a) > 0
for all a 75 0, there is excess of passivity since the energy absorbed over [0, t]
will be greater than the increase in the stored energy, unless the input u(t) is
identically zero. This is a case of input strict passivity. On the other hand,
if ah1(a) is negative for some values of a, there is shortage of passivity. As
we saw with memoryless functions, this type of excess or shortage of passivity
can be removed by input feedforward shown in Figure 6.4(c).w“

Case 3: Ifh1= 0 and fly, E [0, 00],

My 2 V + yh2(y)
WIxcess or shortage of passivity of hg results in the same property for the
networll. iMace again, as with memoryless functions. this type of excess or
shortage of passnllf can be removed by output feedback, as in Figure 6.5(c).
When yh2(y) > 0 for all y # 0, we have output strict passivity because the
energy absorbed over [0, t] will be greater than the increase in the stored
energy, unless the output y(t) is identically zero.

Case 4: If hl E [0, 00], hg E (0, 00), and h3 E (0, oo),

ay 2 V + 3:1h2(:131) + 3:2h3(:132)

where $1h2(331) + CEt (1132) is a positive definite function of :13. This is a case
of state strict passivity because the energy absorbed over [0, t] will be greater
than the increase in the stored energy, unless the state 33(t) is identically
zero. A system having this property is called state strictly passive or, simply,
strictly passive. Clearly, there is no counterpart for state strict passivity in
memoryless functions since there is no state.

A
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Definition 6.3 The system (6,6)—(6.7) is said to be passive if there exists a contin~
uously difierentiable positive semideflnite function V(:1:) (called the storage function)
such that

uTy Z V : ~5——f(:1:,u), V(:1:,u)€ R” X R79 (6.10)
:1:

Jldoreover, it is said to be

a lossless ifuTy = V.

a input—feedforward passive if uTy Z V + uT<p(u) for some function (,0.

0 input strictly passive if uTy Z V + uTLp(u) and uT<p(u) > 0, V u 75 0.

a output—feedback passive if uTy 2 V + yTp(y) for some function p.

0 output strictly passive if uTy Z V + yTp(y) and yTp(y) > 0, V y 7% C.

a strictly passive if uTy Z V + $95) for some positive definite function it,

In all cases, the inequality should hold for all (4511;).

Definition 6.3 reads almost the same as Definition 6.1 for memoryless functions.
except for the presence of a storage function V(:1:) If we adopt the convention
that V(:1:) = 0 for a memoryless function, Definition 6.3 can be used for both state
models and memoryless functions.

Example 6.2 The integrator of Figure 6.9(a), represented by

3': = u, y = :1:

is a. lossless system since, with V(x) = (1 /2):1:2 as the storage function, we have
uy = V. When a memoryless function is connected in parallel with the integrator,
as shown in Figure 6.9(b), the system is represented by

ciszu, y=as+h(u)

Clearly, the system is input—feedforward passive since the parallel path h(u) can
be cancelled by feedforward from the input. With V(:1:) : (1/2):1:2 as the storage
function, we have uy = V+uh(u). If h E [0, co], the system is passive. If uh(u) > 0
for all u % 0, the system is input strictly passive. When the loop is closed around an
integrator with a memoryless function, as in Figure 6.9(c), the system is represented
by

:i:=—h(:1:)+u, y=33
Plainly, the system is output—feedback passive since the feedback path can be can~
celled by a feedback from the output. With V(:1:) 2: (1 /2):1:2 as the storage function,
we have uy : V + yh(y). If h E [0, co], the system is passive. If yh(y) > 0 for all
y 75 0, the system is output strictly passive. A
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= no I

(a) (b) (C)

Figure 6.9: Example 6.2

L f m: m.) .9... .35.. 1 '73: lit) 1;

Figure 6.10: Example 6.3

Example 6.3 The cascade connection of an integrator and a passive memoryless
function, shown in Figure 6.10(a)7 is represented by

:isza, y=h(a:)

Passivity of ,1: guarantees that fox h(o) do 2 0 for all :13. With V(:1:) = f; 71(0) do
as the storage function. We have V = h(:1:):i: 2 ya. Hence7 the system is lossless.
Suppose now the integrator is repiaff’l bV the transfer function l/(as + 1) with
a > 0, as shown in Figure 6.1003). The syStein Tan be represented by the state
model

aiz—m—l-a, y=h(:r)

With V(:1:) = a fox h(o) do as the storage function, we have

V = h(:1:)(—:1: + a) 2 ya — 33h(3:) S ya

Hence, the system is passive. When 33h(:1:) > 0 for all :1: 7E 07 the system is strictly
passive. A

6.3 Positive Real Transfer Functions

Definition 6.4 A p x p proper rational transfer function matrix G(s) is called
positive real if

a poles of all elements of G(s) are in Re[s] g 0,
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o for all real to for which jw is not a pole of any element of G(s), the matrix
G(jw) + GT(—jw) is positive semidefinite, and

a any pure imaginary pole jw of any element of G(s) is a simple pole and the
residue matrix limSnJ-Ms — jw)G(s) is positive semidefinite Hermitian.

The transfer function G (s) is called strictly positive real 1 if G (s —e) is positive real
for some 5 > 0.

When p = l, the second condition of Definition 6.4 reduces to Re[G(jw)] Z
0, V w E R, which holds when the Nyquist plot of of G(jw) lies in the closed right—
half complex plane. This is a condition. that can be satisfied only if the relative
degree of the transfer function is zero or one.2

The next lemma gives an equivalent characterization of strictly positive real
transfer functions.

Lemma 6.1 Let G(s) be a p x p proper rational transfer function matrix, and
suppose det [G(s) + GT(—s)] is not identically zero.3 Then, G(s) is strvimflg positive
real if and only if

0 C(s) is Hurwitz; that is, poles of all elements ofG(s) have negative real parts,

0 G(jw) + GT(—jw) is positive definite for all to E R, and

0 either G(oo) + GT(oo) is positive definite or it is positive semidefinite and
limwxoo w2A1T[G(jw)+GT(—jw)]M is positive definite for any p>< (p—q) full—
rank matrix M such that MT[G(OO)+GT(OO)]M = 0, where q = rank[G(oo)+
GT(00)lv

Proof: See Appendix 0.11.

If G(oo) + GT(oo) = 0, we can take M' = I. In the scalar case (p = 1), the
frequency—domain condition of the lemma reduces to Re[G(jw)] > 0 for all to E R
and either G(oo) > 0 or G(oo) = 0 and limwnoowQRe[G(jw)] > 0.

Example 6.4 The transfer function G(s) : 1/ s is positive real since it has no
poles in Re[s] > 0, has a simple pole at s = 0 whose residue is 1, and

Renown = Re [3—] = o, v w 7e 0
3w

1The definition of strictly positive real transfer functions is not uniform in the literature. (See
[206] for various definitions and the relationship between them.)

2The relative degree of a rational transfer function 0(8) 2 n(s)/d(s) is deg d — deg n. For a
proper transfer function, the relative degree is a nonnegative integer.

3Equivalent1y, 0(8) + GT(—s) has a normal rank p over the field of rational functions of s.
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It is not strictly positive real since 1/(5 — a) has a pole in Re[s] > 0 for any 5 > 0.
The transfer function G(s) : 1/ (s + a) with a > 0 is positive real, since it has no
poles in Re[s] Z 0 and

Since this is so for every a > 0, we see that for any 5 E (0, a) the transfer function
C(s — a) = 1/(5 + a — 5) will be positive real. Hence, C(s) = 1/(5 + a) is strictly
positive real. The same conclusion can be drawn from Lemma 6.1 by noting that

2

lim w2R6[G(jw)] = lim -— w a
w~fim w*fiwlu2%-a2 =a>0

The transfer function 1

52 + s + 1
is not positive real because its relative degree is two. We can see it also by calculating

C(s) :

1—w2
m<0,Vlw1>1

Consider the 2 x 2 transfer function matrix

G<S>=311HH
We cannot apply Lemma 6.1 because det[G(s) + GT(—s)] E 0 V s. However7 G(s)
is strictly positive real7 as can be seen by checking the conditions of Definition 6.4.
Note [4s for s < 1, the poles of the elements of C(s —~ 5) are in Re[s] < 0 and

5361630t =

H._ 2(1 — 5) 1 1 1. _ I _[ _ u, .. E\ m

Gm” ehalj ’ w2+(1—e)2l1 1
is positive semidefinite for all w E R. Similarly, it can l“'-e seen that the 2 x 2 transfer
function matrix

1 s 1

is strictly positive real. This time, however, det[G(s) + GT(—s)] is not identically
zero, and we can apply Lemma 6.1 to arrive at the same conclusion by noting that
G(oo) + GT(oo) is positive definite and

G<jw>+GT<—jw>= 2 [”2 ‘jwlw? + 1 jw 2mg + 1
is positive definite for all w E R. Finally, the 2 X 2 transfer function matrix

“4..
3+1 3+ NJ

G(s) : 2
3+2 8+1
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has

It can be verified that

2 2 __2.-
. T ‘ 1—fw2 4+5;

0W) + 0 (*JW) =
2jw 4

4+w2 1+a}2

is positive definite for all to E R. Taking MT = [ 0 1 ], it can be verified that

lim wQMT[G(jw) + GT(-jw)]M = 4
W'aOO

Consequently, by Lemma 6.1, we conclude that G(s) is strictly positive real. A

Passivity properties of positive real transfer functions can be shown by using the
next two lemmas7 which are known, respectively, as the positive real lemma and the
Kalman~ YalcubovichfiPopov lemma. The lemmas give algebraic characterization of
positive real and strictly positive real transfer functions.

Lemma 6.2 (Positive Real) Let G(s) : C(sI —— A)“1B + l) b; n '7? X p transfer
function matrix where (AB) is controllable and (A, C) is observable. inc“ G(s)
is positive real if and only if there exist matrices P 2 PT > 0, L, and W such tie t

PA+ATP = ~LTL (6.11)
PB = CT—LTW (6.12)

WW 2 D+DT (6.13)

<>

Proof: See Appendix 0.12.

Lemma 6.3 (KalmanMYakubovich—«Popofl Let G(s) : C(sI——A)"1B+D be a
p X 2? transfer function matrix, where (A, B) is controllable and (A, C) is observable.
Then, G(s) is strictly positive real if and only if there exist matrices P 2 PT > 0,
L, and W, and a. positive constant 5 such that

PA + ATP = ~LTL ~ SP (614)
PB = CT ~ LTW (6.15)

WW 2 D + DT (6.16)

O
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Proof: Suppose there exist P : PT > 0, L, W, and 5 > 0 that satisfy (614)
through (616). Set a 2 5/2 and recall that 0(3 —— a) : 0(3I —— MI —— A)“1B + D.
From (6.14), we have

P(A + a1) + (A + aI)TP = —LTL (6.17)
It follows from Lemma 6.2 that 0(3 ~—- a) is positive real. Hence, 0(3) is strictly
positive real, On the other hand, suppose 0(3) is strictly positive real. There exists
a > 0 such that 0(3 — a) is positive real° It follows from Lemma 6.2 that there
are matrices P :2 PT > 0, L, and W, which satisfy (615) through (6.17). Setting
5 = 2a shows that P, L, W, and 5 satisfy (614) through (6.16). D

Lemma 6.4 The linear time—invariant minimal realization

a = A2: + Bu
3/ : 02: + Du

with 0(3) 2 C(3I — A)“1B + Dis
0 passive if 0(3) is positive real;

a strictly passive if 0(3) is strictly positive real.
0

Proof: Apply Lemmas 6.2 and 63, respectively, and use V(a:) = (1/2)a:TPa: as
the storage function.

uTy —- gig—(Ax + Bu) : uT(Ca: + Du) —— xTP(Aa? + Bu)

2 uTCa: + éuT(D + DT)u —- éxTUDA + ATP)JJ —- xTPBu
= uT(BTP + WTL)a: +3 §uTWTWu

+ éxTLTLx + éexTPa: —— xTPBu
: —%(La: + Wu)T(La: + Wu) + éexTPa: Z §5$TP27

In the case of La “ma 6.2, 5 = 0, and we conclude that the system is passive, while in
the case of Lemma C 3, 5 > 0, and we conclude that the system is strictly passive, D

6.4 £2 and Lyapunov Stability

In this section, we study £2 and Lyapunov stability of passive systems of the form

i : f (at, u) (6.18)
y : h(a:, u) (619)

where f 2 R” X RP ——> R” is locally Lipschitz, h 2 R“ X RP ——> RP is continuous,
f(0,0) = 0, and h(0,0) : 0.
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Lemma 6.5 If the system (6.18)—(6.19) is output strictly passive with uTy _>_ V +
(lg/Ty, for some 5 > 0, then it is finite—gain £2 stable and its £2 gain is less than or
equal to 1/5.

Proof: The derivative of the storage function V(a:) satisfies

., 1 1 5f 11* T :~_“ ~ T,__ ____T ___Tl S u y 5y y 25W 51/) (a 5y)+25u u 23/ y

Thus,
25v<x<o>>

where we used the facts that V( _>_ 0 and Va2 —‘« L: g a + b for nonnegative
numbers a and b. D

llyTllcg S lluvllag +l5
56)

Lemma 6.6 If the system (6.18)—~(6.19) is passive with a positive definite storage
function V(l‘), then the origin ofi : f(a:,0) is stable.

Proof: Take V as a Lyapunov function candidate for p = f (at, 0). Then V g 0. D

To show asymptotic stability of the origin of i = f (at, 0), we need to either show
that V is negative definite or apply the invariance principle. In the next lemma, we
apply the invariance principle by considering a case where V = 0 when y = 0 and
then require the additional property that

y(t) E 0 :> 27(t) E 0 (620)

for all solutions of (6.18) when u = 0. Equivalently, no solutions of p : f (27,0)
can stay identically in S = {27 E R” I h(a:,0) : 0}, other than the trivial solution
$(t) E 0. The property (620) can be interpreted as an observability condition.
Recall that for the linear system

i 2 A27, 3/ 2 Ca:

observability is equivalent to

y(t) : CeAta:(0) E 0 <=> 27(0) 2 0 <=> 27(t) E 0

For easy reference, we define (6.20) as an observability property of the system.
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Definition 6.5 The system (6.18)-(6,19) is said to be zero—state observable if no
solution of d: : f(a:,0) can stay identically in S = {27 E R” | h(a:,0) = 0}, other
than the trivial solution 27(t) E 0.

Lemma 6.7 Consider the system (6.18)~(6.19). The origin of 2': : f(a:,0) is
asymptotically stable if the system is

o strictly passive or

0 output strictly passive and zero«state observable.

Furthermore, if the storage function is radially unbounded, the origin will be globally
asymptotically stable. 0

Proof: gupoose the‘system is strictly passive and let V(a:) be its storage function.
Then, with u = 0, V satisfies the inequality V _<_ ~Lb(a:), where 1b(a:) is positive
definite. We can use this inequality to show that V(a:) is positive definite. In
particular, for any a: E R”, the equation 2': = f (at, 0) has a solution ¢>(t; 2:), starting
from m at t = 0 and defined on some interval [0,5]. Integrating the inequality
V g with) yields

we, 26)) ~ Was) 2 —— f; we; 27)) dt, v T ; 5n, 51
Using V(¢>(r, 27)) Z 0, we obtali:

Va) 2. finance» d2:
Suppose now that there is f # 0 such that V(f) : 0. The foregoing inequality
implies

/0T1b(¢>(t;i))dt=0, Vr€[0,6] :;> manage e <b(t;i).=_0 z,» 32:0

which contradicts the claim that i # 0. Thus, V(a:) > 0 for all a: # 0. This qualifies
V(a:) as a Lyapunov function candidate, and since V(a:) S —Lb(a:), we conclude that
the origin is asymptotically stable.

Suppose now the system is output strictly passive and let V(a:) be its storage
function. Then, with u =2 0, V satisfies the inequality V S ~yTp(y), where yTp(y) >
0 for all y # 0. By repeating the preceding argument, we can use the inequality to
show that V(a:) is positive definite. In particular, for any a: E R“, we have

We) 2 f; was;bandwagon» dt
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Suppose now that there is i # 0 such that V(T) = 0. The foregoing inequality
implies

/ hT<<Z>(t;i)70)p(h(¢>(t;55)90)) d2: = o, v T <—: [0,5] :> h(¢>(t;55),0) a 0
0

which, due to zero—state observability, implies

q')(t;T)EO : i=0

Hence, V(a:) > 0 for all a: # 0. This qualifies V(a:) as a Lyapunov function can—
didate, and since V(a:) S wyTp(y) and y(t) E 0 :> 27(15) E 0, we conclude by
the invariance principle that the origin is asymptotically stable. Finally, if V(a:) is
radially unbounded, we can infer global asymptotic stability from Theorem 4.2 and
Corollary 4.2, respectively. , D

Example 6.5 Consider the p—input—-p—output system4

i: = f(x)+G(T)u
y = MIC)

where f is locally Lipschitz, G and h are continuous, 1(0) 2 0, and h(0) : 0,
Suppose there is a continuously differentiable positive semidefinite function V(a:)
such that

8V 3V_—-. < __.. : T -32: (at) M 0, (3‘2: C(27) h (l)

8V . 6V (9V, T _. __~ _ = T _. __~ _. T z _. __~u y a, W) + Gem u he) 8,, f(x) h (you ,, f<x> 2 0
which shows that the system is passive. If V(a:) is positive definite, we can conclude
that the origin of d: = f (at) is stable. If we have the stronger condition

52-; (2:) s ~khT<x>h<xi flax) = WC)32:

for some is > 0, then

u y * jlft’c) + GWU] Z kyTy
and the system is output strictly passive with p(y) 2 kg. It follows from Lemma 6.5
that the system is finite-gain £2 stable and its £2 gain is less than or equal to 1/16.
If, in addition, the system is zero-state observable, then the origin of d: : f (at) is
asymptotically stable. Furthermore, if V(a:) is radially unbounded, the origin will
be globally asymptotically stable. A

4E2 stability of this system was studied in Examples 5.9 and 5.10.
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Example 6.6 Consider the single-input—single—output system5

2'71 = 172
2'72 2 —aa:‘:’ —— [€272 + u

y : 372

Where a and k are positive constants. Consider also the positive definite, radially
unbounded function V(a:) : (1 /4)ax‘f + (1/ 2)x§ as a storage function candidate.
The derivative V is given by

V = axi’xg + Jab—ax? —— 192:2 + u) : ~ky2 + yu

Therefore, the system is output strictly passive With p(y) : ky. It follows from
Lemma 6.5 that the system is finite-gain £2 stable With £2 gain less than or equal
to 1/19. Moreover, When u = 0,

y(t)EO :> x2(t)EO :> ax§(t)_=.0 :> x1(t)EO

Hence, the system is zero-state observable. It follows from Lemma 6.7 that the
origin of the unforced system is globally asymptotically stable. A

6.5 Feedback Systems: Passivity Theorems
Consider the feedback connection of Figure 6.11 Where each of the feedback com-
ponents H1 and H2 is either a time-invariant dynamical system represented by the
state model

ii = fi($i,€i) (6.21)
yi = hi(fl7i,€i) (6.22)

or a (possibly time-varying) memoryless function represented by

y. halt, c.) (6.23)

In describing the feedback connection of Figure 6.11 it should be noted that ul,
yl, 11,2, and y2 could be vectors of the same dimension. We are interested in using
passivity properties of the feedback components H1 and H2 to analyze stability of
the feedback connection. We will study both £2 and Lyapunov stability. We require
the feedback connection to have a well-defined state model. When both components
H1 and H2 are dynamical systems, the closed~loop state model takes the form

it : f(x,u) (6.24)
y : h(a:,u)

5L2 and Lyapunov stability of this system were studied in Examples 5.8 and 4.9.
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+162

Figure 611: Feedback connection.

x=lx1lw=lml andy=lyll2:2 U2 3/2

We assume that f is locally Lipschitz, h is continuous, f (0, 0) = 0, and h(0, 0) = 0.
It can be easily verified that the feedback connection will have a well—defined state
model if the equations

Where

61 2 U1 m I7L2($2,82) (6-26)

62 = 1&2 +1, ) (6-27)

have a unique solution (e1, 62) for every (2:1, x2,u1,u2). the, prcperties ffO-O) : 0
and h(0,0) = 0 follow from fi(0,0) = 0 and hi(0,0) = 0. It is also easy to If“
that (6.26) and (6.27) Will always have a unique solution if hl is independent of e1
or hg is independent of 62. In this case, the functions f and h of the closed—loop
state model inherit smoothness properties of the functions f, and h, of the feedback
components. In particular, if f, and h, are locally Lipschitz, so are f and h. For
linear systems, requiring h, to be independent of e, is equivalent to requiring the
transfer function of Hi to be strictly proper.6

When one component, H1 say, is a dynamical system, While the other one is a
memoryless function, the Closed«loop state model takes the form

it : f(t,a:,u) (6.28)
y 2: h(t,a:,u) (6.29)

"“1 3/12722:, u: , and :1 [q y lygl
We assume that f is piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in (x,u),
piecewise continuous in t and continuous in (at, u), f (t, 0, 0) = 0, and h(t, 0, 0)

Where

is
0.ll

:

6The existence of solutions for (6.26) and (6.27) is pursued further in Exercise 6.12.
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The feedback connection will have a well—defined state model if the equations

61 2 11,1 —- h2(t, 62) (6.30)

62 2 11,2 + h1($1, 61) (631)

have a unique solution (e1, e2) for every (2:1, t, in, u2). This will be always the case
when h1 is independent of e1. The case when both components are memoryless
functions is less important and follows trivially as a special case when the state a:
does not exist. In this case, the feedback connection is represented by y : h(t, u)

The starting point of our analysis is the following fundamental property:

Theorem 6.1 The feedback connection of two passive systems is passive.

Proof: Let V1(a:1) and V2(a:2) be the storage functions for H1 and H2, respectively.
If either component is a memoryless function, take V, = 0. Then,

6,11% 2 Vi

From the feedback connection of Figure 6.11, we see that

ell/1 + 653/2 = (“1 ~ y2)T3/1 + (“2 + 3/1)l2 = “ll/1 + un

Hence,
uTy == ufyl + Hill/2 2 V1 + V2

Taking V(a:) 2: V1(a:1) + V2 (272) as the storage function for the feedback connection,
we obtain

uTyZV

E]

Using Theorem 6.1 and *he results Of the previous section on stability properties
of passive systems, we can arr.. “ at some straightforward conclusions on stability
of the feedback connection. We start with £2 stability. The next lemma is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 6.5.

Lemma 6.8 The feedback connection of two output strictly passive systems with

631% 2 Vi + (Swirl/is 5i > 0

is finite—gain £2 stable and its £2 gain is less than or equal to 1/min{51,52}.

Proof: With V 2 V1 + V2 and 5 = min{61, 62}, we have

uTy : nl + egg/2 2 V1 + (Swirl/1 + V2 + 523/53/2
_>_ V + 5(yfy1 + 953/2) = V + 5yTy
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D

Reading the proof of Lemma 6.5 shows that we use the inequality

'JyZV+&Fy mm)
to arrive at the inequality

1 T 5 T'<__ _.__ .V_25u u 2y 3/ (633)

which is then used to show finite—gain £2 stability. In Lemma 6.8, we establish
(6.32) for the feedback connection, which then leads to (6.33). However, even if
(632) does not hold for the feedback connection, we may still be able to show an
inequality of the form (633). This idea is used in the next theorem to prove a more
general result that includes Lemma 6.8 as a special case,

Theorem 6.2 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 6.11 and suppose each
feedback component satisfies the inequality

efyi 2 Vi + Ejefei + 5,-ygfyi, for i = 1, 2 (6.343

for some storage function V,(m,) Then, the closed—loop map from u to g, is finite
gain £2 stable if

51 + 62 > 0 and 52 + 61 > 0 (6.35)

0

Proof: Adding inequalities (6.34) for i = 1, 2 and using

£w+£w =1$w+fim
6&1: fim—Mfiflwfi2
€562 == ugu2-r2ugy1i‘yfy1

we obtain
V S —yTLy — uTJWu + uTNy

where

L: ' (52 + 51H 0 = ' 511 0 : ' I 2511
i 0 (51 +62)I ’ M 0 521 9 N —2€QI I

and V(m) = V1(x1) + V2(m2). Let a = min{52 + 61,51 +62} > 0, b : HNH2 Z 0, and
c : llMll2 Z 0. Then

v s ~allyll§ + buuuguyug + cnuui
= - gaunt—anginagalluui— 311y113+cuu113
s Séuuui — gums
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where k2 = 192 + 2ac. Integrating over [0, ’7'], using V(m) Z 0, and taking the square
roots, we arrive at

k[ll/71102 S alluTllcg + 2V(93(0))/a
which completes the proof of the theorem. [1

Theorem 6.2 reduces to Lemma 6.8 when (634) is satisfied with 51 = 52 = 0,
61 > 0, and 62 > 0. However, condition (635) is satisfied in several other cases.
For example, it is satisfied when both H1 and H2 are input strictly passive with
6313/, Z V,+5,<ugpu,- for some 5,- > 0. It is also satisfied when one component (H1 say)
is passive, while the other component satisfies (6.34) with positive 52 and 62. What
is more interesting is that (6.35) can be satisfied even when some of the constants
5,- and 6, are negative. For example, a negative 51 can be compensated for by a
positive 62. This is a case where shortage of passivity (at the input side) of H1
is compensated for by excess of passivity (at the output side) of H2. Similarly, a
negative 52 can be compensated for by a positive 51. This is a case where shortage
of passivity (at the output side) of H2 is compensated for by excess of passivity (at
the input side) of H1.

Example 6.7 Consider the feedback connection of

. 93 = f($)+G($)€1 . _.H1. {3/1 : hW) and H2. yQ—keg

where k > 0 and 6,, y, 6 RP. Suppose there is a positive definite function V1(x)
such that

5 l1 5 L 1 ’Z nW... < w... — V3 f(x) 0, G(m) h (m), m E R

Both components are passive. Moreover, H2 satisfies

1—

( l>y§y2a 0<v<1’1 _.,.T _ ,,T62 3/2 — k62 62 —*yk62 62+ n

Thus, (6.34) is satisfied WlLl. ‘1 = 61 = 0, 53> 2 wk, and 6;,» = (1 — *y)/k This shows
that (6.35) is satisfied, and we wnclude that the closed—loop map from w M; 9 is
finite—gain £2 stable. A

Example 6.8 Consider the feedback connection of

i1 = $2

H1: $2 : an? — 0(a) + 61 and H21 3/2 -= 1962
3/1 = $2

where a E [—04, 00], a > 0, 04 > 0, and k > 0. If a was in the sector [0,00], we could
have shown that H1 is passive with the storage function V1(m) :— (a/ 4)ac‘f + (1 / 2mg
For a E [—04, 00], we have

- 2 _ 2V1 = al‘i’aig — amgl’mg — $20($2) + $261 S os + $261 — Ozyl + 3/161
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Theorem 7.4 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 7.1, where the nonlin—
earity 1,“) is memoryless, time invariant, odd, and single valued with slopes between
a and ,8. Draw the loci of 1/G(jw) and —\I’(a) in the complex plane and construct
the critical circle and the band of uncertainty as described earlier. Then,

e the system haao half—wave symmetric periodic solutions with fundamental
frequency w E 9.

e the system has no half—wave symmetric periodic solutions with fundamental
frequency w E 9’ if the corresponding error circle does not intersect the —\Il(a)
locus.

e for each complete intersection defining a set F in the (w, a) plane, there is at
least one half—wave symmetric periodic solution

y(t) = a sin not + yh(t)

with (w,a) in T“ and yh,(t) satisfies the bound of (7.40). 0

Proof: See Appendix (3.14.

Note that the theorem gives a sufficient condition for oscillation and a suffi~
cient condition for nonoscillation. Between the two conditions, there is an area of
ambiguity where we cannot reach conclusions of oscillation or nonoscillation.

Example 7.14 Consider again

—8

0(3) 2 s2 + 0.83 + 8
together with the saturation nonlinearity. We have seen in Example 7.10 that the
harmonic balance equation has a unique solution w, = 2\/2 % 2.83 and as :2 1.455.
The saturation nonlinearity satisfies the slope restrictions with 04 : 0 and fl = 1.
Therefore, the critical circle is centered at —0.5 and its radius is 0.5. The function
1/G(jw) is given by

2

Goa) 0 8 + 3
Hence, the locus of 1/G(jw) lies on the line Re[s] :2 —0.8, as shown in Figure 7.21.
The radius of the error circle 0(w) has been calculated for eight frequencies starting
with w = 2.65 and ending with w : 3.0, with uniform increments of 0.05. The
centers of the error circles are spread on the line Re[s] : —0.8 inside the critical
circle. The value of 0(w) at w : 2.65 is 0.0388 and at w = 3.0 is 0.0321, with
monotonic change between the two extremes. In all cases, the closest harmonic to
the critical circle is the third harmonic, so that the infimum in (7.38) is achieved at
k : 3. The boundaries of the uncertainty band are almost vertical. The intersection
of the uncertainty band with the —\Il(a) locus correspond to the points a1 = 1.377
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Figure 7.21: Uncertainty band for Example 7.14.

and a2 = 1.539. The error circle corresponding to w = 2.85 is almost tangent to the
real axis from the lower side, so we take mg : 2.85. The error circle corresponding
to w = 2.8 is the closest circle to be tangent to the real axis from the upper side.
This means that M > 2.8. rTrying w = 2.81, we have obtained a circle that is almost
tangent to the real axis. Therefore, we define the set F as

F = {(w,a) l 2.81 < w < 2.85, 1.377 < a < 1.539}
There is only one intersection point in F. We need to check the regularity conditions.
The derivative

d 2 d 1 1 1 2 4__\1; z __ ' “1 _ .1 1_ .i = _ m 2_
da ((1) 7rda 8m ((1) + a (a) 7ra3 a 1

is different from zero at a :2 1.455, and

ilmiGijwn — Egéy e 0did w=\/§

Thus, by Theorem 7.4, we conclude that the system indeed has a periodic solution.
Moreover, we conclude that the frequency of oscillation w belongs to the interval
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Figure 7.22: lnverse Nyquist plot and critical circle for Example 7.15.

[2.81, 2.85], and the amplitude of the first harmonic at the input of the nonlinearity
belongs to the interval. [1.377, 1.539]. From the bound of (7.40), we know also that
the higher harmonic component yh(t) satisfies

27r/w
5/ y§(t)dtgo.0123, V(w,a)€F
7T 0

which shows that the waveform of the oscillating signal at the nonlinearity input is
fairly close to its first harmonic a sin wt. A

Example 7.15 Reconsider Example 7.9 with

ML...“
3(5 + 1)(s + 2)

and the saturation nonlinearity. The nonlinearity satisfies the slope restriction with
a = 0 and fl = 1. The inverse Nyquist plot of G(jw), shown in Figure 7.22, lies
outside the critical circle for all m > 0. Hence, Q :2 (0, 00), and we conclude that
there is no oscillation. A

0(5) 2

7.3 Exercises

7.1 Using the circle criterion, study absolute stability for each of the scalar transfer
functions given next. In each case, find a sector [04$] for which the system is
absolutely stable.

3
32 — s + 1

1
(s + 2) (s + 3)

<1) G<s> =
<2) G<s> =
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—W
7.2 Consider the feedback. connection of Figure 7.1 with 0(5) : 23/ (32 + s + 1).

(a) Show that the system is absolutely stable for nonlinearities in the sector [0, 1].

(b) Show that the system has no limit cycles When 10(y) = sat(y).

7.3 Consider the system

55:1 2 —$1 — h(m1 + $2), 5532 = $1 — m2 — 2h(m1 + m)

where h is a smooth function satisfying

a2
(11

c, y
yhtv) Z 0, V y E R, h(y) = 0, lyl

|/\
|/\

IV

|h(y)| S c, for (11 < y < (12 and —a2 <y < —a1

(a) Show that the origin is the unique equilibrium point.

(b) Show, using the circle criterion, that the origin is globally asymptotically stable.

7.4 ([201]) Consider the system

55:1 : $2, $2 = —(,u2 + a2 — qcoswt)m1 — 2pm

Where M, a, q, and w are positive constants. Represent the system in the form of
Figure 7.1 with @005, y) :2 qy cos wt and use the circle criterion to derive conditions
on M, a, q, and w, which ensure that the origin is exponentially stable.

7 .5 Consider the linear time—varying system i :2 [A + BE(t)C]x, Where A is
Hurwitz, ||E(t)||2 S 1, V t 2 0, and supweR amax[C(i — A)"1B] < 1. Show that
the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable.
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7 .6 Consider the system :E: 2 Ax + Bu and let u = —F$ be a stabilizing state
feedback control; that is, the matrix (A — BF) is Hurwitz. Suppose that, due to
physical limitations, we have to use a limiter to limit the value of u,- to lu,(t)l g L.
The closed—loop system can be represented by i : Am — BL sat(Fm /L), where
sat('u) is a vector whose ith component is the saturation function.

(a) Show that the system can be represented in the form of Figure 7.1 with 0(5) :
F(sI — A + BF)”1B and 10(3)) :2 L sat(y/L) — y.

(b) Derive a condition for asymptotic stability of the origin using the multivariable
circle criterion.

(c) Apply the result to the case

0 1 0 *A:[051], B:[1], F=[12], wd L21

and estimate the region of attraction.

7.7 Repeat Exercise 7.1 using the Popov criterion.

7.8 In this exercise, we derive a version of the Popov criterion for a scalar transfer
function 0(8) with all poles in the open left—half plane, except for a simple pole on
the imaginary axis having a positive residue. The system is represented by

Z:Az—B¢(y), 62—10(3)), and y=Cz+dv

where d > 0, A is Hurwitz, (A,B) is controllable, (A, C) is observable, and 1,0
belongs to a sector (0, k] Let V(z, v) = zTPz + a(y ~ CZ)2 + (JAE/10(0) do, where
P2PT>ma>mm20
(a) Show that V is positive definite and radially unbounded.

(b) Show that V satisfies the inequality

V : zT<PA + ATP>2 — 22T<PB — w>¢<y> — Way)
where w = adCT + (1/2)!)ATC'T and *y :2 (Zad/k) + b(d + CB). Assume bis
chosen such that *y 2 0.

(c) Show that the system is absolutely stable if

1 bg + Re[(1 + jwn)G(jw)] > 0, V w E R, where 77 = Edd

7.9 ([85]) The feedback system of Figure 7.23 represents a control system where
[1(5) is the (scalar) transfer function of the plant and the inner loop models the
actuator. Let H(s) = (s + 6)/(s + 2)(s + 3) and suppose k 2 0 and 1,0 belongs to a
sector (0, fl], where fl could be arbitrarily large, but finite.
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(a) Show that the system can be represented as the feedback connection of Fig—
ure 7.1 with 0(3) :2 [H(s) + k]/s

(b) Using the version of the Popov criterion in Exercise 7.8, find a lower bound kc
such that the system is absolutely stable for all k > kc.

we) >:1- “-H<s> yr

Figure 7.23: Exercise 7.9.

7.10 For each odd nonlinearity 1&(y) on the following list, verify the given expres~
sion of the describing function \I/(a):

(1) My) = 1/5; ‘1’(a)=5a4/8

(2) My) = y3lyl; ‘I’(a)=32a3/157r

(3) 10(y) : Figure 7.24(a); \I/(a) :: k + 7:;

(4) 1&(y) : Figure 7.2403)
0, for a S A\I/(a) — { (4B/7ra)[1 — (A/a)2]1/2, for a 2 A

(5) 10(y) : Figure 7.24(c)
0, for a g A

\I/(a) : { k[1—N(a/A)], forAg aSB
k[N(a/B) — N(a/A)], for a 2 B

W) 2; (31.) +51. 1—6-12]
7.11 Using the describing function method, investigate the existence of periodic

solutions and the possible frequency and amplitude of oscillation in the feedback
connection of Figure 7.1 for each of the following cases:

where
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My) slope = k

A y ABy

Figure 7.24: Exercise 7.10.

(1) 0(8) : (1 — 8)/8(8 + 1) and My) = 3/5-
(2) 0(3) 2 (1 — 3)/3(3 + 1) and 1,0 is the nonlinearitykof Exercise 7.10, part (5),

with A = 1, B = 3/2, and k = 2.

(3) 0(3) = 1/(8 + 1)6 and My) = Sgn(y)-
(4) 0(3) 2 (3 + 6)/3(3 + 2)(3 + 3) and My) 2 sgn(y).

(5) 0(3) = 8/(82 — 8 + 1) and My) = y5-
(6) 0(3) : 5(3 + 0.25)/32(3 -+ 2)2 and it is the nonlinearity of Exercise 7.10, part

(3), with A = 1 and k = 2.
(7) 0(3) : 5(3 + 0.25)/32(3 + 2)2 and 1,0 is the nonlinearity of Exercise 7.10, part

(4), with A = 1 and B : 1.

(8) 0(3) 2 5(3 + 0.25)/32(3 + 2)2 and 1,0 is the nonlinearity of Exercise 7.10, part
(5 ,WithA:1,B=3/2,andk=2.

(9) 0(3) 2 1/(3 + 1)3 and 2/)(y) :2 sgn(y).

(10) 63(8) = 1/(8 + 1)‘°’ and My) = saw/)-
712 Apply the describing function method to study the existence of periodic

solutions in the negative resistance oscillator of Section 1.2.4 with h(v) : —v + v3 -
v5/5 and 5 : 1. For each possible periodic solution, estimate the frequency and
amplitude of oscillation. Using computer simulation, determine how accurate the
describing function results are.

7.13 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 7.1 with 0(3) : 2b3/ (32 — ()3 + 1)
and 'z/)(y) = sat(y). Using the describing function method, show that for sufficiently
small I) > 0 the system has a periodic solution. Confirm your conclusion by applying
Theorem 7.4 and estimate the frequency and amplitude of oscillation.
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7.14 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 7.1 with

1 by ——1 S by _<_ 1

Sgn(y) blyl > 1
where b > 0.

(a) Using the circle criterion, find the largest b for which we can confirm that the
origin of the closed—loop system is globally asymptotically stable.

(b) Using the Popov criterion, find the largest b for which we can confirm that the
origin of the closed—loop system is globally asymptotically stable.

(c) Using the describing function method, find the smallest b for which the system
will oscillate and estimate the frequency of oscillation.

(d) For I) = 10, study the existence of periodic solutions by using Theorem 7.4. For
each oscillation, if any,

i. find the frequency interval [0117 rag] and the amplitude interval [(11, (12];
ii. use Lemma 7.1 to find an upper bound on the energy content of the higher—

order harmonics and express it as a percentage of the energy content of
the first harmonic; and

iii. simulate the system and compare the simulation results with the foregoing
analytical results.

(e) Repeat part (d) for b = 30.

7.15 Repeat parts (a) to (c) of the previous exercise for 0(3) : 10/(s+ 1)2(s+ 2).

7 .16 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 7.1, where 0(3) 2 1/ (s + 1)3
and 10(3)) is the piecewise—linear function of Figure 7.15 with 5 : 1/16, 31 = k, and
82 : 0.

(a) Using the describing function method, investigate the existence of periodic
solutions and the possible frequency and amplitude of oscillation when k r- 10.

(b) Continuing with k : 10, apply Theorem 7.4. For each oscillation, if any, find
the frequency interval [cub mg] and the amplitude interval [(11, (12].

(c) What is the largest slope k > 0 for which Theorem 7.4 ensures that there is no
oscillation?

7.17 For each of the following cases, apply Theorem 7.4 to study the existence of
periodic solutions in the feedback connection of Figure 7.1. For each oscillation, if
any, find the frequency interval [w1,w2] and the amplitude interval [(11, a2].
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(1) 8
(2)
(3)
(4)

)= 2(8 — 1)/83(8 + 1) and My) = SW11)-
8) : —s/(s2 + 0.85 +- 8) and 10(y) = (1/2) sing.
):

)2

8

G(
G(
G( —s/(S2 + 0.83 + 8) and 1&(y) is the nonlinearity of Example 7.13.

G<s —24/ 52(3 + 1)3 and 1&(y) is an odd nonlinearity defined by

y‘o’+y/27 forOSySl
10(11)—

2y—1/2, forn



Chapter 8

Advanced Stability Analysis

In Chapter 4, we gave the basic concepts and tools of Lyapunov stability. In this
chapter, we examine some of these concepts more closely and present a number of
extensions and refinements.

We saw in Chapter 4 how to use linearization to study stability of equilibrium
points of autonomous systems. We saw also that linearization fails when the Ja~
cobian matrix, evaluated at the equilibrium point, has some eigenvalues with zero
real parts and no eigenvalues with positive real parts. In Section 8.1, we introduce
the center manifold theorem and use it to study stability of equilibrium points of
autonomous systems in the critical case when linearization fails.

The concept of the region of attraction of an asymptotically stable equilibrium
point was introduced in Section 4.1. In Section 8.2, we elaborate further on that
concept and present some ideas for providing estimates of this region.

LaSalle’s invariance principle for autonomous systems is very useful in applica—
tions. For a general nonautonomous system, there is no invariance principle in the
same form that was presented in Theorem 4.4. There are, however, theorems which
capture some features of the invariance principle. Two such theorems are given in
Section 8.3. The first theorem shows convergence of the trajectory to a set, while
the second one shows uniform asymptotic stability of the origin.

Finally, in Section 8.4, we introduce notions of stability of periodic solutions and
invariant sets.

8.1 The Center Manifold Theorem

Consider the autonomous system

it = f(-’L“) (8-1)
where f : D —+ R” is continuously differentiable and D C R” is a domain that
contains the origin m :2 0. Suppose that the origin is an equilibrium point of (8.1).

303
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Theorem 4.7 states that if the linearization of f at the origin, that is, the matrix

A = 9%)
8m 9020

has all eigenvalues with negative real parts, then the origin is asymptotically stable;
if it has some eigenvalues with positive real parts, then the origin is unstable. If
A has some eigenvalues with zero real parts with the rest of the eigenvalues having
negative real parts, then linearization fails to determine the stability properties of
the origin. In, this section, we take a closer look into the case when linearization
fails. Failure of linearization leaves us with the task of analyzing the nth~order
nonlinear system (8.1) in order to determine stability of the origin. The interesting
finding that we are going to present in the next few pages is that stability properties
of the origin can be determined by analyzing a lower order nonlinear system —— a
system whose order is exactly equal to the number of eigenvalues of A with zero
real parts. This will follow as an application of the center manifold theory.1

A kedimensional manifold in R” (1 g k < n) has a rigorous mathematical
definition.2 For our purpose here, it is sufficient to think of a k~dimensional manifold
as the solution of the equation

77(1):) = 0
where 77 : R“ —+ Rn'k is sufiiciently smooth (that is, sufficiently many times con
tinuously differentiable). For example, the unit circle

{mER2|x%—%—x§:1}

is a one—dimensional manifold in R2. Similarly, the unit sphere

TL

{mER”| nzl}
i=1

is an (n — 1)~dimensional manifold in R”. A manifold {77(m) : 0} is said to be an
invariant manifold for (8.1) if

n(m(0)) = 0 :> 77(m(t)) E 0, V t E [0,t1) C R

where [0, 251) is any time interval over which the solution $05) is defined.
Suppose now that f (m) is twice continuously differentiable. Equation (8.1) can

be represented as

iim' 2 Ax + [fog 8x (0) as] = A3: + fog)

1rI‘he center manifold theory has several applications to dynamical systems. It is presented here
only insofar as it relates to determining the stability of the origin. For a broader viewpoint of the
theory, the reader may consult [34].

9“See, for example, [71].
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where

is twice continuously differentiable and

~ 0 = ~ _,__ 0 = 0

Since our interest is in the case when linearization fails, assume that A has k eigen—
values with zero real parts and m = n — k eigenvalues with negative real parts.
We can always find a similarity transformation T that transforms A into a block
diagonal matrix, that is,

ATAT” = [ 1 0 ]0A2

where all eigenvalues of A1 have zero real parts and all eigenvalues of A2 have
negative real parts. Clearly, A1 is k X k and A2 is m X m. The change of variables

l-y]=Tx; yERk; zERmLz

transforms (8.1) into the form

:2 = A1y+91(y,Z)
z” = A2z+92(y,Z)

where g1 and g2 inherit properties of f. In particular, they are twice continuously
differentiable and

691'

8y
(991'
dz94050) = 0; (0, 0) = 0; (050) = 0 (84)

for i = 1,2. If z : h(y) is an invariant manifold for (8.2)—(8.3) and h is smooth,
then it is called a center manifold if

Theorem 8.1 If g1 and g2 are twice continuously differentiable and satisfy (8.4),
all eigenvalues of A1 have zero real parts, and all eigenvalues of A2 have negative real
parts, then there exist a constant 5 > 0 and a continuously difierentiable function
h(y), defined for all My“ < 5, such that z = h(y) is a center manifold for (8.2)—(8.3).

0

Proof: See Appendix (3.15.

If the initial state of the system (8.2)~(8.3) lies in the center manifold; that is,
z(0) 2: h(y(0)), then the solution (y(t), z(t)) will lie in the manifold for all t 2 0,
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that is, z(t) E h(y(t)). In this case, the motion of the system in the center manifold
is described by the kth~order differential equation

3'1 = Aiy + 91(y, WA) (85)
which we refer to as the reduced system. If z(0) # h(y(0)), then the difference
z(t) — h(y(t)) represents the deviation of the trajectory from the center manifold at
any time t. The change of variables

lilzlg—mwl

3'1 = A1y+91(yew+h(y)) (8-6)
m = Agiw+h<y>1+92<w+h<y>>gay) [A1y+gl<y,w+h<y>>] (8.7)

transforms (8.2)~(8.3) into

In the new coordinates, the center manifold is w =2 0. The motion in the manifold
is characterized by

w(t) E 0 :> 111(25) E 0

Substituting these identities into (87) results in

o = A2h<y> + 92<y,h<y>> — gg-(y) [Aiy + gl<y,h<y>>] (8.8)
Since the equation must be satisfied by any solution that lies in the center mani—
fold, we conclude that the function h(y) must satisfy the partial differential equation
(8.8). Adding and subtracting 91(y, h(y)) to the right—hand side of (8.6), and sub
tracting (8.8) from (8.7), we can rewrite the equation in the transformed coordinates
as

Aiy + 91(y, W») + N1(y, w) (8.9)
= A2111 + N2(y, w) (810)S-

as
.

where

N1(ye w) = 91(y, w + W») — 91(y, MW)
and

N2<y,w> = mm + h<y>> — g2<y,h<y>> — 23w) N1<yaw>
It is not difiicult to verify that N1 and N2 are twice continuously differentiable, and

8N~N, =; E3, =(11,0) 0 (Mom 0
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for i z 1, 2. Consequently, in the domain

<0
11) 2

l y

N1 and N2 satisfy
||N,-(y,w)||2 S kiHa i: 1:2

where the positive constants k1 and k2 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing
p small enough. These inequalities, together with the fact that A2 is Hurwitz,
suggest that the stability properties of the origin are determined by the reduced
system (8.5). The next theorem, known as the reduction principle, confirms this
conjecture.

Theorem 8.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, if the origin y = 0 of the
reduced system (8.5) is asymptotically stable (respectively, unstable) then the origin
of the full system (8.2) and (8.3) is also asymptotically stable (respectively, unstable).

0

Proof: The change of coordinates from (y, z) to (y, 111) does not change the stability
properties of the origin (Exercise 4.26); therefore, we can work with the system (8.9)
and (8.10). If the origin of the reduced system (8.5) is unstable, then, by invariance,
the origin of (8.9) and (8.10) is unstable. This is so because for any solution y(t)
of (8.5), there is a corresponding solution (y(t),0) of (8.9) and (8.10). Suppose
now that the origin of the reduced system (8.5) is asymptotically stable. By (the
converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.16, there is a continuously differentiable function
V(y) that is positive definite and satisfies the inequalities

SEEM”! + 91(yeh(y))l£ —a3(||y||2)
|§,}j— 2 : MHz/H2) : k

in a neighborhood of the origin, where a3 and on; are class [C functions. On the
other hand, since A2 is Hurwitz, the Lyapunov equation

PA2 + Ag‘P : —I
has a unique positive definite solution P. Consider

V(yJU) = V(y) + V wTPw
as a Lyapunov function candidate3 for the full system (8.9) and (8.10). The deriva—
tive of 1/ along the trajectories of the system is given by

Maw) = £95;[A1y+91(y,h(y))+N1(yew)l

3The function z/(y,w) is continuously differentiable everywhere around the origin, except on
the manifold 11} = 0. Both V(y,w) and z‘/(y,w) are defined and continuous around the origin. It
can be easily seen that the statement of Theorem 4.1 is still valid.
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1
+ __~..__.__..

2VwTPw

*043(||y||2) + kk1||w||2 —

[wT(PA2 + AgPflo + 2wTPN2 (y, 111)]

”w“? kQAma-X(P) ||w||2

2\/ )‘max(P) V )‘min(P)

1
= —C¥3(|[y||2) ’ mllwlb

1 AmaX(P)
— W — kki — k2—-—--- ||w||2

4 )‘max(P) V )‘min(P)

Since k1 and k2 can be made arbitrarily small by restricting the domain around the
origin to be sufficiently small, we can choose them small enough to ensure that

l/\

maxP1 —kl<;1—k2)\ H
4 )‘rnax(P) \/ )‘rnin(P)

>0

Hence,
. 1
1/(yaw) S —a3(||y||2) — WHMb

which shows that 1)(y, w) is negative definite. Consequently, the origin of the full
system (8.9)—r(8.10) is asymptotically stable. C]

We leave it to the reader (Exercises 8.1 and 8.2) to extend the proof of Theo—
rem 8.2 to prove the next two corollaries.

Corollary 8.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, if the origin y = 0 of the
reduced system (8.5) is stable and there is a continuously difierentiable Lyapunov
function V(y) such that 4

(9V
792] [Aiy + 91(y, h(y))l S 0

in some neighborhood of y : 0, then the origin of the full system (8.2)«(8.3) is
stable. 0

Corollary 8.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, the origin of the reduced
system (8.5) is asymptotically stable if and only if the origin of the full system
(8.2)—~(8.3) is asymptotically stable. 0

4The existence of the Lyapunov function V(y) cannot be inferred from a converse Lyapunov
theorem. The converse Lyapunov theorem for stability [72, 107] guarantees the existence of a
Lyapunov function V(t, y) whose derivative satisfies V(t, y) S 0. In general, this function cannot be
made independent of t. (See [72, page 228].) Even though we can Choose V(t, y) to be continuously
differentiable in its arguments, it cannot be guaranteed that the partial derivatives BV/ayi, BV/at
will be uniformly bounded in a neighborhood of the origin for all t Z 0. (See [107, page 53[.)
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To use Theorem 8.2, we need to find the center manifold z = h(y). The function
h is a solution of the partial differential equation

N<h<y>> GEE—f 33a [Aw +gl<y,h<y>>] — A2h<y> — mm» = 0 (8.11)
with boundary conditions

(9h
(93/

This equation for h cannot be solved exactly in most cases (to do so would imply
that a solution of the full system (8.2)-(8.3) has been found), but its solution can
be approximated arbitrarily closely as a Taylor series in y.

h(0) = 0-, (0) = 0 (8.12)

Theorem 8.3 If a continuously difiemntiable function (Hg) with (MO) 2 0 and
[dd/8mm) = 0 can be found such that N(¢(y)) = O(||y||p) for some p > 1, then for
sufi‘lciently small ”3/“

My) — My) = 0(llyl|p)
and the reduced system can be represented as

y = Aiy + 91(y, W») + 0(l|yl|p+1)

Proof: See Appendix (3.15.

The order of magnitude notation O(-) will be formally introduced in Chapter 10
(Definition 10.1). For our purpose here, it is enough to think of f(y) = O(||y||p)
as a shorthand notation for H f (y)|| g k||y||p for sufiiciently small ||y||. Let us now
illustrate the application of the center manifold theorem by examples. In the first
two examples, we will make use of the observation that for a scalar state equation
of the form

22 = ayp+0(ly|p+1)
where p is a positive integer, the origin is asymptotically stable if p is odd and
a < 0. It is unstable ifp is odd and a > 0, or p is even and a # 0.5

Example 8.1 Consider the system

(1'31 =2 {132

$2 = —$2 + am? + bxlmg

where a 5i 0. The system has a unique equilibrium point at the origin. The
linearization at the origin results in the matrix

5See Exercise 4.2.
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which has eigenvalues at 0 and —1. Let M be a matrix whose columns are the
eigenvectors of A, that is,

1 1M — l 0 _. l
and take T = M“1. Then,

The Change of variables

puts the system into the form

= a(y+Z)2~b(yz+z2)
z' : —z—a(y+z)2+b(yz+z2)

The center manifold equation (8.11) with the boundary condition (8.12) becomes

NW2») = h'(y)[a(y + My»2 — b(yh(y) + h2(y))l + My)
+ M + h(y))2 ~ b(yh(y) + h2(y)) = 03 MO) = h'(0) = 0

We set h(y) = hgy2 + h3y3 + - -- and substitute this series in the center manifold
equation to find the unknown coefiicients h2, h3, . . . by matching coefficients of like
powers in y (since the equation holds as an identity in y). We do not know in
advance how many terms of the series we need. We start with the simplest ap—
proximation h(y) % 0. We substitute h(y) = O(|y|2) into the reduced system and
study stability of its origin. If the stability properties of the origin can be deter—
mined, we are done. Otherwise, we calculate the coefiicient hg, substitute h(y) ==
hgy2 + O(|y|3), and study stability of the origin. If it cannot be resolved, we pro—
ceed to the approximation h(y) w hgy2 + h3y3, and so on. Let us start with the
approximation h(y) :2: 0. The reduced system is

3) = ay2 + 0(lyl3)
Notice that an O(|y|2) error in h(y) results in an O(|y|3) error in the right—hand side
of the reduced system. This is a consequence of the fact that the function 91(y, z),
which appears on the right—hand side of the reduced system (8.5) as 91(y, h(y)),
has a partial derivative with respect to z that vanishes at the origin. Clearly, this
observation is also valid for higher order approximations; that is, an error of order
0(Iyll‘) in h(y) results in an error of order O(|y|k+1) in 91(y,h(y)), for k 2 2. The
term ay2 is the dominant term on the right—hand side of the reduced system. For
a # 0, the origin of the reduced system is unstable. Consequently, by Theorem 8.2,
the origin of the full system is unstable. A
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Example 8.2 Consider the system

:: yz

Z : —z—§—ay2

which is already represented in the (y, z) coordinates. The center manifold equation
(8.11) with the boundary condition (812) is

h’(y)[yh(y)] + My) — ay2 = 05 h(0) = h'(0) = 0
We start by trying ¢>(y) : 0. The reduced system is

y = O(|y|3)
Clearly, we cannot reach any conclusion about the stability of the origin. Therefore,
we substitute 11(3)) 2 11n + O(|y|3) into the center manifold equation and calculate
hg, by matching coefficients of 3/2, to obtain h2 = a. The reduced system is6

3'1 = W3 + 0(|y|4)
Therefore, the origin is asymptotically stable if a < 0 and unstable if a > 0. Conse—
quently, by Theorem 8.2, we conclude that the origin of the full system is asymptot—
ically stable if a < 0 and unstable if a > 0. If a = 0, the center manifold equation
(8.11) with the boundary condition (812) reduces to

h’(y)[yh(y)] +‘ My) = 03 h(0) = h’(0) = 0
which has the exact solution 11(3)) 2 0. The reduced system 3) = 0 has a stable origin
with V(y) : 3/2 as a Lyapunov function. Therefore, by Corollary 8.1, we conclude
that the origin of the full system is stable if a = 0 A

Example 8.3 Consider the system (8.2)—(8.3) with

0 1 —3
A1: [ _1 0]991:[_ygaiz2:leA2:_1aa’nd92:y§_3yf+3yiy2

It can be verified that (My) : 0 results in N(¢>(y)) = O (Hg/Hg) and

3
- 3/1 +92 4_— +03/ [ 3/1 yg ] (Hi/H2)

Using V(y) = (yf + 3/3) /2 as a Lyapunov function candidate, we obtain

V = —yi‘ — 313+ yTO (Ill/H3) S —||y||3 + kHz/H3
6The error on the right—hand side of the reduced system is actually O(|y|5) since, if we write

M9) = h2y2 + h3g3 + --., we will find that h3 = 0.
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in some neighborhood of the origin where k > 0. Hence,

. 1 4 1
V S — §||y||2e for ||y||2 < 5,;

which shows that the origin of the reduced system is asymptotically stable. Conse~
quently, the origin of the full system is asymptotically stable. A

Notice that in the preceding example it is not enough to study the system

—y1 — 3/3

We have to find a Lyapunov function that confirms asymptotic stability of the origin
for all perturbations of the order 0 (Hg/Hg). The importance of this observation is
illustrated by the next example.

Example 8.4 Consider the previous example, but change A1 to

0 1.HM]
With (My) 2 0, the reduced system can be represented as

3y=l htwl+OWMn3/2

Without the perturbation term 0 (Hy H3), the origin of this system is asymptotically
stable.7 If you try to find a Lyapunov function V(y) to show asymptotic stability
in the presence of the perturbation term, you will not succeed. In fact, it can
be verified that the center manifold equation (8.11) with the boundary condition
(8.12) has the exact solution h(y) : yi’, so that the reduced system is given by the
equation

.12 = [ ‘féf + ‘22 l3/1 _ 3/2

whose origin is unstable.8 A

8.2 Region of Attraction
Quite often, it is not sufiicient to determine that a given system has an asymp—
totically stable equilibrium point. Rather, it is important to find the region of
attraction of that point, or at least an estimate of it. To appreciate the importance
of determining the region of attraction, let us run a scenario of events that could

TSee Exercise 4.56.
E‘See Exercise 4.13.
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Estimate of the region tGe t
of attraction of xps

Region of attraCtion of xps

Figure 8.1: Critical clearance time.

happen in the operation of a nonlinear system. Suppose that a nonlinear system
has an asymptotically stable equilibrium point, which is denoted by mp," in Suppose
the system is operating at steady state at mp,“ Then, at time to a fault that changes
the structure of the system takes place, for example, a short circuit in an electrical
network. Suppose the faulted system does not have equilibrium points at mp," or
in its neighborhood. The trajectory of the system will be driven away from mm.
Suppose further that the fault is cleared at time 251 and the postfault system has
an asymptotically stable equilibrium point at mp3, where either mp3 2 $19,. or mm
is sufficiently close to mpr so that steady—state operation at 23,93 is still acceptable.
At time 251 the state of the system, say, x051), could be far from the postfault equi—
librium mp3. Whether or not the system will return to steady—state operation at
mp3 depends on whether $051) belongs to the region of attraction of mp3, as deter~
mined by the postfault system equation. A crucial factor in determining how far
$051) could be from mm is the time it takes the operators of the system to remove
the fault, that is, the time difference (251 — to). If (t1 — to) is very short, then, by
continuity of the solution with respect to t, it is very likely that $051) will be in the
region of attraction of mp3. However, operators need time to detect the fault and fix
it. How much time they have is a critical question. In planning such a system, it is
valuable to give operators a “critical clearance time,” say ta, such that they have to
clear the fault within this time; that is, (251 — to) must be less than ta. If we know
the region of attraction of mp3, we can find ta by Figure 8.1. integrating the faulted
system equation starting from the prefault equilibrium mpr until the trajectory hits
the boundary of the region of attraction. The time it takes the trajectory to reach
the boundary can be taken as the critical clearance time because if the fault is
cleared before that time the state $051) will be within the region of attraction. Of
course, we are assuming that mp," belongs to the region of attraction of mp3, which is
reasonable. If the actual region of attraction is not known, and an estimate tee of ta
is obtained by using an estimate of the region of attraction, then tee < ta, since the
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boundary of the estimate of the region of attraction will be inside the actual bound
ary of the region. (See Figure 8.1.) This scenario shows an example where finding
the region of attraction is needed in planning the operation of a nonlinear system.
It also shows the importance of finding estimates of the region of attraction that
are not too conservative. A very conservative estimate of the region of attraction
would result in tee that is too small to be useful. Let us conclude this motivating
discussion by saying that the scenario of events described here is not hypothetical.
It is the essence of the transient stability problem in power systems.9

Let the origin m = 0 be an asymptotically stable equilibrium point for the
nonlinear system

where f : D —+ R” is locally Lipschitz and D C R” is a domain containing the
origin. Let ¢>(t;m) be the solution of (8.13) that starts at initial state m at time
t = 0. The region of attraction of the origin, denoted by RA, is defined by

RA :2 {m E D I ¢(t;x) is definedV t Z 0 and ¢(t;m) —+ 0 as t —+ 00}

Some properties of the region of attraction are stated in the next lemma, whose
proof is given in Appendix (3.16.

Lemma 8.1 Ifx : 0 is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point for (8.13), then
its region of attraction RA is an open, connected, invariant set. Moreover, the
boundary of RA is formed by trajectories. 0

Lemma 8.1 suggests that one way to determine the region of attraction is to
characterize those trajectories that lie on the boundary of RA. There are some
methods that approach the problem from this viewpoint, but they use geometric
notions from the theory of dynamical systems that are not introduced in this book.
Therefore, we will not describe this class of methods.10 We may, however, get a
flavor of these geometric methods in the case of second—order systems (n = 2) by
employing phase portraits. Examples 8.5 and 86 show typical cases in the state
plane. In the first example, the boundary of the region of attraction is a limit cycle,
while in the second one the boundary is formed of stable trajectories of saddle points.
Example 8.7 shows a rather pathological case where the boundary is a closed curve
of equilibrium points.

Example 8.5 The second—order system

$1 = —$2
{132 : {131 + ((13% — 20332

is a Van der Pol equation in reverse time, that is, with t replaced by —t. The system
has one equilibrium point at the origin and one unstable limit cycle, as determined
from the phase portrait shown in Figure 8.2. The phase portrait shows that the

9See [170] for an introduction to the transient stability problem in power systems.
10Examples of these methods can be found in [36] and [216].
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-4 —-2 o 2 4

Figure 8.2: Phase portrait for Example 8.5.

origin is a stable focus; hence, it is asymptotically stable. This can be confirmed by
linearization, since

_ [ 0 —1 ]
x20 1 —1

has eigenvalues at —1/2 :l: jx/g/Z Clearly, the region of attraction is bounded
because trajectories starting outside the limit cycle cannot cross it to reach the
origin. Because there are no other equilibrium points, the boundary of RA must be
the limit cycle. Inspection of the phase portrait shows that indeed all trajectories
starting inside the limit cycle spiral toward the origin. A

0f
14—5;

Example 8.6 Consider the second-order system

i1=$2
~ 1 3$2 : —$1+§$1—$2

This system has three isolated equilibrium points at (0,0), (V30), and (—\/§,0).
The phase portrait of the system is shown in Figure 8.3. The phase portrait shows
that the origin is a stable focus, and the other two equilibria are saddle points.
Thus, the origin is asymptotically stable and the other equilibria are unstable; a
fact that can be confirmed by linearization. From the phase portrait, we can also
see that the stable trajectories of the saddle points form two separatrices that are
the boundaries of the region of attraction. The region is unbounded. A
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X2

0 fl

—4 —2 o 2 4

Figure 8.3: Phase portrait for Example 8.6.

Example 8.7 The system

i1 : —m1(1— xi — 3:3)
(1'32 : *$2(1—$%—$g)

has an isolated equilibrium point at the origin and a continuum of equilibrium points
on the unit circle; that is, every point on the unit circle is an equilibrium point.
Clearly, RA must be confined to the interior of the unit circle. The trajectories of
the system are the radii of the unit circle. This can be seen by transforming the
system into polar coordinates. The change of variables

x1 : pcos0, x2 =psin0

yields
P=-M1-fi% 0=0

All trajectories starting with p < 1 approach the origin as t —+ 00. Therefore, RA
is the interior of the unit circle. A

Lyapunov’s method can be used to find the region of attraction R4 or an es—
timate of it. The basic tool for finding the boundary of RA is Zubov’s theorem,
which is given in Exercise 8.10. The theorem, however, has the character of an
existence theorem and requires the solution of a partial differential equation. Via
much simpler procedures, we can find estimates of RA by using Lyapunov’s method.
By an estimate of RA, we mean a set 9 C RA such that every trajectory starting
in Q approaches the origin as t —+ 00. For the rest of this section, we will discuss
some aspects of estimating RA. Let us start by showing that the domain D of The—
orem 4.1 (or Corollary 4.1) is not an estimate of RA. We have seen in Theorem 4.1
and Corollary 4.1 that if D is a domain that contains the origin, and if we can
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find a Lyapunov function V(m) that is positive definite in D and V($) is negative
definite in D or negative semidefinite, but no solution can stay identically in the
set {V(x) : 0} except for the zero solution x = 0, then the origin is asymptoti—
cally stable. One may jump to the conclusion that D is an estimate of RA- This
conjecture is not true, as illustrated by the next example.

Example 8.8 Consider again the system of Example 8.6:

T1 : $2
$2 2 —T1 + fix? — $2

This system is a special case of that of Example 4.5 with

h(m1) 2x1 — fix? and (121

Therefore, a Lyapunov function is given by

NI
H

NI
H

x1

Wm) = 572T w+/0 (31— $113) dy

and

Defining a domain D by

D={$ER2| —\/§<x1<\/§}

it can be easily seen that V($) > 0 and V($) < 0 in D — {0}. Inspecting the phaSe
portrait in Figure 8.3 shows that D is not a subset of RA. A

In view of this example, it is not difficult to see why D of Theorem 4.1 or
Corollary 4.1 is not an estimate of RA. Even though a trajectory starting in D
will move from one Lyapunov surface V($) : c1 to an inner Lyapunov surface
V($) = Cg, with c2 < c1, there is no guarantee that the trajectory will remain
forever in D. Once the trajectory leaves D, there is no guarantee that V(T) will
be negative. Consequently, the whole argument about V($) decreasing to zero falls
apart. This problem does not arise when RA is estimated by a compact positively
invariant subset of D, that is, a compact set 9 C D such that every trajectory
starting in Q stays in S2 for all future time. Theorem 4.4 shows that Q is a subset
of RA. The simplest such estimate is the set11

QC:{TER”|V(T)§C}
11The set {V(ac) S c} may have more than one component, but there can be only one bounded

component in D, and that is the component we work with. For example, if V(ac) = gag/(1 +
x4) and D = {|ac| < 1}, the set {V(ac) g 1/4} has two components: {m g Z-fi} and

{m 2 M} We work with {m g 2-V3}.
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when QC is bounded and contained in D, For a quadratic Lyapunov function V(m) :
xTPm and D = {I|$H2 < r}, we can ensure that QC C D by choosing

c < min mTPx : /\min(P)r2
||w||2=r

For D = {IbTm| < r}, where b E R”,12
2

. T 7"mm m Pm 2 ——-~———
IbTar|=r bTPhlb

Therefore, {mTPm g c} will be a subset of D = {|b,-Tx| < ri, i 2 1,...p}, if we
choose H

c < 'n -—i—~1§épb$P~wi
The simplicity of estimating the region of attraction by QC : {mTPm g c} has

increased significance in view of the linearization results of Section 4.3. There, we
saw that if the Jacobian matrix

A—-8f
6113 9020

is Hurwitz, then we can always find a quadratic Lyapunov function V(m) : xTPx
by solving the Lyapunov equation PA+ATP : —Q for any positive definite matrix
Q. Putting the pieces together, we see that whenever A is Hurwitz, we can estimate
the region of attraction of the origin. This is illustrated by the next example.

Example 8.9 The second-order system

T1 : —.’L‘2

5&2 Z {131 +613? —1).’L‘2

was treated in Example 8.5. There, we saw that the origin is asymptotically stable
since

A = Q: : 0 ‘1
896 30:0 1 —1

is Hurwitz. A Lyapunov function for the system can be found by taking Q : I and
solving the Lyapunov equation

PA+ATP : —I
12Following [122, Section 10.3], the Lagrangian associated with the constrained optimization

problem is C(x, A) = xTPac + A[(bT:L')2 ~ r2]. The first—order necessary conditions are 2Pac +
2)“?w = O and (arm-)2 —- r2 = 0. It can be verified that the solutions A = ~1/(bTP*1b) and
.7: = i7’P“1b/(bTP“1b) yield the minimal value rg/(bTP“1b).
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for P. The unique solution is the positive definite matrix

1.5 —0.5
P‘ l —0.5 1 l

The quadratic function V(l‘) : xTPx is a Lyapunov function for the system in
a certain neighborhood of the origin. Because our interest here is in estimating
the region of attraction, we need to determine a domain D about the origin where
V($) is negative definite and a constant c > 0 such that QC : {V(x) S c} is a
subset of D. We are interested in the largest set QC that we can determine, that
is, the largest value for the constant c. Notice that we do not have to worry about
checking positive definiteness of V(m) in D because V(x) is positive definite for all
m. Moreover, V(m) is radially unbounded; hence QC is bounded for any c > 0. The
derivative of V(m) along the trajectories of the system is given by

Wm) = —(fi + 92%) — (win — kiwi)
The right—hand side of V(m) is written as the sum of two terms. The first term,
~||m||§, is the contribution of the linear part Am, while the second term is the
contribution of the nonlinear term g(m) : f (x) — Am. Since

||g(-’L“)||2———-——— —+ 0 as Ilasllg —+ 0
||33||2

we know that there is an open ball D = {x E R2 | ||x||2 < r} such that V(x) is
negative definite in D. Once we find such a ball, we can find QC C D by choosing

c < min V(m) : Amin(P)r2
||w||2=r

Thus, to enlarge the estimate of the region of attraction, we need to find the largest
ball on which V(m) is negative definite. We have

V“. 5
V0?) S —||93||§ + |931| |931932| |931 — 29%| S —||93||§ + 7||93||3

where we used |$1| g ||m||2, |$1m2| g ||m||§/2, and |x1 -2m2| g flux“; Thus, V($)
is negative definite on a ball D of radius given by 7'2 : 2/V5 : 0.8944. In this
second—order example, a less conservative estimate of QC can be found by searching
for the ball D in polar coordinates. Taking

x1 : pcos0, x2 : psin0

we get

<. H —p2 + p4 cos2 0 sin 0(2 sin 0 — cos 0)
—p2 +p4| cosgesin0| ~ |2sin0 — cos0|
—p2 + p4 x 0.3849 x 2.2361|/\

|/\

1_ 2 4 f 2p +0.861p <0, or p <0.861|/\
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—2 —1 o 1 2 —2 0
(a) (b)

[0

Figure 8.4: (a) Contours of V(av) : 0 (dashed), V(x) : 0.8 (dash-dot), and V(m) =
2.25 (solid) for Example 8.9; (b) comparison of the region of attraction with its estimate.

Using this last equation, together with Amin (P) 2 0.69, we choose
0.69

: . ———= .8c 08<0.861 0 01

The set QC with c : 0.8 is an estimate of the region of attraction. A less conservative
(that is, larger) estimate can be obtained by plotting contours of V(m) : 0 and
V(m) : c for increasing values of c until we determine the largest c for which
V(m) : c will be in {V(m) < 0}. This is shown in Figure 8.4(a) where c is determined
to be c = 2.25. Figure 8.4(b) compares this estimate with the region of attraction
whose boundary is a limit cycle. A

Estimating the region of attraction by QC : {V(m) S c} is simple, but usually
conservative. According to LaSalle’s theorem (Theorem 4.4), we can work with
any compact set 9 C D provided we can show that Q is positively invariant. It
typically requires investigating the vector field at the boundary of Q to ensure that
trajectories starting in {2 cannot leave it. The next example illustrates this idea.
Example 8.10 Consider the system

x'l : $2

9&2 : —4(m1 +m2) — h(m1 +m2)
where h : R -> R is a locally Lipschitz function that satisfies

h(0) = 0; uh(u) 2 0, V |u| S 1

Consider the quadratic function

V(m)=1-T[i i ]x=2xf+2m1x2+$§
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Figure 8.5: Estimates of the region of attraction for Example 8.10.

as a Lyapunov function candidate.13 The derivative V(m) is given by

VW) (4% + 2x2)$1 + 2($1 + $2)5532
—2xf — 6(m1 +x2)2 — 2(m1 +x2)h(m1 +m2)
—2.’E% — 6(331 +332)2, \7/ |331 +332| £1

8 6_ _T_ ”3 i6 6]”:

Therefore, V(x) is negative definite in the set

|/\

G={mER2||x1+m2|§1}

and we can conclude that the origin is asymptotically stable. To estimate RA, let
us start by an estimate of the form QC 2 {V(x) g c}. The largest c > 0 for which
QC C G is given by

1
1

C 3x13192321 ”3 ”3 bTP—lb
where bT : [1 1]. Hence, QC with c : 1 is an estimate of RA. (See Figure 8.5.)
In this example, we can obtain a better estimate of RA by not restricting ourselves
to estimates of the form QC. A key point in the development is to observe that
trajectories inside G cannot leave through certain segments of the boundary |x1 +
x2| = 1. This can be seen by examining the vector field at the boundary or by the
following analysis: Let

0=$1+$2

13This Lyapunov function candidate can be derived by using the variable gradient method or
by applying the circle criterion and the Kalman—Yakubovich~Popov lemma.
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such that the boundary of G is given by a 2 1 and a = —1. The derivative of 02
along the trajectories of the system is given by

d
67,472 : 20(i1 1+ 55:2) : 20332 — 802 — 20h(a) S 20x2 — 802, V |a| S 1

On the boundary a = 1,

d“0232m2—«v830, n g4dt

This implies that when the trajectory is at any point on the segment of the boundary
a : 1 for which x2 3 4, it cannot move outside the set G, because at such point 02
is nonincreasing. Similarly, on the boundary a = —1,

d82023—2322—830, wag—4

Hence, the trajectory cannot leave the set G through the segment of the boundary
a z —1 for which x2 2 —4. This information can be used to form a closed, bounded,
positively invariant set 9 that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.4. Using the
two segments of the boundary of G just identified to define the boundary of 9, we
now need two other segments to close the set. These segments should have the
property that trajectories cannot leave the set through them. We can take them
as segments of a Lyapunov surface. Let c1 be such that the Lyapunov surface
V(x) : c1 intersects the boundary x1 + x2 = 1 at $2 = 4, that is, at the point
(—3,4). (See Figure 8.5.) Let c2 be such that the Lyapunov surface V(m) 2 c2
intersects the boundary m1 +m2 : —1 at $2 : —4, that is, at the point (3, —4). The
required Lyapunov surface is defined by V(x) : min{c1, c2}. The constants c1 and
C2 are given by

C1 : V($)|x1:~3,x2:4 : 107 62 : V($)|$1:32$2="4 : 10

Therefore, we take 6 = 10 and define the set 9 by

Q : {at E R2 | V(x) S 10 and |x1 +m2| :1}

This set is closed, bounded, and positively invariant. Moreover, V(x) is negative
definite in S2, since 9 C G. Thus, all the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied and
we can conclude that all trajectories starting in Q approach the origin as t ~—-> 00;
that is, Q c RA. A

8.3 Invariance-like Theorems

In the case of autonOmous systems, LaSalle’s invariance theorem (Theorem 4.4)
shows that the trajectory of the system approaches the largest invariant set in E,
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where E is the set of all points in Q where V(m) : 0. In the case of nonautonOmous
systems, it may not even be clear how to define a set E, since V(t, l”) is a function
of both t and m. The situation will be simpler if it can be shown that

V(t,m) S —W(m) S 0

for, then, a set E may be defined as the set of points where W(x) : 0. We may
expect that the trajectory of the system approaches E as t tends to 00. This is,
basically, the statement of the next theorem. Before we state the theorem, we state
a lemma that will be used in the proof of the theorem. The lemma is interesting in
its own sake and is known as Barbalat’s lemma.

Lemma 8.2 Let (f) : R —+ R be a uniformly continuous function on [0, 00). Suppose
that 11min“, f5 (to) d7' exists and is finite. Then,

(f)(t)—+0 as t——>oo

0

Proof: If it is not true, then there is a positive constant k1 such that for every
T > 0, we can find T1 2 T with |<f>(T1)| 2 k1, Since (Mt) is uniformly continuous,
there is a positive constant k2 such that |¢>(t + r) — (f)(t)| < [cl /2 for all t Z 0 and
all 0 S 7' 3 192: Hence,

|<l>(t)| WW) — (MTl) ‘l‘ $(T1)|
|¢>(T1)| — Wt) — ¢>(T1)|
k1 — éki = an, V t E [TlaTl +162]V

IV

Therefore,
T1 +132/ ta) dt

T1

‘Tl'l’kZ

2/ W’Wl dt > %k1k2
T1

where the equality holds, since (Mt) retains the same sign for T1 3 t 3 T1 + k2.
Thus, fot (Mr) dr cannot converge to a finite limit as t —+ 00, a contradiction. D

Theorem 8.4 Let D C R” be a domain containing m = 0 and suppose f(t,m) is
piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x, uniformly in t, on [0, 00) X D.
Furthermore, suppose f(t,0) is uniformly bounded for all t Z 0. Let V : [0,oo) X
D —+ R be a continuously difierentiable function such that

W1(x) S V(t,m) g l/V2(m)

Vat) = %‘{- + glam) : —W<w>
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Vt 2 0, V :L' E D, where l/V1(a:) and W2(m) are continuous positive definite functions
and W(x) is a continuous positive semidefinite function on D. Choose r > 0 such
that B,. C D and let p < minimum. W1(m) Then, all solutions ofci: = f(t,m) with
:1:(t0) E {m 6 Br | W2(l’) S p} are bounded and satisfy

W(m(t)) —+ 0 as t ——> 00

Moreover, if all the assumptions hold globally and W1(m) is radially unbounded, the
statement is true for all $(t0) E R”. 0

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8, it can be shown that

ac(t0) E {at 6 Br | VV2($) S p} :> m(t) E QM C {x 6 Br | W1(m) g p}, V t Z to

since V(t,m) S 0. Hence, ||m(t)|| < r for all t 2 t0. Because V(t,x(t)) is mono—
tonically nonincreasing and bounded from below by zero, it converges as t —+ 00.
Now,

/ VV($(T)) dr g — V(r,m(r)) dr 2 V(t0,m(t0)) * V(t,x(t))
to to

Therefore, limtn00 j; W(x(r)) dr exists and is finite. Since m(t) is bounded, m(t) :
f(t, d'(t)) is bounded, uniformly in t, for all t Z to. Hence, m(t) is uniformly contin—
uous in t on [230, 00). Consequently, W(m(t)) is uniformly continuous in t on [to, 00)
because W(m) is uniformly continuous in m on the compact set Br. Therefore, by
Lemma 8.2, we conclude that l/V(m(t)) —+ 0 as t —+ 00. If all the assumptions hold
globally and W1(m) is radially unbounded, then for any x(t0), we can choose p so
large that 27(t0) 6 {ac E R” | W2(x) S p}. D

The limit W(d(t)) —+ 0 implies that m(t) approaches E as t —+ 00, where

E={xED|W($)=0}

Therefore, the positive limit set of m(t) is a subset of E. The mere knowledge that
m(t) approaches E is much weaker than the invariance principle for autonomous
systems, which states that m(t) approaches the largest invariant set in E. The
stronger conclusion in the case of autonomous systems is a consequence of the
property of autonomous systems stated in Lemma 4.1, namely the positive limit
set is an invariant set. There are some special classes of nonautonomous systems
where positive limit sets have some sort of an invariance property. 14 However, for a
general nonautonomous system, the positive limit sets are not invariant. The fact
that, in the case of autonomous systems, $(t) approaches the largest invariant set

14Examples are periodic systems, almost‘periodic systems, and asymptotically autonomous sys—
tems. See [154, Chapter 8] for invariance theorems for these classes of systems. See, also, [136] for
a different generalization of the invariance principle.
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in E allowed us to arrive at Corollary 4.1, where asymptotic stability of the origin
is established by showing that the set E does not contain an entire trajectory of
the system, other than the trivial solution. For a general nonautonomous system,
there is no extension of Corollary 4.1 that would show uniform asymptotic stability.
However, the next theorem shows that it is possible to conclude uniform asymptotic
stability if, in addition to V(t, m) g 0, we can show that V decreases over the interval
[25, t + 5].15
Theorem 8.5 Let D C R” be a domain containing m : 0 and suppose f(t,m) is
piecewise continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in x for all t 2 0 and x E D. Let
x = 0 be an equilibrium point ford: = f(t,m) at t = 0. Let V : [0, 00) X D ——> R be a
continuously difierentiable function such that

W1 (93) S V(tfl?) S W2(93)
. 8V 8V

: -——- ———- <We) a, + ammo _o
V(t + 6,¢(t + 5;t,a:)) — V(t,a:) g —AV(t,x), 0 < /\ < 116

V t Z 0, V m E D, for some 5 > 0, where W1(x) and W2(m) are continuous positive
definite functions on D and gb(r;t,m) is the solution of the system that starts at
(t, m) Then, the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable. If all the assumptions
hold globally and W1(m) is radially unbounded, then the origin is globally uniformly
asymptotically stable. If

WIW) Z k1||x||c, W2($) S k2||$||c, ’91 > 0, [C2 > 09 C > 0
then the origin is erponentially stable. 0

Proof: Choose r > 0 such that Br 6 D. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.8, it
can be shown that

33050) e {m e B, | W205) g p} 2*» 32(25) 6 QM, V t 2 to

where p < minuxuzr W1(x), because V(t, x) g 0. Now, for all t 2 to, we have
V(t + 5,m(t + 5)) S V(t,x(t)) — AV(t,m(t)) = (1 — A)V(t,m(t))

Moreover, since V(t, m) S 0,

V(r,m(r)) S V(t,m(t)), V r E [t,t+ 5]

15It is shown in [1] that the condition V S 0 can be dropped and uniform asymptotic stability
can be shown if

V(t + 5, (Mt + 5;t,$)) — V0296) S -'Y(||$||)
for some class [C function 7.

16There is no loss of generality in assuming that A < 1, for if the inequality is satisfied with
A1 2 1, then it is satisfied for any positive A < 1, since ~A1V S —AV. Notice, however, that this
inequality could not be satisfied with A > 1, since V(t, ac) > 0, V as ;E 0.
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For any 25 Z to, let N be the smallest positive integer such that t g to + N6 . Divide
the interval [250, to + (N - 1)5] into (N — 1) equal subintervals of length 6 each. Then,

V(t,a:(t)) S V050 + (N — 1)5,a:(t0 + (N — 1)5))
S (1 — /\)V(t0 + (N — 2)5,.’E(t0 + (N — 2)5))

(1 — /\)(N‘1)V(t0, 33050))

(1 i /\) (1 _ A)(t_tO)/6V(t07 $010))

1Z _...._.(1 _ A)e’b(t’t0)V(to,m(t0))

|/\

Where
1 1

Taking 7”
0(7", 3) : —-—-—-——e"bs

(1 — /\)
it can be easily seen that 0(r, s) is a class ICE function and V(t, $05)) satisfies

V(t, (13(0) S 0(V(t0, $(t0)),t — to), \7/ V(t0, $(t0)) E [0, p]

Rom this point on, the rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 4.9. The
proof of the statements on global uniform asymptotic stability and exponential
stability are the same as the proofs of Theorems 4.9 and 4.10. D

Example 8.11 Consider the linear time—varying system

i = A(t)m

Where A(t) is continuous for all t Z 0. Suppose there is a continuously differentiable,
symmetric matrix P(t) that satisfies

0<c11£P(t) SCQI, V1520

as well as the matrix differential equation

450:) = P(t)A(t) + AT(t)P(t) + CT(t)C(t)
Where C(t) is continuous in t. The derivative of the quadratic function

V(t, m) = mTP(t)m

along the trajectories of the system is

V(t,m) = —mTCT(t)C(t)$ S 0
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The solution of the linear system is given by ¢(T; 25,m) : @(T,t)m, where @(7‘,t) is
the state transition matrix. Therefore,

t+6
V(t+5,¢(t+5;t,a§)) —V(t,a:) : V(7‘,¢(7‘;t,x)) d7-

15
t+6

= —xT/ (IDT(T,25)CT(T)C(T)<I>(T,15)drm
t

: —mTW(?5,t-l—5)m

where t+6

W(t,25 + 5) =/ (IDT(7', 25)CT(T)C(T)<I>(T,25) d7
15

Suppose there is a positive constant k < c2 such that

W(25,25+6) 2 k1, V2520
then k

2

Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem 8.5 are satisfied globally with

Wi(m) = ci||m||§, 1': 1,2, /\ = —C—— < 1
2

and we conclude that the origin is globally exponentially stable. Readers familiar
with linear system theory will recognize that the matrix W(t,t + 5) is the observ—
ability Gramian of the pair (A(?5), C (15)) and that the inequality W(25,t + 5) 2 k1
is implied by uniform observability of (A(t), C(15)) Comparing this example with
Example 4.21 shows that Theorem 8.5 allows us to replace the positive definite—
ness requirement on the matrix Q(25) of (4.28) by the weaker requirement Q(25) :
CT(25)C(15), where the pair (A(25), C(15)) is uniformly observable. A

Theorems 8.4 and 8.5 and their application to linear systems, as in Example 8.11,
are extensively used in the analysis of adaptive control systems.17 As an example,
we analyze the adaptive control system of Section 1.2.6.

Example 8.12 In Section 1.2.6, we saw that the closed—loop equation of a model
reference adaptive control system, with plant 3),, : apyp + [CPU and reference model
gm : amym + kmr, is given by

éo = ameo + kp¢1r(t) + kp¢2[eo + ym(t)]

$1 : —’)’€07"(t)

$2 : _760leo ‘l' ym(t)l

17See, for example, [87] and [168].
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where ”y > 0 is the adaptation gain, 60 : yp — ym is the output error, and $1 and $2
are the parameter errors. It was assumed that 19,, > 0 and, of course, the reference
model must have am < 0. Furthermore, we assume that 7"(t) is piecewise continuous
and bounded. Using 2

~ 1 ea 1 2 2V — 2 16,, +7(¢1+¢2)

as a Lyapunov function candidate, we obtain

V : “(21162 + €0(¢1T + $260 + ¢2ym) _ $1607" _ ¢2€0(eo ‘l’ ym) : 9g]: 62 S 0
p 29

By applying Theorem 8.4, we conclude that for any c > 0 and for all initial states in
the set {V g c}, all state variables are bounded for all t Z to and limt.“>00 60(t) = 0.
This shows that the output of the plant 31,, tracks the desired output ym, but
says nothing about the convergence of the parameter errors $1 and $2 to zero.
In fact, they may not converge to zero. For example, if r and ym are nonzero
c0nstant signals, the closed—loop system will have an equilibrium subspace {eo :
0, $2 = (am/km)¢1}, which shows clearly that, in general, $1 and $2 do not
converge to zero. To derive conditions under which $1 and (#52 will converge to
zero, we apply Theorem 8.5. This will yield conditions under which the origin
(60 = 0, (1)1 2 0, (1)2 = 0) is uniformly asymptotically stable. Since we have already
shown that all state variables are bounded, we can represent the closed~loop system
as the linear time-varying system

am [6297175) 192992905) 60j: :. —’yr(t) 0 0 x, where m = $1
—7yp(t) 0 0 $2

Suppose the reference signal r(t) has a steady—state value r5805); that is, lim,g.,OO [7"(25) —
73805)] = 0. Then, limtnoo[ym(t) — 318805)] 2 0, where yss(t) is the steady—state re—
sponse of the reference model. These limits, tOgether with limp.00 60 (t) = 0, show
that the linear system can be represented by

x' 2 [A(t) + B(t)]x

where

am kprss (t) 19,, yss (t)
A(t) : —’yrss(t) 0 0 , and tlim B(t) = 0

_’7yss(t) 0 0

If we can show that the origin of :E: = A(t)x is uniformly asymptotically stable, we
can use the property limp.00 B(t) = 0 to show that the origin of i : [A(t) + B (25)]m
is uniformly asymptotically stable.18 Therefore, we concentrate our attention on

18See Example 9.6.
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the system :i: : A(t)x. Once again, using V as a Lyapunov function candidate, we
obtain

VZE’E egZ—xTCTCx, where C: ,/_,:m [ 1 0 0]
29

From Example 8.12, we see that the origin will be uniformly asymptotically stable if
the pair (A(t), C) is uniformly observable. Since uniform observability of (A(t), C)
is equivalent to uniform observability of (A(t) — K(t)C, C) for any piecewise con—
tinuous, bounded matrix K(t),19 we take

0
A(t)—K(t)C: 0 0 0 , C: _,:m[1 0 0]

0 0 19

By investigating observability of this pair for a given reference signal, we can de—
termine whether the conditions of Theorem 8.5 are satisfied. For example, if r is
a nonzero constant signal, it can be easily seen that the pair is not observable.
This is not surprising, since we have already seen that in this case the origin is not
uniformly asymptotically stable. On the other hand, if 7"(t) : a sin cut with positive
a and m, we have r8805) : r(t) and yss(t) : aM sin(wt + 5), where M and 6 are
determined by the transfer function of the reference model. It can be verified that
the pair is uniformly observable; hence the origin (e0 : 0, (1)1 : 0, (1)2 = 0) is
uniformly asymptotically stable and the parameter errors (1)105) and (1)205) converge
to zero as 25 tends to infinity.20 A

8.4 Stability of Periodic Solutions
In Chapter 4, we developed an extensive theory for the stability of equilibrium
points. In this section, we consider the corresponding problem for periodic solutions.
If u(t) is a periodic solution of the system

i: = f(t,a:) (8.14)
what can we say about other solutions that start arbitrarily close to u(t)? Will
they remain in some neighborhood of u(t) for all 25? Will they eventually approach

19See [87, Lemma 4.8.1].
20For this example, the reference Mt) : asin cut is said to be persistently exciting, while a

constant reference is not persistently exciting. To read more about persistence of excitation, see
[5], [15], [87], [139], [168], or Section 13.4 of the second edition of this book.
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u(t)? Such stability properties of the periodic solution u(t) can be characterized
and investigated in the sense of Lyapunov. Let

y=w—u®
so that the origin 3/ : 0 becomes an equilibrium point for the nonautonomous
system

y=fwy+U@»_f@U®) $13
The behavior of solutions of (8.14) near u(t) is equivalent to the behavior of solu—
tions of (8.15) near 3/ = 0. Therefore, we can characterize stability properties of
u(t) from those of the equilibrium 3/ : 0. In particular, we say that the periodic
solution u(t) is uniformly asymptotically stable if y = 0 is a uniformly asymptot—
ically stable equilibrium point for the system (8.15). Similar statements can be
made for other stability properties, like uniform stability. Thus, investigating the
stability of u(t) has been reduced to studying the stability of an equilibrium point of
a nonautonomous system, which we studied in Chapter 4. We shall find this notion
of uniform asymptotic stability of periodic solutions in the sense of Lyapunov to be
useful when we study nonautonomous systems dependent on small parameters in
Chapter 10. The notion, however, is too restrictive when we analyze periodic solu—
tions of autonomous systems. The next example illustrates the restrictive nature of
this notion.

Example 8.13 Consider the second—order system

(1 — m? — was 2' 2 m... _ 1 1 _ 2 _ 2 ]$1 $1 [ 33% +33% $2[ +( $1 $2)

3m' _ m (1—xf—mg)
2 2 W~mf+w3 +m1 [1+ (1 —$% —mg)2]

which is represented in the polar coordinates

mlzrcos0, 332:7"811'10

W
(1 — r2)3¢2--q é=1+a—fiV

7"

The solution starting at (m, 00) is given by

1/2
1 _ 2

7(5) 2 1 — W77)
1+4H1—fif

W): %+Hgmh+na—fifl
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From these expressions, we see that the system has a periodic solution

i1(t) : cost, i2(t) : sint

The corresponding periodic orbit is the unit circle 7" : 1. All nearby solutions
spiral toward this periodic orbit as t ——> 00. This spiralling is clearly the kind of
“asymptotically stable” behavior we expect to see with a periodic orbit. In fact,
the periodic orbit has been known classically as a stable limit cycle. However,
the periodic solution E(t) is not uniformly asymptotically stable in the sense of
Lyapunov. Recall that for the solution to be uniformly asymptotically stable, we
must have

[7"(t) cos 0(t) — cos t]2 + [7"(t) sin 0(t) — sin t]2 —+ 0 as t —+ 00

for sufficiently small [To cos 00 — 1]2 + [To sin 90l2- Because 7'(t) ——> 1 as t ——> 00, we
must have

|1—cos(0(t)—t)|—+0 as t—+oo

which clearly is not satisfied when m # 1, since (0 (t) — t) is an ever-growing mono—
tonically increasing function of t. A

The point illustrated by this example is true in general. In particular, a nontrivial
periodic solution of an autonomous system can never be asymptotically stable in
the sense of Lyapunov.21

The stability-like properties of the periodic orbit of Example 8.13 can be cap—
tured by extending the notion of stability in the sense of Lyapunov from stability
of an equilibrium point to stability of an invariant set. Consider the autonomous
system

i = f(l') (8.16)

where f : D ——> R” is a continuously differentiable map from a domain D C R” into
R”. Let M C D be a closed invariant set of (8.16). Define an e—neighborhood of M
by

UE : {x E R” | dist(m,M) < 5}

where dist (as, M) is the minimum distance from a: to a point in M; that is,

dist(m, M) 2 £34 Hm — 3/“

Definition 8.1 The closed invariant set M of (8.16) is

o stable if, for each 5 > 0, there is 6 > 0 such that

$(0)EU5=>$(t)EUE, VtZO

2lSee [72, Theorem 81.1] for a proof of this statement.
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0 asymptotically stable ifit is stable and 5 can be chosen such that

x(0) 6 U5 :> tlim dist(x(t),M) = 0

This definition reduces to Definition 4.1 when M is an equilibrium point. Lyapunov
stability theory for equilibrium points, as presented in Chapter 4, can be extended
to invariant sets.22 For example, by repeating the proof of Theorem 4.1, it is
not hard to see that if there is a function V(x), which is zero on M and positive
in some neighborhood D of M, excluding M itself, and if the derivative V(m) :
[8V/5‘m]f(x) g 0 in D, then Ill is stable. Furthermore, if V(m) is negative in D,
excluding M, then M is asymptotically stable.

Stability and asymptotic stability of invariant sets are interesting concepts in
their own sake. We will apply them here to the specific.case when the invariant set
M' is the closed orbit associated with a periodic solution. Let u(t) be a nontrivial
periodic solution of the autonomous system (8.16) with period T, and let 7 be the
closed orbit defined by

’y:{mER”|m=u(t), OStST}

The periodic orbit 7 is the image of u(t) in the state space. It is an invariant
set whose stability prOperties are characterized by Definition 8.1. It is common,
especially for second—order systems, to refer to asymptotically stable periodic orbits
as stable limit cycles

Example 8.14 The harmonic oscillator

.131 Z (132

$2 = —$1

has a continuum of periodic orbits, which are concentric circles with a center at
the origin. Any one of these periodic orbits is stable. Consider, for example, the
periodic orbit ”ya defined by

’Yc={mER2|r:c>0}, whererzm

The U5 neighborhood of rye is defined by the annular region

U5:{mER2 | c—e<7‘<c+e}

This annular region itself is an invariant set. Thus, given 5 > 0, we can take 5 = e
and see that any solution starting in the U5 neighborhood at t = 0 will remain in
the U5 neighborhood for all t Z 0. Hence, the periodic orbit eye is stable. However,
it is not asymptotically stable, because a solution starting in a U5 neighborhood

22See, for example, [213] and [221] for comprehensive coverage and [118] for some interesting
results on converse Lyapunov theorems. ‘
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of rye does not approach rye as t —+ 00, no matter how small 5 is. Stability of the
periodic orbit {r = c} can be also shown by the Lyapunov function

W) = (r2 — c2)? = (w? +w§ — c2>2
whose derivative along the trajectories of the system is

V($) = 4(r2 — c2)rr : 0

A

Example 8.15 Consider the system of Example 8.13. It has an isolated periodic
Orbit

7:{$ER2|T:1},“rherer:m

For m g? 'y, we have

diSt($a’Y) : inf llm — 3/”2 = inf \/($1 — 3/02 + (x2 — y2)2 = |r— 1|
yew yEW

Recalling that
1/2

1 _ 2

1 + 4t (1 — r8)2
it can be easily seen that the 5—6 requirement for stability is satisfied and

dist(m(t),’y) —+ 0, as t —+ 00

Hence, the periodic orbit is asymptotically stable. The same conclusion can be
arrived at using the Lyapunov function

WU?) = (7"2 — 1)2 = (93? +933 — 1)2
whose derivative along the trajectories of the system is

V(m) = 4(r2 — 1w 2 —4.(7~2 — 1)4 < 0, for r 3s 1
A

Having defined the stability properties of periodic orbits, we can now define the
stability properties of periodic solutions.

Definition 8.2 A nontrivial periodic solution u(t) of (8.16) is
o orbitally stable if the closed orbit 7 generated by u(t) is stable.

0 asymptotically orbitally stable if the closed orbit 7 generated by u(t) is asymp—
totically stable.

Notice that different terminology is used depending on whether we are talking about
the periodic solution or the corresponding periodic orbit. In Example 8.15, we say
that the unit circle is an asymptotically stable periodic orbit, but we say that the
periodic solution (cost, sint) is orbitally asymptotically stable.
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8.5 Exercises
8.1 Prove Corollary 8.1.

8.2 Prove Corollary 8.2.

8.3 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 8.1 are satisfied in a case Where 91(y, 0) =
0, 92(y, 0) = 0, and A1 : 0. Show that the origin of the full system is stable.

8.4 Reconsider Example 8.1 With a : 0. Show that the origin is stable.

8.5 ([88]) Consider the system

m’a : fa(-Ta7$b)

it = Ab$b+fb($aa$b)

Where dim(ma) :: n1, dim(mb) : n2, Ab is Hurwitz, fa and fb are continuously
differentiable, [8fb/8xb](0, 0) : 0, and fb(xa, 0) : 0 in a neighborhood of ma 2 0.

(a) Show that if ma : 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of ma :
fa(a:a, 0), then (ma, l’b) : (0,0) is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of
the full system.

(b) Show that if ma : 0 is an asymptotically (but not exponentially) stable equilib-
rium point of ma : fa(ma, 0), then (ma, mb) : (0,0) is an asymptotically stable
equilibrium point of the full system.

8.6 ([70]) For each of the following systems, investigate stability of the origin by
using the center manifold theorem:

$1 : —m3 m1 : ax? — mg, a 5i 0(1) _ _ _ .2 (2) - _ _ 2.122 —— {132+ l1 +331332 {132 — {132+331 +331332

$1 = —$2 +$1$3 $- : $2$
(3) 332 = x1 +m2$3 (4) .1 _ 1 32

~ _ _ 2 2 2 $2 — —$1 — $2$3 — $3 “ ($1 + $2) +$3

’ z 3 ~ W 3 _(5) m1 m1m2 (6) m1 m1+$2(m1+m2 1)
$2 2: —m2~m%+2m§ $2 = mg($1+m2—1)

H
|l$1 = $2 $1 —2$1 — 3332 + $3 + $3

(7) $2 = —$2 + (mil/(1 + m?) (8) $2 $1 + x? + $2
a 5i 0 .733 = x?

|l

8.7 ([34]) Consider the system
- 3 2 - 2m1 = $1272 + aml + M1932, $2 2 —m2 + cm? + d$1$2
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Investigate stability of the origin by using the center manifold theorem for each of
the following cases:

(1) a+c>0. (2) a+c<0.
(3) a+c=0andcd+bc2<0. (4) a+c=0andcd+bc2>0.
(5) a+c=cd+bc2=0.

8.8 ([34]) Consider the system

- 3 2 ~ 2 3x1 : axl +x1x2, x2 : —a:2 + x2 +x1x2 - x1

Investigate stability of the origin by using the center manifold theorem for all pos-
sible values of the real parameter a.

8.9 ([88]) Consider the system

i1 2 (1331332 — xi’, 332 : —mg + bxlmg + cm?

Investigate stability of the origin by using the center manifold theorem for all pos-
sible values of the real constants a, b, and c.

8.10 (Zubov’s Theorem) Consider the system (8.13) and let G C R” be a do—
main containing the origin. Suppose there exist two functions V : G —+ R and
h : R” ——> R with the following properties:

0 V is continuously differentiable and positive definite in G and satisfies

0<V(x)<1, VmEG—{O}

0 As m approaches the boundary of G, or in case of unbounded G as ||:c|| ——> oo,
limV($) : 1.

o h is continuous and positive definite on R”.

o For m E G, V(m) satisfies the partial differential equation

g‘g (x) = —h<w>[1 — M] (8-17)
Show that m = 0 is asymptotically stable and G is the region of attraction.

8.11 ([72]) Consider the second—order system

331 = —h1(931)+ 92(332), 5532 = —91($1)

where
h1(0):0, Zh1(Z) > 0 \7/ —(l1 < Z < b1
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91(0)=0, zg¢(z)>0 V —ai<z<bi

/ 91(0) da—aooasz—a—aiorz—abi
0

for some positive constants (ii, I), (a,- : oo or b, : 00 is allowed). Apply Zubov’s
theorem to show that the region of attraction is {an E R2 | — (1, < xi < 1),}.
Hint: Take Mac) : 91(m1)h1($1) and seek a solution of the partial differential
equation (8.17) in the form V(m) = 1 — W1(m1)W2(m2). Note that, with this choice
of h, V($) is only negative semidefinite; apply LaSalle’s invariance principle.

8.12 Find the region of attraction of the system

$1 : —m1 + $2, $2 : —tan(m1)

Hint: Use the previous exercise,

8.13 Let Q be an open, positively invariant set containing the origin. Suppose
every trajectory in Q approaches the origin as t ——> oo. Show that Q is connected.

8.14 Consider a second—order system m’ : f(m) with asymptotically stable origin.
Let V(ac) = xf +33%, and D = {x E R2 | |m2| < 1, |x1 — m2| < 1}. Suppose
[8V/8x] f (m) is negative definite in D. Estimate the region of attraction.

8.15 Consider the system

531 =$2, $2 = —$1 —x2— (2$2+ $1)(1—x§)

(a) Using V(m) : 535% + Zaclmg + 23:3, show that the origin is asymptotically stable.

(b) Let
S={mER2 | V(m)§5}fl{mER2 | |w2|£1}

Show that S is an estimate of the region of attraction.

8.16 Show that the origin of

m 2m, $2=~m2~$1+$§

is asymptotically stable and estimate the region of attraction.

8.17 Consider a second~order system i = f (m), together with a Lyapunov function
V(x) Suppose that V(m) < 0 for all x? + mg 2 (12. The sketch, given in Figure 8.6,
shows four different directions of the vector field at a point on the circle mf—txg = (12
Which of these directions are possible and which are not? Justify your answer.

8.18 Consider the system

at] 2 x2, 55:2 : $272 ~ sinml * 2 sat(m1 + m2)
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V(x)=c

Figure 86: Exercise 8.17.

(a) Show that the origin is the unique equilibrium point.

(b) Show, using linearization, that the origin is asymptotically stable.

(c) Let a = $1 +£2. Show that a ('7 S —|a| for |a| Z 1.

(d) Let V($) = x? + 0.5% + 1 — cos $1. Show that

MC={xER2 | V(x) gc}n{xeR2 | |a|g1}, c>0

is positively invariant and trajectories in MG approach the origin as t —+ 00.

(e) Show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable.

8.19 Consider the synchronous generator model described in Exercise 1.8. Take
the state variables and parameters as in parts (a) and (b) of the exercise. Moreover,
take ’7' 2 6.6 sec, M : 00147 (per unit power) >< sec2/rad, and D/M : 4 sec”.

(a) Find all equilibrium points in the region —7r 3 m1 3 7r, and determine the
stability properties of each equilibrium by using linearization.

(b) Estimate the region of attraction of each asymptotically stable equilibrium.

8.20 ([113]) Consider the system

$1 = $2, 5532 = —$1 — 903932

Where 9(t) is continuously differentiable and 0 < [cl 3 g(t) 3 kg for all t Z 0.

(a) Show that the origin is exponentially stable.

(b) Would (a) be true if 9(t) were not bounded? Consider 9(t) : 2 + exp(t).
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8.21 Consider the system

m'l : $2, $2 2 —sinm1 — g(t)m2

where 9(t) is continuously differentiable and 0 < [cl 3 g(t) 3 kg for allt Z 0. Show
that the origin is exponentially stable.
Hint: Use the previous exercise.

8.22 Consider the system

3'31 : —a:1 — x2 — a(t)a:3, 3'32 : 1'1, 5'63 : d(t)x1

where 0405) = sint + sin 225. Show that the origin is exponentially stable.

8.23 Consider the single—input~single—output nonlinear system

ii = $141, léién—l
in = fo($)+(9*)Tf1($)+90($)U

where f0, f1, and 90 are known smooth functions of x, defined for all m E R”,
while 0* E R39 is a vector of unknown constant parameters. The function 90(m) is
bounded away from zero; that is, Igo($)| 2 160 > 0, for all m E R”. We assume that
all state variables can be measured. It is desired to design a state feedback adaptive
controller such that $1 asymptotically tracks a desired reference signal Mt), where
r and its derivatives up to H”) are continuous and bounded for all t Z 0.

(a) Taking 61' 2 mi—r(i“1) and e = [61, . . . , en]T, show that 6 satisfies the equation

é = A6 + BUM-T) + (9*)Tf1($) + 90(5):)“ — TM]
where (A, B) is a controllable pair.

(b) Design K such that A — BK is Hurwitz and let P be the positive definite
solution of the Lyapunov equation P(A — BK) + (A — BK)TP 2 —I. Using
the Lyapunov function candidate V = eTPe + (VF—1(1), where (Z) : 0 — 0* and
F is a symmetric positive definite matrix, show that the adaptive controller

0’ = Pf1(x)eTPB
ensures that all state variables are bounded and limthoo 6(t) : 0.

(G) Let
_ _ T
A“) : [ Onxn Bf1(R)

()a OPXP
l, 041” 0W]

where R = [7“, . . . , 7'(T‘"1)]T. Show that if (A(t), C) is uniformly observable,
then the parameter error (Z) converges to zero as t —+ 00.



Chapter 9

Stability of Perturbed Systems

Consider the system
9'3 = HM?) + 90,93) (91)

where f : [0, 00) X D ——> R” and g : [0, 00) X D ——> R” are piecewise continuous in
t and locally Lipschitz in m on [0, 00) x D, and D C R” is a domain that contains
the origin m = 0. We think of this system as a perturbation of the nominal system

a: : f(t,x) (9.2)
The perturbation term g(t, m) could result from modeling errors, aging, or uncertain—
ties and disturbances, which exist in any realistic problem. In a typical situation,
we do not know g(t,m), but we know some information about it, like knowing an
upper bound on ||g(t, m)“ Here, we represent the perturbation as an additive term
on the righthand side of the state equation. Uncertainties that do not change the
system’s order can always be represented in this form. For if the perturbed right—
hand side is some function f (t, x), then by adding and subtracting f(t, x), we can
rewrite the right—hand side as

f<t9$) : “ta-’13) ‘l' if(t:$) '— f<t7$)l

and define
9(t733) Z fault) _ f(ta$)

SuppOSe the nominal system (9.2) has a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium
point at the origin, what can we say about the stability behavior of the perturbed
system (9.1)? A natural approach to address this question is to use a Lyapunov
function for the nominal system as a Lyapunov function candidate for the perturbed
system. This is what we have done in the analysis of the linearization approach in
Sections 4.3 and 4.6. The new element here is that the perturbation term could be
more general than the perturbation term in the case of linearization. The conclu—
sions we can arrive at depend critically on whether the perturbation term vanishes

339
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at the origin. If g(t,0) = 0, the perturbed system (9.2) has an equilibrium point
at the origin. In this case, we analyze the stability behavior of the origin as an
equilibrium point of the perturbed system. If g(t,0) 7£ 0, the origin will not be
an equilibrium point of the perturbed system. In this case, we study ultimate
boundedness of the solutions of the perturbed system.

The cases of vanishing and nonvanishing perturbations are treated in Sections 9.1
and 9.2, respectively. In Section 9.3, we restrict our attention to the case when the
nominal system has an exponentially stable equilibrium point at the origin and use
the comparison lemma to derive some sharper results on the asymptotic behavior of
the solution of the perturbed system. In Section 9.4, we give a result that establishes
continuity of the solution of the state equation on the infinite—time interval.

The last two sections deal with interconnected systems and slowly varying sys«
tems, respectively. In both cases, stability analysis is simplified by viewing the
system as a perturbation of a simpler system. In the‘case of interconnected sys«
tems, the analysis is simplified by decomposing the system into smaller isolated
subsystems, while in the case of slowly varying systems, a nonautonomous system
with slowly varying inputs is approximated by an autonomous system where the
slowly varying inputs are treated as constant parameters.

9.1 Vanishing Perturbation
Let us start with the case g(t, 0) = 0. Suppose m = 0 is an exponentially stable equi—
librium point of the nominal system (9.2), and let V(t, m) be a Lyapunov function
that satisfies

C1||93||2 S WW?) S C2||93||2 (9-3)
8V 8V—— —- t < — 2 .4a, + amf(,w)_ C3||93|| (9 )

lgflsann gm
for all (t,ar) 6 [0,00) x D for some positive constants C1, C2, C3, and C4. The
existence of a Lyapunov function. satisfying (9.3) through (9.5) is guaranteed by
Theorem 4.14, under some additional assumptions. Suppose the perturbation term
g(t, m) satisfies the linear growth bound

WflflHéifltVtZQVweD on
where 7 is a nonnegative constant. This bound is natural in view of the assumptions
on g(t,m). In fact, any function g(t,1~) that vanishes at the origin and is locally
Lipschitz in m, uniformly in t for all t Z 0, in a bounded neighborhood of the origin
satisfies (9.6) over that neighborhood.1 We use V as a Lyapunov function candidate

1Note, however, that the linear growth bound (9.6) becomes restrictive when required to hold
globally, because that would require 9 to be globally Lipschitz in ac.
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to investigate the stability of the origin as an equilibrium point for the perturbed
system (9.1). The derivative of V along the trajectories of (9.1) is given by

- (9V (9V 8V

The first two terms on the right«hand side constitute the derivative of V(t, m) along
the trajectories of the nominal system, which is negative definite and satisfies (9.4).
The third term, [8V/8m] g, is the effect of the perturbation. Since we do not have
complete knowledge of g, we cannot judge whether this term helps or hurts the
cause of making V(t,x) negative definite. With the growth bound (9.6) as our
only information on g, the best we can do is worst case analysis where [8V/3m] g is
bounded by a nonnegative term. Using (9.4) through (9.6), we obtain

mm) : —c3||x||2 + {lg—H Ham” : mum”? + C47||93||2
If 7 is small enough to satisfy the bound

C3
’)’ < ‘6‘; (97)

then

V(t,$) S _(C3 _ 764)H$H29 (C3 _’ 764) > 0

Therefore, by Theorem 4.10, we conclude the next lemma.

Lemma 9.1 Let x = 0 be an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal
system (9.2). Let V(t, m) be a Lyapunov function of the nominal system that satisfies
(9.3) through (9.5) in [0,oo) x D. Suppose the perturbation term g(t,m) satisfies
(9.6) and (9.7). Then, the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of
the perturbed system (91). Moreover, if all the assumptions hold globally, then the
origin is globally exponentially stable. 0

This lemma is conceptually important because it shows that exponential stability
of the origin is robust with respect to a class of perturbations that satisfy (96) and
(9.7). To assert this robustness property, we do not have to know V(t, cc) explicitly.
It is just enough to know that the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium
of the nominal system. Sometimes, we may be able to show that the origin is
exponentially stable without actually finding a Lyapunov function that satisfies
(9.3) through (9.5).2 Irrespective of the method we use to show exponential stability
of the origin, we can assert the existence of V(t, m) satisfying (9.3) through (9.5) by
application of Theorem 4.14 (provided the Jacobian matrix [5‘f/fix] is bounded).
However, if we do not know the Lyapunov function V(t, m) we cannot calculate the

2This is the Case, for example, when exponential stability of the origin is shown using Theo—
rem 8.5.
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bound of (97). Consequently, our robustness conclusion becomes a qualitative one
where we say that the origin is exponentially stable for all perturbations satisfying

||g(t,93)|| S Vllwll
with sufiiciently small 7. On the other hand, if we know V(t, x), we can calculate
the bound of (9.7), which is an additional piece of information. We should be
careful not to overernphasize the usefulness of such bounds because they could be
conservative for a given perturbation g(t, m) The conservatism is a consequence of
the worst case analysis we have adopted from the beginning.

Example 9.1 Consider the system

:E: = Ax + g(t, m)

where A is Hurwitz and ||g(t,x)||2 g 7||x||2 for all t Z 0 and all m E R”. Let
Q = QT > 0 and solve the Lyapunov equation

PA+ATP = —Q

for P. From Theorem 4.6, we know that there is a unique solution P 2 PT > 0.
The quadratic Lyapunov function V(m) :2 mTPm satisfies (9.3) through (9.5). In
particular,

Amin(P)||$||§ S WU?) S Amax(P)||a:||§
8V7935M : —xTQx g —/\msn(Q)||$||§

= ||293TP||2 S 2||P||2||93||2 = 2/\ma»x(P)l|flE||2
2

8V
396

The derivative of V (x) along the trajectories of the perturbed system satisfies

WU?) S —/\msn(Q)||93||§ + ZAmaAPWllg
Hence, the origin is globally exponentially stable if 7 < Amin(Q)/2/\max(P). Since
this bound depends on the choice of Q, one may wonder how to choose Q to maxi»
mize the ratio Amin(Q)/)\max(P). It turns out that this ratio is maximized with the
choice Q : I (Exercise 9.1). A

Example 9.2 Consider the second—order system

531=$2
55:2 : —4m1 — 2332 + ,Bmg

where the constant fl 2 0 is unknown. We view the system as a perturbed system
of the form (9.1) with

f(w)=A$=[_2 ii [iii and g(x)=[fi:3]
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The eigenvalues of A are —1 i j\/§. Hence, A is Hurwitz. The solution of the
Lyapunov equation

PA + ATP : —I

is given by

Nic
o

oo
h—

I

p:
l 5
E? E

As we saw in Example 9.1, the Lyapunov function V($) = xTPx satisfies inequalities
(9.3) through (9.5) with C3 = 1 and

C4 : ZAmaX(P) : 2 x 1.513 = 3.026

The perturbation term g($) satisfies

||g(-’L“)||2 = fil-‘E2l3 S fik§|932| S fikgllmlh
for all |m2| g kg. At this point in the analysis, we do not know a bound on x2(t),
although we know that m2(t) will be bounded whenever the trajectory fit) is con”
fined to a compact set. We keep k2 undetermined and proceed with the analysis.
Using V(m) as a Lyapunov function candidate for the perturbed system, we obtain

W93) S —||93||§ + 3-026fik§||93||§
Hence, V(m) will be negative definite if

1
g < 3.026193

To estimate the bound k2, let QC : {x E R2 | V(m) S c}. For any positive constant
c, the set QC is closed and bounded. The boundary of QC is the Lyapunov surface

V(m) 2 3m? + l'xll'Q + 1—56.13: c

The largest value of |m2| on the surface V(m) = c can be determined by differentiating
the surface equation partially with respect to $1. This results in

3x1+ 211-322 :0
Therefore, the extreme values of $2 are obtained at the intersection of the line
m1 = —x2 / 12 with the Lyapunov surface. Simple calculations show that the largest
value of mg on the Lyapunov surface is 966/29. Thus, all points inside QC satisfy
the bound 96c

<. h k2:—|m2|_k2, were 2 29

Therefore, if
29 0.1

N

fi< 3.026x96c N c
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V(m) will be negative definite in QC and we can conclude that the origin m : 0
is exponentially stable with QC as an estimate of the region of attraction. The
inequality fl < 0.1/c shows a tradeoff between the estimate of the region of attraction
and the estimate of the upper bound on ,8. The smaller the upper bound on ,8, the
larger the estimate of the region of attraction. This tradeoff is not artificial; it does
exist in this example. The change of variables

/3
Zi = 35%

3 3
Z2 : ‘/§fi(4x1+2m2—fim§) : — $5532

7' 2 2t

transforms the state equation into

4:1
dr
4:2
dr

_ _Z2

2 Z1+(Zf — 1)z2

which was shown in Example 8.5 to have a bounded region of attraction surrounded
by an unstable limit cycle. When transformed into the mucoordinates, the region
of attraction will expand with decreasing fl and shrink with increasing fl. Finally,
let us use this example to illustrate our remarks on the conservative nature of the
bound of (9.7). Using this bound, we came up with the inequality fl < 1/3.026163,
which allows the perturbation term g(t, m) to be any seconduorder vector that sat”
isfies ||g(t,x)||2 g fik§||m||2. This class of perturbations is more general than the
perturbation we have in this specific problem. We have a structured perturbation in
the sense that the first component of g is always zero, while our analysis allowed
for an unstructured perturbation where the vector g could change in all directions.
Such disregard of the structure of the perturbation will, in general, lead to conseru
vative bounds. Suppose we repeat the analysis, this time taking into consideration
the structure of the perturbation. Instead of using the general bound of (9.7), we
calculate the derivative of V(t, on) along the trajectories of the perturbed system to
obtain

W92) —||w||§ +2wTPg(w)
—||w||§ + W3 (in/221922 + 1—2923)
—||w||§ + 25323 (1—15||93||§ + 1—56||w||§)
—||w||§ + i—fikiHaaHi

S
S

Hence, V(T) is negative definite for fl < 4/3163. Using, again, the fact that for all
m E 9c, |$2|2 3 kg = 96c/29, we arrive at the bound fl < 0.4/c, which is four times
the bound we obtained by using (9.7). A
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When the origin of the nominal system (9.2) is uniformly asymptotically stable,
but not exponentially stable, the stability analysis of the perturbed system is more
involved. Suppose the nominal system has a positive definite, decrescent Lyapunov
function V(t,x) that satisfies

8V 8V__ __ t < _a, + a,“ w) _. W3<x>
for all (t,x) E [0, 00) x D, where W3(x) is positive definite and continuous. The
derivative of V along the trajectories of (9.1) is given by

- 8V 8V 3V

—W3(x) + [lg-gm x)|/\

Our task now is to show that

[Wgym) <W3<w>
for all (t, x) E [0, 00) x D, a task that cannot be done by putting a simple order
of magnitude bound on ||g(t, m)”, as we have done in the exponential stability case.
The growth bound on H g(t, m) M will depend on the nature of the Lyapunov function
of the nominal system. One class of Lyapunov functions for which the analysis
is almost as simple as in exponential stability is the case when V(t, m) is positive
definite, decrescent, and satisfies

8V 8V3,- + Exam) : —c3¢>2<w> (98)
(9V
fix

for all (t, m) E [0, 00) x D for some positive constants C3 and C4, where (Z) 2 R” —+ R
is positive definite and continuous. A Lyapunov function satisfying (9.8) and (9.9)
is usually called a quadratiotype Lyapunov function. It is clear that a Lyapunov
function satisfying (9.3) through (9.5) is quadratic type, but a quadratic—type Lyau
punov function may exist even when the origin is not exponentially stable. We
will illustrate this point shortly by an example. If the nominal system (9.2) has a
quadraticutype Lyapunov function V(t, x), then its derivative along the trajectories
of (9.1) satisfies

[ _ c4¢><w> (99)

WW) S —63¢>2(w) + 04¢($)||g(taw)ll
Suppose now that the perturbation term satisfies the bound

“gem” SW02). 7< :—
4
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Then, .

WW?) S ~(C3 — C47)¢>2(93)
which shows that V(t, m) is negative definite.

Example 9.3 Consider the scalar system

at = ~99 + gene)
The nominal system

3': : —a:
has a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point at the origin, but, as we saw
in Example 4.23, the origin is not exponentially stable. Thus, there is no Lyapunov
function that satisfies (9.3) through (9.5). The Lyapunov function V(m) = m4
satisfies (9.8) and (9.9), with (Mm) : |m|3, C3 = 4, and C4 = 4. Suppose the
perturbation term g(t,m) satisfies the bound |g(t,m)| g 7|m|3 for all x, with 'y < 1.
Then, the derivative of V along the trajectories of the perturbed system. satisfies

Wt» 93) S —4(1 — WW9?)
Hence, the origin is a globally uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point of
the perturbed system. . A

In contrast to the case of exponential stability, it is important to notice that a
nominal system with uniformly asymptotically stable, but not exponentially stable,
origin is not robust to smooth perturbations with arbitrarily small linear growth
bounds of the form of (9.6). This point is illustrated by the next example.3

Example 9.4 Consider the scalar system of the previous example with perturba—
tion g = 7x where ’y > 0', that is,

m' : —m3 + cm

It can be easily seen, via linearization, that for any 7 > 0 the origin is unstable, no
matter how small 7 is. A

9.2 Nonvanishing Perturbation
Let us turn now to the more general case when we do not know that g(t, 0) : 0.
The origin m = 0 may not be an equilibrium point of the perturbed system (9.1).
We can no longer study stability of the origin as an equilibrium point, nor should
we expect the solution of the perturbed system to approach the origin as t —+ 00.
The best we can hope for is that x(t) will be ultimately bounded by a small bound,
if the perturbation term g(t, m) is small in some sense. We start with the case when
the origin of the nominal system (9.2) is exponentially stable.

3See, also, Exercise 9.7.
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Lemma 9.2 Let x : 0 be an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal
system (9.2). Let V(t, m) be a Lyapunoo function of the nominal system that satisfies
(9.3) through (9.5) in [0,00) x D, where D = {m E R” | ||m|| < r}. Suppose the
perturbation term g(t,m) satisfies

C1Hmuonsa<§- 0r (am)C2

for all t Z 0, all m E D, and some positive constant 0 < 1. Then, for all ||m(t0)|| <
\/C1/CQT, the solution $(t) of the perturbed system (9.1) satisfies

HMUHSkemiemr—mmwbol Vt0£t<td+T
and

WWHSt2m+T
for some finite T, where

k: 2,7:Q:fla,b:e eé
Ci 262 C3 c1 0

Proof: We use V(t, m) as a Lyapunov function candidate for the perturbed system
(9.1). The derivative of V(t, m) along the trajectories of (9.1) satisfies

0

V(t,m) |/\

8V—mmr+gg lumen
-wdfl?+aflhH

= —0—bfifimfi~%fimP+QWflL0<0<1
—o——ewamna VHséaM0a

|/\
|/\

Applying Theorem 4.18 and Exercise 4.51 completes the proof. 1:]

Note that the ultimate bound b in Lemma 9.2 is proportional to the upper
bound on the perturbation 5. Once again, this result can be viewed as a robustness
property of nominal systems having exponentially stable equilibria at the origin,
because it shows that arbitrarily small (uniformly bounded) perturbations will not
result in large steadyustate deviations from the origin.

Example 9.5 Consider the seconduorder system

331 = (132

(1.32 = —4331—2332+,833§+Cl(t)

where fl 2 0 is unknown and cl(t) is a uniformly bounded disturbance that satisfies
|cl(t)| g 5 for all t Z 0. This is the same system we studied in Example 92, except
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for the additional perturbation term d(t). Again, the system can be viewed as
a perturbation of a nominal linear system that has a Lyapunov function V(m) :
atTPx, where

3 1
5 E?

P :
1 5
8 16

We use V($) as a Lyapunov function candidate for the perturbed system, but
we treat the two perturbation terms fimg and d(t) differently, since the first term
vanishes at the origin while the second one does not. Calculating the derivative of
V($) along the trajectories of the perturbed system, we obtain

Wm) = —||w||§ + 25223 ($921222 + 1—2933) + 26W) (i431 + 1—2332)
x/2_95

S —||93||§ + Sifikgllg + Tllwlb
where we have used the inequality

|2$1 + 5$2| S HwHQfl-l- 25

and k2 is an upper bound on |x2|. Suppose ,8 3 4(1 — 0/3193, where 0 < C < 1.
Then,

M6
8

M6
8C0

where 0 < 9 < 1. As we saw in Example 9.2, |m2|2 is bounded on QC by 96c/29.
Thus, if fl 3 0.4(1 — {)/c and 5 is so small that uQAmaX(P) < c, then Bu C QC and
all trajectories starting inside QC remain for all future time in QC. Furthermore,
the conditions of Theorem 4.18 are satisfied in QC. Therefore, the solutions of the
perturbed system are uniformly ultimately bounded by

_ «5915 AMP)
_ 8C0 Arming”)

WW‘) S —€||93||§ + ||33||2 S w(1 — 9)€||93||§, V ||33||2 Z a =

A

In the more general case when the origin a: : 0 is a uniformly asymptotically
stable equilibrium point of the nominal system (9.2), rather than exponentially
stable, the analysis of the perturbed system proceeds in a similar manner.

Lemma 9.3 Let it : 0 be a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the
nominal system (9.2). Let V(t,x) be a Lyapunov function of the nominal system
that satisfies the inequalities4

a1(||x||) S WW?) S a2<||$||> (9-11)
4The existence of a Lyapunov function satisfying these inequalities (on a bounded domain) is

guaranteed by Theorem 4.16 under some additional assumptions.
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95‘; + gm...) : wanna“) (9.12)
Hg.) : mum”) (9.13)

in [0,00) x D, where D = {m E R” | “at“ < r} and ozi(-), i = 1,2, 3,4, are class [C
functions. Suppose the perturbation term g(t,x) satisfies the uniform bound

9043(061(C¥1(7“)))Ham)“ 3 6 < m) (9.14.)

for all t Z 0, all m E D, and some positive constant 0 < 1. Then, for all ||$(t0)l| <
042—1(Q1(r)), the solution m(t) of the perturbed system (9.1) satisfies

“$05)“ S fi<|l$<t0)llet — We V 1to S t < 1to + T
and

l|w<t>|l 3 M). v t 2 to + T
for some class ICE function fl and some finite T, where p is a class [C function of
5 defined by 5<9 w in»
Proof: We use V(t, m) as a Lyapunov function candidate for the perturbed system
(9.1). The derivative of V(t,x) along the trajectories of (9.1) satisfies

<>

V(t, m) | /\ —a3<||w||>+||%| Ham”
—043(||93||) + 5a4<||$||>
—(1 ~ 9)Ot3(||93||) — 90t3<||$||> + 50440“), 0 < 9 < 1
—<1 ~ magma). v Hell 2 “271 (My)

|/\
|/\

|/\

Applying Theorem 4.18 completes the proof. [:1

This lemma is similar to the one we arrived at in the special case of exponen—
tial stability. However, there is an important feature of our analysis in the case of
exponential stability, which has no counterpart in the more general case of uniform
asymptotic stability. In the case of exponential stability, 5 is required to satisfy
(9.10). The right—hand side of (9.10) approaches 00 as r —+ 00. Therefore, if the
assumptions hold globally, we can conclude that for all uniformly bounded disturu
bances, the solution of the perturbed system will be uniformly bounded. This is the
case because, for any 5, we can choose r large enough to satisfy (9.10). In the case
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of uniform asymptotic stability, 5 is required to satisfy (9.14). Inspection of (9.14)
shows that, without further information about the class [C functions, we cannot
say anything about the limit of the right«hand side as 7“ —+ 00. Thus, we cannot
conclude that uniformly bounded perturbations of a nominal system with a uni—
formly asymptotically stable equilibrium at the origin will have bounded solutions
irrespective of the size of the perturbation. Of course the fact that we cannot show
it, does not mean it is not true. It turns out, however, that such a statement is
not true. It is possible to construct examples (Exercise 9.13) where the origin is
globally uniformly asymptotically stable, but a bounded perturbation could drive
the solution of the perturbed system to infinity.

9.3 Comparison Method
Consider the perturbed system (9.1). Let V(t, x) be a Lyapunov function for the
nominal system (9.2) and suppose the derivative of V along the trajectories of (9.1)
satisfies the differential inequality

V g h(t, V)
By (the comparison) Lemma 3.4,

Vita-73(0) S W)
where y(t) is the solution of the differential equation

3) : fl“? 1/), 3/(t0) : V(t07$(t0))

This approach is particularly useful when the differential inequality is linear, that is,
when h(t, V) : a(t)V + b(t), for then we can write down a closed—form expression
for the solution of the first—order linear differential equation of y. Arriving at a
linear differential inequality is possible when the origin of the nominal system (9.2)
is exponentially stable.

Let V(t,ac) be a Lyapunov function of the nominal system (9.2) that satisfies
(9.3) through (9.5) for all (t,m) E [0,oo) x D, where D : {x E R” | ||x|| < 7"}.
Suppose the perturbation term g(t, m) satisfies the bound

H9671)” S “UH-73H + 5W V t Z 09 V 33 E D (9-15)
where 'y : R ~> R is nonnegative and continuous for all t Z 0, and 5 2 R ——> R is
nonnegative, continuous, and bounded for all t Z 0. The derivative of V along the
trajectories of (9.1) satisfies

. 8V 8V 8VVex) — E+Ef<m>+ag<m>
g-ll Ham)“

—63||93||2 +cw(1t)ll-r||2 +645(t)||93|| (9-16)

|/\ —63||93||2 +

| /\
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Using (9.3), we can find an upper bound on V as

V g — [331 — Ewe] V + c4500 K
C2 C1 Cl

To obtain a linear differential inequality, we take W(t) = V(t, x(t)) and use the
fact l/V : V/2x/V, when V 5% 0, to obtain

- 1 C3 C4 C4
W<—-——————— t W (St 9.17_ [ 61w] +2¢a<> < >

When V = 0, it can be shown5 that D+W(t) g C45(t)/2\/EI. Hence, D+W(t)
satisfies (9.17) for all values of V. By the comparison lemma, W(t) satisfies the
inequality

C4 t

2m to
where the transition function ¢>(t, to) is given by

WW S ¢>(tet0)W(to) + $(te7‘)5(7') CH (9.18)

¢>(t,t0) 2‘ exp [— 2:63;“ — to) + E- /t'y(r) d7]
2C1 t0

Using (9.3) in (9.18), we obtain

||rr<t>||£ gfltetofllfitom‘tfi t <z><m>6<r>dr (9.19)
Suppose now that 7(t) satisfies the condition

/ 7(7) d7 3 €(t — to) + 77 (9.20)
0

for some nonnegative constants 5 and 77, where

< fie—3 (9.21)
C2C4

Defining the constants a and p by

1a: 5 [9—31 #524] >0, pZGXp (2%?) Z 1 (9-22)

and using (9.20) and (9.21) in (9.19), we obtain
t

C? ~04 _ 64p ~04 —T“9305)” S W *clpllfltoflle (t t“) + T /t 6 05 WT) d7 (9-23)
C1 0

5See Exercise 9.14.
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For this bound to be valid, we must ensure that ||x(t)|| < r for all t Z to. Noting
that6

C _.. _ C _ _||w<t>|| : t/zf‘pnae 6*“ “High—e 6‘“ flaw,2&61 152150
C2 C40< max —— xt , su 5t_ {Mel/1H <0)“ 26,611,215 (>}

we see that the condition ||x(t)|| < r will be satisfied if

7“ Cl
it —~ ~ 9.24Hm< on < p ,2 < >

and
2c1ar

su (it <
1521i: U C40

For easy reference, we summarize our findings in the next lemma.

Lemma 9.4 Let x = 0 be an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal
system (9.2). Let V(t, x) be a Lyapunoy function of the nominal system that satisfies
(9.3) through (9.5) in [0,oo) X D, where D = {x E R” | ||x||2 < r}. Suppose
the perturbation term g(t,x) satisfies (9.15), where 7(t) satisfies (9.20) and (9.21).
Then, provided x(t0) satisfies (9.24) and suptZtO 6(t) satisfies (9.25), the solution of
the perturbed system (9.1) satisfies (9.23). Furthermore, if all the assumptions hold
globally, then (9.23) is satisfied for any x(t0) and any bounded 5(t). <>

Specializing the foregoing lemma to the case of vanishing perturbations; that is,
when 5(t) E 0, we obtain the following result:

Corollary 9.1 Let x = 0 be an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal
system (9.2). Let V(t, x) be a Lyapunoy function of the nominal system that satisfies
(9.3) through (9.5) in [0, 00) X D. Suppose the perturbation term g(t,x) satisfies

||9(t,93)|| S 7(t)||93||
where 7(t) satisfies (9.20) and (9.21). Then, the origin is an exponentially stable
equilibrium point of the perturbed system (9.1). Moreover, if all the assumptions
hold globally, then the origin is globally exponentially stable, 0

If 7(t) E 7 = constant, then Corollary 9.1 requires 7 to satisfy the bound
7 < c1c3/c2c4, which has no advantage over the bound 7 < c3/c4 required by
Lemma 9.1, since (c1/c2) S 1. In fact, whenever (cl/c2) < 1, the current bound
will be more conservative (that is, smaller) than the bound required by Lemma 9.1.
The advantage of Corollary 9.1 is seen in the case when the integral of 7(t) satisfies
conditions (9.20) and (9.21), even when suptZtO 7(t) is not small enough to satisfy
SuptZtO 7(t) < c3/c4. Three such cases are given in the next lemma.

6We use the fact that the function ae‘o‘t + b(1 — 6"“), with positive a, b, and a, relaxes
monotonically from its initial value a to its final value b. Hence, it is bounded by the maximum
of the two numbers.
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Lemma 9.5

1. If

/ 7(7‘) d7 S k
0

then (9.20) is satisfied with e = 0 and 77 = k.

2. If
7(t)—+0 as t—+oo

then for any 5 > 0, there is 77 2 77(5) > 0 such that (9.20) is satisfied.

5’. If there are constants A > 0, T Z 0, and 51 > 0 such that
1 t+A

X/ 7(7‘)d7‘£51,\tt2T
t

then (9.20) is satisfied with e : 51 and 77 = 51A + fOT 7(t) dt. 0

Proof: The first case is obvious. To prove the second case, note that, because
limtnoo 7(t) : 0, for any 5 > 0, there is T1 = T1(e) > 0 such that 7(t) < e for all
t 2 T1. Let 77 : fOTl 7(25) dt. If to 2 T1, then

/t7(7) dTS/tEdT:€(t—t0)
to to

/t7(r) dig/1117(7) drzn
to 0

H2531}, then

If to 3 T1 3 t, then

ft:’y(7') d7 = [:1 7(7) d7'+/T: 7(7‘) d7

T13 / 7(r)dr+e(t—T1)£n+€(t—to)
0

In the last caSe, if t S T, then

/t7(r) dTSAT7(T) dr<n
to

For t 2 t1 2 T,1et N be the integer for which (N — 1)A S t — t1 3 NA. Then,
t i=N—2 t1+(i+1)A t

/ and? = Z / v<r>dr+f and?
151 1-20 tl—f—iA t1+(N~1)A

i=N—2

E Z €1A+51A S 51(t —-t1)+€1A
i=0
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This inequality is used next with 251 = to when t Z to Z T, and with 251 = T when
toSTSt. IftZtoZT,then

t

/7(T) d7 S 51(t — to) +€1A < 51(t — to) + 77
to

while if to g T g t, then

[5157(7) d7 = /T’y(7') d7'+/t 7(7) d7
0 to T

|/\

T

/ 7(7‘) d7+€1(t—T)+€1A381(t—t0)+’f]
0

D

In the first case of the foregoing lemma, condition (9.20) is satisfied with 5 = 0,
while in the second case, it is satisfied with arbitrarily small 5. Therefore, in both
cases, condition (9.21) is always satisfied and the origin of the perturbed system
(9.2) is exponentially stable. The third case of the lemma sets a bound on a moving
average of 7(25) as 25 becomes sufficiently large. The origin of the perturbed system
(9.2) will be exponentially stable if this bound is sufiiciently small.

Example 9.6 Consider the linear system

i = [A(t) + B(t)]x

where A(t) and B(t) are continuous and A(t) is bounded on [0, 00). Suppose the
origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal system

i = A(t)m

and
B(t) ——>0ast——>oo

From Theorem 4.12, we know that there is a quadratic Lyapunov function V(t, m) =
$7 .P(t)m that satisfies (9.3) through (9.5) globally. The perturbation term B(t)m
satisfies the inequality

||B(t)l'|| S ||B(t)|| ||93||
Since ||B(t)|| —+ 0 as t ——> 00, we conclude from Corollary 9.1 and the second case
of Lemma 9.5 that the origin is a globally exponentially stable equilibrium point of
the perturbed system. A
Similar conclusions can be drawn when fem ||B(t)|| dt < 00 (Exercise 9.15) and
1600 ||B(t)ll2 dt < 00 (Exercise 9.16).

In the case of nonvanishing perturbations, that is, when 5(t) i 0, the next
lemnia states a number of conclusions concerning the asymptotic behavior of m(t)
as t —+ 00.
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Lemma 9.6 Suppose the conditions of Lemma 9.4 are satisfied, and let m(t) denote
the solution of the perturbed system (9.1).

1. If
t

/ etwtflam drSfi, VtZto
to

for some positive constant fl, then x(t) is uniformly ultimately bounded with
the ultimate bound

C405
— 2610

where 0 6 (0,1) is an arbitrary constant.

2. If
lim 5a) 2 500 > 0

t—eoo

then m(t) is uniformly ultimately bounded with the ultimate bound

: 640500

2ac10

where 0 6 (0,1) is an arbitrary constant.

5’. If
lim 5(t) = 0, then lim $(t) = 0

t—eoo t—eoo

If the conditions of Lemma 9.4 are satisfied globally, then the foregoing statements
hold for any initial state x(t0). 0

Proof: All three cases follow easily from inequality (9.23). In the first two cases,
we use the property that if u(t) : w(t) + a with a > 0 and limtmOO w(t) : 0, then
u(t) is ultimately bounded by a/0 for any positive 0 < 1. This is so because there
is a finite time T such that |w(t)| S a(1 — 0)/0 for all t Z T. In the last two cases,
we use the property that if u(t) 2 ft: exp(—cy(t— r))w(r) dr where w(t) is bounded
and limtm00 w(t) : woo, then limtm00 u(t) : woo/a.7 D

9.4 Continuity of Solutions on the Infinite Interval
In Section 3.2, we studied continuous dependence of the solution of the state equa—
tion on initial states and parameters. In particular, in Theorem 3.4, we examined
the nominal system

:5: : f(t,m) (9.26)
7See [33, Theorem 3.3.2.33].
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and the perturbed system

under the assumption that ||g(t,d')|| S 5 in the domain of interest. Using the
Gronwall~Bellman inequality, we found that if y(t) and z(t) are well—defined solu—
tions of the nominal and perturbed systems, respectively, then

Ill/(t) — Z05)” S ”Ll/(to) — 2(to)|| explLO? — 150)] + %{€XPlL(t — 150)] — 1} (928)

where L is a Lipschitz constant for f. This bound is valid only on cornpact time
intervals, since the exponential term exp[L(t — t0)] grows unbounded as t —+ 00. In
fact, the bound is useful only on an interval [t0, t1] where t1 is reasonably small, for
if t1 is large, the bound will be too large to be of any use. This is not surprising,
because in Section 3.2, we did not impose any stability conditions on the system.
In this section, we use Lemma 9.4 to calculate a bound on the error between the
solutions of (9.26) and (9.27) that is valid uniformly in t for all t Z to.

Theorem 9.1 Let D C R” be domain that contains the origin and suppose

o f (t, m) and its first partial derivatives with respect to m are continuous, bounded,
and Lipschitz in x, uniformly in t, for all (t,x) E [0, 00) X Do, for every com~
pact set D0 C D,'

0 g(t, m) is piecewise continuous in t, locally Lipschitz in x, and

||g(t,$)|| S 5, V (t,m) 6 [0,00) X D (9.29)

o the origin m z 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal
system (9.26);

0 there is a Lyapunov function V(t,l‘) that satisfies the conditions of Theo—
rem 4.9 for the nominal system (9.26) for (t, x) E [0, 00) X D and {W1(x) S c}
is a compact subset of D.

Let y(t) and z(t) denote solutions of the nominal system (9.26) and the perturbed
system (9.27), respectively. Then, for each compact set 9 C {W2(x) 3 pc, 0 <
p < 1}, there exist positive constants f3, 7, 77, u, and k, independent of 5, such that
if y(to) E Q, 5 < 77, and ||z(t0) — y(t0)|| < u, the solutions y(t) and z(t) will be
uniformly bounded for all t Z to 2 0 and

IIz<t> — y(t)” : kemwuzvo) — y(to)|| + as (9.30)
0

While the origin is exponentially stable, the Lyapunov function V is required to
satisfy the conditions of uniform asymptotic stability, rather than (the more strin—
gent) conditions of exponential stability. This provides less conservative estimates
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of the set 9. When the nominal system (9.26) is autonomous, the function V is
provided by (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.17 and the set 9 can be any com—
pact subset of the region of attraction. Exponential stability is used only locally
when the error z(t) — y(t) is sufiiciently small.

Proof of Theorem 9.1: The derivative of V along the trajectories of the per—
turbed system (9.27) satisfies

V _ av av av
— 825 + 8xf<t7m+ 8x 905.33) S —W3(Z) +1615

for all m E {W1(x) g c}, where k1 is an upper bound on 8V/8x over {W1(x)
c}. Let k2 > 0 be the minimum of W3 (m) over the compact set A : {W1(m)
c and W2(x) Z G}. Then

|/\
|/\

V S —%W3(x) — %k2 +1915 3 —;W3(m), V m E A, V 5 3 ill]:—
1

This shows that V is negative on V(t, x) = c, hence the set {V(t, m) S c} is positively
invariant. Therefore, for all z(t0) E {W2(x) S c}, the solution z(t) of (9.27) is
uniformly bounded. Since 9 is in the interior of {W2(x) S c}, there is #1 > 0
such that z(t0) E {W2(m) g c} whenever y(t0) E Q and ||z(t0) — y(to)|| 3 M1. It is
also clear that for y(t0) E Q, y(t) is uniformly bounded and y(t) —+ 0 as t —+ 00,
uniformly in to. The error e(t) = z(t) — y(t) satisfies the equation

6' = Z — y = f0?) Z) + 905, Z) — f(t, y) = f(t.e) + A(15.e)+ 90% Z) (9-31)
where

A(t,€) : f(t7y(t) + 6) _ f(t7y(t)) _ 10036)

We analyze the error equation (9.31) over the ball {”6” S 7“} C D. Equation (9.31)
can be viewed as a perturbation of the system

é=f(t,€)

whose origin is exponentially stable. By Theorem 4.14, there exists a Lyapunov
function V(t,e) that satisfies (9.3) through (9.5) for ||e|| < r0 < 7". By the mean
value theorem, the error term A,- can be written as

Ai(tae) : $.02 A16 +y) — 8': (t7A26) 6

where 0 < A,- < 1. Since 'the Jacobian matrix [8f/fix] is Lipschitz in m, uniformly
in t, the perturbation term (A + 9) satisfies

HAG?) 6) + 9(75. Z)|| S L1||€||2 + L2||€|| lly(t)|| + 5
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where y(t) —+ 0 as t —+ 00, uniformly in to. Consequently,

HAG?) 6) + 90592:)” S {13173 + L2||y(t)||} ”all + 5
for all |Ie|| 3 r1 < To. This inequality takes the form (915) with

7(t)={Lm+L2lly(t)II} and 6<t>26
Given any 51 > 0, there is T1 > 0 such that ||y(t)|| S 51 for allt Z to +T1. Therefore,
(9.20) is satisfied with

/t. 7(7) d7 S (51 + L1T1)(t_ t0) + T1 gaitLflIZ/WH0

By taking 51 and r1 small enough, we can satisfy (9.21)‘. Thus, all the assumptions
of Lemma 9.4 are satisfied and (9.30) follows from (9.23). D

9.5 Interconnected Systems
When we analyze the stability of a nonlinear dynamical system, the complexity
of the analysis grows rapidly as the order of the system increases. This situation
motivates us to look for ways to simplify the analysis. If the system can be modeled
as an interconnection of lower order subsystems, then we may pursue the stability
analysis in two steps. In the first step, we decompose the system into smaller
isolated subsystems by ignoring interconnections, and analyze the stability of each
subsystem. In the second step, we combine our conclusions from the first step with
information about the interconnections to draw conclusions about the stability of
the interconnected system. In this section, we illustrate how this idea can be utilized
in searching for Lyapunov functions for interconnected systems.

Consider the interconnected system

. Twhere 321-6 R“, m + +nm : n, and x : [fauna] . Suppose f, and g.-
are smooth enough to ensure local existence and uniqueness of the solution for all
initial conditions in a domain of interest, and that

so that the origin ac = 0 is an equilibrium point of the system. Ignoring the inter~
connection terms 91-, the system decomposes into 777. isolated subsystems:

with each one having an equilibrium point at its origin m,- : 0. We start by searching
for Lyapunov functions that establish uniform asymptotic stability of the origin for
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each isolated subsystem. Suppose this search has been successful and that, for each
subsystem, we have a positive definite decrescent Lyapunov function Vi(t, %) whose
derivative along the trajectories of the isolated subsystem (9.33) is negative definite.
The function

m

V0292) = Eon-(25.92.), d.- > 0
i=1

is a composite Lyapunov function for the collection of the m isolated subsystems
for all values of the positive constants di. Viewing the interconnected system (9.32)
as a perturbation of the isolated subsystems (9.33), it is reasonable to try V(t,x)
as a Lyapunov function candidate for (9.32). The derivative of V(t,$) along the
trajectories of (9.32) is given by

m

mm) 2 Ed.-
'.——1

av.- ow m av,-
[—55— + ‘a—m—i¢(t7$1)] + Edam-(757$)

1:1

The first term on the right—hand side is negative definite by virtue of the fact that
V;- is a Lyapunov function for the ith isolated subsystem, but the second term is, in
general, indefinite. The situation is similar to our earlier investigation of perturbed
systems in Section 9.1. Therefore, we may approach the problem by performing
worst case analysis where the term [8V1] 8m] 9,- is bounded by a nonnegative upper
bound. Let us illustrate the idea by using quadratic—type Lyapunov functions,
introduced in Section 9.1. Suppose that, for i = 1,2,. . . ,m, Vi(t,xi) satisfies

aVi 5% 2
‘1' i3“ 1" i .4a, +8xif(t,w) aw) (93>

l
for all t Z 0 and ||m|| < r for some positive constants m- and m, where (1)1- : R“ —+ R
are positive definite and continuous. Furthermore, suppose that the interconnection
terms gi(t,x) satisfy the bound

(“M-
8m,-

S fii¢i(mi) (9.35)

”gm-(mu : Xvi-Mm.) (9.36)

for all t Z 0 and ||x|| < r for some nonnegative constants PM. Then, the derivative
of V(t,m) = 2:11 dim-(12m) along the trajectories of the interconnected system
(9.32) satisfies the inequality

mm) 3 Z d.- wife.) + Zfiivij¢i<wi>¢j<xj>
j=l
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The right—hand side is a quadratic form in (b1, . . . ,(bm, which we rewrite as

WM) 3 ~ Wm? + STD>¢>
Where

4): [¢1,...,¢m]T, D :diag (d1,...,dm)
and S is an m X 777. matrix Whose elements are defined by

0a — firm, i = j
Sij : (9.37)

~fimj, i # .7
If there is a positive diagonal matrix D such that

DS + sTD > 0
then V(t,x) is negative definite, since (Md) 2 0 if and only if m : 0; recall that
<52 (m,) is a positive definite function of mi. Thus, a sufficient condition for uniform
asymptotic stability of the origin as an equilibrium point of the interconnected sys—
tem is the existence of a positive diagonal matrix D such that DS + STD is positive
definite. The matrix S is special in that its off—diagonal elements are nonpositive.
The next lemma applies to this class of matrices.

Lemma 9.7 There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that DS + STD is
positive definite if and only if S is an M“matrix; that is, the leading principal
minors of S are positive:

511 512 31k
521

det , >0, k=1,2,...,m

3/61 sic/c

Proof: See [57].

The A!~matrix condition can be interpreted as a requirement that the diagonal
elements of S be “larger as a Whole” than the off—diagonal elements. It can be seen
(Exercise 9.22) that diagonally dominant matrices with nonpositive off—diagonal
elements are M—matrices. The diagonal elements of S are measures of the “degree of
stability” for the isolated subsystems in the sense that the constant m- gives a lower
bound on the rate of decrease of the Lyapunov function V,- With respect to (1),? ($1)
The off~diagonal elements of S represent the “strength of the interconnections” in
the sense that they give an upper bound on gi(t, m) With respect to (by-(x3) for j =
1, . . . ,m. Thus, the .M~matrix condition says that if the degrees of stability for the
isolated subsystems are larger as a whole than the strength of the interconnections,
then the interconnected system has a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium at
the origin. We summarize our conclusion in the next theorem. '
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Theorem 9.2 Consider the system (9.32) and suppose there are positive definite
decrescent Lyapunou functions 1/;(t, m,) that satisfy (9.34) and (9.35) and that gi(t, x)
satisfies (9.36) for allt Z 0 and ||x|| < r. Suppose the matrix S defined by (9.37) is
an M—matrim. Then, the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable. Moreover, if all
the assumptions hold globally and 1/;(t, xi) are radially unbounded, it will be globally
uniformly asymptotically stable. 0

Example 9.7 Consider the second—order system

5&1 : —a:1 — 1.532%;
$2 : —$3 + 0.533%:3

The system can be represented in the form (9.32) with

f1($1) = —$1, g1(m) = ~1.5m%$§, f2 (m2) 2 —m3, and 92(m) = 0.533%:3

The first isolated subsystem d1 : —x1 has a Lyapunov function V1(m1) = xf/Z,
which satisfies

gaffim) = —$i = —C¥1¢>i($1)

where a1 = 1 and ¢1(m1) = |m1|. The second isolated subsystem d2 : —x§ has a
Lyapunov function V2 (m2) : 333/4, which satisfies

8V2
Egg/£2932) = —$3 = —C¥2¢>§(w2)

where a2 = 1 and @(m) = |m2|3. The Lyapunov functions satisfy (9.35) with
fil : ’82 = 1. The interconnection term g1(m) satisfies the inequality

|91($)| = 1-5mil-T2l3 S 1-5Ci¢>2($2)
for all |m1| 3 c1. The interconnection term g2(x) satisfies the inequality

|g2(x)| = 0.533%3 S 0.5c1c§¢>1(m1)

for all |m1| 3 c1 and |x2| 3 c2. Thus, if we restrict our attention to the set

G = {m E R2 | |$1| 3 c1, |m2| S Cg}

we can conclude that the interconnection terms satisfy (9.36) with

711 = 0, 712 = 1.5%, 721 = 0.5c1cg, and 722 = 0

The matrix
1 —1.5c§

—0.5c1c§ 1
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is an JVI—matrix if 0.75c‘i’c3 < 1. This will be the case, for example, when c1 =
C2 = 1. Thus, the origin is asymptotically stable. If we are interested in estimating
the region of attraction, we need to know the composite Lyapunov function V =
li + dn; that is, we need to know a positive diagonal matrix D such that
US + STD > 0. Taking c1 2 c2 =1, we have

2d1 —1.5d1 — 0.5d2
D5 + STD =

-—1.5d1 — 0.5d2 2d2

which is positive definite for 1 < d2 /d1 < 9. Since there is no loss of generality in
multiplying a Lyapunov function by a positive constant, we take d1 = 1 and write
the composite Lyapunov function as

Was) 2 §x§ + @2333, 1 < d2 < 9

An estimate of the region of attraction is given by

C={mER2 | V($)Sc}

where c g min {1/2,d2/4} to ensure that QC is inside the rectangle |m1| g 1.
Noting that the surface V(x) : c intersects the ml—axis and the mg—axis at \/2‘c
and (4c/d2)1/4, respectively, we maximize these distances by choosing d2 = 2 and
c = 0.5. A

Example 9.8 The mathematical model of an artificial neural network was pre—
sented in Section 1.2.5, and its stability properties were analyzed in Example 4.11
by using LaSalle’s invariance principle. A key assumption in Example 4.11 is the
symmetry requirement Tij : T,4, which allows us to represent the right—hand side
of the state equation as the gradient of a scalar function. Let us relax this require—
ment and allow Tij # T,-,-. We will analyze the stability properties of the network
by viewing it as an interconnection of subsystems; each subsystem corresponds to
one neuron. we find it convenient here to work with the voltages at the amplifier
inputs 71,. The equations of motion are

. 1
Ciuz' = 271'i (W) — 37W + I.-

j i

for i = 1,2,. . . ,n, where gi(-) are sigmoid functions, Ii are constant current inputs,
Ra > 0, and Ci > 0. We assume that the system has a finite number of isolated
equilibrium points. Each equilibrium point 71* satisfies the equation

4. 1 *0 = ZTHQMW) — 35%- +11
j 1
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0

Figure 9.1: The sector nonlinearity 774%) of Example 9.8.

To analyze the stability properties of a given equilibrium point 14*, we shift it to
the origin. Let m1- : ui — u: Then,

. . 1 i. 1 *501' : “07W :27: gTij9j($j+uj)—E<$i+ufl+1i

1 1
= *0: Ej :Tz’jm'Wj) — 33%

where
WW) = 911% + U?) — 911W)

Assume that 7710) satisfies the sector condition

02k“ S (Tm-(a) S 02191-2, for a E [~n,n]

where k“ and kw are positive constants. Figure 9.1 shows that such condition is
indeed satisfied when 91(ui) = (2VM/7r) tan“1 (Avrui/ZVM), /\ > 0. We can recast
this system in the form (9.32) with

1 1 1
MW) = — 51—15% + aflimwz'), 911$) = a: ZTijm‘Wj)

#1

Using
WWO = é'Cflf
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as a Lyapunov function candidate for the 1th isolated subsystem, we obtain

5V1
8331'

1
$12 + T11$1771($1)f1($1) = — R,

If ’11-, S 0, then
T11931771(931) S —|T1'1'|k1'19312

and
5V, 1
3331 f1($1) S — <—— + IT11|k11> x?R1

which is negative definite. If T” > 0, then

T11$1771(l’1) S T11l€12$,2

and 8V 1

i1 1<— ”—1117 28m,f(m)_ (R; k2>m,

In this case, we assume that T,,-k,-2 < 1/R,, so that the derivative of V,- is negative
definite. To simplify the notation, let

|T11|l€111 if T11 S 05,- =
—T11k12, if T11 > 0

Then, V,(m,-) satisfies (9.34) and (9.35) on the interval [—7“,,7“,-] with

a-— 1+5. [31—0. ¢HWI
1 — R1. 1 7 1 — 17 1 1 — 1

where a, is positive by assumption. The interconnection term 9,-(m) satisfies the
inequality

1 1
|91(93)| S *5 Z |T111|771(931)| S 5 Z |T11|k12|931|

1 1111‘ 1 1111'
Thus, g,(m) satisfies (9.36) with 7,,- = 0 and ”m : klTijl/Ci for 1' # j. Now we
can form the matrix S as

5,+1/R,, forizj
sij —

—|T11'|k12 £01" 73 a“ j
The equilibrium point 11* is asymptotically stable if S is an M—matrix, We may
estimate the region of attraction by the set

id1l/1(w1)£ C}
i=1

QC={TER”
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where c S 0.5 min,{d,-Cir,?} to ensure that QC is inside the set |xi| S n. This anal—
ysis is repeated for each asymptotically stable equilibrium point. The conclusions
we could arrive at in this example are more conservative compared with the conclu—
sions we arrived at using LaSalle’s invariance principle. First, the interconnection
coefiicients Ti]- must be restricted to satisfy the M—matrix condition. Second, we
obtain only local estimates of the regions of attractions for the isolated equilibrium
points. The union of these estimates does not cover the whole domain of interest.
On the other hand, we do not have to assume that Ti]- : Tji. A

9.6 Slowly Varying Systems
The system

If: : f(93, 7105)) (9-38)
where m E R” and u(t) E F C Rm for all t Z 0 is considered to be slowly varying if
u(t) is continuously differentiable and ||u(t) H is “sufficiently” small. The components
of u(t) could be input variables or time—varying parameters. In the analysis of
(938), one usually treats u as a “frozen” parameter and assumes that for each
fixed u : a E F, the frozen system has an isolated equilibrium point defined by
m : h(a). If a property of m : h(a) is uniform in a, then it is reasonable to
expect that the slowly varying system (9.38) will possess a similar property. The
underlying characteristic of such systems is that the motion caused by changes
of initial conditions is much faster than that caused by inputs or time—varying
parameters. In this section, we will see how Lyapunov stability can be used to
analyze slowly varying systems.

Suppose f (x, u) is locally Lipschitz on R” X F, and for every u E F the equation

0 = f(x,u)

has a continuously differentiable isolated root m = h(u); that is,

0 = f(h(u),U)
Furthermore, suppose

8hl .9’LL
S L, V u E F (9.39)

To analyze the stability properties of the frozen equilibrium point x = h(a), we
shift it to the origin via the change of variables z : m — h(a) to obtain the equation

2 = fo + hm), 04) déf g(z, a) (9.40)
Now we search for a Lyapunov function to show that z = 0 is asymptotically stable.
Since g(z, 04) depends on the parameter 04, a Lyapunov function for the system may
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depend, in general, on 04. Suppose we can find a Lyapunov function V(z, 04) that
satisfies the conditions

C1||Z||2 S V0600 S C2||Z||2 (9-41)
(9VEgg w) : —c3I|zI|2 (9.42)<

H—‘EZH : c4||z|| (9.43)
3V

HE S (:5HZH2 (9.44)

for all z E D 2 {z E R” | Hz“ < 7“} and a E P, where Ci, 1' = 1,2,...,5 are
positive constants independent of 04. Inequalities (9.41%) and (942) state the usual
requirements that V be positive definite and decrescent and has a negative definite
derivative along the trajectories of the system (9.40). Furthermore, they show that
the origin z = 0 is exponentially stable. The special requirement here is that
these inequalities hold uniformly in a. Inequalities (9.43) and (9.44) are needed
to handle the perturbations of (9.40), which will result from the fact that u(t) is
not constant, but a time—varying function. With V(z, u) as a Lyapunov function
candidate, the analysis of (9.38) proceeds as follows: The change of variables z =
m — h(u) transforms (9.38) into the form

. (9h.z : g(z, u) — 524—“ (9.45)

where the effect of the time variation of u appears as a perturbation of the frozen
system (9.40). The derivative of V(z, u) along the trajectories (9.45) is given by

V = —~—z' + macs)
8V 8V 3V 8h .

) [5-7; — $571] “(75)

S —63||Z||2 + C5||z||2||71<75>|| + C4L||Z|| ||7$6(t)||
Setting

«a = gnaw)“ and at) =L||u<t>||
we can rewrite the last inequality as

V S —Cs||Z||2 + 647(t)||3||2 + C4<5(?5)||Z||
which takes the form of inequality (9.16) of Section 9.3. Therefore, by applying the
comparison lemma, as in Section 9.3, it can be shown that, if u(t) satisfies

-t
NWT)” d7 S 5105 — to) + 771, Where 51 < 9-1—93: (9.46)

to 6265
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and
r C1 , 2C1a1r

z 0 < —— —; su u t gH < )ll ply/62 1213“ on CW:
in which an and p1 are defined by

1 C3 C5 C57}1
: — —— — —— > 0 = ' ———- > 1CYi 2 [62 51 Ci] 7 p1 exp < 261 _

then z(t) satisfies the inequality

C _a CpL t _a __T ,I|z<t>||:(/E§p1nz<o>ne 1t+——4—1—~/ e 1“ )||u(r>||dr (9.47)
261

Depending upon the assumptions for ||u||, several conclusions can be drawn from
the foregoing inequality. Some of these conclusions are stated in the next theorem.

Theorem 9.3 Consider the system (9.45). Suppose that [8h/5‘u] satisfies (9.39),
||u(t)|| S 5 for all t 2 0, and there is a Lyapunou function V(z,u) that satisfies
(9.41) through (9.44). If

6163 7“
..___.. X —%

6265 r+C4L/C5

then for all ||z(0)|| < Tw/Cl/CQ, the solutions of (9.45) are uniformly bounded for all
t Z 0 and uniformly ultimately bounded by

€<

CQC4L€b : _.____.__.____
0(C1C3 — 56265)

where 0 E (0,1) is an arbitrary constant. If, in addition, u(t) —+ 0 as t —+ 00, then
z(t) —+ 0 as t —+ 00. Finally, if h(u) : 0 for all u E F and 5 < C3/C5, then z : 0
is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of (9.45). Equivalently, m = 0 is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point of (9.38). 0

Proof: Since ||u(t)|| S 5 < C1C3/C2C5, inequality (9.46) is satisfied with 51 = 5 and
771 = 0. Hence,

Using the given upper bound on 5, we have

2C1a1r C1r C3 C5
C4L C4L

C1r C3 C3 r> —-— —— — —— >< —————-————-
64L

6163 7“___.. X W
6265 T+C4L/C5
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Hence, the inequality suptZ0 ||u(t)|| < 2c1a1r/C4L is satisfied and from (9.47), we
obtain

0 ~05 cL '75 ~05 _TJJz<t>JJ : 3|lz<0>||e “”4 / e 1“ WTCl 261 0

.62. ~05. t Gil-L5 C2 ~04 t< w 1 --—~—— 2 ‘—- 1 b0_ \/Cl JJz<0>JJe + 2cm Cl JJz<0>JJe +
After a finite time, the exponentially decaying term will be less than (1 — 0)b, which
shows that z(t) will be ultimately bounded by b. If, in addition, u(t) —+ 0 ast —+ 00,
then it is clear from (9.47) that z(t) —+ 0 as t -——«> 00.. If h(u) = 0 for all u E P, we
can take L z 0. Consequently, the upper bound on V simplifies to

V S —(63 — C5€)||Z||2
which shows that z = 0 will be exponentially stable if e < C3 /c5. D

Theorem 93 requires the existence of a Lyapunov function V(z, a) for the frozen
system (9.40), which satisfies inequalities (941) through (9.44). Lemma 9.8 shows
that such Lyapunov function will exist, under some mild smoothness requirements,
if the equilibrium point z = 0 of the frozen system is exponentially stable uniformly
in 04. This is done by deriving a converse Lyapunov function for the system, as in
the converse Lyapunov theorems of Section 4.7.

Lemma 9.8 Consider the system (9.40) and suppose g(z, a) is continuously difier~
entiable and the Jacobian matrices [fig/dz] and [fig/8a] satisfy

Jim n, Hg—gom S L2||Z||

for all (z, a) E D X P, where D = {z E R” | ”Z” < r}. Let k, 'y, and r0 be positive
constants with r0 < r/k, and define D0 = {z E R” | ||z|| < r0}. Assume that the
trajectories of the system satisfy

||z(t)|| g k||z(0)||e'lt, v z(0) 6 Do, a e F, t 2 0
Then, there is a function V : D0 X F —+ R that satisfies (941) through (944).
Moreover, if all the assumptions hold globally {in z), then V(z, a) is defined and
satisfies (941) through (9.44) on R” X F. 0
Proof: Owing to the equivalence of norms, it is sufficient to prove the lemma
for the 2—norm. Let q§(t;z,a) be the solution of (9.40) that starts at (0,z); that
is, ¢(0; z, 04) : z. The notation emphasizes the dependence of the solution on the
parameter a. Let

-T

V(z,oz) = /0 iT<izm>¢><izm> d2:
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where T = ln (2192) /2’y. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.14, it can be shown
that V(z, a) satisfies (9.41) through (9.43) with c1 : [1 — exp(—2L1T)]/2L1, c2 :
k2[1 — eXp (—2cyT)]/2*y, C3 = 1/2, and C4 = 2k{1 — exp [_(7_ L1)T]}/(*y — L1).
To show that V(z, a) satisfies (9.44), note that the sensitivity function ¢a(t; z, a)
satisfies the sensitivity equation

8 8 8an = 5§<¢<t;z,a>,a>¢a + 5§<¢<t;z,a>,a>, <l>a(0;z,oz) = o
from which we obtain

t t||¢>a<t;z,a>||2 : / L1||¢>a<r;z,a>||2dr+/ L2||<z><ma>n2dv
0 0
t t

s / L1||<l>a(raz,oz)||2dr+/ Ldem
0 0

t L kg / Linamwntd¢+~éj~nzn2
0

Use of the Gronwall—Bellman inequality yields

L k||¢>a<t;z,a>n2 : ~§~Hzn2ew
Hence,

QZ T

8d /0 MT“; z, 00%(25; z,a) dt1 2 2
T L k

S / ZkG—fytHZHQ (“2 >eL1t||z||2 dt
0 ”Y
219%2

7(7 — L1)

which completes the proof of the lemma. 1:]

.a .a df[l—e <7 W] Mi 2 c5||z||3

When the frozen system (9.40) is linear, a Lyapunov function satisfying (9.41)
through (9.44) can be explicitly determined by solving a parameterized Lyapunov
equation. This fact is stated in the next lemma.

Lemma 9.9 Consider the system 2 = A(a)z, where a E F and A(a) is continu—
ously difierentiable. Suppose the elements of A and their first partial derivatives
with respect to a are uniformly bounded; that is,

A(a) Sbi, VaEF,V1§i£m||A<a>||2 s c, l a 2
80%
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Suppose further that A(a) is Hurwitz uniformly in 04; that is,

Re[/\(A(a))] g ~o < 0, V a E P

Then, the Lyapunov equation

PAW + AT(a)P = —I (9.48)

has a unique positive definite solution PM) for every a E F. Moreover, PM) is
continuously difier‘entiable and satisfies

(‘3‘ .S m, V 1 S i S m
l (9%- 2

for all (z, a) E R” X P, where c1, Cg, and Hi are positive constants independent of
a. Consequently, V(z,a) : zTP(a)z satisfies (9.42) through (9.44) in the 2—norm
with C3 = 1, C4 : 262, and C5 : «21:1 pig. 0

cls 3 zTP(a)z S nTz

PM)

Proof: The uniform Hurwitz property of A(a) implies that the exponential matrix
exp [tA(a)] satisfies

|| exp [tA(a)]|| g Iguana—fit, v t 2 0, v a e r
where fl > 0 is independent of a, but MA) > 0 depends on a. For the exponentially
decaying bound to hold uniformly in 04, we need to use the property that ||A(d)||
is bounded. The set of matrices satisfying Re[/\(A(a))] g —o and ||A(a)|| g c is
a compact set, which we denote by 5’. Let A and B be any two elements of S.
Consider8

exp[t(A + B)] = exp[tA] + /Ot exp[(t — r)A]Bexp[r(A + B)] dr

Using the exponentially decaying bound on exp [tA], we get

|| expw + B>l|| : levee—fit + /t k(A>e"W"T) ||B|| H explr<A + B)l|| dv
Multiply through by efit,

efitll exp lt(A+ B)l|| S MA) + k(A)llBll/O efiTH exp[r(A+ B)l|| d7
8This matrix identity follows by writing at = (A + B)ac as j: 2 Ax + Bat and viewing Bx as an

input term. Substituting ac(t) = exp[t(A + B)]x0 into the input term yields
7:

exp[t(A + B)]x0 = exp[tA]ac0 +/ exp[(t —— T)A]Bexp[’r(A + B)]x0 dr
0

Since this expression holds for all 11:0 E R“, we arrive at the matrix identity.
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Applying the Gronwallellman inequality yields

|| exp[t(A + B)]|| g k(A)e“(fi‘k(A)HBH)t, Vt Z 0

Hence, there exists a positive constant 7 < fl and a neighborhood N(A) of A such
that if C E N(A), then

H expltClll : knee-it, w 2 0
Since S is compact, it is covered by a finite number of these neighborhoods. There—
fore, we can find a positive constant k independent of a such that

H exp[tA(a)]|| g 196‘“, Vt Z 0, V a E F

Consider now the Lyapunov equation (9.48). Existence of a unique positive definite
solution for every a E F follows from Theorem 4.6. Moreover, the proof of that
theorem shows that

PM) = /0°<> [etA(°‘)]T [etA(°‘)] dt

Since A(a) is continuously differentiable, so is PM). We have
00 k2 k2

zTP(a)z 3/0 k26”27t||z||§ dt : fiHzHg : c2 = ‘2;

Let y(t) = etA(O‘)z. Then, 3) = A(a)y,

—yT(t)3}(t) = —yT(t)A(Ot)l/(t) S ||A(Ot)||23/T(t)y(t) S CyT(t)y(t)
and

zTP<a>z = fig/Wreck 2 fig/WWW

Differentiate P(a)A(a) +AT(a)P(a) : —I partially with respect to any component
a,- of a, and denote the derivative of P(a') by P’ (d). Then,

P’(Ot)A(0t) + AT(Q)P'(Q) = —{P(Ot)A'(0t) + [A'(Ot)lTP(Ot)}
Thus, P’ (a) is given by

P/(a) = A00 [etA(o‘):’T {P(a)A'(a) + [A’(a)]TP(a)} [etA(o‘)] dt
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It follows that

'00 . k2 brk4 b<k4/ < .2 —-2'7t m _ : 1 . 1“Pm”2 “/0 k 6 2271mm 27,

which completes the proof of the lemma. 1:]

It should be noted that the set F in Lemma 9.9 is not necessarily compact. When
I‘ is compact, the boundedness of A(a) and its partial derivatives follow from the
assumption that A(a) is continuously differentiable.

Example 9.9 Consider the system

T : A(5t)T

where 5 > 0. When 5 is sufficiently small, we can treat this system as a slowly
varying system. It is in the form of (9.38) with u 2 5t and F = [0, 00). For all
u E F, the origin T = 0 is an equilibrium point. Hence, this is a special case where
Mn) 2 0. Suppose Re[/\(A(a))] g ~—a < 0, and A(a) and A’(a) are uniformly
bounded for all a E P. Then, the solution of the Lyapunov equation (9.48) holds
the properties stated in Lemma 9.9. Using V(T,'u) = TTP(u)T as a Lyapunov
function candidate for T : A(u)T, we obtain

mm = xTiP<u<t>>A<u<t>>+AT<u<t>>P<u<t>>1w+wTP'<u<t>>u<t>m
S —93T93+€Cs||17||§ = —(1 —€Cs)||93||§

where c5 is an upper bound on ||P’(a)||2. Therefore, for all 5 < 1/c5, the origin
at = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of T = A(5t)T. A

9.7 Exercises

9.1 ([150]) Consider the Lyapunov equation PA+ ATP = —Q, where Q = QT >
O and A is Hurwitz. Let MQ) : Amin(Q)//\max(P).

(a) Show that MkQ) : MQ) for any positive constant k.

(b) Let Q = QT > 0 have Amin(Q) = 1. Show that MI) 2 MQ).

(c) Show that MI) 2 MQ), V Q : QT > 0.

Hint: In part (b), let P1 and P2 be the solutions of the Lyapunov equation for Q = I
and Q : Q, respectively. Show that

P1 — P2 2/ exp(ATt)(I — Q)eXp(At) dt 3 0
0
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9.2 Consider the system i = Ax + Bu and let u : —Fx be a stabilizing state
feedback control; that is, the matrix (A — BF) is Hurwitz. Suppose that, due to
physical limitations, we have to use a limiter to limit the value of W to |u,(t)| S L.
The closed—loop system can be represented by i : Am — BL sat(Fm/L), where
sat(v) is a vector whose ith component is the saturation function. By adding and
subtracting the term BFm, we can rewrite the closed—loop state equation as i :
(A — BF)$ — Bh(Fm), where My) : L sat(v/L) — 11. Thus, the effect of the limiter
can be viewed as a perturbation of the nominal system without the limiter.

(a) Show that
6, < W . . <|h1<v>| _ (1 Mm, v w _ 120 +6)

where 5 > 0.

(b) Let P be the solution of

P(A — BF) + (A — BF)TP = —I
Show that the derivative of V(m) : mTPx along the trajectories of the closed—
loop system will be negative definite over the region |(Fx),| g L(1 + 5), V 2',
provided 5/(1 + 5) < 1/(2||PB||2 ||F||2)

(c) Show that the origin is asymptotically stable and discuss how you would esti—
mate the region of attraction.

((1) Apply the result obtained in part (c) to the case

0 1 0A:[0'5 1], B:[1], F:[1 2], and L21

and estimate the region of attraction.

9.3 Consider the system

i“ = flaw) + Bu, y = Cw, and u = —g(t,y)
where f(t,0) : 0, g(t,0) : 0, and ||g(t,y)|| g 7||y|| for all t Z 0. Suppose that the
origin of i : f(t,x) is globally exponentially stable and let V(t,x) be a Lyapunov
function that satisfies (9.3) through (9.5) globally. Find a bound 7* on 7 such that
the origin of the given system is globally exponentially stable for 7 < 7*.

9.4 Consider the perturbed system

i : Am +B[u +g(t,m)]

where g(t,x) is continuously differentiable and satisfies ||g(t,m)||2 g k||m||2, V t Z
0, V m 6 Br for some 7“ > 0. Let P 2 PT > 0 be the solution of the Riccati equation

PA+ATP+Q—PBBTP+2aP=0
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where Q 2 WI and a > 0. Show that u = —BTPm stabilizes the origin of the
perturbed system.

9.5 ([1101]) Consider the perturbed system

$=Am+Bu+Dg(t,g/), ys

where g(t, y) is continuously differentiable and satisfies ||g(t, y)||2 g k||y||2, V t Z 0,
V ||y||2 E 7“ for some 7“ > 0. Suppose the equation

1 1 1PA + ATP + 5Q —~ -PBBTP + ~PDDTP + —CTC = 0
5 7 7

where Q : QT > 0, 5 > 0, and 0 < ’y < 1/16 has a positive definite solution
P : PT > 0. Show that u : ~(1/25)BTPx stabilizes the origin of the perturbed
system.

9.6 Consider the system

5'61 : —am1 — mm + (fixl ~ 7x2)(x% + x3)
2'72 : wml — cum + (7x1 + finfixi + 333)

where a > 0, fl, 7, and w > 0 are constants.

(a) By viewing this system as a perturbation of the linear system

i1 : *a$1~ wmg, $2 : wml — amg

show that the origin of the perturbed system is exponentially stable with
{||m||2 g 7"} included in the region of attraction, provided |fi| and |y| are
sufficiently small. Find upper bounds on |fi| and M in terms of 7“.

(b) Using V($) : xii + mg as a Lyapunov function candidate for the perturbed
system, show that the origin is globally exponentially stable when fl 3 0 and
exponentially stable with {||m||2 < \/ a/fi} included in the region of attraction
when ,8 > 0.

((3) Compare the results of (a) and (b) and comment on the conservative nature of
the result of (a).

9.7 Consider the perturbed system

i=f<$>+9<fli>
Suppose the origin of the nominal system i : f(x) is asymptotically (but not
exponentially) stable. Show that, for any 7 > 0, there is a function g(m) satisfying
||g(a:)|| g y||m|| in some neighborhood of the origin such that the origin of the
perturbed system is unstable. '
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9.8 ([66]) Consider the perturbed system

9': = f9?) + 99?)
where f(m) and g(x) are continuously differentiable and ||g(m)|| g 7||x|| for all
Hm” < 7". Suppose the origin of the nominal system i : f (x) is asymptotically stable
and there is a Lyapunov function V(m) that satisfies inequalities (9.11) through
(9.13) for all ||m|l < 7". Let Q = {V(m) g c}, with c < 041(7)

(a) Show that there is a positive constant 7* such that, for ”y < 7*, the solutions of
the perturbed system starting in 9 stay in Q for all t 2 0 and are ultimately
bounded by a class [C function of 7.

b Suppose the nominal system has the additional propert that A : (‘3’ 8x 0y
is Hurwitz. Show that there is 71“ such that, for 7 < 71*, the solutions of the
perturbed system starting in Q converge to the origin as t —+ 00.

(c) Would (b) hold if A was not Hurwitz? Consider

—l‘2 — (2m + 933)3 931— 3:3 — (2931 + 3:3)3
f<$>= $1 ,g(m):a 0 7a#0

$2 0

Hint: For the example of part (c), use

V(m) : x? + 57:3 + %x§ + {131333

to show that the origin of m“ = f (x) is asymptotically stable and then apply Theo—
rem 4.16 to obtain a Lyapunov function that satisfies (9.11) through (9.13).

9.9 Consider the system

i1=~x§+mg—7x2, igz—xi’—x3+’y(m1+x2), 0373 NI
H

(a) With 7 : 0, show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. Is it expo—
nentially stable?

(b) With 0 < ’y S 1/2, show that the origin is unstable and the solutions of the
system are globally ultimately bounded by an ultimate bound that is a class
[C function of 7.

9.10 ([19]) Consider the system

$1: $2, $2 = —asinx1 — bml — C$2 — 7(cm1+ 2332) + q(t)cosm1

where a, b > a, c, and 7 are positive constants and q(t) is a continuous function.
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(a) With q(t) E 0, use

V(m) = (b + %c2) xi + 6.731.732 + 3:3 + 2a(1 — cosxl)

to show that the origin is globally exponentially stable.

(b) Study the stability of the system when q(t) # 0 and |q(t)| S k for all t 2 0.

9.11 Consider the system

.131 = [(8111332)2 — 1] (131, £532 : —b$1—(1 + (9)332

(a) With b : 0, show that the origin is exponentially stable and globally asymp—
totically stable. .

(b) With b # 0, show that the origin is exponentially stable for sufficiently small
|b|, but not globally asymptotically stable, no matter how small |b| is.

((3) Discuss the results of parts (a) and (b) in View of the robustness results of
Section 9.13 and show that when I) : 0 the origin is not globally exponentially
stable.

9.12 ([8]) Consider the system

i1 = —$1 +(131 + a)m2, $2 = —$1($1 + a) + (M2, (1 # 0

(a) Let b = 0. Show that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. Is it expo—
nentially stable?

(b) Let b > 0. Show that the origin is exponentially stable for b < min{1, a2}.

(0) Show that the origin is not globally asymptotically stable for any I) > 0.

((1) Discuss the results of parts (a) through (c) in View of the robustness results of
Section 9.1, and show that when I) 2 0 the origin is not globally exponentially
stable.

Hint: In part (d), note that the Jacobian matrix of the nominal system is not
globally bounded.

9.1.3 Consider the scalar system i = —x/(1 + x2) and V($) = $4.
(a) Show that inequalities (9.11) through (9.13) are satisfied globally with

44 47“G10“) 2 0420") = 7a ; 043(7“) : 1-?r2; 0440") = 4r3

(b) Verify that these functions belong to class [Coo-
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(c) Show that the right—hand side of (9.14) approaches zero as r —+ 00.

((1) Consider the perturbed system i : —m/ (1 + $2) + 6, where 6 is a positive
constant. Show that whenever 6 > 1/2, the solution $05) escapes to oo for
any initial state x(0).

9.14 Verify that D+W(t) satisfies (9.17) when V = 0.
Hint: Show that V(t + h, $05 + h)) g 0.SC4h2||g(t, 0)“2 + h 0(h), where 0(h)/h —+ 0
as h —+ 0. Then, use the fact that 1/64/261 2 1.

9.15 Consider the linear system of Example 9.6, but change the assumption on
B(t) to few ||B(t)|| dt < 00. Show that the origin is exponentially stable.

9.16 Consider the linear system of Example 9.6, but change the assumption on
B(t) to few ||B(t)||2 dt < 00. Show that the origin is exponentially stable.
Hint: Use the inequality

b b
/ 11(75) dt 3 (b — a)/ 112(25) dt, V 1105) 2 0

which follows from the Cauchy—Schwartz inequality.

_9.17 Consider the system :5: : A(t)x where A(t) is continuous. Suppose limt_,00 A(t
A exists and A is Hurwitz. Show that the origin is exponentially stable.

9.18 Repeat part(b) of Exercise 9.10 when q(t) is bounded and q(t) —+ 0 as t —+ oo.

9.19 Consider the system :5: : f(t, x), where ||f(t, x) — f(0, m)||2 g 7(t)||m||2 for all
t20,$ER2,7(t)—+0ast—+oo,

mafia—(mama, by; :2], 3:“; El

and 04, fl, w, 9 are positive constants. Show that the origin is globally exponentially
stable.

9.20 Consider the system :E: : f(m) + G(m)u + w(t), where ||w(t)||2 g a + c 6".
Suppose there exist a symmetric positive definite matrix P, a positive semidefinite
function W(m), and positive constants 7 and a such that

ZxTPf(x) + ymTPx + W(x) — ZamTPG(x)GT(x)Px g 0, V m E R”

Show that with u = ~aGT(m)Pm, the trajectories of the closed—loop system are
uniformly ultimately bounded by Zak/\max(P)/7Amin(P), for some k > 1.
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9.21 Consider the perturbed system (9.1). Suppose there is a Lyapunov func—
tion V(t, m) that satisfies (9.11) through (9.13), and the perturbation term satisfies
||g(t,x)|| S 5(t), V t Z 0, V m E D. Show that for any 5 > 0 and A > 0, there exist
77 > 0 and p > 0 such that whenever (1 /A) ftt+A 5(7) d7 < 77, every solution of the
perturbed system with ||x(t0)|| < p will satisfy ||m(t)|| < 5, V t Z to.
(This result is known as total stability in the presence of perturbation that is
bounded in the mean [107].)
Hint: Choose W = W, discretize the time interval with sampling points at to +iA
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and show that l/l/(to + iA) satisfies the difference inequality

W050 + (i + 1)A) g e“"AW(t0 + iA) + WA
9.22 Let A be an n X n matrix with (11-,- g 0 for all i # j and (111- > 21-275,. [(111], i:

1, 2, . . . ,n. Show that A is an M~matrix. ‘
Hint: Show that 2:21 (111- > 0 for i : 1, . . . ,n, and use mathematical induction to
show that all the leading principal minors are positive.

9.23 Suppose the conditions of Theorem 9.3 are satisfied with

Mm) = ll-Till and Cull-rill2 S WW) S Cwllffiill2
Show that the origin is exponentially stable.

9.24 ([132]) Study the stability of the origin of the system
. 3 3 - 5 2 2£61 :. —$1 — 1.5m1|x2| , £62 _—. —$2 +m1$2

by using composite Lyapunov analysis.

9.25 Study the stability of the origin of the system
- 3 - 2 - 3{1312332 +m2m3, $2 2—m1—m2 +m1, m3=$1+m2*$3

by using composite Lyapunov analysis.

9.26 Consider the linear interconnected system
m

£612A11331+ Z 14111121, i=1,2,...,m

j=l;j=7$i

where, for each 1’, x1- is an m~dimensional vector and A11- is a Hurwitz matrix. Study
the stability of the origin by using composite Lyapunov analysis.

9.27 ([175]) Complex interconnected systems could be subject to structural per~
turbations that cause groups of subsystems to be connected or disconnected from
each other during operation. Such structural perturbations can be represented as

2:;=f1(t,:c1-)+g1-(t,e1-1$1,...,eimxm), i: 1 2 -- m7 7 ' 7
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where eij is a binary variable that takes the value 1 when the jth subsystem acts
on the ith subsystem and the value 0 otherwise. The origin of the interconnected
system is said to be connectively asymptotically stable if it is asymptotically stable
for all interconnection patterns, that is, for all possible values of the binary variables
eij. Suppose that all the assumptions of Theorem 9.2 are satisfied, with (9.36) taking
the form

m

nheuwu-~,@mmm)HEé§36w7w¢flwfl
i=1

Show that the origin is connectively asymptotically stable.

9.28 ([49]) The output y(t) of the linear system

$=Am+Bu, 31s

is required to track a reference input 7". Consider the integral controller

e—Cx, uz—Flmnz

where we have assumed that the state m can be measured and the matrices F1 and
F2 can be designed such that the matrix

A — BFl —BF2
—C 0

is Hurwitz.

(a) Show that if 7“ = constant, then y(t) —+ 7“ as t ——> 00.

(b) Study the tracking properties of the system when r(t) is a slowly varying input.

9.29 ([86]) The output y(t) of the nonlinear system

i=f®flh y=M®
is required to track a reference input 7“. Consider the integral controller

2 = r —- Mm), u = 7(m, z,r)

where we have assumed that the state m can be measured, the function ’y can be
designed such that the closed—loop system

i=f(m,'y(m,z,r)), i=r—h(m)

has an exponentially stable equilibrium point (i, Z), and the functions f, h, and ”y
are twice continuously differentiable in their arguments.

(a) Show that if 7“ = constant and the initial state (M0), z(0)) is sufiiciently close
to (if), then y(t) —+ r as t —+ 00.
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(b) Study the tracking properties of the system when r05) is a slowly varying input.

9.30 ([86]) Consider the tracking problem of Exercise 9.29, but assume that we
can only measure 3/ = Mm). Consider the observer—based integral controller

z'l=f(z1,u)—+—G(r)[y—h(z1)], z'gzr—y, and u='y(z1,z2,r)

Suppose ’y and G can be designed such that the closed—loop system has an expo~
nentially stable equilibrium point (121,22). Study the tracking properties of the
system when

(1) 7" = constant. (2) fit) is slowly Varying.

9.31 Consider the linear system :5: = A(t)x where ||A(t)|| S k and the eigenvalues
of A(t) satisfy Re[/\(t)] g —a for all t Z 0. Suppose that few ||A(t)||2 dt 3 p. Show
that the origin of i : A(t)x is exponentially stable.



Chapter 10

Perturbation Theory and Averaging

Exact closed—form analytic solutions of nonlinear differential equations are possible
only for a limited number of special classes of differential equations. In general,
we have to resort to approximate solutions. There are two distinct categories of
approximation methods that engineers and scientists should have at their disposal as
they analyze nonlinear systems: (1) numerical solution methods and (2) asymptotic
methods. In this and the next chapter, we introduce the reader to some asymptotic
methods for the analysis of nonlinear differential equations.1

Suppose we are given the state equation

i=f(t,56,€)
where 5 is a “small” scalar parameter, and, under certain conditions, the equation
has an exact solution x(t,5). Equations of this type are encountered in many ap—
plications. The goal of an asymptotic method is to obtain an approximate solution
i035) such that the approximation error m(t,5) — f(t,5) is small, in some norm,
for small Isl and the approximate solution 53(15, 5) is expressed in terms of equations
simpler than the original equation. The practical significance of asymptotic meth—
ods is in revealing underlying structural properties possessed by the original state
equation for small |5|. We will see, in Section 10.1, examples where asymptotic
methods reveal a weak coupling structure among isolated subsystems or the struc—
ture of a weakly nonlinear system. More important, asymptotic methods reveal
multiple—time—scale structures inherent in many practical problems. Quite often,
the solution of the state equation exhibits the phenomenon that some variables
move in time faster than other variables, leading to the classification of variables
as “slow” and “fast.” Both the averaging method of this chapter and the singular
perturbation method of the next chapter deal with the interaction of slow and fast
variables.

1Numerical solution methods are not studied in this textbook on the premise that most students
are introduced to them in elementary differential equation courses and they get their in—depth study
of the subject in numerical analysis courses.

381
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Section 10.1 presents the classical perturbation method of seeking an approxi—
mate solution as a finite Taylor expansion of the exact solution. The asymptotic
validity of the approximation is established in Section 10.1 on finite time intervals
and in Section 10.2 on the infinite—time interval. Section 10.3 examines an au—
tonomous system under the influence of a weak periodic perturbation. While the
results of the first three sections are interesting in their own sake, they provide the
technical basis for the averaging method. In Section 104, we introduce the aver—
aging method in its simplest form, which is sometimes called “periodic averaging”
since the right—hand side function is periodic in time. Section 10.5 gives an applica—
tion of the averaging method to the study of periodic solutions of weakly nonlinear
second—order systems. Finally, we present a more general form of the averaging
method in Section 10.6.

10.1 The Perturbation Method

Consider the system
x‘ = f(t,x,5) (10.1)

where f : [250, 251] X D X [—50, 50] —+ R” is “sufiiciently smooth” in its arguments over
a domain D C R”. The required smoothness conditions will be spelled out as we
proceed. Suppose we want to solve the state equation (10.1) for a given initial state

me) = n<e> (10.2)
where, for more generality, we allow the initial state to depend “smoothly” on
5. The solution of (10.1) and (10.2) depends on the parameter 5, a point that we
emphasize by writing the solution as x(t, 5). The goal of the perturbation method is
to exploit the “smallness” of the perturbation parameter 5 to construct approximate
solutions that are valid for sufiiciently small |5|. The simplest approximation results
by setting 5 == 0 in (10.1) and (10.2) to obtain the nominal or unperturbed problem

i : f<t7$70)7 $04)) 2 770 (103)

where 770 2: 77(0). Suppose this problem has a unique solution $005) defined on
[150,251] and $005) 6 D for all t 6 [250,151]. Suppose further that f is continuous in
(t, :c, a) and locally Lipschitz in (x, 5), uniformly in t, and 77 is locally Lipschitz in 5
for (t, m, a) in [150, 751] X D X ['50, 50]. The closeness of the solutions of the perturbed
and unperturbed problems follows from continuity of solutions with respect to initial
states and parameters. In particular, Theorem 3.5 shows that there is a positive
constant 51 S 50 such that for all |5| g 51, the problem of (10.1) and (10.2) has
a unique solution :1;(t,5) defined on [t0,'t1]. Furthermore, Theorem 3.4 shows that
there is a positive constant k such that

||$(t,5) — $005)” g k|5|, V |5| < 51, V t 6 [250,151] (10.4)
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When the approximation error satisfies the bound of (10.4), we say that the error
is of order 0(5) and write

a:(t,5) — 270(t) =2 0(5)

This order of magnitude notation will be used frequently in this chapter and the
next one. It is defined next.

Definition 10.1 61 (5) = 0(62(5)) if there exist positive constants k and e such that

|51(€)| S k|52(€)|, V |€| < C
Example 10.1

o 5” = 0(5m) for all n 2 m, since

|€|” = |€|m|€|”"m < |€|m, V |€| < 1
52/(0.5 + 5) 2 0(52), since

l 520.5+5
|5|2, V |5| < a < 0.5<

0.5—a

1 + 25 = 0(1), since

|1+25| <1+2a, V|5| <a

o exp(—a/5) with positive a and 5 is 0(5”) for any positive integer n, since

“CL/5 n

e <(3) er”, V5>0
a5”

A

What can we say about the numerical value of the approximation error x(t, 5) —
mo (t) for a given numerical value of 5 when the error is 0(5)? Unfortunately, we
cannot translate the 0(5) order of magnitude statement into a numerical bound
on the error. Knowing that the error is 0(5) means that its norm is less than
k|5| for some positive constant k that is independent of 5. However, we do not
know the value of k, which might be 1, 10, or any positive number.2 The fact that
k is independent of 5 guarantees that the bound k|5| decreases monotonically as
|5| decreases. Therefore, for sufficiently small |5|, the error will be small. More
precisely, given any tolerance 6, we know that the norm of the error will be less

2It should be noted, however, that in a well—formulated perturbation problem where variables
are normalized to have dimensionless state variables, time, and perturbation parameter, one should
expect the numerical value of k not to be much larger than one. See Example 10.4 for further
discussion of normalization, or consult [98] and [141] for more examples.
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than 6 for all |5| < 6/k. If this range is too small to cover the numerical values of
interest for 5, we then need to extend the range of validity by obtaining a higher
order approximation. An 0(52) approximation will meet the same 6 tolerance for
all [at < «(S/kg, an 0(53) approximation will do it for all |5| < (6/k3)1/3, and so
on. Although the constants k, k2, k3, . .. are not necessarily equal, these intervals
are increasing in length, since the tolerance 6 is typically much smaller than one.
Another way to look at higher order approximations is to see that, for a given
“sufiiciently small” value of 5, an 0(5”) error will be smaller than an 0(5’”) error
for n > m, since

[6 n k 1/(n-vm)1'5' < 1, v |5| < <3)
k2 |€ I 7“ k1

Higher—order approximations for solutions of (10.1) and (10.2) can be obtained
in a straightforward manner, provided the functions f and 77 are sufficiently smooth.
Suppose f and n have continuous partial derivatives with respect to (m, 5) up to order
.N for (t,x,5) E [to,t1] x D x [—50,eo]. To obtain a higher order apprOximation of
$05, a), we construct a finite Taylor series

N—l

m(t,5) : 2 ”(05k +5NRx(t,5) (10.5)
1:20

Two things need to be done here. First, we need to calculate the terms m0, m1,
.. , mNW1; in the process of doing that, it will be shown that these terms are well

defined. Second, we need to show that the remainder term Rx is well defined and
bounded on [250,151], which will establish that Egg; xk(t)5k is an 0(5N ) (Nth—order)
approximation of $05, 5). By Taylor’s theorem,3 the smoothness requirement on the
initial state 77(5) guarantees the existence of a finite Taylor series for 77(5); that is,

N—l

77(5) = X nkék + €NRn<€>
16:0

Therefore,
{Inca/0) = 771:: k = 0,1,2,...,N— 1

Substituting (10.5) into (10.1) yields

:3 331405;; + ENRx(t,5) = f(t,$(t,€),5) {ire} h(t,5)
13:0

N—l

: E hkfikk + ENRh(t,a) (10.6)
16:0

where the coefficients of the Taylor series of h(t, 5) are functions of the coefiicients of
the Taylor series of $05, 5). Since (10.6) holds for all sufiiciently small 5, it must hold

3See [10, Theorem 544].
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as an identity in 5. Hence, coefiicients of like powers of 5 must be equal. Matching
those coefiicients, we can derive the equations that must be satisfied by m0, m1, and
so on. Before we do that, we have to generate the coefiicients of the Taylor series
of h(t,5). The zeroth—order term h0(t) is given by

h0(t) = f(t,a:o(t>,0>
Consequently, matching coefiicients of 50 in (10.6), we determine that $005) satisfies

i0 = f(t,$0,0)a Mao) = 770

which, not surprisingly, is the unperturbed problem (10.3). The first-order term
h1(t) is given by

W) = gymnasts)
5:0

_ 8f 3m 8f— {8—,<t,x<t,e>,e>,—E<t,e>+a—Eamem}
: %(t,m0(t),0)x1(t)+g—:(ta$0(t)70)

5:0

Matching coefiicients of 5 in (10.6), we find that $105) satisfies

a 5‘= 8—£(t,$0(t)»0) 901+ a—Qmmox $1050) = m
Define

8f 8f
A“) : afiwdflfi)» 91(t7$0(t)) = 8—€(t7$0(t)70)

and rewrite the equation for $1 as

5531: A(t)$1+91(t,$0(t))a $1050) I 771

This linear equation has a unique solution defined on [250, 251].
The process can be continued to derive the equations satisfied by m2, m3, and

so on. This, however, will involve higher order differentials of f with respect to m,
which makes the notation cumbersome. There is no point in writing the equations
in a general form. Once the idea is clear, we can generate the equations for the
specific problem of interest. Nevertheless, to set the pattern that these equations
take, we will, at the risk of boring some readers, derive the equation for $2. The
second—order coefiicient in the Taylor series of h(t,5) is given by

1 82
h2<t> = '2' 5E5h(t,€) 0

a:
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Now,

8 _, 8f 6%Emma) — 8mm)—a€<t,e>+—8€<t,x,e>
3f(9f:: v5$~(t,$,€)[$1(t)+25$2(t)+”]+'5g(t9$75)

To simplify the notation, let

(9f

mam) = gal—Bum) W)
and continue to calculate the second derivative of h with respect to 5:

a? aw
535h(t’8) — 55(tawfi)

(if

3m 3 8f,
5g(t,€)+ _.

Thus,

where

92(t,$0(t),m1(t)) :2 ~-;(t,$0(t),0)$1(t)+§g8£(t,$o(t),0)$105)

Matching coefiicients of 52 in (10.6) yields

5532 = A(t)$2 +92<t7$005>a$1<t>>a $2050) = 772

In summary, the Taylor series coefficients $0, $1, ..., xN._1 are obtained by
solving the equations

{1.30 =2 f(t,$0,0), (130(t0) = 770 (107)

ik =A<t>$k+gk(t,$0(t),i..,wknflt», $k(t0) 2m; (10.8)

for k :2 1,2,...,N — 1, where A(t) is the Jacobian [8f/5‘m] evaluated at m =
$005) and 5 =2 0, and the term gk(t,mo(t),m1(t),...,$k-1(t)) is a polynomial in
$1, . . . ,mk..1 with coefiicients depending continuously on t and $005). The assump»
tion that $005) is defined on [250, 251] implies that A(t) is defined on the same interval;
hence, the linear equations (10.8) have unique solutions defined on [250,151]. Let
us now illustrate the calculation of the Taylor series coefiicients by a second-order
example.
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Example 10.2 Consider the Van der Pol state equation

m'1 = $2, $1(0) : 771(5)

55:2 2 “$1 + 5(1 — $922, 22(0) 2 772(5)

Suppose we want to construct a finite Taylor series with N = 3. Let

mi 2$i0+5$i1+52$i2+53Rm9 72: 1,2

and

771' : 7710 + 577i1+ 527712 + 53R77¢9 7:: 17 2

Substituting the series for $1 and $2 into the state equation results in

- - 2- 3' 2 3£610+59311+5 £612+5 Rm = 932o+€3321+5 w22+5 Rxg
. . 2. 3'

$20+€£C21 +5 £622+€ R902 2 3—m10 “emu —5 3312—5 R301
1, 2 3R 2+5 ($10+5$11+5$12+5 901)

X ($20 + W21 + €2$22 + EBB“)

Matching coefiicients of 50, we obtain

55310 = $20, $10(0) = 7710

55320 = —$10, $20(0) = 7720

which is the unperturbed problem at 5 = 0. Matching coefiicients of 5, we obtain

$11 =1 $21, $11(0) = 7711

55321 = —$11+(1 — $i0)$20, $21(0) = 7721

while matching coefiicients of 52 results in

55312 = $22, $12(0) = 7712

55322 = —$12 + (1 — $§o>£21 — 2$10$11$20, $22(0) = 7722

The latter two sets of equations are in the form of (10.8) for k =2 1, 2. A

Having calculated the terms m0, m1, ..., mN_1, our task now is to show that
2?t “(Oak is indeed an 0(5N) approximation of 205,5). Consider the approxi—
mation error

e z a; — “(nah (10.9)
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Differentiating both sides of (10.9) with respect to t and substituting for the deriva~
tives of m and wk. from (10.1), (10.7), and (10.8), it can be shown that 6 satisfies the
equation

e = A(t)e + p1(t, e, 5) + p2(t, e), e(t0) = 5NR0(5) (10.10)

where
N,..

p3_(t,e,5) = f(t,e+ :xk(t)ek,e)—f(t, mk(t)ek,5)—A(t)e
kzo k, 0

N-l N 1

mm) = m, mk<t>ak,e>—f<t,wo<t>,0>v~ 31A<t>mk<t>+gkolek
1:20 13:1

in 2 I
H

By assumption, 230 (t) is bounded and belongs to D for all t E [t0,t1]. Hence, there
exist /\ > 0 and 51 > 0 such that for all He“ 3 /\ and |e| g 51, the functions m0(t),
Eli-:01 mk(t)e’“, and e + 22:31 mk(t)5k belong to a compact subset of D. It can be
easily verified that

p1(t,0,6) = 0 (10.11)

||p1<t7€2,5) — 0103 61,5)” S k1||€2 — 61” (10.12)

||p2(t,e)|| S k2|e|N (10.13)
for allt E [t0,t1], 81,62 6 BA, 5 E [webel], for some positive constants k1 and k2.
Equation (10.10) can be viewed as a perturbation of

éo = A(t)€0 + p1(t, 60, 8), 60(t0) = 0 (10.14)

which has the unique solution 60 (t, e) E 0 for t E [t0,t1]. Applying Theorem 3.5
shows that (10.10) has a unique solution defined on [t0, t1] for sufiiciently small |e|.
Applying Theorem 3.4 shows that

||€(ta€)|| = “60538) '- 600,5)“ = 0(8N)
We summarize our conclusion in the next theorem.

Theorem 10.1 Suppose

o f and its partial derivatives with respect to (x, 5) up to order N are continuous
in (t,x,e) for (t,x,e) E [t0,t1] X D X [—50,50];

0 77 and its derivatives up to order N are continuous for e 6 [—50,50];

0 the nominal problem given in (10.3) has a unique solution m0(t) defined on
[150,251] and 270(t) e D for allt 6 [250,251].
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Then, there exists 5* > 0 such that V |e| < 5*, the problem given by (10.1) and
(10.2) has a unique solution m(t,e), defined on [t0,t1], which satisfies

N-

3305, e) — 2 week = on“)
k:

H

0

When we approximate m(t, e) by $0 (t), we need not know the value of the pa—
rameter e, which could be an unknown parameter that represents deviations of the
system’s parameters from their nominal values. When we use a higher order ap—
proximation 2ft: xk(t)ek for N _>_ 2, we need to know the value of e to construct
the series, even though we do not need it to calculate the terms m1, m2, and so on. If
we have to know 5 to construct the Taylor series approximation, we must then com—
pare the computational effort needed to approximate the solution via a Taylor series
with the effort needed to calculate the exact solution. The exact solution x(t, 5) can
be obtained by solving the nonlinear state equation (10.1), while the approximate
solution is obtained by solving the nonlinear state equation (10.7) and a number of
linear state equations (108), depending on the order of the approximation. SinCe,
in both cases, we have to solve a nonlinear state equation of order n, we must ask
ourselves, What do we gain by solving (10.7) instead of (10.1)? One situation where
the Taylor series approximation will be clearly preferable is the case when the solu—
tion is sought for several values of e. In the Taylor series approximation, equations
(10.7) and (10.8) will be solved only once; then, different Taylor expansions will be
constructed for different values of 5. Aside from this special (repeated values of 5)
case, we find the Taylor series approximation to be effective when

0 the unperturbed state equation (10.7) is considerably simpler than the
e—dependent state equation (10.1), and

o e is reasonably small that an “acceptable” approximation can be achieved
with a few terms in the series.

In most engineering applications of the perturbation method, adequate approxima—
tions are achieved with N = 2 or 3, and the process of setting 5 = 0 simplifies
the state equation considerably. In the next two examples, we look at two typical
cases where setting 5 =2 0 reduces the complexity of the state equation. In the
first example, we consider again the Van der Pol equation of Example 10.2, which
represents a wide class of “weakly nonlinear systems” that become linear at e = 0.
To construct a Taylor series approximation, we only solve linear equations. In the
second example, we look at a system formed of interconnected subsystems with
“weak” or e—coupling. At 5 = 0, the system decomposes into lower order decoupled
subSystems. To construct a Taylor series approximation, we always solve lower or—
der decoupled equations as opposed to solving the original higher order equation
(10.1).
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Figure 10.1: Example 103 at 5 = 0.1: (a) x1(t,5) (solid) and $1005) (dashed); (b)
m1(t,5) — m10(t) (solid) and m1(t,5) — $1005) — €$11(t) (dashed).

Example 10.3 Suppose we want to solve the Van der Pol equation

3'31 :2 (172, 331(0) : 1

$2 =2 —m1+5(1—m§)m2, m2(0) = 0

over the time interval [0, 7r]. we start by setting 5 z 0 to obtain the linear unper—
turbed equation

$10 = $20, $100)) = 1

$20 = —$10, 9220(0) = 0
whose solution is

$1005) 2 cost, $2005) 2 — sint
Clearly, all the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 are satisfied, and we conclude that the
approximation error $05, 5) — $005) is 0(5). Calculating x05, 5) numerically at three
different values of e and using

E0 = 01311151; ”930575) — 930(t)||2

as a measure of the approximation error, we find that E0 = 0.0112, 0.0589, and
0.1192 for 5 = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, respectively. These numbers show that the error
is bounded by 1.25 for 5 S 0.1.. Figure 10.1(a) shows the exact and approximate
trajectories of the first component of the state vector when 5 = 0.1. Suppose we
want to improve the approximation at 5 = 0.1. From Example 102, we know that
$11 and x21 satisfy the equation

$11 = $21, $11(0) = 0

3321 : —x11—(1—cos2t)sint, x21(0) : 0
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Figure 10.2: Electric circuit of Example 10.4.

whose solution is

$1105) 2 ~ f5 sint~ glisin3t+ gtcost
$2105) 2 %cost— §§cos3t — gtsint

By Theorem 10.1, the second—order approximation $005) + €$1(t) is 0(52) close to
the exact solution for sufiiciently small 5. To compare the approximate solutiOn
with the exact one at 5 = 0.1, we calculate

E1 = max
0315371”

(13(t, 0.1) - $0“) - 0.1$1(t)||2 7: 0.0057

which shows a reduction in the approximation error by almost an order of magni—
tude. Figure 10.1(b) shows the approximation errors in the first component of the
state vector for the first~order approximation 1'0 and the second—order approxima—
tion x0 + am at 5 = 0.1. A

Example 10.4 The circuit shown in Figure 102 contains nonlinear resistors whose
I—V characteristics are given by i = $01). The differential equations for the voltages
across the capacitors are

@1
dt

d’UQ

02?:

1Ed

(E"W%W®fl—éjw—m)
= (E — ’Ui) ‘ $011) ‘ ’01 ~ ’02)

:
0
ll

The circuit has two similar RC sections connected through the resistor RC. When
RC is “relatively large,” the connection between the two sections becomes “weak.”
In particular, when RC 2 00, the connection is open circuit and the two sections are
decoupled from each other. This circuit lends itself to an e—coupling representation
where the coupling between the two sections may be parameterized by a small
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parameter 5. At first glance, it appears that a reasonable choice of 5 is 5 = 1/RC.
Indeed, with this choice, the coupling terms in the foregoing equations will be
multiplied by 5. However, such a choice makes 5 dependent on the absolute value of
a physical parameter whose value, no matter how small or large, has no significance
by itself without considering the values of other physical parameters in the system.
In a well—formulated perturbation problem, the parameter 5 would be chosen as a
ratio between physical parameters that reflects the “true smallness” of 5 in a relative
sense. To choose 5 this way, we usually start by choosing the state variables or the
time variable (or both) as dimensionless quantities. In our circuit, the clear choice
of state variables is 111 and 112. Instead of working with 111 and 112, we scale them in
such a way that the typical extreme values of the scaled variables would be close to
:1:1. Due to the weak coupling between the two identical sections, it is reasonable
to use the same scaling factor a for both state variables. Define the state variables
as m1 = 'ul/cr and $2 = 112 /a. Taking a dimensionless time 7' = 15/ RC and writing
dx/dT = 5b, we obtain the state equation

55:1 2 ~ $1“ EIMCWI) ‘ ($1 ‘ $2)5:R.
f:

5
2
1
%

l

i2 = — $2 — Ewan) ‘ ($2 — $1)Re
It appears now that a reasonable choice of 5 is R/RC. Suppose that R = 1.5 X 103
Q, E = 1.2 V, and the nonlinear resistors are tunnel diodes with

$01) = 10'“3 X (17.76?) — 103.7%2 + 229.6203 .— 22631114 + 83.72115)
Take a = 1 and rewrite the state equation as

55:1 2 1.2 — m1 — h(m1) — 5(m1— m2)
55:2 2 1.2 — $2 — h(m2) — 5(332 — m1)

where 11(1)) 2 1.5 X 103 X 1M0). Suppose we want to solve this equation for the
initial state

x1(0) = 0.15; x2(0) = 0.6
Setting 5 : 0, we obtain the decoupled equations

5531 = 12~$1~h($1), 331(0) 7: 0.15

{1.32 = 1.2—332—h(332), (132(0) 2 0.6

which are solved independently of each other. Let $1005) and $2005) be the solu—
tions. According to Theorem 101, they provide an 0(5) approximation of the exact
solution for sufiiciently small 5. To obtain an C(52) approximation, we set up the
equations for x11 and $21 as

$11 = “[1+hl($10(t))ll’11“blow—$2003]: $11(0) Z 0

$21 = ~[1+hl($2o(t))]$2i—[$2o(t)‘$10(t)la “1(0) 2 0
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Figure 10.3: Exact solution (solid), first—order approximation (dashed), and second—
order approximation (dash—dot) for Example 10.4 at 5 = 0.3.

where h’ () is the derivative of h(). Figure 10.3 shows the exact solution as well as
the first—order and second—order approximations for e = 0.3. A

A serious limitation of Theorem 10.1 is that the 0(5N) error bound is valid
only on finite (order 0(1)) time intervals [t0, t1]. It does not hold on intervals like
[to, T/e] nor on the infinite—time interval [to, 00). The reaSOn is that the constant k
in the bound klelN depends on t1 in such a way that it grows unbounded as t1 in—
creases. In particular, since the constant k results from application of Theorem 3.4,
it has a component of the form exp(Lt1). In the next section, we will see how to
employ stability conditions to extend Theorem 10.1 to the infinite interval. In the
lack of such stability conditions, the approximation may not be valid for large t,
even though it is valid on 0(1) time intervals. Figure 10.4 shows the exact and
approximate solutions for the Van der Pol equation of Example 10.3, at 5 z 0.1,
over a large time interval. For large t, the error x1(t, 5) — m10(t) is no longer 0(5).
More seriously, the error m1(t,e) — x10(t) — 5x11(t) grows unbounded, which is a
consequence of the term tcost in $11 (t).

10.2 Perturbation on the infinite Interval

The perturbation result of Theorem 10.1 can be extended to the infinite time interval
[to, 00) under some additional stability conditions. In the next theorem, we require
the nominal system (10.7) to have an exponentially stable equilibrium point at the
origin and use a Lyapunov function to estimate its region of attraction. There is no
loss of generality in taking the equilibrium point at the origin, since any equilibrium
point can be shifted to the origin by a change of variables.

Theorem 10.2 Let D C R” be a domain that contains the origin and suppose
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_5 1 l 1 l | l l

Figure 10.4: Exact solution (solid), first—order approximation (dash—dot), and second—
order approximation (clashed) for the Van der Pol equation over a large time interval.

f and its partial derivatives with respect to (m, 5) up to order N are continuous
and bounded for (t,x,5) E [0,oo) >< D0 X [—50,50], for every compact set
D0 C D; ifN = 1, [8f/8m](t,x, 5) is Lipschitz in (net), uniformly in t;

o 77 and its derivatives up to order N are continuous for 5 6 [—50,50];

0 the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the nominal system
(10.7) ;

0 there is a Lyapunov function V(t,m) that satisfies the conditions of Theo—
rem 4.9 for the nominal system (10.7) for (t,x) E [0, 00) X D and {W1(m) g c}
is a compact subset of D.

Then, for each compact set 9 C {Vi/fix) 3 pc, 0 < p < 1}, there is a positive
constant 5* such that for all to 2 0, 770 E Q, and |e| < 5*, equations (10.1) and
(10.2) have a unique solution x(t,5), uniformly bounded on [to, co), and

Nvl

x(t, 5) — Z xk(t)5k = 0(5N)
13:0

where 0(5N) holds uniformly in t for all t 2 to. 0

If the nominal system (10.7) is autonomous, the set 9 in Theorem 10.2 can
be any compact subset of the region of attraction of the origin. This is a conse—
quence of (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.17, since the Lyapunov function V($)
provided by the theorem has the property that any compact subset of the region
of attraction can be included in the interior of a compact set of the form {V(m) g c}.

Proof of Theorem 10.2: Application of Theorem 9.1 shows that there is 51 > 0
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such that for all |5| < 51, m(t,5) is uniformly bounded and m(t,5) ~ m0(t) is 0(5),
uniformly in t, for all t Z to. It is also clear that for 770 E Q, m0(t) is uniformly
bounded and limp,00 m0(t) : 0. Consider the linear equations (10.8). We know
from bounded—input—bounded—output stability (Theorem 5.1) that the solution of
(10.8) will be uniformly bounded if the origin of Z = A(t)z is exponentially stable
and the input term gk is bounded. The input gk is a polynomial in $1, , “”1
with coefficients depending on t and $005). The dependence on 25 comes through
the partial derivatives of f, which are bounded on compact subsets of D. Since
m0(t) is bounded, the polynomial coefficients are bounded for all t 2 to. Hence,
boundedness of g, will follow from boundedness of $1, . . . , mk_1. The matrix A(t)
is given by

A®=gmmwm
where x0(t) is the solution of the nominal system (10.7). It turns out that expo—
nential stability of the origin as an equilibrium for (10.7) ensures that the origin of
z‘ = A(t)z will be exponentially stable for every solution m0(t) that starts in the set
9. To see this point, let

mo=§cmm
and write

mo=ao+mo~amwgmm+8®
so that the linear system 23 = A(t)z can be viewed as a linear perturbation of
y = A0(t)y. Since [8f/5‘m](t, x, 0) is Lipschitz in m, uniformly in t,

wowwgmmmm~gwmflkmmmn
On the other hand, by exponential stability of the origin of (10.7) and Theorem 4.15,
we know that the origin of the linear system 3) = A0(t)y is exponentially stable.
Therefore, similar to Example 9.6, we can use lim,g_,00 m0(t) = 0 to show that the
origin of the linear system z" = A(t)z is exponentially stable.

Since ||x0(t)|| is bounded and g1(t,m0(t)) = [8f/85](t,x0(t),0), we see that g1 is
bounded for all t 2 to. Hence, by Theorem 5.1, we conclude that x1(t) is bounded.
By a simple induction argument, we can see that $205), . . . , mk_1(t) are bounded.

So far, we have verified that the exact solution x(t,5) and the approximate
solution Egg; mk(t)5k are uniformly bounded on [250, 00) for sufficiently small |5|.
All that remains now is to analyze the approximation error e = m — 21):; mk(t)5k.
The error analysis is quite similar to what we have done in Section 10.1. The error
satisfies (10.10), where p1 and p2 satisfy (10.11), (10.13) and

: k1(||el| + le|>nw—w
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for all (t, e, 5) E [250, 00) X B,\ X [—51, 51] for sufiiciently small 51. The error equation
(1010) can be viewed as a perturbation of é = A(t)e, where the perturbation term
satisfies

||p1(t, 6.5) + 020595)“ E k1<||€|| + |€|>||€|| + k2|€|N S 1610+ |€|>||€|| +k2|€|N
Noting that ||e(t0, 5)” 2 0(5N ), we conclude from Lemma 9.4 that, for sufiiciently
small |5|, ||e(t,a)|| = 0(5N) for all t 2 to. Cl

Example 10.5 The electric circuit of Example 10.4 is represented by

i1 2 1.2 — x1 — h(m1) — €(m1 — 172)
$2 = 1.2 — $2 — h(m2) — 5(m2 4 m1)

where

W) = 1.5 (17.7612 — 103.79?)2 + 229.6203 — 2263104 + 83.72115)
At 5 = 0, the unperturbed system comprises two isolated first—order subsystems:

{1‘31 2 1.2—".‘131—h(331)

(1.32 = 1.2—-$Q~h($2)

It can. be verified that each of the two systems has three equilibrium points at 0.063,
0285, and 0.884. The Jacobian ~1 +h’(m,-) is negative at x,- = 0.063 and x,- = 0.884
and positive at m, = 0.285. Hence, the equilibrium points at 0.063 and 0.884 are
exponentially stable, while the equilibrium point at 0.285 is unstable. When the two
first—order systems are put together, the composite second—order system will have
nine equilibrium points; only four of them will be exponentially stable. These are the
equilibrium points (0063,0063), (0063,0884), (0884,0063), and (0884,0884).
Theorem 102 says that if the initial state m(0) belongs to a compact subset of
the regiOn of attraction of any one of these equilibrium points, the approximation
calculated in Example 104 will be valid for all t Z 0. The simulation shOWn in
Figure 10.3 was taken over a time interval long enough for the solution to reach
steady state. In this particular case, the initial state (015,06) belongs to the
region of attraction of (0.063, 0.884). A

The 0(5N ) estimate of Theorem 10.2 is valid only when the origin is exponen—
tially stable. It does not necessarily hold if it is asymptotically, but not exponen—
tially, stable, as illustrated by the next example.

Example 10.6 Consider the first—order system

i=~m3+5m
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and suppose 5 > 0. The origin of the unperturbed system

i = —m3

is globally asymptotically stable, but not exponentially stable. (See Example 4.23.)
The perturbed system has three equilibrium points at m = 0 and m = :i:\/E. The
equilibrium m = 0 is unstable, while the other two equilibria are asymptotically
stable. Solving both systems with the same positive initial condition 1(0) 2 a, it
can be easily seen that

x(t,5)—+\/§ and m0(t)—+0 as t—aoo

Because \/E is not 0(5), it is clear that the approximation error x05, 5) —m0(t) is not
0(5) for all t 2 0. Nevertheless, since the origin is asymptotically stable, we should
be able to make a statement about the asymptotic behavior of the approximation
as t —+ 00. Indeed, we can make a statement, although it will be weaker than
the statement of Theorem 102. Because the origin of the unperturbed system is
asymptotically stable, the solution $005) tends to zero as t —+ 00; equivalently, given
any 5 > 0, there is T1 > 0 such that

||x0(t)|| < 6/2, V t 2 T1

The solutions of the perturbed system are ultimately bounded by a bound that
shrinks with 5. Therefore, given any 6 > 0, there is T2 > 0 and 5* > 0 such that

||x(t,5)l| <6/2, VtZTg, V5<5*

Combining these two estimates, we can say that for any 6 > 0 the approximation
error satisfies -

||m(t,5)—x0(t)|| <5, VtZT, V5<5*
where T = max{T1, T2}. On the order 0(1) time interval [0, T], we know from the
finite time result of Theorem 10.1 that the approximation error is 0(5). Therefore,
we can say that for any 5 > 0, there is 5** > 0 such that

||m(t,5) — $005)” < 5, V t E [0,oo), V 5 < 5**

The last inequality is equivalent to saying that the approximation error tends to
zero as 5 —+ 0, uniformly in t for all t Z 0, which is the best we can show, in general,
in the lack of exponential stability. Of course, in this particular example, we can
obtain both $005) and m(t,5) in closed form, and we can actually show that the
approximation error is O(\/E). A

10.3 Periodic Perturbation of Autonomous Systems
Consider the system

i = f(.7) + 5g(t,m, 5) (10.15)
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where f, g, and their first partial derivatives with respect to m are continuous and
bounded for all (t,m,5) E [0, 00) X D0 >< [~50,50], for every compact set D0 C D,
where D C R" is a domain that contains the origin. Suppose the origin is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point of the autonomous system

i: = f(x) (10.16)
Equivalently,4 the matrix A = [5‘f/8x](0) is Hurwitz. Due to boundedness of g, we
can use Theorem 4.14 and Lemma 9.2 to show that there exist 7" > 0 and 51 > 0
such that for all ||m(0)|| S r and |5| g 51, the solution of (10.15) is uniformly
ultimately bounded with ultimate bound proportional to |5|. In other words, all
solutions approach an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin as t —+ 00. This is true for
any bounded g. In this section, we are interested in what happens inside that 0(5)
neighborhood when g is T—periodic in t; that is,

g(t+T,m,5) = g(t,x,5), V (t,m,5) E [0,oo) X D X [~50,50]

In particular, we are interested in the possibility that a T—periodic solution might
exist within an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin.

Let ¢(t; t0,m0,5) be the solution of (10.15) that starts at (t0,m0); that is, $0 =
¢(t0;t0,x0,5). For all ||m|| < 7“, define a map P5(m) by

P503) = ¢>(T;0,93,€)
That is, P5(m) is the state of the system at time T when the initial state at time
zero is m. This map plays a key role in studying the existence of periodic solutions
of (10.15).5
Lemma 10.1 Under the foregoing conditions, equation (10.15) has a T—periodic
solution if and only if the equation

x = P5 (m) (10.17)

has a solution. 0

Proof: Since g is T—periodic in t, the solution of (10.15) is invariant to time shifts
that are integer multiples of T. In particular,

¢(t + T;T, m, 5) = ¢(t; 0, L5), V t 2 0 (10.18)

This can be seen by changing the time variable from t to ’7' = t — T, which yields

3%: 2 f0?) + 59(7' + T,f17,€)= f($) + 5g(7',m,5)

4The equivalence follows from Theorem 4.15.
5This map can be interpreted [70, Section 4.1] as a Poincare map of the (n + 1)—dimensi0nal

autonomous system
i':f(ac)+5g(0,ac,5), 3:21
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On the other hand, by uniqueness of solution, we have

¢(t+ T;0,m,5) = q5(t+T;T,¢>(T;0,x,5),5), V t 2 0 (1019)

To prove sufiiciency, let

p6 : Pa<Pa> : $(T30aP575)

Then

¢(t+T707pE75) : ¢(t+T7T7¢(T707pE75)75)

: ¢(t+T7 T717675)

== ¢(t;0,pa,€) (10.20)

where the first equality follows from (10.19) and the last equality frOm (10.18).
Equation (1020) shows that the solution starting at (0, p5) is T—periodic. To prove
necessity, let i(t) be a T—periodic solution of (10.15). Set 3/ = f(0). Then

¢0+flmud=¢wmua,Vt20
Taking t = 0 yields

MEQud=¢fiQu$=y
which shows that y is a solution of (10.17). D

Lemma 10.2 Under the foregoing conditions, there exist positive constants k and
52 such that (1017) has a unique solution in ||x|| < Mel, for all |5| < 52. 0

Proof: At 5 = 0, ¢>(t; 0, m, 0) is the solution of the unperturbed system (1016) that
starts at (0,x). Since x = 0 is an equilibrium point for (10.16), 0 = ¢>(t; 0,0,0) for
all t Z 0. Hence,

P0(0) = ¢>(T;0,0, 0) = 0

From the implicit function theorem, it follows that if the Jacobian matrix

‘ 8P5
J21 3m 90:0,620

is nonsingular, then there is a positive constant 52 such that equation (10.17) has
a unique solution p5 in Isl < 52. To check nonsingularity of the Jacobian matrix,
recall that the solution (/7(t; 0, x, 5) is given by

¢WQna=w+Alflflnfla®H£MZflnmuqulfi
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Differentiating with respect to m yields

33: (t;0,m,5)=I+/O [2-3) g§(~)+€§g(~) 2%)] d7

Let

Then,
.t 8f _ t

U(t) =1 + 0 53:(0)U(7‘) d'r — I+/0 AU(7‘) di'

and d .
82W) 2 AU(t), U(0) = I

Thus, U(t) : exp(At). Consequently,

8P5
I ‘ 3m

: I * exp(AT)
$20,530

Because A is Hurwitz, all eigenvalues of exp(AT) are strictly inside the unit circle.6
Consequently, J is nonsingular. Hence, (10.17) has a unique solution p5, V |5| < 52.
On the other hand, since all solutions of (10.15) approach an 0(5) neighborhood
of the origin as t —+ 00, it must be true that p5 is 0(5), because the corresponding
periodic solution passes through p5 infinitely many times as t —+ 00. D

It is now clear that, for sufiiciently small 5, the perturbed system (1015) has
a T—periodic solution in an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin. In fact, this periodic
solution has to be unique due to the uniqueness of the solution of equation (10.17).
Using the Hurwitz property of A, we can go further to show that the periodic
solution is exponentially stable.

Lemma 10.3 Under the foregoing conditions, if 5t(t,5) is a T—periodic solution of
(1015) such that ||5t(t,5)|| S k 5|, then i(t,5) is emponentially stable. 0

Proof: A systematic procedure to study the stability of fit, 5) is to apply the
change of variables z = m H :E(t, 5) and study the stability of the equilibrium point
at z = 0. The new variable z satisfies the equation

2 : f(z + 5E(t,5)) — f(i(t,5)) + 5 [g(t,z +5t(t,5),5) H g(t,a‘t(t,5),5)]

: f(t,z)

6This is a welluknown fact in sampled—data Control theory. It can be proved by transforming A
into its Jordan form.
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Linearization about z = 0 yields

3f
fix

it
dz

22
+55%z:0

= A + gleam» 1 A] + 5Qg(t,i(t,5),5)
z=0 z:0

x 8m

By continuity of [5‘f/8x], we know that for any 6 > 0, there is 5* > 0 such that

151flow» 8363m all <6
for 5 < 5*. Since A is Hurwitz and [8g/8x](t,fit,5) is 0(1), we conclude from
Lemma 9.1 that, for sufiiciently small 5, the linear system

3) : [11+ (g—£(5E(t,5)) ‘ A) +e§g(t,5(t,5),a)l y

has an exponentially stable equilibrium point at y = 0. Therefore, by Theorem 4.13,
z = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point. D

We summarize our findings in the next theorem.

Theorem 10.3 Suppose

o f , g, and their first partial derivatives with respect to m are continuous and
boundedfor all (t, m, 5) E [0, oo) ><D0 X [‘50, 50], for every compact set D0 C D,
where D C R” is a domain that contains the origin;

0 The origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the autonomous sys«
tem (10.16);

0 g(t, m, 5) is T—perioclic in t.

Then, there emist positive constants 5* and k such that for all |5| < 5*, equation
(10.15) has a unique T«perioclic solution i(t,5) with the property that ||E(t,5)|| S
k|5l. Moreover, this solution is exponentially stable. 0

If g(t, 0, 5) z 0, the origin will be an equilibrium point of the perturbed system
(10.15). By uniqueness of the periodic solution i(t,5), it follows that i(t,5) is
the trivial solution x = 0. In this case, the theorem ensures that the origin is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point of the perturbed system (10.15).
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10.4 Averaging
The averaging method applies to a system of the form

:5: : 5f(t, m, e)

where E is a small positive parameter and f (t, m, 5) is T—periodic in t; that is,

f(t +T,m,5) = f(t,x,e), V (t,x,e) E [000) x D x [0,50]

for some domain D C R”. The method approximates the solution of this system
by the solution of an “average system,” obtained by averaging f (t,m,5) at e : 0.
To motivate the averaging method, let us start by examining a scalar example.

Example 10.7 Consider the first—order linear system .

d: = 5a(t, 5)x, x(0) = 77 (1021)

where 5 is a positive parameter, a is sufiiciently smooth in its arguments, and
a(t + T, 5) = a(t, e) for all t Z 0. To obtain an approximate solution that is valid
for small 5, we may apply the perturbation method of Section 10.1. Setting 5 :: 0
results in the unperturbed system

i=0, x(0)=77

which has a constant solution $005) 2 7;. According to Theorem 10.1, the error of
this approximation will be 0(5) on 0(1) time intervals. The unperturbed system
does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 10.2. Therefore, it is not clear whether
this approximation is valid on time intervals larger than 0(1). Because in this
example we can write down a closed—form expression for the exact solution, we will
examine the approximation error by direct calculations. The solution of (10.21) is
given by

m(t,5) = exp [a/Ota(7,e) d7] 77
Hence, the approximation error is

a:(t,e) — 270(25) = {exp [5/015 a(7',5) d7] ~— 1} 77
To see how the approximation error behaves as 25 increases, we need to evaluate the
integral term in the foregoing expression. The function a(t, 5) is periodic in 25. Let
its mean be

we can write a(t, 5) as
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The term inside the bracket is a T—periodic function of t with zero mean. Therefore,
the integral

/0t [71(7, 5) 1 57(5)] d7 déf A(t,5)

is T-periodic and, hence, bounded for all t Z 0. On the other hand, the integration
of the term 57(5) on [0, 75] results in 2557(5). Thus,

x(t, 5) ~— m0(t) = {exp [5tc‘7(5)] exp [5A(t,5)] -— 1} 77

Except for the case 57(5) = 0, the approximation error will be 0(5) only on 0(1)
time intervals. A careful examination of the approximation error suggests that a
better approximation of m(t,5) is exp[5tc'7(5)]77 or even exp[5tc'7(0)]77, since 57(5) 1.
57(0) = 0(5). Let us try 33(575) = exp[5tc'7(0)]77 as an alternative approximation. The
approximation error is given by

m(t, 5) -— i(5t) = {exp [5tEL(5)] exp [5A(t, 5)] ~— exp[5tEL(0)]} 77
= GWEN—7(0)] {exp [505(5) * 5(0))l exp [SAW 5)] “ 1} 77

Noting that

exp [5A(t, 5)] = 1 + 0(5), V t Z 0
exp [5t(&(5) -— &(0))] = explt0(52)] = 1 + 0(5), V t E [0, 17/5]

exp[5tc'7(0)] = 0(1), V t E [0,b/5]

for any finite b > 0, we conclude that x(t, 5) -—i(5t) = 0(5) on time intervals of order
0(1/5), which confirms the conjecture that the approximation i(5t) = exp [5tc‘7(0)]77
is better than the approximation $005) 2 77. Note that f(5t) is the solution of the
average system

:E: = 5&(0)33, 33(0) = 77 (10.22)

whose right~hand side is the average of the righthand side of (10.21) at 5 = 0. A

In this example, we have arrived at the average system (10.22) through our
knowledge of the closed—form expression of the exact solution of (10.21). Such
closed-form expressions are available only in very special cases. However, the plau—
sibility of averaging is not dependent on the special features of the example. Let
us reason the idea of averaging in a different way. The right—hand side of (10.21)
is multiplied by a positive constant 5. When 5 is small, the solution x will vary
“slowly” with 25 relative to the periodic fluctuation of a(t, 5). It is intuitively clear
that if the response of a system is much slower than the excitation, then such re—
sponse will be determined predominantly by the average of the excitation. This
intuition has its roots in linear system theory, where we know that if the bandwidth
of the system is much smaller than the bandwidth of the input, then the system
will act as a low—pass filter that rejects the high-frequency component of the input.
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If the solution of (10.21) is determined predominantly by the average of the fiuctu—~
ation of a(t, 5), then it is reasonable, in order to get an 0(5) approximation, that
the function a(t, 5) be replaced by its average. This two—time—scale interpretation
of averaging is not dependent on the special features of Example 10.7, nor is it
dependent on the linearity of the system. It is a plausible idea that works in a more
general setup, as we shall see in the rest of the chapter.

Consider the system
m’ = 5f(t,m,5) (1023)

where f and its partial derivatives with respect to (as, a) up to the second order are
continuous and bounded for (t, m, 5) E [0, 00) X D0 X [0, 50], for every compact set
D0 C D, where D C R" is a domain. Moreover, f (t, m, 5) is Twperiodic in t for some
T > 0 and 5 is positive. We associate with (1023) an autonomous average system

i = efav(m) (1024)

where T
fav(m) = —%—/0 f(7',m, 0) d7 (10.25)

The basic problem in the averaging method is to determine in what sense the
behavior of the autonomous system (1024) approximates the behavior of the nonau-
tonomous system (1023). We will address this problem by showing, via a change
of variables, that the nonautonomous system (1023) can be represented as a per—
turbation of the autonomous system (1024). Define

u(t,m) =/0 h(7‘,m) d7 (1026)

where
h(t9$) _—.. fan-r: 0) —' fav($) (10.27)

Since h(t, m) is Tnperiodic in t and has zero mean, the function u(t, m) is T—periodic
in 15. Hence, u(t,x) is bounded for all (23$) 6 [0, 00) X D0. Moreover, 871/825 and
flit/6m, given by

flu } , 8n t 8h~57: L(t,.v), 53:: 0 53:

are T~periodic in t and bounded on [0, 00) X D0. Here, we have used the fact that
(SW/(9x is T~periodic in t and has zero mean. Consider the change of variables

(7', .13) d7

m = y + 5u(t, y) (1028)

Differentiating both sides with respect to t, we obtain

. . 8U 8U .
9: ~ y+55;(t,y) +€5§(t,y) y
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Substituting for m' from (10.23), we find that the new state variable 3/ satisfies the
equation

[1+5@[y = 5f(t,y+5u,5)—5%:-L

: 5f(t,y+5u,€)—5f(t,y,0)+5fav(y)
: efav(y)+€P(t,3/35)

where
1905, y, a) = [f(t, y + w, 8) — f0?) y, 8)] + [fit 3/, 8) — f(t, y, 0)]

The function p(t,y,5) is T-periodic in t and, using mean value theorem, can be
expressed as

Because (Bu/(9y is bounded on [0, 00) X Do, the matrix I + 5871/83; is nonsingular
for sufiiciently small 5, and

8a *1I ——~ :I[ +€8y[ +O(5)

Therefore, the state equation for y is given by

z) = 5fav(y) + Emmy, 8) (10-29)
where q(t,y, 5) is T-periodic in t and fav, (1, and their first partial derivatives with
respect to (y,&:) are continuous and bounded on [0, 00) X Do for sufiiciently small
5. This equation is a perturbation of the average system (10.24). By extending the
arguments used in the previous three sections, we can determine the basis for ap—
proximating the solutions of (10.29) by the solutions of the average system (10.24).

The change of time variable 3 : at transforms (1029) into

if: = my) + ago/5.11.5) (10.30)d

where q(s/5,y, 5) is eT-periodic in s and bounded on [0,oo) >< Do for sufficiently
small 5. By applying Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 on continuity of solutions with respect
to initial states and parameters, we see that if the average system

dy
‘d‘g — fax/(3!)

has a unique solution 37(3) defined on [0, 19], 39(3) 6 D for all s E [0, b], and y(0, 5) —
mav (0) = 0(5), then there exists 5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5*, the perturbed
system (1030) will have a unique solution defined for all s E [0, b] and the two
solutions will be 0(a) close. Since 25 = 3/5 and m — y = 0(5) by (10.28), the solution
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of the average system (10.24) provides an 0(5) approximation for the solution of
(10.23) over the time interval [0, b/5] in the t time scale.

SuppOSe the average system (10.24) has an exponentially stable equilibrium
point at the origin and D is a domain that contains the origin. Let V(y) be the
Lyapunov function provided by (the c0nverse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.17. Then, for
any compact subset Q of the region of attractiOn of the origin, there is a constant
c > 0 such that 9 lies in the interior of the compact set {V(y) S c}. Suppose
yav(0) E Q and y(0, 5) »— yav(0) :: 0(5). Applying Theorem 9.1 shows that the 0(5)
approximation will be valid for all s 2 0, that is, for all t Z 0.

Finally, Theorem 10.3 shows that (10.30) has a unique, exponentially stable,
(5T)—periodic solution y(s/5, 5) in an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin. The periodic
solution has period 5T in the s time scale, that is, period T in the t time scale. By
(10.28), we see that (10.23) has a T—periodic solution

f(t, 5) = y(t, 5) + 5u(t,y(t, 5))

Because u is bounded, the periodic solution f(t, 5) lies in an 0(5) neighborhood of
the origin. We summarize these conclusions in the next theorem.

Theorem 10.4 Let f (t, m, 5) and its partial derivatives with respect to (x, 5) up to
the second order be continuous and bounded for (t,x, 5) E [0, 00) X D0 X [0,50], for
every compact set D0 C D, where D C R" is a domain. Suppose f is T-periodic in
t for some T > 0 and 5 is a positive parameter. Let x(t, 5) and mav(5t) denote the
solutions of (10.23) and (10.24), respectively.

0 Ifmav(5t) E D V t E [0,b/5] and m(0,5) — wax/(0) = 0(5), then there emists
5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5*, m(t, 5) is defined and

x(t, 5) — mav(5t) : 0(5) on [0, b/5]

o If the origin m 2 0 E D is an emponentially stable equilibrium point of the
average system (10.24), 9 C D is a compact subset of its region of attraction,
mav(0) E Q, and m(0,5) — mav(0) = 0(5), then there exists 5* > 0 such that
for all 0 < 5 < 5*, x(t,5) is defined and

ac(t,5) — mav(5t) = 0(5) for all t E [0,oo)

o If the origin m = 0 E D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the
average system (10.24), then there emist positive constants 5* and k such that,
for all 0 < 5 < 5*, (10.23) has a unique, emponentially stable, T~periodic
solution f(t, 5) with the property [la—C(t, 5)[[ 3 k5. 0

If f(t, 0, 5) z 0 for all (t,5) E [0, 00) X [0, 50], the origin will be an equilibrium
point of (10.23). By the uniqueness of the Twperiodic solution f(t, 5), it follows that
f(t, 5) is the trivial solution x = 0. In this case, the theorem ensures that the origin
is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of (10.23).
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Example 10.8 Consider the linear system

i = 5A (0m

where A(t + T) = A(t) and 5 > 0. Let

_ 1 T
A2T/0 A(7‘)d7‘

The average system is given by
m‘ = aflm

It has an equilibrium point at m = 0. Suppose the matrix fl is Hurwitz. Then, it
follows from Theorem 10.4 that, for sufiiciently small 5, i = 5A(t)x has a unique T—~
periodic solution in an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin m = 0. However, m = 0 is an
equilibrium point for the system. Hence, the periodic solution is the trivial solution
$05) = 0. Consequently, we c0nclude that, for sufficiently small 5, m : 0 is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point for the nonautOnomous system i = a (0m

A

Example 10.9 Consider the scalar system

i = 5(m sin2 25 — 0.5%) = 5f(t, m)

The function f (t, m) is 7T—periodic in t. The average function fav (x) is given by

fav(m) = l /fl(m sin2 25 — 0.5m2) dt = 0.5(m — m2)
071'

The average system
i = 0.55(m — m2)

has two equilibrium points at m = 0 and m : 1. The Jacobian dfav/dx evaluated at
these equilibria is given by

dfav
dx

dfav

dx

= (0.5—m)|,,:0 = 0.5
21:0

= (0.5mm = —0.5
l

Thus, for sufficiently small 5, the system has an exponentially stable 7T~periodic
solution in an 0(5) neighborhood of m = 1. Moreover, by sketching the function
x — m2, it can be seen that the region of attraction of m = 1 is (0, 00). Hence, for
initial states in the compact interval [(1,1)] C (0, oo), solving the average system with
the same initial state as the original system yields the approximation

m(t,e) — mav(5t) = 0(5), Vt Z 0
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Suppose we want to calculate a second—order approximation. We need to use the
change of variables (10.28) to represent the problem as a standard perturbation
problem and then proceed to approximate the solution, as we have done in Sec—
tion 101. Using (1026), we find that the function u(t, m) is given by

-t
u(t, m) 2/ (x sin2 ’7' — 0.5x2 — 0.5x + 05%) d7 : —~}Im sin 2t

0
The change of variables of (1028) takes the form

x z y — 21:53; sin2t = (1 —21:5sin2t)y

Differentiating both sides with respect to t, we obtain

a“; = (1 — $311121) 3) — %€y cos 225
Hence,

- = “.12.“ (y 1 — (5/4) sin 2t
Substituting an in term of y, and expanding the term 1 / [1 — (5/4) sin 215] in the power
series

msit — %m2 + %ycos2t)

1
1 1. (5/4.) sin 225

we arrive at the equation

= 1 +2115sin2t+ 0(52)

9 : %5(y ~— yQ) + I16~EZ(ysin4t—l— 23/2 SinZt) + 0(53)

where the system appears as a perturbation of the average system. In order to find
a second-order approximation, we need to calculate yo and y1 in the finite Taylor
series

1/ = yo + 81/1 + 52Ry
We know that yo = mew, the solution of the average system. The equation for yl is
given by

321 : 5 [Q ~— yo(t)) yl + flag/00:) sin4t ~1— §y3(t)sin2t], y1(0) = 0

where we have assumed that the initial state x(0) is independent of 5. Using (10.28),
we obtain a sec0nd~order approximation of m as

m = (1 m is sin 2t) mav(5t) + 5y1(t, 5) + 0(52)

Figure 105 shows the solution of the exact system, the average system, and the
sec0nd-order approximation for x(0) = 0.7 and 5 = 0.3. The figure illustrates
clearly how the solution of the average system averages the exact solution. The
second-order approximation is almost indistinguishable from the exact solution,
but we can see the difference as the solution reaches steady state. A
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Time

Figure 10.5: The exact (solid), average (dashed), and second—order (dashwdot) solutions
of Example 10.9 with 5 =2 0.3.

Example 10.10 COnsider the suspended pendulum of Section 1.2.1 and assume
that the suspension point is subjected to vertical vibrations of small amplitude and
high frequency. Suppose the motion of the suspension point is described by a sin wt,
where a is the amplitude and w is the frequency. Writing Newton’s law in the
tangential direction (perpendicular to the rod), the equation of motiOn is7

m(l9 — a sin wt sin 9) = —mg sin 9 — k(l9 + aw cos wt sin 9)

Assume that a/l << 1 and Lao/w << 1, where we 22 x/g/l is the frequency of free
oscillations of the pendulum in the vicinity of the lower equilibrium position 9 = 0.
Let 5 =2 a/l and write Lao/w = 045, where a = wol/wa. Let ,8 =2 k/mwo and change
the time scale from t to ’7' 2 wt. In the new time scale, the equation of motion is

d29 d9
~—— + afie~ + (@252 ~— esin ’7') sin9 + @952 cosr sin9 = 0d7'2 d7

With
1d9 .

m1 = 9, m2 2 —~ +cos7s1n9
Ed’i‘

as state variables, the state equation is given by

dx __
a; __

7To derive this equation, write expressions for the ac— and y—coordinates of the bob as ac = lsin 9
and y = lcos 9 — a sin wt. Then, show that the velocity and acceleration of the bob in the tangential
direction are ([9 + aw cos wt sin 9) and ([9 —~ aw? sin wt sin 9), respectively. The friction force is
assumed to be viscous friction proportional to the velocity of the bob with a friction coefficient k.

efh 9:) (10.31)
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f1(7,x) = $2 — sinxl cosr
f2(7',$) = wafimgw—QQ 2sinxl + x2 cos m1 cosr — sinml cosml cos ’7'

The function f (7', x) is 27T—periodic in 7'. The average system is given by

dmEl; : efav(m) (1032)

where

1 2w

fav1($) = ET- 0 f1(T,x)dT = 1-2

0%

favg (m) :2 Q1; f2(7',m) d7 = —a,8m2 — a2 sinml —;1,~sin2m1
0

In arriving at these expressions, we have used the fact that the average of cos7' is
zero, while the average of cos2 ’7' is 1/2. Both the original system (1031) and the
average system (1032) have equilibrium points at ($1 = 0, x2 = 0) and ($1 =
7r, m2 = 0), which correspond to the equilibrium positions 0 = 0 and 0 2 71'. With a
fixed suspension point, the equilibrium position 0 = 0 is exponentially stable, while
the equilibrium position 0 = 71' is unstable. Let us see what a vibrating suspension
point will do to the system. To apply Theorem 104, we analyze the stability
properties of the equilibrium points of the average system (1032) via linearization.
The Jacobian of fav(x) is given by

812w _ 0 1
8m — —a2 cos x1 -- 05 cos 2x1 —afl

At the equilibrium point (m1 = 0, $2 = 0), the Jacobian

0 1

—a2 — 0.5 mafi

is Hurwitz for all positive values of a and fl. Therefore, Theorem 104 says that,
for sufficiently small 5, the original system (1031) has a unique exponentially stable
27T—periodic solution in an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin. Because the origin is
an equilibrium point for the original system, the periodic solution is the trivial
solution x 2: 0. In this case, Theorem 10.4 confirms that, for sufficiently small
5, the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the original system
(1031). In other words, exponential stability of the lower equilibrium position of
the pendulum is preserved under (small—amplitude, high—frequency) vibration of the
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suspension point. At the equilibrium point (m1 = 7T, M = 0), the Jacobian

0 1

a2 — 0.5 —a,8

is Hurwitz for 0 < a < 1/\/§ and 0 > 0. Noting, again, that ($1 2 71', x2 2 0)
is an equilibrium point for the original system, and applying Theorem 10.4, we
are led to the conclusion that if a < 1/\/§, then the upper equilibrium position
0 = 7r is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the original system (10.31)
for sufiiciently small 5. This is an intriguing finding, because it shows that the
unstable upper equilibrium position of the pendulum can be stabilized by vibrating
the suspension point vertically with small amplitude and high frequency.8 A

10.5 Weakly Nonlinear SecondaOrder Oscillators
Consider the second—order system

.17 + 0221/ = 5901,32) (1033)
where g(-, ) is sufiiciently smooth and |g| is bounded by klyl or klyl on compact sets
of (y, 3)); k is a positive constant. Choosing m1 = y and x2 = y/w as state variables,
we obtain the state equation

{bl = 01332

. 5
$2 = ~w$1 + 59(wi, 01%)

Representing the system in the polar coordinates

x1=rsin¢>, x2=rcos¢>

we have

,2 =

fi
ll
‘

($1j31-l-3325l32) = Eg(rsin</>,wrcos¢>)cos¢> (10.34)
CU

Te
l

,_
\

()3: (mil — (131.132) 2 w — 57:90“ sin (1), car cos (1)) sin¢> (10.35)

The second term on the right—hand side of (10.35) is 0(5) on bounded sets of r,
as a consequence of the assumption that lgl is bounded by klyl or klyl. Hence,

8The idea of introducing high—frequency, zero—mean vibrations in the parameters of a dynamic
system in order to modify the properties of the system in a desired manner has been generalized
into a principle of vibrational control. (See [22] and [127].)
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the right—hand side of (10.35) is positive for sufiiciently small 5. Divide (10.34) by
(10.35) to obtain

dr _ 59(7“ sin (1), car cos (1)) cosd)
EZE _ (a? — (5/r)g(r sin (1), car COS(1)) sing)

We rewrite this equation as
d7“
~— 2 ‘ 1 .3CM) 5f((1),r,5) (0 6)

where ( ‘ (1) (1)) (1)
= g rs1n ,wr cos cos

f((1),7“, 5) (a? - (5/r)g(r sin (1), car cos (1)) sin (1)
If we view (1) as the independent variable, then (1036) takes the form (1.023), where
f ((1), 7“, 5) is 27T«periodic in (1). The function fav(r) is given by

1 2" 1
fin/(7“) : "é"; 0 f((1>,7“,0)d(1> :

271”

/ 9(7“ sin (1), car cos (1)) cos (1) d(1)2711412 0
Suppose the average system

di = 5,3,0.) (10.37)
has an equilibrium point r*, where [8fav/8r](r*) < 0; then, there is 5* > 0 such
that V 0 < 5 < 5*, (10.36) has a unique exponentially stable 27r—periodic solution
7“ : R((1),5) in an 0(5) neighborhood of r*. This, by itself, does not say that
(1033) has a periodic solution with respect to t. More work is needed to reach that
conclusion. Substituting 7“ = R((1), 5) into (1035) yields

1: w — WWW, s) sin s, cums, s) cos¢>> sis s
Let (13*(15, 5) be the solution of this equation starting at (1)* (0, 5) = 0. To show that
(10.33) has a periodic solution, we need to show that there exists T = T(5) > 0,
generally dependent on 5, such that

(1)*(t+T,5) = 27r+(1)*(t,5), V252 0 (10.38)
For then,

R<¢>*<t + T, as) : R<2s + <1>*(t,€),€) : R<¢>*<t, s), s)
which implies that R((1)*(t,5), 5) is T—periodic in 25. Because

(1)*(t + 7,5) = (1)*(t, 5) + car + 0(5)
for bounded ’7' Z 0, it can be easily seen that, for sufiiciently small 5, (1038) has a
unique solution T(5) = 27r/w + 0(5).

The image of the solution 7" = R((f)*(t, 5),5) in the state plane x1~m2 is a closed
orbit in the neighborhood of the circle 7“ = r*. Since the periodic solution 7“ = R((1), 5)
is exponentially stable, the closed orbit will attract all solutions in its neighborhood;
that is, the closed orbit is a stable limit cycle.
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Example 10.11 The Van der Pol equation

fi+y=€y(1—y2)
is a special case of (10.33) with w = 1 and 9(3), y) : y(1 — 3/2). The function fav(7“)
is given by

1 271”

fax/(7“) = (1 — r2 sin2 (1)) rcos2 (Z) dd)‘2? 0
1 .27r 1 2n

= E/o rcos2¢>d¢>——2;/O r3sin2¢>cos2¢>d¢>

1 1 3
= Er—gr

The average system
E _ 5(
dqfi _

has three equilibrium points at 7“ = 0, 7“ = 2, and 7“ = —2. Since by definition 7' 2 0,
the negative root is rejected. We check stability of the equilibria via linearization.
The Jacobian matrix is given by

a — go

and
dfav dfav

dr d7“

Thus, the equilibrium point 7“ = 2 is exponentially stable. Therefore, for sufficiently
small 5, the Van der Pol equation has a stable limit cycle in an 0(5) neighborhood
of r : 2. The period of oscillation is 0(5) Close to 271’. This stable limit cycle was
observed in Example 2.6 via simulation. A

=—1<0
r=2

1

r=0

Let us conclude by noting that the foregoing procedure may be used to show the
existence of an unstable limit cycle. This can be done by reversing time in (10.33),
that is, replacing t by ’7' : —t. If the system has a stable limit cycle in reverse time,
it will have an unstable limit cycle in forward time.

10.6 General Averaging
Consider the system

i = 5f(t, x, 5) (1039)

where f and its partial derivatives with respect to (x, 5) up to the second order are
continuous and bounded for (t, m, 5) E [0, 00) X D0 X [0, 50], for every compact set
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D0 C D. The parameter 5 is positive, and D C R” is a domain. The averaging
method applies to the system (10.39) in cases more general than the case when
f (t, 27, 5) is periodic in t. In particular, it applies when the function f (t, m, 0) has a
wellwdefined average fav(m) according to the next definition.

Definition 10.2 A continuous, bounded function g : [0,oo) X D —+ R” is said to
have an average gav(x) if the limit

t+T
gav(a:) : 1115120 T/t g(r,a:) d7

exists and

1 t+T .

T/t 9(7-733) d7- — gin/(33) S k0(T), \7/ (15,33) 6 [0,00) >< D0

for every compact set Do C D, where k is a positive constant (possibly dependent on
Do) and o : [0, 00) —+ [0, 00) is a strictly decreasing, continuous, bounded function
such that 0(T) —+ 0 as T —+ 00. The function a is called the convergence function.

Example 10. 12

e Let g(t,x) = Zfizl gk(t,x), where gk(t,m) is periodic in t of period Tk, with
T; 7é Tj when i 7é j. The function g is not periodic9 in t, but it has the average

N

gen/(33) = Z gkav (33)
16:1

where gkav is the average of the periodic function gk(t, x), as defined in Sec»
tion 10.4. The convergence function a is of order 0(1/T) as T —+ 00. We can
take it as 0(T) = 1/(T + 1).

o The average of
1

905,33) = midi“)

is zero, and the convergence function a can be taken as 0(T) = (1 /T) ln(1+T).
A

Suppose now that f (t,x,0) has the average function fav(x) with convergence
function a. Let

W, 93) = N. 1', 0) — favtr) (10.40)
9This function is called almost periodic. An introduction to the theory of almost periodic

functions can be found in [59] or [75].
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The function h(t, x) has zero average With a as its convergence function. Suppose
the Jacobian matrix (SW/8x has zero average with the same convergence function 0.
Define

w(t,$,n) 2/0 h(7‘,$) eXp[—77(t — 7)] ch (1041)

for some positive constant 77. At 77 = 0, the function w(t, m, 0) satisfies
t+6 t

/ h(7',m) d7- —/ h(T,x) d7'
0 0

t—f—d

/ h(7‘, m) d7'
15

||w(t + 5, m, 0) — w(t, m, 0)“ =

g 1950(5) (10.42)

This implies, in particular, that

Hw(t,m,0)|| S kta(t), V (13$) E [0,oo) >< D0

since w(0, m, 0) = 0. Integrating the right—hand side of (10.41) by parts, We obtain
at

w(t,m,n) = w(t,$,0) — 77/0 exp[—77(t — 7')]’LU(7',$,0) d7'

= exp(—nt)w(t,x, 0) — 77/015 exp[—n(t — 7-)] [w(T,x, 0) — w(t, m, 0)] d7'

Where the second equality is obtained by adding and subtracting

77/015 eXp[—77(t — 7)] d7- w(t,m,0)

to the right—hand side. Using (10.42), We obtain

Hw(t, x, 77)“ S kt eXp(—77t)a(t) + kn f; eXp[—77(t — 7)](15 — 7')a(t — 7') ch (1043)

This inequality can be used to show that n||w(t,m,n)|| is uniformly bounded by
ka(n) for some class [C function 04. For example, if 0(t) = 1/(t + 1), then

nllIU(t,93,n)ll S kn eXp(-nt) + k772 /0 expl-W - 7)] d7 = kn

Defining 0407) = 77, We have n||w(t,$,77)|| g ka(n). If 0(t) = 1/(tr + 1) With
0 < r < 1, then

If

WHWWW)“ S knt(1"")e'”t+kn2/ 6””(t‘7)(t—T)<1~r>d7
0

1 — 7“ 1.?" 0°kn < ) e‘(1"r)+ a/ e—nssfl—r) d3
77 0

1—1"1 — 2 —< kn< T) efi<1~r)+kn2r((2— in) S “9177’"77 77 ’"

|/\
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where P() denotes the standard gamma function. Defining a(77) = k1777“, we have
77||w(t,x,77)|| S ka(77). In general, it can be shown (Exercise 10.19) that there is a
class [C function a such that

77Hw(t,x,77)|| g ka(77), V (t,x) E [0,oo) >< D0 (10.44)

Without loss of generality, we can choose a(77) such that a(77) 2 077 for 77 E [0,1],
where c is a positive constant. The partial derivatives [810/875] and [div/fix] are
given by

95% = hm) —nw<t,x.n>
(9w '15 8hm 2 — 7' m X ~ 25— 7' d3x 0a_,,3(a)ep[77(.)l7

Because [db/8x] possesses the same properties of h that have been used to arrive
at (10.44), it is clear that we can repeat the previous derivations to show that

711%?” g ka(77), v (7,33) 5 70,00) >< D0 (10.4.5)

There is no loss of generality in using the same class [C function in both (10.44) and
(10.45), since the calculated estimates will differ only in the positive constant that
multiplies the 77 dependent terrn, so we can define a by using the larger of the two
constants.

The function 'w(t, m, 77) that we have just defined possesses all the key properties
of the function u(t,m) of Section 10.4. The only difference is that the function
71) is parameterized in a parameter 77 in such a way that the bounds on w and
[5‘w/8x] are of the form ka(77)/77 for some class [C function a. We did not need to
parameterize 71. in terms of any parameter. In fact, u(t, x) is nothing more than the
function w(t, m, 77) evaluated at 77 = 0. This should come as no surprise because in
the periodic case, the convergence function 0(75) 2 1/ (t + 1); hence, a(77)/77 : 1.

From this point on, the analysis will be very similar to that of Section 10.4. We
define the change of variables

x = y + 5w(t, y, 5) (10.46)

The term 5w(t, y, 5) is of order O(a(5)); thus, for sufficiently small 5, the change Of
variables of (10.46) is well defined, since the matrix [I + 5810/6937] is nonsingular. In
particular,

[I + 5%] —1 = I + O(a(5))
Proceeding as in Section 10.4, we can show that the state equation for y is given by

3) = Efav(y) + €a(€)q(t,y,5) (10.47)
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where q(t,y,5) is bounded on [0, 00) X D0 for sufficiently small 5. In arriving at
(10.47), we have used the fact that a(5) 2 c5. Equation (10.47) is a perturbation
of the average system

x : 5fav(x) (1048)

It is similar to (1029), except that the coefiicient of the q term is 5a(5), instead of 52.
This observation leads to the following theorem, which is similar to Theorem 104,
except that the estimates 0(5) are replaced by the estimates O(a(5)).

Theorem 10.5 Let f (t,x,5) and its partial derivatives with respect to (x,5) up
to the second order be continuous and bounded for (t,x,5) E [0,oo) >< D0 X [0,50],
for every compact set D0 C D, where 5 > 0 and D C R” is a domain. Suppose
f(t, x, 0) has the average function fav(x) on [0, 00) X D and the Jacobian of h(t, x) =
f (t,x, 0) — fav(x) has zero average with the same convergence function as f . Let
x(t,5) and xav(5t) denote the solutions of (10.39) and (10.48), respectively, and a
be the class [C function appearing in the estimates of (10.44) and (10.45).

0 If xav(5t) E D V t E [0, b/5] and x(0,5) — xav(0) = O(a(5)), then there exists
5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5*, x(t,5) is defined and

x(t,5) — xav(5t) = O(a(5)) on [0,b/5]

o If the origin x = 0 E D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the
average system (1048), Q C D is a compact subset of its region of attraction,
xav(0) E Q, and x(0,5) — xav(0,5) = O(a(5)), then there exists 5* > 0 such
that for all 0 < 5 < 5*, x(t,5) is defined and

x(t,5) — xav(5t) = O(a(5)) for all t E [0, oo)

o If the origin x = 0 E D is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the
average system (1048) and f(t,0,5) = 0 for all (t,5) E [0,oo) X [0,50], then
there exists 5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5*, the origin is an exponentially
stable equilibrium point of the original system (10.39). 0

Proof: By expressing (10.47) in the s 2 5t time scale, applying Theorems 3.4 and
3.5, and using the change of variables of (1046), we can conclude the first part of
the theorem. For the second part, we apply Theorem 9.1 on continuity of solutions
on the infinite interval. Finally, by using h(t, 0) = 0, w(t, 0,77) = 0, and the bound
[[8w/5‘xll S ka(77)/77, we see that the estimate on w can be revised to

nwm)“ S kaWHUEH
The assumption f (t, 0, 5) = 0 and differentiability of f with respect to 5 imply that
f (t, x,5) is Lipschitz in 5, linearly in x; that is,

“f(tflm) — f(t,:c,0)ll S L15||93||
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Using theSe estimates, it can be verified that the function q(t, y, e) in (10.47) satis—
fies the inequality ||q(t,y,e)|| S Lllyll with some positive constant L for (t,y,5) E
[0, 00) X D1 X [0, 51], where D1 = {Hyll < T1} and T1 and 51 are chosen small enough.
By (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.14 and Lemma 9.1, we conclude that, for
sufficiently small 5, the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point for the
original system (10.39). D

Example 10.13 Consider the linear system

m' = 5A(t)x

where e > 0. Suppose A(t) and its derivatives up to the second order are continuous
and bounded. Moreover, suppose A(t) has an average

1 t—f—T

Aav = Ill—1:120 if: A(7‘) d7'

in the sense of Definition 10.2. The average system is given by

i’ = eAavm

Suppose A,W is Hurwitz. By Theorem 105, we conclude that the origin of the
original time-varying system is exponentially stable for sufficiently small 5, Suppose
further that the matrix A(t) = Atr(t) + A5805) is the sum of a transient component
Atr(t) and a steady-state component A8805). The transient component decays to
zero exponentially fast; that is,

llAtrOi)“ S in aim-Vt), k1 > 0, 7 > 0
while the elements of the steady-state component are formed of a finite sum of
sinusoids with distinct frequencies. The average of the transient component is zero,
since

1 -t+T 1 -t+T k -'7t kf/t ”Atm)” d7 g f/ 1916‘” d7 = 16 [1 — WT] < 2
t .

Recalling the first case of Example 1012, we see that A(t) has an average with
convergence function 0(T) = 1/ (T+1), Hence, the class [C function of Theorem 10.5
is a(n) = 77. Let x(t,e) and mafia) denote solutions of the original and average
systems, which start from the same initial state. By Theorem 10.5,

m(t,5) — xaV(et) = 0(5), V t Z 0
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10.7 Exercises

10.1 If 6(5) = 0(5), is it 0(51/2)? Is it 0(53/2)?
10.2 If 5(5) = 51/”, Where n > 1 is a positive integer, is there a positive integer N

such that 5(5) = 0(5N)?

10.3 Consider the initial value problem

m‘l = "(0.2+5)m1 +E_tan”1$1 +€tan-1$29 921(0) 2 771
5532 = w“(0.2-i—€)$2 +E_tan-1$2 +5tan~1$17 $2(0) :772

(a) Find an 0(5) approximation.

(b) Find an 0(52) approximation.

(c) Investigate the validity of the approximation on the infinite interval.

((1) Calculate, using a computer program, the exact solution, the 0(5) approxima—
tion, and the 0(52) approximation for 5 2 0.1, 771 : 0.5, and 772 = 1.5 on the
time interval [0, 3]. Comment on the accuracy of the approximation.

Hint: In parts (a) and (b), it is sufiicient to give the equations defining the ap—
proximation. You are not required to find an analytic closed-form expression for
the approximation.

10.4 Repeat Exercise 10.3 for the system

$1 =$2, i2z—m1 —$2+5$‘:’

In part (d), let 5 = 0.1, 771 = 1.0, 772 = 0.0, and the time interval be [0,5].

10.5 Repeat Exercise 10.3 for the system

i1 =—m1+m2, i2=5x1—m2—%m§

In part (d), let 5 = 0.2, 771 = 1.0, 772 = 0.0, and the time interval be [0,4].

10.6 ([166]) Repeat Exercise 10.3 for the system

$1 = $1 — x? + 5m1m2, i2 = 2m2 — 3:3 — 5m1m2

In part (d), let 5 = 0.2, 771 = 0.5, 772 = 1.0, and the time interval be [0,4].

10.7 Repeat Exercise 10.3 for the system

$1 =—$1+$2(1+$1)+5(1+$1)2, i2=—$1($1+1)

In part (d), let 5 = —0.1, 771 = —1, and 772 = 2. Repeat the calculation for 5 = —0.05
and 5 = —0.2 and comment on the accuracy of the approximation.
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10.8 Consider the initial value problem

551 = —.’131 + 5332, 331(0) 2 7]

55:2 2 —m2 — 5x1, 272(0) = 77

Find an 0(5) approximation. Calculate the exact and approximate solutions at
5 = 0.1 for two different sets of initial conditions: (1) 77 = 1, (2) 77 = 10. Comment
on the approximation accuracy. Explain any discrepancy with Theorem 10.1.

10.9 ([70]) Study, using the averaging method, each of the following scalar sys-
tems.

(1) :E: = 5(m — m2) sin2t (2) m' = 5(m cos2 25 " §m2)

(3) :E: = 5(~—m + cos2 t) (4) :E: = ‘—5m cost

10.10 For each of the following systems, show that7 for sufiiciently small 5 > 0,
the origin is exponentially stable:

(1) $1 = 5332
$2 = ”5(1 + 2 sin t)m2 — 5(1 + cost) sinxl

(2) $1 = 5[(—1 + 1.5cos2 t)m1 + (1 ~15 sintcos t)x2]
$2 = 5[(—1 — 1.5 sintcost)x1 + (—1 + 1.5 sin2 t)x2]

(3) :E: = 5 (—m sin2 25 + x2 sint + $675), 5 > 0

10.11 Consider the system

$1 = 5[(—1 + 15 cos2 t)m1 + (1 — 1.5 sintcost)m2]
$2 = 5[(—1 — 1.5 sintcost)av1 + (—1 + 1.5 sin2 t)m2] + 6"5

Show that there is 5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5* and all x(0) E R2, m(t) —+ O
as t —+ 00.

10.12 Consider the system 3) 2 Ag + 5g(t, y, 5), 5 > 0, where the n X n matrix A
has only simple eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.

(a) Show that exp(At) and exp(—At) are bounded for all t Z 0.

(b) ShOW that the change of variables : exp(At)x transforms the system into
the form m' = 5f(t, m, 5), where f = exp("At)g(t,exp(At)m,5).

10.13 ([166]) Study Mathieu’s equation 3'} + (1 + 25 cos 225) = 0, 5 > 0, using the
averaging method.
Hint: Use Exercise 10.12.
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10.14 ([166]) Study the equation y+y = 85(3))2 cost using the averaging method.
Hint: Use Exercise 10.12.

10.15 Apply the averaging method to study the existence of limit cycles for each
of the second—order systems that follow. If there is a limit cycle, estimate its location
in the state plane and the period of oscillation, and determine whether it is stable
or unstable.

fl)fl+y=-Wfl-y0 @)fi+y=€m1-f)"w3

<3) y+y=—e(1—%.fllyl)y <4) y+y=—e(1—%:ilyl)y
(5) 37+y=-€(3)-y3) (6) fi+y=€@(1-y2~92)

10.16 Consider the second—order system

ilzmg, 55:2=—x1+5[m1+m2(1—m%—mg)], €>0

(a) Show that, for sufiiciently small 5, the system has a stable limit cycle.

(b) Show that the system has no periodic orbits when 5 > 1.

10.17 Consider Rayleigh’s equation

d2u du 2 dumm+kU_/\[1_Q<E)]—d.t

where m, k, /\, and a are positive constants.

(a) Using the dimensionless variables y = u/u*, 7' = t/t*, and 5 = /\//\*, where
(u*)2ak = m/3, 25* = x/m/k, and /\* = x/km, show that the equation can be
normalized to

fi+y=€t-%f)
in which 3) denotes the derivative of y with respect to 7'.

(b) Apply the averaging method to show that the normalized Rayleigh equation
has a stable limit cycle. Estimate the location of the limit cycle in the plane
on»

(c) Using a numerical algorithm, obtain the phase portrait of the normalized
Rayleigh equation in the plane (3/, y) for

(i) 5 = 1, (ii) 5 = 0.1, and (iii) 5 = 0.01,

Compare with the results of part (b).
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10.18 Consider Dufiing’s equation

mg] + cg + ky + ka2y3 = Acos wt

where A, a, c, k, m, and w are positive constants.

(a) Taking m1 = y, $2 2 y, 7' 2 wt, and 5 = 1/w, show that the equation can be
represented as dm/dT = 5f(7', m, 5).

(b) Show that the system has an exponentially stable periodic solution for suffi-
ciently large w. Estimate the frequency of oscillation and the location of the
periodic orbit in the phase plane.

10.19 Verify (10.44).
Hint: Start from (10.43) and use the fact that 0(t) is bounded for t g l/fl, while
for t Z 1/\/fi, 0(t) g (IQ/fl).

10.20 Study, using general averaging, the scalar system

m' = 5 (sin2t + sin 1.525 + e‘t) m

10.21 ([168]) The output of an nth—order linear time-invariant single—input—single—
output system can be represented by y(t) = 0Tw(t), where 0 is a (2n+1)—dimensional
vector of constant parameters and w(t) is an auxiliary signal that can be synthe—
sized from the system’s input and output without knowing 0. Suppose that the
vector 0 is unknown and denote its value by 0*. In identification experiments, the
parameter 0(t) is updated by using an adaptation law of the form 9 :2 —ae(t)w(t),
where e(t) = [005) —0*]Tw(t) is the error between the actual system’s output and the
estimated output obtained by using 0(t). Let (Ht) 2 0(25) — 0* denote the parameter
error.

(a) Show that (i): 5A(t)¢>, where A(t) = —w(t)wT(t).

(b) Using (general) averaging, derive a condition on w(t), which ensures that, for
sufiiciently small 5, 0(25) —+ 0* as t —+ 00.



Chapter 11

Singular Perturbations

While the perturbation method of Section 10.1 applies to state equations that de—
pend smoothly on a small parameter 5, in this chapter we face a more difficult
perturbation problem characterized by discontinuous dependence of system proper—
ties on the perturbation parameter 5. We will study the so—called standard singular
perturbation model

i = finned
a = finned

where setting 5 = 0 causes a fundamental and abrupt change in the dynamic proper-
ties of the system, as the differential equation 52 = g degenerates into the algebraic
or transcendental equation

0=9®aa®

The essence of the theory developed in this chapter is that the discontinuity of
solutions caused by singular perturbations can be avoided if analyzed in separate
time scales. This multitime—scale approach is a fundamental characteristic of the
singular perturbation method.

In Section 11.1, we define the standard singular perturbation model and illus—
trate, via examples, some of its physical sources. In Section 11.2, we study the two-
time—scale properties of the standard model and give a trajectory approximation
result, based on the decomposition of the model into reduced (slow) and boundary—
layer (fast) models. The approximation result is extended in Section 11.3 to the
infinite—time interval. The intuition behind the time—scale decomposition becomes
more transparent with a geometric viewpoint, which we present in Section 11.4.
The time—scale decomposition of Section 11.2 is used in Section 11.5 to analyze the
stability of equilibrium points via Lyapunov’s method.

423
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11.1 The Standard Singular Perturbation Model
The singular perturbation model of a dynamical system is a state model where the
derivatives of some of the states are multiplied by a small positive parameter 5; that
is,

:E: 2 f(t,m,z,e) (11.1)
52 = g(t,m,z,e) (11.2)

We assume that the functions f and g are continuously differentiable in their ar—
guments for (t,m,z,e) E [0,251] X Dx >< Dz X [0,50], where Dx C R” and D; C Rm
are open connected sets. When we set 5 = 0 in (11.1) and (11.2), the dimension of
the state equation reduces from n + m to n because the differential equation (11.2)
degenerates into the equation ‘

0 = g(t,m,z,0) (11.3)

We say that the model (11.1)—(11.2) is in standard form if (11.3) has k 2 1 isolated
real roots

zzhi(t,x), i=1,2,...,k (11.4)

for each (t,m) E [0,251] X Bag. This assumption ensures that a well—defined n—
dimensional reduced model will correspond to each root of (11.3). To obtain the
ith reduced model, we substitute (11.4) into (11.1), at e = 0, to obtain

5E: =f(t,m,h(t,m),0) (11.5)

where we have dropped the subscript i from h. It will be clear from the context
which root of (11.3) we are using. This model is sometimes called a quasi-steady»
state model, because z, whose velocity 2 = 9/5 can be large when 5 is small and
g 7é 0, may rapidly couverge to a root of (11.3), which is the equilibrium of (11.2).
We will discuss this two-time—scale property of (11.1) and (11.2) in the next section.
The model (11.5) is also known as the slow model.

Modeling a physical system in the singularly perturbed form may not be easy.
It is not always clear how to pick the parameters to be considered as small. Fortu»
nately, in many applications, our knowledge of physical processes and c0mponents
of the system sets us on the right track.1 The following four examples illustrate four
different “typical” ways of choosing the parameter 5. In the first example, 5 is chosen
as a small time constant. This is the most popular source of singularly perturbed
models and, historically, the case that motivated interest in singular perturbatiOns.
Small. time constants, masses, capacitances, and similar “parasitic” parameters that
increase the order of a model are quite c0mmon in physical systems. In the interest
of model simplification, we usually neglect these parasitic parameters to reduce the

1More about modeling physical systems in the singularly perturbed form can be found in [38]:
[105, Chapter 1], and [104, Chapter 4].
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order of the model. Singular perturbations legitimize this ad hoc model simplifica—
tion and provide tools for impr0ving oversimplified models. In the second example,
the parameter 5 is the reciprocal of a high—gain parameter in a feedback system.
The example represents an important source of singularly perturbed models. The
use of high—gain parameters, or more precisely, parameters that are driven asymp—
totically toward infinity, in the design of feedback control systems is quite common.
A typical approach to the analysis and design of high—gain feedback systems is to
model them in the singularly perturbed form. In the third example, the parameter
5 is a parasitic resistor in an electric circuit. Although neglecting the parasitic re—
sistor reduces the order of the model, it dOes it in a way that is quite distinct from
neglecting a parasitic time constant. Modeling the system in the standard singu—
larly perturbed form involves a careful choice of the state variables. In the fourth
example, the parameter 5 is the ratio of the natural frequency of the car body to
the natural frequency of the tire in an automotive suspension model. The special
feature of this example is that it cannot be modeled in the standard singularly
perturbed form without 5—dependent scaling of the state variables.

Example 11.1 An armature—controlled DC motor can be modeled by the second—
order state equation

dw ,
J dt — k1

L3: = —kw — R1 + u

where 1', u, R, and L are the armature current, voltage, resistance, and inductance, J
is the moment of inertia, w is the angular speed, and ki and kw are, respectively, the
torque and the back electromotive force (e.m.f.) developed with constant excitation
flux. The first state equation is a mechanical torque equation, and the second one
is an equation for the electric transient in the armature circuit. Typically, L is
“small” and can play the role of our parameter 5. This means that, with w = m and
i = z, the motor’s model is in the standard form of (111)—(112) whenever R # 0.
Neglecting L, we solve

0 = —kw — R1 + u

to obtain (the unique root)
u — kw

R
and substitute it into the torque equation. The resulting model

7::

J ' k2 + k u= — ———-w ——w R R
is the commonly used first—order model of the DC motor. As we discussed in Chap—
ter 10, it is preferable to choose the perturbation parameter 5 as a dimensionless
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u++ 1190”“ iii ”19‘ ip = Amp—i—Bup 3/
s y = Cmp

k2:

Figure 11.1: Actuator control with high-gain feedback.

ratio of two physical parameters. To that end, let us define the dimensionless vari—
ables .

w ‘ 1R u u
: ~—-; 1 : —--—; :: ——-—

Q T k9 T
U)

7" k9
and rewrite the state equation as

Tm = ir

Tea? : "wr “ i1" + u?"

where Tm = JR/k2 is the mechanical time constant and T6 = L/R is the electrical
time constant. Since Tm > T6, we let Tm be the time unit; that is9 we introduce
the dimensionless time variable tr 2 t/Tm and rewrite the state equation as

dwr .
dtr — 1’"

Te dir
Tm 22%;” = "wr‘ir‘l'ur

This scaling has brought the model into the standard form with a physically mean—
ingful dimensionless parameter

Te _ Lk;2
Tm — JR2

5:

A

Example 11.2 Consider the feedback control system of Figure 11.1. The inner
loop represents actuator control with high—gain feedback. The high—gain parameter
is the integrator constant #51. The plant is a single—inputvsingle—output nth—order
system represented by the state model {A, B , C}. The nonlinearity 1M) 6 (0, 00];
that is,

W0) =0 and WW) >0, V317“)
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Figure 11.2: Simplified block diagram of Figure 11.1.

The state equation for the closed-loop system is

m'p 2 Amp + Bup

Eu], : Mu _ up — knp)

With 5 = 1/k1, mp = x, and up = z, the model takes the form of (11.1)~(11.2).
Setting 5 = 0, or equivalently k1 : 00, we solve

1pm — up — knp) = 0

to obtain
up = u — knp

which is the unique root since $0) vanishes only at its origin. The resulting reduced
model

93,, = (A — BkgCMP + Bu
is the model of the simplified block diagram of Figure 11.2, where the whole inner
loop in Figure 11.1 is replaced by a direct connection. A

Example 11.3 Consider again the electric circuit of Example 10.4, shown in Fig—
ure 10.2. The differential equations for the voltages across the capacitors are

(E ‘ v1)— W111) ‘ £32011 * U2)

(E ~ v2) — $012) — E13222 — vi)
0131 =

0122 = :U
IH

SU
IH

In Example 104, we analyzed the circuit for a “large” resistor RC, which was ide—
alized to be open circuit when 1/RC was set to zero. This time, let us study the
circuit for a “small” RC. Setting RC = 0 replaces the resistor with a short-circuit
connection that puts the two capacitors in parallel. In a well—defined model for this
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simplified circuit, the two capacitors in parallel should be replaced by one equivalent
capacitor, which means that the model of the simplified circuit will be of order one.
To represent the model order reduction as a singular perturbation, let us start with
the seeming choice 5 2 RC and rewrite the state equation as

1
501 = %(E * 110*”;10011)‘ ”5011 * U2)

1
5132 = 5%(E ~ 112) ~ ”EV—WW) * 5(02 ~ 01)

If the preceding model were in the form of (11.1)«(11 2), both 111 and 112 would be
considered as z variables, and (11.3) would be

111 —~ 112 = 0

However, the roots of this equation are not isolated, which violates the basic as
sumption that the roots of (11.3) should be isolated. Therefore, with 111 and 112 as
z variables, the model is not in the standard form. Let us now try another choice
of the state variables. Take2

332%(111-l—UQ), z:%(vl—vg)
The state equation for the new variables is

1i = 5§w~mw-wm+a+ww~AJ
52 = — (5R+%)z~§%[¢($+z)~¢($~z)]

Now the unique root of (11.3) is z = 0, which results in the reduced model

1._. fi<

This model represents the simplified circuit of Figure 11.3, where each pair of similar
parallel branches is replaced by an equivalent single branch. To obtain 5 as a
dimensionless parameter, we normalize m, z, and w as

x': E—m~g<m

% a=§gqmm=§MM>
and normalize the time variable as tr : t/CR to obtain the singularly perturbed
model

3:7":

d ,. 1
d: = 1 ~ 3% — 5mm + zr) + WW ‘ M]
d 1"5d: = ~<e + 2». — 2mm + z» ~ W. — m1

where 5 2 RC/R is dimensionless. A
2This choice of state variables follows from a systematic procedure described in- [38].
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mm W\
/

3
+

II i-20 2mg) 1

Figure 11.3: Simplified circuit when RC = 0.

Example 11.4 A quarter—car model of automotive suspension is shown in Fig—
ure 11.4, where ms and mu are the car body and tire masses, ks and kt are the
spring constants of the strut and tire, 198 is the damper (shock absorber) constant,
and F is a force generated by a force actuator that may be used in active and semi—
active suspension. When F 2 0, we have the traditional passive suspension. The
distances d5, du, and dr are the elevations of the car, tire, and road surface, respec—
tively, from a reference point. From Newton’s law, the balance of forces acting on
m3 and mu results in the equations

msds + 54d, _. CZ“) + Md, — du) = F

mud; + 54d“ ~ as) + ks(du ~ d3) + Md“ — dr) = ~11

In a typical car, the natural frequency «kt/mu of the tire is about 10 times the
natural frequency «ks/ms of the car body and strut. We therefore define the
parameter

5 : ks /ms : I ksmu

lgt/mu [$t

This mass—spring system is of interest because it cannot be transformed into a
standard singularly perturbed model without an 5—dependent scaling. The tire
stiffness kt == 0(1/52) tends to infinity as a —-> 0. For the tire potential energy
kt(du — d?)2/ 2 to remain bounded, the displacement du — dr must be 0(5); that
is, the scaled displacement (du — dr)/5 must remain finite. In addition to this
scaling, we normalize all variables to be dimensionless, Distances are divided by
some distance E, velocities by Ex/ks/ms, forces by files, and time by «ms/ks. Thus,
to express the system in the standard singularly perturbed form, we introduce the
slow and fast variables as

(d, “ did/E (du “ dfi/(EE)
33: 9 Z:

(Ch/0V ms/ks (du/g) V ms/ks
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and take u = F/(ksfl) as the control input, 111 = (Cir/E)W Mas/ks as the disturbance
input, and tr 2 t ks/ms as the dismensionless time. The resulting singularly
perturbed model is

dml

dtr
dx
dt: = ”$1 ~ 5W2 — Z2) + u

El i Z (wdtr — 2
dz

5 2 = 04ml ~a,8(z2 ”(132) -z1 ~au
dtr

ksms _ b3
0" V ktmu’ fi’ ksms

For typical cars with passive suspension, the parameters a, ,8, and 5 take values in
the ranges [06,12], [05,08], and [0013,0135], respectively. In active/semiactive
suspension, the damping constant may be reduced as the force actuator provides
additional damping. Setting 5 = 0 results in the reduced model

d331,

dtr
dx,,3 = armrwm

= {132*Z2

where

= (132‘?!)

which corresponds to the simplified one—degree—of-freedom model shown in Fig—
ure 11.4. A

11.2 Time—Scale Properties of the Standard Model
Singular perturbations cause a multitime—scale behavior of dynamical systems char—
acterized by the presence of slow and fast transients in the system’s response to
external stimuli. Loosely speaking, the slow response is approximated by the re
duced model (11.5), while the discrepancy between the response of the reduced
model and that of the full model (11.1)—(11.2) is the fast transient. To see this
point, let us consider the problem of solving the state equation

9': = f(t,w,z,€), 93010)
52 = 96,93,238), 3050)

5(5) (11.6)
77(5) (11.7)

where §(5) and 77(5) depend smoothly on 5 and to E [0,t1). Let x(t,5) and z(t,5)
denote the solution of the full problem of (11.6) and (11.7). When we define the
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Quarter-Car Model Simplified Model

dsw ms Gal" BOdy m5

ks in bsiF ks i bSTF‘i (F
du mu Tire

kt
dr Road Surface

'— Reference

Figure 11.4: Quarter-Car Model of Automotive suspension.

corresponding problem for the reduced model (11.5), we can only specify n initial
conditions, since the model is nth order. Naturally, we retain the initial state for m
to obtain the reduced problem

. d fa; = f(t,m,h(t,m),0), 93(to) = 50 2 5(0) (11.8)
Denote the solution of (11.8) by f(t) Because the variable z has been excluded
from the reduced model and substituted by its “quasi—steady-state” h(t,x), the
only information we can obtain about 2: by solving (118) is to compute

at) d—i-f he, m»
which describes the quasi-steady-state behavior of 2: when m = i. By contrast to
the original variable z starting at to from a prescribed 77(5), the quasi—steady-state
Z is not free to start from a prescribed value, and there may be a large discrepancy
between its initial value 2(t0) = h(t0, £0) and the prescribed initial state 77(5). Thus,
2(t) cannot be a uniform approximation of z(t, 5). The best we can expect is that
the estimate

z(t,5) — 2(t) = 0(5)
will hold on an interval excluding to, that is, for t 6 [tb, t1], where tb > to, On the
other hand, it is reasonable to expect the estimate

x(t, 5) — i(t) = 0(5)

to hold uniformly for all t E [t0, t1], since

93(t 5) * 5050) = 5(5) ~ 5(0) = 0(5)
If the error z(t, 5) _ 2(75) is indeed 0(5) Over [tb, t1], then it must be true that during
the initial (“boundary-layer”) interval [tmtb], the variable 2: approaches 2. Let us
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remember that the speed of z can be high, because 2 = 9/5. In fact, having set 5 = 0
in (11.2), we have made the transient of z instantaneous whenever g # 0. From
our previous study of the stability of equilibrium points, it should be clear that
we cannot expect z to converge to its quasi—steady—state 2, unless certain stability
conditions are satisfied. Such conditions will result from the forthcoming analysis.

It is more convenient in the analysis to perform the change of variables

y = z — h(t,m) (11.9)

that shifts the quasi—steady—state of 2: to the origin. In the new variables (x, y), the
full problem is

i = f(t,m,y+h(t,x),5), x(t0)=€(5) (11.10)
8h

55?
“ Egg/I“) $7 3/ + havx): 5)) y(t0) : 77(5) ‘— h(t07€(5)) (11‘11)

5:9 2 g(t,x,y+h(t,x),5)—

The quasi—steady—state of (11.11) is now 3/ = 0, which when substituted into (11.10)
results in the reduced model (118). To analyze (11.11), let us note that 53) may
remain finite even when 5 tends to zero and y tends to infinity. We set

dy dy
5——-— = ——; hence, ~- :dt dT dt

and use T = 0 as the initial value at t = to. The new time variable T = (t — to)/&:
is “stretched”; that is, if 5 tends to zero, T tends to infinity even for finite t only
slightly larger than to by a fixed (independent of 5) difference. In the T time scale,
(11.11) is represented by

dT 1
5

dy 8h
El; — 9(t2$7y+h(t7$)75)‘55;

—eg§f<t,x,y+h<t,m>,e>, y<0> =n<e>~h<to,a<e>> (11.12)
The variables t and m in the foregoing equation will be slowly varying since, in the
T time scale, they are given by

tzto+5T, x=x(t0+5T,5)

Setting 5 z 0 freezes these variables at t = to and m = 50, and reduces (11.12) to
the autonomous system

d
3% = 9050,50»?! + (1050,50): 0), 9(0) = 77(0) _ (1050950) d—i-f 770 _ (1050,50) (1113)

which has equilibrium at y =2 0. If this equilibrium point is asymptotically stable and
y(0) belongs to its region of attraction, it is reasonable to expect that the solution
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of (11.13) will reach an 0(5) neighborhood of the origin during the boundary—layer
interval. Beyond this interval, we need a stability property that guarantees that
y(r) will remain close to zero, while the slowly varying parameters (t, x) move away
from their initial values (t0,£0). To analyze this situation, we allow the frozen
parameters to take values in the region of the slowly varying parameters (t,x).3
Assume that the solution :7:(t) of the reduced problem is defined for t E [0, t1] and
:7:(t) 6 D30 C R", for sOme domain Dx. We rewrite (11.13) as

d
8% =9(t»w,y+h(t,x).0) (1114)

where (t, x) E [0, t1] >< Dx are treated as fixed parameters. We will refer to (11.14) as
the boundary—layer model or boundary-layer system. Sometimes, we will also refer
to (11.13) as the boundary—layer model. This should cause no confusion, because
(11.13) is an evaluation of (11.14) for a given initial time and initial state. The
crucial stability property we need for (11.14) is exponential stability of its origin,
uniformly in the frozen parameters, as stated in the next definition.

Definition 11.1 The equilibrium point y = 0 of the boundary—layer system (11.14)
is emponentially stable, uniformly in (t,x) E [0,t1] >< Dx, if there exist positive
constants k, 7, and p0 such that the solutions of (11.14) satisfy

Ill/(7)” S kHz/(OHIGXPPWL V Ill/(0)” < poi V (W?) E [OetllxDxa VT 2 0 (11-15)
Aside from trivial cases where the solution of the boundary layer model may be
known in closed form, verification of exponential stability of the origin will have to
be done either by linearization or via Lyapunov analysis. It can be shown (Exer—
cise 11.5) that if the Jacobian matrix [fig/fly] satisfies the eigenvalue condition

8
Re [A{5-g—(t,m, h(t,m), 0)}] S -c < 0, V (t,$) E [0,t1] >< Dx (11.16)

3/

then there exist constants k, 7, and p0 for which (11.15) is satisfied. This, of course,
is a local result; that is, the c0nstant p0 could be very small. Alternatively, it can be
shown (Exercise 11.6) that if there is a Lyapunov function V(t, m, y) that satisfies

Gilli/HQ S V(tny) S cull/HQ (11.17)

gyms + no.0) : 42313112 (11.18)
for (t, m, y) E [0, t1] >< Dx >< Dy, where Dy C Rm is a domain that contains the origin,
then (11.15) is satisfied with the estimates

po = p\/Cl/C29 k: = CZ/Cle 7 = c3/2c2 (11.19)
in which Bp C Dy.

3Recall from Section 9.6 that if the origin of (11.13) is exponentially stable, uniformly in the
frozen parameters (t0,§0), then it will remain exponentially stable when these parameters are
replaced by the slowly varying variables (t, ac)
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Theorem 11.1 Consider the singular perturbation problem of (11.6) and (11.7)
and let z = h(t, x) be an isolated root of(11.3). Assume that the following conditions
are satisfied for all

[t,m,z w h(t,x),5] E [0,t1] >< Dx >< Dy x [0,50]

for some domains Dx C R” and Dy C Rm, in which D35 is convex and Dy contains
the origin:

0 The functions f , g, their first partial derivatives with respect to (m, z, 5), and
the first partial derivative of g with respect to t are continuous; the function
h(t, m) and the Jacobian [8g(t, m, z, 0)/8z] have continuous first partial deriva-
tives with respect to their arguments; the initial data 5 (5) and 77(5) are smooth
functions of 5.

o The reduced problem (11.8) has a unique solutionlf(t) E S, fort E [t0,t1],
where S is a compact subset of D35.

0 The origin is an emponcntially stable equilibrium point of the boundary—layer
model (11.14), uniformly in (t, x); let Ry C Dy be the region of attraction of
(11.13) and fly be a compact subset of Ry.

Then, there exists a positive constant 5* such that for all 770 — h(t0,£0) E fly and
0 < 5 < 5*, the singular perturbation problem of (11.6) and (11.7) has a unique
solution x(t,5), z(t,5) on [t0,t1], and

x(t,5) ~ i(t) = 0(5) (11.20)

z(t, 5) ~ h(t, i(t)) ~ y(t/5) : 0(5) (11.21)
hold uniformly fort E [t0, t1], where 33(7) is the solution of the boundary»layer model
(11.13). Moreover, given any tb > to, there is 5** g 5* such that

z(t, 5) ~ h(t7 E(t)) : 0(5) (11.22)
holds uniformly for t E [tb, t1] whenever 5 < 5**. 0

Proof: See Appendix 0.17.

This theorem is known as Tilihonov’s theorem.4 Its proof uses the stability
properties of the boundary-layer model to show that

“3/69 5)“ S k1 exp [M] + 55

The preceding bound is used in (11.10) to prove (11.20), which is plausible, since
fol eXp(—as/5) ds is 0(5). The proof ends with error analysis of (11.11) in the 7
time scale to prove (11.21) and (11.22).

4There are other versions of Tikhonov’s theorem which use slightly different technical assump—
tlons. (See, for example, [105, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.1].)
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Example 11.5 Consider the singular perturbation problem

it = Z, 33(0) 2 £0

52 = ~x—z+u(t), z(0) : 770

for the DC motor of Example 11.1. Suppose u(t) = t for t Z 0 and we want
to solve the state equation over the interval [0,1]. The unique root of (11.3) is
h(t, x) = ~m +t and the boundary—layer model (11.14) is

dy _
a; — ~y

Clearly, the origin of the boundary—layer system is globally exponentially stable.
The reduced problem

i=-$+t, $(0)=Eo

has the unique solution

i(t) = t — 1 + (1 + £0) exp(~t)

The boundary—layer problem

dyE? — ~y, 31(0) — 770 +50

has the unique solution
19(7) = (770 + £0) exp<~T>

Fr0m Theorem 11.1, we have

:2: ~ it ~ 1 + (1 + £0) exp<~t>l = 0(5)

z — [(770 + am (:3) + 1 — (1 +5o>exp<—t> = 0(a)
for all t 6 [0,1]. The 0(5) approximation of z clearly exhibits a two—time—scale
behavior. It starts with a fast transient (770 + £0) exp(—t/5), which is the so—called
boundary—layer part of the solution. After the decay of this transient, z remains close
to [1 — (1 + 50) exp(—t)], which is the slow (quasi—steady—state) part of the solution.
The two—time—scale behavior is significant only in z, while m is predominantly slow.
In fact, x has a fast (boundary—layer) transient, but it is 0(5). Since this system is
linear, we can characterize its two—time—scale behavior via modal analysis. It can be
easily seen that the system has one slow eigenvalue /\1, which is 0(5) close to the
eigenvalue of the reduced model, that is, /\1 = —1 + 0(5), and one fast eigenvalue
/\2 = /\/5, where /\ is 0(5) close to the eigenvalue of the boundary—layer model, that
is, /\2 = [—1 + 0(5)] /5. The exact solutions of m and z will be linear combinations
of the slow mode exp(/\1t), the fast mode exp(/\t/5), and a steady—state component
due to the input u(t) = t. By actually calculating the modal dec0mposition, it can
be verified that the coefficient of the fast mode in m is 0(5). This can be done for
linear systems in general. (See Exercise 11.14.) A
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Example 11.6 Consider the singular perturbation problem

m‘ : Ax + Bz, x(0) = 50

52 = ¢(u(t) — z — kn), z(0) : 770

for the high—gain feedback system of Example 11.2. Suppose u(t) = 1 for t Z 0
and 1M) 2 tan"1(.). The unique root of (11.3) is h(t,x) = l — [€n and the
boundary—layer model (1114) is

g = tan"1(—y) = —tan"1(y)

The Jacobian
92
8y

_ 1__. :_1
£120

is Hurwitz; hence, the origin of the boundary—layer model is exponentially stable.
It is also clear that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. Since the reduced
problem

m‘ = (A
- Bk‘gCfl +B, $(0) = 50

is linear, it is clear that all the assumptions of Theorem 11.1 are satisfied, and we
can proceed to approximate m and z in terms of the solutions of the reduced and
boundary—layer problems. A

Example 11.7 Consider the singular perturbation problem

:E: = x2(1+t)/z, $(0) = 1

52 = ~[z + (1 +t)$] z [z - (1 +t)], z(0) : 770

Equation (11.3), which takes the form

0 = ~[z+ (1+t)x] z [z—(1+t)]

has three isolated roots

z=—(1+t)x, z=0, and z=1+t

in the region {t Z 0 and m > k}, Where 0 < k < 1. COnsider first the root
Z = ~(1 + Om. The boundary—layer model (1114) is

31% = _y[ _ (1+t)m][yw (1+t)$ * (1+t)l

A sketch of the right~hand side function, Figure 11.5(a), shows that the origin is
asymptotically stable with y < (1+t)m as its regiOn of attraction. Taking V(y) = 3/2,
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\y \y(1+t)x

(a) (b)

Figure 11.5: RHS of boundary—layer model: (a) z = —(1 + t)m, (b) 2: = 0.

it can be easily verified that V satisfies (11.17) and (11.18) for y g p < (1 + t)m.
The reduced problem

i: —m, x(0) = 1

has the unique solution i(t) = exp(—t) for all t Z 0. The boundary—layer problem
witht=0andm=1,

§§=~y<y—1><y—2>, y(O)=770+1
has a unique decaying solution 32(7) for 770 < 0. Consider next the root 2 = 0. The
boundary—layer model (11.14) is

gli=—[y+(1+t)wl y [y—(1+t)l037‘

A sketch of the right—hand side function, Figure 11.5(b), shows that the origin is
unstable. Consequently, Theorem 11.1 does not apply to this case. Finally, the
boundary—layer model for the root 2 = 1 + t is

dg: = —[y+(1+t)+(1+t>wl[y+(1+t)]y
Similar to the first case, it can be shown that the origin is exponentially stable
uniformly in (t,m). The reduced problem

a: = $2, x(0) = 1

has the unique solution 53(t) = 1/(1 — t) for all t 6 [0,1). Notice that i(t) has a
finite escape time at t = 1. However, Theorem 11.1 still holds for t E [0,t1] with
t1 < 1. The boundary—layer problem with t = 0 and m = 1,

3:4 = —<y+2><y+1>y, y<0> = 770 — 1
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Figure 1.1.6: Simulation results for z of Example 11.7 at 5 = 0.1: reduced solution
(dashed); exact solution (solid). ‘
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Figure 11.7: Exact (solid) and approximate (dashed) solutions for Example 11.7 at
5 = 0.1.

has a unique decaying solution 32(7) for no > 0. Among the three roots of (11.3),
only two roots, h = —(1 + t)x and h = 1 + t, give rise to valid reduced models.
Theorem 11.1 applies to the root h = —(1 +t)x if no < 0 and to the root h = 1+t if
no > 0. Figures 11.6 and 11.7 show simulation results at 5 = 0.1. Figure 11.6 shows
2 for four different values of no, two for each reduced model. Figure 11.7 shows
the exact and approximate solutions of m and z for no 2 —0.3. The trajectories
of Figure 11.6 clearly exhibit a two—time—scale behavior. They start with a fast
transient of z(t, 5) from no to 5(t). After the decay of this transient, they remain
close to 5(t). In the case no 2 —0.3, the convergence to 2(t) does not take place
Within the time interval [0, 0.2]. The same case is shown in Figure 11.7 on a longer
time interval, where we can see z(t, 5) approaching 2(t). Figure 11.7 illustrates the
0(5) asymptotic approximation result of Tikhonov’s theorem. A
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11.3 Singular Perturbation on the infinite Interval
Theorem 11.1 is valid only on 0(1) time intervals. This fact can be easily seen from
the proof of the theorem. In particular, it is established in ((3.81) that

Hm(t,5) — 53(t)“ g 5k3[1 + t1 — to] eXp[L5(t1 — to)]

For any finite t1, the foregoing estimate is 0(5), but it is not 0(5) uniformly in t
for all t Z to. For the latter statement to hold, we need to show that

Hx(t, 5) — i(t)H 3 5k, Vt E [t0,oo)

This can be done under some additional stability conditions. In the next theorem,
we require the reduced system (11.5) to have an exponentially stable equilibrium
point at the origin and use a Lyapunov function to estimate its region of attraction.

Theorem 11.2 Consider the singular perturbation problem of (11.6) and (11.7)
and let 2 = h(t, m) be an isolated root of(11.3). Assume that the following conditions
are satisfied for all

[t,m,z — h(t,x),5] E [0,oo) >< Dx >< Dy x [0,50]

for some domains Dx C R” and Dy C Rm, which contain their respective origins:

a On any compact subset of Dx XDy, the functions f , g, their first partial deriva—
tives with respect to (m, z, 5), and the first partial derivative of g with respect to
t are continuous and bounded, h(t, m) and [8g(t,x, z, 0)/5‘z] have bounded first
partial derivatives with respect to their arguments, and [5‘f (t, m, h(t, x), 0) /0l]
is Lipschitz in x, uniformly in t; the initial data £(5) and 77(5) are smooth
functions of 5;

c the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the reduced system
(11.5); there is a Lyapunov function V(t,x) that satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 4.9 for (11.5) for (t,$) 6 [0,00) >< D35 and {W1($) g c} is a compact
subset of D30;

0 the origin is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of the boundary—layer
system (11.14), uniformly in (t, m); let Ry C Dy be the region of attraction of
(11.13) and fly be a compact subset of Ry.

Then, for each compact set 995 C {W2(x) 3 pc, 0 < p < 1} there is a positive
constant 5* such that for all to Z 0, £0 6 9x, 770 — h(t0,£o) 6 fly, and 0 < 5 < 5*,
the singular perturbation problem of (11.6) and (11.7) has a unique solution m(t, 5),
z(t,5) on [to,oo), and

x(t, 5) — i(t) = 0(5) (11.23)

z(t, 5) — h(t,i(t)) — y(t/5) = 0(5) (11.24)
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hold uniformly fort E [to, 00), where i(t) and y(r) are the solutions of the reduced
and boundary—layer problems (11.8) and (11.13). Moreover, given any tb > to, there
is 5** g 5* such that

z(t, e) — h(t, i(t)) = 0(5) (11.25)
holds uniformly fort 6 [tb, oo) whenever 5 < e**. 0

Proof: See Appendix (3.18.

If the reduced system (11.5) is autonomous, the set 990 in Theorem 112 can be
any compact subset of its region of attraction. This is a consequence of (the con-
verse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.17, which provides a Lyapunov function V(m) such that
any compact subset of the region of attraction is in the interior of a compact set of
the form {V(m) S c}.

Example 11.8 Consider the singular perturbation problem

a. = l—w—éuwwww—z» w<0>=€0
52‘ = —(5+2)z—§[¢(m+Z)—¢(w—Z)la Z(O)=770

for the electric circuit of Example 11.3, and assume that

¢(v)=a[exp<%) —1:l, a>0, b>0

We have dropped the subscript r as we copied these equations from Example 11.3.
The differentiability and Lipschitz conditions of Theorem 11.2 are satisfied on any
compact set of (x, z). The reduced model

i=1—m—a[exp<%)—1:ld28ffo(m)

has a unique equilibrium point at m = 10*, Where p* is the unique root of f0 (10*) = 0.
It can be easily seen that 0 < 10* < 1. The Jacobian

g3 2—1—Eexp<g-><—1
30:19. 19 (9dm

is negative; hence, the equilibrium point x = p* is exponentially stable. Moreover,
by sketching the function f0(m), it can be seen that m = p* is globally asymptotically
stable. The change of variables i = m — p* shifts the equilibrium point to the origin.
The boundary—layer model

dz
8; — 22'

is independent of m, and its origin is globally exponentially stable. Thus, all the con—
ditions of Theorem 11.2 are satisfied globally and the estimates of (11.23) through
(11.25), with h = 0, hold for all t Z 0 and for any bounded initial state (50,770).

A
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Example 11.9 Consider the adaptive control of a plant represented by the second-
order transfer function

~ k
P 3 : .mL“

( ) (s—ap)(es+1)

where ap, 19,, > 0, and 5 > 0 are unknown parameters. The parameter 5 represents
a small “parasitic” time constant. Suppose we have neglected 5 and simplified the
transfer function to

kp
s — ap

P(s) =

We may now proceed to design the adaptive controller for this first—order transfer
function. In Section 1.2.6, a model reference adaptive controller is given by

u = 017" + 023/],

01 = —7(yp - gm)?"
02 = —7(yp - ym)yp

where yp, u, r, and ym are the plant output, the control input, the reference input,
and the reference model output, respectively. With (the first—order model of) the
plant and the reference model represented by

9p : “29%? + k1?“

and
9m = amym + 19,717“, km > 0

it is shown in Section 1.2.6 that the closed-loop adaptive control system is repre-
sented by the third-order state equation

éo = ameo + kp¢lr + kp¢2(eo + ym)

€731 2 _’Yeor

(1)2 = —')’60 (60 + ym)

where 60 = yp—ym, (1)1 = 01 —0f, (1)2 = 02—03, 0? = km/kp, and 0; = (am—ap)/kp.
Define

a: = [ e0 <z>1 <z>2 F“
as the state vector and rewrite the state equation as

i 2 f0 (1;, m)

where fo(t, 0) = 0. We will refer to this third-order state equation as the nominal
adaptive control system, which is the model we use in the stability analysis. We
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assume that the origin of the model is exponentially stable.5 When the adaptive
controller is applied to the actual system, the closed~loop system will be different
from this nominal model. Let us represent the situation as a singular perturbation
problem. The actual second-order model of the plant can be represented by the
singularly perturbed model

929 = apyp‘l'kpz
5% = —z+u

By repeating the derivations of Section 1.2.6, it can be seen that the actual adaptive
control system is represented by the singularly perturbed model

:E: = f0(t,m)+K[z—h(t,m)]
5% = —z+h(t,x) .

Where

Wag?) = U = (9i + ¢>1Wt) + (95 + $2)(€o + ym(t))e K = [kpv 0: OlT
The signal ym(t) is the output of a Hurwitz transfer function driven by Mt). There.
fore, it has the same smoothness and boundedness properties of Mt). In particular,
if r(t) has continuous and bounded derivatives up to order N, the same will be
true for ym(t). Let us analyze this singularly perturbed system. At 5 = 0, we have
2 = h(t, an) and the reduced model is

5b = f0(t,.’13)

which is the closed—loop model of the nominal adaptive control system. We have
assumed that the origin of the model is exponentially stable. The boundary—layer
model

dy _
d7 _ y

is independent of (t, m) and its origin is globally exponentially stable. If the reference
input fit) and its derivative 7*(t) are bounded, all the assumptions of Theorem 11.2
will be satisfied on any c0mpact set of (x, 2). Let f denote the solution of the nomw
inal adaptive control system and x(t, 5) denote the solution of the actual adaptive

51t is shown in Example 8.12 that this will be the case under a persistence of excitation con»
dition. In particular, the origin will be exponentially stable if 7"(t) = asin wt. A word of caution
at this point: Note that our analysis in this example assumes that 7"(t) is fixed and studies the
asymptotic behavior of the system for small 5. As we fix the value of 5 at some small numerical
value, our underlying assumption puts a constraint on 7"(t)—in particular, on the input frequency w.
If we start to increase w, we may reach a point where the conclusions of the example are no longer
valid because a high—frequency input may violate the slowly varying nature of the slow variable ac.
For example, the signal 7*(t), which is of order O(w), may violate our assumption that 7'" is of order
0(1) with respect to 5.
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control system, both starting from the same initial state. By Theorem 11.2, we
conclude that there exists 5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5*,

x(t, 5) — i(t) = 0(5)

where 0(5) holds uniformly in t for all t Z to. This result shows robustness to
unmodeled fast dynamics. A

11.4 Slow and Fast Manifolds

In this section, we give a geometric view of the two—time—scale behavior of the so—
lutions of (11.1)—-(11.2) as trajectories in Rn+m. In order to use the concept of
invariant manifolds,6 we restrict our discussion to autonomous systems. Further—
more, to simplify the notation, we take f and g to be independent of 5. Thus, we
consider the following simpler form of the singularly perturbed system (11.1)'(11.2):

i = f(m,z) (11.26)
5% = g(m,z) (1127)

Let z = h(m) be an isolated root of 0 = g(m,z) and suppose the assumptions of
Theorem 11.1 are satisfied for this root. The equation 2 = h(m) describes an n—
dimensional manifold in the (n + m)—dimensional state space of (m,z). It is an
invariant manifold for the system

— 119672) (11.28)
0 = g(m,z) (11.29)

since a trajectory of (11.28)—(11.29) that starts in the manifold z = h(m) will remain
in the manifold for all future time (for which the solution is defined). The motion
in this manifold is described by the reduced model

9'3 = f(a:,h(a:))
Theorem 11.1 shows that trajectories of (11.26)-(11.27), which start in an 0(5)
neighborhood of z = h(m), will remain within an 0(5) neighborhood of z = h(m).
This motivates the following question: Is there an analog of the invariant manifold
z = h(m) for 5 > 0? It turns out that, under the assumptions of Theorem 11.1,
there is a nearby invariant manifold for (11.26)-(11.27) that lies within an 0(5)
neighborhood of z = h(m). We seek the invariant manifold for (11.26)—-(11.27) in
the form

2 = H(m, 5) (11.30)

where H is a sufiiciently smooth (that is, sufficiently many times continuously dif-
ferentiable) function of m and 5. The expression (11.30) defines an n—dimensional

6Invariant manifolds have been introduced in Section 8.1.
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manifold, dependent on 5, in the (n + m)-dimensional state space of (m,z). For
2 = H(m, 5) to be an invariant manifold of (11.26)~(11.27), it must be true that

z(0,5) — H(m(0,5),5) = 0 :> z(t,5) — H(m(t,5),5) E 0, V t E J C [0,oo)

where J is any time interval over which the solution [m(t,5),z(t,5)[ exists. Dif-
ferentiating both sides of (11.30) with respect to t, multiplying through by 5, and
substituting for i, 5%, and z from (11.26), (11.27), and (11.30), respectively, we
obtain the manifold condition

0=g(m,H(m,5))—-5%1—;I—f(m,H(x,5)) (11.31)

which H(m, 5) must satisfy for all m in the region of interest and all 5 E [0, 50]. At
5 = 0, the partial differential equation (11.31) degenerates into

0 = g(m,H(m,0))

which shows that H(m,0) = h(m). Since 0 = g(m,z) may have more than one
isolated root 2 = h(m), we may seek an invariant manifold for (11.26)—(11.27) in the
neighborhood of each root. It can be shown7 that there exist 5* > 0 and a function
H(m, 5) satisfying the manifold condition (11.31) for all 5 E [0, 5*] and

H(m, 5) — h(m) = 0(5)

for bounded m. The invariant manifold z = H(m, 5) is called a slow manifold for
(11.26)~(11.27). For each slow manifold, there corresponds a slow model

i = f(x, H(m, 5)) (11,32)

which describes exactly the motion on that manifold.
In most cases, we cannot solve the manifold condition (11.31) exactly, but we

can approximate H(l‘, 5) arbitrarily closely as a Taylor series at 5 = 0. The approx~
imation procedure starts by substituting into (1131) a Taylor series for H (m,5),
namely,

H($95) = H0(33) + 5H1(.’13) +52H2($) + . . .

and by calculating H0(x), H1(m), and so on, by equating terms of like powers of
5. This requires the functions f and g to be continuously differentiable in their
arguments a sufficient number of times. It is clear that H0(m) = H (m,0) = h(m).
The equation for H1(m) is

5‘9 8h5;(m,h(x))H1($) = ggfmhw
7We will not prove the existence of the invariant manifold here. A proof can be done by a

variation of the proof of (the center manifold) Theorem 8.1, given in Appendix (3.15. (See [34:
Section 237].) A proof under the basic assumptions of Theorem 111 can be found in [102].
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and has a unique solution if the Jacobian [89/82] at z = Mm) is nonsingular.
The nonsingularity of the Jacobian is implied by the eigenvalue condition (11.16).
Similar to H1, the equations for higher order terms will be linear and solvable if the
Jacobian [89/82] is nonsingular.

To introduce the notion of a fast manifold, we examine (11.26)—-(11.27) in the
’7' = t/e time scale. At 5 = 0, Mr) E m(0), while 2(7) evolves according to

g: = g<w<o>,z>
approaching the equilibrium point z = h(m(0)). This motion describes trajectories
(m,z) in Rn+m, which, for every given m(0), lie in a fast manifold Fm defined by
m = x(0) = constant and rapidly descend to the manifold z = Mm). For 5 larger than
zero, but small, the fast manifolds are “foliations” of solutions rapidly approaching
the slow manifold. Let us illustrate this picture by two second-order examples.

Example 11.10 Consider the singularly perturbed system

i = —m+z

eé = tan—1(1 — z — m)

At 5 = 0, the slow manifold is z = Mm) = 1 — m. The corresponding slow model

i = —2m + 1

has an asymptotically stable equilibrium at m = 0.5. Therefore trajectories on the
manifold z = 1 — x will be heading toward the point P = (0.5, 0.5), as indicated
by the arrow heads in Figure 11.8. Notice that (0.5, 0.5) is an equilibrium point
of the full system. The fast manifolds at 5 = 0 are parallel to the z—axis, with the
trajectories heading toward the slow manifold z = 1 — x. With this information,
we can construct an approximate phase portrait of the system. For example, a
trajectory starting at point A will move down vertically until it hits the manifold
z = 1 — m at point B. From B, the trajectory moves along the manifold toward
the equilibrium point P. Similarly, a trajectory starting at point C will move up
vertically to point D and then along the manifold to the equilibrium point P. For
5 > 0, but small, the phase portrait of the system will be close to the approximate
picture we have drawn at 5 = 0. Figure 11.9 shows the phase portrait for 5 = 0.1.
The proximity of the two portraits is noticeable. A

Example 11.11 Consider the Van der Pol equation

when a >> 1. With
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Figure 11.8: Approximate phase portrait of Example 11.10.

as state variables, t = s/u as the time variable, and e = 1/u2, the system is
represented by the standard singularly perturbed model

m" = z
5% = —--x +2 — %23

We already know by the Poincaré~Bendixson theorem (Example 2.9) that the Van
der Pol equation has a stable limit cycle. What we would like to do here is to use
singular perturbations to have a better estimate of the location of the limit cycle.
At 5 = 0, we need to solve for the roots 2 = h(27) of

0 = —m + z — %z3

The curve Mm—h —z3/3 = 0, the slow manifold at e = 0, is sketched in Figure 1110.
For m < —2/3, there is only one root on the branch AB. For —2/3 < m < 2/3, there
are three roots, one on each of the branches AB, BC, and CD. For x > 2/3, there
is one root on the branch CD. For roots on the branch AB, the Jacobian

(9
i=1—22<0, for22>1
82

Thus, roots on the branch AB (excluding a neighborhood of point B) are exponen—
tially stable. The same is true for roots on the branch CD (excluding a neighbor—
hood of point C) On the other hand, roots on the branch BC are unstable because
they lie. in the region 22 < 1. Let us construct an approximate phase portrait by us-
ing singular perturbations. We divide the state plane into three regions, depending
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Figure 11.9: Phase portrait of Example 11.10 for 5 :2 0.1.

on the value of m. Trajectories starting in the region m < —2/3 will move parallel to
the z-axis approaching the branch AB of the slow manifold. Trajectories starting in
the region —2/3 < x < 2/3 will again be parallel to the z-axis, approaching either
the branch AB or the branch CD, depending on the initial value of z. If the initial
point is over the branch BC, the trajectory will approach AB; otherwise, it will
approach CD. Finally, trajectories starting in the region m > 2/3 will approach the
branch CD. For trajectories on the slow manifold itself, they will move along the
manifold. The direction of motion can be determined by inspection of the vector
field sign and is indicated in Figure 11.10. In particular, since i = z, trajectories on
the branch AB will be sliding down, while those on the branch CD will be climbing
up. There is no point to talk about motion on the branch BC since there are no
reduced models corresponding to the unstable roots on that branch. So far, we
have formed an approximate phase portrait everywhere, except the branch BC and
the neighborhoods of points B and C. We cannot use singular perturbation theory
to predict the phase portrait in these regions. Let us investigate what happens in
the neighborhood of B when 5 is positive, but small. Trajectories sliding along the
branch AB toward B are actually sliding along the exact slow manifold z =2 H(x, 5).
Since the trajectory is moving toward B, we must have 9 < 0. Consequently, the
exact slow manifold must lie above the branch AB. Inspection of the vector field
diagram in the neighborhood of B shows that the trajectory crosses the vertical
line through B (that is, m = 2/3) at a point above B. Once the trajectory crosses
this line, it belongs to the region of attraction of a stable root on the branch CD;
therefore, the trajectory moves rapidly in a vertical line toward the branch CD.
By a similar argument, it can be shown that a trajectory moving along the branch
CD will cross the vertical line through C at a point below C and then will move
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Figure 11.10: Approximate phase portrait of the Van der Pol oscillator.

vertically toward the branch AB. This completes the picture of the approximate
portrait. Trajectories starting at any point are attracted to one of the two branches
AB or CD, which they approach vertically. Once on the slow manifold, the trajec-
tory will move toward the closed curve E — B — F — C — E, if not already on it,
and will cycle through it. The exact limit cycle of the Van der Pol oscillator will lie
within an 0(5) neighborhood of this closed curve. The phase portrait for 5 z 0.1,
shown in Figure 11.11, confirms this prediction.

We can also estimate the period of oscillation of the periodic solution. The
closed curve E —— B — F — C — E has two slow sides and two fast ones. Neglecting
the time of the fast transients from B to F and from C to E, we estimate the period
of oscillation by tEB +tpo. The time 1533 can be estimated frOm the reduced model

2 Z

0 = —m+z—%z3

Differentiating the second equation with respect to t and equating the expressions
for :E: from. the two equations, we obtain the equation

which, when integrated from E to B, yields tEB = (3/2) — ln 2. The time tFO
can be estimated similarly and, due to symmetry, tEB = tFO. Thus, the period of
oscillation is approximated for small 5 by 3 — 21112. A
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Figure 11.11: Phase portrait of the Van der Pol oscillator for 5 =2 0.1.

11.5 Stability Analysis
We consider the autonomous singularly perturbed system

i :2 f(m,z) (11.33)
52 =2 g(m,z) (11.34)

and assume that the origin (x = 0,z = 0) is an isolated equilibrium point and
the functions f and g are locally Lipschitz in a domain that contains the origin.
Consequently,

f(0,0) = 0, 9(070) = 0
We want to analyze the stability of the origin by examining the reduced and
boundary~layer models. Let 2: : h(x) be an isolated root of

0 = 9013,21)
defined for all m E Dx C R", where D3, is a domain that contains m = 0. Suppose
h(0) : 0. If z =2 h(x) is the only root of 0 = 9, then it must vanish at the origin,
since g(0,0) = 0. If there are two or more isolated roots, then one of them must
vanish at m = 0, and that is the one we must work with. It is more convenient to
work in the (x, y)-coordinates, where

y=z—h($)
because this change of variables shifts the equilibrium of the boundary-layer model
to the origin. In the new coordinates, the singularly perturbed system is

:i: =2 f(x,y+h(x)) (11.35)
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5:) = g<x,y+ hm) — e g—gf<x,y+ he» (1136)
Assuming that ||h(m)H g €(||a:||) for all m 6 D95, where Q is a class [C function, the
map y = z — h(x) is stability preserving; that is, the origin of (11.33)—(11.34) is
asymptotically stable if and only if the origin of (11.35)—(11.36) is asymptotically
stable. The reduced system

:E: = f(m,h(m)) (11.37)

has equilibrium at m = 0 and the boundary—layer system

3—3: =g(x,y+h(m)) (11.38)

where ’7' = t/a and m is treated as a fixed parameter, has equilibrium at y = 0.
The main theme of our analysis is to assume that, for each of the two systems, the
origin is asymptotically stable and that we have a Lyapunov function that satisfies
the conditions of Lyapunov’s theorem. In the case of the boundary_layer system,
we require asymptotic stability of the origin to hold uniformly in the frozen param-
eter m. We have already defined what this means in the case of an exponentially
stable origin (Definition 11.1). More generally, we say that the origin of (11.38) is
asymptotically stable uniformly in m if the solutions of (11.38) satisfy

Ill/(7)” S WHOM), V T Z 0, V x 6 D90
where fl is a class ICE function. This conditions will be implied by the condi—
tions we will impose on the Lyapunov function for (11.38). Viewing the full sin.
gularly perturbed system (11.35)—(11.36) as an interconnection of the reduced and
boundary~layer systems, we form a composite Lyapunov function candidate for the
full system as a linear combination of the Lyapunov functions for the reduced and
boundary~layer systems. We then proceed to calculate the derivative of the com_
posite Lyapunov function along the trajectories of the full system and verify, under
reasonable growth conditions on f and 9, that the composite Lyapunov function
will satisfy the conditions of Lyapunov’s theorem for sufficiently small 5.

Let V(x) be a Lyapunov function for the reduced system (11.37) such that

%f(x, h(x)) g —a1¢f(x) (11.39)

for all a: 6 D95, where $1 : R" —+ R is a positive definite function; that is, 101(0) :2 0
and ’l/)1(l’) > 0 for all m 6 D30 — {0}. Let W(m,y) be a Lyapunov function for the
boundary-layer system (11.38) such that

(SW/V
79-37 (93, y + h(w)) S —oz2¢§(y) (ll-40)

for all (m,y) E Dx >< Dy, where Dy C Rm is a domain that contains y = 0, and
2/12 i Rm ,_, R is a. positive definite function; that is, ¢2(0) =2 0 and ¢2(y) > 0 for
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all y E Dy — {0}. We allow the Lyapunov function W to depend on x, since m is
a parameter of the system and Lyapunov functions may, in general, depend on the
system’s parameters. Because m is not a true constant parameter, we have to keep
track of the effect of the dependence of W on m. To ensure that the origin of (11.38)
is asymptotically stable uniformly in x, we assume that W (m, y) satisfies

W1(y) _<_ W($,y) S W2(y), V (way) 6 D90 >< Dy (11-41)
for some positive definite continuous functions W1 and W2. Now consider the com-
posite Lyapunov function candidate

V(a:,y) = (1 —— d)V($) + dW($,y), 0 < d < 1 (11.42)

where the constant d is to be chosen. Calculating the derivative of 1/ along the
trajectories of the full system (11.35)—(11.36), we obtain

1) : (1 —— d)%f(x,y + h($)) + éflflfly + h(x))5 (9y
(9W ah 8W_ d‘ggja’flw y + hos» + d’a'giflf’ y + W»

= <1—d>ggf<x,h<x»+§%§ (w,y+h<x>>
+ <1 — wigmm + he» — m, h<x>>1

d [3W (9W 8h

We have represented the derivative 1) as the sum of four terms. The first two terms
are the derivatives of V and W along the trajectories of the reduced and boundary
layer systems. These two terms are negative definite in m and y, respectively, by
inequalities (11.39) and (11.40). The other two terms represent the effect of the
interconnection between the slow and fast dynamics, which is neglected at 5 = 0.
These terms are, in general, indefinite. The first of these two terms

gnw + h(m)) — f($, h($))l
represents the effect of the deviation of (11.35) from the reduced system (11.37).
The other term 8W 8W 6h

[‘53: — 79—31—5331 f($,y+ h(x))

represents the deviation of (11.36) from the boundary-layer system (11.38), as well
as the effect of freezing m during the boundary-layer analysis. Suppose that these
perturbation terms satisfy

539%w + We» — m h<w>>i : filwmxwy) (11.43)
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lg: _ 3531-32] f(a:, y + W?» S fi2¢1<$>¢2 (y) + 74,03 (y) (11.44)

for some nonnegative constants m, ,82, and 7. Using inequalities (11.39), (11.40),
(11.43), and (11.44), we obtain

1) g _(1_d)m¢%<x>—gaging)+<1—d>aa<w>¢2<y>
+ dfiflbfixlw (y) + d’Wg (y)

= —¢T(w,y)1\—¢(w,y)
Where

101W)

102 (y)
w<$7 y) z

and <1 — com ——;;<1 ~ on — .3d
“:41 — C051 - §dfi2 d((C¥2/5) — ’Y)

The right-hand side of the last inequality is a quadratic form in 1b. The quadratic
form is negative definite When

A:

Ozd(1 -- d)cy1<w-~€3 _ 7) > ilfl — dmi + dfi2l2
which is equivalent to

041042 dref 5d
Q17 + 471%.;l — 6051 + CW2]2

5 < (11.45)

The dependence of ed on d is sketched in Figure 11.12. It can be easily seen that
the maximum value of 5d occurs at d* = fil/(fil + fi2) and is given by

,. @102= ___._ 11.46
5 CV17 + 5152 ( )

It follows that the origin of (11.35)—(11.36) is asymptotically stable for all 5 < 5*.
Theorem 11.3 summarizes our findings.

Theorem 11.3 Consider the singularly perturbed system (11.35) and (1136). As-
sume there are Lyapunov functions V(x) and W'(m,y) that satisfy (1139) through
(11.41), (11.43), and (11.44). Let 5d and 5* be defined by (11.45) and (11.46).
Then, the origin of (11.35) and (11.36) is asymptotically stable for all 0 < 5 < 5*.
Moreover, 1/(x,y), defined by (11.42), is a Lyapunov function for 5 E (0,5d). <>
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2 d

Figure 11.12: Upper bound on 5.

The stability analysis that led to Theorem 11.3 delineates a procedure for con-
structing Lyapunov functions for the singularly perturbed system (11.35)-(11.36).
We start by studying the reduced and boundary-layer systems, searching for Lya-
punov functions V(x) and W(x,y) that satisfy (11.39) through (11.41). Then in-
equalities (11.43) and (11.44), which we will refer to as the interconnection con-
ditions, are checked. Several choices of V and W may be tried before one finds
the desired Lyapunov functions. As a guideline in that search, notice that the
interconnection conditions will be satisfied if

8VHBEH : we); we. h<x>>ll : Imam)
||f(93ay + W?» — f(93, h(93))” S [9342(9)

(‘3‘

A Lyapunov function V(x) that satisfies (11.39) and ||8V/8m|| g k1¢1(x) is known
as a quadratic—type Lyapunov function, and 1,01 is called a comparison function.
Thus, the search would be successful if we could find quadratic-type Lyapunov
functions V and W with comparison functions 7,01 and 7,02 such that H f (m, h(x))||
could be bounded by 101(m) and ||f(m,y + h($)) — f($, h(m))|| could be bounded
by $2 (y) If we succeed in finding V and W, we can conclude that the origin is
asymptotically stable for 5 < 5*. For a given 5 < 5*, there is a range (d1,d2),
illustrated in Figure 11.12, such that for any d E (d1,d2), the function 1/(x,y) :
(1 — d)V(x) + dW(x, y) is a valid Lyapunov function. The freedom in choosing d
can be used to achieve other objectives, like improving estimates of the region of
attraction.

8W 8W
____ r- . ____ < nH y H S MWW), H 5‘3: H _ 1.5102(3))
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Example 11.12 The second-order system

:E: : f(m,z)=m—m3+z
52 : 9(m, z) z —m — z

has a unique equilibrium point at the origin. Let y = z — h(x) : z + m and rewrite
the system as

m" z —m3 + y

5;; = —y + €(—933 +y)
For the reduced system i

m' = —m3

we take V(x) == (1/4)x4, which satisfies (11.39) with 101(m) = |$|3 and 041 = 1. For
the boundarywlayer system ‘

EZE _
d7 __

we take W(y) : (1/2)y2, which satisfies (11.41) with ¢2(y) : |y| and. a2 = 1. As
for the interconnection conditions of (11.43) and (11.44), we have

aEgmm + hos» ~ fix. h<az>>l = 9031/ S 1W2
and (9W

Wflx’y + h(9:)) = y(—933 + y) 3 W42 + ”~03
Note that 8W/(‘3‘x = 0. Hence, (11.43) and (11.44) are satisfied with ,81 = ,82 =
7 = 1. Therefore, the origin is asymptotically stable for 5 < 5* = 0.5. In fact,
since all the conditions are satisfied globally and 1/(x,y) :2 (1 — d)V(x) + dW(y) is
radially unbounded, the origin is globally asymptotically stable for 5 < 0.5. To see
how conservative this bound is, let us note that the characteristic equation of the
linearization at the origin is

A2 + <1 — 1) /\ = 0
5

which shows that the origin is unstable for 5 > 1. Since our example is a simple
second-order system, we may calculate the derivative of the Lyapunov function

4 (I: ‘1' '2‘3/

along the trajectories of the full singularly perturbed system and see if we can get
a less conservative upper bound on 5 compared with the one provided by Theo—
rem 11.3:

V($1y):

. dV = (1 .1 d)933(—933 + y) - E112 + dy(—$3 + y)
1= —(1 — (1)356 + (1 — 2d)a.~3y — d (- — 1) 3/2
5
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It is apparent that the choice d 2 1/2 cancels the cross-product terms and yields

which is negative definite for all 5 < 1. This estimate is indeed less conservative
than that of Theorem 11.3. In fact, it is the actual range of 5 for which the origin
is asymptotically stable. A

Example 11.13 The system

m' =2 —$+z

52" :2 tan”1(1 — m — z)

has an equilibrium point at (05,05). The change of variables

izm—Ob; ZZZ—0.5

shifts the equilibrium point to the origin. To simplify the notation, let us drop the
tilde and write the state equation as

i = —$+z

573 : —tan’"1(x+z)

The equation
0 = — tan—1(x + z)

has a unique root z : h(m) = —m. We apply the change of variables y =2 z + m to
obtain

dc : —2m+y
5y 2 —tan“1y+5(—2m+y)

For the reduced system, we take V(m) :2 (1/2)x2, which satisfies (11.39) with 041 =2 2
and 101(x) : |m|. For the boundary~layer system, we take W(y) :2 (1/2)y2 and
(11.40) takes the form

(1W _1 _1 tan—1p 2
————tan y 2—ytan y§—~——-———ydy [ l p

for ally E Dy 2 {y | |y| < p}. Thus, (11.41) is satisfied with em : (tan—1p)/p
and 102(3)) : |y|. The interconnection conditions (11.43) and (11.44) are satisfied
globally with fil = 1, ’82 z 2, and ’y z 1. Hence, the origin is asymptotically stable
for all 5 < 5* = (tan‘1 p) /2p. In fact, the origin is exponentially stable, since both
1/ and the negative definite upper bound on I) are quadratic in (m,y). A
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The Lyapunov analysis we have just presented can be extended to nonau-
tonomous systems. We Will not give the details here;8 instead, we consider the
case of exponential stability and use converse Lyapunov theorems to prove a result
of conceptual importance.

Theorem 11.4 Consider the singularly perturbed system

x' : f(t,m,z,5) (11.47)
cz’ : g(t,m,z,5) (11.48)

Assume that the following assumptions are satisfied for all

(t,m,5) E [0,oo) >< Br x [0,50]

f(t,0,0,5) : 0 and g(t,0,0,5) : 0.

o The equation
0 = g(t,x,z, 0)

has an isolated root 2 : h(t,x) such that h(t, 0) = 0.

o The functions f , g, h, and their partial derivatives up to the second order are
bounded for z ——> h(t, m) E Bp.

o The origin of the reduced system

m' = f(t,m,h(t,m),0)

is exponentially stable.

0 The origin of the boundary-layer system

dy _
a: —" g(t,.’13,y+ h(t7$)70)

is exponentially stable, uniformly in (t,x).

Then, there exists 5* > 0 such that for all 5 < 5*, the origin of (11.47)—(11.48) is
exponentially stable. 0
Proof: By Theorem 4.14, there is a Lyapunov function V(t,m) for the reduced
system that satisfies

01||93||2 S VOW) S C2||93||2
8V (9V“5? + gnawing), 0) : —C3II-r||2

H?“ s C4||w||
8A detailed treatment of the nonautonomous case can be found in [105, Section 7.5].
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for some positive constants c,, i = 1,... ,4, and for m E Bro, Where r0 3 7“. By
Lemma 9.8, there is a Lyapunov function W(t, m, y) for the boundaryalayer system
that satisfies

blllyll2 S W(t,w,y) S b2llyll2
éggg, m, y + h(t, x), 0) S —b3|lyll2

H.395?“ : 54”l
5211/
fix

for some positive constants 19,, z' :2 1, . . . ,6, and for y E Bpo, Where p0 g p. Apply
the change of variables

“9,1111! : ballyll2; H H _<. bellyll2

y z z — h(t, m)

to transform (11.47)—(11.48) into

at = f<t,x,y+ hem) (11.49)
3h

all) : 9(t,$,y+h(t,l’),€) _€B—t—

—€—g—:L:f(t,m,y+h(t,m),e) (11.50)

We are going to use
1/(teway): Wt, 93) + W(ta 93, y)

as a Lyapunov function candidate for the system (11.49)—(11.50). In preparation
for that, let us note the following estimates in the neighborhood of the origin: Since
f and g vanish at the origin for all 5 E [0, 50], they are Lipschitz in 5 linearly in the
state (x, y). In particular,

||f(tew,y + h(t,w)e€) - f(t,w, y + MW), 0)II S 8L1(||93|| + llyll)

||9<t x, y + h(tax)9 5) - 963-73, y + Wit-73), 0)II S 5L2(||-73|| + llyll)
Also,

llf<t7$7 y + W993), 0) - f(te$a h(t9$)e 0)II S llyll
llf<t9$9 W993)? 0)II S L4||93||

Where we have used the fact that f(t,x, h(t, x), 0) and h(t,x) vanish at m z 0 for
all t. Using these estimates and the properties of the functions V and W, it can

8h 8h< n . < n
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be verified that the derivative of 1/ along the trajectories of (11.49)—(11.50) satisfies
the inequality

1'! S —a1||93||2 + €a2||93||2 — ~:—3llyll2 + a4llyll2
+a5||93|| llyll +a6||93|| llyll2 +0L7||y||3

with positive (11 and a3 and nonnegative a2 and (14 to (17. For all Hg” 3 p0, this
inequality simplifies to

v : ~a1||wll2+€a2||wll2—-:—3||y||2+asllyll2+2agllwllllyll
ll-rll T on »- —ag ||rr||
llyll —ag (as/5) — a; llyll

Thus, there exists 5* > 0 such that for all 0 < 5 < 5*, we have

1) g —2’)/1/

for some 7 > 0. It follows that

v<tax<t>ay<t>> : expl—ZW — to>1v<to,x<to>,y<to>>
and, from the properties of V and W,

Since 3/ = z — h(t,m) and ||h(t,m)|| g k2||x||, we obtain

which completes the proof of the theorem. [3

:8 H _<_K1 expi—w—tm ] H3/050)

m(t)
W) H S K2 GXPl—“W ““' 150)]

Theorem 11.4 is conceptually important because it establishes robustness of
exponential stability to unmodeled fast (high-frequency) dynamics. Quite often
in the analysis of dynamical systems, we use reduced-order models obtained by
neglecting small “parasitic” parameters. This reduction in the order of the model
can be represented as a singular perturbation problem, where the full singularly
perturbed model represents the actual system with the parasitic parameters and the
reduced model is the simplified model used in the analysis. It is quite reasonable to
assume that the boundary-layer model has an exponentially stable origin. In fact,
if the dynamics associated with the parasitic elements were unstable, we should not
have neglected them in the first place. The technicalities of assuming exponential
stability instead of only asymptotic stability, or assuming that exponential stability
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holds uniformly, are quite reasonable in most applications. It is enough to mention
that all these technicalities will automatically hold when the fast dynamics are
linear. When the origin of the reduced model is exponentially stable, Theorem 11.4
assures us that the origin of the actual system will be exponentially stable, provided
the neglected fast dynamics are sufficiently fast. The next example illustrates how
this robustness property arises in control design.

Example 11.14 Consider the feedback stabilization of the system

it = f(t,$,v)
52 : Az + Bu

1) : Cz

where f (t,0,0) = 0 and A is a Hurwitz matrix. The system has an open-loop
equilibrium point at the origin, and the control task is to design a state feedback
control law to stabilize the origin. The linear part of this model represents actuator
dynamics, which are, typically, much faster than the plant dynamics represented by
the nonlinear equation :5: 2 f. To simplify the design problem, we may neglect the
actuator dynamics by setting 5 = 0 and substituting v :2 —CA_1Bu into the plant
equation. To simplify the notation, let us assume that —CA_1B : I and write the
reduced model as

:E: 2 f (t, m, u)

We use this model to design a state feedback control law u = 7(t, m) such that the
origin of the closed-loop model

$- : f(t7$77(t7$))

is exponentially stable. We will refer to this model as the nominal closed-loop
system. Will the control law stabilize the actual system with the actuator dynamics
included? When the control is applied to the actual system, the closed-loop equation
is

j: : f(t,a§,CZ)
52 : Az+B7(t,m)

We have a singular perturbation problem, where the full singularly perturbed model
is the actual closed-loop system and the reduced model is the nominal closed-loop
system. By design, the origin of the reduced model is exponentially stable. The
boundary-layer model d

3/
d7 __ Ay

is independent of (fix) and its origin is exponentially stable since A is a Hurwitz
matrix. Assuming that f and 7 are smooth enough to satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 11.4, we conclude that the origin of the actual closed-loop system is ex-
ponentially stable for sufiiciently small 5. This result legitimizes the ad hoc model
simplification process of neglecting the actuator dynamics. A
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11.6 Exercises

11.1 Consider the RC circuit of Figure 11.13 and suppose the capacitor 02 is
small relative to 01, While R1 = R2 =2 R. Represent the system in the standard
singularly perturbed form.

:+

+ +
Figure 11.13: Exercises 11.1 and 11.2.

11.2 Consider the RC circuit of Figure 11.13 and suppose the resistor R1 is small
relative to R2, While 01 = 02 =2 C. Represent the system in the standard singularly
perturbed form.

11.3 Consider the tunnel diode circuit of Section 1.2.2 and suppose the inductance
L is relatively small so that the time constant L/R is much smaller than the time
constant CR. Represent the system as a standard singularly perturbed model with
5 = L/CR2.

11.4 ([105]) The feedback system of Figure 1114 has a high—gain amplifier with
gain k and a nonlinear element 1p. Represent the system as a standard singularly
perturbed model With 5 : 1/k.

Figure 11.14: Exercise 11.4.
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11.5 Show that if the Jacobian [fig/8y] satisfies the eigenvalue condition (11.16),
then there exist constants k, ’y, and p0 for which inequality (11.15) is satisfied.

11.6 Show that if there is a Lyapunov function satisfying (11.17) and (11.18), then
inequality (11.15) is satisfied with the estimates of (11.19).

11.7 Consider the singular perturbation problem

:5: : m2+z, $(0)
52" 2 $2—z—l—1, 2(0)

5
,2

(a) Find an 0(5) approximation of m and z on the time interval [0,1].

(b) Let 5 :2 77 :2 0. Simulate m and z for

(1) 5 = 0.1 and (2) 5 = 0.05

and compare with the approximation derived in part (a). In carrying out the
computer simulation, note that the system has a finite escape time shortly
after t :2 1.

11.8 Consider the singular perturbation problem

m' : m—i—z, x(0) :5
2

573 = — ; tan"1<32r—(2x + z)), z(0) : 77

(a) Find an 0(5) approximation of m and z on the time interval [0, 1].

(b) Let 5 = 77 z 1. Simulate m and z for

(1) 5 = 0.2 and (2) 5 = 0.1

and compare with the approximation derived in part (a).

11.9 Consider the singularly perturbed system

:bzz, eiz—x—ez—exp(z)+1+u(t)

Find the reduced and boundary—layer models and analyze the stability properties
of the boundary—layer model.

11.10 ([105]) Consider the singularly perturbed system

5532—, 522—(z+xt)(z—2)(z—4)

(a) How many reduced models can this system have?
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(b) Investigate boundary—layer stability for each reduced model.

(c) Let m(0) = 1 and z(0) : (1. Find an 0(5) approximation of a: and z on the time
interval [0, 1] for all values of a in the interval [—2, 6].

11.11 Apply Theorem 11.2 to study the asymptotic behavior of the system

:b:—~ac+z—sint, eiz—z—i—sint

as t —+ 00.

11.12 ([105]) Find the exact slow manifold of the system

:5: = mz‘o’, 52" =2 —z — 324/3 +§5m16/3

11.13 ([105]) How many slow manifolds does the following system have? Which
of these manifolds will attract trajectories of the system?

:bz—mz, 5:2: —(z—sin2x)(z—e”)(z—262”), a>0

11.14 ([105]) Consider the linear autonomous singularly perturbed system

If? 2 A1133 —[— Algz

523 =2 Aglm —[— AQQZ

where m E R”, z E R“, and A22 is a Hurwitz matrix.

(a) Show that for sufiiciently small 5, the system has an exact slow manifold z :
—L(e)m, Where L satisfies the algebraic equation

—€L(A11 — A12L) = A21 — AQQL

(b) Show that the change of variables 77 = z + L(5)a: transforms the system into a
block triangular form.

(c) Show that the eigenvalues of the system cluster into a group of n slow eigen-
values of order 0(1) and m fast eigenvalues of order 0(1/5).

(d) Let H (5) be the solution of the linear equation

5(A11 ~— A12L)H — H(A22 + €LA12)+ A12 2 0

Show that the similarity transformation

[E]:[I—€HL —5H] [m]
77 L I z

transforms the system into the block modal form

5‘: Ame 87'? = Af<e>n
Where the eigenvalues of As and Af /5 are, respectively, the slow and fast
eigenvalues of the full singularly perturbed system.
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(e) Show that the component of the fast mode in m is 0(5).

(f ) Give an independent proof of Tikhonov’s theorem in the current case.

11.15 Consider the linear singularly perturbed system

5b 2 And? + Algz +B1U(t), $(0) :5

52' = A2133 + A222 + B2U(t), 2(0) 7]

Where m E R”, z E Rm, u E RP, A22 is HurWitz, and u(t) is uniformly bounded for
all t Z 0. Let 5E(t) be the solution of the reduced system

m' 2 Am + B0u(t), $(0) :5

Where A0 :2 A11 — 1412143211421, and B0 :2 B1 — A12A321B2.

(a) Show that m(t,5) — fit) 2 0(5) on any compact interval [0, 251].

(b) Show that if A0 is Hurwitz, then m(t,5) — i(t) = 0(5) for all t Z 0.

Hint: Use the transformation of the previous Exercise.

11.16 Consider the singularly perturbed system

$1 2332, igz—m—i—z, 5Z=tan"1(1—m1—z)

(a) Find the reduced and boundary—layer models.

(b) Analyze the stability properties of the boundary-layer model.

(c) Let m1(0) : m2(0) = z(0) : 0. Find an 0(5) approximation of the solution.
Using a numerical algorithm, calculate the exact and approximate solutions
over the time interval [0, 10] for 5 = 0.1.

(d) Investigate the validity of the approximation on the infinite time interval.

(e) Show that the system has a unique equilibrium point and analyze its stability by
using the singular perturbation approach. Is the equilibrium point asymptot—
ically stable? Is it globally asymptotically stable? Is it exponentially stable?
Calculate an upper bound 5* on 5 for which your stability analysis is valid.

11.17 Repeat Exercise 11.16 for the singularly perturbed system

2i=~2m+m2+z, 522x—m —z

In part (c), let m(0) .2 z(0) :2 1 and the time interval be [0, 5].
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11.18 Repeat Exercise 11.16 for the singularly perturbed system

:E: =2 mz‘o’ 52" : —2m4/3 — 2z

In part (c), let 55(0) : z(0) =- 1 and the time interval be [0,1].

11.19 Repeat Exercise 11.16 for the singularly perturbed system

i=—$3+tan"1(z), eéz—m—z

In part (0), let m(0) : ~1, z(0) =2 2 and the time interval be [0, 2].

11.20 Repeat Exercise 11.16 for the singularly perturbed system

:bz—m—i—zl—i—zQ—i—zlzg, 521 =—z1, 522 = _Z2_ (m—i—zl +mz1)

In part (c), let 55(0) : z1(0) = Z2 (0) = 1 and the time interval be [0, 2].

11.21 Consider the field—controlled DC motor of Exercise 1.17. Let va 2 Va =2
constant, and of = U =2 constant.

(a) Show that the system has a unique equilibrium point at

U I __ CgVa __ CgVaU/Rf1.: ——~— W, __W
j Rf9 a CgRa + ClcgUQ/Ri CgRa + ClCQUQ/Ri

We Will use (If, Ia, Q) as a nominal operating point.

(b) It is typical that the armature circuit time constant Ta : La/Ra is much
smaller than the field circuit time constant Tf : Lf /Rf and the mechanical
time constant. Therefore, the system can be modeled as a singularly perturbed
system with if and w as the slow variables and ia as the fast variable. Taking
m1 = if/If, x2 =2 w/Q, z : ia/Ia, u : vf/U, and 5 = Ta/Tf, and using
25’ = t/Tf as the time variable, show that the singularly perturbed model is
given by

3'31 2 —a:1 + u, 55:2 22 a(a:1z — x2), 52" = —z — 5:51:52 + c

Where a =2 Lf03/RfJ, b : 0102U2/03RQR2, C = Va/IaRa, and () denotes the
derivative With respect to t’ .

(c) Find the reduced and boundary—layer models.

(d) Analyze the stability properties of the boundary—layer model.

(e

(f

) Find an 0(5) approximation of m and z.

) Investigate the validity of the approximation on the infinite time interval.
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(g) Using a numerical algorithm, calculate the exact and approximate solutions for
a unit step input at u and zero initial states over the time interval [0,10] for
5 = 0.2 and 5 = 0.1. Use the numerical data cl = 02 2 \/§ x 10"2 N—m/A,
03 = 6 x 10"6 N—m—s/rad, J = 10"6 N—m—sQ/rad, Ra = Rf = 1 Q, Lf = 0.2
H,Va=1V,andU=0.2V.

11.22 ([105]) Consider the singularly perturbed system

. , xm:——n(m)+az, ezz—w—za
Where a is a positive constant and 77 is a smooth nonlinear function that satisfies

77(0) 2 0 and mn(m) > 0, for m E (—oo,b) — {0}

for some I? > 0. Investigate the stability of the origin for small 5 by using the
singular perturbation approach.

11.23 ([105]) The singularly perturbed system

m'z—ZmS—i—zQ, 522m3—tanz

has an isolated equilibrium point at the origin.

(a) Show that asymptotic stability of the origin cannot be shown by linearization.

(b) Using the singular perturbation approach, show that the origin is asymptoti—
cally stable for 5 E (0, 5*). Estimate 5* and the region of attraction.

11.24 ([105]) Let the assumptions of Theorem 11.3 hold With ¢1(m) = ||m|| and
1&2 (y) 2 ||y|| and suppose, in addition, that V(m) and W(m,y) satisfy

mSWMSMWW
amwswmwsamw

V (x, y) E Dm >< Dy, Where k1 to M are positive constants. Show that the conclusions
of Theorem 11.3 hold With exponential stability replacing asymptotic stability.

11.25 ([191]) Consider the singularly perturbed system

9'3 = f(-’E,y)
53) = Ay+€91(w,y)

Where A is Hurwitz and f and g1 are sufficiently smooth functions that vanish at
the origin. Suppose there is a Lyapunov function V(m) such that [8V/8m] f (m, 0) S
—a1¢>(m) in the domain of interest, Where a1 > 0 and (Mm) is positive definite. Let P
be the solution of the Lyapunov equation PA+ATP : —I and take W(y) = yTPy.
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(a) Suppose f and g1 satisfy the inequalities

||91($,0)||2 S k1¢>1/2(93), k1 Z 0

gm, 3/) ~ fix» 0)] s k2¢1/2(w)llyll2, a 2 0
in the domain of interest. Using the Lyapunov function candidate 1/(m, y) =
(1 — d)V(x) + dW(y), 0 < d < 1 and the analysis preceding Theorem 11.3,
show that the origin is asymptotically stable for sufiiciently small 5.

(b) As an alternative to Theorem 11.3, suppose f and g1 satisfy the inequalities

”91(93, 0)|I2 S awe), k3 _>_ 0, 0 < a g [O
h—

I

in the domain of interest. Using the Lyapunov function candidate 1/(x,y) =
V($) +(yTPy)7, where ’y :2 1 /2a, show that the origin is asymptotically stable
for sufiiciently small 5,
Hint: Use Young’s inequality

1
uwS—up+np'i'Tw5%T,Vu20, 1020, n>0, p>1

u

to show that 1) g —01¢> — 02||y||§7. Then show that the coefficients cl and 02
can be made positive for sufiiciently small 5.

(C) Give an example where the interconnection conditions of part (b) are satisfied,
but not those of part (a).

11.26 ([99]) Consider the multiparameter singularly perturbed system

:5: :2 f(m,z1,..,,zm)
m

5% 2 WW) +Zaijzja i: 1,...,m
i=1

where m is an n—dimensional vector, z,’s are scalar variables, and 5,’s are small
positive parameters. Let 5 =2 max, 5,. This equation can be rewritten as

it = f(-’L“,Z)
eDz' = n(m)+Az

where z and 77 are m—dimensional vectors whose components are z, and 77,, respec—
t1vely, A is an m X m matrix whose elements are a,,, and D is an m X m diagonal
matrix whose 73th diagonal element is 5,/&:. The diagonal elements of D are positive
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and bounded by one. Suppose the origin of the reduced system i 2 f (x, ——A"ln(m))
is asymptotically stable and there is a Lyapunov function V(m) that satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 11.3. Suppose further that there is a diagonal matrix P with
positive elements such that

PA+ATP:—Q, Q>0
Using .

1/(x,z) = (1 — d)V(x) + d(z + A"ln(m))TPD(z + A"ln(x)), 0 < d < 1

as a Lyapunov function candidate, analyze the stability of the origin. State and
prove a theorem similar to Theorem 11.3 for the multiparameter case. Your conclu-
sion should allow the parameters as to be arbitrary, subject only to a requirement
that they be sufficiently small.

11.27 ([105]) The singularly perturbed system

i1 = (a + x2)m1 + 2z, i2 = 19%, 52" = ~$1m2 ~— 2

where a > 0 and b > 0, has an equilibrium set {x1 = 0, z = 0}. Study the asymp-
totic behavior of the solution, for small 5, using LaSalle’s invariance principle.
Hint: The asymptotic behavior of the reduced model has been studied in Exam~
ple 4.10. Use a composite Lyapunov function and proceed as in Section 11.5. Notice,
however, that Theorem 11.3 does not apply to the current problem.

11.28 Show that the origin of the system

55:1 :2 $2 + e"tz, i2 2 —m2 + z, 52" =2 —($1 + z) — ($1 + z)3

is globally exponentially stable for sufficiently small 5.

11.29 Consider the singularly perturbed system
1m'z—w—i—tan" z, aéz—x—z+u

(a) Find 5* such that V 5 < 5*, the origin of the unforced system is globally
asymptotically stable.

(b) Show that for each 5 < 5*, the system is input-to—state stable.

11.30 Consider the feedback connection of Figure 7.1, where the linear component
is a singularly perturbed system represented by

531 = 332

i2 2 —m1 ~— n + z

52" = —z + u

3/ :3 2331 + $2

and 1b is a smooth, memoryless, time-invariant nonlinearity that belongs to a sector
[0,19] for some k > 0.
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(a) Represent the closedvloop system as a singularly perturbed system and find its
reduced and boundary—layer models.

(b) Show that for every k > 0, there is 5* > 0 such that the system is absolutely
stable for all 0 < 5 < 5*.



Chapter 12

Feedback Control

The last three chapters of the book deal with the design of feedback control. Vari-
ous tools of nonlinear control design are introduced, including linearization, integral
control, gain scheduling, feedback linearization, sliding mode control, Lyapunov re—
design, backstepping, passivity—based control, and high—gain observers. Most of the
nonlinear analysis tools we have learned so far come into play in these three chap-
ters, solidifying our understanding of these tools. This Chapter starts with a section
on control problems that serves as an introduction to all three chapters. This is folr
lowed by four sections on classical tools, which proved to be useful in applications,
namely, linearization, integral control, and gain scheduling. Feedback lineariza—
tion is presented in Chapter 13 and various nonlinear design tools are presented in
Chapter 14.

12.1 Control Problems

There are many control tasks that require the use of feedback. Depending on the
design goals, there are several formulations of the control problem. The tasks of
stabilization, tracking, and disturbance rejection or attenuation (and various com—
binations of them) lead to a number of control problems. In each problem, we
may have a state feedback version where all state variables can be measured or an
output feedback version where only an output vector, whose dimension is typically
less than the dimension of the state, can be measured. In a typical control prob-
lem, there are additional goals for the design, like meeting certain requirements
on the transient response or certain constraints on the control input. These re~
quirements could be conflicting and the designer has to trade off various conflicting
requirements. The desire to optimize this design tradeoff leads to various optimal
control problems. When model uncertainty is taken into consideration, issues of
sensitivity and robustness come into play. The attempt to design feedback control
to cope with a wide range of model uncertainty leads to either robust or adaptive

469
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control problems. In robust control, the model uncertainty is characterized as per-
turbations of a nominal model. You may think of the nominal model as a point
in a space and the perturbed models as points in a ball that contains the nominal
model. A robust control design tries to meet the control objective for any model
in the “ball of uncertainty.” Adaptive control, on the other hand, parameterizes
the uncertainty in terms of certain unknown parameters and tries to use feedback
to learn these parameters on—line, that is, during the operation of the system. In a
more elaborate adaptive scheme, the controller might be learning certain unknown
nonlinear functions, rather than just learning some unknown parameters. There
are also problem formulations that mix robust and adaptive control. In the current
section, we describe the control problems we shall encounter in this chapter and the
next two. We will limit our discussions to the basic tasks of stabilization, track~
ing, and disturbance rejection. We start with the stabilization problem, both state
feedback and output feedback versions. Then we describe tracking and disturbance
rejection problems. Some robust control problems will be described in Chapter 14,
as needed.

The state feedback stabilization problem for the system

9'3 = fox-’13,”)
is the problem of designing a feedback control law

u=7¢®
such that the origin m = 0 is a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point of
the closed—loop system

i Z f(ta$77(tax))

The feedback control law u 2 7(15, m) is usually called “static feedback,” because it
is a memoryless function of m. Sometimes, we use a dynamic state feedback control

u = 705, 9:, Z)
where z is the solution of a dynamical system driven by m; that is,

i=9®aw
Common examples of dynamic state feedback control arise when we use integral
control (Section 12.3) or adaptive control (Section 1.2.6).

The output feedback stabilization problem for the system

553 = f(t,x,u)
: h(t,m,u)

is the problem of designing a static output feedback control law

u=vmw
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or a dynamic output feedback control law

u = 705, y, Z)
' = 90% y, Z)

such that the origin is a uniformly asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the
closed—loop system. In the case of dynamic feedback control, the origin to be sta-
bilized is (x = 0, z = 0). Dynamic feedback control is more common in output
feedback schemes, since the lack of measurement of some of the state variables is
usually compensated for by including “observers” or “observer—like” components in
the feedback controller.

While the standard stabilization problem is defined as stabilization of an equi-
librium point at the origin, we can use the same formulation to stabilize the system
with respect to an arbitrary point $88. For that we need the existence of a steady—
state value of the input uss which can maintain equilibrium at $88; namely,

0:f(t7$887uss)a VtZO

The change of variables

335233—3388) U6:u_uss

results in d f

$5 = f(ta$ss + $5, Uss + W) __e_ f5(t, $5, U5)
where f5(t,0,0) E 0 for all t Z 0. For output feedback problems, the output is
redefined as

d fya = y — h(t,wss, uss) = h(t, wss + 9:5, uss + ua) — h(t, xss,uss) Le“ ha(t,a:a, U5)
in which h5(t, 0,0) =—_: 0 for all t Z 0. We can now proceed to the solve the standard
stabilization problem for the system

5535 = $05,935,165)
ya = h5(t,$a, U5)

where ua is designed as feedback control of $5 or 3/5. The overall control u 2 U5 +uss
has a feedback component ua and a feedforward component 'uss.

Naturally, the feedback stabilization problem is much simpler when the system
is linear and time invariant:

:E: = Am+Bu
y : Cm+Du

In this case, the state feedback control u 2 —Km preserves linearity of the open~loop
system, and the origin of the closed—loop system

:53: (A—BK)$
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is asymptotically stable if and only if the matrix A —> BK is Hurwitz. Thus, the
state feedback stabilization problem reduces to a problem of designing a matrix K
to assign the eigenvalues of A — BK in the open left—half complex plane. Linear
control theory1 confirms that the eigenvalues of A — BK can be arbitrarily assigned
(subject only to the constraint that complex eigenvalues are in conjugate pairs)
provided the pair (A, B) is controllable. Even if some eigenvalues of A are not
controllable, stabilization is still possible, provided the uncontrollable eigenvalues
have negative real parts. In this case, the pair (A, B) is called stabilizable, and
the uncontrollable (open—loop) eigenvalues of A will be (closed—loop) eigenvalues of
.A — BK. If we can only measure the output 3/, we can use dynamic compensation,
like the observervbased controller

uz—Ki

53 = Aaé+Bu+H<y—093¥Du)
to stabilize the system. Here, the feedback gain K is designed as in state feedback,
such that A — BK is Hurwitz, while the observer gain H is designed such that
A — HC is Hurwitz. The closed—loop eigenvalues will consist of the eigenvalues of
A — BK and the eigenvalues of A — HC.2 The stabilization of A — HC is dual to
the stabilization of A — BK and requires observability (or at least detectability) of
the pair (A, C).

For a general nonlinear system, the problem is more difficult and less understood.
The most practical way to approach the stabilization problem for nonlinear systems
is to appeal to the neat results available in the linear case, that is, via linearization.
In Section 12.2, a feedback control law is designed by linearizing the system about
the desired equilibrium point and designing a stabilizing linear feedback control for
the linearization. The validity of this idea comes from Lyapunov’s indirect method
stated in Theorems 4.7 and 4.13. Clearly, this approach is local; that is, it can
only guarantee asymptotic stability, but cannot, in general, prescribe a region of
attraction nor achieve global asymptotic stability. In Section 12.5, we describe gain
scheduling, a technique that aims at extending the region of validity of linearization
by solving the stabilization problem at different operating points and allowing the
controller to move from one design to another in a smooth or abrupt way. In
Chapter 13, another linearization idea is presented. There, we deal with a special
class of nonlinear systems that can be transformed into linear systems via feedback
and (possibly) a change of variables. After this transformation, a stabilizing linear
state feedback control is designed for the linear system. This linearization approach
is different from the first one in that no approximation is used,' it is exact. Exactness,
however, assumes perfect knowledge of the state equation and uses that knowledge
to cancel the nonlinearities of the system. Since perfect knowledge of the state

lSee, for example, [9], [35], [110], or [158].
2rI‘his fact is usually referred to as the “separation principle,” since the assignment of the

closed—loop eigenvalues can be carried out in separate tasks for the state feedback and observer
problems.
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equation and exact mathematical cancellation of terms are almost impossible, the
implementation of this approach will almost always result in a closed~loop system,
which is a perturbation of a nominal system whose origin is exponentially stable.
The validity of the method draws upon Lyapunov theory for perturbed systems
(Chapter 9), specifically regarding robustness of exponential stability.

When a linear system is stabilized by feedback, the origin of the closed-loop
system is globally asymptotically stable. This is not the case for nonlinear systems
where different stabilization notions can be introduced. If the nonlinear system is
stabilized via linearization, then the origin of the closed-loop system will be asymp-
totically stable. Without further analysis of the system, the region of attraction of
the origin will be unknown. In this case, we say the feedback control achieves local
stabilization. If the feedback control guarantees that a certain set is included in the
region of attraction or if an estimate of the region of attraction is given, we say that
the feedback control achieves regional stabilization. If the origin of the closed~loop
system is globally asymptotically stable, we say that the control achieves global
stabilization. If feedback control does not achieve global stabilization, but can be
designed such that any given compact set (no matter how large) can be included
in the region of attraction, we say that the feedback control achieves semiglobal
stabilization. These four stabilization notions are illustrated by the next example.

Example 12.1 Suppose we want to stabilize the scalar system

i = x2 + a

by using state feedback. Linearization at the origin results in the linear system
i = a, which can be stabilized by a 2 —km with k > 0. When this control is
applied to the nonlinear system, it results in

zz—km+m2

whose linearization at the origin is z 2 —km. Thus, by Theorem 4.7, the origin
is asymptotically stable, and we say that a 2 —km achieves local stabilization. In
this example, it is not hard to see that the region of attraction is the set {x < k}.
With this information, we say that a =2 —km achieves regional stabilization. By
increasing k, we can expand the region of attraction. In fact, given any compact
set Br 2 {m g r}, we can include it in the region of attraction by choosing k > 7“.
Hence, a = —kx achieves semiglobal stabilization. It is important to notice that
u :2 —km does not achieve global stabilization. In fact, for any finite k, there is a part
of the state space (that is, m _>_ k), which is not in the region of attraction. While
semiglobal stabilization can include any compact set in the region of attraction,
the control law is dependent on the given set and will not necessarily work with a
bigger set. For a given 7“, we can choose k > 7". Once k is fixed and the controller is
implemented, if the initial state happens to be in the region {x > k}, the solution
m(t) will diverge to infinity. Global stabilization can be achieved by the nonlinear
control law

az—mQ—km
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which cancels the open~loop nonlinearity and yields the linear closed~loop system
:5: 2 —km. A

We turn now to the description of a more general control problem; namely, the
tracking problem in the presence of disturbance. Here, we have a system modeled
by

i = f(t,x,u,w)
= h(t,x,u,w)

gm 2 hm(t,$,U,w)

where a: is the state, u is the control input, w is a disturbance input, 3/ is the
controlled output, and ym is the measured output. The basic goal of the control
problem is to design the control input so that the cOntrolled output 3/ tracks a
reference signal 7“; that is,

ea) 2 y(t) —— 7125);: 0, v t 2 to
where to is the time at which control starts. Since the initial value of 3/ depends on
the initial state $050), meeting this requirement for all t _>_ to would require either
presetting $050) or presetting the initial value of the reference signal by assuming
knowledge of Mtg), which is not feasible in many applications. Therefore, we usually
seek an asymptotic output tracking goal, where the tracking error e approaches zero
as 25 tends to infinity; that is,

e(t)—->0 as t-—>oo

If asymptotic output tracking is achieved in the presence of input disturbance w, we
say that we have achieved asymptotic disturbance rejection. When the exogenous
signals 7" and w are generated by a known model, such as constant signals or si~
nusoidal signals of known frequencies, asymptotic output tracking and disturbance
rejection can be achieved by including such model in the feedback controller.3 This
is so even when the system’s model contain uncertain parameters. In the impor-
tant special case of constant exogenous signals, where the goal is to asymptotically
regulate y to a “set point” 7“, asymptotic regulation and disturbance rejection can
be achieved by including “integral action” in the controller. This is the only way to
achieve asymptotic regulation in the presence of parametric uncertainties, which ex”
plains the popularity of PI (proportional-integral) and PID (proportional-integral-
derivative) controllers in industrial applications. The principle of using integral
action is not tied in with linearity. This is shown in Section 12.3 where integral
control is presented for a general nonlinear system; then in Section 12.4, we show
how linearization can be used to design the stabilizing component of the integral
c0ntroller. In Chapter 14, Sections 14.1.4 and 14.5.3, we show how PI and PID
controllers can be designed as robust regulators of a class of nonlinear systems.

3This is known as the “internal model principle.” (See [32].)
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For a general time—varying disturbance input w(t), it might not be feasible to
achieve asymptotic disturbance rejection. In such cases, we may attempt to achieve
disturbance attenuation, which can take the form of a requirement to achieve ulti-
mate boundedness of the tracking error with a prescribed tolerance; that is,

[[e(t)[[ g 5, V t Z T

where 5 is a prespecified (small) positive number. Alternatively, we may consider
attenuating the closed-loop input—output map from the disturbance input w to the
tracking error e. For example, if we consider w as an £2 signal, then our goal would
be to minimize the £2 gain of the closed-loop input—output map from w to e, or at
least, make this gain less than a prescribed tolerance.4

Feedback control laws for the tracking problem are classified in the same way
we have seen in the stabilization problem. We speak of state feedback if m can be
measured; that is, if ym :2 x; otherwise, we speak of output feedback. Also, the
feedback control law can be static or dynamic. The control law may achieve local,
regional, semiglobal, or global tracking. The new element here is that these phrases
refer not only to the size of the initial state, but to the size of the exogenous signals
7“ and w as well. For example, in a typical problem, local tracking means tracking is
achieved for sufficiently small initial states and sufficiently small exogenous signals,
while global tracking means tracking is achieved for any initial state and any (7“, w)
in a prescribed class of exogenous signals.

12.2 Stabilization via Linearization

We illustrate the design~via~linearization approach by considering the stabilization
problem. We start with state feedback control and then present output feedback.

For state feedback stabilization, consider the system

i = f(m, u) (121)

where f (0, 0) = 0 and f (m, u) is continuously differentiable in a domain Dx >< Du C
R” X R” that contains the origin (x =2 0, u =2 0). We want to design a state
feedback control law u 2 7(33) to stabilize the system. Linearization of (12.1) about
( 2: 0, u = 0) results in the linear system

a: =Am+Bu (12.2)

where
5 5A: éwm) ; B= 5302,10

9020,1120 x=0,u::0

4This is the formulation of the H00 control problem. (See, for example, [20], [54], [61], [90],
[199], and [219].)
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Assume the pair (A, B) is controllable, or at least stabilizable. Design a matrix K to
assign the eigenvalues of A - BK to desired locations in the open left-half complex
plane. Now apply the linear state feedback control u 2 —Km to the nonlinear
system (12.1). The closed—loop system is

:E: = f(m, —Km) (12.3)

Clearly, the origin is an equilibrium point of the closed~loop system. The lineariza—
tion of (12.3) about the origin m = 0 is given by

8f 8f5500, —Kw> + 5am, —Km> <—K> w =—— (A ~—— BK>wj: 2
90:0

Since A-BK is Hurwitz, it follows from Theorem 4.7 that the origin is an asymptot—
ically stable equilibrium point of the closed—loop system‘ (12.3). Actually, according
to Theorem 4.13, the origin is exponentially stable. As a byproduct of the lineariza—
tion approach, we can always find a Lyapunov function for the closed~loop system.
Let Q be any positive—definite symmetric matrix and solve the Lyapunov equation

P(A _—~ BK) + (A — BK)TP 2 —Q
for P. Since (A — BK) is Hurwitz, the Lyapunov equation has a unique positive
definite solution (Theorem 4.6). The quadratic function V(m) 2: mTPm is a Lyar
punov function for the closed—loop system in the neighborhood of the origin. We
can use V(m) to estimate the region of attraction.

Example 12.2 Consider the pendulum equation

é: —asin0 — bé +cT

where a 2 g/l > 0,19 2: k/m Z 0, c = 1/ml2 > 0, 0 is the angle subtended by the
rod and the vertical axis, and T is the torque applied to the pendulum. View the
torque as the control input and suppose we want to stabilize the pendulum at an
angle 0 = 5. For the pendulum to maintain equilibrium at 0 = 5, the torque must
have a steady-state component Tss that satisfies

0 : ——asin5 + cTss

Choose the state variables as $1 = 0 —— (5, x2 :2 0 and the control variable as
u z: T - Tss. The state equation

i1 = 332

i2 = ——a[sin(m1 + 5) - sin 6] - (mg + cu

is in the standard form (121), where f (0,0) 2: 0. Linearization of the system at
the origin results in

0 1 0 1 0A = z . :
~acos($1 +5) ~19 lo [ ~acos5 ~b ] ’ B l c l
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The pair (A, B) is controllable. Taking K 2 [k1 k2], it can be easily verified that
A — BK is Hurwitz for

The torque is given by

T: asind ~Km : asind
C C

—k1(0—6)~k29

We leave it to the reader (Exercise 12.1) to continue with the Lyapunov analysis of
the closed-loop system. A

For output feedback stabilization, consider the system

:5: = f(m, 11) (12.4)
3/ = h(m) (12.5)

Where f (0,0) = 0, 11(0) 2 0, and f (m, u), h(m) are continuously differentiable in a
domain Dx >< Du C R” X R” that contains the origin (x z: 0, u 2 0). We want to
design an output feedback control law (using only measurements of y) to stabilize
the system. Linearization of (12.4)—(12.5) about (m = 0, u = 0) results in the linear
system

:5: = Ax—l—Bu (12.6)
Ca: (12.7)

Where A and B are defined after (12.2) and

8h
O —— 533(33) x=0

Assume (A, B) is stabilizable and (A, C) is detectable, and design a linear dynamic
output feedback controller

2 = Fz+Gy (128)
u 2: Lz+My (129)

such that the closed~loop matrix

A+BMC BLGO F (12.10)

is Hurwitz. An example of such design is the observer—based controller, Where

zzas, FzA—BK—HC, 0:11, Lz—K, M=0
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and K and H are designed such that A — BK and A — HC are Hurwitz. When the
controller (12.8)~(12.9) is applied to the nonlinear system (12.4)—(12.5), it results
in the closed-loop system

i 2: f(m,Lz+]l1h(m)) (12.11)
' Fz + Gh(m) (12.12)

It can be verified that the origin (m = 0, z 2: 0) is an equilibrium point of the
closed-loop system (12.11)w(12.12) and linearization about the origin results in the
Hurwitz matrix of (12.10). Thus, once again, we conclude that the origin is an
exponentially stable equilibrium point of the closed-loop system (12.11)~«(12.12). A
Lyapunov function for the closed~loop system can be obtained by solving a Lyapunov
equation for the Hurwitz matrix of (12.10).

Example 12.3 Reconsider the pendulum equation of Example 12.2, and suppose
we measure the angle 0, but not the angular velocity 9. An output variable y can
be taken as y 2 x1 2 0 -- 5, and the state feedback controller of Example 12.2 can
be implemented by using the observer

si—l—Bu—i—Hw—il)

Taking H = [hl h2]T, it can be verified that A — HC will be Hurwitz if

hl +b> 0, h1b+h2+acos5 > 0

The torque is given by
a sin 5

T2: ~K£
C

12.3 Integral Control
In Example 12.2, we considered the problem of regulating the pendulum’s angle 0 to
a constant value 5. We reduced the problem to a stabilization problem by shifting
the desired equilibrium point to the origin. While this approach is sound when
the parameters of the system are known, it could be unacceptable under parameter
perturbations. The control law

asin5 .T: —k1(0—6)—k20

comprises the steady~state component TSS : (a /0) sin 6 , which assigns the equilib»
rium value of 0, say 088, at the desired angle 5, and the feedback component —Kx,
which makes A — BK Hurwitz. While the calculation of both components depends
on the parameters of the system, the feedback part can be designed to be robust to
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a wide range of parameter perturbations. In particular, if we know an upper bound
on the ratio (1/0, that is, (1/0 S p, we can ensure that A — BK will be Hurwitz by
choosing k1 and kg to satisfy

k1>p9 k2>0

The calculation of Tss, on the other hand, could be sensitive to parameter pertur-
bations. Suppose Tss is calculated by using nominal values (10 and co of a and c,
respectively. The equilibrium point of the closed-loop system is given by

asin0ss : c ggsind — k1(088 ~5)
0

If 5 = 0 or 6 = 7r (that is; the pendulum is stabilized at one of the open~loop
equilibrium points), Tss = 0 and the foregoing equation yields 088 = 5. In this case,
the approach used in Example 12.2 will be robust to parameter perturbations. For
other values of 5, the error in the steady-state angle could be unacceptable. For
example, if 6 = 45°, * 2: 00/2 (doubling the mass), (1 = a0, and k1 = 3aO/co, we
have 088 2: 36°.

In this section, we present an integral control approach that ensures asymptotic
regulation under all parameter perturbations that do not destroy the stability of the
closed—loop system. The use of integral control is not tied in with linearity nor with
the use of linearization to design the feedback controller. We present the approach
for a general nonlinear system and then show in the next section how linearization
can be used to design the feedback controller.

Consider the system

m' 2: f($,u,w) (12.13)
1102,10) (12.14)

ym == hm(a:,w) (12.15)

where m E R” is the state, u 6 R” is the control input, y 6 RP is the controlled
output, gm 6 Rm is the measured output, and w 6 Bl is a vector of unknown
constant parameters and disturbances. The function f , h, and hm are continuously
differentiable in (x, u) and continuous in w in a domain Dx >< Du x D“, C R” ><Rp XRl.
Let 7“ E Dr C R” be a constant reference that is available on line and set

U=|:T]6Dvd=e=fDr><Dw
10

We want to design feedback control such that

y(t) -> 7“ as t -> 00

We assume that y can be measured; that is, y is a subset of ym. The regulation
task will be achieved by stabilizing the system at an equilibrium point where y = 7“.
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7“ —a Stabilizing u y _
+ J V f 7 Controller Plant 7

k A

Measured

Signals

Figure 12.1: Integral control.

Towards that end, we assume that for each 11 6 D1,, there is a unique pair (mss, uss)
that depends continuously on v and satisfies the equations

0 = f(xss,uss,w) ‘ (12.16)

T : h($889w) (1217)
so that $85 is the desired equilibrium point and uss is the steady-state control that
is needed to maintain equilibrium at $85. To introduce integral action, we integrate
the regulation error e = y — 7“:

(726

Then we augment the integrator with the state equation (12.13) to obtain

z = f(m,u,w) (12.18)
[7 = h(m,w)—r (12.19)

For multioutput systems (p > 1), the integrator equation represents a stack of
p integrators where each component of e is integrated. It is clear that integrat~
ing 6 requires both y and 7“ to be available on line. The control task now is to
design a stabilizing feedback controller that stabilizes the augmented state model
(12.18)--(12.19) at an equilibrium point ($88, ass) where ass produces the desired uss.
Figure 121 shows a block diagram representation of the integral control scheme.

The integral controller comprises two components: the integrator and the sta—
bilizing controller. The integrator is sometimes called the internal model, since it
duplicates the model of the equation 1‘; = 0, which generates the exogenous constant
signal 11. The structure of the stabilizing controller depends on the measured signal.
For example, in the case of state feedback; that is, when ym : x, the stabilizing
controller takes the form

u = 7(m, a, e)
where ’y is designed such that there is a unique ass that satisfies the equation

7(33ssa ass: 0) 2 ”SS

and the closed—loop system

i: : f(33,’)’(.’13,0,h(33,’l,0)'—T),IU)
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has an asymptotically stable equilibrium point at ($88,088). At the equilibrium
point, y = 7“, irrespective of the value of w. Hence, asymptotic regulation is achieved
for all initial states in the region of attraction of ($88, ass).

The fact that the integral controller of Figure 12.1 is robust to all parameter
perturbations that do not destroy the stability of the closed~loop system can be
intuitively explained as follows: The feedback controller creates an asymptotically
stable equilibrium point. At this point, all signals must be constant. For the
integrator 67 = e to have a constant output 0, its input 6 must be zero. Thus,
the inclusion of the integrator forces the regulation error to be zero at equilibrium.
Parameter perturbations will change the equilibrium point, but the condition e z 0
at equilibrium will be maintained. Thus, as long as the perturbed equilibrium point
remains asymptotically stable, regulation will be achieved.

The design of the stabilizing controller is not a trivial task because the closed
loop equation depends on the unknown vector w. In the next section, we will see a
straightforward solution to this dilemma via linearization, but it will only guarantee
local regulation. Nonlocal regulation can be achieved by using some of the nonlinear
design tools of Chapter 14; an example is given in Section 14.1.4.

12.4 Integral Control via Linearization
We start by designing a state feedback integral controller; then we consider output
feedback. We need to design u 2: 7(m, a, e) to stabilize the augmented state model
(12.18)w(12.19) at ($88,088) where uss = 7(xss,ass,0). Since we are going to use
linearization, it is reasonable to consider a linear feedback control law of the form

u = —K1m — K20 —— K36 (12.20)

When the control (12.20) is applied to (12.18)w(12.19), it results in the closed~loop
system . 1

f(m,—K1m ~K20—K3(h(m,w) —r),w) (12.21)
= h(x, w) — r (1222)

Equilibrium points (i, 6) of (12.21)—(12.22) satisfy the equations

== f(a:~,a,w)
:2 h(i,w) — r
= —K1i —K26

0
0

:1

By the assumption that the equilibrium equations (12.16) and (12.17) have a unique
solution (xss, uss) in the domain of interest, we conclude that i = xss and 11 = uss.
By choosing K2 to be nonsingular, we guarantee that there is a unique solution ass
of the equation

uss : 'lss _ K2088
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Our task now is to stabilize the equilibrium point (mss, ass). Linearization of the
closed~loop system (12.21)—(12.22) about ($88, ass) yields

56 == («4 ’ BICIEé

where

, B: «81mm[in
xSSyuzuss x:x55;u:uss 1331355

The matrices A, B, and C are, in general, dependent on 1). Suppose now that (A, B)
is controllable (respectively, stabilizable) and5

A B .rank [C 0 ]=n+p (1223)

Then, (A,B) is controllable (respectively, stabilizable).6 Design IC, independent of
w, such that A—— BIC is Hurwitz for all 11 6 D1,.7 For any such design, the matrix K2
will be nonsingular.8 Thus, ($88,088) is an exponentially stable equilibrium point
of the closed—loop system (12.21)—-(12.22), and all solutions starting in its region of
attraction approach it as t tends to infinity. Consequently, y(t) - r ——> 0 as t -> 00.
We note that the stabilization of ($88, ass) is independent of K3. Therefore, we can
take K3 2 0, or we may use it as an extra degree of freedom to improve performance.

In summary, assuming (A,B) is stabilizable and the rank condition (1223) is
satisfied, the state feedback control can be taken as

u = —K1m — K20

e :2 y — r

where IC 2: [K1 K2] is designed such that A — BIC is Hurwitz.

Example 12.4 Consider the pendulum equation

é: ~asin0—bé—i—CT

5The rank condition (12.23) implies that the linear state model (A, B, C) has no transmission
zeros at the origin.

6See Exercise 12.3.
7This is a robust stabilization problem that has been extensively studied in the linear control

literature. (See, for example, [48] and [69].) Note that if IC is designed to stabilize A _ BIC at
some nominal parameters, then, due to continuous dependence of the eigenvalues of a matrix on
its elements, A ... BIC will remain Hurwitz in some neighborhood of the nominal parameters.

8Had K2 been singular, A —— BIC would have been singular as well, which contradicts the fact
that A _ BIC is Hurwitz.
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where a 2 g/l > 0,19 = k/m Z 0, c = 1/ml2 > 0, 0 is the angle subtended by the
rod and the vertical axis, and T is the torque applied to the pendulum. View T
as the. control input and suppose we want to regulate 0 to 5. Taking m1 2: 0 —— 5,
x2 = 0, u = T, and y 2 m1, we write the state equation as

{1.31 I: {132

—a sin(m1 + 5) — 6x2 + cu
y=m1

H5532

It can be easily seen that the desired equilibrium point is

0 a,
$33: 0 ,ussz—ésind

The matrices A, B, and C are given by

0 1 0 —— 0 I ——

A:[—-acos5 —b]’ B—[CJ’ C"[1 0]

Noting that c > 0, it can be easily verified that (A, B) is controllable and the rank
condition (12.23) is satisfied. Taking K1 2 [k1 kg] and K2 2 k3, it can be verified,
using the Routh——Hurwitz criterion, that A — BIC will be Hurwitz if

b+k20>0, (b+kgc)(acos5+klc)—k30>0, and k30>0

Suppose we do not know the exact values of the parameters a > 0, b 2 0, c > 0,
but we know upper bounds p1 on a/c and p2 on 1/c. Then, the choice

k
k2 > 0, k3 > 0, and k1 > p1 + Zipg (12.24)

"2

ensures that A — BIC will be Hurwitz. The feedback control law is given by

u = —k1(0—6)—k29—k30
a: .—= (9—5

which is the classical PID controller. Comparing this feedback law with the one
derived in Example 12.2 shows that we no longer calculate the steady~state torque
needed to maintain the equilibrium position. Regulation will be achieved for all
parameter perturbations that satisfy (19 + k20)(a cos5 + [cl 0) — kgc > 0. Figure 12.2
shows simulation results for regulating the pendulum to 6 = 7r/4 with integral action
(Example 12.4) and without integral action (Example 12.2). In the first case, the
feedback gains k1 :: 8, k2 = 2, and k3 = 10 assign the eigenvalues at —15.93, —2.93,
and —2.14. In the second case, the feedback gains k1 = 3, k2 = 0.7 assign the
eigenvalues at —4 :l: 34.59. In both cases, the nominal parameters are a z: c = 10
and b = 1. In the perturbed case, b and c are reduced to 0.5 and 5, respectively,
corresponding to doubling of the mass. The simulation shows the improvement in
the steady~state response with integral action, which is achieved at the expense of
a longer settling time and an increased torque during the transient period. A
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Figure 12.2: Simulation results for pendulum regulation under nominal (solid) and per~
turbed (clashed) parameters, with (Example 12.4) and without (Example 122) integral
action.

In the more general case of output feeback, the integral controller can be taken
as

('7 = e = y —r (12.25)
- = F2: + 010 + agym (1226)
u 3 Lz +.Mla +M2ym +M3€ (12.27)

Where F, GI, 02, La M1, .Mg, and .Mg are designed, independent of w, such that

A—l—BMn +B.MgC BMI BL
AC = C 0 0

020m GI F

is Hurwitz for all 11 6 D1,, Where Cm : [flhm/flx](xss, w). This Will ensure that

1% L
01 F
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is nonsingular and the equation

I: Ml L ] i: ass ] __ i: usst($ssaw)
G1 F Zss -— “'02 hm (xssa 1.0)

has a unique solution (ass, zss). Thus, (x88, ass, zss) is the unique equilibrium point
of the closed—loop system at which n : ass and e = 0. It can be verified that
AC is the linearization ‘of the closed—loop system about ($88, ass, zss). Hence, the
equilibrium point is exponentially stable and all solutions starting in its region of
attraction approach it as i tends to infinity. Consequently, y(i) —— 7' -> 0 as i -> 00.

12.5 Gain Scheduling
The basic limitation of the design—via—linearization approach is the fact that the
controller is guaranteed to work only in some neighborhood of a single operating
(equilibrium) point. In this section, we introduce gain scheduling, a technique that
can extend the validity of the linearization approach to a range of operating points.
In many situations, it is known how the dynamics of a system change with its
operating points. It might even be possible to model the system in such a way
that the operating points are parameterized by one or more variables, which we
call scheduling variables. In such situations, we may linearize the system at several
equilibrium points, design a linear feedback controller at each point, and implement
the resulting family of linear controllers as a single controller whose parameters
are changed by monitoring the scheduling variables. Such controller is called gain—
scheduled controller.

The concept of gain scheduling originated in connection with flight control sys—
tems.9 The nonlinear equations of motion of an airplane or a missile are linearized
about selected operating points that capture the key modes of operation throughout
the flight envelope. Linear controllers are designed to achieve the desired stability
and performance requirements for the linearizations about the selected operating
points. The parameters of the controllers are then interpolated as functions of gain
scheduling variables; typical variables are dynamic pressure, Mach number, alti—
tude, and angle of attack. Finally, the gain—scheduled controller is implemented on
the nonlinear system. We start with a simple example to illustrate the idea of gain
scheduling.

Example 12.5 Consider the tank system of Exercise 1.19 where the cross—sectional
area A varies with height. The system can be modeled by the equation

h

24/0 A<y>dy> =wi—kfii—h
9See [159] for a survey of research on gain scheduling and applications to flight control and

automotive engine control.
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where h is the liquid height in the tank, 111, is the input flow rate, p is the liquid
density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and k is a positive constant. Taking
m = h as the state variable and u = w,- as the control input, the state model is given
by

1
"zm'u—cccdzezf mua: Anal f) f<,>

where c = kfif] will be treated as an uncertain parameter. Suppose we want to
design a controller such that m tracks a reference signal 7". We define y z: m as the
controlled output and use 7‘ as the scheduling variable. When 7“ z a (a positive
constant), the output y should be regulated to 04. To cope with the uncertainty in
c, we use integral control. The equilibrium equations (12.16) and (12.17) take the
form

Ozuss—c $88, 04s8,

HenCe, xss 2: a and uss = c\/o?. Augmenting the integrator 67 = e = y — r with the
state equation, we obtain

5: = f (93,16)
(7 = x—r

We use the PI controller
u = —k1(a)e — k2(a)a

to stabilize the augmented state equation at ($88,088), where ass 2 —uss/k2(a),
provided k2 # 0. The closed—loop system is given by

I}: = m "161(0003 — 7“) — M000)

When 7" = 04, the system has an equilibrium point at (was, ass). Linearization of the
closed—loop system about (x, a) = ($88, ass) and 7“ = a yields

a}; z [ (1(a) —~ Mama) —b(a>k2(a> lg, + [ WW ]m 3/51 0 —1 Z ”35

Where {5 z [335 05?, 335 z: a: — oz, 05 = a _ ass, 7‘6 z 7“ _ a,

5f
8m

(1(a) = MW = [22% (53%) — fl?) <u ~ WLZWE_. cw
2aA(a)

H

and
1._ .531: __

m:a,u:c\/E A(C¥)(9(a) __ 8U
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Assuming we know an upper bound on c, we choose k1 and k2 as

2 can

W): bla)’
where 0 < C < 1, and 2(a)" >> |a(a)|, to (approximately) assign the closed—loop
eigenvalues at the roots of

52—}—.‘2€wn,<5—}—w,21 =0
Thus, the linearization of the closed—loop system under the fixed—gain controller is

55 = Af(6¥)€5 + BN5, ya = Cf€5

ARGO: a<Ot)'12€-Wn ’33], BfZlZEulnl’ and Cf=[1 0]

The closed—loop transfer function from the command input T5 to the output ya is

2€wns + tag
52 + [2Com — a(a)]s + mg

Now, leaving aside the hypothetical situation where r was assumed to be constant,
let us deal with time—varying r. A gain—scheduled PI controller is taken as

uz—k1(r)e—k2(r)a, d=e=m—r

where a is replaced by 7“ so that the gains k1 and k2 vary directly with r. The
closed—loop nonlinear system under the gain—scheduled controller is

f(93» —k1(7“)(93 * 7“) * 192(7“)0)
= x—r

When 7" = 04, the system has an equilibrium point at ($88,088). This shows that
the closed—loop nonlinear system under the gain—scheduled controller achieves the
desired operating point for every a. Linearization about (no) 2 ($88,088) and
7“ = a yields

56 = As(6¥)€6 + 33(0)”, ya = 0855
where

143(0) 2 “(CUEZCWn ’84? J) Bs(a)=[2<wnj17(a)], Cs :[1 0]

and 7(a) = —b(a)k’2(a)ass(a) = A’(oz)c\/E/A2(a). The closed—loop transfer func—
tion from the command input 71; to the output ya is

[20311 + 7(a)l5 + W13,
52 + [2Com — a(a)]s + mg
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Figure 12.3: Modification of the gain~scheduled PI controller of Example 12.5.

Let us note the difference between the two linear models represented by (Af, Bf, Cf)
and (As , B3, Cs). The first model is the linearization of the closed~loop system under
the fixed—gain controller, while the second model is the linearization of the closed—
loop system under the gain—scheduled controller. In both cases, the linearization is
about the desired operating point. Ideally, we would like these two models to be
equivalent, for then we know that the local behavior of the closed—loop system near
the desired operating point matches the behavior predicted by the design model.
Comparing the two models shows that A5 = Af and Cs 2 Cf, but BS # Bf,
resulting in a different zero location in the closed—loop transfer function. Despite
this differenCe, the two transfer functions have the same poles and the property
of zero steady—state regulation error to step inputs. If these are the only design
objectives, we can say that the gain~scheduled controller is acceptable. On the
other hand, if other performance issues are of concern, like the transient part of the
step response, which is affected by the zero location, then we have to study the effect
of the zero shift by linear analysis or simulation of the model (A3, B5, Cs) (or both).
Alternatively, we may modify the gain~scheduled controller with the objective of
arriving at a linear model that is equivalent to (Af, Bf, Cf) for every 04. This can
be achieved by modifying the gain~scheduled controller to10

u = —k1(r)e + 77, "/7 = —k2(r)e
For constant gain k2, the modification can be interpreted as commuting the gain
—kg with the integrator. (See Figure 12.3.) The closed—loop nonlinear system under
the modified gain—scheduled controller is

as = f<m,—k1<r><w—r>+n>
77 = wow—r)

When 7“ = a, the system has an equilibrium point at m = $88 and 77 2: uss. Lin-
earization about (an, 77) = ($88, uss) and r z: a yields

3.6 Z Ams (0036 ‘l’ Bms (007057 3/5 Z CmsZ5

where

__ ad —2€wn bay 2(a)"Ame.) _ Suzi/5(a) (0) ] 3mm): [ lug/5(a) ] Cm: [ 1 0]
10This modification is the velocity algorithm of [96]. Another modification is given in [114].
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za 2 [x5 775V, and 775 =2 77 — uss. The derivative kg does not appear in this model
because k2 is a multiple of e, which vanishes at the equilibrium point. It can be
easily seen that the models (Af, Bf, Of) and (Ams, Bms, Cms) are equivalent by the
similarity transformation

5 __ 1 0 z
5 “ 0 —b(a) M; 5

Hence, both models have the same transfer function from T5 to 3/5. A

In view of this example, we can describe the development of a gain-scheduled
tracking controller for nonlinear systems by the following steps:

1. Linearize the nonlinear model about a family of operating (equilibrium) points,
parameterized by the scheduling variables.

go Using linearization, design a parameterized family of linear controllers to
achieve the specified performance at each operating point.

3. Construct a gain—scheduled controller such that

o for each constant value of the exogenous input, the closed—loop system
under the gain—scheduled controller has the same equilibrium point as
the closed—loop system under the fixed—gain controller;

a the linearization of the closed—loop system under the gain—scheduled con—
troller is equivalent to the linearization of the closed-loop system under
the fixed—gain controller.

4. Check the nonlocal performance of the gain—scheduled controller by simulating
the nonlinear closed—loop model.

The second step can be achieved by solving the design problem for a family of
linear models that depend continuously on the scheduling variables, as we have
done in the foregoing example, or by solving the problem only at a finite number of
operating points by using the same controller structure for all of them, but allowing
the controller parameters to change from one operating point to another. Then, the
controller parameters are interpolated at intermediate operating points to produce
the parameterized family of linear controllers. This interpolation process is usually
ad hoc in nature and relies on physical insight.11 In the forthcoming development
we limit ourselves to the case where the design problem is solved for a family of
linear models that depend continuously on the scheduling variables.

Consider the system

:5: = f(m,u,v,w) (12
== Mm, 111) (12.

gm 2 hm($aw) (12

HSee [159] for further discussion of this interpolation process.
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where f, h, and hm are twice continuously differentiable functions in (m, 71,11) and
continuous in w in a domain Dx >< Du >< D1, >< Dw C R" x R19 x Rq x R‘. Here, x is
the state, u is the control input, 11 is a measured exogenous input, 111 is a vector of
unknown constant parameters and disturbances, y 6 RP is the controlled output,
and gm 6 Rm is the measured output. We assume that y can be measured; that is,
y is a subset of ym. Let r E Dr C R” be a reference signal. We want to design an
output feedback controller that achieves small tracking error e = y - r in response
to the exogenous input

p=[:]EDpd——e-fDr><Dv

We use integral control to achieve zero steady—state error when 11 = a (a constant
vector) and rely on gain scheduling to achieve small error for slowly varying p. We
partition a as a 2 Mg, 043,1]71, where can and av are constant values for r and
11, respectively. We use p as the scheduling variable.12 For the design of integral
control, we assume that there is a unique pair (mss, uss) : Dp >< Dw —+ Dx >< Du,
continuously differentiable in a and continuous in 111, such that

0 = f(mss(a,w),uss(a,w),av,w) (12.31)
047" : h($ss(aaw)7w) (12'32)

for all (04,111) E Dp >< Dw. When p = 04, we can use linearization, as in the previous
section, to design an integral controller of the form

('7 = e = y —7“ (12.33)
' = F(a)z + Gl(a)a + 02 (a)ym (12.34)

u = L(a)z + M1(a)a + M2 (04)ym + M3 (a)e (12.35)

where the controller gains F, 01, 02, L, M1, M2, and M3 are continuously differ~
entiable functions of 04, designed such that

A+B.MQCm +B.MgC BM1 BL
Ac(oz,w) = C 0 0

020m 01 F

is Hurwitz for all (a, w) E Dp >< Dw, where

8f (9f 8h 3hm:m B:—— 2:“ Z“
A am, 871’ C 833’ and Cm 3m

12In the gain scheduling literature, the scheduling variable is also allowed to depend on the
measured output gm. (See [159].)
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with all Jacobian matrices evaluated at (m, u, v) = ($88, uss, a”). The new element
here is allowing the controller gains to depend on a (the frozen value of the schedul-
ing variable p). In the state feedback case, we can drop z and its state equation
(12.34) and take gm 2 x, L = 0, M1 =2 —K2, M2 2: —K1, and M3 = 0, where
K 2 [K1 K2] is designed such that

A — BK1 —BK2
C 0

is Hurwitz for every (04,111) E Dp >< Dw.
The closed—loop system under the fixed—gain controller (12.33)—(12.35) is

f(m,Lz+Mla+M2hm(m,w)+Mge,v,w)
= e = h(m,w)—r
—- Fz+Gla+Gghm(x,w)
= h($,w)

,_
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When p = a, the system has an equilibrium point at ($85, ass, zss) at which 6 = 0.
Linearization about (m, a, z) = ($88, ass, zss) and p = a yields

55 = Af(0t,w)€6+Bf(Otaw)pa (12-40)
3/5 = Cf(CY,UJ)Ea (12.41)

where

76
£6: a’ass 7 06:0”Q=[06]a yézy’a’r

—BM3 E
Asc, Bf: —I 0

0 0
,Cf=[C 0 0]

E: fl(m,u,v,w)
(3‘11

33:3335 ,u=u55 {0:051}

Hence, when p = 04, the equilibrium point (x88, ass, zss) is exponentially stable.
A gain—scheduled controller can be obtained from the fixed—gain controller (12.33)—

(12.35) by scheduling the gains F, 01, 02 L, M1, M2, and M3 as functions of the
scheduling variable p, that is, replacing a by p. It can be verified that the closed—
loop system under this controller will have the desired equilibrium point and its
linearization (As(a,w),Bs(a,w),Cs(a,w)) will have A3 = Af 2: AC, Cs = Cf,
but, in general, B3 7E Bf due to partial differentiation of the scheduled gains with
respect to p. The fact that Ac(a,w) is Hurwitz for all (a,w) E Dp >< Dw shows
that the gain-scheduled controller will produce an exponentially stable equilibrium
point with zero steady—state tracking error when p = 04. However, the closed—loop
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transfer function from p5 to 3/5 could be different from the corresponding transfer
function of the design model. Therefore, we must check the local performance of
the gain—scheduled controller via analysis or simulation. If the performance is ac—
ceptable, we may go ahead and implement the gain—scheduled controller. It turns
out, however, that we can do better than that. As in Example 12.5, we can modify
the gain—scheduled controller to achieve equivalence between the linearized models
of the closed—loop systems under the fixed—gain and gain—scheduled controllers. In
the example, we commuted the gain kg and the integrator; that is, we moved the
integrator from the input side of the controller to its output side, so that both gains
k1 and k2 are multiples of e, which vanishes at steady—state. This is basically what
we would like to do for the controller (12.33)~(12.35). However, the current situa—
tion is complicated by the presence of the dynamic equation (12.34), which has two
driving inputs: 0 and ym. While a is the output of an integrator and it makes sense
to talk about moving the integrator to the output side of the controller, ym is not
the output of an integrator. This difficulty can be overcome if we can measure gm,
the derivative of ym. For, then, we can represent the controller (12.33)——(12.35) as

2\ = w
z' = F(a)z+G(a)/\
u = L(a)z+M(a)/\+M3(a)e

where mm W M.
The transfer function from w to u,

1{MOON * F(Ot)l"1G(Ot) + MW};
is equivalent to

1;{L(Ot)[81 — F(Ot)l‘10(0t) + MW}
Hence, the controller can be realized by

9b = FM)? + GWW
7'7 = MOW + MOW
u = 77 + .Mg (a)e

Figure 12.4 shows the original and modified realizations of the fixed—gain controller.
Scheduling the gains F, G, L, .M, and M3 in the modified realization as functions
of the scheduling variable p, we obtain the gain—scheduled c0ntroller

9b = F(p)90+01(p)6+02(p)ym (1 2
7'7 = L(p)so+M1(p)e+M2(p)ym (12-
U = 77+M3(P)€ (12
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When this controller is applied to the nonlinear system (12.28)-(12.30), it results
in the closed—loop system

28 = 9(X,p,w) (1245)
y = h(m,w) (12.46)

Where

33 f($a77+M3(P)€aa)
X = so , 9(X,p,w) = F(p)90+Gi(p)e+G2(p)ym

n L(p)so+M1(p)e+M2(p)ym
. 3hm

€=h(.’13,’lU)'—T, gm 2 E—‘(w)f($7n+M3(p)eavaw)

When p = a, the system (12.45)~(12.46) has a unique equilibrium point

$ss(6¥, w)
Xss(a,w) = 0 (12.47)

uss(a, 111)

at which y 2 CW. Linearization of (12.45)—(12.46) about X = X88 and p = a yields13

X5 = Am3(a,w)X5+Bm3(a,w)p5 (12.48)
ya = Cms(oz,w)Xa (12.49)

Where

A + BMgC 0 B
X5 = X — XSS, Am 2 010 + 020mm + BMgo) F 020,713

M10 + Mgomm + BMgC) L MQCmB
—BM3 E

Bms = ~01 — GnBMg 020mg" , Cm = [ C 0 0 ]
—M1 — MnBMg MQCmE

We leave it as an exercise for the reader (Exercise 12.6) to verify that the matrix

I o o
P: 020m 01 F (12.50)

Mgcm M1 L
is nonsingular and

P‘lAmsP = Af, P”1Bms = Bf, and CmSP = of (12.51)
Hence, the linear model (12.48)—(12.49) is equivalent to the linear model (12.40)—
(12.41).

18While calculating the matrices Ams and Bms7 note that partial derivatives that appear as
coefficients of (p, e, or f vanish at the operating point.
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7M3

7T L(sI—F)“1G+M‘ U

Original

=M3~u.m

j L(51'—F)-1G+M
gm 78 r

Modified

Figure 12.4: Modification of the gain—scheduled controller.

So far, our analysis of the closed—loop system under the gain—scheduled controller
has focused on the local behavior in the neighborhood of a constant operating
point. Can we say more about the behavior of the nonlinear system? What if the
scheduling variable is not constant? In applications of gain scheduling, the practice
has been that you can schedule on time—varying variables as long as they are slow
enough relative to the dynamics of the system. This practice is justified by the next
theorem.

Theorem 12.1 Consider the closed—loop system (12.45)—(12.46) under the stated
assumptions. Suppose p(t) is continuously difierentiable, p(t) E S {a compact subset
of DP), and ||,b(t)|| S u for all t Z 0. Then, there exist positive constants k1, kg,
19, and T such that ifu < k1 and ||X(0) — Xss(p(0),w)|| < 192, then X(t) will be
uniformly bounded for all t Z 0 and

“605)“ S 1w, V t Z T
Furthermore, if p(t) —+ psS and ,b(t) ——> 0 as t ——> 00, then

e(t)—+0 as t—+oo

Proof: See Appendix (3.19.
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The theorem shows that if the scheduling variable is slowly varying and the
initial state is sufiiciently close to the equilibrium point at the initial time, then the
tracking error will, eventually, be of the order of the derivative of the scheduling
variable and will tend to zero if the scheduling variable approaches a constant limit.

If measurement of gm is not available, we can use the gain—scheduled controller

95 = F(p)90 + 01(p)e + G2(p)19 (12
7'? L(p)90 + M1(p)e + M2(p)19 (12-
” = 77 + M3(P)€ (12

where gm is replaced by its estimate 19, provided by the filter

4' = —q + ym (12.55)
1

where 5 is a “sufficiently small” positive constant and the filter is always initiated
at ((0) such that

||€(0) ~ ym(0)|| S k5 (12.57)
for some k > 0. Since ym is measured, we can always meet this initial condition.
Furthermore, whenever the system is initited from an equilibrium point, the con—
dition (12.57) is automatically satisfied, since, at equilibrium, gm 2 C. The filter
(12.55)—(12.56) acts as a derivative approximator when 5 is sufficiently small, as it
can be seen from its transfer function

3
55+1

I

which approximates the differentiator transfer function 31 for frequencies much
smaller than 1/5.14 The closed—loop system under the gain—scheduled controller
(12.52)—(12.56) takes the singularly perturbed form

X = 9(X,p,w)+N(p)(19—ym) (12-58)
519 2 4+s (12.59)

y : h(a:,w) (12-60)

where

. ah... 0
gm = T(m,w)f(m,n+ M3(p)e,v,w), N = 02

14Approximating the derivative y'm can be achieved by using the high-gain observer of Sec—
tion 14.5. In fact, the filter (12.55)~(12.56) is a reduced—order high—gain observer for a second—order
system whose output is ym. The condition (12.57) eliminates peaking of the transient response.
If this condition cannot be enforced, the estimate 19 should be saturated to eliminate peaking, as
discussed in Section 14.5.
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Setting a : 0 results in ’19 : ym and the system (12.58)—(12.60) reduces to the system
(12.45)—(12.46). The next theorem justifies the use of the filter (12.55)——(12.56) for
sufiiciently small 5.

Theorem 12.2 Consider the closed~loop system (12.58)—(12.60) under the stated
assumptions. Suppose p(t) is continuously difierentiable, p(t) E S {a compact subset
of DP), and ||p(t)|| _<_ u for allt _>_ 0. Then, there exist positive constants [91, kg, 193,
k, and T such that ifu < 101, ||X(0) —- Xss(p(0),w)|| < 192, and e < 193, then X(t)
will be uniformly bounded for all t _>_ 0 and

”609“ S W, V t _>. T
Furthermore, if p(t) ——> pSS and p(t) ——> 0 as t ——> 00, then

e(t)——>0 as t——>oo

Proof: See Appendix C20.

The theorem shows that if the scheduling variable is slowly varying, the ini—
tial state is sufficiently close to the equilibrium point at the initial time, and e is
sufficiently small, then the tracking error Will, eventually, be of the order of the
derivative of the scheduling variable and will tend to zero if the scheduling variable
approaches a constant limit.

Example 12.6 Consider the second—order system

531 = tan $1 + 1:2
d2 : $1 + u

y = 032

Where y is the only measured signal; that is, y.m : y. We want y to track a
reference signal r. We use r as the scheduling variable. When r = a : constant,
the equilibrium equations (12.31) and (12.32) have the unique solution

1—-ta " __mss(a) :[ 2 a ], uss(a) =tan 104

We use the observer—based integral controller

q. e = y —- r (12.61)
A(a)a:~ + Bu + H(a)(y ~ Cit) (12.62)
~K1(a)i ~ K2(a)a (12.63)23

a» II

where

A(a):[1+1a2 [1)] 32H], C=[0 1]
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K1(a)=[(1+a2)(3+a2)+3+fila—2- 3+a2], K2(a):_.

_ 10 + (4 + a2)(1 + a2)
H(a) _ (4+ a2)

The feedback gains K1(a) and K2(a) are designed to assign the closed—loop eigen—
values at —-1, ~(1/2) i j(\/§/2). The observer gain H(a) is designed to assign the
observer eigenvalues at —-(3 /2) i j(3\/§/2). We have chosen the eigenvalues inde—
pendent of a for convenience, but we could have allowed them to depend on a as
long as their real parts are less than a negative number independent of a. This fixed—
gain controller is a special case of (12.33)—(12.35) with z : 5%, F : A —- BKl —- HO,
G1 = "‘“BKQ, G2 : H, L 2 *K1, M1 : "‘“KQ, M2 2 0, and M3 2 0. Since y

is not available, we implement the gain—scheduled controller (12.52)-—(12.56) with
a : 0.01. Figure 12.5 shows the response of the closed—loop system to a sequence
of step changes in the reference signal. A step change in the reference signal resets
the equilibrium point of the system, and the initial state of the system at time
0+ is the equilibrium state at time 0_. If the initial state is within the region of
attraction of the new equilibrium point, the system reaches steady state at that
point. Since our controller is based on linearization, it guarantees only local stabi—
lization. Therefore, in general, step changes in the reference signal will have to be
limited. Reaching a large value of the reference signal can be done by a sequence of
step changes, as in the figure, allowing enough time for the system to settle down
after each step change. Another method to change the reference set point is to

l l l l l l

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

| l l |

0 2O 4O 60 80 100 120 140
Time

Figure 12.5: The reference (dashed) and output (solid) signals of the gain—scheduled
controller of Example 12.6.

move slowly from one set point to another. Figure 12.6 shows the response of the
closed—loop system to a slow ramp that takes the set point from zero to one over a
period of 100 seconds. This response is consistent with our conclusions about the
behavior of gain—scheduled controllers under slowly varying scheduling variables.
The same figure shows the response to a faster ramp signal. As the slope of the
ramp increases, tracking performance deteriorates. If we keep increasing the slope
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I l

0 20 4O 60 80 100 120
Time

Figure 12.6: The reference (dashed) and output (solid) signals of the gain—scheduled
controller of Example 12.6 with ramp reference: (a) rampislope : 0.01; (b) ramp slope
: 0.1.

of the ramp, the system will eventually go unstable. To appreciate what we gain
by gain scheduling, Figure 12.7 shows the response of the closed—loop system to the
same sequence of step changes of Figure 12.5 when a fixed—gain controller evaluated
at a = 0 is used. For small reference inputs, the response is as good as the one with
the gain—scheduled controller, but as the reference signal increases, the performance
deteriorates and the system goes unstable. Finally, to see why we may have to mod

l l I l l i

0.8 ~
0.6
0.4
0.2

l
l

l l

”02 l I l l l l

0 10 2O 30 4O 50 60 70
Time

Figure 12.7: The reference (dashed) and output (solid) signals of the fixed gain con—
troller of Example 12.6.

ify the gain—scheduled controller as in Figure 12.4, Figure 12.8 shows the response
of the closed—loop system under an unmodified controller (obtained by simply re—
placing a by r in the foregoing controller equations) to the same sequence of step
changes of Figure 12.5. While stability and zero steady—state tracking error are
achieved, as predicted by our analysis, the transient response deteriorates rapidly
as the reference signal increases. This is due to additional zeros in the closed—loop
transfer function. Such bad transient behavior could lead to instability as it could
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I l l l

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Time

Figure 12.8: The reference (dashed) and output (solid) signals of the unmodified gain—
scheduled controller of Example 12.6.

take the state of the system out of the finite region of attraction, although instability
was not observed in this example. A

12.6 Exercises

12.1 Consider the closed—loop system of Example 12.2. Assume a : C : 10,
6 = 7r/4, b : 0, k1 = 2.5, and k2 = 1. Find a Lyapunov function for the system,
and use it to estimate the region of attraction.

12.2 For each of the following systems, use linearization to

(a) design a state feedback controller to stabilize the origin.

(b) design an output feedback controller to stabilize the origin.

$1 = $1 + $2
(1) $2 3min + x1 + u

~22? + 132t: ||

$1 +$2
x2 = x1$§~x1 +533(2) u

__ 3$1 +5132

.
a. r—I II

t:
533'

||
||

$1 = *331 + $2
‘ m1~x2~x1x3+u

$1 + $1.132 - 2.133

y = $1

/'
\ CO V

8 [\3 ||

a. co ||
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A 0 BA-lo ol: B-lol
Where A, B, and C satisfy the rank condition (12.23). Show that (A, B) is control—
lable (respectively, stabilizable) if and only if (A,B) is controllable (respectively,
stabilizable)

12.3 Let

12.4 Consider the pendulum of Example 12.2.

(a) Assuming that you measure 9, but not 9, design, using linearization, an output
feedback integral controller to stabilize the pendulum at an angle 9 = 6.

(b) Assuming that you measure both 9 and 9, design a gain—scheduled, state feed—
back, integral controller so that the angle 9 tracks a reference angle 9,. Study
the performance of the gain—scheduled controller by computer simulation.

(c) Assuming that you measure 9, but not 9, design a gain-scheduled, observer—
based, integral controller so that the angle 9 tracks a reference angle 9,. Study
the performance of the gain—scheduled controller by computer simulation.

Use the following numerical data: a = 10, b = 0.1, and c = 10.

12.5 Consider the linear system

in = A(a):r + B(a)u

Where A(a) and 3(a) are continuously differentiable functions of the constant vector
at and a E I‘, a compact subset of Rm. Let W(a) be the controllability Gramian,
defined by

VV(a) = I: exp[—-A(a)a]B(a)BT(a)exp[—-AT(a)a] do

for some 'r > 0, independent of a. Suppose (A, B) is controllable, uniformly in a,
in the sense that there are positive constants C1 and C2, independent of 04, such that

C113 W(O{) S C2], V 04 E P

Let

Q(a) : [)7 6”“2‘” exp[-—A(a)a]B(a)BT(a) exp[—AT(a)a] do, 0 > 0

(a) Show that
ole—2m] S Q(a) 3 C2], V a E 1‘
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(b) Let

where P(a) : Q—1(a). Using V : mTP(a)m as a Lyapunov function candi—
date for

:t = [A(a) —- B(a)K(a)]a:

show that V _<_ ~ZCV.

((3) Show that [A(a) —- B(a)K(a)] is Hurwitz uniformly in a for all oz E F.

12.6 Show that P(a), defined by (12.50), is nonsingular and satisfies (12.51).

12.7 A simplified model of the low—frequency motion of a ship is given by [60]

mi + 11 2 126
where w is the heading angle of the ship and 6 is the rudder angle, viewed here as
the control input. The time constant T and the gain I: depend on the forward speed
of the ship 1), according to the expressions 'r = 70120 /v and k = [coo/110, where 7‘0,
190, and 120 are constants.

(a) Assuming a constant forward speed, design a state feedback integral controller
so that w tracks a desired angle mm.

(b) Use gain scheduling to compensate for varying forward speed.

12.8 The magnetic suspension system of Exercise 1.18 is modeled by

$1 = $2
. [C Lgaxgm = —- —-:r —- ——-—————2 g m 2 2771((1—1—231)2
, 1 L0a$2$3
$3 — w— R233 + (a + $02

L(.’E1)

where 231 : y, 232 : 9, 1:3 2 i, and u : 1;. Use the following numerical data:
m : 0.1 kg, 19 = 0.001 N/m/sec, g = 9.81 m/sec2, a : 0.05 m, L0 = 0.01 H,
L120.02H,andR=1§2.

+11

(a) Find the steady—state values [SS and VSS of 2' and 1), respectively, which are
needed to balance the ball at a desired position y : 7" > 0.

(b) Show that the equilibrium point obtained by taking u : vgs is unstable.

(c) Using linearization, design a state feedback control law to stabilize the ball at
: 0.05 m.
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(d) Assume the permissible range of y is 0 to 0.1 m and the permissible range of the
input voltage is 0 to 15 V. Starting with the ball at equilibrium, move it a small
distance up (and then down) and let it go. Repeat this experiment, gradually
increasing the amount of initial disturbance. Using simulation, determine
the largest range of initial disturbance for which the ball will return to the
equilibrium point without violating the constraints on y and v. To account
for the constraint on 1), include a limiter in your simulation.

(e) Using simulation, investigate the effect of perturbations in the mass m. Sim—
ulate the closed-loop system with the nominal controller, but with the mass
changing from its nominal value. Find the range of m for which the controller
will still balance the ball and investigate the steady—state error.

(f) Repeat the design of part (c) using integral control. Repeat parts (d) and (e)
for this design. Comment on the effect of integral control on the transient
response and steady—state error.

(g) Repeat the design of part (c) assuming you can only measure y. Repeat parts
(d) and (e) for this design.

(h) Repeat the design of part (c) assuming you can only measure y and 2’. Repeat
parts (d) and (e) for this design.

(i) Repeat the integral control design of part (f) assuming you can only measure
y. Repeat parts (d) and (e) for this design.

(j) Repeat the integral control design of part (f) assuming you can only measure y
and 2'. Repeat parts (d) and (e) for this design.

(k) Design a gain—scheduled, observer—based, integral controller so that the ball
position y tracks a reference position 7". Assume you can measure y and 1’.
Using simulation, study the performance of the gain—scheduled controller when
7" changes slowly from 0.03 to 0.07.

(1) If you can only measure 2', can you design a linear output feedback control law
to stabilize the ball at y : 7‘? Can you design a linear output feedback integral
controller?

12.9 A field—controlled DC motor is described in Exercise 1.17. When the field
circuit is driven by a current source, we can view the field current as the control
input and model the system by the second—order state model

531 = *91331 ‘“ 9253271 + 93

H.1132 *94232 + 95.113116

y=m2
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where :31 is the armature current, 1:2 is the speed, u is the field current, and 91
to 95 are positive constants. It is required to design a speed control system so
that y asymptotically tracks a constant speed. reference 7". It is assumed that r2 <
9% 95 #1919294 and the domain of operation is restricted to $1 > 93/261.

(a) Find the steady—state input uss needed to maintain the output 7". Verify that
that the open—loop control u = uss results in an exponentially stable equilib—
rium point.

(b) Starting with the motor at rest (y : 0), apply a small step change in the
reference signal and simulate the response. Repeat this experiment, gradually
increasing the amount of step change. Determine the largest range of initial
step for which the motor will reach steady—state at the desired speed.

(C) Using computer simulation, study the performance of the system when the
rotor inertia changes by i50%.

(d) Using linearization, design a state feedback integral controller to achieve the
desired speed regulation. Repeat parts (b) and (c) for this controller and
compare its performance with the open—loop controller of part (a).

(e) Suppose you measure the speed :32, but not the armature current :31. Repeat
part (d) by using an observer to estimate the armature current. Repeat parts
(b) and (c) for this controller and compare its performance with the one
designed in part (d)

(f) Design a gain—scheduled, observer—based, integral controller so that the speed
1:2 tracks a reference speed 7"

In parts (b) through (e), use the following numerical data: 91 = 60, 92 = 0.5,
93:40,94=6,and95:4><104.

12.10 Consider the inverted pendulum of Exercise 1.15.

(a) Using :31 : 9, $2 = 9, m3 = y, and 1:4 : y as state variables and u : F as
control input, write down the state equation.

(b) Show that the open—loop system has an equilibrium set.

(C) Suppose we want to stabilize the pendulum at the vertical position (9 : 0).
Find an open—loop equilibrium point at which 9 : 0, and show that it is
unstable.

(d) Linearize the nonlinear state equation at the desired equilibrium point, and
verify that the linearized state equation is controllable.

(e) Using linearization, design a state feedback control law to stabilize the system
at the desired equilibrium point.
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(f) Using computer simulation, study the transient behavior and the effect of i20%
perturbation in the mass of the pendulum and its moment of inertia.

(g) Starting with the pendulum. at equilibrium, move it a small angle to the right
(and then to the left) and let it go. Repeat this experiment, gradually increas-
ing the amount of initial disturbance. Using simulation, determine the largest
range of initial disturbance for Which the pendulum Will return to equilibrium.

(h) Suppose you can only measure the angle 9 and the cart position y. Using
linearization, design an output feedback controller to stabilize the pendulum
at 9 = 0. Repeat parts (f) and (g) for this controller.

(i) Repeat part (h) if it is desired to stabilize the pendulum at an angle 9 : 9?,
Where ~7r/2 < 6,. < 7r/2.

In parts (e) to (i), use the following numerical data: m = 0.1 kg, M : 1 kg,
k : 0.1 N/m/sec, I : 0.025/3 kg m2, g = 9.81 m/sec2, and L : 0.5 m.



Chapter 13

Feedback Linearization

We consider a class of nonlinear systems of the form

in = f(:v) + G'(a:)u
y = WI)

and pose the question of whether there exist a state feedback control

u : a(m) + fi(z‘)v

and a change of variables
2 = T(a:)

that transform the nonlinear system into an equivalent linear system. In Sec—
tion 13.1, we motivate the idea by simple examples and introduce the notions
of full-state linearization, where the state equation is completely linearized, and
input~output linearization, where the input-output map is linearized, while the
state equation may be only partially linearized. In Section 13.2, we study input“
output linearization, introducing the notions of relative degree, zero dynamics, and
minimum phase systems. In Section 13.3, we characterize the class of nonlinear
systems that can be feedback linearized. To simplify the presentation, Sections 13.2
and 13.3 deal only with single—input—single—output systems. State feedback control
of feedback (or partially feedback) linearizable systems is discussed in Section 13.4,
where we deal with both stabilization and tracking.

13.1 Motivation

To introduce the idea of feedback linearization, let us start with the problem of
stabilizing the origin of the pendulum equation

Lil 2 $2

1'32 : ~a[sin(a:1 + 6) —- sin (5] —- (3122 + cu

505
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Inspection of the state equation shows that we can choose u as

a vu = ~[sin(x1 + (5) —- sin (5] + ~c c
to cancel the nonlinear term a[sin(x1 + (5) —- sin 6]. This cancellation results in the
linear system

.1131 = $2

1'32 2 ~bx2 +1)

Thus, the stabilization problem for the nonlinear system has been reduced to a
stabilization problem for a controllable linear system. We can proceed to design a
stabilizing linear state feedback control

1) = ~k1$1 —- [£2132

to locate the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system

$1 = $2

.1132 Z *“k'lllil “‘ (k2 + (3)232

in the open left—half plane. The overall state feedback control law is given by

u = (g) [sin(x1 + 6) —- sin (5] —- £09121 + kgmg)

How general is this idea of nonlinearity cancellation? Clearly, we should not
expect to be able to cancel nonlinearities in every nonlinear system. There must be a
certain structural property of the system that allows us to perform such cancellation.
It is not hard to see that to cancel a nonlinear term a(a:) by subtraction, the control
u and the nonlinearity o'(a:) must always appear together as a sum u + a(:r). To
cancel a nonlinear term 7(53) by division, the control u and the nonlinearity 7(53)
must always appear as a product 7(m)u If the matrix 7(53) is nonsingular in the
domain of interest, then it can be cancelled by u = fl(m)v, where 5(22) 2 7“1(:r)
is the inverse of the matrix 7(22). Therefore, the ability to use feedback to convert
a nonlinear state equation into a controllable linear state equation by cancelling
nonlinearities requires the nonlinear state equation to have the structure

5% : Ax + B'y(:r)[u —- a(:r)] (13.1)

where A is n xn, B is n>< p, the pair (A, B) is controllable, the functions a : R” ——> RP
and ”y : R” ——> RPXP are defined in a domain D C R” that contains the origin, and
the matrix 7(53) is nonsingular for every x E D. If the state equation takes the form
(13.1), then we can linearize it via the state feedback

u = a(x) + fl(m)v (13.2)
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where Mm) = 77101:), to obtain the linear state equation

in : Ax + Bo (13.3)

For stabilization, we design 1) = ~Krr such that A —- BK is Hurwitz. The overall
nonlinear stabilizing state feedback control is

u : a(m) —- fl(m)K:r (13.4)

Suppose the nonlinear state equation does not have the structure of (13.1). Does
this mean we cannot linearize the system via feedback? The answer is no. Recall
that the state model of a system is not unique. It depends on the choice of the state
variables. Even if the state equation does not have the structure of (13.1) for one
choice of state variables, it might do so for another choice. Consider, for example,
the system

5'31 : asin 1:2

.132 Z ~m§+u

We cannot simply choose u to cancel the nonlinear term asin :32. However, if we
first change the variables by the transformation

21 = $1

22 : asinrrg : 5'31

then 21 and 22 satisfy

731 :22
232 : acos 1:2 (~22? + u)

and the nonlinearities can be cancelled by the control

u=m§+ v
a cos :32

which is well defined for v—7r/ 2 < 132 < 7r/2. The state equation in the new coor—
dinates (z1,z2) can be found by inverting the transformation to express ($1, $2) in
terms of (21,22); that is,

$1221
. ..1 22x2 2 Sin —-

a

which is well defined for —-a < 22 < a. The transformed state equation is given by

731 = 22

232 : acos<sin*1(%2-))(~zf+ u)
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When a change of variables 2 : T(a:) is used to transform the state equation
from the art—coordinates to the z~coordinates, the map T must be invertible; that
is, it must have an inverse map T“1(-) such that :r = T”’1(z) for all z E T(D),
where D is the domain of T. Moreover, because the derivatives of z and :3 should
be continuous, we require both T() and T'1(-) to be continuously differentiable. A
continuously differentiable map with a continuously differentiable inverse is known
as a difieomorphism. If the Jacobian matrix [OT/6m] is nonsingular at a point :30 E
D, then it follows from the inverse function theorem1 that there is a neighborhood
N of 1:0 such that T restricted to N is a diffeomorphism on N. A map T is said to
be a global diffeomorphism if it is a diffeomorphism on R” and T(R”) = R”? Now
we have all the elements we need to define feedback linearizable systems°

Definition 13.1 A nonlinear system

it = f(:r) + G'(:r)u (13.5)

where f : D ——> R” and G : D ——> R7”? are sufficiently smooth3 on a domain
D C R”, is said to be feedback linearizable {or input—state linearizable) if there
exists a difieomorphism T : D ——> R” such that DZ :2 T(D) contains the origin and
the change of variables 2 : T(:r) transforms the system (13.5) into the form

73 = A2 + B’y(m)[u —- a(a:)] (13.6)

with (A, B) controllable and 7(53) nonsingular for all :r E D.

When certain output variables are of interest, as in tracking control problems,
the state model is described by state and output equations. Linearizing the state
equation does not necessarily linearize the output equation. For example, if the
system

5'31 = asin :32

1'32 2 —mf + it

has an output y = :32, then the change of variables and state feedback control

2 1
212121, 22=asin$2, and u=x1+ ’U

a cos :32
yield

2:“ 1 = 22

732:1)

y = sin“1<§—2—)
a

1See [10, Theorem 7«5].
2T is a global diffeomorphism if and only if [ET/8w] is nonsingular for all :c E R” and T is

PTOper; that is, li111HCCH__,<>0 HT(:I:)H = 00. (See [165] or [212] for a proof of this statement.)
3By “sufficiently smooth,” we mean that all the partial derivatives, that will appear later on,

are defined and continuous.
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While the state equation is linear, solving a tracking control problem for y is still
complicated by the nonlinearity of the output equation. Inspection of both the state
and output equations in the m-coordinates shows that, if we use the state feedback
control u = $% + v, we can linearize the input—output map from u to y, which will
be described by the linear model

{132:1}

9:532

We can now proceed to solve the tracking control problem using linear control
theory. This discussion shows that sometimes it is more beneficial to linearize
the input~output map even at the expense of leaving part of the state equation
nonlinear. In this case, the system is said to be input—output linearizable. One
catch about input—output linearization is that the linearized input~output map
may not account for all the dynamics of the system. In the foregoing example, the
full system is described by

.1131 = asin $2

.132 = ’U

y = 532

Note that the state variable 1:1 is not connected to the output y. In other words,
the linearizing feedback control has made :31 unobservable from y. When we design
tracking control, we should make sure that the variable :31 is well behaved; that is,
stable or bounded in some sense. A naive control design that uses only the linear
input-output map may result in an ever~growing signal :31 (t). For example, suppose
we design a linear control to stabilize the output y at a constant value 7". Then,
531(t) 2 131(0) +t asinr and, for sin 7" # 0, 1:1(t) will grow unbounded. This internal
stability issue will be addressed by using the concept of zero dynamics.

13.2 input—Output Linearization
Consider the single—input—~single-output system

at : f<x>+g<x>u (137)
y = h(m) (13.8)

where f, g, and h are sufficiently smooth in a domain D C R”. The mappings
f : D —+ R” and g : D —» R” are called vector fields on D. The derivative 9 is given
by

db
= alf<m>+g<m>uidéf1>fh<x>+ Lghm u.79

where

who) = 221%)
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is called the Lie Derivative of h with respect to f or along f. This is the familiar
notion of the derivative of h along the trajectories of the system ct = f (at) The new
notation is convenient when we repeat the calculation of the derivative with respect
to the same vector field or a new one. For example, the following notation is used:

Lyme) = Wm)61:
6(t)Liam) = Lin-ho) = was

6(Ljrlh)
Lfghac) = LfL§~1h(x) = 8m
L‘}h(m) = h(:r)

If Lgh(:r) = 0, then y = Lfh(a:), independent of u. If we continue to calculate the
second derivative of y, denoted by 9(2), we obtain

ya) = flg—gflz[f(m) + g(m)u] = Lilia“) + Lgt(:r) it

Once again, if Lgt(a:) = 0, then ya) = Lih($), independent of u. Repeating this
process, we see that if h(a:) satisfies

LgL;"1h(x) = 0, i = 1,2, . . . ,p — 1; Ln‘1h(x)# 0

then a does not appear in the equations of y, y', ..., ylkl) and appears in the
equation of y<p> with a nonzero coefficient:

W = Lghas) + LgL;“1h(x) u
The foregoing equation shows clearly that the system is inputvoutput linearizable,
since the state feedback control

1u =W [—Lghflv) + v]

reduces the inputwoutput map to

y(p) : 1,

which is a chain of p integrators. In this case, the integer p is called the relative
degree of the system, according to the following definition:

Definition 13.2 The nonlinear system (13.7)—(13.8) is said to have relative degree
0, 13p£n,inaregi0nD0CDif

.LgL;~1h(x) = 0, i = 1,2, . . A ,p — 1; LgL;*1h(x) % 0 (13.9)
for all a: 6 DO.
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Example 13.1 Consider the controlled van der Pol equation

1'31 2 $2

$2 = —:r1+a(1 —x§)x2 +u, a > 0

with output y = x1. Calculating the derivatives of the output, we obtain

.7) = 531 = $2
3'} = 1'32 2 ~x1 +5(1—m§)x2 +u

Hence, the system has relative degree two in R2. For the output y = :32,

Pg: —a:1 +€(1—LE§)LE2+U

and the system has relative degree one in R2. For the output y = $1 + mg,

g = x2 + 2m2[—x1 + 5(1 —— 53%)e +11]

and the system has relative degree one in D0 = {as E R2 [ 1:2 # 0}. A

Example 13.2 Consider the system

1'31 2 $1

1'32 2 x2 + u

y = $1

Calculating the derivatives of y, we obtain

.7) = 531 = $1 = 9

Consequently, gm) 2 y = 1:1 for all n 2 1. In this case, the system does not have
a well—defined relative degree. Because the example is simple, it is not difficult to
see why this is so: The output y(t) = 531(t) = 3531(0) is independent of the input
u. A

Example 13.3 A field-controlled DC motor with negligible shaft damping can be
modeled by the state equation (Exercise 1.17)

.1131 = ~ax1 + U

.132 = ~b$2 + k} -— C$1$3

1.33 = 9.131.132

where :31, m2, and 133 are the field current, armature current, and angular velocity,
respectively, and a, b, c, k, and 9 are positive constants. For speed control, we
choose the output as y = $3. The derivatives of the output are given by

y = .133 = 9$1$2

It) 2 9.131.132 +9i1$2 = ()+9$2U

where () contains terms which are functions of m. The system has relative degree
two in the region D0 = {as E R3 [ m2 # 0}. A
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Example 13.4 Consider a linear system represented by the transfer function

bmsm +bmn13m”1 + ... +120
371 + anfllsnal + ‘ ' ' + a0

H(s) =

where m < n and bm # 0. A state model for the system can be taken as

i: = Am+Bu

2 Ca:

where

1 . 0 1
0 0 1 0

—a0 ~a1 ~am —an_1_mm _1_nX1
u.

C=[b0 121...... bm 0... 0 ilxn

This linear state model is a special case of (13.7)~(13.8), where f(:r) = Ar, 9 = B,
and h(x) = Cm. To check the relative degree of the system7 we calculate the
derivatives of the output. The first derivative is

y = CAx—l—C'Bu

If m = 71 ~ 1, then CB 2 bn_1 # 0 and the system has relative degree one.
Otherwise, CB 2 0 and we continue to calculate the second derivative gm. Noting
that CA is a row vector obtained by shifting the elements of C one position to the
right, while CA2 is obtained by shifting the elements of C two positions to the right,
and so on, we see that

CAF1B = 0, for 2' = 1,2, . . . ,n — m — 1, and CA”"m‘”1B = bm # 0

Thus, u appears first in the equation of y("’*m), given by

y(n-m) : CAR—ma? _+_ CAnomv-lBu

and the relative degree of the system is n — m (the difi'erence between the degrees
of the denominator and numerator polynomials of H(3)).4 A

4The terminology “relative degree” of a nonlinear system is consistent with the use of the term
relative degree in linear control theory, which is defined as n —~ m.
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u+e 1 y

_ Q /'
\ 03 V

V

Figure 13.1: Feedback representation of H(s).

To probe further into the control of input~output linearizable systems and issues
of internal stability, let us start with the linear system of the foregoing example.
The transfer function H(s) can be written as

where deg D = n and deg N = m < n. The relative degree p = n —m. By Euclidean
division, we can write 13(8) as

13(8) = Q(8)N(8) + R(8)
where Q(s) and R(s) are the quotient and remainder polynomials, respectively.
From Euclidean division rules, we know that

denn—mzp, degR<m

and the leading coefficient of Q(s) is 1/bm. With this representation of D(s), we
can rewrite H(s) as

Thus, [1(3) can be represented as a negative feedback connection with 1/Q(s) in
the forward path and R(8)/N(s) in the feedback path. (See Figure 13.1.) The pth~
order transfer function 1/Q(s) has no zeros and can be realized by the pth~order
state vector

. w T€=[y, y, y” 1)]
to obtain the state model

5 = (AC+BCAT)§+BCbme
y : 066
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where (AC, BC,C’C) is a canonical form representation of a chain of p integrators;
that is,

o
o

01
—4

“1
—

10 0
0

0
0

O 0
0

O
H

c
w

.

r—
‘Q

and A E Rp. Let (A0,B0,Co) be a minimal realization of the transfer function
R(s)/N(s); that is,

77 = A077 + Boy
w = 0077

The eigenvalues of A0 are the zeros of the polynomial N(s), which are the zeros of
the transfer function [1(3) From the feedback connection, we see that [1(3) can be
realized by the state model

77 = Aon+BoCc€ (13.11)
5 = Ac€+Bc(AT€—bmoon+bmu) (1312)
y = Ccé‘ (13.13)

Using the special structure of (AC, BC, CC), it is straightforward to verify that

y<p> = ATg — mon + bmu
The (input-output linearizing) state feedback control

1 ,
U = fi‘Aré + 57710077 + 1’]

results in the system

77 = A077 + BOCCS
I: = AC6 + B61)

:9 = 066

whose input—output map is a chain of p integrators, and whose state subvector 77
is unobservable from the output y. Suppose we want to stabilize the output at
a constant reference 7'. This requires stabilizing 6 at 6* = (730, . . . ,0)T. Shifting
the equilibrium point to the origin by the change of variables C = 6 — 6* reduces
the problem to a stabilization problem for C = ACC + B61). Taking 1) 2 —KC =
—K(€ — 6*), where AC — BCK is Hurwitz, completes the design of the control law as

-3._bmU [*ATQ“ + mon — K(€ — 3)]
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The corresponding closed—loop system is given by

7'7 = A077 + BOOM + c)
C : (Ac * BCK)C

Because Ac — BCK is Hurwitz, for any initial state C(O), we have C (t) —+ 0 as
t —+ 00. Consequently, y(t) —+ 7‘ as t —+ 00. What about 77? Equation (13.11) is
driven by y 2 C26 as input. To ensure that 77(t) will be bounded for all possible
waveforms of y(t) and all possible initial states 77(0), we must require A0 to be
Hurwitz. Equivalently, the zeros of H(3) must lie in the open left—half plane. A
transfer function having all zeros in the open~left half plane is called minimum
phase. From a pole placement viewpoint, the state feedback control, we have just
designed via input-output linearization, assigns the closed—loop eigenvalues into two
groups: p eigenvalues are assigned in the open—left half plane as the eigenvalues of
AC — BCK, and n — p eigenvalues are assigned at the open—loop zeros.5

Our analysis of the linear system of Example 13.4 sheds some light on the mean—
ing of the state feedback control that reduces the input~output map to a chain of
integrators and how to characterize internal stability. The key tool that allowed us
to develop this understanding is the state model (13.11)—(13.13). Our next task is
to develop a nonlinear version of (13.11)~(13.13) for the nonlinear system (13.7)~
(13.8) when it has relative degree p. The 6 variables are taken the same as in the
linear case, since the input—output map will still be a chain of p integrators. We
would like to choose the 77 variables to produce a nonlinear version of (13.11). The
key feature of (13.11) is the absence of the control input u. A change of variables
that would transform (13.7)—(13.8) into a nonlinear version of (13.11)—(13.13) can
be taken as

z=T(m)= 1-- = ——— = ——— (13.14)

144mm)
where qbl to qbn_p are chosen such that T(:r) is a diffeomorphism on a domain
D0 C D and

3451-
6:3

The next theorem shows that qbl to onzp exist, at least locally.

g(:r)=0, for1£i§n—p,V:rED0 (13.15)

5It should be noted that stabilizing the output at a constant reference does not require the
system to be minimum phase. This requirement is a consequence of our choice to assign some of
the closed-loop eigenvalues at the open-loop zeros.
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Example 13.5 Consider the controlled van der Pol equation

{fl = $2

—x1 + 5(1 — $9532 + u
y=$2

532

We have seen in Example 13.1 that the system has relative degree one in R2. Taking
4-“ = y and 77 = :31, we see that the system is already in the normal form. The
zero dynamics are given by 531 = 0, which does not have an asymptotically stable
equilibrium point. Hence, the system is not minimum phase. A

Example 13.6 The system

$1 = —$1 +

.132 = $3

$3 = 131.133 + u

y = 132

has an open~loop equilibrium point at the origin. The derivatives of the output are

19 = 533 = $1$3+u

Therefore, the system has relative degree two in R3. Using Lgt(m) = 1 and
Lihw) = $1123 in (13.20), we obtain

7 = 1 and a(m) = ~x1m3

To characterize the zero dynamics, restrict :r to

Z*={xER3[a:2=:r3=0}

and take u = u*(m) = 0. This process yields

itl = —a:1

which shows that the system is minimum phase. To transform it into the normal
form, we want to choose a function q5(:r) such that

¢<o> = 0, (333%) = 0
and

11(17): l “53) $2 533 ]T
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is a diffeomorphism on some domain containing the origin. The partial differential
equation

145 . 3:03 6i z
(9301 1 + 13% (9303

can be solved by separating variables to obtain

0

q5(a:) = —:r1 + $3 + tan‘l :33

which satisfies the condition q5(0) = 0. The mapping T(m) is a global diffeomor~
phism, as can be seen by the fact that for any 2 E R3, the equation T(:r) = 2 has a
unique solution. Thus, the normal form

. i 2+ 277 = (—77+€2+tan 1g2)(1+% >

51 = 62
52 = (*77+€2 +tan‘162) £2 +11
y = 61

is defined globally. A

Example 13.7 The field~controlled DC motor of Example 13.3 has relative degree
two in D0 = {as E R3 [ m2 # 0}. Using (13.20), we obtain

_ 91:2(—a:r1) + 9m1(—bm2 + k — C$1LE3>,y 2 92:2 and a(m) = 9m
2

To characterize the zero dynamics, restrict :r to

Z* ={mEDo [ m3=0andm1m2=0}={mEDo [133:0andm120}

and take u = u*(m) = 0, to obtain

5'32 = 41332 + k

The zero dynamics have an asymptotically stable equilibrium point at :32 == Ic/b.
Hence, the system is minimum phase. To transform it into the normal form, we want
to find a function Mm) such that [8q5/8x]g = 8¢/8:r1 = 0 and T = [q5(x), x3, 6x1x2]T
is a diffeomorphism on some domain Du; C D0. The choice q5(:r) = $2 — k/b satisfies
6q5/6231 = 0, makes T(a:) a diffeomorphism on D9, = {m E R3 [ $2 > 0}, and
transforms the equilibrium point of the zero dynamics to the origin. A

Example 13.8 Consider a single-input~single~output nonlinear system represented
by the nth—order differential equation

2901) : p<z7 Z(l)7"'7Z<m~l)7y7y(l)7"'7y(n~l))

+ q(2,2(1),...,z<m‘1),y,y(l),...,y(”‘1))2m), m < 71 (13.24)
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where z is the input, y is the output, p(-) and q() are sufficiently smooth functions
in a domain of interest, and q() # 0. This nonlinear input—output model reduces
to the transfer function model of Example 13.4 for linear systems. We extend the
dynamics of the system by adding a series of m integrators at the input side and
define u 2 2””) as the control input of the extended system.6 The extended system
is of order (n+m). A state model of the extended system can be obtained by taking
the state variables as

y

in ya)
C: , ,6: : ,wdx=[§l

2(mL1) E
york—"1)

The state model is given by

q' = AuC+Buu
6' = Ac€+Bclp(x)+q(x)u]
y 2 066

where (AC, BC, Cc) is a canonical form representation of a chain of n integrators and
(Au, Bu) is a controllable canonical pair that represents a chain of m integrators.
Let D C Rn'l'm be a domain over which p and q are sufficiently smooth and q # 0“
Using the special structure of (AC, BC, CC), it can be easily seen that

y”) = 061426, for 1 s i _<_ n ~ 1, and if”) = 29(33) + 6100)“
Hence, the system has relative degree n. To find the zero dynamics, notice that
L}—1h(m) : €23 Consequently, Z* = {as E R’H'm [ 6 = 0} and u*(m) 2 —-p(a:)/q(:r)
evaluated at 6 2: 0. Thus, the zero dynamics are given by

6:: Ag + Buu*(m)

Recalling the definition of C, it can be easily seen that C1 m z satisfies the mth—order
differential equation

02p(2,2(1),...,z(m”1),0,0,...,0) +q(2,2(1),...,z(m_1),0,0,...,0) 20”)
(13.25)

which is the same equation obtained from (13.24) upon setting y(t) E 0. For linear
systems, (13.25) reduces to a linear differential equation that corresponds to the

6In this example, we show that the extended system is input—output linearizable, which allows
us to design feedback control using input—output linearization techniques. When such control is
applied to the original system, the m integrators become part of the dynamics of the controller.
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numerator polynomial of the transfer function. The minimum phase property of
the system can be determined by studying (13.25). To transform the system into
the normal form, we note that 6 is already a vector of y and its derivatives up to
y(”_1). So, we only need to find a function (1) 2 (MC, 6) : R’H'm —» Rm such that

3¢ 3¢ _

which is equivalent to

6% (9%
ac... + 65..

In some special cases, there are obvious solutions for these partial differential equa—
tions. For example, if q is constant, (1) can be taken as

q($) = 0, for 1 _<_ 2' _<_ m (13.26)

1
(1% 2 Ci * ”Sn—mm, for 1 _<_ i _<_ m

g

Another case is pursued in Exercise 13.5. A

13.3 Full—State Linearization

The single—input system
i: 2: f(:r) + g(a:)u (13.27)

where f and g are sufficiently smooth in a domain D C R”, is feedback linearizable
if a sufficiently smooth function h : D —» R exists such that the system

i: 2: f(x)+g(x)u (13.28)
: h(a:) (13.29)

has relative degree n in a region D0 C D. This statement follows from the fact that
for systems with relative degree n, the normal form reduces to

73 2: Acz+Bcry(x)[u——a(m)] (13.30)
y 2: CcZ (13-31)

On the other hand, if the system (13.27) is feedback linearizable per Definition 13.1,
then there is a change of variables C 2 3(33) that transforms the system into

C: AC + B‘Kfllu * 5400)]
where (A,B) is controllable and 5/(23) # 0 in some domain. For any controllable
pair (A,B), we can find a nonsingular matrix M that transforms (A,B) into a
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controllable canonical form;7 that is, MAM“1 2 AC + BCAT and MB 2 BC7 where
(Ac7 BC) represents a chain of n integrators. The change of variables

2 2 MC 2 M3(m) d—E—f T(x)
transforms the system (13.27) into

73 2 Acz + Bc'y($)[u —— a(a;)]

where 7(53) 2 51(53) and a(:r) 2 d(:r) —— ATM'S($)/ry(a:). Because
8T .

Z Z “55$

the equality
6TACT(:r) + Bcry(:r)[u — a(m)] 2 ESE—HQ) + g(m)u]

must hold for all m and u in the domain of interest. By taking u 2 0, we split the
foregoing equation into two:

gm) 2 ACT(x)-BCa(x)»y(x) (13-32)
2-11 (so) = Bayes) (13-33)

Equation (13.32) is equivalent to
6T1
gfifv) 2 T2017)

3;n = T3<x>
aTn—l

853 ft”) : Tn($)

%%f<m> = ~a<x>v<x>
and (13.33) is equivalent to

(9T1
”a“; (m) * 0
8T2EEC—(x) 2 0

7See, for example, [158]“
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Setting h(m) 2 T1(:r), we see that

T¢+1(:r) = LfT,(:c) = L}h(m), i2 1,2,... ,n 2 1

h(:r) satisfies the partial differential equations

Lnrlhas) z 0, i2 1,2,. . . ,n 2 1 (13.34)

subject to the condition
LgLy—lhm % 0 (13.35)

and a, ”y are given by

Lyman)
7(12) 2.LgL}“1h(m), a(m) 2 ~— m

9 f
(1336)

In summary, the system (13.27) is feedback linearizable if and only if a function
h(m) exists such that the system (13.28)—(13.29) has relative degree n, or, equiva—
lently, h satisfies the partial differential equations (13.34) subject to the condition
(13.35). The existence of h can be characterized by necessary and sufficient condi~
tions on the vector fields f and 9. These conditions use the notions of Lie brackets
and invariant distributions, which we introduce next. .

For two vector fields f and g on D C R”, the Lie bracket [f, g] is a third vector
field defined by

6f[129166) = 25m ~ ago)
where [fig/am] and [6f/6m] are Jacobian matrices. We may repeat bracketing of g
with f. The following notation is used to simplify this process:

adggwl = 9(90)
adfgbs) = [f79](33)
ad’}g(m) 2 [f, adfc_1g](a:), k 2 1

It is obvious that [f,g] 2 —[g,f] and for constant vector fields f and g, [f,g] 2 0.

Example 13.9 Let

f<w>=[_sinii_$,l» will
Then,

mm = [‘1’ 8] [filial-Legal il W
2 —$1 (Le-f ad:01 +502 f9
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adig = [f, adfgl
__ -1 0 $2 _ 0 1 -.’E1

~— 1 1 — sin $1 — x2 — cos x1 —1 $1 + x2

__ “x1 — 2532
~— :31 + $2 —— sinrrl - 1:1 cos :31

Example 13.10 If f (:3) 2 Ar and g is a constant vector field, then

adfgtr) = lfyg](x) = -A9‘

adig = [fiadfg] = -A(-A9) = A29
and

adIJEg = (-1)kAkg

For vector fields f1, f2, .. . , fgc on D C R”, let

A(m) 2 span{f1(x),f2(a:),u..,fk(a:)}

be the subspace of R” spanned by the vectors f1(:r), f2(:r), .. ,, fk(:r) at any fixed
:3 E D. The collection of all vector spaces A(:r) for :r E D is called a distribution
and referred to by

A = Spanlf17f27v-wfk}
The dimension of A(m), defined by

dim(A(:r)) : rank [f1(a:),f2(x), , . . , fk(2:)]

may vary with m, but if A = span{f1, . . . , fig}, Where {f1(:r), . . . ,fgc($>} are linearly
independent for all m E D, then dim(A(x)) =2 k for all m E D. In this case, we say
that A is a nonsingular distribution on D, generated by f1, , fzc. A distribution
A is involutive if

glEA and 92EA 23> [91,92]EA

If A is a nonsingular distribution on D, generated by f1, ..., fgc, then it can be
verified (Exercise 13.9) that A is involutive if and only if

[fi,fj]EA, V1gi,j_<_k
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Example 13.11 Let D 2 R3 and A 2 span{f1, f2}, where

2$2 1

f1: 1 7 f2: 0
0 $2

It can be verified that dim(A(:r)) 2 2 for all :r E D and

0

[f17f2l 2 9522101 2 Qdfrrlh 2 [ 0]
1

[f1, f2] E A if and only if rank [f1(:r), f2(:r), [f1, f2](m)] 2 2, for all :r E D. However,

2$2 1 0

rank [f1(a:),f2(a:), [f1,f2](x)] 2 rank [ 1 0 0:| 2 3, V m E D
10 $2

Hence, A is not involutive. A

Example 13.12 Let D 2 {m E R3 [ $§ + 53% 2 0} and A 2 span{f1, f2}, where

22:3 -$1
f1 = -1 7 f2: -2:c2

0 $3

It can be verified that dim(A(a:)) 2 2 for all :r E D,

—4$36 6[f1,f2]= 1% - is = 28m 82: 0

and

22:3 —a:1 —4a:3
rank [f1(a:), f2(a:), [f1, f2](:r)] 2 rank -1 —2x2 2 2 2, V m E D

0 $3 0

Therefore, [f1, f2] E A. Since [f2, f1] 2 -[f1, f2], we conclude that A is involutive.
A

We are now ready to characterize the class of feedback linearizable systems.

Theorem 13.2 The system (1327) is feedback linearizable if and only if there is a
domain D0 C D such that

J. the matrix g(m) 2' [9(53), adfg(a:), . . . ,ady"1g(m)] has rank n for all m E D0;
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2. the distribution D 2 span {9, adfg, . . . , adyflg} is involuti'ue in D0. 0

Proof: See Appendix 0.22.

In the next three examples, we illustrate the application of Theorem 13.2 and
the solution of the partial differential equations (13.34). In all examples, we assume
that the system (1327) has an equilibrium point 13* when u 2 0. We choose h(:r)
such that h(:r*) 2 0. Consequently, the change of variables 2 2 T(:r) maps the
equilibrium point 1' 2 13* into the origin 2 2 0.

Example 13.13 Reconsider the system

it: [ a81n2$2 ] + [ OJUie—ffifl—tgu
"$1 1 .

from Section 13.1. We have

a _adfg=[f,g]=-b—:: :[ acgsm]

The matrix
0 —acosa:

Q2[g,adfg]2[1 0 2]

has rank two for all m such that cos m2 2 0. The distribution D 2 span{g} is
involutive. Hence, the conditions of Theorem 13.2 are satisfied in the domain D0 2
{m E R2 [ cos m2 2 0}. To find the change of variables that transforms the system
into the form (13.6), we want to find h(a:) that satisfies

_6_h 8(Lf h)
6mg 62:

From the condition [6h/6x]g 2 0, we have

ah ah_ _
a; 25:53“

Thus, It must be independent of :32. Therefore,

:0; g 2 0, and h(0) 2 0

0

h
t<$> Z ggasinmg

The condition 6(L h) 6(L h) 6h
f __ f __

8m 9 “ 6302 “ ammo”? #0
is satisfied in the domain Do by any choice of h for which (ah/6:31) 2 0. Taking
Mat) 2 :31 results in the transformation we used earlier. Other choices of h can
be made. For example, h(m) 2 $1 + 1:13 gives another change of variables that
transforms the system into the form (13.6). A
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Example 13.14 A single link manipulator with flexible joints and negligible damp~
ing can be represented by a fourth—order model of the form (Exercise 1.5)

$=f<$>+gu
where

$2
“53) : -asin:r1 — b(:r1 —:r3) 7 g 2

$4
C(xl — :03)

0
0
0

R.

and a, b, c, and d are positive constants. The unforced system has equilibrium at
x 2 0. We have

0
6f 0

0

(9f bdadig 2 [f,adfg] 2 — b—Jjadfg 2

—cd

— —bd
afadi’cg = [f, adigl = - —ad§«g =6m Cd

The matrix

0 0 —bd
0 bd 0

—d 0 Cd
0 -Cd 0

Q = [9, adfg, adig, adi’cg] =

R
0
0
0

has full rank for all m E R4. The distribution A 2 span(g, adfg, ad?) is involutive,
since 9, adf9, and adig are constant vector fields. Thus, the conditions of Theo—
rem 13.2 are satisfied for all m E R4. To find the change of variables that transforms
the state equation into the form (13.6), we want to find h(:r) that satisfies

6(Li—1h) 8(L3h)____J:___ 2 - 2: f653 g 0, 2 1,2,3, 6:3

From the condition [6h/6$]g 2 0, we have (ah/6234) 2 0, so we must choose h
independent of $4. Therefore,

ah Oh Oh
t($) 2 555;“ + 5—1:;[—asinm1 — b(:r1 — 533)] + 5.5;“

g 20, and h(0) 2 0
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From the condition [8(t)/8x]g 2 0, we have

6<t> 0 :7, 955 z 0
6154 6.133

So, we choose h independent of :33. Therefore, Lfh simplifies to

Oh Oh ,t(:r) 2 551232 + 5g[—as1nx1 — b(:r1 — 533)]

and

« a(t) 8(t) . 6(t)Limos) 2 WIT—$2 + Wkas1n$1 —— b(x1 _ 553)] + 755.3...“

Finally,
6(Lih) __ :3} 6(t) 0 :3} 8h *no 2%:

(9.734 6$3 8$2

and we choose h independent of $2. Hence,

0

6(Lih) 6(Lgh) auggh)
8.1131 $2 + 8.1132 8.133

and the condition [8(L31’ch) /8$]g 2 0 is satisfied whenever (ah/63:1) 2 0. Therefore,
we take M75) 2 $1. The change of variables

L3}h(m) 2 [—asinml — b(:r1 — 333)] + $4

) = $2
33 2 Lihw) 2 —asinx1—b(x1—x3)

) 2 —a$2 cosml — 12(532 — m4)

731 Z 22

222 ~—— 23

733 : Z4

24 2 —(a cos 21 + b + c)23 + (1(23 — c) sin 21 + bdu

which. is of the form (13.6). Unlike the previous example, in the current one the
state equation in the z-coordinates is valid globally because 2 2 T(m) is a global
diffeomorphism. A

Example 1.3.15 In Examples 13.3 and 13.7 we considered a field—controlled DC
motor represented by the third—order model

i“ *2 f($) +gu
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Where
—a:r1 1

f(:r) 2 —bx2 + k — 6131533 , g 2 0
9131222 0

and a, b, c, 9, and k are positive constants. We saW that, With the output y 2 $3,
the system has relative degree two and hence is partially feedback linearizable. Let
us investigate Whether the state equation is fully linearizable. We have

a a2

adfg = [f, 9] = €903 ; adig = [f, adfgl = (a + blcms
-9$2 (b — (1)6132 — 9k

The determinant of

1 a a2
Q 2 [g,adfg,ad§cg] 2 0 0:33 (a + b)ca:3

0 —9$2 (b — (1)9232 — 9k

is given by
det G “—2 C9(—]€ + 2b$2>$3

Hence, 9 has rank three for $2 2 19/21) and 1:3 2 0. The distribution D 2
span{g, adfg} is involutive if [9, adfg] E D. We have

0 0 0 1 08 d[97adf9]=2(9-ig—)g= 0 0 c 0 = 0
83“" 0—90 0 0

Hence, D is involutive and the conditions of Theorem 13.2 are satisfied in the domain

13D02{$ER3[x2>—2—bandm3>0}

We proceed now to find a function h that satisfies (13.34) and (13.35). The unforced
system has an equilibrium set at $1 2 0 and $2 2 19/1). We take the desired operating
point as 53* 2 [0, 13/1), w0]T, Where Log is a desired set point for the angular velocity
:33. We want to find h(:r) that satisfies

6h __ . 8(t) * . 8(Lih)

With h(a:*) 2 0, From the condition

6h __ 8h __
8x ~— 6231 ~—

We see that h must be independent of $1. Therefore,

0

Oh Oht(a:) 2 (79—55;w + k — 6131533] + (79—139mm
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From the condition [6(Lf h)/6x]g 2 0, we have

which is satisfied if h takes the form

h 2 c1[9m§+ 053%] + C2

for some constants cl and C2. We choose c1 2 1 and, to satisfy the condition
h(:r*) 2 0, we take

02 2 -9 ($32 — c (x§)2 2 —9(l~c/b)2 — cwg

With this choice of h, Lfh and Lib are given by

t(:r) 2 29mm — 1mg), Lihhr) = 26(k — 2bm2)(—bm2 + k 2 6:31:33)

Hence,

Lb 26k 2b"as; g“ 62:1 *_C( - “>333
and the condition [6(Lih)/6x]g 2 0 is satisfied whenever 1:2 2 13/21) and $3 2 0.
Assuming mg > 0, it can be easily verified (Exercise 13.15) that the map 2 2 T(m) is
a diffeomorphism on Do and the state equation in the z~coordinates is well defined
in the domain

9132DZ : T(DO) 2 {z E R3 [31 > 9¢2(22) — 9(k/b)2 — cwg and 22 < 3—1;}

where q5() is the inverse of the map 2953209 — 11:32), which is well defined for 1:2 >
13/21). The domain DZ contains the origin 2 2 0. A

13.4 State Feedback Control

13.4.1 Stabilization

Consider a partially feedback linearizable system of the form

77 = MM) (1337)
6 2 A€+By(x)[u—a(x)] (13.38)

77 T1($)lél (”5) lT2<w>l
T(:r) is a diffeomorphism on a domain D C R”, DZ 2 T(D) contains the origin,
(AB) is controllable, 701;) is nonsingular for all m E D, f0(0,0) 2 0, and f0(77,€),

where
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a(:r), and 7(23) are continuously differentiable. Our goal is to design a state feed~
back control law to stabilize the origin 2 2 0. The form (13.37)—(13.38) is clearly
motivated by the normal form (13.16)—(13.18) of input—output linearizable systems.
However, (13.18) is dropped since the output y plays no role in the state feedback
stabilization problem. The system (13.37)—(13.38) includes also feedback lineariz—
able systems by dropping equation (13.37). We do not restrict our discussions to
single-input systems or to a pair (A, B) in the controllable canonical form. We
proceed to discuss the more general system (13.37)—(13.38) and our conclusions will
apply to the normal form (13.16)-(13.18) or to feedback linearizable systems as
special cases.

The state feedback control

u = am + am
where 5(53) 2 771(53), reduces (13.37)—(13.38) to the “triangular” system

7'7 = fo(77.€) (13-39)
g 2 Ag + B’U (13.40)

Equation (13.40) can be easily stabilized by ’U 2 —K6, where K is designed such
that (A — BK) is Hurwitz. Asymptotic stability of the origin of the full closed~loop
system

7'7 = fo(m€) (13.41)
5 = (A-BK)€ (13.42)

follows from asymptotic stability of the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0), as shown in the next
lemma.

Lemma 13.1 The origin of(13.41)—(13.42) is asymptotically stable if the origin of
77 2 f0(77, 0) is asymptotically stable. <>

Proof: By (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.167 there is a continuously differen~
tiable Lyapunov function V1(77) such that '

(3V
35-f007a0) S -C¥3(H77H)

in some neighborhood of 77 2 0, where a3 is a class [C function. Let P 2 PT > 0
be the solution of the Lyapunov equation P(A — BK) + (A — BK)TP 2 —I and
use V(77,§) 2 V1(77) + kv/gTP , with [C > O, as a Lyapunov function candidate for
(13.41)—(13.42).8 The derivative V is given by

- 6V1 kV 2 ———-— , + ———-————-—677 f0(77 6) 2W6:

8The function V(77,§) is continuously differentiable everywhere around the origin, except on
the manifold g 2 0. Both V(n, 5) and V07, 5) are defined and continuous around the origin. It can
be easily seen that the statement of Theorem 4.1 is still valid.

€T[P(A - BK) + (A — BK>TPM
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6V1 6V1 [C T

= 55mm + WHOM) — 7mm] - ”5-5“2\/€TP§
On any bounded neighborhood of the origin, we can use continuous differentiability
of V1 and f0 to obtain

V S -a3(llnll) + MS“ 2 kk2H€H
for some positive constants 1:1 and [92. Choosing k > 131 /k2 ensures that V is nega~
tive definite. Hence, the origin is asymptotically stable. D

The foregoing discussion. shows that a minimum phase input~output linearizable
system can be stabilized by the state feedback control

a 2 a(m) — fi(m)KT2(x) ‘ (13.43)

The control (13.43) is independent of T1(:r). Therefore, it is independent of the
function (i) that satisfies the partial differential equation (13.15).

The proof of Lemma 13.1 is valid only on bounded sets. Hence, it cannot
be extended to show global asymptotic stability. We can show global asymptotic
stability by requiring the system 7'7 2 f0(77,6) to be input~to~state stable when 6 is
viewed as the input.

Lemma 13.2 The origin of (13.41)—(13.42) is globally asymptotically stable if the
system 77 2 f0 (77,6) is input~to~state stable 0

Proof: Apply Lemma 4.7. [3

Input~to~state stability of 7'7 2 f0(77, 6) does not follow from global asymptotic,
or even exponential, stability of the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0), as we saw in Section 4.10.
Consequently, knowing that an input—output linearizable system is “globally” min—
imum phase does not automatically guarantee that the control (13.43) will globally
stabilize the system. It will be globally stabilizing if the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0) is
globally exponentially stable and f0(77, 6) is globally Lipschitz in (77, 6), since in that
case Lemma 4.6 confirms that the system 7'7 2 f0(77, 6) will be input~to~state stable.
Otherwise, we have to establish input—to~state stability by further analysis. Global
Lipschitz conditions are sometimes referred to as linear growth conditions. The
next two examples illustrate some of the difficulties that may arise in the absence
of linear growth conditions.

Example 13.16 Consider the second—order system

77 = ”~77 + 7726
if = 1’

While the origin of 7'7 2 “77 is globally exponentially stable, the system 7'7 2 27744726
is not input~to~state stable. This fact can be seen by noting that 6 (t) E 1 and
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77(0) 2 2 imply that 77(t) 2 2. Therefore, 77 grows unbounded. On the other hand,
by Lemma 13.1, we see that the linear control 1) 2 -k6, with k > 0, stabilizes the
origin of the full system. In fact, the origin will be exponentially stable. However,
this linear control does not make the origin globally asymptotically stable. Taking
1/ 2 776 and noting that

D=77€+77€=-k77€-77€+772€2=-(1+k)I/+V2
we see that the set {776 < 1 +13} is positively invariant. On the boundary 776 2 1 +13,
the trajectory is given by 7/05) 2 ekt’f](0) and €(t) 2 e‘ktflO). Thus, 'r/(t)€(t) E 1+k.
Inside the set {776 < 1 + k}, 1/(t) will be strictly decreasing and after a finite time T,
1/(t) S 1/2 for all t Z T. Then, 7777 S —(1/2)772, for all t 2 T, which shows that the
trajectory approaches the origin as t tends to infinity. Hence, the set {776 < 1 + k}
is the exact region of attraction. While this conclusion shows that the origin is not
globally asymptotically stable, it also shows that the region of attraction expands
as 13 increases. In fact by choosing 13 large enough, we can include any compact set
in the region of attraction. Thus, the linear feedback control 1) 2 —k6 can achieve
semiglobal stabilization. A

If the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0) is globally asymptotically stable, one might think
that the triangular system (13.39)-(13.40) can be globally stabilized, or at least
semiglobally stabilized, by designing the linear feedback control 1) 2 —K6 to assign
the eigenvalues of (A — BK) far to the left in the complex plane so that the solution
of g 2 (A — BK)6 decays to zero arbitrarily fast. Then, the solution of 6 2 f0(77, 6)
will quickly approach the solution of 7'7 2 f0(77,0), which is well behaved, because
its origin is globally asymptotically stable. It may even appear that this strategy
is the one used to achieve semiglobal stabilization in the preceding example. The
next example shows why such strategy may fail.9

Example 13.17 Consider the third~order system

7'7 = - %(1 + 62W
61 = 62
62 = 1’

The linear feedback control

1) = —k2§1 — 2n déf —K§
assigns the eigenvalues of

0 1
A’BK“ l -l~c2 -2k]

QSee, however, Exercise 13.20 for a special case Where this strategy will work.
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at —k and -k. The exponential matrix

(1 + [ewe—kt te'kt
e(.A—--BK)t :

~k2te'kt (1 — kt)e'kt

shows that as k ——> 00, the solution €(t) will decay to zero arbitrarily fast. Notice,
however, that the coefficient of the (2,1) element of the exponential matrix is a
quadratic function of It. It can be shown that the absolute value of this element
reaches a maximum value I;/ e at t = 1/19. While this term can be made to decay to
zero arbitrarily fast by choosing 13 large, its transient behavior exhibits a peak of the
order of k. The phenomenon is known as the peaking phenomenon.10 The interaction
of peaking with nonlinear growth could destabilize the system. In particular, for
the initial states 77(0) 2 770, 61(0) 2 1, and 62(0) = 0, we have 62(t) = ~k2te”kt and

77 = —— % (1 —— te‘kt) 773

During the peaking period, the coefficient of 773 is positive, causing |77(t)| to grow.
Eventually, the coefficient of 773 will become negative, but that might not happen
soon enough, since the system might have a finite escape time. Indeed, the solution

22 _ 770
77 (t) _ 1+ng[t+ (1+ kt)e~kt — 1]

shows that if 718 > 1, the system will have a finite escape time if k is chosen large
enough. A

We will come back to the triangular system (13.39)«(13.40) in Sections 14.3 and
14.4 and show how to design 1) as a nonlinear function of .5 and 77 to achieve global
stabilization. This will be done by using backstepping in Section 14.3 and passivity—
based control in Section 14.4. We will even deal with cases where 7'7 2 f0(77,§) is
not input-to—state stable.

While feedback linearization provides a simple and systematic procedure for
stabilizing a class of nonlinear systems, there are legitimate concerns about the
robustness and efficiency of such design. In the remainder of this section, we shed
some light on these two issues.

Feedback linearization is based on exact mathematical cancellation of the non—
linear terms a and 7, which requires exact knowledge of a, B : 7‘1, and T2. This
is almost impossible for several practical reasons such as model simplification, pa—
rameter uncertainty, and computational errors. Most likely, the controller will be
implementing functions 6v, 5, and T2, which are approximations of a, B, and T2;
that is to say, the actual controller will be implementing the feedback control law

u = cum) — woman)
10To read more about the peaking phenomenon, see [188]. For an illustration of the peaking

phenomenon in high—gain observers, see Section 14.5.
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The closed—loop system under this feedback control is

g 2 Ag + B'y(m)[d(a:) —— 6(m)KT2(:r) —— a(:r)]

By adding and subtracting the term BK4-“ to the right—hand side of the second
equation, we can rewrite the closed—loop system as

7'7 = fomé) (13.44)
5 = (A—BK)€+B6(2) (13.45)

where

5(2) = 7(fv){0?($) _ 0458) + [508) _ B($)]KT2($) + B($)KlT2($) _ T2631} :1:=T“1(z)

Thus, the closed—loop system appears as a perturbation of the nominal system

If, 2 f0 (77’ 6)

g = (A — BKME
In View of the perturbation results of Chapter 10, we do not expect a serious problem
from a small error 6(2). The next two lemmas confirm this expectation. We start
with feedback linearizable systems where the closed—loop equation simplifies to

Z = (A —— BK)Z + 36(2) (13.46)

Lemma 13.3 Consider the closed—loop system (1346), where (A—BK) is Hurwitz.
Let P 2 PT > 0 be the solution of the Lyapunov equation

P(A — BK) + (A — BK)TP = —I

and k be a nonnegative constant less than 1/(2||PB||2).

o If ”6(2)” 3 k||z|| for all z, the origin of (13.46) will be globally emponentially
stable.

0 If ”6(2)” 3 Ic||z|| + e for all z, the state 2 will/be globally ultimately bounded
by so for some C > 0.

Proof: Let V(z) 2 zTPz. Then

V = zT[P(A _ BK) + (A _ BK)TP]2 + 2ZTPB(S(Z)
_ *HZIIE+2||PB||2||2||2||6(2)||2

If ||6(z)||2 _<_ k||z||2 + e, we have

/\

V < ”HZ“? + 2lC||PB||2||Z||§ + 2<€||PB||2||Z||2
= *(1 _ 91)||Z||‘3 _ 91||z||§ + 2kllPB|l2||Z||§ + 25||PB||2||2||2
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where 91 E (0, 1) is chosen close enough to one such that k < 91/(2||PB||2). Conse—
quently,

V S -(1 ~ 91)||Z||§ + 2<€||PB||2||Z||2
If ||6(z)||2 _<_ Ic||z||2, we set a = 0 in the preceding inequality and conclude that the
origin is globally exponentially stable. If a > 0,

2€||PB||2 dzefV g ”(1 -— 91)“ “ 92)HZH§: V “Z“? —>— (1 _, 9092

where 92 E (O, 1). Application of Theorem 4.18 shows that 2(t) is globally ulti»
mately bounded by acox/Amax(P)/Amin(P). D

It is clear from the proof that if the bound on 6(2) is satisfied only in a neigh—
borhood of the origin, we can prove a local version of the lemma.

Example 13.18 Consider the pendulum equation

.131 2 $2

5&2 2' ——a sin(x1 + 61) —— burg + cu

where 1:1 2 9 —— 61, m2 = 9, and u = T is a torque input. The goal is to stabilize the
pendulum at the angle 9 2 61. A linearizing—stabilizing feedback control is given
by

a . 1u 2 <2) s1n($1 + 51) ”“ <2) (k133i + @532)

where 131 and 132 are chosen such that

0 1A— BK:
[*ki *(k2+b)]

is Hurwitz. Suppose that, due to uncertainties in the parameters a and c, the actual
control is

d , 1
u : <E>s1n(m1+ 61) —— <E>(k1x1+ 132532)

where d and E are estimates of a and c. The closed~loop system is given by

.1131 = $2

1'32 2 —k1x1 — (k2 + (1)222 + 6(23)

where

5(33) = <aCEGC>sin(m1-l— 61) — (C;C>(k1x1+ km)

The error term 6(53) satisfies the bound |6(m)| S k||x||2 + a globally, where

1/kf+l~c§, a: dc—aéc—~&
A

dc—aé
C

k: |sin61|
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The constants k and e are measures of the size of the error in estimating the pa—
rameters a and e. Let

P : Pii P12
P12 P22

be the solution of the Lyapunov equation P(A —— BK) + (A —— BK)TP = —-I. If

1

2 V Pita + P32
then the solutions of the system are globally ultimately bounded by a bound that is
proportional to a. If sin 61 = 0, the foregoing bound on It ensures global exponential
stability of the origin. A

k<

We turn now to the more general closed—loop system (13.44)—(13.45).

Lemma 13.4 Consider the closed—loop system (13.44)—(13.45), where A —— BK is
Hurwitz.

0 If “6(2)” 3 e for all z and i7 = f0(77,€) is input—to—state stable, then the state
2 is globally ultimately bounded by a class K function of e.

0 If “6(2)” 3 Ic||z|| in some neighborhood ofz = 0, with sufiiciently small 19, and
the origin ofi'7 = f0(77, 0) is exponentially stable, then 2 = 0 is an exponentially
stable equilibrium point of the system (13.44)—(13.45).

<>

Proof: Let V(€) = €TP6, where P 2 PT > 0 is the solution of the Lyapunov
equation P(A —— BK) + (A —— BK)TP = ——I. Then

V : §T[P(A - BK) + (A - BK)TP]§ + 2gT1335(2)
S '||€||§+2||PB||2||€||2||6(2)||2

If ||6(z)||2 g e, we have

V S *||€||§ +2€||PB||2||€||2 S wé-||€||§, V ||€||2 Z 4<€||PB||2
Hence, applying Theorem 4.18 shows that a finite time to and a positive constant c
exist such that

||€(t)||2 S CE, V t _>. to
By input—to—state stability of i7 = f0(77,§), we have \

||77(t)||2 S fio(||77(to)l|2yt - to) + Mfg? ||€(t)||2) S fio(||77(to)||2yt - to) + 70(68)

where fig and 70 are class ICL and class K functions, respectively. The term
flo(||77(t0)||2,t —— t0) satisfies fig _<_ a after some finite time. Therefore, ||z(t)||2 is
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ultimately bounded by ca + a + 70(ce), which is a class [C function of a. To prove
the second case of the lemma, recall from Theorem 4.14 that a Lyapunov function
V107) exists in some neighborhood of 77 2 0 such that

(9V1 . (9V1clnnnésvlm)swing, 37—7-1‘0(77,0)S—63||77||§, ”—5,—7— S C4||77||2
2

Using V(z) = bV1(77) + §TP§, with b > 0, as a Lyapunov function candidate for
(13.44)~(13.45), we obtain

. av avV = bmgfiif0(n,0)+b~57—73[fo(m€)*fo(n,0)]
+ gT [P(A » BK) + (A » BK)TP]§ + 251313505)

3 —bc3||77||§ + 664L||n||2||€||2 * ||€||§ + 2k||PB||2||€||§ + 2k||PB||2||€||2||77||2
Z {Hmfl has —(k||PB||2+bC4L/2)][M2]

||€||2 —(k||PBll2+bC4L/2) 1—2kHPBH2 ”rug
TZ Z [ ||77||2 l Q[ ||77||2 ]

||€||2 l|€||2
where L is a Lipschitz constant of f0 with respect to 6. Taking b : Is, it can be
verified that Q is positive definite for sufficiently small 1:. Therefore, the origin is
exponentially stable. D

In Exercises 13.22 through 13.24, we present a few variations of Lemma 13.4.
If 7'7 2 f0(n,§) is not input—to—state stable, but the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0) is asymp—
toticall§r stable, we can prove a local version of the first case of the lemma (Exer—
cise 13.22). If f (77, 6) is globally Lipschitz and the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0) is globally ex—
ponentially stable, we can prove a global version of the second case (Exercise 13.23).
If the origin of 7'7 : f0(77, 0) is asymptotically, but not exponentially, stable, we can
prove asymptotic stability of the origin of the closed—loop system by restricting the
dependence of 6 on 77 (Exercise 13.24).

The feedback control u = a(:v) ——- fi(m)K§ has a linearizing component u =
a(m) + fl(m)v and a stabilizing component ’0 2 ——K6. The foregoing Lyapunov
analysis shows that the stabilizing component achieves a certain degree of robustness
to model uncertainty.11 We will see in Chapter 14 that the stabilizing component
can be designed to achieve a much higher degree of robustness by exploiting the
fact that the perturbation term B6(z) in (13.45) belongs to the range space of the
input matrix B. Such perturbation is said to satisfy the matching condition. The
techniques of Chapter 14 can guarantee robustness to any 6(2) provided an upper
bound on 6 is known.

11Another type of model uncertainty that is not considered here is the sensitivity of the relative
degree and the minimum phase property to parameter perturbations. To read more about this
issue, see [92] and [169].
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The basic philosophy of feedback linearization is to cancel the nonlinear terms
of the system. Aside from the issues of whether or not we can cancel the nonlinear
terms, effect of uncertainties, implementation factors, and so on, we should examine
the philosophy itself: Is it a good idea to cancel nonlinear terms? Our motivation to
do so has been mathematically driven. We wanted to linearize the system to make it
more tractable and to use the relatively well—developed linear control theory. From
a performance viewpoint, however, a nonlinear term could be “good” or “bad” and
the decision whether we should use feedback to cancel a nonlinear term is, in reality,
problem dependent. Let us use a couple of examples to illustrate this point.

Example 13.19 Consider the scalar system

i: 2 am —— bats + u

where a and b are positive constants. A linearizing—stabilizing feedback control can
be taken as

u:v(k+a)m+bm3, k>0
which results in the closed—loop system in 2 ——km. This feedback control cancels the
nonlinear term ——bx3, but this term provides “nonlinear damping.” In fact, without
any feedback control, such nonlinear damping would guarantee boundedness of the
solutions despite the fact that the origin is unstable. So, why should we cancel it?
If we simply use the linear control

u: —-(k+a)m, k>0

we will obtain the closed~loop system

i: 2 ——ka: —— bats

whose origin is globally exponentially stable and its trajectories approach the origin
faster than the trajectories of in = ——l~cx. Moreover, the linear control is simpler and
uses less control effort. A

Example 13.20 Consider the second—order system

131 = 532
i2 = 'h($1) + U

where h(0) = 0 and x1h(m1) > 0 for all 1:1 # 0. The system is clearly feedback
linearizable and a linearizing~stabilizing feedback control can be taken as

u = h(m1) —-(k1$1 + 132532)

where 131 and 192 are chosen to assign the closed—loop eigenvalues at desired locations
in the left—half complex plane. On the other hand, our study of passive systems in
Chapter 7 shows that with the feedback control

u : ——a(a:2)
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where a is any locally Lipschitz function that satisfies 0(0) = 0 and ya(y) > 0 for
y # 0, the closedeloop system will be passive, and the derivative of the Lyapunov
function V = ID“ h(z) dz + (1/2123 is given by

V = #1301132)

Because
m2(t) E 0 23> 5&2(t) E 0 23> h(m1(t)) E 0 23> m1(t) E 0

asymptotic stability of the origin follows from the invariance principle. The control
u = ——a(m2) has two advantages over the linearizing feedback control. First, it does
not use a model of the nonlinear function h. Hence, it is robust to uncertainty in
modeling h. Second, the flexibility in choosing the function a can be used to reduce
the control effort. For example, we can meet any constraint of the form |u| g k,
by choosing u = ——k sat(a:2). However, the control u; ——a(m2) cannot arbitrarily
assign the rate of decay of 53(t) Linearization of the closed—loop system at the origin
yields the characteristic equation

82 + a’(0)3 + h’(0) = 0
One of the two roots of the foregoing equation cannot be moved to the left of
Re[3] : ——\/h’(0) Feedback control laws that exploit passivity properties will be
discussed in Section 14.4. A

These two examples make the point that there are situations where nonlinearities
are beneficial and cancelling them should not be an automatic choice. We should
try our best to understand the effect of the nonlinear terms and decide whether or
not cancellation is appropriate. Admittedly, this is not an easy task.

The robustness and efficiency concerns we raised regarding feedback linearization
as a design procedure should not undermine the feedback linearization theory we
developed in this chapter. The theory provides us with valuable tools to characterize
a class of nonlinear systems whose structure is open to feedback control design,
with or without nonlinearity cancellation. The concepts of relative degree and zero
dynamics of nonlinear systems bring into focus the common input—output structure
of linear and nonlinear systems and play a crucial role in extending to nonlinear
systems some of the feedback design procedures that were successfully used for
linear systems, such as high-gain feedback. The ability to transform a system into
a normal. form, where nonlinear terms enter the state equation at the same point
as the control input, brings in the matching condition structure that will be used
in Chapter 14 to develop some useful robust control techniques.

13.4.2 Tracking
Consider a single--inputmsingle—output, input~output linearizable system represented
in, the normal form (13.16)—>(13.18):

If, : f0(77)€)
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5 = Ac€+Bc7($)lU'04($)l
y : 066

Without loss of generality, we assume that f0(0,0) = 0. We want to design a
state feedback control law such that the output y asymptotically tracks a reference
signal r(t). When the system has relative degree p = n, it has no nontrivial zero
dynamics. In this case, the 77 variable and its equation are dropped, but the rest of
the development remains the same. We assume that

o r(t) and its derivatives up to r(P)(t) are bounded for all t Z 0 and the pth
derivative r(p)(t) is a piecewise continuous function of t;

o the signals 7",. . . Mp) are available on—line.

The reference signal 7"(t) could be specified, together with its derivatives, as some
given functions of time, or it could be the output of a reference model driven by
some input signal w(t). In the latter case, the assumptions on 7" can be met by
appropriately choosing the reference model. For example, for a relative degree two
system, a reference model could be a second—order linear time—invariant system
represented by the transfer function

2
L071

82 + ZCwns + (42%

where the positive constants C and can are chosen to shape the reference signal 7"(t)
for a given input signal w(t). The signal 7"(t) can be generated on—line by using the
state model

3'11 = 3/2
202 = ”wiyl'ZCwnwi’wiw
T2311

Therefore, r(t), 7*(t), and 74(t) will be available on-line. If w(t) is a piecewise con—
tinuous bounded function of t, then 7"(t), 7‘(t), and 7'"(t) will satisfy the required
assumptions.

Let
7" £1 —— 7"

TOP—1) 6P _. 7"(p"1)

The change of variables e = 6 —— R yields

7'7 = fame +72)
e = Ace + BC {7mm - 0450)] - 7m}
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The state feedback control

u = Mm) + M53) [7) + rm]

where fl($) = 1/7(:r), reduces the normal form to the cascade system

If, : .1000]: 6 + R)

é 2 Ace + B672

Our control objective can be met by any design of 7) that stabilizes the second
equation while maintaining 77 bounded for all t 2 0. With 7) = ——Ke, where AC—BCK
is Hurwitz, the complete state feedback control is given by”

u 2 a(m) + Mm) {~K[T2 ($) —— R] + Hm} (13.47)

and the closed—loop system is given by

7'7 = few 6 + R) (13-48)
6' 2 (Ac —— BCK)e (13.49)

For minimum phase systems, the origin of 7'7 2 f0(77, 0) is asymptotically stable.
It follows from (the converse Lyapunov function) Theorem 4.16 and Theorem 4.18
that for sufficiently small 6(0), 77(0), and 720$), the state 77(t) will be bounded for all
t 2 0. Thus, the state feedback control (13.47) solves the local tracking problem. To
extend the validity of the control to global tracking, where 7Z(t) can be any bounded
function of t, we face the same issues we encountered in global stabilization. A
sufficient condition to ensure global tracking is input—to—state stability of the system
77 : f0 (777 6)

Example 13.21 Consider the pendulum equation

551 = $2
1'32 2 'dSln$1-'b$2 + cu

3/ = $1

The system has relative degree two in R2 and is already represented in the normal
form. It has no nontrivial zero dynamics, so it is minimum phase by default. We
want the output y to track a reference signal 7"(t), with bounded derivatives 7*(t)
and Mt) Taking

61:.131—‘T, 62:532—7‘

we obtain

é1=€2

é2 = ——asin:r1 —— b.1132 + cu —— 7"

12As in Section 13.2, T2 comprises the last ,0 components of the diffeomorphism T(x) that
transforms the system into the normal form.
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Figure 13.2: Simulation of the tracking control of Example 13.21.

The state feedback control (13.47) is given by

1
u = ~[asinm1 + (1.1132 + 7'4 —— [€161 —— [€262]c

where K = [191,192] is designed to assign the eigenvalues of AC — BCK at desired
locations in the open left—half complex plane. Because all the assumptions hold
globally, this control achieves global tracking. Figure 13.2 shows the response of
the system when a = c = 10, b = 1, k1 = 400, and k2 = 20 to some reference signal.
The solid curve is both the reference signal and output signal in the nominal case;
they are identical. Here, tracking is achieved for all t and not just asymptotically,
because 53(0) : 72(0). If 13(0) # 73(0), tracking will be achieved asymptotically,
which is shown by the dashed curve. Finally, the dotted curve shows the response
of the system when I) and c are perturbed to b = 0.5 and C = 5, which correspond
to doubling the mass. A

In many control problems, the designer has some freedom in choosing the ref—
erence signal 7". For example, one of the typical problems in controlling robot
manipulators is moving the manipulator from an initial to a final point within some
time interval. The first task in approaching this problem is planning the path be
tween the two points, which has to comply with any physical constraints due to the
presence of obstacles. Then, the motion trajectory is planned by specifying veloci—
ties and accelerations of the moving parts as functions of time. The outcome of this
trajectory planning process is the reference signal that the output variable has to
track.13 The freedom in choosing the reference signal can be used to improve the
performance of the system, especially in the presence of constraints on the control
signal. The next example illustrates this point.

13To read about trajectory planning in robot manipulators, see [171].
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Example 13.22 Reconsider the pendulum equation of the previous example with
the nominal parameters a = C 2 10 and b = 1. Suppose the pendulum is resting at
the open—loop equilibrium point x = 0 and we want to move it to a new equilibrium
point at $1 = 7r/2 and $2 = 0. Taking the reference signal 7" as the output of the
second—order transfer function 1/ (7'8 + 1)2 driven by a step input 211 will provide the
desired motion if the jump in w is taken as 7r/ 2. The tracking control is taken as

u = 0.1(10sinm1 + x2 + 7" -— [€161 —— [6262)

where 121 = 400 and k2 : 20. Taking the initial conditions of the reference model
to be zero, we find that the tracking error e(t) = $(t) —— 720$) will be identically
zero and the motion of the pendulum will track the desired reference signal for all t.
The choice of the time constant ’7' determines the speed of motion from the initial
to the final position. If there were no constraint on the magnitude of the control
u, we could have chosen ’7' arbitrarily small and achieved arbitrarily fast transition
from $1 = 0 to 1:1 : 7r/ 2. However, the control input u is the torque of a motor
and there is a maximum torque that the motor can supply. This constraint puts
a limit on how quick we can move the pendulum. By choosing ’7' to be compatible
with the torque constraint, we can achieve better performance. Figure 13.3 shows
two different choices of ’7' when the control is constrained to |u| g 2. For ’7' = 0.05
sec, the output y(t) deviates from the reference 7"(t), reflecting the fact that the
reference signal demands a control effort that cannot be delivered by the motor.
On the other hand, with 'r = 0.25 sec, the output signal achieves a good tracking of
the reference signal. In both cases, we could not achieve a settling time better than
about 1.2 seconds, but by choosing 'r = 0.25, we were able to avoid the overshoot
that took place when 'r = 0.05. A

13.5 Exenjses

13.1 Consider the third-order model of a synchronous generator connected to an
infinite bus from Exercise 1.8° Consider two possible choices of the output:

0)y=5; Q) =5+7&7#0
In each case, study the relative degree of the system and transform it into the
normal form. Specify the region over which the transformation is valid. If there are
nontrivial zero dynamics, find whether or not the system is minimum phase.

13.2 Consider the system

$12—$1+$2——$3, $2=‘$1$3_$2+U7 $3:‘$1+U, y=$3

(a) Is the system input-output linearizable?
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Figure 13.3: Simulation of the tracking control of Example 13.22.

(b) If yes, transform it into the normal form and specify the region over which the
transformation is valid“

(c) Is the system minimum phase?

13.3 Consider the inverted pendulum of Exercise 1.15 and let 9 be the output. Is
the system input—output linearizable? Is it minimum phase?

13.4 Consider the system of Example 126. Is the system input—output lineariz~
able? Is it minimum phase?

13.5 With reference to Example 13.8, consider the partial differential equations
(13.26). Suppose q(:r) is independent of Cm and 6”. Show that (p1- = Q- for 1 S 2' S
m — 1 and q = Cm — 671/q(:r) satisfy the partial differential equations.

13.6 Show that the state equation of Exercise 6.11 is feedback linearizable.
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13.7 Show that the state equation of the m~link robot of Exercise 1.4 is feedback
linearizable.

13.8 Prove the Jacobi identity

L[f,g]h($) = Lnh(1:) — Lgt(1:)

where f and g are vector fields and h is a real—valued function.

13.9 Let A be a nonsingular distribution on D, generated by f1, ..., ff. Show
that A is involutive if and only if [fufj] E A, V 1 S i,j S 7".

13.10 Let
:31 —eg”2

D := R4 and A = span{f1, f2}. Show that A is involutive.

13.11 Consider the system

331 =m1 +562, 1'32 = 353932 +231 +u, y: —:ri’ +232

(a) Is the system inputwoutput linearizable?

(b) If yes, transform it into the normal form and specify the region over which the
transformation is valid.

(c) Is the system minimum phase?

(d) Is the system feedback linearizable?

(e) If yes, find a feedback control law and a change of variables that linearize the
state equation.

13.12 Repeat the previous exercise for the system

5&1 = —:c1 +x1m2, £132 =m2 +903, 2‘23 = (WM-u, y = :01 +502
Where 6(53) is a locally Lipschitz function of m.

13.13 An articulated vehicle (a semitrailer—like vehicle) can be modeled by the
state equation

3‘21 = tan(a:3)
. tan(:r2) 1__ __ t$2 acos(a:3) + bcos(x2)COS($3) an(u)

tan(:c2)

l

j: W

3 acos(m3)
Where a and b are positive constants. Show that system is feedback linearizable.
Find the domain of validity of the exact linear model.
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13.14 Consider the system

5131 == —$1 +532 '5337 i2 = —$1$3—$2 +U, 333 = —$1 +u

(a) Is the system feedback linearizable?

(b) If yes7 find a feedback control law and a change of variables that linearize the
state equation.

13.15 Verify that the map 2 = T(a:) in Example 13.15 is a diffeomorphism on Do,
and the state equation in the z coordinates is well defined on Dz = T(D0).

13.16 Consider the pendulum of Example 12.2 with the numerical data of Exer-
cise 121. Design a stabilizing state feedback control law via feedback linearization,
locating the closed-loop eigenvalues at the same locations used in Exercise 121.
Compare the performance of the closed—loop system with that of Exercise 12.1.

13.17 Show that the system

$1=—$1+$2, i2=$1—$2—$1$3+U, 533:1?1 +$1$2*2$3

is feedback linearizable and design a state feedback control law to globally stabilize
the origin.

13.18 Consider the system

331 = $2, $232 = asinrrl — bucosrrl

where a and b are positive constants.

(a) Show that the system is feedback linearizable.

(b) Using feedback linearization, design a state feedback controller to stabilize the
system at $1 = 9, where 0 g 9 < 7r/2. Can you make this equilibrium point
globally asymptotically stable?

13.19 Consider the link manipulator of Example 13.14. Suppose the parameters
a, b, c, and d are not known exactly, but we know their estimates 21, f), E, and
cl. Design a linearizing state feedback control law in terms of EL, 13, E, and cl and
represent the closed-loop system as a perturbation of a nominal linear system.

13.20 Consider a special case of the system (13.37)—(13.38), where f0(77, 6) depends
only on 61, and (A, B) = (AC7 BC) is a controllable canonical form that represents a
chain of p integrators. Such system is said to be in a special normal form. Assume
that the origin of 77 = f0(77, 0) is globally asymptotically stable and there is a radially
unbounded Lyapunov function V007) such that

6Visms) : —W<n>
for all 77, where W(77) is a positive definite function.
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(a) Show that the control u = a(:r) + fl(x)v Where 5(22) = 71—1012), and the change
of variables

—1
Z1261: 22:5627'”>Zp=€p 6p: wzgp’u

brings the system into the form

77 = fo(77. 21), 52 = Acz + Bcw

(13) Let K be chosen such that AC — BCK is Hurwitz and P be the positive definite
solution of the Lyapunov equation P(AC — BCK) + (AC — BCK)TP = —I.
Taking w 2 —K2 and using V(77, z) = V607) + V zTPz as a Lyapunov function
candidate for the closed—loop system, show that, for sufficiently small a, the
origin (77 = 0, z = 0) is asymptotically stable and the set {V(77, 2) S c}, With
an arbitrary c > 0, is included in the region of attraction.

(c) Show that the feedback control achieves semiglobal stabilization; that is, initial
states (770,60) in any compact subset of R” can be included in the region of
attraction.

(d) In view of Example 13.17, investigate Whether the current controller exhibits a
peaking phenomenon, and if so, explain Why is it possible to achieve semiglobal
stabilization despite the presence of peaking.

13.21 Consider the system

1'31 2 x2+$1$2—$§+u

L132 = $1122 —:r§+u
‘ _ 2 3L133 — x1+$1x2—x2—($3—$1) +u

y = $1 * $2

(a) Show that the system has a globally defined special normal form.

(13) Show that the origin of the zero dynamics is globally asymptotically stable.

(c) Design a semiglobally stabilizing state feedback control laW.

Hint: See Exercise 13.20.

13.22 Consider the system (13.44%(1345), Where A — BK is Hurwitz, the origin
of 77 = f0(77,0) is asymptotically stable, and H6(2)H S a. Show that there is a
neighborhood D of z = 0 and 5* > 0 such that for every every z(0) E D and a S 5*,
the state 2 is ultimately bounded by a class K function of a.

13.23 Consider the system (13.44)—(13.45), Where A—BK is Hurwitz, the origin of
77 = f0(77, 0) is globally exponentially stable, f0 is globally Lipschitz, and {MM 3 kHzH
for all 2. Show that, for sufficiently small 19, the origin 2 = 0 is globally exponentially
stable.
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13.24 Consider the system (13.44)—(13.45), where A — BK is Hurwitz, the origin
of 77 = f0(77,0) is asymptotically stable with a Lyapunov function V007) such that
[6%/67flf0(77, 0) S —VV(77) for some positive definite function W(77) Suppose {MM 3
kW: H + W(77)]. Using a composite Lyapunov function of the form V = V607) +
Ax/éTPé, where P is the solution of P(A — BK) + (A — BK)TP = ~I, show that,
for sufficiently small 19, the origin 2 = 0 is asymptotically stable

13.25 Consider the system

5&1 =m2+2xi 562 =m3+u, i33=m1—m3, y=m1
Design a state feedback control law such that the output y asymptotically tracks
the reference signal r(t) = sint.

13.26 Repeat the previous exercise for the system

i1 = $2 +531 8113131, 5132 = $1532 +% y = 531

13.27 The magnetic suspension system of Exercise 1.18 is modeled by

.131 = $2

. [C L0a$§
x = — -$ — m—2 g 2 2m(a + 31:1)2

1 L0a$2$3. = ___R _______
“”53 Lm) $3+(a+$1)2

where :31 = y, .752 = 9, 2:3 = i, and u = 1). Use the following numerical data:
m = 0.1 kg, 19 = 0.001 N/m/sec, g = 9.81 m/sec2, a = 0.05 m, L0 = 0.01 H,
L1 = 0.02 H, and R = 1 {2.

(a) Show that the system is feedback linearizable.

(b) Using feedback linearization, design a state feedback control law to stabilize
the ball at y = 0.05 m. Repeat parts (d) and (e) of Exercise 12.8 and compare
the performance of this controller with the one designed in part (c) of that
exercise.

(G) Show that, with the ball position y as the output, the system is input~output
linearizable.

(d) Using feedback linearization, design a state feedback control law so that the
output y asymptotically tracks r(t) = 0.05 + 0.01 sint. Simulate the closed—
loop system.
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13.28 A field-controlled DC motor is described in Exercise 1.17. When the field
circuit is driven by a current source, we can view the field current as the control
input and model the system by the second—order state model

$1.31 3 “91.131 — 92$2U + 93

$1.32 2 ”94.132 + 65mm

9:532

where :31 is the armature current, 132 is the speed, u is the field current, and 91 to 95
are positive constants. It is desired to design a state feedback controller such that
the output y asymptotically tracks a time—varying reference signal r(t), Where both
r(t) and 7*(t) are continuous and bounded for all t 2 0. Assume that the domain of
operation is restricted to $1 > 93/291.

(a) Show that the system is input—output linearizable and has relative degree one.

(13) Show that it is minimum phase.

(C) Using feedback linearization, design a state feedback control to achieve the
desired tracking.

((1) Using computer simulation, study the performance of the system When 7" is
the output of a first—order filter 1/(73 + 1) driven by a step command w.
The time constant T can be chosen to adjust the rate of change of 7". In the
simulation, take the initial conditions as 531(0) = 93/91 and 1:2 (0) = 0 and
use the following numerical data: 91 = 60, 92 = 0.5, 93 = 40, 94 = 6, and
95 = 4 x 104. Let the step command w change from 0 to 100 at t = 1. Also,
add saturation at the input of the plant such that the control signal is limited
to :':0.05.

(i) Adjust 'r and the feedback controller parameters to achieve a settling time
of 0.5.

(ii) Adjust 'r and the feedback controller parameters to achieve a settling
time of 0.1.

(iii) Go back to the values used in part (i) and study the performance of the
system When the rotor inertia changes by i50%.

(iv) Can you adjust the feedback controller parameters to improve its robust~
ness to the parameter perturbations described in the previous part?



Chapter 14

Nonlinear Design Tools

The complexity of nonlinear feedback control challenges us to come up with system-
atic design procedures to meet control objectives and design specifications. Faced
with such challenge, it is clear that we cannot expect one particular procedure to ap-
ply to all nonlinear systems. It is also unlikely that the whole design of a nonlinear
feedback controller can be based on one particular tool. What a control engineer
needs is a set of analysis and design tools that cover a wide range of situations.
When working with a particular application, the engineer will need to employ the
tools that are most appropriate for the problem in hand. We have already covered
several such tools in the earlier chapters. In this chapter, we assemble five nonlinear
design tools, which are simple enough to be presented in an introductory textbook,
and practical enough to have been used in real-world problems.1

In the first two sections, we deal with robust control under the matching condi—
tion; that is, when uncertain terms enter the state equation at the same point as the
control input. In the sliding mode control of Section 14.1, trajectories are forced to
reach a sliding manifold in finite time and to stay on the manifold for all future time.
Motion on the manifold is independent of matched uncertainties. By using a lower
order model, the sliding manifold is designed to achieve the control objective. The
Lyapunov redesign of Section 14.2 uses a Lyapunov function of a nominal system
to design an additional control component that makes the design robust to large
matched uncertainties. Both sliding mode control and Lyapunov redesign produce
discontinuous controllers, which could suffer from chattering in the presence of de—
lays or unmodeled high—frequency dynamics. Therefore, we develop “continuous”
versions of the controllers. In Section 141, we use a second—order example to mo~
tivate the main elements of the sliding—mode—control technique, then we proceed
to present stabilization, tracking, and integral control results. In Section 142, we
show how Lyapunov redesign can be used to achieve stabilization, and introduce
nonlinear damping——~ a technique that guarantees boundedness of trajectories even

1For more nonlinear design tools, see [88], [89], [103], [124], [153], [167], and [172].

551
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when no upper bound on the uncertainty is known.
The matching condition can be relaxed via the backstepping technique, intro—

duced in Section 14.3. Backstepping is a recursive procedure that interlaces the
choice of a Lyapunov function with the design of feedback control. It breaks a de—
sign problem for the full system into a sequence of design problems for lower order
(even scalar) subsystems. By exploiting the extra flexibility that exists with lower
order and scalar subsystems, backstepping can often solve stabilization, tracking,
and robust control problems under conditions less restrictive than those encountered
in other methods.

Passivity—based control exploits passivity of the open—loop system in the design
of feedback control. Stabilizing a passive system at an equilibrium point amounts
to damping injection. In Section 14.4, we describe the basic idea of passivity-
based control. wWe also describe feedback passivation—a technique that uses feedback
control to convert a nonpassive system into a passive one.

Most of the design tools presented in Chapters 12 through 14 require state
feedback. In Section 14.5, we introduce high~gain observers, which allow us to
extend many of those tools to output feedback for a particular class of nonlinear
systems.2 The main idea of Section 14.5 is that the performance under globally
bounded state feedback control can be recovered by output feedback control when
the observer gain is sufficiently high.

14.1 Sliding Mode Control
14.1.1 Motivating Example
Consider the second—order system

531 = $2
1:2 = MIC) +9($)U

where h, and g are unknown n0nlinear functions and g(:r) 2 go > 0 for all m. We
want to design a state feedback control law to stabilize the origin. Suppose we
can design a control law that constrains the motiOn of the system to the manifold
(or surface) 3 = alml + $2 = 0. On this manifold, the motion is governed by
$271 2- —a1x1. Choosing a1 > 0 guarantees that x(t) tends to zero as t tends to
infinity and the rate of convergence can be controlled by choice of al. The motion
on the manifold 3 = 0 is independent of h and 9. How can we bring the trajectory
to the manifold 3 = 0 and maintain it there? The variable 3 satisfies the equation

5' = aldtl + 332 = 611532 + M53) + 993)“
Suppose h and g satisfy the inequality

(112:2 + h(:r)
9(50)”

20ther output feedback control tools are described in Exercises 14.47 through 14.49.

39(30), VrceR2
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for some known function 9(53) With V = (1 /2)s2 as a Lyapunov function candidate
for s = @1232 + h($) + g(:r)u, we have

V 2 s5 = s[a1:r2 + h(:c)] + g(:r)su S g(x)lslg(a:) + g(a:)su

Taking
u = —fi(w) sgn(8)

(It should be noted that u = —fl(:r)sgn(s) is used only for s ¢ 0 since in ideal
sliding mode control u is not defined on the sliding surface s = 0. Alternatively,
we can write,u = —flsgn(s) for all s if sgn(s) is not defined at s = 0. The same
remark applies throughout the chapter to ideal sliding mode control.) where fl($) 2
9(13) + fig, fig > 0, and

1, s > 0
sgn(s) = 0, s = 0

—1, s < 0

yields

dotV S 9($)l8l0($) — 9($)l0($) + 5018 Sgn(8) = —9($)flol8l S —gofiol8l
Thus, W = x/W : {sl satisfies the differential inequality

D+W S *9050
and the comparison lemma shows that

W(8(t)) S W(8(0)) - goflot
Therefore, the trajectory reaches the manifold s = 0 in finite time and, once on the
manifold, it cannot leave it, as seen from the inequality V S —ggflglsl. In summary,
the motion consists of a reaching phase during which trajectories starting off the
manifold s = 0 move toward it and reach it in finite time, followed by a sliding
phase during which the motion is confined to the manifold s = 0 and the dynamics
of the system are represented by the reduced—order model :231 = —a1m1. A sketch of
the phase portrait is shown in Figure 14.1. The manifold s = 0 is called the sliding
manifold and the control law u = —fl(m) sgn(s) is called sliding mode control. The
striking feature of sliding mode control is its robustness with respect to h and g. We
only need to know the upper bound 9(22) and during the sliding phase, the motion
is completely independent of h and g.

The sliding mode controller simplifies if, in some domain of interest, h and g
satisfy the inequality

a1 :32 + h(:r)
9(93)

for some known nonnegative constant k1. In this case, we can take

<k1

u = —k sgn(s), ls > [£1
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S:

l \
Figure 14.1: A typical phase portrait under sliding mode control.

l l

which takes the form of a simple relay. This form, however, usually leads to a finite
region of attraction, which can be estimated as follows: The condition sé g 0 in the
set {Isl S 0} makes it positively invariant. From the equation

5&1 = $2 = —a1x1 + 3

and the function V1 = (1 /2)m§, we have

Vl = $1231 : —a1x§ +2318 3 —a1$§+ {mllc 3 0, V {ml 2 2}

Thus,

and the set

sketched in Figure 14.2, is positively invariant if

$1122 + h(a:)
£161, V$EQ

9(03)
Moreover, every trajectory starting in {2 approaches the origin as t tends to infinity.
By choosing c large enough, any compact set in the plane can be made a subset
of {2. Therefore, if k can be chosen arbitrarily large, the foregoing control law can
achieve semiglobal stabilization.

Because of imperfections in switching devices and delays, sliding mode control
suffers from chattering. The sketch of Figure 14.3 shows how delays can cause
chattering. It depicts a trajectory in the region 3 > 0 heading toward the sliding
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3:0

C/CLl

Figure 14.2: Estimate of the region of attraction.

Sliding manifold

Figure 14.3: Chattering due to delay in control switching.

manifold 3 = 0. It first hits the manifold at point a. In ideal sliding mode control,
the trajectory should start sliding on the manifold from point a. In reality, there
will be a delay between the time the sign of 3 changes and the time the control
switches. During this delay period, the trajectory crosses the manifold into the
region 3 < 0. When the control switches, the trajectory reverses its direction and
heads again toward the manifold. Once again it crosses the manifold, and repetition
of this process creates the “zigzag” motion (oscillation) shown in the sketch, which
is known as chattering. Chattering results in low control accuracy, high heat losses
in electrical power circuits, and high wear of moving mechanical parts. It may also
excite unmodeled high—frequency dynamics, which degrades the performance of the
system and may even lead to instability.

To get a better feel for chattering, we simulate the sliding mode control of the
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1.5

0.5 *

0 2 4 6 8 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Time Time

Figure 14.4: Ideal sliding mode control.

pendulum equation

itl = x2

1'32 = ~(gO/fl) sin(:r1 + 61) — (kg/m):r2 + (1/m€2)u
u = ~16 sgn(3) = «k sgn(a1:r1 + $2)

to stabilize the pendulum at 61 = 7r/2, where :31 = 9— 61 and 1:2 2 9. The constants
m, K, Ito, and go are the mass, length, coefficient of friction, and acceleration due to
gravity, respectively. We take a1 = 1 and k = 4, The gain I: = 4 is chosen by using

(11:32 + h(:r)
9

= {[2071 _ “>132 _ mgoflcos($1)l

€2|m—k0|(27r) +mggfl S 3.68l/\

where the bound is calculated over the set {lmll 5 7r, l$1 + xgl _<_ 7r} for 0.05 S
m g 0.2, 0.9 S E S 1.1, and 0 3 kg S 0.05. The simulation is performed by using
m = 0.1, E = 1, and k0 = 0.02. Figure 14.4 shows ideal sliding mode control,
while Figure 145 shows a nonideal case where switching is delayed by unmodeled
actuator dynamics having the transfer function 1 / (0.013 + 1)2.

We will present two ideas for reducing or eliminating chattering. The first idea
is to divide the control into continuous and switching components so as to reduce
the amplitude of the switching one, Let M53) and 97(22) be nominal models of h(:r)
and 9(33), respectively. Taking

u 2 _ 193W +1,
9(50)

results in

V

Sza —g@$ m-g—(E—Ax mug—3f a: '1)ill ml 2+h<> Q(m)h<)+g() 6<>+g<x>
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-2.

2 4 6 8 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
Time Time

Figure 14.5: Sliding mode control with unmodeled actuator dynamics.

If the perturbation term 6(13) satisfies the inequality

i422
9(93) S 9(93)

we can take

11 = —fi(w) sgn(8)
where 5(22) 2 g(a:)+fl0. Because 9 is an upper bound on the perturbation term, it is
likely to be smaller than an upper bound on the whole function. Consequently, the
amplitude of the switching component would be smaller; For example, returning
to the pendulum equation and taking m = 0.125, E = 1, k0 = 0.025 to be nominal
values of m, 5, 190, we have

W)
9

:2 l<a1m€2 — (1175142 — [£052 + 1%?) 1:2 — gg(m€ — m2) cos :31 _<_ 1.83

where the bound is calculated over the same set as before. The modified sliding
mode control is taken as

u = —0.1m2 + 1.2263 cos m1 — 2 sgn(s)

which shows a reduction in the switching term amplitude from 4 to 2. Figure 14.6
shows simulation of this modified control in the presence of unmodeled actuator
dynamics. The reduction in the amplitude of chattering is clear.

The second idea to eliminate chattering is to replace the signum function by a
high—slope saturation function; that is, the control law is taken as

u : —fl(x) sat (E)
E
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0.5 *
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Time Time

Figure 14.6: Modified sliding mode control with unmodeied actuator dynamics.

sgn(y) 1* sat(y/€) A
1

ad
v m ad
v

Figure 14.7: The signum noniinearity and its saturation function approximation.

where sat(-) is the saturation function defined by

y, if |y| S 1
sat(y) =

sgn(y), if |y| > 1
and 5 is a positive constant. The signum and saturation functions are shown in
Figure 14.7. The slope of the linear portion of sat(8/a) is 1/ a. Good approximation
requires the use of small a. In the limit, as a ——> 0, the saturation function sat(s/a)
approaches the signum function sgn(s). To analyze the performance of the “contin~
uous” sliding mode controller, we examine the reaching phase by using the function
V = (1/2)32 whose derivative satisfies the inequality

V S *Qofloisi
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when |3| Z a; that is, outside the boundary layer {|8| g 5}. Therefore, whenever
|8(0)| > a, |s(t)| will be strictly decreasing, until it reaches the set {|3| S a} in finite
time and remains inside thereafter. Inside the boundary layer, we have

1'31 2 —a1$1 + 3

where |3| g a. The derivative of V1 2 (1/ 2)$§ satisfies
. a

V1 = —a1m§ +2213 3 —a1m§+ |m1|a g —(1 — 90am? V |m1| Z
@191

where 0 < 91 < 1. Thus, the trajectory reaches the set {25 = {ll g a/(alfil), |3| S
a} in finite time. In general, we do not stabilize the origin, but we achieve ultimate
boundedness with an ultimate bound that can be reduced by decreasing a. What
happens inside {25 is problem dependent. Let us consider again the pendulum
equation and see what happens inside {25 in that case. Inside the boundary layer
{|3| g a}, the control reduces to the linear feedback law u = —l~cs/5, and the closed—
loop system

531 = $2

1'32 2 —(gO/€) sin(a:1 + 61) — (kg/m)m2 — (k/mfl2a)(a1x1 + 1:2)

has a unique equilibrium point at (5&1, 0), where 5&1 satisfies the equation

EWQQZSIRC’IH + 61) + ka13—31 = 0

and can be approximated for small a by 561 % —(€mggfl/ ka1)sin 61. Shifting the
equilibrium point to the origin by the change of variables

yl =$1 —:E1,y2 =$2

results in

91 =y2
k k

.792 = —a(y1)—<O+ >y2m m€25

where

0(y1) = (go/Z) [sin(y1 + 531 + 61) — SIIl(.’I31 + 61)] +(ka1/m€2€)y1

Using y

V 2/0 0(3) d3 + (1/2)y2

as a Lyapunov function candidate, it can be verified that

V 2 -(go/20y? + (kal/ 2771328174? + (1/ 2).?43
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Figure 148: ”Continuous” sliding mode control.

is positive definite for (ls/6) > (771590 /a1) and its derivative satisfies

‘1' _ [CO k ,2

V— (R Jr 771528) y2
Application of the invariance principle shows that the equilibrium point (E1, 0) is
asymptotically stable and attracts every trajectory in {25.

For better accuracy, we need to choose a as small as possible, but a too small
value of a will induce chattering in the presence of time delays or unmodeled fast
dynamics. Figure 14.8 shows the performance of the “continuous” sliding mode
controller when applied to the pendulum equation for two different values of a.
Figure 14.9 shows the performance in the presence of the unmodeled actuator
1/ (0.018 + U2. The striking observation here is that, while reducing a improves
accuracy in the ideal case, it may not have the same effect in the presence of delays
due to chattering.

One special case where we can stabilize the origin without pushing a too small
arises when h(0) : 0. In this case, the system, represented inside the boundary
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Figure 14.9: ”Continuous" sliding mode control with unmodeied actuator dynamics.

layer by

531:532

$2 = h(m)—[~g—(—:)—k](a1m1+m2)

has an equilibrium point at the origin. We need to choose a small enough to stabilize
the origin and make {25 a subset of its region of attraction. For the pendulum
equation with 61 = 7r, repeating the foregoing stability analysis confirms that we
can achieve our goal if [9/5 > mgOZ/al. For E S 1.1, m S 0.2, k = 4 and a1 = 1, we
need a < 1.8534. Figure 14.10 shows simulation results for a = 1.

If 61 is any angle other than 0 or 7r (the open—loop equilibrium points), the
system will stabilize at an equilibrium point other than the origin, leading to a
steady—state error? which was approximated earlier by (amgOZ/kal) sin 61. We can
still achieve zero steady—state error by using integral action. Let 1:0 2 f :31 and
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Figure 14.10: ”Continuous” sliding mode control when 61 = 7r.

write the augmented system as

51?0 2 $1

$1 = $2
1'32 2 —(gO/€) sin(a:1 + 61) — (kg/m)x2 + (1/m52)u

Take 3 : aggro + mm + :32, Where the matrix

0 1Ml all
771132 |a0$1 + (11232 — (go/Z) sin(a:1 + 61) — (kg/m)m2| 3 k1

is Hurwitz. If

over the domain of interest, we can take the “continuous” sliding mode control as
8u=—l~csat< ) k>l~c1a

which ensures that 3 Will reach the boundary—layer {Isl S 5} in finite time, since

séS—(k—kfllsL for ISIZE

Inside the boundary layer, the system is represented by

7?:Ao77+BOs, where 77:[:(: )7 B0: [2]

Taking V1 = 77TP077, Where P0 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation POAO +
A0135 2 —I, it can be verified that

V]. = ~77T77 + ZUTPOBOS S —(1 — 91)||77||37 V Mb 2 2||POBOI|2<€/9.i
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Figure 14.11: ”Continuous" sliding mode control with integral action when 61 = 7r/2 .

where 0 < 91 < 1. Thus, all trajectories reach the set

95 : {V1(77) S 4||P030|E§52HP0H2, lsl S a}

in finite time. Inside {25, the system

530 = $1

{.131 2 $2

5&2 = ~(go/4) sin($1 + 51) - (kc/m)$2 - (k/m€2€)(ao$o + am + $2)
has a unique equilibrium point at 56 : [—(amgOZ/kagfiin 61, 0, 0]T. Repeating
the previous stability analysis, it can be shown that for sufficiently small a the
equilibrium point 50 is asymptotically stable and every trajectory in {25 converges
to 5% as t tends to infinity. Hence, 6 converges to the desired position 61. Simulation
results for m = 0.1, E = 1, k0 = 0.02, 61 = 7r/2, a0 = a1 = 1, k = 4, and a = 1 are
shown in Figure 14.11.

14.1.2 Stabilization

Consider the system

i: : f(m) + B(x)[G(m)E(m)u + 6(t,x, 11)] (14.1)

where m E R” is the state, u E R39 is the control input, and f, B, G, and E
are sufficiently smooth functions in a domain D C R” that contains the origin.
The function 6 is piecewise continuous in t and sufficiently smooth in (13,21) for
(t,m,u) E [0, 00) x D x RP. We assume that f, B, and E are known, while G and
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6 could be uncertain. Furthermore, we assume that E03) is a nonsingular matrix
and G03) is a diagonal matrix whose elements are positive and bounded away from
zero; that is, 9703) 2 go > 0, for all x E D.8 Suppose f(0) = 0 so that, in the
absence of 6, the origin is an open~loop equilibrium point. Our goal is to design a
state feedback control law to stabilize the origin for all uncertainties in G' and 6.

Let T : D —-+ R” be a diffeomorphism such that

£13m = l g l (14.2)

where I is the p X 73 identity matrix.4 The change of variables

l g l 2T0“): 77 6 RM”. 6 6 RP (14-3)
transforms the system into the form

7? : fa(77>€) (14'4)

if = M7776)+G($)E($)U+5(ta$w) (14-5)
The form (14.4)~(14.5) is usually referred to as the regular form. To design the
sliding mode control, we start by designing the sliding manifold s = 6 — $07) = 0
such that, when motion is restricted to the manifold, the reduced-order model

77 = 12mm» (146)
has an asymptotically stable equilibrium point at the origin. The design of $07)
amounts to solving a stabilization problem for the system

ll 2 1210756)

with 4-“ viewed as the control input. This stabilization problem may be solved by
using the techniques of linearization or feedback linearization presented in the pre-
vious two chapters or some nonlinear design tools that will be introduced later in
this chapter, such as backstepping or passivity~based control. We assume that we
can find a stabilizing continuously differentiable function $07) with $(0) = 0. Next,
we design u to bring s to zero in finite time and maintain it there for all future
time. Toward that end, let us write the s'—equation:

3 = Mm if) — 2-?m 6) +— G($)E($)u + 50250.10 (14-7)
As we saw in the introductory example, we can design u as a pure switching compo—
nent or it may contain an additional continuous component that cancels the known

3The method can be extended to the case where G is not diagonal by including the off~diagona1
elements in 6. Since the dependence of 6 on u will be restricted, the method works for cases where
G is diagonally dominant.

4The existence of T is explored in Exercise 14.9.
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terms on the right-hand side of (14.7).5 If C1012) is a nominal model of G'(:r), the
continuous component of u will be —E‘1C¥’1 [f1, — (Bo/677) fa]. In the absence of un—
certainty; that is, when 6 = 0 and G is known, taking u = —E‘1G‘1[fb—(8qb/877)fa]
results in s : 0, which ensures that the condition 3 = 0 can be maintained for all
future time. To analyze both cases simultaneously, we write the control u as

u = E‘1<m>{—L(x> [m o — Z—ffam. a] + ) (14.8)
where L(m) = G’lfir), if the known terms are cancelled, and L : 0, otherwise.
Substituting (14.8) into (14.7) yields

éi : gi($)vi + Ai“: $7”), 1 S 7: S p (149)

where A,- is the ith component of

Nara”) = 505550:~E"1($)L($)(fb(m€) ~ (6¢/3U)fa(77,€)) + 171(1)”)
+ [I ~ G($)L($)l [fb(77, 5) ~ (545/577)fa(77, 6)]

and g, is the ith diagonal element of G. We assume that the ratio A,/g,- satisfies
the inequality

'A,(t, x, 1;)
9,33) s g(:c)+r~eo||v||oo, v (any) 6 [0, oo) xDxRp, v 1 g 2' Sp (14.10)

where 9(33) 2 0 (a continuous function) and Ito E [0,1) are known. Using the
estimate (14.10), we proceed to design 1) to force 3 toward the manifold 3 = 0.
Utilizing V,- : (1/2)3§ as a Lyapunov function candidate for (14.9), we obtain

V; I Siéi : 319i($)”i+ SiAiUfaiUU) S 9i($){8ivi + |8i|[0($) + Kollvllool}

Take6
1),: —fl(:r) sgn(s,-), 1 g i S p (14.11)

where
I; + 50, v m e D (14.12)

and fig > 0. Then,

V2 3 MUCH—HQ + 9(1?) + K0fl($)l|8i| = MUCH—(1 — Wilma?) + Q($)l|8i|
S gi($)[*0($) * (1 * H0)fi0 + Q($)l|8il S *9050“ * Kollsil

The inequality V,- g —gOflO(1 — n0)|3,-| ensures that all trajectories starting off the
manifold 8 : 0 reach it in finite time and those on the manifold cannot leave it.

The procedure for designing a sliding mode stabilizing controller can be sum-
marized by the following steps:

5The continuous component is usually referred to as the equivalent control.
6For convenience, we take the coefficient of the signum function to be the same for all control

components. See Exercise 14.12 for a relaxation of this restriction.
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Design the sliding manifold 6 = ¢(77) to stabilize the reduced-order system
(14.6).

9 Take the control 21 as u = E‘1{—O’1[fb — (6gb/677)fa] + v} or u : E’lv.

Estimate 9(53) and no in (14.10), where A depends on the choice made in the
previous step.

Choose fl(m) that satisfies (14.12) and take the switching (discontinuous) con-
trol 'u as given by (14.11).

This procedure exhibits model-order reduction because the main design task is per»
formed on the reduced-order system (14.6). The key feature of sliding mode control
is its robustness to matched uncertainties. During the reaching phase, the task
of forcing the trajectories toward the sliding manifold and maintaining them there
is achieved by the switching control (14.11), provided 5(33) satisfies the inequality
(14.12). From (14.10), we see that 9(a:) is a measure of the size of the uncertainty.
Since we do not require 9(53) to be small, the switching controller can handle fairly
large uncertainties, limited only by practical constraints on the amplitude of the
control signals. During the sliding phase, the motion of the system, as determined
by (14.6), is independent of the matched uncertain terms G and 6.

The sliding mode controller contains the discontinuous signum function sgn(3,-),
which raises some theoretical as well as practical issues. Theoretical issues like
existence and uniqueness of solutions and validity of Lyapunov analysis will have to
be examined in a framework that does not require the state equation to have locally
Lipschitz right-hand-side functions.7 There is also the practical issue of chattering
due to imperfections in switching devices and delays, which was illustrated in the
introductory example. To eliminate chattering, we use a continuous approximation
of the signum function.8 By using a continuous approximation, we also avoid the
theoretical difficulties associated with discontinuous controllers.9 We approximate
the signum function sgn(s,-) by the high~slope saturation function sat(s,-/a);10 that
is,

vi = —fl(m) sat <%)’ 1 g i S 13 (14.13)

where Mas) satisfies (1412). To analyze the performance of the “continuous” sliding
mode controller, we examine the reaching phase by using the Lyapunov function

7To read about differential equations with discontinuous right-hand side, consult [58], [147],
[173], and [198].

8Other approaches to eliminate chattering include the use of observers [197] and extending
the dynamics of the system by using integrators [177]. It should be noted that the continuous
approximation approach cannot be used in applications where actuators have to be used in an
on—~off operation mode, like thyristors, for example.

9While we do not pursue rigorous analysis of the discontinuous sliding mode controller, the
reader is encouraged to use simulations to examine the performance of both the discontinuous
controller and its continuous approximation.

10Smooth approximations are discussed in Exercises 14.11.
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V1- : (1 /2)3§. The derivative of V1 satisfies the inequality

V.- 3 gm) Home sat (3) + e<x>1311+ ”05(90131‘1]
In the region 131-) Z a, we have

V;- S 9i($)l~(1 ~ Kolfiw) + 06011811 S ~9050(1 ~ "vollSz‘l
which shows that whenever 131(0)) > a, 131(t)| will decrease until it reaches the set
{131-1 3 a} in finite time and remains inside thereafter. The set {|s1-l g a, 1 g 2' g p}
is called the boundary layer. To study the behavior of 77, we assume that, together
with the sliding—manifold design 6 : q5(77), there is a (continuously differentiable)
Lyapunov function V(77) that satisfies the inequalities

041(117711)S V07) 3 0420177”) (14-14)

$4.1m, ¢<n> + s) s —a3<unu>, v inn 2 701311) (14.15)
for all (77,6) E T(D), where a1, a2, a3, and ”y are class K functions.11 Noting that

lsz‘l S C, for 1 S i S p =¢ 11311 S [€16 1? V S ~043(ll7711), for 1177112 70610)
for some positive constant k1,” we define a class K function a by

CW") 2 a2(’Y(/€17"))
Then,

V07) 2 04(6) => V07) 2 a2(7(k16))_ 1? 042017711) 2 a2(7(k16))
:s 117711 2 70616) =¢ V S ~a3(1177|1) S ~as(7(k16))

which shows that the set {V(77) 5 Co} with c0 2 a(c) is positively invariant because
V is negative on the boundary V(77) 2 CD. (See Figure 14.12.) It follows that the
set

9 = {V(77) 3 c0} >< {131-1 3 c, 1 S 2' S p}, with c0 2 a(c) (14.16)
is positively invariant whenever c > a and {2 C T(D). Choose a, c > a, and c0 2 a(c)
such that {2 C T(D). The compact set {2 serves as our estimate of the “region of
attraction.” For all initial states in Q, the trajectories will be bounded for all t Z 0.
After some finite time, we have 131(t)| g a. It follows from the foregoing analysis
that V S —a3('y(k1€)) for all V(77) Z a(€). Hence, the trajectories will reach the
positively invariant set

as = mm s aw} >< {13113 a, 1 5 1-51,} (14-17)
llInequality (14.15) implies local input»to»state stability of the system 77 = fa (777 (M77) + s) when

3 is viewed as the input. (See Exercise 4.60.)
12The constant [-21 depends On the type of norm used in the analysis.
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e C Isl

Figure 14.12: A representation of the set {2 for a scalar s.) V < 0 above the a(-)—curve.

in finite time. The set {25 can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a small enough.
In the limit, as e ——> 0, {25 shrinks to the origin, which shows that the “continuous”
sliding mode controller recovers the performance of its discontinuous counterpart.
Finally, we note that if all the assumptions hold globally and V07) is radially un—
bounded, we can choose {2 arbitrarily large to include any initial state. We summa—
rize our conclusions in the next theorem.

Theorem 14.1 Consider the system (14.4)~(14.5). Suppose there exist q507), V07),
p03), and no, which satisfy (14.10), (14.14), and (14.15). Let u and v be given by
(14.8) and (14.11), respectively. Suppose a, c > e, and c0 2 a(c) are chosen such
that the set 9, defined by (14.16), is contained in T(D). Then, for all 07(0), 6(0)) E
Q, the trajectory 07(t),§(t)) is bounded for all t Z 0 and reaches the positively
invariant set {25, defined by (14.17), in finite time. Moreover, if the assumptions
hold globally and V07) is radially unbounded, the foregoing conclusion holds for any
initial state. 0

The theorem shows that the “continuous” sliding mode controller achieves ul-
timate boundedness with an ultimate bound that can be controlled by the design
parameter a. It also gives conditions for global ultimate boundedness. Since the
uncertainty 6 could be nonvanishing at :r = 0, ultimate boundedness is the best we
can expect, in general. If, however, 6 vanishes at the origin, then we may be able
to show asymptotic stability of the origin, as we do in the next theorem.

Theorem 14.2 Suppose all the assumptions of Theorem 14.1 are satisfied with
9(0) 2 0 and no 2 0. Suppose further that the origin of77 = fa07,¢07)) is expo-
nentially stale. Then, there exits 5* > 0 such that for all 0 < a < 5*, the origin
of the closed—loop system is emponentially stable and Q is a subset of its region of
attraction. .Moreover, if the assumptions hold globally, the origin will be globally
uniformly asymptotically stable. 0
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Proof: For inequality (14.10) to hold with no : 0, A,- must be independent of
'0. Therefore, we write A,- : Ai(t, 1:). Theorem 14.1 confirms that all trajectories
starting in {2 enter {25 in finite time. Inside {25, the closed—loop system is given by

7'7 = fa(77,¢(77) +8)
31 = Ai(t,$)—-g-i£-$~)€-fl—(£28i, lflfp

By (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.14, there exists a Lyapunov function V607)
that satisfies

C1||77||§ S V607) S C2||77||§
%‘§fa<n,¢<n>> s —63||77||§

”95129 23mm
in some neighborhood N77 of 77 = 0. By the smoothness of fa and A and the fact
that |A1(t,m)| S gi(x)g(x) with 9(0) 2 0, we have

||fa(77, $07) + 8) — M77, ¢(77))||2 S k1||8||2

||A||2 S k2||77||2 + k3||8||2
in some neighborhood N of (77,6) 2 (0,0). Choose a small enough that {25 C N77
and {25 C N. Using the Lyapunov function candidate

W=Vo(n)+%Zs§
i=1

it can be shown that

- fl 9W S *Csllnlli + C41191||77||2||8||2 + ll32||77||2||8||2 + k3H8”? — JEEIISIIE
The right-hand side can be made negative definite in {25 by choosing a small enough.
The rest of the proof is straightforward. ' D

The basic idea of the foregoing proof is that, inside the boundary layer, the
control 11,- : —fl(m)31/a acts as high—gain feedback control for small a. By choosing
a small enough, the high—gain feedback stabilizes the origin. We could have used
the high~gain feedback control throughout the space, but the control amplitude will
be too high when 3 is far from zero.

We have emphasized the robustness of sliding mode control with respect to
matched uncertainties. What about unmatched uncertainties? Suppose equation
(14.1) is modified to

in : f(:v) + B(x)[G(m)E(m)u + 6(t, m, 21)] + 61(23) (14.18)
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The Change of variables (14.3) transforms the system into

fl = fa(77,€)+6a(77,€)
if = fb(77,€)+G($)E($)u+5(t7$w)+5b(77,€)

[5Q]ZQZ61where

5b 653

The term 65 is added to the matched uncertainty 6. Its only effect is to change the
upper bound on Ai/gi. The term 6a, 0n the other hand, is unmatched. It changes
the reduced~order model on the sliding manifold to

7? = fa(77, $07)) + M77, $07))
The design of qb will have to guarantee asymptotic stability of the origin 77 = 0 in
the presence of the uncertainty 6a. This is a robust stabilization problem that may
be approached by other robust stabilization techniques such as high~gain feedback.
The difference between matched and unmatched uncertainties is that sliding mode
control guarantees robustness for any matched uncertainty provided an upper bound
is known and the needed control effort can be provided. There is no such guarantee
for unmatched uncertainties. We may have to restrict its size to robustly stabilize
the system on the sliding manifold. The next two examples illustrate these points.

Example 14.1, Consider the second—order system

5&1 = x2+91m1sinx2
- 2$2 2 92.1132 +5131 +16

where 91 and 92 are unknown parameters that satisfy |91| g a and |92| S b for some
l<n0wn bounds a and b. The system is already in the regular form with 77 : 3:1 and
6 = $2. Uncertainty due to 92 is matched, while uncertainty due to 91 is unmatched.
wWe consider the system

1'31 2 x2 + 91:31 sin x2

and design 1:2 to robustly stabilize the origin 1:1 2 0. This can be achieved with
932 2 49m, 19 > a, because

$1531 2: “km? + 91x? sin(~lcx1) S —(k — (1)53?

The sliding manifold is s : $2 + 13531 2 0 and

3' = 921"; + $1 + u + 13(222 + 91221 sin :32)

To cancel the known term on the right-hand side, we take

u=~$1—km2+v
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to obtain

S = v + A(:r)

where A012) = 92:33 + [£91221 sin :32. Because

|A(m)| S ak|x1|+b$§

we take

fl(x) =ak|x1|+bmg +fl0, fig > 0

and

u = —a:1 — 19:32 — 5(53) sgn(3)

This controller, or its continuous approximation with sufficiently small a, globally
stabilizes the origin. A

In the foregoing example, we were able to use high-gain feedback to robustly stabilize
the reduced—order model for unmatched uncertainties that satisfy |91| g a, without
having to restrict a. In general, this may not be possible, as illustrated by the next
example.

Example 14.2 Consider the second—order system

$1 = $1 +(1—91)$2
{1.32 I 92.13% + $1 + U

where 91 and 92 are unknown parameters that satisfy |91| S a and |62| S b. We
consider the system

531 = $1 + (1 — 91)$2

and design :32 to robustly stabilize the origin :31 : 0. We note that the system
is not stabilizable at 91 = 1. Hence, we must limit a to be less than one. Using
:62 = —l~cm1, we obtain

$1231 2 $§ — k(1 — 61k? 3 —[k(1 — a) — 1]$§

Hence, the origin :31 = 0 can be stabilized by taking 19 > 1 / (1 — a). The sliding
manifold is 3 = $2 + 16531 = 0. Proceeding as in the previous example, we end up
with the sliding mode control

u = —(1 + k):r1 — 19:32 — 5(53) sgn(3)

where 5(53) = 11:33 + ak|x2| + Bo with fig > 0. A
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14.1.3 Tracking
Consider the singlevinput~si11gle~output system

:2: = f(m) + 61(rc) + g(:c)[u + 6(t, :c, 21)] (14.19)
= Mm) (14.20)

where m, u, and y are the state, control input, and controlled output, respectively.
We assume that f, g, h, and 61 are sufficiently smooth in a domain D C R”
and 6 is piecewise continuous in t and sufficiently smooth in (53,21) for (t,m,u) E
[0, 00) x D X R. Furthermore, we assume that f and h are known, while 9, 6, and 61
could be uncertain. For all possible uncertainties in 9, we assume that the system

i: = f(m) +g(m)u . (14.21)
: h(m) (14.22)

has relative degree p in D; that is,
"2 ——1Lgh(m) : : LgL; h(:r) = 0, LgL; h(a:) Z a > 0

for all m E 13.13 Our goal is to design a state feedback control law such that the
output y asymptotically tracks a reference signal 7"(t), where

0 7‘05) and its derivatives up to r(p)(t) are bounded for all t Z 0, and the pth
derivative Hp) (t) is a piecewise continuous function of t;

o the signals 7",. . . Mp) are available on line.

We know from our study of input—output linearization (Section 13.2) that the
system (14.21)~—(14.22) can be transformed into the normal form by the change of
variables

$5103)

_.1'If} h(m)
where gp’l to qbn-p satisfy the partial differential equations

6%
(91:

18Without loss of generality, we assume that LgLfflh is positive. If it is negative, we can

g(:r)=0, for1£i£n-p,VmED

substitute u = «fl and proceed to design 11. Thus, by solving the problem for a positive Ln"lh,f
we can cover both signs by multiplying the CODtrOl by Sign(L9L514“-
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We assume that T(:r) is a diffeomorphism over D. Since f and h are known, while
9 could be uncertain, the function w is known, while qb could be unknown. We
would like to restrict the perturbations 6 and 61 such that when the change of
variables (14.23) is applied to the perturbed system (14.19)~(14.20) it preserves the
normal form structure. Mom the relative~degree condition, it is clear that the state
equation for 77 will be independent of u. Let us calculate the state equation for 6:

~ Oh Oh
£1 = BEN-P51 +9(U+5)l — 55(f+51)

If 61 belongs to the null space of [Oh/8x]; that is, [6h/6m]61(x) = 0, for all x E D,
we have .

£1 = t($) I 62
Similarly,

a = “15;“ lf+51 +9<u+6>1 = Wow»
If 61 belongs to the null space of [6(t)/6x] for all :r E D, we have

$2 = Lihw) = 62
Continuing in the same manner, it can be seen that if

6(L}h)
653

then the change of variables (14.23) produces the normal form

61 = 62

61(m)=0, forlSiSp—Z, V$ED (14.24)

ép—l : 6p

a = who) + 1:511?t + LgL;*1h<m>[u + 6m, u)]
y = 61

Let
7" £1 — 7"

TOP-1) gp _ 7n(p~1)
The change of variables 6 = 6 — R yields

If, : f0(77>€)

é1=€2

€p__1 2 6p

ép = Lghflr) + Lgn—lhflv) + LgL;_lh(m)[u + (5(t, x, u)] — rp(t)
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Asymptotic tracking will be achieved if we design a state feedback control law to
ensure that e(t) is bounded and converges to zero as t tends to infinity. Boundedness
of 6 will ensure boundedness of 6 because ROE) is bounded. We need also to ensure
boundedness of 77. For that, we restrict our analysis to the case where the system

7:] : f0(77>€)

is bounded—input-wbounded-state stable. This will be the case for any bounded
input 6 and any initial state 77(0) if the system 77 = f0(77, 6) is input~to~state stable.
So, from this point on, we concentrate our attention on showing boundedness and
convergence of e. The é—equation takes the regular form of (14.4)—(14.5) with 77 =
[61, . . . , ep_1]T and 6 : ep. We start with the system

él = 62

where ep is viewed as the control input. We want to design 6,, to stabilize the origin.
For this linear system (in the controllable canonical form), we can achieve this task
by the linear control

8p = w([9161 + ' - - + kp—lepv-l)

where 121 to kp_1 are chosen such that the polynomial

3""1 + Isms"~2 + - - - + k1
is Hurwitz. Then, the sliding manifold is

8 = (13161 + .. - + kpflep-1) + 8p 2 0

and

3 = W2 + ~ - ' +1717) +L§h<w> +L51L§”1h(x) +LgL§”17(m>[u+6(t, so, an — 77(7)
We can proceed by designing u = 'u as a pure switching component, or we can take

1 l-1 [£162 + - ' ' + kp~1€p + L;h($) — 7"p(t)] + U

to cancel the known terms on the right—hand side, where §(:r) is a nominal. model
of 9(53). Note that when 9 is known; that is, when Q = g, the term

1
- W [Lghflfl — 74705)]

is the feedback linearizing term we used in Section 13.4.2. In either case, the s~
equation can be written as

s‘ = LgL;“1h(x)v + A(t, 5r, '0)
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Suppose
A(t, m, 'U)

LgLfrlmx)
‘3 g(m)+n0|v|, 05mg < 1

for all (t,a:,'u) E [0, 00) x D X R, where g and no are known. Then,

v = W) sgn<s>
where 5(53) 2 g(a:)/ (1 — mg) + Bo with fig > 0, and its continuous approximation is
obtained by replacing sgn(s) by sat(s/a). We leave it to the reader (Exercise 14.13)
to show that with the “continuous” sliding mode controller, there exits a finite
time T1, possibly dependent on a and the initial states, and a positive constant 19,
independent of a and the initial states, such that |y(t) — 7"(t)| 3 Ice for all t 2 T1.

14.1.4 Regulation via. Integral Control
Consider the single~input—single—output system

i: : f(a:) + 61(23, 211) + g(m, w)[u + (5(13, u, 211)] (14.25)
y = Mas) (14.26)

where m E R” is the state, u E R is the control input, y E R is the controlled
output, and w E R1 is a vector of unknown constant parameters and disturbances.
The functions f, g, h, 6, and 61 are sufficiently smooth in (53,11) and continuous in
w for :r E D C R”, u E R, and w E Du, C RI, where D and Du, are open connected
sets. We assume that the system

5t : f(:r)+g(m,w)u (14.27)
y = h(:r) (14.28)

has relative degree p in D uniformly in 211; that is,

Lgh(m,w) = = Ln‘2h(x,w) = 0, Ln‘1h(m,w) 2 a > 0

for all (13,211) E D X Dw. Our goal is to design a state feedback control law such that
the output y asymptotically tracks a constant reference 7" E DT C R, where DT is an
open connected set. This is a special case of the tracking problem of the previous
section, where the reference is constant and the uncertainty is parameterized by 211.
Therefore, we can use the sliding mode controller of the previous section. When
the signum function sgn(s) is approximated by the saturation function sat(s/€),
the regulation error will be ultimately bounded by a constant 1:5 for some I: > 0.
This is the best we can achieve in a general tracking problem, but in a regulation
problem, we can use integral control to achieve zero steady—state error. Proceeding
as in Section 12.3, we augment the integral of the regulation error y — 7" with the
system and design a feedback controller that stabilizes the augmented system at an
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equilibrium point, Where y = 7". Toward that end, we assume that, for each pair
(73w) E D," x Dw, there is a unique pair (mss,uss) that depends continuously on
(7“, w) and satisfies the equations

0 : f($ss) + 61 (1&5: w) + 9(37557 w) [uss + (“$557 “$57 211)]
7" = h(mss)

so that $55 is the desired equilibrium point and uss is the steady—state control that
is needed to maintain equilibrium at $55. Assuming that

aLih
(a; )~61($7 w) 2 07 for 1 S713 p” 2, V ($7M) E D X D'LU

the change of variables (14.23) transforms the system (.14.25)-(14.26) into the nor-
mal form

f7 = f0(’m€,w)
£1 2 ($2

Spml -_: 6p
(5p :: L;h(m) + L51L;_1h($, w) + LgL;"1h(m, w)[u + 6(53, u, 211)]
y = 61

and maps the equilibrium point 1:55 into (nss,§ss) Where 655 z [7", 0,. . . ,0]T. Aug-
menting the integrator

éQ 2 y — 7"

With the foregoing equation and applying the change of variables

61 61 “ 7"
62 £2

2:77”77$s, 6: : 2

5p 6p

we obtain the augmented system

N-

d f ~
2 f0(z+77$S7€aw) ‘2 f0(z,e,w,r)
_. 61m. o l

é1:62

8p._1 2 8p

ép = Lgm) + L51L§"1h(x, w) + LgL;“1h(:c, w) [u + 5(33, u, w)]
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which preserves the normal form structure with a chain of p+ 1 integrators. There-
fore, the design of sliding mode control can proceed as in the previous section. In
particular, we can take

8 = [$060 + 13161 + - ' - + kpmlepd + 6p

where [so to kpml are chosen such that the polynomial

sp + kpmlsp“ + ' - - + kls + k0
is Hurwitz. Then,

S : kgel + . . . + kprlep + Lghos) + L51Lf:1h(x,w) +Ln“1h(m,w)[u+5(:g, u,w)]
The control u can be taken as

1 lLgLf.“1h(x)U=’U 01‘ U:— kgel + - - - + kpnlep + I406] + v

where Q($) is a nominal model of g(a:, w), to obtain

3 : LgL;“1h(m, w)v + A(:r,v,w, 7")

If
A(m,v, 211,7")

LgL;“1h(x,w)
for all (m,v,w,r) E D X R x Du, >< Dr, where g and no are known, we can take

£g(x)+/s0|v|, 03m) <1

8v = —fl(a:) sat (E)

where M53) 2 9(53) / (1 — mg) + Bo with fig > 0. The closed—loop system has an
equilibrium point at (z, 60, e) z (0, 50, 0). Showing convergence to this equilibrium
point can be done by repeating the analysis of Section 14.1.2. In particular, if there
is a Lyapunov function V1(z, w, 7") for the system 23 : f0(z, e, w, 7") that satisfies the
inequalities

511(lll) S V1(Zawy7") S 512(lll)
8V1 ~Wffiaawfl") S ~5¢3(||Z||)7 V NZ“ 2 ’7(||6||)

uniformly in (w, 7") for some class [C functions d1, d2, d3, and '31, we can show that
there are two compact positively invariant sets {2 and {25 such that every trajectory
starting in {2 enters {25 in finite time. The construction of the sets {2 and {25 is done
in three steps. We write the closed—loop system in the form

73 = f0(z,e,w,7")
é = AC-l-Bs

s : —(LgL;“1h)fisat(-:)+A
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Where C 2 [60,. . . ,ep11]T and A is Hurwitz, and use the inequality

33 g —aflg(1 — mfllsl, for [3! 2 a

to show that the set {[3] g c}, with c > a, is positively invariant. In the second
step, we use the Lyapunov function V2(C) : CTPC, where P is the solution of the
Lyapunov equation PA + ATP 2 —I, and the inequality

V2 3 -CTC+2HCH HPBH l8!
to show that the set {[3] g c} H {V2 3 c2p1} is positively invariant, for some p1 > 0.
Inside this set, we have Hell 5 cpg, for some p2 > 0. Finally, we use the inequality

v. : —és<rrzu>, v NZ” 2 Wm)
to show that .

Q = {Isl S C} O {V2 3 c2p1} fl {V1 3 CO}
is positively invariant for any C0 2 &2(:y(cp2)). Similarly, it can be shown that

95- = Us! 3 a} o {V2 3 €2p1}0{V1 s 072(‘y(€p2))}
is positively invariant and every trajectory starting in {2 enters {25 in finite time.

If 2 == 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point of 23 : f0(z, 6, 211,7“), we can
repeat the proof of Theorem 14.2 to show that every trajectory in S25 approaches
the desired equilibrium point as t —» 00. In particular, if l/E>,(z,w, 7") is a converse
Lyapunov function for the exponentially stable origin 2 z 0, provided by Theo-
rem 4.14, P is the solution of the Lyapunov equation PA + ATP = —I, and (6, E)
are deviations of (C, 3) from their equilibrium values, then it can be shown that the
derivative of ~

V0 2 V3 + ACTP§+ 5—?
with A > 0, satisfies the inequality

T. “fill 161 -k3 —k4 Hf}!
Vb S - “CH2 —k3 A ”(4‘35 + k6) “CH2

\E] 464 *(4195 +196) (192/5) ‘137 lgl
where 131 and 132 are positive constants, while 133 through 137 are nonnegative con-
stants. The derivative Vb can be made negative definite by choosing A > [cg/k1 and
then choosing a small enough to make the 3 X 3 matrix positive definite.

In the special case when ,8 z k (a constant) and u 2 v, the “continuous” sliding
mode controller is given by

u 2 ~19 sat (13060 + klel + ’ ' ' + kpmlep—l + 6p)a (14.29)
When p z 1, the controller (14.29) is a classical PI controller followed by saturation
(Figure 14.13), and when p :2 2, it is a classical PID controller followed by saturation
(Figure 14.14). This is an interesting connection between the “continuous” sliding
mode controller and these classical controllers.
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‘7 K1
[67“ + V

_ _/| [6: Plant y

KP

V

C
ol

l—
l

V V

Vl’
Figure 14.13: The “continuous" sliding mode controller (14.29) for relative—degree—one
systems: a Pl controller with K1 : kkO/a and KP 2 19/5, followed by saturation.

1:— >K3 I
k7" + V

KP —/l k: Plant y

L S VKD

V V Vl'

Figure 14.14: The “continuous" sliding mode controller (14.29) for relative-degree—two
systems: a PlD controller with K1 : kko/a, KP : kin/a, and KB = 13/5, followed by
saturation.

14.2 Lyapunov Redesign

14.2.1 Stabilization
Consider the system

5% = f(t,m) + G'(t, m)[u + 6(t,m, 11)] (1430)

where m E R” is the state and u E RP is the control input. The functions f , G,
and 6 are defined for (t,:r, u) E [0, 00) x D x RP, where D C R” is a domain that
contains the origin. We assume that f , G, and 6 are piecewise continuous in t and
locally Lipschitz in m and u. The functions f and G are known precisely, while the
function 6 is an unknown function that lumps together various uncertain terms due
to model simplification, parameter uncertainty, and so on. The uncertain term 6
satisfies the matching condition. A nominal model of the system can be taken as

:t : f(t,m) + G'(t,m)u (14.31)

We proceed to design a stabilizing state feedback controller by using this nominal
model. Suppose we have succeeded to design a feedback control law u : ¢(t,a:)
such that the origin of the nominal closed—loop system

i: z f(t,x) + G(t,m)¢(t,m) (14.32)
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is uniformly asymptotically stable. Suppose further that we know a Lyapunov
function for (14.32); that is, we have a continuously differentiable function V(t,:r)
that satisfies the inequalities

041(llmll) 3 WW) S 042(lll‘ll) (14-33)

§§+ggmam+amowwm:—wwm> (MM)
for all (t, x) E [0, 00) X D, where a1, a2, and a3 are class [C functions. Assume that,
with u = ¢(t, :3) +1), the uncertain term 6 satisfies the inequality

||6(t,:r,¢(t,a:) + 1;)“ g p(t,m) + molly“, 0 3 m0 < 1 (14.35)

where p : [0,00) x D —» R is a nonnegative continuous function. The estimate
(14.35) is the only information we need to know about the uncertain term 6. The
function p is a measure of the size of the uncertainty. It is important to emphasize
that we will not require p to be small. We will only require it to be known. Our
goal in this section is to show that with the knowledge of the Lyapunov function
V, the function p, and the constant no in (14.35), we can design an additional
feedback control 1) such that the overall control u : ¢(t, m) + v stabilizes the actual
system (14.30) in the presence of the uncertainty. The design of v is called Lyapunov
redesign.

Before we carry on with the Lyapunov redesign technique, let us illustrate that
the feedback linearization problem of the previous chapter fits into the framework
of the current problem.

Example 14.3 Consider the feedback linearizable system

:i' z f(:r) + G'(a:)u

where f : D —» R” and G : D —+ R7”? are smooth functions on a domain D C R”
and there is a diffeomorphism T : D —+ R” such that DZ 2 T(D) contains the origin
and T(m) satisfies the partial differential equations

52.; (3;) = AT(:c)‘—B”y($)04($)

%§Go> = Bio)
Where (AB) is controllable and 7(m) is nonsingular for all m E D. The change of
variables 2 = T(rr) transforms the system into the form

23 2 A2 + B’y(m)[u — a(:r)]

Consider also the perturbed system

ft = f(~”v) + AM?) + [(908) + AG($)]U
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with smooth perturbations that satisfy the conditions

gems) = Emma», Ace) = WWW
on D.14 The perturbed system can be represented in the form (1430); that is,

2 = A2 — vam + vlu + 6o, u)]
where 6(12, u) = A1(a:) + A2(x)u. Since the nominal system is feedback linearizable,
we can take the nominal stabilizing feedback control as

W) = am — «lama = am — «lemme
where K is chosen such that (A — BK) is Hurwitz. A Lyapunov function for the
nominal closed-loop system

2' z (A — BK)2

can be taken as V(z) = zTPz, where P is the solution of the Lyapunov equation

P(A — BK) + (A — BK)TP = —I

With u = ¢(m) + v, the uncertain term 6(22, u) satisfies the inequality

||5($7¢(93) +11)” 3 HAND?) + A2(~”C)04(33) - A2(~”C)”F1(93)KZ|| + ||A2($)|| llvll
Thus, to satisfy (14.35), we need the inequalities

||A2(m)|| S no < 1 (14.36)

and

||A1(a:) + A2($)04($) - A2($)7“1($)KT(93)|| 3 0(33) (14-37)
to hold over a domain that contains the origin for some continuous function p(:r).
Inequality (14.36) is restrictive because it puts a definite limit on the perturbation
A2. Inequality (14.37), on the other hand, is not restrictive, because we do not
require p to be small. It is basically a choice of a function p to estimate the growth
of the left-hand side of (14.37). A

Consider now the system (14.30) and apply the control u : ¢(t,a:) + v. The
closed-loop system

i: z f(t,:r) + G'(t, m)¢(t,x) + G'(t,x)[v + (5(t, x,¢(t, m) + 11)] (14.38)

14It can be easily seen that the perturbed system is still feedback linearizable with the same
diffeomorphism T(:r), provided I + A2 is nOnsingular. Condition (14.36) implies that I + A2 is
nonsingular.
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is a perturbation of the nominal closed—loop system (1432). Let us calculate the
derivative of V(t,:r) along the trajectories of (14.38). For convenience, we will not
write the argument of the various functions. We have

. av av W WV _ 5? + 5;(f+0¢) + 550(04—6) S -043(||$||) + 35GW+5>

Set 'wT = [6V/6m]G' and rewrite the last inequality as

V g —-a3(||a:||) + wTv + wT6

The first term on the right—hand side is due to the nominal closed-loop system. The
second and third terms represent, respectively, the effect of the control 1) and the
uncertain term 6 on V. Due to the matching condition, the uncertain term 6 appears
on the right—hand side exactly at the same point where 1) appears. Consequently,
it is possible to choose 1) to cancel the (destabilizing) effect of 6 on V. We will
now explore two different methods for choosing 1) so that wTv + wT6 g 0. Suppose
inequality (14.35) is satisfied with H ' “2; that is,

“50575071405733 +v)||2 E [103793) + K0||v||27 0 S no < 1
We have

MT” + wT5 S MT” + ||w||2 ||5||2 S MT” + ||w||2[p(t7$) + Ko||v||2l
Taking

w
02— t,a: -—————77‘ ) llwllz (14.39)

with a nonnegative function 77, we obtain

wTv + wT5 S -~77||w||2 + p||w||2 + fionllwll2 = ~77(1 - no)llw||2 + p||w||2
Choosing 77(t,:r) Z p(t,:r)/.(1 — no) for all (t,:r) E [0, 00) x D yields

W + W s —p||w||2 +pllwll2 = 0
Hence, with the control (1439), the derivative of V(t,:r) along the trajectories of
the closed—loop system (14.38) is negative definite.

As an alternative idea, suppose (14.35) is satisfied with H ' Hoe; that is,

||5(t7$7¢(t7$) +’U)||oo S 00256) + K5||v|loo7 0 S no < 1
We have

MT” + wT5 S wTv + ||w||1 ||5||oo < wTv + ||w||1[p(t>$) + no||v||oo]
Choose

1) 2 —-n(t,m) sgn(w) (14.40)
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where 77(t,:r) Z p(t,a:)/(1 — no) for all (t,:r) E [0,00) X D and sgn(w) is a pm
dimensional vector Whose ith component is sgn(w,,-). Then,

wTv +wT5 < -77||w||1 + pllw||1 + K077||w||1
= -77(1 - Ho)||w||1 +pllw||1
S -p||w||1+p||w||1 = 0

Hence, with the control (14.40), the derivative of V(t,:r) along the trajectories of
the closed—loop system (14.38) is negative definite. Notice that the control laws
given by (14.39) and (14.40) coincide for single-input systems (p = 1).

The control laws given by (14.39) and (14.40) are discontinuous functions of the
state m. This discontinuity causes some theoretical as well as practical problems.
Theoretically, we have to change the definition of the control law to avoid division
by zero. We also have to examine the question of existence and uniqueness of so—
lutions more carefully, since the feedback functions are not locally Lipschitz in m.
Practically, the implementation of such discontinuous controllers is characterized by
the phenomenon of chattering, where, due to imperfections in switching devices or
computational delays, the control has fast switching fluctuations across the switch-
ing surface.15 Instead of trying to work out all these problems, we will choose the
easy and more practical route of approximating the discontinuous control law by
a continuous one. The development of such approximation is similar for both con-
trol laws. Therefore, we continue with the control (14.39) and leave the parallel
development of a continuous approximation of (14.40) to Exercises 14.21 and 14.22.

Consider the feedback control law

-n(t7$)(w/|lw||2). if 77(t.rv)||w||2 Z 8
1’ = (14.41)

”772(75750Xw/Ela if 77(t7$)||w||2 < 8
‘With (14.41), the derivative of V along the trajectories of the closed—loop system
(14.38) will be negative definite whenever 77(t,:r)||w||2 Z a. We only need to check
V when 77(t,m)||w||2 < a. In this case,

. wV's «amma+tfi.;+d
772 2s ~%NMb%—;lflb+fl@h+wdwmwm

2 2
77 K077= «as(||:cll2)— —€—||w||§+pl|wll2+~—-~--E ||w||§

l/\

2
77«aawm»+a—na(—;im@+mmm)

15See Section 14.1 for further discussion of chattering.
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The term
772 0- ~||w||§ +77||w||2e

attains a maximum value c/4 at r]||w||2 2 5/2. Therefore,

. 51—hVs—aaaa+iiffl
whenever n(t,:r)||w||2 < a. On the other hand, when n(t,:r)||w||2 Z a, V satisfies

VS~%waas—%mas+flhgn
Thus, the inequality

. e 1 ._ Isvs~aaan+iaffl
is satisfied irrespective of the value of n(t,a:)||w||2. Take r > 0 such that B," C D,
choose 5 < 2a3(a2'1(a1(r)))/(1 — no), and set ,a : a§1(e(1 —- n0)/2) < a;1(a1(r))
Then,

V S — $043U|$||2>7 V M S ||$||2 < 7"
Application of Theorem 4.18 results in the following theorem, which shows that the
solutions of the closed-~loop system are uniformly ultimately bounded by a class [C
function of 5.

Theorem 14.3 Consider the system (14.30). Let D C R” be a domain that con-
tains the origin and B," : {||:r||2 _<_ r} C D. Let ib(t,a:) be a stabilizing feedback
control law for the nominal system (14.31) with a Lyapunou function V(t,a:) that
satisfies (14.33) and (14.34) in 2—norm for all t Z 0 and all :r E D, with some
class [C functions a1, a2, and a3. Suppose the uncertain term 6 satisfies (14.35)
in 2—norm for all t Z 0 and all m E D. Let u be given by (14.41) and choose
a < 2a3(d2'1(a1(r)))/(1 _, no). Then, for any ||a:(t0)||2 < a§1(a1(r)), there exists
a finite time t1 such that the solution of the closed—loop system (14.38) satisfies

llrv(t)|l2 s fl(||x(to)||2,t — to). v to g t < t1 (14.42)

||rv(t)||2 S 6(a). V t 2 t1 (14.43)
where ,8 is a class 1C3 function and b is a class [C function defined by

b(E) = 04f1(042(M)) = 04f1(042(04§1(€(1 - I‘M/2D)
If all the assumptions hold globally and a1 belongs to class ICOO, then (1442) and
(14.43) hold for any initial state x(t0). <>
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Thus, in general, the continuous Lyapunov redesign given by (14.41) does not stabi—
lize the origin as its discontinuous counterpart (14.39) does. Nevertheless, it guar—
antees uniform ultimate boundedness of the solutions. Since the ultimate bound
12(5) is a class [C function of a, it can be made arbitrarily small by choosing a small
enough. In the limit, as e —+ 0, we recover the performance of the discontinuous con-
troller. Notice that there is no analytical reason to require a to be very small. The
only analytical restriction on e is the requirement 5 < 2a3(a; 1(a1(r))) / (1 — no).
This requirement is satisfied for any a when the assumptions hold globally and a,
(i = 1,2, 3) are class [Coo functions. Of course, from a practical viewpoint, we would
like to make a as small as feasible, because we would like to drive the state of the
system to a neighborhood of the origin that is as small as it could be. Exploiting the
smallness of e in the analysis, we can arrive at a sharper result when the uncertainty
6 vanishes at the origin. Suppose there is a ball Ba : {||:r||2 g a}, a g r, such that
the following inequalities are satisfied for all :r E Ba:

043(||$||2) 2 C520?) (1444)
77(t,:r) 2 770 > 0 (14.45)
man 3 man new)

Here, qb : R” —+ R is a positive definite function of :3. Choosing a < b“1(a) ensures
that the trajectories of the closed-loop systems will be confined to Ba after a finite
time. When n(t,:r)||w||2 < a, the derivative V satisfies

2. 77(1—lfi0)
V S -as(llrcll2)— ——-—€ ||w||§+pl|wll2

1 1 21_»g _§%unm%-ifiwl—Qfi7%EMwfi+p@@Mwm
_ éa3(||x||2)—%|: WC) T [ 1 -m J [ WC) ]l/\ ||w||2 ~01 Mia-ROWE ||W||2

The matrix of the quadratic form will be positive definite if e < 2778(1 — n0)_/p§.
Thus, choosing a < 2778(1 — KQ)/p§, we have V g —a3(||a:||2)/2. Since V S
—a3(||m||2) g —a3(||a:||2)/2 when 77(t,:r)||w||2 Z 8, we conclude that

- 1VS‘§%WWfl
which shows that the origin is uniformly asymptotically stable.

Corollary 14.1 Assume the inequalities (14.44) through (14.46) are satisfied, in
addition to all the assumptions of Theorem 14.3. Then, for all e < min{2ng(1 —
KQ)/p%, b”1(a)}, the origin of the closed—loop system (14.38) is uniformly asymp-
totically stable. If a,(r) 2 hire, then the origin is exponentially stable. 0

Corollary 14.1 is particularly useful when the origin of the nominal closed-loop
system (14.32) is exponentially stable and the perturbation 6(t,a:, u) is Lipschitz in
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:r and u and vanishes at (a: = 0, u z 0). In this case, q5(m) is proportional to ||at||2
and the uncertain term satisfies (14.35) with p(:v) that satisfies (14.46). In general,
the condition (14.46) may require more than just a vanishing perturbation at the
origin. For example if, in a scalar case, q5(a:) : |m|3, then a perturbation term :3
cannot be bounded by p1¢(:r)

The stabilization result of Corollary 14.1 is dependent on the choice of 77 to
satisfy (14.45). It can be shown (Exercise 14.20) that if 77 does not satisfy (14.45),
the feedback control may fail to stabilize the origin. When 77 satisfies (14.45), the
feedback control law (1441) acts in the region 77||w||2 < a as a high-gain feedback
control 1) : —l~cw with k 2 778 /5. Such high-gain feedback control law can stabilize
the origin when (14.44) through (14.46) are satisfied (Exercise 1424).

Example 14.4 Let us continue Example 14.3 on feedback linearizable systems.
Suppose inequality (14.36) is satisfied in H ~ ||2. Suppose further that

HAM”) + 42000493) + A2(~”C)”y"1(93)KZ||2 S pi||2||2
for all z E B," C Dz. Then, (14.37) is satisfied with p : p1||z||2 We take the control
1) as in (14.41) with

p1||Z||2 T T . {2(1 _ KO) 27"2)‘min(P) }Z1-l-*—*-~-—-~, w :22 PB, €<min ,
77 (1 *— KO) p? (1 _ KO))\max(P)

It can be verified that all the assumptions of Theorem 14.3 and Corollary 14.1 are
satisfied with a1(7") z Amin(P)r2, a2(7") : AmaX(P)r2, a3(7") 2 7‘2, q5(z) == ||z||2,
and a z 7“. Thus, with the overall feedback control u : ¢(m) + v, the origin of
the perturbed closed-loop system is exponentially stable. If all the assumptions
hold globally and T(m) is a global diffeomorphism, the origin :3 = 0 will be globally
asymptotically stable.16 ' A

Example 14.5 Reconsider the pendulum equation of Example 13.18, with 61 = 7r,

.1131 2 $2

1'32 : asinml —bm2+cu

We want to stabilize the pendulum at the open-loop equilibrium point x z 0. This
system is feedback linearizable With T(m) : at. A nominal stabilizing feedback
control can be taken as

$013): —- <2>sinm1— (é) (k1$1+ 132222)

16The origin 2 = 0 will be globally exponentially stable, but we cannot conclude that :c = 0
will be globally exponentially stable, unless the linear growth conditions ||T(:r)|| _<_ L1||zc|| and
”Fr-1m” g L2llz|| hold globally.
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where EL and E are the nominal values of a and c, respectively, and [£1 and 132 are
chosen such that

0 1
— BK =

A l —ki -(l€2 +b) ]

is Hurwitz. With u = ¢(:r) + v, the uncertainty term 6 is given by

5 =3- [<act ac) Sin$i — (CT C) (k1$1+k2$2)] + (CT C) 1)c c c C

W S pillrv||2 + nolvl, V x E R2 V v E R
Hence,

where

K02 , and k27 p1:
‘c—c c—E mafia—kg

Assuming no < 1 and taking 1; as in the previous example, we find that the control
law u :2 ¢(:r) + 1) makes the origin globally exponentially stable. In Example 13.18,
we analyzed the same system under the control u : ¢(m). Comparing the results
shows exactly the contribution of the additional control component 1). In Exam-
ple 13.18, we were able to show that the control u : ¢(:r) stabilizes the system
when k is restricted to satisfy

1

2V Pi2 + P32

This restriction has now been completely removed, provided we know It. A

k<

Example 14.6 Once again, consider the pendulum equation of the previous ex-
ample. This time, suppose the suspension point of the pendulum is subjected to
a time-varying, bounded, horizontal acceleration. For simplicity, neglect friction
(b = 0). The state equation is given by

131:1“2
5&2 : asinx1+cu+h(t)cos531

where h(t) is the (normalized) horizontal acceleration of the suspension point. We
have \h(t)| g H for all t Z 0. The nominal model and the nominal stabilizing
control can be taken as in the previous example (with b 2 0). The uncertain term
6 satisfies

W S 01 |l$|l2 +I’v0 lvl +H/5
where p1 and no are the same as in that example. This time, we have p(:r) 2
p1 llxllg + H/E, which does not vanish at :r z 0. The choice of 77 in the control law
(14.41) must satisfy 77 Z (p1\\m|\2 +H/E)/(1 — no). We take 77(13): 770 +p1HmH2/(1 —
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mg) with 770 2 H/é(1 —~ no). In the previous example, we arbitrarily set 77(0) 2 1.
This is the only modification we have to make to accommodate the nonvanishing
disturbance term h(t) cos :31. Since p(0) 7E 0, Corollary 14.1 does not apply. We can
only conclude, by Theorem 14.3, that the solutions of the closed—loop system are
uniformly ultimately bounded and the ultimate bound is proportional to V5. A

14.2.2 Nonlinear Damping

Reconsider the system (14.30) with 6(t,a:,u) :2 I‘(t,a:)60(t,a:, u); that is,

5t 2: f(t, x) + G(t,a:)[u + I‘(t, m)60(t, m,u)] (14.47)

As before, we assume that f and G' are known, while 60(t,m,u) is an uncertain
term. The function I‘(t, m) is known. We assume that f, G, I‘, and 60 are piecewise
continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in m and u for all (t, 53,71.) E [0, 00) X R” X RP.
We assume also that 60 is uniformly bounded for all (t,:r, 11). Let ¢(t,a:) be a nom-
inal stabilizing feedback control law such that the origin of the nominal closed—loop
system (14.32) is globally uniformly asymptotically stable and there is a known Lya—
punov function V(t,1) that satisfies (14.33) and (14.34) for all (t,:r) E [0, 00) x R”
with class ICOO functions a1, a2, and a3. If an upper bound on ||60(t, .13, 11) H is known,
we can design the control component 1), as before, to ensure robust global stabi—
lization. In this section, we show that even when no upper bound on 60 is known,
we can design the control component 1) to ensure boundedness of the trajectories
of the closed~loop system. Toward that end, let u = ¢(t, m) + v and recall that the
derivative of V along the trajectories of the closed—loop system satisfies

8V 8V 6VI a, + a$(f+G¢)+ 6$G(”+F50)_ a3(||:cll)+w (”+T50)
where wT = [6V/6m]G. Taking

v = ~—kw||I‘(t, In)”; It > 0 (14.48)

we obtain
VS*%NMD~WwfiWM+WMMWM%

in which 130 is an (unknown) upper bound on H60“. The term

~kWM§MW§+HwMWWhM
attains a maximum value leg/4k at ||w||2||F||2 = ko/Zk. Therefore,

3+ 2175
Since d3 is class ICOO, it is always true that V is negative outside some ball. It follows
from Theorem 4.18 that for any initial state 13(t0), the solution of the closed—loop
system is uniformly bounded. The Lyapunov redesign (14.48) is called nonlinear
damping. We summarize our conclusion in the next lemma. '

V S *043(||$||2)
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Lemma 14.1 Consider the system (1447) and let ib(t,m) be a stabilizing feedback
control for the nominal system (14.31) with a Lyapunov function V(t,a:) that sat~
isfies (14.33) and (14.34) for all t Z 0 and all m E R”, with some class [Coo func»
tions a1, a2, and a3. Suppose the uncertain term 60 is uniformly bounded for
(t,x,u) E [0,00) XR" XRP. Leti) be given by (14.48) and take u : ib(t,:r)+u Then,
for any m(t0) E R”, the solution of the closed—loop system is uniformly bounded. <>

Example 14.7 Consider the scalar system

50 = m2 +u + x60(t)

where 60(t) is a bounded function of t. With the nominal stabilizing control d(x) 2
—:r2 - at, the Lyapunov function V(:r) = 1:2 satisfies (14.33) and (14.34) globally
with a1(r) = a2(r) = a3(r) = r2. The nonlinear damping component (14.48), with
l: : 1, is given by ’U = —2:r3. The closed—loop system

i: = —x ~ 2533 + 1360(t)

has a bounded solution no matter how large the bounded disturbance 60 is, thanks
to the nonlinear damping term —2x3. A

14.3 Backstepping
We start with the special case of integrator backstepping. Consider the system

7? = f(n)+g(n)€ (14.49)
5' = u (14.50)

where [nT,r§]T E R”+1 is the state and u E R is the control input. The functions
f : D —+ R” and g : D —» R” are smooth17 in a domain D C R” that contains
77 = 0 and f(0) = 0. We want to design a state feedback control law to stabilize the
origin (77 = 0, rf : 0). We assume that both f and g are known. This system can
be viewed as a cascade connection of two components, as shown in Figure 14.15(a);
the first component is (14.49), with (S as input, and the second component is the
integrator (14.50). Suppose the cornponent (1449) can be stabilized by a smooth
state feedback control law if : qb(n), with qb(0) = 0; that is, the origin of

7'7 = f(77) + WWW)
is asymptotically stable. Suppose further that we know a (smooth, positive definite)
Lyapunov function V(n) that satisfies the inequality

gum) +g(n)¢(n)l s we». v n e D (14.51)
17We require smoothness of all functions for convenience. It will become clear, however, that in

a particular problem, we only need existence of derivatives up to a certain order.
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where W (77) is positive definite. By adding and subtracting g(77)q5(77) on the right—
hand side of (14.49), we obtain the equivalent representation

7? = [f(77)+ g(77)¢(77)]+9(77)[€~¢(77)]
(S = u

which is shown in Figure 14.15(b). The change of variables

Z=€—¢(77)

results in the system

= [f(77)_ + g(77)¢(77)] + 9(77)z
Z=u—¢ k

which is shown in Figure 14.15(c). Going from Figure 14.15(b) to Figure 14.15(c)
can be viewed as “backstepping” —q’)(77) through the integrator. Since f, g, and q5
are known, the derivative qb can be computed by using the expression

q‘s: gfifm) + 9mm
Taking v = u ~ qb reduces the system to the cascade connection

[f(77) + 9(77)¢(77)] + 907)?
73:11

which is similar to the system we started from, except that now the first component
has an asymptotically stable origin when the input is zero. This feature will be
exploited in the design of 'u to stabilize the overall system. Using

Vc(77,€) = V07) + é-ZZ
as a Lyapunov function candidate, we obtain

8V
Vc = 5;; lf(77) + g(77)¢(77)] + ~21;n + 211

8V.
“VI/(77) + 677907)}: + Z”l /\

Choosing

yields
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\ Q 5 \

Figure 14.15: (a) The block diagram of system (14.49)~(14.50); (b) introducing $07)
(c) ”backstepping” —q5(77) through the integrator.
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which shows that the origin 07 : 0, z = 0) is asymptotically stable. Since q5(0) : 0,
we conclude that the origin 07 = 0, (S = 0) is asymptotically stable. Substituting
for u, z, and ab, we obtain the state feedback control law

4?? av
u — 877 lf(77) + 907%] - 8—77 (77) - klé _ $07)] (14-52)

If all the assumptions hold globally and V07) is radially unbounded, we can conclude
that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. We summarize our conclusions in
the next lemma.

Lemma 14.2 Consider the system (14.49%(1460). Let q507) be a stabilizing state
feedback control law for (14.49) with q5(0) = 0, and V07) be a Lyapuno'u function that
satisfies (14.51) with some positive definite function W07) Then, the state feedback
control law (1452) stabilizes the origin of (14.49)~(14.50), with V07) + [€— q507)]2/2
as a Lyapunov function. Moreover, if all the assumptions hold globally and V07) is
radially unbounded, the origin will be globally asymptotically stable. <>

Example 14.8 Consider the system

.131 = 13% — 13:1), + $2

1152 2 ’LL

which takes the form (14.49)~—(14.50) with 77 = $1 and (S = :32. We start with the
scalar system

- 2 3xlzml—xl-l-m

with 1:2 viewed as the input and proceed to design the feedback control :32 : $031)
to stabilize the origin :31 : 0. With

2x2 = $0131): —x1 — 131

we cancel the nonlinear term $§ to obtain18

i1 2 #3131 _ LE?

and l/(d-l) = df/Z satisfies

V=—x§—m‘f£—m§, l ER

Hence, the origin of 531 = —:r1 — at? is globally exponentially stable. To backstep,
we use the change of variables

22:132—q5(x1)=m2+x1+m§

18We do not cancel mm? because it provides nonlinear damping. (See Example13.19.)
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to transform the system into the form

in = —x1—xi’+22

232 : u+(1+2x1)(—x1—x§+22)

Taking
Vc(x) = fixi + 523

as a composite Lyapunov function, we obtain

17¢ = ram—ml—mi’+22)+22[u+(1+2x1)(—m1—x§’+22)]
: fir? — $411+ 22[m1 + (1 + 2m1)(—m1 — 5331’ + 22) +71]

Taking
u = —:r1 — (1 + 2m1)(—m1 — $i’ + 22) — 22

yields '
VC=—x§—x‘f—z§

Hence, the origin is globally asymptotically stable. A

Application of integrator backstepping in the preceding example is straightfor—
ward due to the simplicity of scalar designs. For higher order systems, we may retain
this simplicity via recursive application of integrator backstepping, as illustrated by
the next example.

Example 14.9 The third—order system

5'31 : $§ — 5331’ + m2

532 = $3
.133 = u

is composed of the second—order system of the previous example with an additional
integrator at the input side. We proceed to apply integrator backstepping as in the
previous example. After one step of backstepping, we know that the second—order
system

. 2 3m1 = x1 — $1 + 1:2

.132 = $3

with 1:3 as input, can be globally stabilized by the control

d f133 = —a:1 — (1 + 2x1)(x§ — $? + m2) — ($2 + $1 + at?) =6 q5(m1,x2)

and
V(:r1,:r2) = .53? + %(m2 + x1 + 1:92[vb

—
4
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is the corresponding Lyapunov function. To backstep, we apply the change of
variables

23 = $3 * $031,332)
to obtain

in = 1:1“) — $? + 132
{1.12 = ¢($1,$2) + 23

375 2. (923 = u“‘5‘£($1*$i’+$2)_5%(¢+23)
Using VC 2 V + z§/2 as a composite Lyapunov function, we Obtain

6V 6V .5—5;;(22? — so? + $2) + w(23 + qb)
8.132

a as
+23 [71* 5‘3Wf ‘15)) +12) * (79;;(23 +¢>]

2 4= —a:1 —m1 — (532 +531 +5392

+2 9—K _ 2?.

3 (9132 8:31

VG:

($f “$i’+$2) * ggfis +¢> +71]

Taking
6 l/ 8_ ¢ 6 ,

”‘51:; a$1($f*$i+$2)+i(zs+¢) —23
a$2

yields _
VG: —m12—x‘11— (LE2+LE1 +5392 —z§

Hence, the origin is globally asymptotically stable. A

Let us move now from (14.49)~(14.50) to the more general system

7'7 = f(77) + g(77)€ (14-53)
g : fa(77>€) + 9a("7>€)u (1454)

Where fa and ga are smooth. If ga(77,§) 7E 0 over the domain of interest, the input
transformation 1

'u, :

gamé)
will reduce (14.54) to the integrator 75 : ua. Therefore, if a stabilizing state feedback
control law (M77) and a Lyapunov function V07) exist such that the conditions of
Lemma 14.2 are satisfied for (14.53), then the lemma and (14.55) yield

u : $00770

— 1 '52? -, _ gig _ _ __ 90,0770 {5977“ I) + 907%] 877 (77) Mg 4507)] 1310775)} (14.56)

[71a ‘ fa(777€)l (14-55)
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for some 13 > 0 and
Vc(77,€) = V07) + %l€ — 4507)]2 (14-57)

as a stabilizing state feedback control law and a Lyapunov function, respectively,
for the overall system (14.53)-(14.54). By recursive application of backstepping, we
can stabilize strict—feedback systems of the form

513 = f0($)+90($)21
21 = f1($721)+91($721)22
22 : f2($721722)+92($721722)23

file—1 I fk—1($7217'--7Zk—1)+ 9k—1($721,---,Zk~1)2k

2’6 : fk($,Zl,...,Zk)+gk($,21,...72k)u

where :r E R”, 21 to 2k are scalars, and f0 to fk vanish at the origin. The reason
for referring to such systems as “strict feedback” is that the nonlinearities fi and g,
in the Zi—equation (2' = 1,. .. ,k) depend only on 53,21, . . . ,2,; that is, on the state
variables that are “fed back.” We assume that

gi(m,zl,...,zi) 7E 0 for 1 S 2' S l:

over the domain of interest. The recursive procedure starts with the system

50 = f0($) + 90(55)21

where 21 is viewed as the control input. We assume that it is possible to determine
a stabilizing state feedback control law 21 : ¢0(x), with ¢0(0) = 0, and a Lyapunov
function V5012) such that

6V079-;[f0($) + go($)¢0($)l g ‘Wkfl

over the domain of interest for some positive definite function W(:r). In many appli-
cations of backstepping, the variable x is scalar, which simplifies this stabilization
problem. With qbg(:r) and l/b(:r) in hand, we proceed to apply backstepping in a
systematic way. First, we consider the system

50 = f0($)+90($)21
21 = f1($721)+91($721)22

as a special case of (14.53)—(14.54) with

772$: 6:217 “:22: f:f0> 9:907 fazfly gazgl
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We use (14.56) and (14.57) to obtain the stabilizing state feedback control law and
the Lyapunov function as I

1 8 6V
¢1($721):“’ fl<f0+9021)*“090*k1(21*¢)*f1 7 k1>091 6m (9m

V1(x,21) = V001?) + 521 - my?
Next, we consider the system

i? = fb<$>+90($>21

231 = f1($721)+91($721)22
(

)

732 2 f2 x,21,22)+92(x,21,22)23

as a special case of (14.53)~(14.54 with

”=[ZJ762227U2237f=[f0_:c19021]79:[901],fa=f279a:92

Using (14.56) and (14.57), we obtain the stabilizing state feedback control law and
the Lyapunov function as

3‘“ [$353206 +9021) + 5991001 + 9122) * Sajé91 * k2(Z2 — $51) * f2]
92 {L

¢2($721722) : 621 621

for some 132 > 0 and

V72($721722) : “($721) + %[22 — $203721)?

This process is repeated 13 times to obtain the overall stabilizing state feedback
control law u : ¢k(:r, 21, . . . , 2k) and the Lyapunov function Vk(:r, 21, . . . , 2k).

Example 14.1O Consider a single—input~single output system in the special nor—
mal form

56 = f0($)+go($)21
731 Z 22

el Z Z?"

2'," : 7(53, z)[u — a(:r, 2)]
y = 21

Where :r E Rn'f, 21 to 27. are scalars, and 7013,25) 7E 0 for all (53,2). This represen-
tation is a special case of the normal form (13.16)~(13.18) because the i—equation
takes the form f0(:r) + 90(m)z1, instead of the more general form f0(:r,z). The
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system is in the strict feedback form. The origin can be globally stabilized by re—
cursive backstepping if we can find a smooth function qbg(:r) and a smooth radially
unbounded Lyapunov function Vb(:r) such that

gimme) + go<x>¢o<x>l 3 4m), V w E R”
for some positive definite function W(:r). If the system is minimum phase, the origin
Of It : f0($) is globally asymptotically Stable, and we know a Lyapunov function
Vb(:r) that satisfies

(9gimp : —W<x>, v x e R”
for some positive definite function W(:r), we can simply take qbg(:r) = 0. Otherwise,
we have to search for qbg(:r) and V663). This shows that backstepping allows us
to stabilize nonminimum phase systems, provided the stabilization problem for the
zero dynamics is solvable. A

Example 14.11 The second-order system

7'7 = ~77+772€
if = U

was considered in Example 13.16, where it was shown that u : —l~c§, with sufficiently
large k > 0, can achieve semiglobal stabilization. In this example, we achieve global
stabilization via backstepping. Starting with the system

7'7 = —77 + 7726
it is clear that 6 = 0 and V2307) : 772/2 result in

2‘59
(977

Using V = Vb + 62/2 : (772 + €2)/2, we obtain

V = 77(—77+772€) +65% = -772 +6073 +U)

(-77) =-772, V77 ER

Thus,
u : —773 — 196, k > 0

globally stabilizes the origin. A

Example 14.12 As a variation from the previous example, consider the system19

7'7 = 772 — 776:“
if = U

19With the output 3; z 5, the system is nonminimum phase, because the origin of the zero—
dynamics equation 7'7 2 772 is unstable.
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This time, 77 = 772 — 776 cannot be stabilized by 6 = 0. It is easy, however7 to see
that 6 = 77 + 772 and l/b(77) : 772/2 result in

6V
573W — 77(77+772)] = —774, V 77 E R

Using V 2 V0 + (6 —' 77 — 772)2/2, we obtain

V = 77(772—77€)+(6—77—772)[U_(1+277)(772—77€)]
= ~774+(6-77-772>[-772+u-(1+277>(772-77€)l

The control

77: (1+277)(772-77€)+772-k(€-77—‘772)7 17> 0
yields _

V = —774 - ME ~- 77 — 772)2
which shows that the origin is globally asymptotically stable. A

In the previous two sections, we saw how to use sliding mode control and Lya—
punov redesign to robustly stabilize an uncertain system when the uncertainty sat-
isfies the matching condition. Backstepping can be used to relax the matching
condition. To illustrate the idea, let us consider the single—input system

7'7 = f(77)+9(77)€+577(77:€) (14-58)
5 = fa<m€>+ga<meu+6g<mé> (1459)

defined on a domain D C Rn+1 that contains the origin (77 : 0, 6 : 0), where
77 E R” and 6 E R. Suppose ga(77,6) 7E 0 and all functions are smooth for all
(77,6) E D. Let f, g, fa, and ga be known and 6,7 and 65 be uncertain terms.
We assume that f and fa vanish at the origin and the uncertain terms satisfy the
inequalities

||5n(777€)||2 S a1||77||2 (14-60)
|55(77,€)| S a2||77||2+as|€f| (14.61)

for all (77,6) E D. Inequality (14.60) restricts the class of uncertainties, because it
restricts the upper bound on 6n(77,6) to depend only on 77. Nevertheless, it is less
restrictive than the matching condition that would have required 677 = 0. Starting
with the system (14.58), suppose we can find a stabilizing state feedback control
law 6 = q5(77) with q5(0) = 0 and a (smooth, positive definite) Lyapunov function
V (77) such that

Elfin) +9(77)75(77) +5n(77,€)] S —b||77||§ (14.62)
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for all (77,6) E D for some positive constant I). Inequality (1462) shows that 77 : 0
is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of the system

7'7 = f(77) + 9(77)¢(77) + 5770776)

Suppose further that q5(77) satisfies the inequalities

< a5 (14.63)
2

a|¢(77)| s a4||77||27 Ha—f
over D. Consider now the Lyapunov function candidate

1407,65) = V07) + %[6 — $07)]2 (14.64)
The derivative of Vc along the trajectories of (14.58)—(14.59) is given by

i av av
Vc = 6—77(f+g¢+6n)+6—779(€—¢)

a+<€—¢>[fa+gau+6g—a—:<f+ga+6n>]

Taking

_1 615 _6_V _ _ _U—ga—[a—n(f+g€) 6779 fa he a], k>o (14.65)
and using (14.62), we obtain

. av6 : —b||n||§ + (6 — qs) [65 — 5:5] — M6 — qs)?
By using (14.60), (14.61), and (14.63), it can be shown that

Vc S —b||77||§ + 2as||77||2|€ - ¢| — (k — a3)(€ — ¢)2
: —[ |€||71||2| T l is (k:a:3) l l kiln—“2| l

for some as Z 0. Choosing
2

[C > as + E?

yields
Vc S —0[||77||§ + |€ — ¢l2l

for some a > 0. Thus, we have completed the proof of the next lemma.
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Lemma 14.3 Consider the system (14.58)—(14.59), where the uncertainty satisfies
inequalities (14.60) and (14.61). Let gb(n) be a stabilizing state feedback c0ntrol law
for (14.58) that satisfies (14.63), and V(77) be a Lyapunov function that satisfies
(14.62). Then, the state feedback control law (1465), with k sufficiently large, sta-
bilizes the origin of (14.58)—(14.59). Moreover, if all the assumptions hold globally
and V(77) is radially unbounded, the origin will be globally asymptotically stable. <>

As an application of backstepping, consider the robust stabilization of the system

(14.66)$1 = $i+1+6i($),1SZSTL—1}

5571 = 7($)lu*04($)l+5n($)
defined on a domain D C R” that contains the origin :3 = 0, where m : [1:1, . . . ,mn]T.
Suppose q/(m) 7E 0 and all functions are smooth for all m E D. Let a and ”y be known,
and 6,- for 1 g i g n be uncertain terms. The nominal system is feedback lineariz—
able. We assume that the uncertain terms satisfy the inequalities

new 5 at: m. for 1 s .- s n (14.67)
kzl

for all m E D, where the nonnegative constants al to an are known. Inequalities
(14.67) restrict the class of uncertainties for 1 S i S n — 1 because they restrict
the upper bound on 6,-(53) to depend only on $1 to 53,-; that is, the upper bounds
appear in a strict feedback form. Nevertheless, they are less restrictive than the
matching condition that would have required 6, = 0 for 1 g i S n — 1. To apply
the backstepping recursive design procedure, we start with the scalar system

5'61 = :02 + 61(00)

where 132 is viewed as the control input and 61(1) satisfies the inequality |61(:r)| S
a1|x1|. In this scalar system, the uncertainty satisfies the matching condition. The
origin :31 : 0 can be robustly stabilized by the high—gain feedback Control :32 =
—k1m1 where 161 > 0 is chosen sufficiently large. In particular, let V1(:rl) : sci/2 be
a Lyapunov function candidate. Then,

Vl : «Tllrkll‘l + 5103)] S r031 r CLOSE?

and the origin is stabilized for all 131 > a1. From this point on, backstepping and
Lemma 14.3 are applied recursively to derive the stabilizing state feedback control.
The procedure is illustrated by the following example.

Example 14.13 We want to design a state feedback control law to stabilize the
second—order system

$1 : $2 + 91$1 sin $2
- 2$2 : 92m2+x1+u
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where 91 and 92 are unknown parameters that satisfy |91| g a and |92| S b for some
known bounds a and b. The system takes the form (14.66) with 61 = 912:1 sin 1:2
and 62 : 92233. The function 61 satisfies the inequality |61| S a|m1| globally. The
function 62 satisfies the inequality |62| g bp|x2| on the set |:r2| S p. Starting with
the system

L131 2 $2 + 91531 sin 132

we take :32 : $10121) = —k1:r1 and V1(:rl) = sci/2 to obtain

V1 2 x1q51(a:1) + 91x? sin$2 3 —(k1 — (053%

We choose k1 : 1 + a. To backstep, we apply the change of variables 22 = $2 +
(1 + a)a:1 and rewrite the system as

L131 2 —(1 + a)x1 + 91221 sin$2 + Z2

22 = ¢1(CE) +¢2($,9) +u
where

1&1 = x1 + (1 + (0132, 1L2 = (1 + (091131 sin $2 + 922%

Using VC : (m? + 2%) /2 as a composite Lyapunov function, we obtain

l7c S *Ucf + Z2l$1 + ¢1($) + WW 9) + “l
Taking

u = —a:1 — $1013) — 1322

yields

*fvi + Z2¢2<~T7 9) * 192%
fici + a(1 + a)l$1| |Z2| + b$§|22| * 1323l/\

|/\

On the set
QC : {as E R2 | Vc(m) g c}

we have |rr2| S p for some p dependent on 6.20 Restricting our analysis to RC, we
obtain

V6 : —rvi+a(1+a)lrv1| |22|+bp|22 — <1+a>x1| |22| -n
E “ii + (1 + a)(a + bpl|$1| |22| — (k — bplzg

Choosing
k > bp+ (1 + a)2(a + bp)2/4

ensures that the origin is exponentially stable21 with DC contained in the region of
attraction. Since the preceding inequality can be satisfied for any 6 > 0 by choosing
k sufficiently large, the feedback control can achieve semiglobal stabilization. A

20p can be estimated by w / 20(1 + 13%)
21Note that we conclude exponential stability, rather than asymptotic stability as guaranteed

by Lemma 14.3. Why?
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Example 14.14 Consider again the system

$1 2 $2 + 91$1 sin $2

- 2
$2 = 92$2+$1+U

from the previous exarnple, where |91| S a and |92| S b. In that example, we limited
the analysis to a compact set in order to satisfy the linear growth inequalities (14.67).
Consequently, we could only achieve semiglobal stabilization. In this example, we
achieve global stabilization by combining backstepping with Lyapunov redesign. We
proceed as in the previous example until we reach the point

V6 3 as? + 22[:c1+¢1<x)+¢2(m,6>+ U]
In Example 14.13, we used u : —m1 — $163) — [£22 and relied on the high gain I: to
deal with the uncertainty. This required the nonlinear term :33 to be bounded by
the linear term p|x2|. Here, we take

u: —-~a:1 —¢1(x)—k22+v, 19> 0

where the control component 1) is to be designed. Then,

VG S --$§ — 1325+ 22 [1&2 (x, 9) + v]

Noting that
|gb2(x, 9)| S a(1 + a)|a:1| + (212%

we take
-'I7($) SW22), if 77(rv)|22| Z 8

~‘772($)Z2/€7 if 77($)|Z2| < 5
where 77(22) 2 7/0 +a(1+a)|a:1| + 11533 for some 770 > 0 and a > 0. When 77(m)|22| Z a,

22[1/22(:c,9) +12] S |¢2||22| — 77|22| S 0
and when n(a:)|22| < a,

2 27722Z2l¢2($>9) +11] 5 |77||22| — a S HM
O)

Thus,
a
Z

This inequality shows that within a finite time interval, the state m enters a ball B,"
of radius 7" : lam/E for some 160 > 0. Inside Br, we have

V6 3 —mi — [£25 +

|¢2($79)| S 0(1 + a)|$1| + bT|$2| S pl(|$1| + |Z2|)
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for some p1 > 0 independent of a. In the intersection of B," and the boundary layer
{77($)|22| < 8}, we have

_ 222VC 3 —xi — k2; +p1|m1||22| +p1|22|2 — ~77” 2
= —%$f * [€252 * §$f—p1|$1||22|+ <§*P1>Z§]

The bracketed term can be made nonnegative by choosing a small enough. Hence,

VG 3 —%mi — [£23

and the origin is globally asymptotically stable. A

We conclude the section by noting that backstepping can be applied to multiin—
put systems in what is known as block backstepping, provided certain nonsingularity
conditions are satisfied. Consider the system

7i = f(77)+G(77)€ (14-68)
6 = fa(77>€)+Ga(77>€)u (14-69)

where 77 E R”, 6 E Rm, and u E Rm, in which m could be greater than one. Suppose
f, fa, G, and Ga are (known) smooth functions over the domain of interest, f and
fa vanish at the origin, and the m X m matrix Ga is nonsingular. Suppose further
that the component (14.68) can be stabilized by a smooth state feedback control
law 6 : q5(77) with q5(0) = 0, and we know a (smooth, positive definite) Lyapunov
function V(77) that satisfies the inequality

Z—m + G<n>¢<n>i s —W<n>
for some positive definite function W(77). Using

Vc = V07) + %[6 — ¢(77)]Tl€ - $07)]
as a Lyapunov function candidate for the overall system, we obtain

'__‘?Y. Q _ _ T _§£‘ivc—anw—Gw nae ¢)+[€ qs] [man an6 (Heel
Taking

a¢ av T .gnome—(550) —fa—k(€—¢)], k>o_ —1U—Ga

results in

V. = Z—XU + Gqs) — klé — MW — M] : —W<n> — klé — ¢(n)]T[€ — M]
which shows that the origin (77 = 0, 6 = 0) is asymptotically stable.
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14.4 Passivity—Based Control
In Chapter 6, we introduced the notion of passivity and studied its role in ana~
lyzing the stability of feedback connections. The ideas of passivity~based control
that we are going to introduce here are straightforward applications of the results
of Chapter 6. However, we do not need the elaborate details of Chapter 6 to under-
stand these ideas. It is enough to recall the definitions of passivity and zero—state
observability.

We consider the p—input-—p—output system

i: = fl(a:,u) (14.70)
y : h(a:) (14.71)

where f is locally Lipschitz in (nu) and h is continuous in m, for all m E R”
and u E Rm. We assume that f(0,0) : 0, so that the origin :3 : 0 is an open—
loop equilibrium point, and h(0) = 0. We recall that the system (14.70)—(14.71)
is passive if there exists a continuously differentiable positive semidefinite function
V(m) (called the storage function) such that

fly 2 V = Z—Zflnu), v (w) e R” X Rm (14.72)

The system is zero-state observable if no solution of Li: 2 f (at, 0) can stay identically
in the set {h(:r) = 0} other than the trivial solution m(t) E 0. Throughout this
section we will require the storage function to be positive definite. The basic idea
of passivity—based control is illustrated in the next theorem.

Theorem 14.4 If the system (14.70)~(14.71) is

(1) passive with a radially unbounded positive definite storage function and

(2) zero—state observable,

then the origin :3 = 0 can be globally stabilized by u = —q§(y), where q’) is any locally
Lipschitz function such that q5(0) = 0 and q5(y) > 0 for all y 7E 0.,

Proof: Use the storage function V($) as a Lyapunov function candidate for the
closed~loop system

The derivative of V is given by

- 8V , ,V = 5- (rv, —<,z>(y)) S —yT¢(y) S 02:

Hence, V is negative semidefinite and V = 0 if and only if y = 0. By zero-state
observability,

y(t)EO :> u(t)EO 23> a:(t)EO
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Therefore, by the invariance principle, the origin is globally asymptotically stable.
1:]

The intuition behind the theorem becomes clear when we think of the storage
function as the energy of the system. A passive system has a stable origin. All
that is needed to stabilize the origin is the injection of damping so that energy will
dissipate whenever $(t) is not identically zero. The required damping is injected by
the function qb. There is great freedom in the choice of qb. We can choose it to meet
any constraint on the magnitude of u. For example, if u is constrained to |uil S k,-
for 1 S i g p, we can choose q5¢(y) = k,- sat(y¢) or @(y) : (2ki/7r)tan“1(y,v).

The utility of Theorem 14.4 can be increased by transforming nonpassive systems
into passive ones. Consider, for example, a special case of (14.70), where

i: = f(:r) + G'(a:)u (14.73)

Suppose a radially unbounded, positive definite, continuously differentiable function
V(m) exists such that

8V_ <653 (m) _ 0, V :3

Take

y = We) .12.. [Z—‘flolT
Then the system with input u and output y is passive. If it is also zero—state
observable, we can apply Theorem 14.4.

Example 14.15 Consider the system

itl = $2

$2 : —m:1)’ + u

Let V(:r) = mil/4 + 533/2. Then

V = $§$2 —— $253? + $211 : 1:211

Set y = $2 and note that, with u : 0, y(t) E 0 implies that m(t) E 0. Thus, all the
conditions of Theorem 14.4 are satisfied and a globally stabilizing state feedback
control can be taken as u : —l~ca:2 or u : —(2k/7r) tan”1(:r2) with any I: > 0. A

Allowing ourselves the freedom to choose the output function is useful, but we
are still limited to state equations for which the origin is open—loop stable. We can
cover a wider class of systems if we use feedback to achieve passivity. Consider
again the system (14.73). If a feedback control

u : a(m) + fi(m)v (14.74)
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and an output function h(:r) exist such that the system

in : f(:r) + G(m)a(m) + G(m)fi(m)v (14.75)
g : h(:r) (14.76)

with input 1) and output y, satisfies the c0nditions of Theorem 14.4, we can globally
stabilize the origin by using 1; : —q§(y). The use of feedback to convert a nonpassive
system into a passive one is known as feedback passivatz’on.22

Example 14.16 The nonlinear dynamic equations for an m~link robot take the
form

M(q)éj + C(q, (M + D9 + 9(61) = u
where q is an m—dimensional vector of generalized coordinates representing joint
positions, u is an m-dimensional control input, and M (q) is a symmetric inertia
matrix that is positive definite for all g E Rm. The term C(q,q’)q’ accounts for
centrifugal and Coriolis forces. The matrix C has the property that M — 20 is a
skew—symmetric matrix for all q,q’ E Rm, where M is the total derivative of M (q)
with respect to t. The term Dq’, where D is a positive semidefinite symmetric
matrix, accounts for viscous damping. The term g(q), which accounts for gravity
forces, is given by g(q) : [6P(q)/6q]T, where P(q) is the total potential energy
of the links due to gravity. Consider the regulation problem of designing a state
feedback control law so that q asymptotically tracks a constant reference qr. Let
6 = q — qr. Then, 6 satisfies the differential equation

M'(q)é + C(q, (1% + Dé + 9(61) = u
Our goal is to stabilize the system at (e = 0,é : 0), but this point is not an
open—loop equilibrium point. Let

u=g<q>—e+v
where KP is a positive definite symmetric matrix and v is an additional control
component to be chosen. Substituting u into the é—equation yields

A4(q)é + C(q, q’)é + Dé + e : 1;
Take

V = géTM(q)é + geTe
as a storage function candidate. The function V is positive definite and its derivative
satisfies

V = éTM'e' + g—éTMé + eTKpé
= %éT(M — 26% — éTDé — éTe + éTv + eTKpé
g éTv

22For the system (14.73) with output 3/ = Mm), it is shown in [31] that the system is
locally feedback equivalent to a passive system with a positive definite storage function if
rank{[(9h/8;r](0)G(O)} = p and the zero dynamics have a stable equilibrium point at the origin
with a positive definite Lyapunov function.
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Defining the output as y = é, we see that the system with input 1) and output y
is passive with V as the storage function. It is interesting to note that the role of
the passifying feedback component g(q) — e is to reshape the potential energy to
(1 /2)eTe, which has a unique minimum at e : 0. The sum of the kinetic energy
and the reshaped potential energy is the storage function. With 1) = 0,

y(t)EO (a) é(t)EO 23> 'é(t)EO 23> e(t)EO 23> e(t)EO

which shows that the system is zero-state observable. Hence, it can be globally
stabilized by the control 7) : —q5(é) with any function qfi such that q5(0) : 0 and
q5(y) > 0 for all y # 0. The choice 1) : —Kdé with a positive definite symmetric
matrix Kd results in the control

u = g(q) — Kp(q * gr) — q

which takes the form of a classical PD controller plus a gravity compensation term.
A

One class of systems that is amenable to feedback passivation is the cascade
connection of a passive system with a system whose unforced dynamics have a
stable equilibrium point at the origin. Consider the system

2 : fa(Z) + F(Z7y)y (1477)
it = f(a:) + G'(:v)u (14.78)
y = h(a:) (14.79)

where fa(0) = 0, f(0) : 0, and h(0) : 0. The functions fa, F, f, and G are locally
Lipschitz and h is continuous. We view the system as a cascade connection of the
driving system (14.78)~(14.79) and the driven system (14.77).23 We assume that
the representation (14.77)—-(14.79) is valid globally, the driving system is passive
with a radially unbounded positive definite storage function V(:r), the origin of
23 = fa(Z) is stable, and we know a radially unbounded Lyapunov function W(z)
for 23 : fa(z), which satisfies

96%]— fa (z) S 0, V 2

Using U(2,53) = W(z) + V(a:) as a storage function candidate for the full system
(14.77)-(14.79), we obtain

. (9W (9W (9V (9V
U — Efa(2)+“5;F(Zay)y+53f($)+'5;G($)U

23A driven system of the form 2 = f0 (z, y) with sufficiently smooth f0 can be represented in the
form (14.77) by taking

‘1

fa(z) = f0 (z,O) and F(z,y) = %[9(z,sy) d3
0 3/
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W 1 BW TS 637 F(Z,y)y+yTu = 9T [71+ (WF(Z’y)> l
The feedback control T

8WU——<—5;F(z,y)> +1)

results in

Hence, the system

2 = 12(2) + F<z.y>y (14.80)
11

in = f(:r) — G'(:r) <--F(z,y)) + G(x)v (14.81)

y = h(a:) (14.82)

With input 1) and output y is passive With U as the storage function. If the system
(14.80)~—(14.82) is zero-state observable, we can apply Theorem 14.4 to globally
stabilize the origin.

Example 14.17 The rotational motion of a rigid body subject to three indepen~
dent scalar control torques can be modeled by24

p’ = %[13+S(p)+ppl
Md) 2 —S(w)Mw+u

Where w E R3 is the velocity vector and p E R3 is a particular choice of the kinematic
parameters, which leads to a three—dimensional representation of the rotation group.
The matrix S (1:) is a skew-symmetric matrix, defined by

0 #5133 $2

3(53) : x3 0 —x1
—x2 $1 0

M is a positive definite symmetric inertia matrix, and I3 is the 3 X 3 identity
matrix. Taking y : w, it can be seen that the system takes the form of the cascade
connection (14.77)—(14.79) with

Mc«S(w)Mw+u, yzw

as the driving system and

p’ =%[13 + 3(0) + 00l
24See [97] and [151] for the derivation of the model. If e E R3 and 77 E R are the Euler

parameters, then p = 5/77.
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as the driven system. Taking V(w) : (1/2)wTMw, it can be seen that

V = wTMu'J : —wTS(w)Mw + wTu = yTu

where we used the property wTS(w) : 0. Hence, the driving system is passive.
The unforced driven system ,0' : 0 has a stable equilibrium point at p = 0 and any
radially unbounded, positive definite, continuously differentiable function W(p) will
qualify as a Lyapunov function. Thus, all our assumptions are satisfied and the
system can be made passive by the control

“Z—{Qgé/“illsl-SWpTlrl-v

Taking W(p) = kln(1 + p), with k > 0, yields

[WT T TU=—{mlls+3(p)+pp ]} +v=-kp+v

where we used the property pTS' (p) = 0. We need to check zero—state observability
of the passive system

b = %[13+S(p)+ppl
—S'(w)Mw—kp+v

y = w

E g. H

Withvzo,
y(t)EO (I) w(t)EO 23> (£20320 23> p(t)EO

Hence, the system is zero-state observable and can be globally stabilized by

u = ~kp - W!)
with any locally Lipschitz function qb such that ¢(0) : 0 and q5(y) > 0 for all
y # 0. A

Checking zero-state observability of the full system (14.80)—(14.82) can be avoided
if we strengthen the assumption on W(z) to

6W 9!:79.Z.~J§,(z) < 0, v z # 0, and 62 (0) = 0 (14.83)

which implies that the origin of z’ = fa(z) is globally asymptotically stable. Taking

Tu = — (9521mm) — My) (14.84)
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where qb is any locally Lipschitz function such that ¢(0) = 0 and q5(y) > 0 for all
y 7E 0, and using U as a Lyapunov function candidate for the closed—loop system,
we obtain 6W

U 3 WW) — yT¢<y> : 0
Moreover, U : 0 implies that z : 0 and y = 0, which in turn imply that u = 0. If
the driving system (14.78)v(14.79) is zero—state observable, the conditions u(t) E 0
and y(t) E 0 imply that m(t) E 0. Hence, by the invariance principle, the origin
(2 = 0, m : 0) is globally asymptotically stable. We summarize this conclusion in
the next theorem.

Theorem 14.5 Suppose the system (14.78)v(14.79) is zero-state observable and
passive with a radially unbounded, positive definite storage function. Suppose the
origin of Z = fa(z) is globally asymptotically stable and let W(z) be a radially
unbounded, positive definite Lyapunov function that satisfies (14.83). Then, the
control (14.84) globally stabilizes the origin (2 : 0, m = 0). <>

Example 14.18 Consider the system

7'7 = ~77+772€
6 = U

which was studied in Examples 13.16 and 14.11. With y = 6 as the output, the
system takes the form (14.77)~—(14.79). The system 6 : u, y = 6 is passive with
the storage function V(6) : 6 2 /2. It is clearly zero—state observable, since y = 6.
The origin of 7'7 2 —77 is globally exponentially stable with the Lyapunov function
W(77) = 772 / 2. Thus, all the conditions of Theorem 14.5 are satisfied and a globally
stabilizing state feedback control can be taken as

u=—n3—kc, Ic>0
which is the same control we derived by using backstepping A

14.5 High—Gain Observers
The nonlinear design techniques discussed in this chapter, and the previous one,
assume state feedback; that is, measurements of all state variables are available. In
many practical problems we cannot measure all state variables, or we may choose
not to measure some of them due to technical or economic reasons. Therefore, it is
important to extend these techniques to output feedback. In some special cases, we
can modify the technique to produce an output feedback controller. Examples are
explored in Exercises 14.47 and 14.48. The first exercise shows that for minimum—
phase, relative—degree—one systems, we can design sliding mode control as output
feedback. The second exercise shows passivity-based control for a system that has a
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passive map from the input to the derivative of the output. In more general cases,
we have to use dynamic compensation to extend state feedback designs to output
feedback. One form of dynamic compensation is to use observers that asymptoti-
cally estimate the state from output measurements. For some nonlinear systems,
the design of such observers could be as easy as in linear systems. Suppose, for
example, that a nonlinear system can be transformed into the form25

:‘r = Am+g(y,u) (14.85)
= Oct (14.86)

where (A, C) is observable. This form is special because the nonlinear function 9
depends only on the output y and the control input u. Taking the observer as

52 = Arr + g(y,u) + H(y — 055) (14.87)

it can be easily seen that the estimation error :E : :r — 5% satisfies the linear equation

55 = (A — Hop:

Hence, designing C such that A — HC is Hurwitz guarantees asymptotic error
convergence, that is, limtn00 56(t) : 0. Exercise 14.49 explores the use of the ob—
server (14.87) in output feedback control. Aside from the fact that the observer
(14.87) works only for a special class of nonlinear systems, its main drawback is the
assumption that the nonlinear function g is perfectly known. Any error in modeling
9 will be reflected in the estimation error equation. In particular, if the observer is
implemented as

EE:A:E+90(y.U) +H(y—C'i“)
where go is a nominal model of g, the sic—equation becomes

55 = (A - HOW: + 9(y, U) - 90(y. U)
It is no longer obvious that a Hurwitz A — HC can handle the perturbation term
9 — go. In this section, we give a special design of the observer gain that makes the
observer robust to uncertainties in modeling the nonlinear functions. The technique,
known as high-gain observers, works for a wide class of nonlinear systems and
guarantees that the output feedback controller recovers the performance of the state
feedback controller when the observer gain is sufficiently high. In Section 14.5.1,
we use a second~order example to motivate the idea of high-gain observers. In
Section 14.5.2, we use the observer in output feedback stabilization. The main result
of that section is a separation principle that allows us to separate the design into
two tasks. First, we design a state feedback controller that stabilizes the system and

25Necessary and sufficient conditions for a nonlinear system to be equivalent to the form (14.85%
(14.86) are given in [124, Chapter 5]. The same reference gives a different approach for introducing
dynamic compensation through filtered transformations.
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meets other design, specifications. Then, an output feedback controller is obtained
by replacing the state a: by its estimate 5% provided by the high-gain observer. A
key property that makes this separation possible is the design of the state feedback
controller to be globally bounded in m. High-gain observers can be used in a wide
range of control problems.26 As an example, we show in Section 145.3 the use of
high-gain observers in output feedback integral regulators.

14.5.1 Motivating Example

Consider the second-order nonlinear system

3'61 2 1:2 (14.88)
1'32 ¢($, u) . (14.89)
y = 1:1 (14.90)

where a: : [$1,932]? Suppose u 2 7(53) is a locally Lipschitz state feedback control
law that stabilizes the origin :3 = 0 of the closed—loop system

$2 = ¢($=’Y($)) (1492)
To implement this feedback control using only measurements of the output y, we
use the observer

8» 1 = i2 + h1(y — $1) (14.93)
532 = ¢0(5?7 U) + h2(y * 031) (1494)

where ¢0(a:, u) is a nominal model of the nonlinear function ¢(:r, u). The estimation
error

$2 $2 — $2

44:21 + 332 (14.95)
= *h2i1 + 5(m,i) (14-96)

satisfies the equation

81
'

,_.
Hz

-
[Q

Where 6(m,i) : gb(a:,'y(i)) — ¢0(5?7’Y(53)). We want to design the observer gain
H : [h1,h2]T such that limtn00 ri(t) = 0. In the absence of the disturbance term
6, asymptotic error convergence is achieved by designing H such that

_ 47.1 1Ao—lh. ol
26866 [100] for a survey of the use of high-gain observers in various control problem formulations.
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is Hurwitz. For this second~order system, A0 is Hurwitz for any positive constants
hl and hg. In the presence of 6, we need to design H with the additional goal of
rejecting the effect of 6 on i. This is ideally achieved, for any 6, if the transfer
function

1 1
G0(8)—82+h18+h2[3+h1]

from 6 to :E is identically zero. While this is not possible, we can make supweR |G0(jw)
arbitrarily small by choosing hz >> hl >> 1. In particular, taking

anh1=—— hzzo‘za 25 (14.97)

for some positive constants a1, a2, and a, with 5 << 1, it can be shown that

G.<s>=w;w[ . l(as)2 + ales + a2 88 + a1

Hence, limgng G0(s) = 0. The disturbance rejection property of the high-gain
observer can be also seen in the time domain by representing the error equa~
tion (14.95)—~(14.96) in the singularly perturbed form. Towards that end, define
the scaled estimation errors

m
lfi

‘

771 = 7 772 = 5&2 (14.98)

The newly defined variables satisfy the singularly perturbed equation

€771 : —O{1771 + 772 (14.99)

5772 = —a2771 + 86(23, :3) (14.100)

This equation shows clearly that reducing a diminishes the effect 6. It shows also
that, for small a, the scaled—estimation error 77 will be much faster than :3. Notice,
however, that 771(0) will be 0(1/5) whenever 531(0) # 531(0). Consequently, the
solution of (14.99)~(14.100) will contain a term of the form (1/e)e”“t/E for some
a > 0. While this exponential mode decays rapidly, it exhibits an impulsive—like
behavior where the transient peaks to 0(1/5) values before it decays rapidly towards
zero. In fact, the function (a/e)e”“t/E approaches an impulse function as 5 tends to
zero. This behavior is known as the peaking phenomenon. It is important to realize
that the peaking phenomenon is not a consequence of using the change of variables
(14.98) to represent the error dynamics in the singularly perturbed form. It is an
intrinsic feature of any high—gain—observer with hg >> hl >> 1. This point can be
seen by calculating the transition matrix exp(A0t) and noting that its (2,1) element
is given by

_2h2 [hit/2 sin <2: 4h: — hf)
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when 417.2 > h? andfilml-(WWWH~6xpl—(mlll
when 4h2 < hf. The amplitude of the exponential mode is greater than V77; in the
first case and 122/121 in the second one. Thus, as we increase hl and 17.2 /h1, we drive
the amplitude toward infinity.

To get a better feel for the peaking phenomenon, let us simulate the system

.1131 2 $2

$2 = x3 + u
y = 531

which can be globally stabilized by the state feedback controller

U : —$g — $1 — {152

The output feedback controller is taken as
A

U I —JL‘2 — 531 — {£2

561 = i2 + (Z/EWJ * i1)
«"32 = (1/800; — :31)

where the observer gain assigns the eigenvalues of A0 at «1/5 and —1/5. Fig—
ure 14.16 shows the performance of the closed—loop system under state and output
feedback. Output feedback is simulated for three different values of a. The initial
conditions are 74(0) 2 0.1, 532(0) : i1(0) : 582(0) : 0. Peaking is induced by
[$1 (0) — i1(0)]/€ : 0.1/5 when a is sufficiently small. Figure 14.16 shows a counter
intuitive behavior as 5 decreases. Since decreasing 5 causes the estimation error
to decay faster toward zero, one would expect the response under output feedback
to approach the response under state feedback as 5 decreases. Figure 1416 shows
the opposite behavior, Where the response under output feedback deviates from the
response under state feedback as 5 decreases. This is the impact of the peaking
phenomenon. The same figure shows the control u on a much shorter time interval
to exhibit peaking. This control peaking is transmitted to the plant causing its
state to peak, If peaking of the state takes it outside the region of attraction, it
could destabilize the system. Figure 14.17 shows that this is exactly what happens
in the current case as we decrease a to 0.004 where the system has a finite escape
time shortly after t : 0.07.

Fortunately, we can overcome the peaking phenomenon by saturating the control
outside a compact region of interest in order to create a buffer that protects the
plant from peaking. Suppose the control is saturated as

u = sat(—i:§’ — 5&1 — i2)
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Figure 1416: Performance under state (SFB) and output (OFB) feedback.

Figure 14.18 shows the performance of the closed-loop system under saturated state
and output feedback. The control u is shown on a shorter time interval that exhibits
control saturation during peaking. The peaking period decreases with a. The states
:31 and :32 exhibit the intuitive behavior we expected earlier', namely, the response
under output feedback approaches the response under state feedback as 5 decreases.
Note that we decrease a to 0.001, beyond the value 0.004 where instability was
detected in the unsaturated case. Not only does the system remain stable, but
the response under output feedback is almost indistinguishable from the response
under state feedback. What is more interesting is that the region of attraction under
output feedback approaches the region of attraction under state feedback as 5 tends
to zero. This is shown in Figures 14.19 and 14.20. The first figure shows the phase
portrait of the closed—loop system under 21 : sat(—m§ — m1 — :32). It has a bounded
region of attraction enclosed by a limit cycle. The second figure shows that the
intersection of the boundary of the region of attraction under 21 : sat(—:E§ —i:1 —:E2)
with the 531—532 plane approaches the limit cycle as 5 tends to zero.

The behavior we saw in Figures 14.18 and 14.20 will be realized with any glob—
ally bounded stabilizing function 7(53). During the peaking period, the control 7(58)
saturates. Since the peaking period shrinks to zero as 5 tends to zero, for sufficiently
small a, the peaking period becomes so small that the state of the plant :3 remains
close to its initial value. After the peaking period, the estimation error becomes
0(a) and the feedback control 7(58) becomes close to 7(53). Consequently, the tra—
jectories of the closed—loop system under output feedback asymptotically approach
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Figure 14.17: Instability induced by peaking at a = 0004.

its trajectories under state feedback as 5 tends to zero° This leads to recovery of the
performance achieved under state feedback. The global boundedness of 7(53) can
be always achieved by saturating the state feedback control, or the state estimates,
outside a compact region of interest.

The analysis of the closed—loop system under output feedback proceeds as fole
lows: The system is represented in the singularly perturbed form

131 = $2
3'62 = M50710?»

5771 *01771 + 772
5772 = “042771 +55($>53)

H

Where i1 = $1 — 5771 and 562 = $2 — 772. The motion of the slow variables (:31, :32)
can be approximated by a slow model obtained by setting a = 0. Since a : 0 yields

2 0, the slow model is the closed—loop system under state feedback, given by
(14.91)—(14.92). The fast motion of (771, 772) can be approximated by the fast model

._ #041 1 d_ef
«En—[W2 Oln—Aon

obtained by neglecting 56. Let V(m) be a Lyapunov function for the slow model
and l/i/(n) = nTPon be a Lyapunov function for the fast model, Where P0 is the
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Figure 14.18: Performance under state (SFB) and output (OFB) feedback with satu-
ration.

solution of the Lyapunov equation POAO + AgPOT : —I. Define the sets DC and
E by DC : {V(m) S c} and E : {W(77) 3 p52}, where c > 0 is chosen such that
{2C is in the interior of the region of attraction of (14.91)—(14.92). The analysis can
be divided in two basic steps. In the first step we show that for sufficiently large
p, there is SI > 0 such that, for every 0 < a S 51‘, the origin of the closed—loop
system is asymptotically stable and the set QC X E is a positively invariant subset
of the region of attraction. The proof makes use of the fact that in QC X E, 77 is
0(a). In the second step, we show that for any bounded i:(0) and any 13(0) 6 {2b,
where 0 < b < 0, there exists a; > 0 such that, for every 0 < a S 5;, the trajectory
enters the set {BC x E in finite time. The proof makes use of the fact that (2;, is in
the interior of DC and 7(rfi) is globally bounded. Hence, there exits a time T1 > 0,
independent of a, such that any trajectory starting in {21, will remain in {2C for all
t E [0, T1]. Using the fact that 77 decays faster than an exponential mode of the form
(1 /a)e““t/ 5 , we can show that the trajectory enters the set QC x 2 within a time
interval [0, T(a)], where lim5_,0 T(€) = 0. Thus, by choosing a small enough, we can
ensure that T(€) < T1. Figure 14.21 gives a sketch that illustrates this behavior.

The full—order observer (14.93)-(14.94) provides estimates (i1, i2) that are used
to replace ($1,532) in the feedback control law. Since y = $1 is measured, we can
use 1:1 in the control law and only replace :32 by 582. This approach does not change
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Figure 14.19: Phase portrait of the closed—loop system under u : sat(—m§ ~~ m1 —— $2).

the analysis of the closed—loop system, and we obtain the same results as before.
On the other hand, we can use the reduced-order observer

2b 2 ~ h (w + by) + (pact, u) (14.101)
132 = w + by (14.102)

Where h : a/e for some positive constants a and a with 5 << 1, to estimate i2. It
is not difficult to see that the high«gain reduced-order observer (14.101)-(14.102)
exhibits the peaking phenomenon, and global boundedness of the state feedback
control plays the same role as in the full—order observer case.

The highngain observer is basically an approximate differentiator. This point
can be easily seen in the special case when the nominal function qbg is chosen to be
zero, for then the observer is linear. For the full-order observer (14.93)~(14.94), the
transfer function from y to :E is

a2 ]1+(aa1/042)8] _, ]:] as 5.10
(as)2 + ales + a2 8

and for the reduced—order observer (14.101)—(14.102), the transfer function from y
t0 5:2 is

s
(a/ (1)3 + 1

Thus, on a compact frequency interval, the highegain observer approximates y for
sufficiently small a. ‘

Realizing that the highegain observer is basically an approximate differentiator,
we can see that measurement noise and unmodeled highnfrequency sensor dynamics
will put a practical limit on how small a could be. Despite this limitation, there
are interesting applications Where the range of permissible values of 5 allows for
successful application of high-gain observers.27

~—> 3 as 8—H)

”Examples of application to induction motors and mechanical systems are given in [3], [47],
and [.186].
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Figure 14.20: The region of attraction under state feedback (solid) and intersection
of the region of attraction under output feedback with the 531—232 plane for a = 0.1
(dashed) and a = 0.05 (dash—dot).

14.5.2 Stabilization

Consider the multi—input~mu1ti—0utput nonlinear system

2 Ax + Bq5($, 2,11) (14.103)
1mm, 2,11) (14.104)

( )ts
N-

{~2-

||

2 Ca: 14.105

C : (1(1:7 2) (14.106)

Where u 6 RP is the control input, y E Rm and C E R5 are measured outputs, and
m E Rp and z E R2 constitute the state vector. The p x p matrix A, the p X m
matrix B, and the m x p matrix C, given by

C
O

Q
i—

l

,__
i 0
0

A = block diag[A1, . . . ,Am], A.- 2

O
O

O ,__
i

Pixpi

B = block diag[B1,. . . ,Bm], Bi 2

pz'Xl
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Figure 14.21: Illustration of fast convergence to the set QC X E.

C=blockdiag[Cl,...,Cm], 0,2[1 0 Ollxp.

where 1 S 7'. g m and ,0 2 p1 + - -- + pm, represent m chains of integrators. The
functions (b, «p, and q are locally Lipschitz in their arguments for (at, z, u) E Dm x
D; X RP, where Dz C Rp and DZ C R5 are domains that contain their respective
origins. Moreover, q5(0,0,0) = 0, ¢(0,0,0) : 0, and q(0,0) : 0. Our goal is to
design an output feedback controller to stabilize the origin.

The two main sources for the model (14.103)——(14.106) are the normal form of
input~output linearizable systems and models of mechanical and electromechanical
systems, where displacement variables are measured while their derivatives (veloc-
ities, accelerations, etc.) are not measured. The normal form for a single*input—
singlenoutput system is given by (13.16)~(13.18). It is easy to see that the equation
takes the form (14.103)*(14.105) with m : (5 and z = 0.28 If y is the only measured
variable, we can drop equation (14.106). However, in many problems, we can mea-
sure some state variables in addition to those at the end of the chains of integrators.
For example, the magnetic suspension system of Exercise 1.18 is modeled by

.1131 Z {112

, k1 Loafljgx2 = g — -xg —Wm 2m(a + x1)2
1 ‘ L0a$2$3so = m —Rm + --—-——- + u3 L(a:1) 3 (a + x1)2

where :31 is the ball position, :52 is its velocity, and $3 is the electromagnet curn
rent. Typically, we measure the ball position :31 and the current :33. The model
fits the form (14.103)-(14.106) with ($1,532) as the :3 component and 1:3 as the z

28866 [88, Section 5.1] for the multivariable normal form.
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component. The measured outputs are y : m1 and C : :33. Another source for the
model (14.103)—(14.106) where (14.106) is significant arises in system in which the
dynamics are extended by adding integrators. In Example 13.8, we saw a system
represented by an nth order differential equation. The dynamics were extended
by adding m integrators at the input side. Inspection of the resulting state model
shows that it fits the form (14.103)—(14.106) with 2 as the states of the m integran
tors and m as the output and its derivatives up to 1101—1). In this case, the whole
vector 2 is measured, and equation (14.106) takes the form C : 2.

We use a tw0«step approach to design the output feedback controller. First, a,
partial state feedback controller that uses measurements of m and C is designed to
asymptotically stabilize the origin. Then, a highugain observer is used to estimate
:3 from y. The state feedback controller is allowed to be a dynamical system of the
form

I‘(i9,x,C) (14.107)
7097500 (14108)

where ,y and I‘ are locally Lipschitz functions in their arguments over the domain
of interest and globally bounded functions of :3. Moreover, 7(0,0,0) = 0 and
I‘(0,0,0) : 0. A static state feedback controller 11 =fy(:3,C) will be viewed as a
special case of the foregoing equation by dropping the 19—equation. For convenience,
we write the closed—loop system under state feedback as

26 = f(X) (14.109)

where X = (:3, 2,19). The output feedback controller is taken as

R>19 2 m9,
U = 7(19,

where a“: is generated by the high—gain observer

a)

.C) (14110)
,q ’ (14.111)

5:» 2 Ace + 340(53, c, u) + H(y — 0:3) (14.112)

The observer gain H is chosen as

ail/5
erg/e2

H = block diag[H1, . . . , Hm], H. = g . (14.113)

“ail/“Fl”

Gin/8m pi

where a is a positive constant to be specified and the positive constants a; are
chosen such that the roots of

3‘" + aisprl + ' ' ' + CYzP¢~1S + @212: 0
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are in the open left~half plane, for all i = 1,. . .,m. The function qbg(x,C , u) is a
nominal model of ¢(x, z, u), which is required to be locally Lipschitz in its arguments
over the domain of interest and globally bounded in x. Moreover, do“), 0, 0) z 0.

Theorem 14.6 Consider the closed—loop system of the plant (14.103)—(14.106) and
the output feedback controller (14.110)—(14.112). Suppose the origin of (14.109) is
asymptotically stable and R is its region of attraction. Let S be any compact set in
the interior ofR and Q be any compact subset of Rp. Then,

0 there exists 81‘ > 0 such that, for every 0 < e S 81‘, the solutions (X(t),x(t))
of the closed—loOp system, starting in S X Q, are bounded for all t Z 0.

0 given any u > 0, there exist a; > 0 and T2 > 0, both dependent on u, such
that, for every 0 < e S 83,. the solutions of the closed—loOp system, starting in
S x Q, satisfy

IIA’(t)||S/i and llfltlllfiu: wzn (14.114)
0 given any u > 0, there exists cg > 0, dependent on u, such that, for every

0 < e S 5;, the solutions of the closed-loOp system, starting in S X Q, satisfy

||X(t) — Xr(t)|| 5 u, v t 2 0 (14.115)
where X," is the solution of (14.109), starting at X(0).

o if the origin of (14.109) is exponentially stable and that f(X) is continuously
difi’erentiable in some neighborhood of X z 0, then there exists a: > 0 such
that, for every 0 < e g 82:, the origin of the closed—l00p system is exponentially
stable and S X Q is a subset of its region of attraction. <>

Proof: See Appendix (3.23.

The theorem shows that the output feedback controller recovers the performance
of the state feedback controller for sufficiently small a. The performance recovery
manifests itself in three points. First, recovery of exponential stability. Second, re-
covery of the region of attraction in the sense that we can recover any compact set in
its interior. Third, the solution X (t) under output feedback approaches the solution
under state feedback as 5 tends to zero. For convenience, recovery of asymptotic
stability is shown only for the exponentially stable case.29 Notice, however, that the
first three bullets of the theorem, which show boundedness, ultimate boundedness,
and trajectory convergence, are valid without the exponential stability assumption.

As a corollary of the theorem, it is clear that if the state feedback controller
achieves global or semiglobal stabilization with local exponential stability, then for
sufficiently small a, the output feedback controller achieves semiglobal stabilization
with local exponential stability.

29See [16] for the more general case when the origin is asymptotically, but not exponentially,
stable.
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Example 14.19 In Section 14.1, we designed the continuous sliding mode state
feedback controller '

with a1 = 1, k z 4, and u z 1, to stabilize the pendulum equation

mflzé + mggfl sin6 + [60529 = 'u,

at (6 = 7r,9 : 0). Suppose now that we only measure 6. An output feedback
controller can be taken as

u

where 0 and a?) are the estimates of 6 and w = 9 provided by the high—gain observer

é = n+(2/a)(9—é)
= ¢o(éyu)+(1/€2)(9—é)

where qbg : —€Lsiné + Eu is a nominal model of qb : —(gO/€)sin6 — (kg/m)9 +
(1/m52)u in which 51 and 8 are nominal values of (go/Z) and (1 /mflz), respectively,
while the nominal value of the coefficient of friction k0 is taken to be zero. The
observer is designed to have multiple poles at —1/5. In Figure 14.22, we compare the
performance of the state and output feedback controllers for a z 0.05 and a z 0.01.
The pendulum parameters are m z 0.15, E z 1.05, and k0 = 0.02 and the initial
conditions are 6(0) 2 7r/4 and w(0) = 0(0) 2 d2(0) z 0. We consider three cases
for the observer. In the first case, the observer uses the nominal values ACAL : 9.81
and 6 = 10, which correspond to the nominal parameters 7’71 2 0.1 and Z : 1. In
the second case, we use 6L 2 9.3429 and 6 2 60469, which correspond to the actual
parameters; that is, 771 z m z 0.15 and 2: Z = 1.05. In the third case, we use a
linear observer by setting EL z 6 = 0. In all cases, we see that the response under
output feedback approaches the response under state feedback as 5 decreases. When
a is relatively large, we see an advantage for including (to in the observer when it is
a good model of gb. However, if the model is not that good, a linear observer may
perform better. The important thing to notice here is that the differences between
the three observers diminish as 5 decreases. This is expected, because decreasing a
rejects the effect of the uncertainty in modeling qb. A

@-

14.5.3 Regulation via Integral Control
Consider the single—input—single—output system

Li: : f(a:,w)+g(:c,w)[u+6(m,u,w)]
h(a:,w)
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(a) , . (b) ‘
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Figure 14.22: Comparison of state feedback (SFB) and output feedback (OFB) for
Example 14.19. Figures (a) and (b) show 6 and w z 9 for a nonlinear high—gain
observer with nominal m and 6. Figure (c) shows 6 for a nonlinear high-gain observer
with actual m and E. Figure (d) shows 6 for a linear high—gain observer.

where m E R” is the state, '11, E R is the control input, y E R is the controlled as
well as measured output, and w E R1 is a vector of unknown constant parameters
and disturbances. The functions f , g, h, and 6 are sufficiently smooth in (x, u) and
continuous in w for a: E D C R”, u E R, and w E Dw C R], where D and Dw are
open connected sets. We assume that the system

:2: = f(~"v,.w) +9(~"v,w)u
y = We w)

has relative degree p in D uniformly in w; that is,

Lgh(CC,w) : : Ln’2h(x,w) 2 0, LgL;_lh(x, w) 2 a > 0
for all (1,320) E D X Dw. Our goal is to design an output feedback controller such
that. the output 3; asymptotically tracks a constant reference 7" E D7w C R7 where D7w
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is an open connected set.
This is the output feedback version of the problem we studied in Section 14.1.4.

The only difference is that we allow f and h to depend on 211, while in Section 14.1.4,
they were restricted to be independent of w. The restriction was needed there be—
cause the variables h, Lf h, . . . Jig—1 h were used to compute the state feedback con—
trol. In the output feedback case, these variables are calculated from the measured
signal y by using a high—gain observer. Because we allow f to depend on w, the
term 61 has been absorbed in f. We are not going to repeat the assumptions and
derivations of Section 14.1.4. Let us only recall the sliding mode state feedback
controller (14.29), namely7

é0:61

U 2 _ksat(k080+l€1€1+k232+...+kpvlep_l+ep>

u

where 61 z y — 7" is the regulation error and 62 to 6,, are the derivatives of 61.30 The
control is globally bounded and the signal 61 is available on—line. To implement this
controller using output feedback, we estimate 62 to 6,, by utilizing a linear high-gain
observer. Thus. the output feedback controller can be taken as

é0:61

u : —k'sat< [€060 + [€161 + k2é2 + ' ' ' + kp-1ép—1 + 6p)
p

A at A .
6,; Z €¢+1+<?)(61*61), 1SZSp—1

'A CY A., = were»
where the positive constants al to ap are chosen such the roots of

Sp+6¥18p~l+"'+ap_18+ap=0

have negative real parts. For relative—degree-one systems (p z 1), the high—gain ob-
server is not used. Under the assumptions of Section 14.1.4, the closed—loop system
under state feedback has an exponentially stable equilibrium point at (Z,€0,€) =
(0, 50, 0). We leave it to the reader (Exercise 14.50) to verify that, for sufficiently
small a, the output feedback controller recovers the performance of the state feed—
back controller.

14.6 Exercises

14.1 Consider the system

331 = $2 +sinrri7 332 = 911?? + (1 +92)“, 92331
30We have written the sliding mode boundary—layer parameter as u to reserve 5 for the high—gain

observer parameter.
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where ’91] S 2 and ’92} g 1/2. Using sliding mode control,

(a) design a continuous state feedback controller to stabilize the origin.

(b) design a continuous state feedback controller so that the output y(t) asymp—
totically tracks a reference signal r(t). Assume that r, 7'", and?" are continuous
and bounded.

14.2 A simplified model of an underwater vehicle in yaw is given by [60]

ml + W: = 7-
where 1/; is the heading angle, 7' is a normalized torque input, and a is a positive
parameter. It is desired that 1/) tracks a desired trajectory 1/170), where 1/»(t), 1p," (t)7
and 1/1T(t) are bounded functions of t. Let 6L 2 1 be the nominal value of a.

(a) Using :51 2 1/1 and 3:2 2 w as state variables, u = 7' as control input and y z 1/)
as output find the state model.

(b) Show that the system is input—output linearizable.

(c) Assuming that a 2 (”L = 1, use feedback linearization to design a state feedback
controller that achieves global asymptotic tracking.

(d) Assuming that IZL — a! g 0.01 and 1/1T(t) = sin 2t, show that the controller
designed in part (c) will achieve asymptotic tracking with tolerance |1/1(t) —
1/1T(t)| g 61 and estimate 61. Is this tolerance achievable for all initial states?

(e) Assuming that IEL — al 3 k, where l: is known7 design a state feedback controller
to achieve global asymptotic tracking with tolerance |1/1(t) — ’l/Jr(t)| g 0.01.

14.3 ([176]) Consider the controlled van der Pol equation
. _ . _ 2 2 2$1 _ m2, m2 — —w :31 + €w(1 — p x1)x2u

where w, a, and ,u. are positive constants and u is the control input.

(a) Show that for u z 13 there is a stable limit cycle outside the surface Inf—+33% /w2 =
1/;i2 and for u z —1, there is an unstable limit cycle outside the same surface.

(b) Let s : $§ +:L'§/w2 — T2, with r < 1/;i. Show that restricting the motion of the
system to the surface s z 0 (that is, 3(15) E 0) results in a harmonic oscillator

3.31 2 $2, 3.32 2 —w2m1

which produces a sinusoidal oscillation of frequency w and amplitude r.

(c) Design a state feedback sliding mode controller to drive all trajectories in the
band ’531} < 1/,u. to the manifold s z 0 and have them slide on that manifold.
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(d) Simulate the response of this system for the ideal sliding mode controller and
for a continuous approximation. Use a; z u = a z 1.

14.4 Consider the system

.131 2152 +ax1 8111151, .132 =b$1$2+u

where a and b are unknown constants, but we know the bounds Ia — 1| 3 1 and
lb — 1| 3 2. Using sliding mode control, design a continuous globally stabilizing
state feedback controller.

14.5 The equation of motion for a pendulum whose suspension point is subjected
to a time—varying, bounded, horizontal acceleration is given by

mflé + mg sin 9 + [€59 : T/Z + mh(t) cos9

where h is the horizontal acceleration, T is the torque input, and the other variables
are defined in Section 1.2.1. Assume that

0.9 g 13 g 1.1, 0.5 g m g 1.5, 0 g k g 0.2, |h(t)| S 1

and g z 9.81. It is desired to stabilize the pendulum at 9 : 0 for arbitrary initial
conditions 9(0) and 9(0). Design a continuous sliding mode state feedback controller
to achieve ultimate boundedness with |9| S 0.01 and |9| g 0.01.

14.6 ([108]) Consider the system

i1 = $1332; 332 = $1 +U

(a) Using sliding mode control, design a continuous globally stabilizing state feed—
back controller.

(b) Can you globally stabilize the origin via feedback linearization?

14.7 Consider the system

581 2 —:E1 + tanh(a:2), 5&2 = $2 + :03, 5&3 = u + 6(23)

where 6(23) is an uncertain function that satisfies |6(a:)| 3 9(23) for all at, for some
known function 9. Design a continuous sliding mode state feedback controller such
that, for all ||x(0)||oo g k, m(t) is bounded and |:c1(t)| is ultimately bounded by
0.01.

14.8 The tank system of Example 12.5 (with integrator included) is given by

yz—A-(lgW—cfi), dzy—r
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where 7" is a desired set point. Let E and 4(3)) be nominal models of c and A(y)
respectively, and suppose that you know positive constants 91 > 0, 92 > 0, 93 Z 0,
and 0 5 94 < 1 such that

Q]- S A(y) —<— 027 |&— Cl _<.. 03) and
A(y)—4(y) <9

) __ 4.A(y
Using sliding mode control, design a continuous state feedback controller such that
all state variables are bounded and |y(t) — rl converges to zero as t —+ 00.

14.9 Consider the system (14.1).

(a) Let B be a constant matrix of rank p. Show that there is an n X n nonsingular
matrix .M such that MB 2 [0, Ip]T, where Ip is the p X p identity matrix.
Verify that T(a:) : Mm satisfies (14.2).

(b) Let B (:r) be a smooth function of :r and assume that B has rank p for all
a: in a domain D C R”. Let A = span{b1,...,bp}, where b1,...,bp are
the columns of B. Suppose A is involutive. Show that for every $0 E D,
there exist smooth functions q51(x), . . . , q5n_p (51:)7 with linearly independent
difi‘erentials aqbl/Bm,...,6q5nnp/6m at 330, such that [6¢¢/6$]B(:r) = Offor
1 g 2' g n — p. Show that we can find smooth functions qbnwp+1(:r), . . . ,qbn (1:)
such that T(:r) 2 [¢1(:L-), . . . , q5n(:c)]T is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood
of $0 and satisfies (14.2).
Hint: Apply Frobenius theorem.

14.10 Consider the nonautonomous regular form

77: hmmfl+%@m0
6 = name+0moEcowwmww>

where, for all (has) E [0, 00) x D, E is a known nonsingular matrix with a bounded
inverse and G is a positive diagonal matrix whose elements are bounded away from
zero. Suppose there is a continuously differentiable function q5(t, 77), with (Mi, 0) z 0,
such that the origin of 77 = fa(t, 77, q5(t, 77)) + 6,7(t, 77, ¢(t, 71)) is uniformly asymptoti-
cally stable. Let

_ 3CD 3CD_ 1 __ __ ._ __ __“‘E lLlfl at w“>+fi
where L : O‘1 or L = 0 and O(t,:r:) is a.nominal model of G'(t,x). Let

645 645 6gb
A Z I ’_ GL — ’_‘~ — fi (1 — “6(1( ) (flu 6t 577 > +5 677

Suppose A7; satisfies the inequality (14.10) with g 2 g(t, 1:). Taking 3 z 6 — q5(t, 77),
design a sliding mode controller to stabilize the origin. State and prove a theorem
similar to Theorem 14.1.
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14.11 Suppose (14.13) is replaced by

Si111- : — 5(12) 0 <——)
8

Where a : R —» R is a continuously differentiable, odd, monotonically increasing
function with the properties

0(0) 2 0, lim 0(y) = 1, and ya(y) Z a(1)y2, V |y| S 1
y——><>O

(a) Verify that 0(y) = tanh(y), 0(y) : (2/7r)tan_1(7ry/2), and 0(y) = y/(l + lyl)
satisfy the foregoing properties

(b) Show that if (1410) is satisfied With no < 0(1) and fl is chosen to satisfy

5(95) 2 fli’flo, 50>0

then
818% S —gofiol0(1) — Kollsil, for |8¢| Z 5

(c) Prove Theorems 14.1 and 14.2 for this sliding mode control.

14.12 Replace inequality (14.10) by

92

Ai p
5* S @450) +:”w‘j|”j|7 V 1 £773}?

3'21
Let [C be the p><p matrix Whose elements are My and suppose I—K is an M~matrix.31
Recall from the properties of Ill—matrices that the following three conditions are
equivalent:32

(i) I — IC is an M—matrix.

(ii) I — IC is nonsingular and all elements of (I — 1C)”1 are nonnegative.

(iii) There is a vector in Whose elements are all positive such that the elements of
b: (I — lC)w are all positive.

Let @1(:r) 2 91(13) for all 1 S 2' g p and 0(1)): (I — IC)’1[@1(J:), . . . , §p(:L')]T.

(a) Show that 111- : —fl¢(:r) sgn(si) With 51(53) 2 01(22) + wi yields 31-5}; 3 —b¢gglsi|
for 1 g 2' g p.

(b) Suppose 2?:1 My g no < 1 and gi(:r) : 9(22) for 1 g 2' g p. Show that I—IC is
an M—matrix and @1- (IE) and w can be chosen to produce the control (14.11).

31See Lemma 9.7 for the definition of M—matrices.
32See [57].
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14.13 With reference to the “continuous” sliding mode controller of Section 14.1.3,
show that there exists a finite time T, possibly dependent on e and the initial
states, and a positive constant 13, independent of a and the initial states, such that
ly(t) — r(t)l S ”a for all t 2 T.

14.14 Repeat Exercise 14.5 using Lyapunov redesign.

14.15 Repeat Exercise 14.8 using Lyapunov redesign

14.16 Use the Numerical data of the pendulum equation in Section 14.11 to
simulate the Lyapunov redesign of Example 14.5. Choose the design parameters
of the Lyapunov redesign to obtain the same control level as in the sliding mode
design. Compare the performance of the two controllers.

14.17 For each of the scalar systems that follow, use the nonlinear damping tool
to design a state feedback controller that guarantees boundedness of the state 53(t)
as well as uniform ultimate boundedness by an ultimate bound a. The function
6(t) is bounded for all t Z 0, but we do not know an upper bound 0n |6(t)|.

(a) :tz—m+x2[u+6(t)], (b) :‘c=:c2[1+6(t)]—:cu

14.18 Consider a single—input—single—output system in the normal form (13.16)-
(13.18) and suppose (13.16) is input—to-state stable. Let &(m) and ”31(33) be nominal
models of the functions a(m) and 7(33), respectively, and suppose the modeling errors
satisfy the inequalities

a’($)[&(m) — 04(x)]| S pots), ’w s k <1
”7(93)

where the function p0(:r) and the constant k are known. Let 7"(t) be a reference
signal and suppose 7" and its derivatives up to Hp) are continuous and bounded.
Using Lyapunov redesign, design a continuous state feedback controller such that the
output 3/ asymptotically tracks 7" with prespecified tolerance a; that is, |y(t) —7"(t)| S
p. for all t Z T for some finite time T.

14.19 Repeat the previous exercise for the case of constant reference, using integral
control. Verify that the regulation error converges to zero.

14.20 Consider the system

{.131 33.1132, ”2'32 =u+6(:r)

where 6 is unknown, but we know an estimate p1 such that I6(a:)| S plllmllg. Leit
’u = 1/)(cc) = —:r1 — 132 be the nominal stabilizing control, and

—p1||$||2(w/||w||2)7 if p1||$||2||w||2 Z 8

—pf||56||§(w/€)7 if p1||$||2||w||2 < 8
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Where wT : ZmTPB and V(:r) : mTPa: is a Lyapunov function for the nominal
closed-loop system. Apply the control u = —:r1 — 1:2 + v.

(a) Verify that all the assumptions of Corollary 14.1 are satisfied, except (1445),
Which holds With 770 z 0.

(b) Show that When 6(53) : 2(531 + x2) and p1 = 2M2, the origin is unstable.

14.21 Assume that (14.33) through (14.35) are satisfied with H ' Iloo. Consider the
following continuous approximation of the discontinuous control (14.40):

{ —77(t,m) sgn(w,~)7 if 77(t,a:)|w,-| Z a

—772(t,$)(w‘¢/€), if 77(t,:c)|w¢| < a

for 2' : 1,2, . . . ,p, Where wT : [8V/8x]G(t,m).
(a) Show that

772(t, «film-I2
8

V s —a3(llmlloo) + Z [Mamlwil —
1'61

Where 2' E I if 77(t,x)|wi| < a.

(b) State and prove a theorem similar to Theorem 14.3 for the current controller.

14.22 Consider the controller of Exercise 14.21. We want to prove a result similar
to Corollary 14.1., Assume that a3(||a:||oo) Z (32(4)7 77(t,$) Z 770 > 0, and

|5¢| S P1¢($) + Kolvz'l, 0 S H0 <1

for 2' z 1, 2, . . . ,p. These inequalities imply that (1435) holds with H ‘ II,>07 but they
are more restrictive because the upper bound on I6,| depends only on |v1|.

(a) Show that

l’wil2
av g 4%) + :{~<1— Kolng +p1¢<m>lwil}

1'61

(b) State and prove a result similar to Corollary 14.1.

14.23 Suppose the inequality (14.35) takes the form

||5(t7$71/J(t,$) +vlll2 S p0 +p1¢($) + I’vOIIUIIa 0 S no <1
Where “$0 = \/043(||$||2)- Let 77(05) = 770 + 771M107 Where 770 Z '00/(1 — H0) and
771 2 p1 / (1 — no). Consider the feedback control

{ —[770 +771¢($)](w/||w||2)7 if ||w||2 Z 8

—[m + m¢(:c)](w/a), if ||w||2 < a
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(a) Show that the derivative of V along the trajectories of the closed-loop system
(14.38) satisfies

V s 4%) + in. +pl¢<m>1 : — gamma + 3—51 + 50—0
(b) Apply Theorem 4.18 to arrive at a conclusion similar to Theorem 14.3.

(c) Compare this controller with (14.41).

14.24 Consider the problem treated in Section 14.2 and assume that (1435) is
satisfied with 2-norm. Suppose further that (14.44) and (14.46) are satisfied. Show
that the control law

U 2 1/}(t7 ‘1?) — 7w; wT Z 55G“) ‘13)

with sufficiently large 7 will stabilize the origin.

14.25 Consider the problem treated in Section 142. Show that, instead of using
the control law 21 z 1/1(t, :3) +1), we can simply use 21 z o, where ,0(t, m) is taken from
the inequality

||6(t.x.u) —1/J(t~,$)||2 S MM“) +fio|IUI|27 0 S no <1
14.26 Suppose that, in addition to the matched uncertainty 6, the system (1430)

also has unmatched uncertainty A; that is,

d: : f(t,:r) + A(t, m) + G'(t, m)[u + 6(t,m, 21)]

Suppose that, over a domain D C R”, all the assumptions of Theorem 14.3 are
satisfied, the inequalities (14.44) through (14.46) are satisfied, and the unmatched
uncertainty satisfies || [6V/6:c]A(t, x)||2 g W52($): for some a Z 0. Let u : 1/1(t, x) +
v, where v is determined by (14.41). Show that if u < 1, then the feedback control
law will stabilize the origin of the closed—loop system provided that the a chosen is
small enough to satisfy a < 4(1 — p)(1 — mflfifi/pf.

14.27 Consider the system i: 2 f (at) + G(:r)[u + 6(53, U)], and suppose there are
known smooth functions 111(23), V(a:), and.,0($), all vanishing at :r z 0, and a known
constant k such that

Cl||$||2 S V03) S C2||$||27 Sgjglj‘Kfli) +G($)¢($)] S —Csll$||2

II6($,1/J(a:) +v)|| S ,0(:r) + mollvll, 0 S no <1, V m E R”. V v E RPI

where c1 to 03 are positive constants.
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(a) Show that it is possible to design a continuous state feedback controller u 2
7(53) such that the origin of

ft = f($) + G($)[7($) + 5(50, 7(0)]
is globally exponentially stable.

(b) Apply the result of part (a) to the system

2'31 : x2, 3'32 : (1+ a1)(xi’ + x3) + (1 + a2)u

where a1 and a2 are unknown constants that satisfy |a1| S 1 and |a2| S 1/2.

14.28 Repeat exercise 141 using backstepping.

14.29 Repeat exercise 14.5 using backstepping.

14.30 Repeat exercise 14.6 using backstepping.

14.31 Using backstepping, design a state feedback controller to globally stabilize
the system

$1=m2+a+(m1—a1/3)3, dtgzrrl—Hi

where a is a known constant.

14.32 ([108]) Consider the system

in : ~m2— glari— %a:3
2 17 .1132 2 U

(a) Using backstepping, design a linear state feedback controller to globally sta—
bilize the origin
Hint: Avoid cancellation of nonlinear terms.

(b) Design a globally stabilizing state feedback controller by using feedback lin-
earization.

(c) Compare the two designs. Using computer simulations, compare their perfor-
mance and the control effort used in each case.

14.33 Consider the system

£12222, igzml—xi’+u

(a) Find a smooth state feedback controller u z 1/1(a:) such that the origin is globally
exponentially stable.
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(b) Extend the dynamics of the system by connecting an integrator in series with
the input, to obtain

$12532, itgl—mi’+z, 2321)

Using backstepping, find a smooth state feedback controller 1) : q5(:r, 2) such
that the origin is globally asymptotically stable

14.34 Consider the system of Exercise 131171

(a) Starting with the girl—equation and stepping back to the rig—equation, design a
state feedback controller u = 111(53) such that the origin (2:1 2 0, m2 2 0) of
the first two equations is globally exponentially stable.

(b) Show that, under the feedback controller of part (a), the origin :3 = 0 of the
full system is globally asymptotically stable.
Hint: Use input-to—state properties of the third equation.

14.35 Consider the system

5312532‘1’953?) $2=$3+U3 i732m1_$3> 3/2531

where 6 E [0? 2]. Using backstepping, design a state feedback controller such that
Iy — asintl is ultimately bounded by u, where u is a design parameter that can be
chosen arbitrarily small Assume that |a| S 1 and ||ar(0)[|<>0 S 1.

14.36 Repeat exercise 1414 using a combination of backstepping and Lyapunov
redesign.

14.37 Consider the system

531 :—$1+CE1$2, $2=$2+$3a i32$f+6($)+u

where 6(23) is an unknown (locally Lipschitz) function of m that satisfies |6(a:)| S
kll$ll2 for all m, with a known constant k. Design a globally stabilizing state feedback
controller.

14.38 Consider again Exercise 14.71

(a) With 6 = 0, use backstepping to design a globally stabilizing state feedback
controller.

(1)) Use the stabilizing controller of part (a) and Lyapunov redesign to design a
state feedback controller such that, for all ||:r(0)||oo S k, m(t) is bounded and
Im1(z€)| is ultimately bounded by 0.01.
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1439 Consider the magnetic suspension system of Exercise 1.18 and suppose the
ball is subject to a vertical disturbance force d(t); that is,

my : 4:9 +mg + F(y,i) + d(t)

Suppose further that |d(t)| 3 do for all t Z 0, where the upper bound do is known.

(a) Viewing the force F as the control input, use Lyapunov redesign to design a
state feedback control F = ”Kg/,9) such that Iy — TI is ultimately bounded
by a, where u is a design parameter that can be chosen arbitrarily small.
Design your control such that 'y is a continuously difi‘erentiable function of its
arguments.

(b) Using backstepping7 design a state feedback control law for the voltage input
u that will ensure that |y — r| is ultimately bounded by a.

1440 Consider the system

1'31 2 —:r1 +53%[m2 + 6(t)], 1'32 2 u

where 6(t) is a bounded function of t for all t Z 0, but we do not know an upper
bound on |6(t)| By combining backstepping and the nonlinear damping tools,
design a state feedback controller that ensures global boundedness of the state m
for all initial states 13(0) 6 R2.

14.41 Repeat Exercise 14.40 for the system

in : —x1x2+m§[1+5(t)la i2 211

14.42 Consider the linear system in 2 Ar + Bu and suppose there exists a positive
definite symmetric matrix P such that PA + ATP 3 0 and the pair (A,BTP) is
observable. Design a globally stabilizing state feedback control law u : —¢(:r) such
that ll’l/J($)|l g k for all .13, where k is a given positive constant.

14.43 Consider the system

$1 = $2, $2 = “1?? + THU)

where w is a locally Lipschitz function that satisfies 1ND) = 0 and mMu) > 0 for all
u # 0. Design a globally stabilizing state feedback control.

14.44 Consider a relative—degree-one, single-input—single—output systern with a
globally defined normal form

7? = fo(77, y), y‘ = 507.31) + (107731)“
where f0(0, 0) z 0 and a(77, y) 2 do > 0. Suppose there is a (known) radially un-
bounded Lyapunov function W07), with [8W/677](0) = 0, such that [Bl/V7877] f0(77, 0)
0 for all 77 # 0. Design a globally stabilizing state feedback controller.
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14.45 Design a. passivity-based globally stabilizing state feedback control for the
system of Example 13.17.

14.46 Design a globally stabilizing state feedbaCk control law for the system

$12—(1+x3)x§, $22223, $32x§—1+u

14.47 Consider a relative—degree—one, single—input~single~output system that is
represented, in some domain that contains the origin, by the normal form

77 = M77531), 3'; = 50773;) + (107,31)u
Where f0? a, and b are sufficiently smooth, a(77,y) 2 do > 0, f0(0,0) : 0, and
b(0, 0) z 0. Suppose the origin of f/ z f0(77, 0) is asymptotically stable and there is
a Lyapunov function V07) such that

0:1(llnll) S V07) S 042(ll77ll) and gig-fomy) S —Ots(l|77||)7 V Hull 2 7(lyl)

for some class [C functions a1, a2, 03, and 7. Let &(y) and My) be smooth nominal
models of a(n, y) and b(77, g), respectively, such that &(y) 2 do > 0 and

: go) (14.116)
A

over the domain of interest, Where g(y) is known. The choice ci : 1, b 2 0 is
possible.

(a) Show that a. continuous stabilizing sliding mode controller can be taken as

u: — Eli/12) —fi(y) sat (g)

Where My) 2 g(y) + 50, for some positive constants a and fig. In particular7
show that there are compact positively invariant sets 9 and S25 : {V(77) g
a(€)7 lyl g E} C {2, for some class [C function a, such that every trajectory
starting in Q enters {2,5 in finite time.

(b) Show that if the origin of 77 : f0(77; 0) is exponentially stable, then for suffi-
ciently small a the origin of the closed-loop system is exponentially stable and
{2 is a subset of its region of attraction.

(c) Show that (14.116) can be satisfied on any compact set with a constant 9.

(d) Under What conditions Will this controller achieve semiglobal stabilization?
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(e) Design a stabilizing output feedback controller for the system
. _‘ 3 . _ 3 . _/2 _ _x1——x1—x2, x2——$2—m3—u, 333—.C1—CL3-Jr-U, y—mg

14.48 Consider the p—input~p—Output system

$:f($vu) y:h($)

where f is locally Lipschitz, h is continuously differentiable, f (0, 0) z 0, and h(0) z
0. Suppose the system

i=f($,U), y: 99 (m) $8w61:

with output :9, is passive with a radially unbounded, positive definite storage func-
tion V(:r); that is, V g uTjg, and is zero—state observable. Let z,- be the output
of the linear transfer function bis/(8 + a1) whose input is yi, where a, and b, are
positive constants.

(a) Using V(m) + 2:921 (kZ /2120.23 as a Lyapunov function candidate, show that the
output feedback control u,- : 4512i, 1 g 2' g p, 15, > 0, globally stabilizes the
origin.

(b) Using V(m)+2§=l (1/12,) 6l qbz-(a) do as a Lyapunov function candidate, where
o,- is a locally Lipschitz function such that q5.,-(0) : 0 and 0¢i(0’) > 0 for
all 0 7E 0, show that the output feedback control u,- = —gb,-(z,-), 1 g 2' g p,
stabilizes the origin. Under what conditions on gb, will this control law achieve
global stabilization?

(c) Apply the result of part (a) to globally stabilize the pendulum equation

mflé +mgsin9 : u

at the angle 9 = 61 by using feedback from 6, but not from 9.

14.49 Consider the system (14.85)——(14.86) and suppose u : 7(53) is a locally
Lipschitz state feedback control that globally stabilizes the origin. Let 5% be the
state estimate provided by the observer (14.87). Show that the output feedback
control u 2 7(23) globally stabilizes the origin (a: : 0,:fi = 0) of the closed—loop
system if the system

it = Ar + 9(033, 7(58 — 0))
with input 1), is input—to—state stable.

14.50 Verify that the output feedback controller of Section 14.5.3 recovers the
performance of the state feedback controller for sufficiently small a. In particular,
show that the closed—loop system under output feedback has an exponentially stable
equilibrium point at (2:, 60, e, é) : (0, 50, 0,0).
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In the next seven exercises, we present a few case studies.

14.51 A current-controlled induction motor can be modeled by33

Jab = kt()\aib — Abia) — TL

)‘a Z — g )‘a — 1790A!) + R2? 7:0.

Ab = — ~13"- Ab+pa+ Riff ib

where w is the rotor speed, TL is the load torque, Au and Ab are the components
of the rotor flux vector, ’10, and ib are the components of the stator current vector,
L1," and Ill are the rotor and mutual inductances, R," is the rotor resistance, J is
the moment of inertia, p is the number of pole pairs, and la, is a positive constant
The load torque TL can be taken as TL 2 To + q5(w), where d) E [0, 00] is a locally
Lipschitz function that models the load due to friction, while To models the speed—
independent load. The currents 2", and ib are the control variables. It is desired
to design feedback control so that the speed a; tracks a reference speed w," in the
presence of unknown load torque. In this exercise, we will pursue the design by
transforming the equations into field—oriented coordinates. This transformation
decouples the control problem into two separate control problems, one for the speed
and the other for the rotor flux. The transformation should be applied on—line and
requires measurement of the rotor flux. We will start by assuming that the rotor flux
is available. Then we will use an observer to estimate the rotor flux and analyze the
performance of the controller when the rotor flux is replaced by its estimate. The
analysis will take into consideration uncertainty in the rotor resistance Rf, which
may change significantly with temperature during the operation of the motor.

(a) Let ,0 be the angle of the rotor flux vector and Ad be its magnitude; that is,
,0 : tan“1()\b/)\a) and Ad 2 «Ag + Ag. Replacing Au and Ab by Ad and ,0 as
state variables and transforming 2", and ib into id and iq, defined by

id 2 cosp sinp 2", - (14117)
2}, — sin ,0 cos ,0 ib '

Show that the motor can be represented by the state model
. R1. RrM. . RrM‘sktAdiq—TL, Adz—EAOH— L 20;, pzpw-l-LAO?!

provided Ad > 0.

(b) The first two equations of the foregoing model are independent of ,0. Therefore,
to design the feedback control laws for id and iq, we can drop the state equation
for ,0. However, we still need ,0 to calculate 2", and ib by using the inverse of
the transformation given by (14.117). Show that for constant w, iq, and Ad, ,0
will be unbounded. Explain why an unbounded ,0 does not cause a problem.

33See, for example, [50, Appendix C] or {117}.
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(c) Note that the torque generated by the motor is proportional to Adiq. Therefore,
we can control the speed by first regulating Ad to a desired constant flux A,"
using the control input id, then we can design 2}, assuming Ad 2 A,” This
assumption will be justified if the dynamics of the flux loop are much faster
than the dynamics of the speed loop.34 In this part of the exercise, we design
the flux control. Show that id : (Ar/M) — [C(Ad — Ar), with k 2 0, achieves
the desired regulation.

(d) Since the currents 1a and ib must be limited to certain maximum values, in
our design, we,w0uld like to assume that id and iq are limited to Id and Iq,
respectively. Show that if Id > Ar/M and 0 < Adm) < M, then under the
saturated control

(14.118)id 2 Id sat (mAr/M — [C(Ad — A70)
Id

Ada) changes monotonically from Adm) to M. Estimate the settling time.

(e) For speed control, let us assume that aura), amt), and T0(zf) are bounded.
Design a sliding mode controller of the form 2}, = —L, sat(3/€) with appro—
priately chosen 8 and 5. Give conditions under which the controller will work
and estimate the ultimate bound on the tracking error.

(1‘) Suppose, in addition to the foregoing assumption, w,"(zf) satisfies limtnoo w," (I?) z
a," and limtnoo c2441?) 2 0 and we want to achieve zero steady—state error when
To is constant. Using integral control, design a sliding mode controller of the
form 2}, = —L, sat(8/€) with appropriately chosen 8 and 5. Give conditions
under which the controller will work and verify that it achieves zero steady—
state error.

(g) The assumption that the rotor flux can be measured is not a practical one. In
applications, it is common to estimate the flux by using the observer

:0) :0.

X 7" A A RrM A
AQZ~EAa—pW)\b+“"E;—Za, Ab:—

R..M 2'
L, b

lT 3x}; + pwxa +b

where 1%," is a nominal value (or estimate) of Rf. The field orientation angle
,0 and the flux magnitude Ad are calculated by using ,0 = tan—1(Ab/Aa) and
Ad 2 V531 + 5%, id and 2}, are defined by using (14117) with the newly defined
,0. To write down a state model for the overall system, we define the flux
estimation errors ed and eq by

ed _ cos ,0 sin p 3“, _ )‘a
leg ] _ [ —Sin,0 COSp] }: S‘b _- Ab ] (14,119)

34This can be justified by the singular perturbation theory of Chapter 11.
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Using w, Ad, ,0, ed, and eq as state variables, show that the overall system can
be represented by the state model

Jab : kt (Adiq + eqid - ediq) - TL

Ad 2 —--I::)\d+ L?" 2d

AM. 7" A7"—éq : __Rr Zq ed" £€q+(§*E-‘:R‘:>Miq

(h) Verify that the flux control (14‘118) still regulates Ad to Ar, provided Id > A,./M
and 0 < Adm) < Ar. Furthermore, show that

A

IMz'dc) — Adml 3 (1+ kMMMId — Ad(0>1exp[—(RT/Lr>t]

1) Using V _— 1 2 e2 +62) and the comparison lemma, show that e _— e2 + e2d q d q
satisfies the bound

fir—R?"He(t)H g Isle"7t + k2 RT ML;

for some positive constants ”y, klt and 152‘

(j) Find conditions under which the sliding mode controller with integral action,
designed in part (f), will still achieve zero steady—state error.

14.52 The nonlinear dynamic equations of an m—link robot are given by

M(q)61'+ C(qsd)cj+DCJ+g(q) = u (14120)
where all variables are defined in Exercise 1.4. We assume that M, C, and g are
continuous functions of their arguments and

0 < Ami/Ty S yTM<CI>y S AME/Ty, V 6173/ E Rm, 3/ # 0
for some positive constants Am and AM. We want to design a state feedback control
law such that q(t) asymptotically tracks a reference trajectory q,"(z€), where q,"(z€),
CDU), and c'j,"(zf) are continuous and bounded. In this exercise, we design a sliding
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mode controller. Take the sliding surface as 3 : A6 + é z 0, where A is a positive
diagonal matrix, and let

u = MM)” + L[C'(q, CDC) + Q(q) + M(q)61'r — M(q)1\é]
where M, C', and Q are nominal models of M , C, and g, respectively, and L is either
zero or identity, leading to two different control laws.

(a) Show that 3 satisfies an equation of the form

S: U + A(q5Qaqfa7qT7U)

and give expressions for A when L z 0 and L z I.

(b) Assuming that

IIM”1(q)M(q) - [”00 S no <1, V q E Rm (14121)r

show that Ai satisfies the inequality

lAil S ,0(-) + nollvlloo, for 1 gig m

where p may depend on (q,d,qr, CL": 61%).
(e) Let

112' : —fl(') sat(sz-/a), a > 0, for 1 g 2' g m
where B may depend on (q, q', qr, QT, c‘jr). Show how to choose 5 to ensure that
the error e is globally uniformly ultimately bounded and give an estimate of
the ultimate bound in terms of a.

(d) What properties can you prove for the sliding mode controller when 5 is taken
as a constant?

14.53 Consider the m—link robot of the previous exercise. In the current exercise,
we derive a different sliding mode controller [180] that uses the skew symmetric
property of (Ill — 20) and avoids the condition (14.121). 4

(a) Taking 3 as in the previous exercise and W 2 (1/2)3T1\1(q)3 as a Lyapunov
function candidate for the S—equation, show that

W : 3T[MAé + C(Ae — qr) — Dq — g — Mg} +u]

(b) Let A A A
u = v + L[—M(cr)Aé — C(q, ci)(Ae — 47") + 9(61) + Al<Q>§f¢l

where L z 0 or L z I , leading to two different control laws. Show that

W Z STlv + A(qs Q7 Q7": Q7": (17)]

and give expressions for A when L z 0 and L z I.
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(e) Let

MHZ/H27 for ||y||2 Z 1
v = —fl(')90<8/€), 8 > 0, 90(31):

3/; for Ill/H2 < 1

where fl may depend on (q, q', QT, 47., gr). Show how to choose 5 to ensure that
the error e is globally uniformly ultimately bounded and give an estimate of
the ultimate bound in terms of 5‘

(d) What properties can you prove for the sliding mode controller when 5 is taken
as a constant?

Load

Figure 14.23: Two—link robot.

14.54 The two—link robot, shown in Figure 14.23, can be modeled [171] by'equa—
tion (14.120) with

M : a1 + 2a4 cosqg a2 + a4 cosq2 7 C 2 a4 sinq2 —'q2 —(q1 + (12)
a2 + a4 cos q2 a3 ql 0

: b1 cos q1 + 62 COS(q1 + Q2)
9 b2 c05(q1 + Q2)

where a1 through a4, b1, and b2 are positive constants which depend on masses3
moments of inertial7 and lengths of the two links, as well as the acceleration due
to gravity. We neglect damping and take D : 0. Let the nominal values of the
parameters be

a1 = 200.01, 52 : 23.5; 53 = 122.5, a4 = 25, bl = 784.87 b2 : 245.25
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To move the arm from the initial position (ql : 0, q2 : 0) to the terminal position
(q1 = 7r/2,q2 : 7r/2), we take the reference trajectory as

61510) = qr2(t) = (W/2)[1 - exp(-5t)(1 + 575)]
We assume that the control inputs are constrained to |u1| S 6000 Nm and |u2| g
5000 Nm. In the previous two exercises, we designed four different sliding mode
control laws, given by

= 4115 sat(s/€)
= 4‘33 saws/8) + 5'4 + g + Maj. — MAé

—fi 5(3/5) -
= —fi 90(8/6) + C(cjr — Ae) + g + Maj. — MAé2

3
2
3
2
3
2
3

For convenience, we take 6 to be constant.

(a) Using simulation, choose the design parameters A, 6, and e for each of the
four controllers. Include limiters in your simulation to impose the control
constraints.

(b) Compare the performance of the four controllers when, due to an unknown
load, the actual system parameters are perturbed to

a1 = 259.7, 52 = 58.19, (13 = 157.19, (14 = 56.25, 111 = 1030.1, 112 2 551.8125

(c) Suppose we only measure the angles ql and q2. Design a high—gain observer
to implement the state feedback controllers. Using simulation, compare the
performance of the output and state feedback controllers, for any one of the
four control laws.

14.55 Reconsider the two—link robot of the previous exercise.

(a) Following Example 14.16, design a passivity—based controller to regulate the
angles (q1,q2) from (0, 0) to (7r/2,7r/2). Use simulation to choose the design
parameters Kp and Kd and compare with the sliding mode controllers of the
previous exercise.

(b) Suppose we only measure the angles Q1 and q2. Design a high—gain observer
to implement the state feedback controller. Using simulation, compare the
performance of the output and state feedback controllers.

14.56 Consider the TORA system of Exercise 1.16. In this exercise, we design a
passivity—based control law [146] to globally stabilize the origin.

(a) Using the sum of the potential energy (1/2)}:533 and kinetic energy (1/2)12TD(9)12
where v = [6, {236]T, as the storage function, show that the system with input
11 and output 9 is passive. Is it zero—state observable?
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(13) Let u : ~gb1(9) + w where gbl is locally Lipschitz, 051(0) 2 07 ygb1(y) > 0 for all
y 7E 0, and limlyln00 fog ¢1()\) dA z 00. Using

1 1 ‘9 ‘
V = ~vTD(9)v + ~kx§ +/ gbl (A) dA, 11 = , .6

2 2 O ' LDC

as the storage function, show that the system with input w and output 9 is
passive. Show also that it is zerovstate observable.

(e) Let (02 be any locally Lipschitz function such that ¢2(0) : 0 and y¢2(y) > 0
for all y 7E 0. Show that u : —¢31(9) — ¢2(9) globally stabilizes the origin.

(d) Let M = 1.3608 Kg, m = 0.096 Kg, L = 0.0592 m, I = 0.0002175 Kg/mz, and
k 2 186.3 N/m. Verify that

u : ~Up sat(Kp9) — Uv sat(Kvé)

will be globally stabilizing for any positive constants Up7 Uv, KP, and K0.
Choose Up and U0 such that Up + U0 3 0.1 to guarantee that u satisfies
the constraint [u] g 0.1. We want to design these four positive constants to
reduce the settling time. We will use simulation and local analysis to choose
the constants. By linearizing the closed—loop system about the origin, show
that the closed—loop characteristic equation is given by

(82 + 52%? + 51)11-50 32(32—1—53) =0

where

_ Uv(m + M) _ (1p k W + mL2)
go A0 5 fil—Uvfi fl2zm+M) fig): A0

and A0 = A(0). Verify that the characteristic polynomial is Hurwitz and
construct the root locus as fig varies from zero to infinity.

(8) By simulating the closed—loop system with the initial states 9(0) 2 7?, 9(0) 2 0,
xc(0) = 0.025, and 530(0) 2 0, and by using the root locus analysis of part (d),
choose the constants Up, Uv, KP, and K.) to make the settling time as small
as you can. You should be able to achieve a settling time of about 30 sec.

(1') Suppose now that we can only measure 9. Using Exercise 14.48, show that the
origin is globally stabilized by the output feedback controller

u 2 —Up sat(Kp9) — Uv sat(s)

where z is the output of the transfer function 3/ (58—1—1) driven by 9 and e is any
positive constant. By viewing this transfer function as the transfer function
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of a reduced—order high—gain observer, use the analysis of Section 14.5 to show
that the output feedback controller recovers the performance of the state
feedback controller as 5 tends to zero. Simulate the closed—loop system for
different values of e and compare with the performance under state feedback.

14.57 Consider the TORA system of Exercise 1.16. In this exercise, we design a
sliding mode controller35 to stabilize the origin.
(a) Show that the change of variables

mL sin 9 _ mLé cos 9
772=$c+Z c W) W: :65 Z,771 $+m+M m+M 773 6 6

transforms the system into the regular form (14.4)—(14.5).

(b) Using

_ (m+M)kl mL _ 2 (m+1\4)2/Icl 2 kg 2
V007) — 2mL 771 + M 8113773 W772 + ‘2‘773

with positive constants [$1 and 152, show that

def mL .6 2 $07) 2 131 (771 — m + M s1n773) cosng — [$2773

globally stabilizes the origin of

mL
m+M

. . [C
772772, 772:” 771”m+M Si[1773), 773:6

Verify that the sliding surface can be taken as

3 29+k29—k1mcc0s9 : 0

and note that s is independent of the system parameters.

(C) Choose fi<$> such that u = —fl(x) S&t(8//,L) globally stabilizes the origin for
sufficiently small p.

(d) The expression of 5(53) in the previous part could be complicated. To simplify
the control law, we take fl as a positive constant and write the control law as

u 2 #5 sat <6+k26—k1mccos6>
p

where the positive constants 131, 162, B and p are the design parameters. Show
that, for sufficiently small u, this control law stabilizes the origin and guaran—
tees that the region of attraction includes a compact set around the origin.

35The design uses ideas from the passivity—based design of [172].
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(e) Let the system parameters be as in part (d) of exercise 14.56. We will use
simulation and local analysis to choose the design parameters to reduce the
settling time. By linearizing the closed—loop system about the origin, show
that the closed—loop characteristic equation is given by

33 +7132 +723 + 73 = 0
82(82 +74)

1-1-70

where
[7’ (m + M) lcl [9

70: HA0 5 m+M7 72Zm+M

£3132 k(I+mL2)/:.__._......_ A 2A0
my+M’ ’14 A0 7 O ()

Verify that the characteristic polynomial is Hurwitz and construct the root
locus as 70 varies from zero to infinity. Compare the root locus with the
one obtained in exercise 14.56 and comment on the role played by the term
—k1:z;c cos 6 in the choice of 5.

71=k2+

73:

(f) By simulating the closed—loop system with the initial states 9(0) : 7?7 9(0) 2 0,
536(0) 2 0.025, and stem) 2 0, and by using the root locus analysis of part (e),
choose the constants k1. kg, 6, and H to make the settling time as small as you
can. You should be able to achieve a settling time of about 4 sec. Compare
with exercise 14.56.

(g) Suppose now that we can only measure 9 and :30. Using the analysis of Sec—
tion 145, show that, for sufficiently small a and e, the origin is stabilized by
the output feedback controller

u : ~fl sat <z+k29 ~ klmccosfi)
u

where z is the output of the transfer function 3/(53 + 1) driven by 9, which
corresponds to a reduced—order high—gain observer. Verify that the output
feedback controller recovers the performance of the state feedback controller
as 5 tends to zero. Simulate the closed—loop system for different values of 5
and compare with the performance under state feedback.



Appendix A

Mathematical Review

Euclidean Space

The set of all n—dimensional vectors x = [1:1, . . . ,mn]T, where $1,...,xn are
real numbers, defines the n—dimensional Euclidean space denoted by R”. The one-
dimensional Euclidean space consists of all real numbers and is denoted by R.
Vectors in R” can be added by adding their corresponding components. They can
be multiplied by a scalar by multiplying each component by the scalar. The inner
product of two vectors x and y is mTy 2 22:1 miyi.

Vector and Matrix Norms

The norm “at“ of a vector x is a real—valued function with the properties

0 “at“ Z 0 for all :r E R", with “at” z 0 if and only if :r = 0.

. “m + yll s ”In“ + ”y“, for all :3, y e R".

0 Ham“ 2 |a| llxll, for all a E R and :r E R".

The second property is the triangle inequality. We consider the class of p—norms,
defined by

”WP Z (lfvllp + ' + Imnlpf/P’ 1 S p < 00

and

m=wmml
The three most commonly used norms are ||rr||1, ||x||oo, and the Euclidean norm

1 2 1 2“$112: <1x1|2+---+|mn12> / = (5%) /
647
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All p—norms are equivalent in the sense that if H - ”a and H - “g are two different
p—norms7 then there exist positive constants c1 and 02 such that

Clllxlla S [Ms S C2H$Ha
for all :r E R”. For the 1—, 2-, and oo—norms7 these inequalities take the form

Hmlb £11:t S W? Malia llmlloo 31150112 S W? 115811007 llfvlloo < 1150111 S ”11501100
An important result concerning p—norms is the Holder inequality

1 1TmyS ml y}? -+-—1
for all :8 E R"7 y E R”. Quite often when we use norms, we only use properties
deduced from the three basic properties satisfied by any norm. In those cases, the
subscript p is dropped, indicating that the norm can be any p—norm.

An m X 71 matrix A of real elements defines a linear mapping y 2 Ar from R"
into Rm. The induced p-norm of A is defined by1

HAHP = sup 4%? = mag I|Am|lpwe :c Hm—1
which for p = 1, 2, and 00 is given by

A}
’ITL r l 2 TL

1=mgx§j|aijt 1|A1|2=1AW<AFA>1 / , and 1|A||oo=mgx§j|aij|
i=1 j=l

where Amax(ATA) is the maximum eigenvalue of ATA. Some useful properties of
induced matrix norms for real matrices A and B of dimensions m x n and n X Z,
respectively7 are as follows:

1 ADO<A < A00.fill II .II H2_\/RH ll, 17R. HAHI S ||A||2 S W1 ||A||1

HAH2 S VHAHI “Allow HABHP S HAHP “BHP
Topological Concepts in R"

Convergence of Sequences: A sequence of vectors m0, m1, .. ., mk, . .. in R",
denoted by {ark}, is said to converge to a limit vector x if

Hark —a:H —+.0 as 13—9 00

which is equivalent to saying that7 given any 5 > 07 there is an integer N such that

Hm—xfl<e, VkZN

1311p denotes supremum, the least upper bound; inf denotes infimum7 the greatest lower bound.
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The symbol “V” reads “for all.” A vector x is an accumulation point of a sequence
{17,} if there is a subsequence of {cm} that converges to m; that is, if there is an
infinite subset K of the nonnegative integers such that {mk}k€K converges to m.
A bounded sequence {ink} in R” has at least one accumulation point in R”. A
sequence of real numbers {77,} is said to be increasing (monotonically increasing
or nondecreasing) if m g Tk+1 V k. If m < 77;“, it is said to be strictly increas—
ing. Decreasing (monotonically decreasing or nonincreasing) and strictly decreasing
sequences are defined similarly with m 2 me“. An increasing sequence of real num—
bers that is bounded from above converges to a real number. Similarly, a decreasing
sequence of real numbers that is bounded from below converges to a real number.

Sets: A subset S C R" is said to be open if, for every vector x E 5', one can
find an e—neighborhood of :3

No.5) = {z e R" | llz—rcll < e}
such that N (53,5) C S. A set S is closed if and only if its complement in R" is
open. Equivalently, S is closed if and only if every convergent sequence {5%} with
elements in S converges to a point in S. A set S is bounded if there is r > 0 such
that IICEII S r for all m E S. A set S is compact if it is closed and bounded. A point
p is a boundary point of a set S if every neighborhood of p contains at least one
point of S and one point not belonging to S. The set of all boundary points of S,
denoted by 65', is called the boundary of S. A closed set contains all its boundary
points. An open set contains none of its boundary points. The interior of a set S is
S — 65'. An open set is equal to its interior. The closure of a set S, denoted by 5',
is the union of S and its boundary. A closed set is equal to its closure. An open set
S is connected if every pair of points in S can be joined by an arc lying in S. A set
S is called a region if it is the union of an open connected set with some, none, or
all of its boundary points. If none of the boundary points are included, the region
is called an open region or domain. A set S is convex if, for every Jay E S and
every real number 9, 0 < 9 < 1, the point 953 + (1 — 9)y E S. If :r E X C R" and
y E Y C Rm, we say that (m,y) belongs to the product set X x Y C R" x R“.

Continuous Functions: A function f mapping a set 5'1 into a set 5'2 is denoted
by f : 5'1 ——> 5'2. A function f : R" —+ Rm is said to be continuous at a point m if
f (531;) —e f (2:) whenever 53;, —e m. Equivalently, f is continuous at :r if, given 5 > 0,
there is 6 > 0 such that

Ill” — yll < 5 1:, WW — f(y)|| < 5
The symbol “2*” reads “implies.” A function f is continuous on a set S if it is
continuous at every point of S, and it is uniformly continuous on S if, given 5 > 0
there is 6 > 0 (dependent only on e) such that the inequality holds for all m, y E 5'.
Note that uniform continuity is defined on a set7 while continuity is defined at a
point. For uniform continuity, the same constant 6 works for all points in the set.
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Clearly, if f is uniformly continuous on a set S, then it is continuous on S. The
Opposite statement is not true in general. However, if S is a compact set, then
continuity and uniform continuity on S are equivalent. The function

(aifi + a2f2)(') = a1f1(‘)+ a2f2(')

is continuous for any two scalars a1 and a2 and any two continuous functions f1 and
f2. If 5'1, 52, and 5'3 are any sets and f1 : 5'1 —9 5'2 and f2 : 5'2 ——> 5'3 are functions,
then the function f2 0 f1 : 5'1 —9 5'3, defined by

(f2 0 f1)(') = f2(f1('))
is called the composition of f1 and f2. The composition of two continuous functions
is continuous. If S C R” and f : S —9 R“, then the set of f (at) such that x E S is
called the image of S under f and is denoted by f (S) If f is a continuous function
defined on a compact set S, then f (S) is compact; hence, continuous functions on
compact sets are bounded. Moreover, if f is real valued, that is, f : S —9 R, then
there are points p and q in the compact set S such that f (at) g f (p) and f(1) 2 f (q)
for all a", E S. If f is a continuous function defined on a connected set S, then f (S)
is connected. A function f defined on a set S is said to be one to one on S if
whenever m, y E S, and m # y, then f(m) 7E f(y). If f : S —e Rm is a continuous,
one—to—one function on a compact set S C R", then f has a continuous inverse f”1
on f(S). The composition of f and f"1 is identity; that is, f”1(f(:r)) = .13. A
function f : R —e R" is said to be piecewise continuous on an interval J C R if for
every bounded subinterval Jo C J, f is continuous for all :r 6 J0, except, possibly,
at a finite number of points where f may have discontinuities. Moreover, at each
point of discontinuity $0, the right—side limit limhno f (:30 +h) and the left~side limit
limhflo f(a:0 — h) exist; that is, the function has a finite jump at $0.

Differentiable functions: A function f : R —9 R is said to be difi'erentiable at
:r if the limit

. f($+ h) — f($)’ Z 1 Mf (cc) #3?) h
exists. The limit f’(:r) is called the derivative of f at .13. A function f : R" —e Rm is
said to be continuously differentiable at a point 1:0 if the partial derivatives alt/am,-
exist and are continuous at 1:0 for l g i g m, l g j g n. A function f is continuously
differentiable on a set S if it is continuously differentiable at every point of S. For
a continuously differentiable function f : R" —9 R, the row vector 6f/623 is defined
by '

af _ 6f 6f
653 _ (951:17 ”'7 Barn

The gradient vector, denoted by Vf($) is

we) = [3—n
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For a continuously differentiable function f : R" -—> R“, the Jacobian matrix
[6f/62:] is an m x n matrix whose element in the ith row and jth column is 6f,- /6mj.
Suppose S C R" is open, f maps 5' into R“, f is continuously differentiable at
:30 E S, 9 maps an open set containing f (S) into RI“, and g is continuously differ—
entiable at f(a:0). Then the mapping h of S into Rk, defined by h(:r) = g'(f(:r)), is
continuously differentiable at $0 and its Jacobian matrix is given by the chain rule

92 _ 522 a:
6m :1:s 6f f:f(:co) 6m (1::IBO

Mean Value and Implicit Function Theorems

If :r and y are two distinct points in R", then the line segment L(a:, y) joining m
and y is

L($,y)={z | 2=9x+(1—6)y, 0<6<1}
Mean Value Theorem

Assume that f : R” ——> R is continuously differentiable at each point x of an
open set S C R". Let :3 and y be two points of S such that the line segment
L(x, y) C S. Then there exists a point z of L(a:, y) such that

flw—f@%=%£_(y—@
Z

Implicit Function Theorem

Assume that f : R" X Rm ——> R” is continuously differentiable at each point (m, y)
of an open set S C R" x R“. Let ($0,340) be a point in S for which f(:r0,y0) : 0
and for which the Jacobian matrix [6f/823] (1:0, yo) is nonsingular. Then there exist
neighborhoods U C R" of $0 and V C Rm of yo such that for each y E V the
equation f (7;, y) = 0 has a unique solution a- E U. Moreover, this solution can be
given as m = g(y), where g is continuously differentiable at y = yo.

The proof of these two theorems, as well as the other facts stated earlier in
this appendix, can be found in any textbook on advanced calculus or mathematical
analysis.2

Gronwall—Bellman Inequality

Lemma A.1 Let A : [a, b] ——> R be continuous and u : [a, b] —9 R be continuous and
nonnegatiue. If a continuous function y : [a, b] —9 R satisfies

~15

uwsxw+/uewwds
a

2See, for example, [10].
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for a _<_ t S b, then on the same interval

at) s W) + f Mains) exp U75 m) d7) ds
In particular, ifMt) E A is a constant, then

15ya) 3 Aexp U m) d7]
(1

If, in addition, Mt) E a Z 0 is a constant, then

y“) S Aexpl/W — all
<>

Proof: Let 2(t) = f: n(s)y(8) ds and Mt) = 2(t) + Mt) — y(t) 2 0. Then, 2 is
differentiable and

= mayo) = mom) + new) — move)
This is a scalar linear state equation with the state transition function

-tW, s) = exp U m) d7]
Since 2(a) = 0, we have

#15

2(t) = / gb(t7 s)[n(3)M5) — n(s)v(8)] d3

The term ‘t

/ w, 8)M(8)v(8) ds
is nonnegative. Therefore?

15 >152c) s / exp U m) d7] MSWS) ds
Since y(t) 5 Mt) + z(t), this completes the proof in the general case. In the special
case when Mt) E A, we have

Ain(8)exp[/:n(’r)d’r] d3 : "/atgfs'lexpl/StMfldll} d3

= Mil/swan
= —1+eXp[/atn(’r)d’r]

which proves the lemma when A is a constant. The proof when both A and a are
constants follows by integration. 5

8:0
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Contraction Mapping

Consider an equation of the form :3 = T (m). A solution 53* to this equation is said
to be a fixed point of the mapping T, since T leaves 13* invariant. A classical idea
for finding a fixed point is the successive approximation method. We begin with
an initial trial vector :31 and compute 1:2 2 T(m1). Continuing in this manner it~
eratively, we compute successive vectors wk“ : T(mk). The contraction mapping
theorem gives sufficient conditions under which there is a fixed point 53* of m = T(a:)
and the sequence {ck} converges to 53*. It is a powerful analysis tool for proving
the existence of a solution of an equation of the form x = T(:r). The theorem is
valid, not only when T is a mapping from one Euclidean space into another, but
also when T is a mapping between Banach spaces. We will use the contraction
mapping theorem in this general setting. We start by introducing Banach spaces.1

Vector Spaces: A linear vector space X over the field R is a set of elements
:3, y, z, . . . called vectors such that for any two vectors x, y E X, the sum :3 +3; is
defined, m+y E X, x+y = y+m, (m+y)+z : 53+ (y+z), and there is azero
vector 0 E X such that m + 0 = m for all m E X. Also for any numbers a, [5’ E R,
the scalar multiplication am is defined, am E X, 1 -:r = m, 0 - m = 0, (a6) = await),
a(m+y) = ax+ay, and (cw—ma: = ax+flm, for all m, y E X.

Normed Linear Space: A linear space X is a normed linear space if, to each
vector x E X, there is a real—valued norm ”at” that satisfies

0 Hm” Z 0 for all m E X, with Hm“ = 0 if and only if m = 0.

° Na? + y“ S 1l + “y“ for all 507 y E X-
. Ham“ 2 lal Hm“ for all a E R and m E X.

1For a complete treatment of Banach spaces, consult any textbook on functional analysis. A
lucid treatment can be found in [1217 Chapter 2].

653
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If it is not clear from the context whether I] ' H is a norm on X or a norm on R",
we will write [I - H x for the norm on X.

Convergence: A sequence {$k} E X , a normed linear space, converges to
:1: E X if

[lxk—xlleO as 15—900
Closed Set: A set S C X is closed if and only if every convergent sequence

with elements in S has its limit in S.
Cauchy Sequence: A sequence {5%} E X is said to be a Cauchy sequence if

[lmk—m—eo as 1:, 711—900

Every convergent sequence is Cauchy, but not vice versa.

Banach Space: A normed linear space X is complete if every Cauchy sequence
in X converges to a vector in X. A complete normed linear space is a Banach space.

Example 8.1 Consider the set of all continuous functions f : [a, b] —+ R”. denoted
by C[a.b]. This set forms a vector space on R. The sum m + y is defined by
(a: + y)(t) 2 Mt) + y(z€). The scalar multiplication is defined by (ax)(t) 2 cm:(t).
The zero vector is the functiOn that is identically zero on [(1,1)]. We define a norm
by

“:0c = 151333;] MW)“
where the right—hand side norm is any p—norm on R". Clearly HmHC 2 0 and is zero
only for the zero vector. The triangle inequality follows from

max Hm) + W)” S maXlllMflH + Hy(t)H] S max MW)” + max MW)“
Also,

InaxHOtHI = maXIGI MW)” = [almaXll$(t)H
where all maxima are taken over [a, (3]. Hence, C[a, (3], together with the norm H ' H0,
is a normed linear space. It is also a Banach space. To prove this claim, we need to
Show that every Cauchy sequence in C [(1, b] converges to a vector in C[a, (3]. Suppose
that {art} is a Cauchy sequence in C[a, b]. For each fixed I? E [(1, b],

”$c — 371710)” _<. ”xi: — mC _‘> 0 as k, m’ —‘> 00

So {.1740} is a Cauchy sequence in R“. But R" with any p~norin is complete because
convergence implies componentwise convergence and R is complete. Therefore,
there is a real vector :30?) to which the sequence converges: 53,42?) —9 730?). This
pI'OVGS pointwise convergence. We prove next that the convergence is uniform in
t E [(1,1)]. Given a > 0, choose N such that Hmk — mmHC < 5/2 for 19, m > N. Then
for k? > N

115W) — W)” HM“) — mmmll +11%“) — W)“S
S Hm}: — mmllc + llfvmfi) — W)“
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By choosing m sufficiently large (which may depend on t), each term on the right—
hand side can be made smaller than 5/2; so ||mk(t) —~ m(t)|| < e for h > N. Hence,
{pk} converges to m, uniformly in t E [a, b]. To complete the proof, we need to show
that m(t) is c0ntinuous and {ink} converges to m in the norm of Cla, b]. To prove
continuity, consider

IIW + 5) — $(t)|| S IIW + 5) — 50W + 5)“
+ “58W + 5) — “(0H + “wk-(t) * «TWII

Since {my} converges uniformly to :3, given any a > 0, we can choose h large enough
to make both the first and third terms on the right—hand side less than a/3. Because
wk (t) is continuous, we can choose 6 small enough to make the second term less than
5/3. Therefore, m(t) is continuous. The convergence of 53;, to m in H - Hg is a direct
consequence of the uniform convergence. A

Theorem 8.1 (Contraction Mapping) Let S be a closed subset of a Banach
space X and let T be a mapping that maps 5' into 5'. Suppose that

||T(rv)—T(y)|| SpHIE—yH, Vrc, yeS, 0£p<1
then

0 there exists a unique vector 13* E S' satisfying 13* = T(x*)

o 53* can be obtained by the method of successive approximation, starting from
any arbitrary initial vector in S. O

Proof: Select an arbitrary :31 E S and define the sequence {5%} by the formula
53;,“ : Theme) Since T maps 5' into S, $k E S for all h 2 1. The first step of the
proof is to show that {ink} is Cauchy. We have

H liTW) — T($k~1)|l
S pllxk“$kuill S 02||$Ic~i"$k~2|| SW S pk"1||$2-$i||

||$k+1 - $k||

It follows that

||$Ic+r - mall ||$Ic+v~ — $k+r~1|| + ”anew-1 — mew—2H + ' ‘ ' + ||$Ic+1 * 05k“
[pki—n + pk+T~3 + . . . + pkfil] H132 — $1“

00

~~ i Pp'” 1Zp||502—331||= 1:0

I/\
l/\

|/\

k-l

“:02 E In“— p

The right—hand side tends to zero as k —9 00. Thus, the sequence is Cauchy. Because
X is a Banach space,

$k—9$*EX as k—eoo
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Moreover, since 5' is closed, 13* E S. We now show that 13* : T(:r*) For any
wk 2 T(mk_1), we have

”27* — T($*)H S ”1"“ — Smell + vk — T($*)H S ”50* — Smell + pllmx — 50*”
By choosing ls large enough, the right—hand side of the inequality can be made
arbitrarily small. Thus, ”53* — T(a:*)H : 0; that is, 13* = T(:r*). It remains to show
that 53* is the unique fixed point of T in 5'. Suppose that 13* and y* are fixed points,
Then,

”50* — if” = HTW) — T(y*)ll 5 MW — y*ll ‘
Since p < 1, we have 53* = y*. D



Appendix C

Proofs

(3.1 Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2

Proof of Theorem 3.1: We start by noting that if 1:0?) is a solution of

d: 2 f(t,a:), $(t0) = :30 (Cl)

then, by integration, we have

Mt) = x0 +/t f(8,:r(s)) d3 ((3.2)

Conversely, if Mt) satisfies (C2), then Mr) satisfies (Cl). Thus, the study of exis—
tence and uniqueness of the solution of the differential equation (Cl) is equivalent
to the study of existence and uniqueness of the solution of the integral equation
(C2). We proceed with (C2). Viewing the right—hand side of (C2) as a mapping
of the continuous function :r : lt m] —e R”, and denoting it by (Pm)(t), we can
rewrite (C2) as

m) = (Prom (03)
Note that (Pm)(t) is continuous in t. A solution of (0.3) is a fixed point of the map—
ping P that maps :3 into Pm. Existence of a fixed point of (0.3) can be established
by using the contraction mapping theorem. This requires defining a Banach space
X and a closed set S C X such that P maps 3 into S and is a contraction over 3.
Let

X = Clt07t0 + 6], with norm HatHC : tegfifiél “mm“

and
S={$EXl H$—$QHC ST}

where r is the radius of the ball B and 6 is a positive constant to be chosen. We
will restrict the choice of 6 to satisfy 6 5 t1 — to so that lt to + 5] C lt h]. Notice

657
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that Hm(z€)” denotes a norm on R”, while H$Ho denotes a norm on X. Also, B is a
bail in R”, while 5' is a ball in X. By definition, P maps X into X. To show that
it maps 3 into 5', write

(Pom—mo=flhflameww=fliflauei—flamiflflamflw
By piecewise continuity of f, we know that f(z€, m0) is bounded on [t t1]. Let

h: max] llf<t7$0)H
tE[to,t1

Using the Lipschitz condition (32) and the fact that for each m E 5',

MW) — men s r, v t e [mm + 5]
we obtain

memo—mu s Aiweaen—fexuiwwewumw
s ftmms) — $0” + h] d3 3 /(L7~ + h) d3
= (t—tOXLri—h) s 6(Lr—i—h)

and
[IP33 ~ wollo = max ”(PICXI?) — 350115 5(L7“ + h)teito,to+5]

Hence, choosing 6 5 r/ (Lr + h) ensures that P maps 5' into 5'. To show that P is
a contraction mapping over 5', let x and y E S and consider

”(PICW) — (Py)(t)H = ‘lwewen—flawenw
S Hf(8793(8)) — f(8,y(8))ll d8

to

s fzmue—yemdss / wimx~wm
to 750

Therefore,

lW$—PM05LW$—WCSMM—mw brdgg
Thus, choosing p < 1 and 6 5 p/L enSures that P is a contraction mapping over 3,
By the contraction mapping theorem, we can conclude that if 6 is chosen to satisfy

, 7"
65m1n{t1 —t0,m,%} fOI' p< 1 (0.4)
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then ((3.2) will have a unique solution in S. This is not the end of the proof,
though, since we are interested in establishing uniqueness of the solution among all
continuous functions $(t), that is, uniqueness in X. It turns out that any solution
of (C2) in X will lie in 5'. To see this, note that since $(t0) : x0 is inside the
ball B, any continuous solution 95(2?) must lie inside B for some interval of time.
Suppose that 1:0?) leaves the ball B and let to + u be the first time 1(25) intersects
the boundary of B. Then,

HUNG + M) * «Toll = 7“
On the other hand, for all t S to + u,

ll$(t)—$oll S Alliflaflfl)—f(8,xo)ll+llf(87$o)llld5

/' [LHm(3)—o+h]ds _<, /(Lr+h)ds
to to

l/\

Therefore,
7,

L7" + h 2 6

Hence, the solution Mt) cannot leave the set B within the time interval ltO: to + 6],
which implies that any solution in X lies in 5'. Consequently, uniqueness of the
solution in 5' implies uniqueness in X.

Proof of Theorem 3.2: The key point of the proof is to show that the constant
6 of Theorem 3.1 can be made independent of the initial state 170. From (0.4), we
see that the dependence of 6 on the initial state comes through the constant h in the
term r/(Lr + h). Since in the current case the Lipschitz condition holds globally,
we can choose 7“ arbitrarily large. Therefore, for any finite h, we can choose 7“ large
enough so that r/ (Lr + h) > p/L. This reduces ((3.4) to the requirement

r 2 Hx(zs0+u)—~:con s (LN-W => #2

63min{t1 —to, g} for p< 1

If t1 — to 5 p/L, we could choose 6 2 t1 — to and be done. Otherwise, we choose 6
to satisfy 5 S p/L. Now, divide kg, m] into a finite number of subintervals of length
6 S p/L, and apply Theorem 3.1 repeatedly.1 D

(3.2 ProowC of Lemma 3.4

The upper right—hand derivative D+o(zf) is defined by

, h —’ t
D+1}(t):hm sup w

h——>0+ h

1Note that the initial state of each subinterval m1, say, will satisfy Hf(t,a:1)H g h] for some
finite hl .
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where lim sup,H00 (the limit superior) of a sequence of real numbers {arm} is a real
number y satisfying the following two conditions:

o for every 5 > 0, there exists an integer N such that n > N implies am, < y+€,

0 given a > 0 and m > 0, there exists an integer n > m such that xn > y - a.

The first statement means that ultimately all terms of the sequence are less than
3/ + a, and the second one means that infinitely many terms are greater than y — a.
One of the properties of lim sup2 is that if 2,, S at:n for each n : 1, 2. . ., then
lim sup,MOO 2n 3 lim supnfioo mn. From this property, we see that if [Mt + h) —
v(t)]/h 5 g(t, h), V h E (0,1)] and limh..,0+ g(t, h) = 900,), then D+v(t) S 900?).

To prove lemma 3.4, consider the differential equation

73 = f(t,z) + A, 2(t0) = no (C5)

where A is a positive constant. On any compact interval [t0, m], we conclude from
Theorem 3.5 that for any a > 0, there is 6 > 0 Such that if A < 6, then (0.5) has a
unique solution 2(zf, A) defined on [150,151] and

w, A) — u(t)| < a, v t 6 [mm] (0.6)
Claim 1: 12(t) S 2(zf, A) for all t E [toga].

This claim can be shown by contradiction, for if it were not true, there would be
times a,b E (ant/1] such that v(a) : z(a,A) and 12(zf) > z(z€,A) for a < t 5 (3.
Consequently,

11(zf) — 0(a) > 2(zf, A) — 2(a, A), V t E (a, b]
which implies

mm) 2 m A) = f(a, 2w, A» + A > name»
which contradicts the inequality D+v(z€) S f(zf, v(z€)).

Claim 2: Mt) 5 u(t) for all t E [150,151]-
Again, this claim can be shown by contradiction, for if it were not true, there would
exist a, E (t0,t1] such that 0(a) > u(a). Taking a = [0(a) — u(a)]/2 and using (0.6),
we obtain

0(a) — z(a, A) = 0(a) — u(a) + u(a) — z(a, A) Z a
which contradicts the statement of Claim 1.
Thus, we have shown that 11(zf) S u(z€) for all t E [260, Q]. Since this is true on every
compact interval, we conclude that it holds for all t Z to. If it was not the case,
let T < 00 be the first time the inequality is violated. We have 12(t) 5 u(z€) for
all t E [t0,T) and, by continuity, 11(T) : u(T) Consequently, we can extend the
inequality to the interval [T, T + A] for some A > 0, which contradicts the claim
that T is the first time the inequality is violated.

28% [10, Theorem 12—4].
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(3.3 Proof of Lemma 4.1

Since fit) is bounded, by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem,3 it has an accumulation
point as t —+ 00; hence the positive limit set L+ is nonempty. For each y E L+,
there is a sequence t1- with t1- —9 00 as i —+ 00 such that mm) -—+ y as i —+ 00. Because
Mn) is bounded uniformly in i, the limit y is bounded; that is, L+ is bounded. To
show that L+ is closed, let {y1} E L+ be some sequence such that y1- —e y as i —+ 00
and prove that y E L+. For every 1', there is a sequence {£11} with 2513- —+ 00 as
j —+ 00 such that 53(t1-j) ——> y1 as j —+ 00. We will construct a particular sequence
{71-}. Given the sequences £15, choose 72 > tlg such that |Ix('rg) — y2|| < 1/2, choose
73 >t13 such that “13(73) —y3|| < 1/3; and so on for i = 4, 5, . . .. Of course, 71 —+ 00
as 1' —9 00 and ||at('r1) — y1|| < 1/1’ for every 1'. Now, given a > 0, there are positive
integers N1 and N2 such that

a , a .
||m('r1)—y1||<—5, V1>N1 and Ily1—y|l<~2-, V1>N2

The first inequality follows from ||at('r1-) — 341-“ < 1/1’ and the second one from the
limit y1 —e y. Thus,

||at('r1~) — yll < 5, Vi > N = maX{N1,N2}

which shows that 53(71) —+ y as i —9 00. Hence, L+ is closed. This proves that the
set L+ is compact, because it is closed and bounded.

To show that L+ is an invariant set, let y E L+ and q5(zf; y) be the solution of
(4.1) that passes through y at t = 0; that is, q5(0; y) = y, and show that Mt, y) E L+,
V t E R. There is a sequence {£1} with t1 —+ 00 as i —+ 00 such that mm) —+ y as
i —+ 00. Write 53(t1) : q5(zf1-; :30), where 2:0 is the initial state of fit) at t = 0. By
uniqueness of the solution,

$505 +t¢9$0) 2 (Mt; Mfume» 2 “BMW”

where, for sufficiently large 1’, t + t1 2 0. By continuity,

Jim ¢(t+ti;$0) = lim WWW) = May)
‘L-——>()O 1600

which shows that (fit; y) E L+.
Finally, to show that alt) —+ LJr as t —+ 00, use a contradiction argument.

Suppose this is not the case; then, there is an a > 0 and a sequence {t1} with
£1 —+ 00 as i —+ 00 such that dist(a:(z€1;),L+) > 5. Since the sequence 53(zf1) is
bounded, it contains a convergent subsequence 130%) —e 13* as i —+ 00. The point 13*
must belong to L+ and at the same time be at a distance a from L+, which is a
contradiction.

3see [10].
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(3.4 Proof of Lemma 4.3

Define 1/1(3) by
8: inf VJ? for0<3<r

1“) SSHICHSI‘ () — —

The function 1M) is continuous, positive definite, and increasing. Moreover, V(:r) Z
@MHQJH) for 0 S HICH S 7". But 1“) is not necessarily strictly increasing. Let a1(3)
be a class K function such that a1(3) g k¢(s) With 0 < k < 1. Then, ‘

WC) 2 1/2(H:cH)Z 01(HICH) for HICH S C
On the other hand, define q5(3) by

gb(5) = sup V(:r) for 0 g 3 g r
HICHSS

The function q5() is continuous, positive definite, and increasing (not necessarily
strictly increasing). Moreover, V(a:) S q5(H:rH) for [[53]] S 7“. Let a2(3) be a class [C
function such that 042(8) 2 k¢(s) With k > 1. Then

V(IC) S ¢(HICH) S 042(HICH) for HICH S I“
If D : R”, the definitions of 1M3) and q5(8) are changed to

71(3) : inf V013), (Ms) : sup V(x), for 3 Z 0
“37]l “$1133

The functions it and qb are continuous, positive definite, increasing, and

WHICH) S V(IC) S WHICH), V :c e R”
The functions a1 and cm can be chosen as before. If V(a:) is radially unbounded,
1M3) and q5(s) tend to infinity as s —+ 00. Hence, we can choose an and cm to belong
to class ICOO.

(3.5 Proof of Lemma 4.4

Since a(~) is locally Lipschitz, the equation has a unique solution for every initial
state yo 2 0. Because y(t) < 0 Whenever y(t) > 0, the solution has the property
that y(t) 5 yo for allt Z to. Therefore, the solution is bounded and can be extended
for all t Z to. By integration, we have.

y t_/ .541:/ d,
yo ah?) to

Let b be any positive number less than a, and define

y dx
77(y)=—/b a?)
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The function 77(y) is a strictly decreasing differentiable function on (0, a). Moreover,
limyno 77(y) : 00. This limit follows from two facts. First, the solution of the
differential equation y(t) —+ 0 as t —e 00, since y(t) < 0 whenever y(t) > 0. Second,
the limit y(t) —+ 0 can happen only asymptotically as t —+ 00; it cannot happen
in finite time due to the uniqueness of the solution. Let c = — limyna 77(y) (c may
be 00). The range of the function 77 is (—c, 00). Since 77 is strictly decreasing, its
inverse 77“1 is defined on (—c, 00). For any yo > 0, the solution y(t) satisfies

77(y(t)) — 77%) = t — to

Hence,
W) = 77—1 (77(y0) +15 — to)

On the other hand, if yo = 0, then y(t) E 0, because y = 0 is an equilibrium point.
Define a function 0(r, 8) by

__ "1( (7“)+8), r>0
0(T’8)—{g, 77 r20

Then, y(t) = 0(y0,t — to) for all t Z to and yo 2 0. The function. a is continuous,
since both 77 and 77”1 are continuous in their domains and limmnoo 77“1(a:) : 0. It
is strictly increasing in r for each fixed 3 because

(9 a(a(r, 8))
wow, 3) : a(r) > 0
(97"

and strictly decreasing in 3 for each fixed 7“ because

gig—00", 3) : —a(a(7~, 8)) < 0

Furthermore, 0(r, 3) —e 0 as s —+ 00. Thus, a is a class [CL function.

(3.6 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Uniform Stability: Suppose there is a class [C function 04 such that

HMUH S 04(H$(to)ll), V t Z to Z 0, V ll$(t0)ll < C
Given a > 0, let 6 : min{c, a“1(a)}. Then, for “53050)“ < 6, we have

HMUH S 04(Hrv(to)H) < 04(5) E 0407108)) = 8
Now assume that given a > 0, there is 6 = 6(5) > 0 such that

HWoMl < 5 r? H5005)“ < 8, V t Z to
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For a fixed a, let 5(a) be the supremum of all applicable 6(a). The function 5(5)
is positive and nondecreasing, but not necessarily continuous. We choose a class
[C function C(r) such that C(r) 3 195(7), with 0 < k < 1. Let do") = (”1(7).
Then, a(7~) is class IC. Let c : l_im7~_+00 ((7). Given 1:050), with Hm(tg)H < c, let
5 = 04(Hx(t0)H). Then, HLL'(t0)H < 6(8) and

WW < 8 = a(ll$(to)ll) (07)

Uniform Asymptotic Stability: Suppose there is a class [CL function 5(7, 3)
such that (4.20) is satisfied. Then,

WISH S MHIEUoHLO)
which implies that :r z 0 is uniformly stable. Moreover, for Ha:(tg)H < c, the solution
satisfies

WW 5 flat — to)
which shows that 53(15) —9 0 as t —+ 00, uniformly in t0. Suppose now that :r : 0 is
uniformly stable and 53(15) —+ 0 as t —+ 00, uniformly in t0, and show that there is
a class [CL function Mr, 3) for which (4.20) is satisfied. Due to uniform stability,
there is a constant c > 0 and a class [C function a such that for any 7“ E (0, c], the
solution Mt) satisfies

HWM S 04(ll$(to)H) < 04(7): V152 to; V HMWH < 7" (0-8)
Moreover, given 77 > 0, there exists T : T(77,7~) Z 0 (dependent on 77 and 7“, but
independent of to) such that

WISH < 77, V t Z to + T0777")
Let T(77, r) be the infimum of all applicable T(77, 7“). The_ function T(77, r) is nonneg—
ative and nonincreasing in 77, nondecreasing in 7“, and T(77, 7“) = 0 for all 77 2 a(7~).
Let

2 7’ p 7“ » 7“
l/VT(77) = —~ T(3,7~) d8 + ~ 2 T(77,r) + -

77 77/2 77 77

The function W477) is positive and has the following properties:

0 for each fixed 7“, WT (77) is continuous, strictly decreasing, and W477) —e 0 as
77 —+ 00, and

o for each fixed 77, WT (77) is strictly increasing in 7“.

Take UT : W771. Then, UT inherits the foregoing two properties of WT and
T(UT(3),7~) < VV,,(UT(5)) : 3. Therefore,

H$(t)H S UT“ — to), V152 to, V H$(t0H < 7“ ((19)
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From (0.8) and (0.9), it is clear that

HMUH S VMHSEUOHDUCU— to); Vt 2150: V ll$(t0)ll < C
Thus, inequality (4.20) is satisfied with BO"7 8) : a(r)UC(3).

Global Uniform Asymptotic Stability: If (4.20) holds for all x(t0) E R”,
then it can be easily seen, as in the previous case, that the origin is globally uni~
formly asymptotically stable. To prove the opposite direction, notice that in the
current case the function 5(a) has the additional property 5(5) —+ 00 as a —+ 00.
Consequently, the class [C function a can be chosen to belong to class K00, and
inequality (C.7) holds for all $(t0) E R”. Moreover, inequality (C.9) holds for any
7“ > 0. Let

1W, 8)=min{a(r), inf Upw)
p€(r,oo)

\Then,
WU)“ S Wllfltolllat — to), V152 to, V $050) 6 R”

If ¢ would be class ICL, we would be done. This may not be the case, so we define
the function

.1,~+1
7"$03 3) :‘/T ¢()‘v 8) dA—l.m

which is positive and has the following properties:

0 for each fixed 3 Z 0., q5(7~, a) is continuous and strictly increasing in 73

o for each fixed 7“ Z 0, q5(7~, s) is strictly decreasing in 8 and tends to zero as
3 —9 00, and

° (150“, 8) Z 1W“, 8)-
Thus,

Hm(t)H s ¢<Hm<to)ltt “150): Vt 2150, v me) e R“ (0.10)
From ((110) and the global version of ((3.7)7 we see that

HMUH S \/04(H$(t0)ll)¢(ll$(to)llat — to): V t Z to, V 50050) E R"
Thus, the inequality (4.20) is satisfied globally with Mr, 5) = a(r)q§(r, 3).

(3.7 PromC of Theorem 4.16

The construction of a Lyapunov function is accomplished by using a lemma, known
as Massera’s lemma. We start by stating and proving Masserals lemma.
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Lemma (3.1 Let g : [0, 00) —9 R be a positive, continuous, strictly decreasing func—
tion with g(t) —e 0 as t —+ 00. Let h : [0,00) —+ R be a positive, continuous,
nondecreasing function. Then, there emists a function G'(t) such that

0 C(t) and its derivative G" (t) are class [C functions defined for all t Z 0.

o For any continuous function u(t) that satisfies 0 S u(t) S g(t) for allt Z 0,
there eaist positive constants 131 and 132, independent of u, such that

foo can» dt 5 k1; foo G’(u(t))h(t) dt 3 kg
0 O

0

Proof of Lemma C .1: Since g(t) is strictly decreasing, we can choose a sequence
tn such that

1t, < m, n:1,2,...
g( T) _ n+ 1

Vie use this sequence to define a function 77(t) as follows:

(a) 770571) 2 1/71.

(b) Between t,, and tn+1, 77(t) is linear.

(c) In the interval 0 < t 5 t1, n(t) = (tl/t)p, where p is a positive integer chosen
so large that the derivative 77’ (t) has a. positive jump at t1, 77’(t1_) < 77’(tf)

The function 77(t) is strictly decreasing, and for t 2 t1, we have g(t) < 77(t). As
t ~‘7 0+, 77(t) grows unbounded. The inverse of 77(t), denoted by 77“1(s), is a strictly
decreasing function that grows unbounded as s —9 0+. Obviously,

7740415)) 2 77‘1(g(t)) > 77—10005» =15, V t 2 ti
for any nonnegative function u(t) 3 g(t). Define

_6Xp[—77‘1(8)l 8
m3)— boy-1(8)) ’ 30

1Since 77" is continuous and h is positive, H (s) is continuous on 0 < s < 00, while
77‘1(s) —e 00 as s —9 0+. Hence, H(s) defines a class [C function on [0, 00). It follows
that the integral

Gm 2' Arms) d3

exists and both G(r) and G’(r) : H(r) are class [C functions on [0,00). Now, let
u(t) be a continuous nonnegative function such that u(t) 3 g(t). We have

one» : expl—n'1(U(t))lh(n‘1(u(t))) 3 hi)’ WE“
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Thus7 00 00

/ G’(u(t))h(t)dtg/ #31
and 00 1 t 1

/ G’(u(t))h(t)dt£/ G'(g(t))h(t)dt+1gk2
0 0

which shows that the second integral in the lemma is bounded. For the first integral,
we have

0° _ 0° ”<0 expl—n‘1(8)l 0° W) exam-1(8)]A G(u(t)) dt — A /o M77409» d3 dig/t1 /o h(0) d3 dt

For 0 g s 3 77(15), we have

Hence,
"<t>exp[—n-1<s>] "”3: 4:1/0 MO) “/0 h<o>d8‘h<o>"“)—<*h<0>

for t 2 t1. Consequently,

[00° G<u<t>> dt 3 [0t1 aw» dt + f 5(0) _
Therefore, the first integral of the lemma is bounded. The proof of the lemma is
complete. a

To prove the theorem5 let

Wm) = foo Gunmen) d7
where q5('r;t,:r) is the solution that starts at (15,312) and G is a class [C function to
be selected using Lemma 0.1. To see how to choose G, let us start by checking the
upper bound on

6V /O° ¢T-—-— = G" ~———- g; d’r

We saw in the proof of Theorem 4.14 that the assumption ”6f/653112 3 L, uniformly
in t, implies that 1|q ('r;t,m)l|2 S exp[L('r — 15)]. Therefore,

‘2‘:
(9m : [0° Grumman» expiw — m dv

2

|/\

£00 G/(flUlHZJ - 15)) 6Xp[L(7- _ 15)] d7—

|/\ [00° G’Wllrcllz, 3)) exp<Ls> ds
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With Mm, 8) and exp(Ls) as the functions 9 and h of Lemma C.1, we take G as
the class [C function provided by the lemma. Hence, the integral

few G'WHIBHa 8)) eXP(L8) d8 d=ef a4(ll$llz)

is bounded for all [Mb 3 r0, uniformly in :3. Moreover, it is a continuous and
strictly increasing function of HIEHz, because 5(HmHg, 3) is a class [C function in Hmflg
for every fixed 3. Thus, 044 is a class [C function, which proves the last inequality in
the theorem statement. Consider now

V05, 1') H [0 Gunmen) d7

|/\ [OOGWUtL'Hm-U) d7 = [00G<a<imiz,s>> ds d—i—f 0420102112)
By Lemma C1, the last integral is bounded for all “53112 g m. The function a2
is a class [C function. Recall from the proof of Theorem 4.14 that the assumption
“Bf/627112 S L, uniformly in t, implies that Hq5('r;t,m)Hg Z Hmflgexp[—L('r — 15)].
Therefore,

V0553) Z /t.OOG(H$H2€‘L(T”t)) ($7 = /00° G(H$H2e_LS) d3
.(ln 2)/L ln 2 1 d_ef2 /0 G(%,—Ht)ds = Tao-1122112) — 0410102112)

Clearly, O¢1(HJIHQ) is a class [C function. Hence, V satisfies the inequality

041(H33H2) S V0215) S 042(H$H2)
for all [Mb 3 7‘0. Finally, the derivative of V along the trajectories of the system
is given by

(9V (9V .

- GMT/H2) + [)0 G'UWHzlfimlflfi; 15; 50) + qfixtr; t, x)f(t, 50)] d7
Since

¢t('r; 15,23) + qba; (Tgt,.:r)f(t,x) E 0, V 7" 2t

we have 6V 6V

”5; + afltfl?) = -G(H$H2)
Consequently, the three inequalities of the theorem statement are satisfied for all
H$H2 S m. Notice that, due to the equivalence of norms, we can state the inequali—
ties in any p~norm. If the system is autonomous, the solution depends only on 'r — t;
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that is, ¢('r;t,:r) = 2M7" — tgx). Therefore,

V:/fG(ll¢(v—t;x)1|2) d¢=/OOOG(11¢(3;$)H,) d,

which is independent of t.

(3.8 Proowc of Theorem 4.17

For any given solution m(t) of

i:f(a:), m(0)=m0 ERA ((3.11)

the change of time variable from t to 'r = f; (1 + Hf (53(3))11) d3 results in the system

dzi 1 def — _
-_._ :W " = 0 = C.12d, H”mum fix). x<> 050 < >

where 56(7) : a:(t) with t substituted in terms of 'r. rllhe origin is an asymptotically
stable equilibrium point of (0.12), and RA is its region of attraction. If V(m) is a
Lyapunov function for (012) that satisfies

an
653

for some positive definite function W(m), then

(58) .<. —W($)

SEEM = <1 + umufigflx) s —(1 +1|f(x)u)W(x) g -W)
because 1 + I] f (13)” Z 1. Therefore, it is sufficient to construct a Lyapunov function
for (0.12). It is easier to work with ((3.12) because the property Hf” g 1 implies
that there is no finite escape time for t < 0. For the rest of the proof, we work with
((112), which we rewrite as

:t = f(:r) (013)
by dropping the bar from a? and using :13 to denote the derivative with respect to 'r.

We know from Lemma 8.1 that RA is an open set. When RA % R”, let F be
the complement of RA in R”. For every x E RA define

1 2

if RA # R” and w(:r) : Hm] if RA 2 R”. It is easy to verify that w(m) is positive
definite and locally Lipschitz. Since dist(:r, F) —e 0 as m approaches ORA, w(:r) —+ 00
as m approaches ORA. Moreover, for m = (1/2)dist(0,F), we have

313;,l — yll} EgglffillyH—llmll} 2331113111— To}, V HIGH S m
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Hence,

dist(:r,F) 2 dist(0, F) — %dist(0, F) = %dist(0,F), V 11x11 3 r0

Therefore, w(:r) = Hm” for all Hm” S m.

Lemma 0.2 The solution of (0.13) satisfies

w(m(t)) S fi(w(m(0)),t), V t Z 0, V $(0) E RA (0.15)

where fl(7~, s) is a class ICL function defined for all 7" Z 0 and s 2 0, and fl(r, 0) is
a class Koo function. 0

Proof of Lemma 0.2: We start by showing that for any constant 7“ > 0, there is
a constant I) : b(7~) > 0 such that the solution of (0.13) with w(a:(0)) S 7" satisfies
w(:r(t)) S b for all t Z 0. Suppose to the contrary that this is not the case, then there
is a sequence of solutions at”) (t) of (0.13) and constants t, such that w(:r(77)(0)) S r
for i = 1,2,3, - ~ and w(a:(f)(t,-) > i for i = 1,2,3, - - v. Let T* be the supremum of
all T 2 0 such that x(l)(t), for l = 1, 2,3, - - -, are finite for all t E [0, T]; that is,

* _ ' (2')T — sup{T Z 0 ] 11m¢il§o{0§la§T{w(m (t))} < 00} (0.16)

We consider the cases T* < 00 and T* : oo separately. When T* < 00, let 7", be
a sequence of positive constants such that for every 1' _>_ 1 the solution of (0.13)
satisfies

w(a:(0)) 31' :¢ w(a:(t)) S l+ 1, V 0 S t S 27",- (0.17)

This sequence is not empty because of continuity of m(t). We can always choose
7", such that T* > 71 > 72 > and limin00 T,- = 0. Let mad) (t) be the sequence
of all functions In“) (t) such that w(m(i)(T* — 71)) > 1. The functions m<17i)(t) form
an infinite sequence. To see this fact, let [1 be the set of indices 1' such that x(i)(t)
does not belong to the sequence all”) (t) The choice of 71 implies that

w($('i)(t)) g 2 for T* — n s t s T* + a, V i E I (0-18)
If there was only a finite number of functions $(i) (t) in the sequence 53(172') (t), (018)
would imply that

hm,S_:lEO{OgtI£%3{+-rl{w($( )(t))}} < oo (0.19)

which contradicts the definition (0.16) of T*. Thus, the sequence m<1’i)(t) is infinite.
Let 142”") (t) be the sequence of all functions m<1vi)(t) such that w(m(17i) (T* -—'rg)) > 2.
We can repeat the foregoing argument to show that the sequence 53(2”) (t) is infinite.
Proceeding in the same manner, we can construct a family of subsequences until we
end up with a sequence i(i)(t) such that

w<rz<i>(T* w» 22', w: 1,2,3,---, v z‘ = 1,2,3,” (0-20)
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Since lli(1)(0)|| S w(i(i)(0)) S r and Hflx)” S 1, the solutions :Eli)(t) belong to the
compact set {11:31] S 7* + T} for any 0 < T < T*. Thus, the sequence w(33(77)(t))
is bounded on the interval t E [0,T], uniformly in i. We can select from the
sequence 5:”(15) a subsequence 33W (t) that converges uniformly on the interval [0, T],
0 < T < T*, to a solution x(t), defined for t E [0, T*). From (C20) and the fact that
lim,-_.,00 n = 0, we conclude that liming/w w(:r(t)) : 00. Similarly, when T* : 00,
the solutions $(i) (t) belong to the compact set {”5311 S r+ T} for any T > 0. Hence,
we can select a subsequence 550') (t) that converges uniformly on the interval [0, T]
to a solution cr(t), defined for t E [0,00), with limp,00 w(33(t)) : 00. Thus, we
have shown that there is a constant T*, 0 < T* S 00, and a solution $(t) such
that w(m(0)) S r and limt_.,T* w(m(t)) = 00. However, this is impossible, because
13(0) E RA. Therefore, we conclude that for any 7“ > 0, there is b : b(7~) > 0 such
that the solution of (C13) with w(:r(0)) S 7‘ satisfies w(a:(t)) S b for all t Z 0. The
constant b(7~) can be chosen as an increasing function of r and, in view of the fact
that the origin is stable, b(7~) -—> 0 as r “x, 0. Moreover, b(7~) —e 00 as r —e 00, since
b(7~) Z r. We can find a class Koo function a(7~) such that b('r) S a(7~) for all r 2 0.
Thus, the solution of (C13) satisfies

w(a:(t)) S a(w(m(0))), Vt Z 0, V 13(0) E RA (C21)

On the other hand, given any positive constants r and 77, we can show that there is
T : T(77, r) > 0 such that

w(a:(0)) < r 23> w(m(t)) < 77, Vt Z T (C22)

If this were not the case, there would exist a sequence of solutions Irma) of (C13)
and constants 7'7; such that

llIEO 7",- : oo, w(m(i)(0)) S r, and w(:r(i)('r,-)) Z 77

However, from (C21), we see that for any positive constant 6 < a‘1(77), every
solution of (C13) with w(a:('r)) S 6, satisfies w(a:(t)) < 77 for all t Z 7*. Hence,
w(:r(i)(t)) Z 6 for 0 S t S 7",. Because w(:r(i)(t)) S a(r) for all t Z 0, we select from
the sequence $(i) (t) a subsequenc:e is“) (t) that converges uniformly in every interval
[0,T] with 0 < T < oo. The function m(t) = iim,_.,x,az<i>(t) is a solution of (0.13)
for which w(:r(t)) Z 6 for all t Z 0. This, however, is impossible since 13(0) E RA.
Thus, T(77, 7“) exists. By repeating the steps of the proof of Lemma 4.5 (the global
uniform asymptotic stability case), we can use (C21) and (C22) to show that there
is a class [CL function 5(73 3) with 5(7", 0) Z a(7~) such that (C15) is satisfied. D

_ Let q5(t;m) denote the solution of (C13) that starts from :r at t z 0. Because
l|f(:r) H is bounded, ¢(t; m) is defined for allt S 0 . Moreover, since RA is an invariant
set (Lemma 8.1) q5(t;:r) E RA for all t S 0. Define g : RA —9 R by/

nix) = inf{w(<b(t;m))} (0.23)tSO
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It is clear from the definition that

g(¢(t;a:)) S g(:1:), Vt 2 0, V a: E RA (C24)

a'1(w(m)) 5 g(a:) 5 w(m), V m E RA . (C25)

The first inequality of (C25) holds because, from (C21), w(:r) g a(w(¢(t;m))),
V t g 0. Let us show that g(a:) is locally Lipschitz for :r E RA, :r # 0. Equivalently,
we show that g(a:) is Lipschitz on the compact set H : {as E RA 1 c1 3 w(:r) 5 c2},
with c2 > cl > 0. Inequality (C15) implies that

3 wow) 3 5(w(¢(t;$))7 —a v t < o, v x e H
Let T1 satisfy 5(202, T1) : c1. Then, for all t 3 —T1,

M20231) = Cl S 5(w(¢(t;$))a "15) S 5(w(¢(ti$))v T1)
Hence,

w(gb(t;x)) Z 2c2 Z 2w(:L') 2 29(23), Vt 3 -T1, V m E H

This shows that, for all m E H , the infimum defining g(:r) is reached within the
interval [—71, 0]. Using the facts that q5(t; m) is Lipschitz in :r on H for any compact
time interval (Theorem 3.4) and w is locally Lipschitz on RA, we conclude that g(a:)
is Lipschitz on H. Notice that this argument does not hold for cl : 0 and that
is why we do not show that 9(23) is locally Lipschitz at :r : 0. However, g(.’L’) is
continuous for all x E RA. This is so because 9(0) 2 0, g(:r) g w(:r) (from (C25)),
and w(:r) is continuous.

Define the function V : RA —+ R by

l + 2tWm) = 3121:; (you; x» 1 H } (0.26)
Using (C24) and (C25), it is easy to verify that

a'1(r«v(93)) 5 9(33) 5 ‘70:) S 29(1?) 5 20103) (0-27)
Let us show that V (m) is locally Lipschitz for :r E RA, :3 # 0, by showing that l7(m)
is Lipschitz on H = {as E RA 1 c1 3 w(:r) g 02} with 0 < cl < C2. Using (C15) and
(C25), we have

a'1(w(rc)) : 'V(:v)i—
-‘ + [\3 H~

Mi
r-d
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Thus7 the supremum defining l~ (m) is reached within the interval [0, T2]. By repeat~
ing the argument used with 9(53), we can show that l7(m) is Lipschitz on H. Since
9(0) 2 0, it follows from ((3.27) that l7(m) is continuous for all m E RA.
N Next, we show that i7(a:(t)) is decreasing along the solution of (0.13). Because
V(x) is only locally Lipschitz, its derivative alOng the solution of ((3.13) is calculated
by using

mm) = lim sup %[V(q§(h;x)) —V(x)] (0.28)
h——>O+

For m # 0, take 7“ > w(:r) From the properties of class [CL functions7 we can
find a function 774p), defined for 0 < p < 00 and 0 < r < 00, such that for
each fixed r, 7,,(p) is continuous and decreasing in p, for each fixed p, 774p) is
increasing in r, and 4fl(r,ryr(p)) S a‘1(p/2) for all 0 < p < 00. Let ho be such that
w(¢(t;m)) Z (1/2)w(:r) for all t E [0,h0] and pick h E [0,h0]. Then,

V(¢(h; 50)) = 3313 {NW Wt; m)))%_~i-t} = 31:}; {90W + h; 53)) 1112:}

Using

1 Ht 5 2w(¢(t+h;m)) s 2fl(w(x),t+h) < 2fi(r,t+h)
we see that for all t + h 2 77:(w($))5

1+2tg<¢<t+ m» 1 +1: 3 -a~1(%w<x>) : -a~1<w<¢<h;x>>> 5 Wm»[\J
Ir—

«I

[\J
Ir—

«I

Hence, the supremum defining l7(q')(h;m)) is reached at some time t’ such that
t’ + h S 7T(w(x)). Therefore;

mam» = 9W + W111?
1+2t’+2h 1_ h
1+t’+h (1+2t’+2h)(1+t’)= 9W5 + m»

N hs V(rv) 1— W}
Setting _ are)

ms) — 2[1 +748)?
when 3 > 0 and 777‘ (0) : 0, it can be easily verified that 777(3) is a class Koo function
and

W) 3 wow»
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Since the preceding inequality holds for all r > w(:v), it will hold with 77(s) :
sup,» 77,.(s); that is, V(a:) S —77(w(x)) for all m # 0. Define

23+177(8) = / me) d7
when s > 0 and 77(0 2 0. Then 77(s) is a continuous, positive definite function on
[0, 00) and 77(s) g 77(s). It follows that

V(a:) S —77(w(:v)), V a: 6 RA, :3 # 0 (C29)

The function l7(m) satisfies all the conditions stated in~Theorem 4.17, except that
it is not smooth. To finish the proof, we smooth out V(m) by using the next two
lemmas, which we quote without proof.

Lemma (3.3 Let D be an open subset of R”, and suppose there are locally Lipschitz
functions (I) : D —9 R and g : D a R” and a continuous function 1b : D —9 R such
that the derivative of @(m) along the trajectories ofa': : g(a:) satisfies @(x) S ib(a:)
for all m E D. Then, given any continuous functions u : D —~> (0, 00) and 1/ : D —+
(0, 00), there is a smooth function 111 : D —e R such that [@(m) — 111(m)[ S u(m) and
l11(513) g 1/;(m)+1/(m) for all x E D. 0

Proof of Lemma (3.3: See [118, Theorem 8.1].

Lemma (3.4 Let D C R” be a domain that contains the origin and (I) : D —+ [0, 00)
be a locally Lipschitz, positive definite function such that rI>(:z:) is smooth for m # 0.
Then, there exists a class Koo function a, smooth on (0, 00), such that 0(i)(r) —+ 0
as r v—‘r 0+ for each i : 0,1,v~, a’(r) > 0 for all r > 0, and l11(53) = 0(q)($)) is
smooth on D. 0

Proof of Lemma (3.4: See [118, Lemma 4.3] (with the domain restricted to D
instead of R”),

Apply Lemma C13 with D : RA — {0}, @(m)
woo»; Mm) = (ma—1W», and We) =
l/(m), smooth on RA — {0}, such that

(1/2 77(w(:v)) to find a function

d<i(w($))SV($)S 2W0?» and l7($)S—5¥3(W(33))Q)

where d1(r) 2 (1/2)a"1(r) and d2(r) 2. 2r + (1/2)a"1(r) are class Koo functions
and d3(r) : (1 /2)77(r) is continuous and positive definite on [0,00). Now apply
Lemma (3.4 with D : RA and ‘I> : l7 to find a class Koo function a such that
V(at) : 0(V($)) is smooth on RA. It is easy to verify that cub-(r) = 0(dZ-(r)), i = 1, 2,
are class [Coo functions,

:: ’ " It
a3(r) a3(7“)t€[6,lr(12)1%2(r)] a ( )
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is continuous and positive definite on [0, 00)

0410493)) S V0?) S 0420450))
and . A A

Wm) = 0'(V($))V($) S -0'(V($))543(w($)) S. —@3(w(m))
The function V satisfies all the conditions stated in Theorem 4.1? The fact that
for any c > 0 the set {V(m) g c} is a compact subset of RA follows from {V012) g
C} C {WC} S a{1(6)}-

(3.9 Proof of Theorem 4.18

The statement of this theorem reduces to that of Theorem 4.9 when u : 0. There
fore, the current proof shares some ideas and terminology with the proof of Theo—
rem 4.9. Let p : @10). Then @201) < p and @2(Hm(t0)H) S p. Let 77 : @201) and
define (2,57,, : {as 6 B7‘ I V(t,m) S 77} and {2t : {m 6 Br I V(t,a:) S p}. Then

Bu C 9m C {041(HJIH) S 77} C {041(HJIH) S p} = B7" C D
and

Qt,” C 915,!) C Byr- C D

The sets 912p and 915m have the property that a solution starting in either set cannot
leave it because V05, :3) is negative on the boundary. Since

042(H$(t0)H) S p :5 30050) E 925w
we conclude that $05) 6 (215,), for all t 2 to. A solution starting in QM must enter
919m in finite time because in the set {{2t — {2“,}, V satisfies

V(t,a:) g —l€ < 0

where k : min{W3(x)} over the set {a 3 H53” 3 T}, which contains {{2t — QM}.
The foregoing inequality implies that

V(t,x(t)) g V(t0,m(t0)) — [505—150) g p — 1505—150)
which shows that V05, 5305)) reduces to 77 within the time interval [150,150 + (p— 77)/k]
For a solution starting inside 919m» inequality (4.43) is satisfied for allt 2 to, because
(2,57,, C {@1([|x[|) g @20i)}. For a solution starting inside 9m: but outside 919,72» let
to + T be the first time it enters ”in For all t 6 [150,150 + T]

V : —W3<x> : ~a3(llmll) : —as(a;1(V)) “if —a<V>
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where a3 and oz are class [C functions. The existence of a3 follows from Lemma 4.3.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.9, we can show that there is a class IC£ function
a such that

V(t,$(t)) S 0(V(t0,$(t0)),t — to), V t E [t0,t0_+ T]

Defining M7". 3) : OJ;1(O'(O{2(7"), 3)), we obtain

H5005)” S WHUCUONM — to), V t 6 [150,150 + T]
If D 2 R”, a3, and consequently B, can be chosen independent of p. If an belongs
to class Koo, so does ag and the bound a;1(p) can be made arbitrarily large by
choosing p large enough. Hence, any initial state $050) can be included in the set
{”58” S 0451(0)}.

(3.10 Proof of Theorem 5.4

We complete the proof of Theorem 5.4 by showing that the fig gain is equal to
supweR HG(jw)Hg. Let C1 be the fig gain and Cg : supweR HG(jw)Hg. We know
that 61 S Cg. Suppose C1 < Cg and set a 2 (Cg — C1)/3. Then7 for any u 6 fig
with ”u”;2 g 1, we have Ht S Cg — 35. We will establish a contradiction
by finding a signal u with ”u”;2 g 1 such that Hy”;2 Z Cg — 25. It is easier
to construct such signal if we define signals on the whole real line R. There is
no loss of generality in doing so due to the fact (shown in Exercise 5.19) that
the fig gain is the same whether signals are defined on [0,00) or on R. Now7
select am 6 R such that HG(jw0)Hg 2 Cg — a. Let 1) E Cm be the normalized
eigenvector (My : 1) corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the Hermitian
matrix GT(—jw0)G(jw0). l-Ience7 11*GT(—jw0)G(i)v : HG(jw0)H§. Write v as

v:[alej91, anQQ, , amejemlT

where at- E R is such that 92- E (—7r,0]. Take 0 g 51- g 00 such that 9i 2
—2tan’1(wO/fli). with B;- 2 00 if 91- : 0. Define the m X 1 transfer function H(5)
by

T
H(S):[O{1/Bl—S flZ—S 57771—8]

51-1-8) azfi2+8, , amfle-S

with 1 replacing (fir — 3)/(fli + 8) if 91- : 0. It can be easily seen that H(jw0) = v
and HT(—jw)H(jw) : 2212161? 2 11*1) = 1 for all w E R. Take ua(t) as the output
of H(3) driven by the scalar function

1 1/2 8 1/4 0
20(15) 2 (W) (m) 6470 cos(w0t), a > 0, t6 R
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It can be verified that 20 6 £2 and “2:0“;2 : 1.4 Consequently, ua 6 £2 and
lluallg2 g 1. The Fourier transform of 20(15) is given by

1 1/2 7ra 1/4 2 2
Z0 - : —-———————————-—— (w) i: “(W“WO) 0/4 “(004—000) 0/4](JW) (1 +e””§0/2> 2 e +e

Let ya(t) be the output of G'(s) when the input is ua(t). The Fourier transform
of ya(t) is given by Ya(jw) : G(jw)Ua(jw) : G(jw)H(jw)Za(jw). By Parseval’s
theorem,

1 '00 , ‘
Hyena = ZE(—jw>HT(—jw>GT(—jw)0(jw>H(jw>zaow) also

57; *oo
1 oo _ . , . .

2 y/ HT(—Jw)GT(—yw)G(JW)H(Jw) |Zaw)|2dw

Using

Izao‘w)? >
1 7m 1/2 “WW 20 _w_w 20 df

mar/3(7) l“ 0) M“ 0) fllZeW”)
we obtain

I

Hyallig 2 517; ff HT<—jw>GT(—Macwmcwm(w) dw
By letting a —e 00, one can concentrate the frequency spectrum m, (w) around the
the two frequencies a; = 3300.5 Hence, the right—hand side of the last inequality
approaches

HT(—jw0)GT(—jw0)G(jw0)H(jw0) : ”GU-WOW 2 (C2 * 5)2

as a —+ 00. Therefore? we can choose a finite a large enough such that My, H 52 2 C2 —
25. This; however, contradicts the inequality “ya“;2 3 C2 — 35. The contradiction
shows that c1 = c2.

(3.11 Proof of Lemma 6.1

Sufficiency: Suppose the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. Since G'(5) is
Hurwitz, there exist positive constants 6 and pf“ such that poles of all elements of
G'(8 — u) have real parts less than —6, for all u < m. To show that G'(8) is strictly
positive real: it is sufficient to show that G'(jw — u) + GT(—jw — n) is positive

4For the purpose of this discussion, the £2~norm is defined by 112112“) 2 ff; zT(t)z(t) dt.
51% (w) approaches 7r[6(w —— Lug) + 6(w + w0)] as 0' —> 00, Where 6(-) is the impulse function.
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semidefinite for all w E R. Let {A,B,C,D} be a minimal realization of G'(3).
Then,

(Ks—u) : D+C(sI—uI—A)“1B
= D + C(SI — A)"1(SI — A)(SI — pI— A)*.1B

D + C(sI — A)”1(/iI + s] — a] — A)(.c.-I — “I — A)”1B
: G'(8) + uN(8) ((3.30)

H

where
N(8) : C(SI— A)“1(SI — a] — A)”1B

Since A and (A + #1) are Hurwitz, uniformly in )1, there is 1:0 > 0 such that

amax [N(jw) + NT(—jw)] g 1%, v w e R (0.31)

Moreover, limu,..,00 w2N(jw) exists. Hence, there exist [$1 > 0 and cal > 0 such that

wgamax [Now + NT(—jw)] 3 k1, v M 2 o, (0.32)

If G(oo) + GT(oo) is positive definite, there is 00 > 0 such that

am, [Gum + GT(—jw)] 2 00, v w e R (0.33)

From (0.30), (0.31), and ((3.33),

am [Gown — u) + GTHw — m] 2 00 — wee, v w e R
ChoOSing M < (IO/kg ensures that G(jw — u) + GT(—jw — a) is positive definite for
all a; E R. If G'(oo) + GT(oo) is singular, the third condition of the lemma ensures
that G'(jw) + GT(—jw) has q singular values with limwwioO 0,:(w) > 0 and (p — q)
singular values with limwnoo a,(w) 2 0 and limwnoo w2 0,-(w) > 0. Therefore, there
exist 01 > O and wz > 0 such that

w2amin [G(jw) + GT(—jw)] 2 01, V [cal 2 L02 (CB4)

From (C30), (C32), and ((3.34),

w20min [GUW * M) + GT(*jw — W] Z 01* #151» V M 2 W3 (035)

where rug 2 rnax{w1 , rag}. On the comnact frequency interval [—wg, rag], we have

0m [G'(jw) + GT(—jw)] 2 02 > 0 (0.36)

Hence, from (0.30) (0.31), and (0.36),7

0mm [G(jw — p) + GT(—jw — p)] 2 02 — also, V [cal 3 tag ((3.37)
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Choosing p < min{al/k1, 02/150} ensures that G(jw — u) + GT(—jw — u) is positive
definite for all a; E R.

Necessity: Suppose 6(8) is strictly positive real. There exists u > 0 such that
G'(s — u) is positive real. It follows that G'(s) is Hurwitz and positive real. Conse—
quently,

Gm) + GT(—jw) 2 0, v w e R
Therefore,

G(oo) + GU00) 2 0
Let {A, B,C,D} be a minimal realization of G(s). By Lemma 6.3, there exist P,
L, W, and a that satisfy (614) through (6.16). Let rI>(s) : (SI — A)“. We have

G(s) + GT(—s) = D + DT + amps + BT<I>T(—S)CT

Substitute for C by using (6.15) and for D + DT by using (616). Then,

0(3) + GT(—s) = WTW + (BTP + WTL)<I>(3)B + BT<I>T(—s)(PB + LTW)
WTW + WTL<I>(3)B + BT<I>T(——3)LTW
+ BT<I>T(—s)[—ATP — PA]<I>(3)B

Using (614) yields

0(3) + GT(—s) 2 [WT + BT<I>T(—3)LT] [W + L<I>(s)B] + aBToT(—3)P<I>(S)B

From the last equation, it can be seen that G(jw) + GT(—jw) is positive definite
for all w E R, for if it were singular at some frequency w, there would exist :3 6 Op,
:3 # 0, such that

(m*)T[G(jw) + GT(—jw)]a: : 0 23> (m*)TBT‘I>T(—jw)P‘I>(jw)Bm = 0 23> Ba: : 0

Also,

damaged) + GT(—jw)]x = 0 s w)?“ [W + L‘I>(—jw)B]T [W + L<I>(jw)B] m = 0

Since Ba: 2 0, the preceding equation implies that W53 2 0. Hence,

(m*)T[G(8) + GT(—s)]x E 0, V 5

which contradicts the assumption that det[G'(s) + GT(—s)] is not identically zero.
Now if G'(oo) + GT(oo) is positive definite, we are done. Otherwise, let M be any
p x (p — q) full rank matrix such that MT(D + DT)M : MTWTl/VJW : 0. Then,
l/VM = 0 and

MT[G(jw) + GT(—jw)]M = MTBT¢>T(—jw)(LTL + 5P)‘I>(jw)BM
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We note that BM' must have full column rank; otherwise, there is m # 0 such that
BMw = 0. Taking y 2 Ma: yields

yT[G(jw> + GT(—jw)]y = 0., v w e R
which contradicts the positive definiteness of G'(jw) + GT(—jw). Now

lim w2JWT[G(jw) + GT(—jw)]M = MTBT(LTL + 5P)BM
(/0600

The fact that BM has full column rank implies that MTBT(LTL + €P)B]\l is
positive definite.

0.12 Proof of Lemma 6.2
Sufficiency: Suppose there exist P : PT > 0, L, and W that satisfy (6.11)
through (6.13). Using V(a:) = mTPa: as a Lyapunov function for in 2 Am, (611)
shows that the origin of in : A53 is stable. Hence, A has no eigenvalues in Re[3] > 0.
Let <1>(s): (sI — A)“. We have

0(3) + GT(3*) = D + DT + C@(S)B + BT<I>T(3*)CT

Substitute for C by using (6.12) and for D + DT by using (613). Then,

(3(3) + GT(3*) = WTW + (BTP + WTL)<1>(3)B + BTq>T(s*)(PB + LTW)
: WTW + WTLq>(s)B + BT<I>T(3*)LTW

+ BT<I>T(3*)[(3 + 3*)P — ATP — PA]<I>(3)B

Using (611) yields

6(3) + GT<s*> = [WT + BT<I>T<s*>LT] [W + L<I><s>B]
+ (8 + 3*)BT‘I>T(8*)P‘I>(3)B ((3.38)

which shows that for all 3 in Re[3] Z 0, 6(9) + GT(8*) Z 0. It follows that, for all
w for which jaw is not a pole of any element of G'(8), G'(jw) + GT(—jw) is positive
semidefinite. It remains to show that G'(3) satisfies the third condition of Defini—
tion 64. Suppose n is a pole of order m of any element of G'(3). Then, for any
p~dimensiona1 complex vector x, the values taken by (m*)TG(s)m on a semicircular
arc of arbitrarily small radius p, centered at n, are

(33*)TG(8).’I) % (m*)TK0xp*me‘jm9, -—g S 9 S g

Therefore,

me[(a:*)TG(s)x] a: Re[(:r*)TK0;r] cos me + lm[(a:*)TK0x] sin m9
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For m > 1, this expression could have either sign, while (0.38) implies that it is
nonnegative. Hence, m must be limited to one. For m : 1, choosing 9 near —7r/2,
0, and 7r/2 shows that Im[(m*)TK0m] : 0 and Re[(m*)TK0m] Z 0. Hence, K0 is
positive semidefinite Hermitian.

Necessity: We prove necessity first for the special case when A is Hurwitz. Then
we extend the proof to the general case when A may have eigenvalues on the imag~
inary axis.
Special case: The proof uses a spectral factorization result, which we quote with—
out proof.

Lemma 0.5 Let the p X p proper rational transfer function matrix U (s) be positive
real and Hurwitz. Then, there exists an r X p proper rational Hurwitz transfer
function matriac V(s) such that

U(s) + UT (—s) : VT(—s)V(s) ((3.39)

where r is the normal rank of U(s) + UT(—s), that is, the rank over the field of
rational functions of s. Furthermore, rank V(s) : r for Re[s] > 0. A

Proof: See [214, Theorem 2].

Suppose now that G'(s) is positive real and Hurwitz, and recall that {A, B, C, D}
is a minimal realization of G (s) From Lemma 0.5, there exists an r X p transfer
function matrix V(s) such that ((3.39) is satisfied. Let {F, G, H, J} be a minimal
realization of V(s). The matrix F is Hurwitz, since V(s) is Hurwitz. It can be easily
seen that {—FT, HT, —G'T, JT} is a minimal realization of VT(—s). Therefore,

F 0 G
{A17817C17DI}Z{[HTH _FT17 [HTJ17 [ JTH —GT l7 JTJ}

is a realization of the cascade connection VT(—s)V(s). By checking controllability
and observability and by using the property that rank V(s) : r for Re[s] > 0, it
can be seen that this realization is minimal. Let us show the controllability test;6
the observability test is similar. By writing

I 0 sI—F G sI—F G

H(sI — F)"1 I —H J 0 H(sI — F)*1G' + J
sI— F G'

0 V(s)

6The controllability argument uses the fact that VT(~3) has no transmission zeros at the poles
of V(s).
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it can be seen that

SI — F G'
rank V(5) = 7’, V Re[3] > 0 (1) rank : m: + r, V Re[s] > 0

—H J

where 71;: is the dimension of F. Now, show controllability of (A1,Bl) by contra—
diction. Suppose (A1, Bl) is not controllable. Then, there are a complex number A
and a vector w 6 CW”, partitioned into 711: and r subvectors, such that

(w;)TF+(w;)THTH = MwflT (0.40)
—(w§)TFT = M203? (G41)

(w;)TG+(w;)THTJ : 0 (0.42)

( )Equation (0.41) shows that Rem > 0, since F is Hurwitz, and (0.40) and 0.42
show that

A] —- F G
M)?“ (wnTHTi =0 => WW” <7“-H J

which contradicts the fact that rank V(3) : r for Re[3] > 0. Thus, (A1,Bl) is
controllable.

Consider the Lyapunov equation

KF + FTK = —HTH
Because the pair (F, H) is observable, there is a unique positive definite solution
K. This fact is shown in Exercise 4.22. Using the similarity transformation

léll
we obtain the following alternative minimal realization of VT(—3)V(s):

{A2»B27C2,D2}=

ill; “‘gT][KGfHTJ1’[JTH+GTK “GT l» JTJ}
On the other hand, {—AT,CT,—BT,DT} is a minimal realization of UT(—s).
Therefore,

{A3,33,C3,173}:{ [31 341.], [6%.] [C wBT], D+DT}

is a realization of the parallel connection U(3) + UT(—s). Since the eigenvalues
of A are in the Open left—half plane, while the eigenvalues of —AT are in the open
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right—half plane, it can be easily seen that this realization is minimal. Thus, due to
(0.39), {A2, 232, C2, 192} and {A3,83,C3,193} are equivalent minimal realizations of
the same transfer function. Therefore, they have the same dimension and there is
a nonsingular matrix T such that7

A2 = TAsT”1, B2 = T33. C2 = CsT“1, JTJ = D +DT
The matrix T must be a block—diagonal matrix. To see this point, partition T
compatibly as

T11 T12T :
[ T21 T22 l

Then, the matrix T12 satisfies the equation

FT12 + THAT 2 0

Premultiplying by exp(Ft) and postmultiplying by exp(ATt), we obtain

(10 = exp(Ft)[FT12 + T12AT]exp(ATt) : %[exp(Ft)T12 exp(ATt)]

Hence, exp(Ft)T12 exp(ATt) is constant for allt Z 0. In particular, since exp(0) = I,

T12 : exp(Ft)T12 exp(ATt) —+ 0 as t —+ 00

Therefore, T12 = 0. Similarly, we can show that T21 = 0. Consequently, the matrix
T11 is nonsingular and

F = TllATfil, G : T1113, JTH + GTK : 0T1;1
Define

PZTEKTH, L=HT117 WZJ

It can be easily verified that P, L, and W satisfy the equations

PA + ATP = —LTL, PB = CT — LTW, WTW = D + DT

which completes the proof for the special case.
General case: Suppose now that A has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. There
is a nonsingular matrix Q such that

__ A0 0 B0 *Wml .i QB—Wm on
where A0 has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis and An has eigenvalues with nega—
tive real parts. The transfer function G'(s) can be written as G'(s) : G0(3) +Gn(s),
where G0(3) : 00(31 — A0)“1B0 has all poles on the imaginary axis, and Gn(8) =

7See [35, Theorem 5-20].
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071(31 — An)’1bn + D has all poles in the open left—half plane. It follows that
the poles of G0(3) are simple and the corresponding residue matrices are positive
seinidefinite Hermitian. Due to this property, we can choose Q such that

A0 + .45" = 0, CO = 133“ (0.43)

To see this fact, notice that G0(s) can be written as

1 m 1 1 m 1 100(3) = EE) 1.; mm” +111): EFD + 2 L _jwiRi + 8 HWR;

where F0 is positive semidefinite symmetric and Rb- is positive semidefinite Hermi—
tian. If, for each term in this summation, we can find a minimal realization that
has the property (Q43), the parallel connection willibe a minimal realization of
G0(3) that has the same property. It is sufficient to consider the terms (1 /3)F0
and [1/(32 + wf)](F13 + H2). If m 2 rank F0, (1/3)F0 has a minimal realiza—
tion of dimension 7'0, given by {0,N0,Ng}, where F0 : NgNO. If n : rank Hi,
[1 /(s2 + wf)](F,L-s + Hi) has a minimal realization of dimension 2n, given by

0 nail Mi

Where 1 .
1‘41 = EUW +Ni*)a Mn? 3 53% — N5): R1 : (Ni*)TNi

It is clear that {A1, B1302} has the property (Q43).
Since (321(3) is positive real and Hurwitz, from the special case treated earlier,

there exist matrices P71 2 P71 > 0, L717 and W such that

P7114” + ASPn = ~—LfL,., 13a = of - n, WTW = D + DT

It can be easily verified that

T I 0P=Q [0 P” Q, L=l0 1;l

and W satisfy equations (6.11) through (6.13).

(3.13 Proof of Lemma 7.1

We start by writing a time~domain version of the infinite—dimensional equation
(7.20). Consider the space S of all half~wave symmetric periodic signals of funda—
mental frequency to, which have finite energy on any finite interval. A signal y E S
can be represented by its Fourier series

y(t) = Z ak exp(jlcwt), Z Iakl2 < 00
If. odd k odd
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Define a norm on S by
I w t27r/w11e = g / m dt = 2 Z w

0 16 odd

With this norm, 8 is a Banach space. Define gk(t - 'r) by
w . . . .9W - T) = #001602) expljkwfi - 7)] + G(-k) expl-k(t - T)]}

For odd integers m and k > 0, we have

G(jkw)exp(jkwt), if m : k
7r/w

/ gk(t - T)exp(jmw'r) d'r : G(~—jl€w) exp(~—jkwt), if m : wk (0.44)
0

0, if |m| # k

Define the linear mapping 9 and the nonlinear mapping 91p on S by
7r/w

9y = f0 2 gk(t*7)y(7)d7
16 odd; Ic>0

7r/w

gwy = f0 2 9k(t-7)¢(y(7))d7
16 odd; Ic>0

Where
y(t) : Z akexp(jl€wt) and ¢(y(t)) : Z ckexp(jkwt)

k odd [6 odd
Using (0.44), it can be seen that

gy = Z G(jkw)ak exp(jkwt)
16 odd

gwy = :GUkwkkeXpUkwt)
kodd

With these definitions, the condition for existence of half—wave symmetric periodic
oscillation can be written as

y = ~9¢y (0.45)
Equation (0.45) is equivalent to (7.20). In order to separate the effect of the higher
harmonics from that of the first harmonic, define a mapping P1 by

Ply : y1 = a1 exp(jwt) + 51 eXp(~—jwt) = 2Re[a1 exp(jwt)]

and a mapping Ph by

Phy = yn = y - y1 = Z ale eXpUkwt)
k odd; lkl¢l
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Without loss of generality, we take a1 = a/Zj so that y1(t) : asinwt. Solving
((3.45) is equivalent to solving both (0.46) and (Q47):

yh = *PtyH—yh) (0.46)
:91 = *P19¢(yl+yh) (G47)

By evaluating the right—hand side of ((3.47), it can be seen that this equation is
equivalent to (7.35). The error term 6111, defined after (7.36), satisfies

Plgwyl - Plgwtyl + yn) = 2Re[G(jw)a15‘1’ exp(jwt)l (048)

Thus, to obtain a bound on 6111, we need to find a bound on yh, which we will
find by using the contraction mapping theorem, without solving ((3.46). By adding
[Phgw + d)/2]y}L to both sides of (0.46), we can rewrite it as

04
(Ii-Pligfl: >% = ~—PhQ [W91 +yh) ~— fl+a2 yh (049)

Let us consider the linear mapping K : I + Phgw + a) /2, which appears on the
left—hand side of ((3.49). It maps 8 into 8. Given any 2 E 8 defined by

2(t) = Z bk exp(jlcwt)
k odd

we consider the linear equation Km = z and seek a solution x in S. Representing m
as

x(t) : Z dk exp(jkwt)
k odd

we have

(1+ Phgfl : a) x = $1 + Z [1 + KEEGUkwfl dk exp(jkwt)
k odd; |k|7£1 .

Hence, the linear equation Kx = 2 has a unique solution if

1 + 313* mew), # 0 (0-50)inf
16 odd; |k|7é1 2

In other words, condition (0.50) guarantees that the linear mapping K has an
inverse. This condition is always satisfied if to E {2, because the left~hand side of
(050) can vanish only if p(w) : 0. Denote the inverse of K by K“"1 and rewrite
(0.49) as

yn = ”K—1Ph9[¢(yl + yh) - g + a def
2 (yl +yh)l = Tyh
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where we have used the fact that Phgyl = 0. We would like to apply the contraction
mapping theorem to the equation yh : Tyh. Clearly, T maps 8 into S. We need
to verify that T is a contraction on 8. To that end, consider

Ty”) - Ty“) = K“1Png [$21.91 + 9(2)) - ¢T(y1 + WU]

where

Let
wTun-+y@U~—¢Tun-+yuh== E : ekexpokww

k odd; |k|7é1

Then,

2
GUM”) |3k|2llTy‘”*Ty‘1)||2 = 2 Z Wk odd; |k|¢1

S SUP
16 odd; |k|¢1

¢T(y1 + 9(2)) - ¢T(y1 + y(1))ll2

Gum» ’2
1+K6+avmaomo

X l
Due to the slope restriction 0n ¢, we have

¢T(y1 + 9(2)) - ¢T(y1 + y(1))| S (@233) lye) - 34ml
Moreover,

sup G'(jlcw) ’ < 1
16 odd; |k|¢1 1 + [(5 + a)/2]G'(jkw) — 0(0))

where p(w) is defined by (7.38). Hence,

HTy<2> Tye)“ s 355) (3:31.) Hy<2> ya)”
2

Since
1 fiwa

we conclude that as long as w E {2, T is a contraction mapping. Thus, by the
contraction mapping theorem, the equation yh : Ty}L has a unique solution. Noting
that T(~—y1) : 0, we rewrite the equation yh = Ty}L as

yh = Tyh ” T(-y1)
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and conclude that

“t S 3(5— <QIZL95> ”t + RE}; (fl;a> a

Therefore,

“t < 0W " 60/2] /p(w) : 0K5 ”' 60/2] : 20(w)a

” 1~ [(5 - a0/2] /p(w) 0(0)) - [(5 - 00/2] 5 - 04
which proves (7.40). To prove (7.41), consider (CA7) rewritten as

yl + Pigwyi = Pym/1 - $041 + M] (0-51)
by adding P1 gwyl to both sides. Taking norms on both sides of ((3.51) gives

"'04I1+G(jw)‘ll(a)|a : |G(jw)| (97—) Ht s |G(jw)|a(w)a
from which, we can calculate the bound

1
GUM

wmzl +mw

which completes the proof of the lemma.

(3.14 Proof of Theorem 7.4

If, in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we had defined P1 : 0 and Ph : I, then the mapping
T would still be a contraction mapping if to E fl. Therefore, y : yh : 0 would be
the unique solution of yh : Tyh. This proves that there is no half—wave symmetric
periodic solutions with fundamental frequency w E fl. The necessity of the condition

’ 1 +ww)n00w}
shows that there would be no half—wave symmetric periodic solutions with funda~
mental frequency w E {2’ if the corresponding error circle does not intersect the
—\Il(a) locus. Thus, we are left with the third part of the theorem where we would
like to show that for each complete intersection defining I‘, there is a half—wave
symmetric periodic solutions with (w, a) E T‘. The proof of this part uses a result
from degree theory, so let us explain that result first,

Suppose we are given a continuously differentiable function qb : D ~—> R”, where
D C R” is open and bounded. Let p E R” be a point such that ¢(m) : p for some
5c inside I), but gb(m) # p on the boundary QB of D. We are interested in showing
that ¢(:c) : p has a solution in D, where (2501:) is a perturbation of ¢($) Degree
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theory achieves this by ensuring that no solution leaves D as qb is perturbed to cl;
that is why no solutions were allowed on the boundary 8D. Assume that at every
solution xi E D of (NIH) : p, the Jacobian matrix [Bo/62:] is nonsingular. Define
the degree of qb at p relative to D by

do, up) = $.32“,n [det [23m

Notice that if (“53) # p V m E D, the degree is zero. The two basic properties of the
degree are as follows:8

0 If d(¢, D,p) # 0, then ¢(m) : p has at least one solution in D.

o If 77 : D x [0,1] ~—> R” is continuous and 77(m,/.c) # 0 for all m E 6D and all
u E [0,1], then d[77(~, u), D,p] is the same for all u E [0,1].

The second property is known as the homotopic invariance of d.
Let us get back to our problem and define

on I‘; qb is a complex variable. By taking the real and imaginary parts of qb as
components of a second~order vector, we can view (25 as a mapping from I‘ into R2.
By assumption, the equation ¢(w, a) : 0 has a unique solution ((413,613) in I‘. The
Jacobian of qb with respect to (w, a) at ((413,613) is given by

swim, —‘1’2(as){%gRelG(jw)l}w :wS

0 41%) {%Im[G<iW>l} wzws

The assumptions

d d35mg) ' % 0; @ImlGUWl % 0
azas wzws

guarantee that the Jacobian is nonsingular. Thus,

do, I: 0) = i1
We are interested in showing that

~ dfif 1

GUw) + I11(a) —- (51110.0, a) = 0 ((3.52)

8See [26] for the proof of these properties.
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has a solution in T‘. This will be the case if we can show that

d(q3, r, 0) # 0

To that end, define

77(w, cw) = (1 * M)¢(wa a) + Malta, a) = 450*), a) - M5‘1’(w, a)
for u E [0,1], so that 77 = qb at u : 0 and 77 : (g at u : 1. It can be verified that

lV 0(a)), V (w, a) E 6? (C153)

For example, if we take the boundary a = a1, then, with reference to Figure 7.20,
the left—hand side of (0.53) is the length of the line connecting the point on the
locus of ~lll(a) corresponding to a : al to the a point on the locus of 1/G'(jw)
with (121 S w g (122. By construction, the former point is outside (or on) the error
circle centered at the latter one. Therefore, the length of the line connecting the
two points must be greater than (or equal to) the radius of the error circle, that is,
0(w). Using ((3.53), we have

I77(w, a, MI 2 |¢(wa a)l - Ml5‘1’(w, a)l
: lw<a>+ l-u|6w<w,a>| 2 0(w)-W(w)1

00w)
where we have used the bound (7.41). Thus, for all 0 g u < 1, the right—hand
side of the last inequality is positive, which implies that 77(w, a, u) # 0 on 8? when
Ii < 1. There is no loss of generality in assuming that 77(w, a, 1) # 0 on 8?, because
equality would imply we had found a solution as required. Thus, by the homotopic
invariance property of d, we have

($015,110) = ($015,130) # 0
Therefore, (C.52) has a solution in T‘, which concludes the proof of the theorem.

C.15 Proof of Theorems 8.1 and 8.3

The main element in the proofs of these two theorems is a contraction mapping
argument, which is used almost identically in the two proofs. To avoid repetition,
we will state and prove a lemma that captures the needed contraction mapping
argument and then use it to prove the two theorems. The statement of the lemma
appears to be very similar to the statement of Theorem 8.1, but it has an additional
Claim that is needed in Theorem 8.3.
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Lemma 0.6 Consider the system

= Ay + fly, 2) (0-54)
: B2 + g(y, z) (0.55)

where y E RI“, 2 E Rm, the eigenvalues ofA have zero real parts, the eigenvalues
of B have negative real parts, and f and g are twice continuously difierentiable
functions that vanish together with their first derivatives at the origin. Then, there
exist 6 > 0 and a continuously difierentiable function 77(y), defined for all ||y|| < 6,
such that z : 77(y) is a center manifold for (C.54)~(C.55). Moreover, if ||g(y, 0)“ S
Ic||y||P for all ||y|| S r, where p > 1 and r > 0, then there is c > 0 such that
||77(y)|| S C||y||p. 0
Proof: It is more convenient to show the existence of a center manifold when
solutions in the manifold are defined for all t E R. A center manifold for ((3.54)—
(C.55) may, in general, be only local; that is, a solution in the manifold may be
defined only on an interval [0,t1) C R. Therefore, the following idea is used in
the proof: We consider a modified equation that is identical to (C.54)—(C.55) in
the neighborhood of the origin, but that has some desired global properties which
ensure that a solution in a center manifold will be defined for all t. We prove the
existence of a center manifold for the modified equation. Since the two equations
agree in the neighborhood of the origin, this proves the existence of a (local) center
manifold for the original equation.

Let it : R’C —+ [0,1] be a smooth (continuously differentiable infinitely many
times) function9 with w(y) = 1 when ||y|| S 1 and w(y) : 0 when ||y|| Z 2. For
a > 0, define F and G by

F(y,2) = f (W (E?) ,2); (901,2): 9 (W (3:) ,2)

The functions F and G are twice continuously differentiable, and they, together
with their first partial derivatives, are globally bounded in y; that is, whenever
||z|1 g 151, the function is bounded for all y E R1“. Consider the modified system

: Ay + F(y, z) (0.56)
B2 + G'(y, 2) (0-57)

9An example of such a function in the scalar (k = 1) case is w(y) : 1 for lyl S 1, ”(My) : O for
lg] Z 2, and

1 “4| «1 “1

where
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We prove the existence of a center manifold for (C.56)v(C.57). Let X denote the set
of all globally bounded, continuous functions 77 : R’C —+ Rm. With supyERzc ||77(y)||
as a norm, X is a Banach space. For c1 > 0, C2 > 0, and 03 > 0, let S C X be the
set of all continuously differential functions 77 : R’C —+ Rm such that

(97777(0) = 0, 53(0) = 0, My)“ 3 971<y>- «(22)6y33(9)” S C2,

for all :U, y E RI“. To show that S is closed, let m(y) be a convergent sequence in S
and show that 77(y) : lim.,;_,00 WW) belongs to S. The key step is to show that mm
is continuously differentiable. The rest can be shown by contradiction. Because
continuous differentiability can be shown component wise, we do it for a scalar 77.
Let U be an arbitrary vector in RI“, with ||v|| : 1, and u be a positive constant. By
the mean value theorem,

877;“
77¢ (y + M”) ” 77¢ (y) = 5?;(3; + WWW”

6773'my + w) - my) = 79-;(29 + ajflvlflv

where 0 < cm < 1 and 0 < aj < 1. By adding and subtracting terms, we can write
the following equation:

(977' 677'
- [gig-(14% 35w + Dowdl w
+ [my + W) ~ my + #0)] - [mi-(.74) - m(y)]

Given 5 > 0, find integers 2'0 and jg large enough that
2a

su ' ~— - <-~yenmy) 773(y)|| 1663

for all i > 2'0 and j > jg, which is possible because {77,} is convergent. Using the
preceding inequality and

H2S Cgag/JZH’U < C3/,L2 for Z : i orj07/2 / (9772l a, (y) 6y (y+ozr/w)] w
it can be shown that

2a
< 263M + 863%Wag-(y) - %7Zy1<y>] v

Taking a = 5/(403) yields

H~——H
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Hence, 6771/6?) is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space of globally b0unded,
continuous functions from R’C into RI“. Consequently, it converges to a continuous
function J(y). It follows that 77(y) is differentiable and 877/834 : J(y).10

For a given 77 E 5', consider the system

.7) = Ay+F(y,77(y)) (G58)
2’ = BZ+G(y,77(y)) (0-59)

Due to the boundedness of 77(y) and [an/8y], the right—hand side of (C68) is globally
Lipschitz in y. Therefore, for every initial state yg E R1“, (C.58) has a unique
solution defined for all t. We denote this solution by y(t) : 7r(t;y0,77), where
7r(0; yo, 77) : yo; the solution is parameterized in the fixed function 77. Equation
(C.59) is linear in 2; therefore, its solution is given by

2(t) = exp[B(t-'r)]z('r)

+ / exp[B(t - mew ~— 7; yo), n), we ~— 7; yo), n») dA
Multiply through by exp[-B(t ~— 'r)], move the integral term to the other side, and
change the integration variable from A to 8 : A ~— 7‘ to obtain

2(7) : exp[-B(t~—'r)]z(t)
O+ / expugsmmmwim,wewm» ds
”‘7'

This expression is valid for any If E R. Taking the limit t —+ ~00 results in
O

2(7):] eXp(-BS)G(7r(s;y(T),77),77(7r(8;y(T)fl7)))d8 (0-60)
Let us rewrite the right—hand side of (C60) with y('r) replaced by y and denote it
by (P77)(y)-

0(ay) = / exp<-Bs>G<vr<s;y,n>,new,n)» ds (0-61)
With this definition, (C60) says that 2(7) : (P77)(y('r)) for all 'r. Hence, 2 2
(P77) (y) defines an invariant manifold for (C.58)-(C.59) parameterized in 77.
Consider (C.56)-(C.57). If 77(y) is a fixed point of the mapping (P77)(y), that is,

77(y) = (P77)(y)
then 2 :2 77(y) is a center manifold for (C.56)'(C.57). This fact can be seen as
follows: First, using the properties of 77 E S and the fact that y : 0 is an equilibrium
point of (C.58), it can be seen from (C.6l) that

a(PU)<Pn><o> = 0; Wm) = 0
10See [111, Theorem 9.1].
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Second, since 2 = (P77)(y) is an invariant manifold for (C.58)—(C.59), (P77)(y)
satisfies the partial differential equation

%(Pn)(y)[Ay + F(y, (P77)(y))l = B(P77)(y) + G(y, (P77) (14))

If 77(y) 2 (P77)(y), then clearly 77(y) satisfies the same partial differential equation;
hence, it is a center manifold for (C.56)-(C.57). It remains now to show that
the mapping (P77) has a fixed point, which will be done by an application of the
contraction mapping theorem. We want to show that the mapping P77 maps 5' into
itself and is a contraction mapping on S. From the definitions of F and G, there is
a nonnegative continuous function p(€) with p(0) : 0 such that

(3F
ECU, 2)||F(y,2)|| S 80(8); s 72(8); H%§<w> 3 [2(8) (0-62)

“Gem” : ems); ”39.3w,” : ma); l s p<e> (0.63)
for all y E RI“ and all z E Rm with ||z|| < 5. Because the eigenvalues of B have
negative real parts, there exist positive constants fl and C such that for 3 S 0,

|| exp(~—Bs)|| s Cexp) (0-64)
Since the eigenvalues of A have zero real parts, for each a > 0, there is a positive
constant M(a) (which may tend to 00 as a —+ 0) such that for 8 E R,

H exp<As>II : M<a>exp<als|> (0-65)
To show that P77 maps 5' into itself, we need to show that there are positive constants
cl, C2, and C3 such that if 77(y) is continuously differentiable and satisfies

(9G
5;(:% Z)

9%) - 9%) <0 ~538y 8y Jury ||||77(y)|| : cl; 7333,77 : «:2;
for all m, y E RIC, then (P77)(y) is continuously differentiable and satisfies the same
inequalities. Continuous differentiability of (P77)(y) is obvious from (G61). To
verify the inequalities, we need to use the estimates on F and G provided by ((3.62)
and (C63); therefore, we choose c1 to satisfy 0.55 < cl < 5. Using (0.64) and the
estimates on G and 77, we have from ((3.61),

‘0 GEMS)
fl

The upper bound on (P77)(y) will be less than 01 for sufficiently small a. Let
fly (t; y, 77) denote the Jacobian of 7r(t; y, 77) with respect to y. It satisfies the varia—
tional equation

News (gs-W

||(P77)(y)|| s /
“’00

O

||exp(~—Bs)|| ||G|| ds : /_ Capos) ems) ds =
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Where (323) Z (39%) (May, 77), “may, 77)»
with similar expressions for aF/az and an/By. Hence, for t S 0,

new) = exp<At> ~— [OexpiAa - 8)] [(96-5) + (96-?) (23)] mam) ds
Using (0.65) and the estimates on F and 77, we obtain

0

||7ry(t; y, 77)|| S 1\4(04)e><p(~~6wf)+/1t MW) exp[a(8 * t)](1 + C2)p(€)||7ry(s;y, 77)“ d8

Multiply through by exp(at) and apply the Gronwallellman inequality to show
that”

||7ry(t;y,77)|| S M(04)exp(-'yt)
where 7 2 a + M(a)(1 + C2)p(€). Using this bound, as well as (0.64) and the esti—
mates on G and 77, we proceed to calculate a bound on the Jacobian [6(P77) (y) /6y].
From ((3.61),

W = [:0 eXp(-BS) [(52%) + (35> (2%)] 7r24(8;y,77) d8

NW?!
Thus,

0
S /— C'exp(fls)(1 + C2)p(€)M(O{) exp(~—*ys) d3

0(1 + C2)p(€)M(04)
fl - 7

provided a and a are small enough that B > ”y. This bound on the Jacobian of
(P77)(y) will be less than c2 for sufficiently small a. To show that the Jacobian
[6(P77) (y) /6y] is Lipschitz with a Lipschitz constant 03, we note that the Jacobian
matrices [6F/6y], [65762], [BG/ay], and [66762] satisfy LipschitZ inequalities of
the form

H 8F OF5399””
- 55mm) : L[||y

- rc|| + ||z
- w||]

11Because it appears in the lower limit of the integral, you actually apply a version of the
Gronwall—Bellman inequality that says: If

ya) 3 W) + / u<s>y<s> ds

«0900+ / A<s>u<s>ep WW] ds
then
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for all m, y E R]C and z, w E BE. By working with a < 5* for some 5* > 0, we can
choose the Lipschitz constant L independent of 5. Moreover, we can use the same L
for all four Jacobian matrices. Using these inequalities and the Gronwall—Bellman
inequality, we can repeat the foregoing derivations to show that

||7ry(t; y, 77) - 7r240$; 50, 77H! S L1 eXp(-2'yt)||y - IBM
for all m, y E R’C and t S 0, where L1 : [(1 + C2)2L + p(€)C3]M3(a)/'y. The last
inequality can be used to show that

30377) a(P77) 0191(27 - 04)”5;“(9) ” ”5;“(1?)H< m”?! ” 05”

provided 5 ~— 27 > 0. Choose a and a small enough that 5 ~— 27 > B/2. Then,

”Lei“ (y) ~— 85”) (x) s [L2 +p<€>LscsH|y * 00”
where L2 and L3 are independent of a and 03. Choosing 03 > L2, we can choose a
small enough that L2 + p(€)L3C3 < C3. Thus, we have shown that, for sufficiently
small cl and sufficiently large 03, the mapping P77 maps 5' into itself. To show that
it is a contraction on 3, let 771 (y) and 772(y) be two functions in 3. Let 7r1(t) and
W2 (t) be the corresponding solutions of (0.58), which start at y; that is,

7r10$) : ”(t9 ya 772'): 7’: 1) 2

Using the estimates given by ((3.62) and ((3.63), it can be shown that

||F(7r2,n2(7r2)) ~— F(7r1,m(7r1))|l S (1 + C2)p(a)||7r2 ~— Tull + [2(6) S“; ||772 ~ m||
ye

||G(7F2a 772%» ~' G(W1,771(7F1))|| S (1 + C2)p(<€)||7r2 ~— 7r1|| + 0(5) 81113: ”772 ~' 771“
ye

From ((3.58), ||7r2 ~— 7r1|| satisfies
0

||7F2(t) '“ Wilt)” S M(04)6XP10<(8 ”0110(5) Sup H772 ~— 771“
t yERk

+ (1 + C2)p(€)ll7r2(8) - 7r1(8)||l ds

|/\

1
—M(04)P(€) SUP H772 ” 771“ eXP(”C¥t)

0+ f (7 ~— a) exp[a(8 ~— mums) ~— m(8)|| dst
where we used 7 :2 a + M(a)(1 + C2)p(€) and the fact that 7r1(0) : 7r2(0). Multiply
through by exp(at) and apply the Gronwall~Bellman inequality to show that

1||7r2(t) * 7r1(75)|| S 3M(a)p(€) Sen]; ||772 ~— 771|| exp(-”yt)
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Using this inequality in

O

(P772)(y)-(P771)(y) = / exp<-Bs> [Gm 772(7r2)) - 0(7F1,771(7F1))l ds
—()0

we obtain

0

||(P772)(y)-(P771)(y)|| S /_ Cefisl(1+62)p(€)llfi2(8)“W1(8)ll
+P(5> SUP H772 ” 771” l d3

yER’“
1s ape) sup H772 ~— mu [—

yERk g

+ /0 e[33(1 + C2)éM(a)p(€)e'ls d8]
——00

S b SUP ”772 ~— 771”
yERk

where

- +fl 04w ~ 7)
By choosing a small enough, we can ensure that b < 1; hence, P77 is a contraction
mapping on 5'. Thus, by the contraction mapping theorem, the mapping P77 has a
fixed point in 5'.

Suppose now that ||g(y, 0)” g k||y||P. The function G'(y, 0) satisfies the same
bound. Consider the closed subset

b = 00(8) [1 Li]

Y 2 {77 E 3 | ||77(y)|| S C4||y||p}
where C4 is a positive constant to be chosen. To complete the proof of the lemma,
we want to show that the fixed point of the mapping P77 is in Y, which will be the
case if we can show that C4 can be chosen such that P77 maps Y into itself. Using
the estimate on G provided by (0.63), we have

||G(y,77(y))|| S ||G(y, 0)“ + ||G(y,77(y)) - G(y,0)ll S kllyllp +p(€)ll77(y)||
Since, in the set Y, ||77(y)|| S C4lly||P,

||G(y, 77(y))|| S [k + C4p(€)l||y||p

Using this estimate in (0.61) yields

0

H<Pn><y>n s /_ Capos) [k+C4p<a>]||7r(s,-y,n>|r ds
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Because 7r(t; 0,77) = 0 and ||7ry(t;y,77)|| S M(a) eXp(~—ryt), it can be shown, as in
the proof of Lemma 3.1, that

||7r(t;y,77)|| S M(O¢)€XIJ(~7t)|lyll
for t g 0. Thus,

CU: + C4p<a>iMpra>
fl - m

provided 5 and a are small enough that H » p7 > 0. By choosing C4 large enough
and a sznall enough, we have C5 < C4. Therefore, (P77) maps Y into itself, which
completes the proof of the lemma. D

p dzef||(Pn)(y)|| S M C5||y||p

Proof of Theorem 8.1

It follows from Lemma (3.6 with A = A1, B = A2, f = 91, and g .—_ 92. D

Proof of Theorem 8.3

Define My) 2 h(y)—r¢(y). Using the fact that N(h(y)) = 0 and N(¢(y)) = 0(Ilyllp),
where N(h(y)) is defined by (8.11), we can show that My) satisfies the partial
differential equation

ggrw [A1 + Nry, u(y))l ~— A2M(y) ~— e, My» = o (0.66)
where

N(y7 2) = 91(y) My) + 2)
and

Qty, 3) = 92(y, My) + 2) - 92(y, 92504)) +N(¢(y))

~— 33(m (y, ¢<y> + 2) ~— 91(y,¢(y))l
A function My) satisfying (Q66) is a center manifold for an equation of the form
(C.54)~(C.55) with A 2 A1, B = A2, f = N, and g : Q. Furthermore, in this case,

Q(y, 0) =N(¢(y)) = 0(||y||p)
Hence, by Lemma (3.6, there exists a continuously differentiable function My) 2
O(||y||P) that satisfies ((3.66). Therefore, h(y) - ¢(y) : O(||y||P). The reduced
system is given by

.7) = Aly + 91(y, W»)
= Ag + 91(y, ¢(y)) + 91(y, h(y)) - 91(y, ¢(y))
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Since 91 is twice continuously differentiable and its first partial derivatives vanish
at the origin, we have

’ 691~5-<y,z> ski||y||+k2|lznz
in the neighborhood of the origin. By the mean value theorem,

= agflyrowy)
- ¢<y>l91¢(y,h(y)) - gray, ¢(y))

where
||C(y)|| S ||M(y)|| + ||¢(y)|| S k3||y||p S k3||y||

for My” < 1. Therefore,

llgi(y, My» — 91(y, ¢(y))|| S llc4||y|| ||M(y)|| = 0(||y||p+1)
which completes the proof of the theorem. D

0.16 Proof of Lemma 8.1

To show that RA is invariant, we need to show that

$ERA=¢$(8) défqb(3;x)ERA, VSER

Since
W; ¢(8; 50)) = ¢(t + 8; :0)

it is clear that limtnoo ¢(t;m(s)) : 0 for all 3 E R. Hence, RA is invariant. To
show that RA is open, take any point p E RA and show that every point in a
neighborhood of p belongs to RA. To that end, let T > 0 be large enough that
||¢(T;p)|| < a/2, where a is chosen so small that the domain Ilmll < a is contained
in RA. Consider the neighborhood Ha: ~— 33“ < b of p. By continuous dependence of
the solution on initial states, we can choose (3 small enough to ensure that for any
point q in the neighborhood Ha: - pH < b, the solution at time T satisfies

Ham - ¢(T;q)|| <3-
Then,

||¢(T;q)|| S ||¢(T;q) - ¢(T;p)|| + ||¢(T;p)|| < a
This shows that the point ¢(T,q) is inside RA. Hence, the solution starting at q
approaches the origin as t —+ 00. Thus, q E RA and the set RA is open. We leave it
to the reader (Exercise 8.13) to show that RA is connected. The statement about
the boundary of RA follows from the next lemma.

Lemma (3.7 The boundary of an open invariant set is an invariant set. Hence, it
is formed of trajectories. A
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Proof: Let M be an open invariant set and m be a boundary point of M. There
exists a sequence at” E M that converges to :3. Since M is an invariant set, the
solution ¢(t',:rn) E 1% for all t E R. The sequence ¢(t;mn) converges to gb(t;:r) for
all t E R. Thus, ¢(t;a:) is an accumulation point of M for all t. On the other
hand, ¢(t; m) 9.! 111 , since :3 is a boundary point of M. Therefore, the solution ¢(t; :3)
belongs to the boundary of M for all t. D

C.17 Proof of Theorem 11.1

We will work with the full problem given by (11.10) and (11.11) in the (m, y) vari—
ables. The error estimate for 2 will then follow from the change of variables (11.9).
Let y belong to the domain Dy, where (11.9) maps D95 >< Dy into Dz. When we
analyze (11.12) with the slowly varying t and at, we want to use the uniform expo—
nential stability property (11.15) of the boundary—layer model. Inequality (11.15) is
valid only when m 6 D95, so to use it, we need to confirm that the slowly varying x
will always be in Dr. We anticipate that this will be true because the solution cf of
the reduced problem (11.8) belongs to S, a compact subset of Dan, and we anticipate
that the error ||x(t,a) — f:(t)|| will be 0(a). Then, for sufficiently small a, x will
belong to Dan. However, the estimate ||x(t,e) — f:(t)|| : 0(a) has not been proven
yet, so we cannot start by using it. We use a special technique to get around this
difficulty.12 If D95 7E R”, let E be the complement of Dan in R” and define

k: %inf{||a:—y|| |x ES, yEE}>0

If D95 2 R”, take I: to be any positive constant. The sets

5'1 = {as E R” | dist(:v,S') 5 13/2} and 5'2 : {as E R” | dist(:r,S') S k}

are compact subsets of Du, and S C 5'1 C 5'2. Let it : R” —+ [0,1] be a smooth
(continuously differentiable infinitely many times) function with ¢(:r) : 1 when 1:
belongs to 5'1 and w(:r) = 0 when m is outside 32.13 We define F and G by

F(ta$vya€) : f(ta<p($)ay+h(ta<p($))7€) (C67)

Gm, w) = yaw), y + h(t, mm — age, see»
-a%<t,so(x>>f<t,so<w>,y+mama) (0.68)

where <p(:c) : (a: — €0)¢(:c) + 60. It can easily seen that, for all m E R”, 90(22) is
bounded and belongs to D1,, since D95 is convex. When :3 6 5'1, we have <p(1:) = :3;
hence, the functions F and f are identical. The same is true for the functions G
and g — e[(6h/dt) + (ah/622V]. It can be verified that for all (t,:r,y,e) E [0,t1] x
R” x 91 x [0, so], where 521 is any compact subset of Dy, we have the following:

igThe same technique is used in the proof of the center manifold theorem. (See Appendix C15.)
13The existence of 1b is shown in Lemma 6.2 of Chapter 23 of [111],
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o F and G and their first partial derivatives with respect to a are continuous
and bounded.

o F(t, at, y, 0) has bounded first partial derivatives with respect to (m, y).

o G'(t, m, y, 0) and [6G(t,m, y, 0)/6y] have bounded first partial derivatives with
respect to (t,m, y).

Consider the modified singular perturbation problem

5% : F(t,x,y,€), x(t0) = 5(8) (0.69)
5:9 : G(ta$7ya€)a y(t0) : 77(8) — h(t056(8)) (0'70)

The modified problem of (0.69) and (0.70) is identical to the original problem of
(11.10) and (11.11) when m 6 5'1. The set 5'1 has been chosen in anticipation that
the solution m(t, a) will be confined to 5'1, which is based on the fact that 53(t) E S.
The boundary—layer model

dy '

has an equilibrium point at y = 0, Since

(905, x, y, 0) = 9(t, 90(50), y + W, 90W)» 0)
for any fixed :3 E R”, the boundary—layer model (0.71) can be represented as a
boundary—layer model of the form (11.14) with <p($) 6 D95 as the frozen parameter,
Since inequality (11.15) holds uniformly in the frozen parameter, it is clear that the
solutions of (0.71) satisfy the same inequality for all m E R”; that is,

“9(7)” 5 ll€||y(0)|| eXp(—77), V ||y(0)|| < p0, V (75,33) 6 [W1] X R”, V T Z 0 (0-72)
The reduced problem for (0.69) and (0.70) is

$:F(ta$5050)5 $(t0) :60 (C73)

This problem is identical to the reduced problem (11.8) whenever m 6 5'1. Since
(11.8) has a unique solution 53(t) defined for all t E [t0,t1] and 5&(t) E 5', it follows
that 53(t) is the unique solution of (0.73) for t E [t0,t1], We proceed to prove
the theorem for the modified singular perturbation problem given by (0.69) and
(0.70). Upon completion of this task, we will show that, for sufficiently small a,
the solution m(t,5) of (0.69)-(0.70) belongs to 5'1. This will establish that the
original and modified problems have the same solution and proves the theorem for
the original problem given by (11.10) and (11.11).

Consider the boundary—layer model (0.71). Since [BG/By] has bounded first par—
tial derivatives with respect to (t, x) and G'(t, m, 0, 0) = 0 for all (t,m), the Jacobian
matrices [BG/at] and [BG/Om] satisfy

66'H95?“ 5 Lawn; ”5;” s Lzllyll
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Using these estimates and (0.72), we conclude from Lemma 9.8 that there is a
Lyapunov function. V1(t, :37 y) which satisfies

Cl||y||2 S V1('t,m,y) S C2||y||2 (0.74)
6V35G(t,$,y,0) s —C3||y||2 (0.75)

(9VHA— 5 c6||y||2 (0.76)8y
for all y E {||y|| < p0} and all (t,a:) E [0,t1] X R”. The derivative of V1 along the
trajectories of the full system (C.69)*(C.70) is given by

. _ 161/1 6V1 6V1 ,

_ 18V1 16V1
— 8 6y G(t$$$y$0)+ 8 6y [G(t$$$y7€) G(t7$$y70)]

8V1 6V1———— —-—-—F .+ at + 853 (t’w'y’a)
Using (075) and (0.76) and the estimates

(9V (3VSC4||y||; H—éfflsmyna ”—5;

||F(ta$ay)€)ll S k0; ||G(t)$ay5€) — G(ta$7y70)ll S 8L3

we obtain

V1 |/\

Cs— “gHyHZ + C4L3||y|| + C5||y||2 + CalcoHyH2
C3 2 C3< — —- , L fr < ——-————————~

Thus, if at some time t* 2 to, ||y(t*,€)|| < pox/Cl/Cg dzef a, the solution y(t,€) of
the full problem will satisfy the exponentially decaying bound

._ t._ *||y<t,a>||3m/C2/ciexp[ “(a “ll-ea, var (0.77)
where a x. C3/402 and 5 = 2C2C4L3/C1C3. On the other hand, y(t0,a) : 77(8) e.
h(t0, 6(a)) : 770 — h(t0, £0) +O(€) and 770 — h(t0, £0) belongs to fly, a compact subset
of the region of attraction of the boundary—layer model

21% : G(t05€05y5 0) :‘ 9(t03605y + h(t0,€0),0) (0.78)

We recall from (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.17 that there is a Lyapunov
functiOn V0(y) such that

6V0
559%,60, y + h(t€O)a 0) S —W0(y)
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over the region of attraction, where W0(y) is positive definite and {Vb(y) S c} is a
compact subset of the region of attraction for any 0 > 0 , Choose co such that fly
is in the interior of {V0(y) 3 CO}, The derivative of V0 along the trajectories of the
full system (C.69)-(C,70) is given by

- 18%V = ——-—- tO 8 8y G(7$7ya€)

_ 16% 16%
— EEG(tOsé-a50) + E aylG(t5$aya€)— G(t0)€05y70)]

It can be verified that, for all (t, y) 6 [t0, to + 5T] >< {Vb(y) 3 co},

Vi) S : [—-W0(y) + a0€(1 + T)]

for some do > 0, Application of Theorem 4.18 shows that there is 51‘ > 0 such that,
for 0 < a < ET, y(t, 5) satisfies the inequality

||y(ta 8)“ S MM, (t — tel/8) + Q(€(1 + TD
over the interval [t0, to +5T], where fl is a class [CL function, g is a class [C function,
and 112 is a positive constant. Choose T large enough that fi(u2,T) < u/Z; then
choose 5* < 51‘ small enough that g(€*(1 + T)) < u/Z, It follows that, for a < 5*,
y(t,€) satisfies

||y(t,a)|| < 111 + 11/2 for t E [t0,t0 + ET] and ||y(t0 + 5T,a)|| < 11 (C79)

with 111 = Mug, 0). Then, (C77) and (C79) yield

— t—t
||y(t,€)|| S [61 exp [M] +86, V t 2 to (0.80)

for some 131 > 0,
Consider (C69). By rewriting the right—hand side as

F(t,x,y,a) : F(t,x, 0,0) + [F(t,m,y,a) —' F(t,x,0, 0)]

we view (C69) as a perturbation of the reduced system (C73) The bracketed
perturbation term satisfies

||F(t>$5y5€) — F(ta$»0a0)|| S ||F(ta$7ya€) — F(t,x,y,0)ll

+ ||F(t,$,y,0) — F(ta$,0»0)||

L4€+L5||y||l/\

S 91€+92 exp [
—a(t — 2%)]

E
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where 91 = L4 + L56 and 92 : L5k1. Define

u(t, a) = x(t,a) — fi':(t)

Then,

u(t,€) : 6(a) — 6(0) +/ [F(s,m(3,a),y(3,a),a) — F(s,fi':(s),0,0)] d3
to

= 6(5) — 6(0) +/ [F(s,m(3,a),y(3,a),a) — F(3,m(s,a),0, 0)] d3

+/t. [F(35$(3>5)>050) _ F(35i(8)70’0)] ds

and

t ~a(s — to) tWKL5H| g kga+l/ {flfi%—%exp[-mE~—~]} ds+l/ txaafllds
to to

928 t
S 1328 + 915051 — to) + ’3‘ + L6|lu(858)ll d3

to

By the Gronwa1l~Bellman lemma, we arrive at the estimate

Hm, 5) — cat)“ 3 shall +t1—tolexplL6(t1—to)] (081)
which proves the error estimate for m, We can also conclude that, for sufficiently
small 5, the solution a:(t, a) is defined for all t 6 [t0, t1].

To prove the error estimate for y, consider (070), which, for convenience, is
written in the 'r time scale as

d
33-: : G(t0 + a'r,m(t0 + 57, a),y, a)

Let 32(7) denote the solution of the boundary—layer model

d
if: : G(t0)€0;ya 0), y(0) : 770 .. h(t05‘€0)

and set
0(7, 8) = 140,8) - @(T)

By difierentiating both sides with respect to 'r and substituting for the derivatives
of y and 3), we obtain

do2%? = G'(to + a'r,m(t0 + 57, a),y('r,€),a) — G(t0,€0,g?('r), 0)

We add and subtract G(t0 + ar,m(t0 + 57, a), v, 0) to obtain

nmnmm+AG . (ow)
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where t = to +57, :3 = m(t0 +57,a), AG 2 A1 + A2 +A3, and

A1 : G(t,x,y,0)—G(t,m,g§,0) —G(t,m,v,0)
A2 : G(t,m,y,€) — G(t,x,y,0)

A3 : G(ta$ag30) — G(t05605g50)

It can be verified that

||Al||
||As||

k4llvll2+k5llv|| IIQII, ||A2|| < 8L3S
S Lllt — t0| ||1?||+ L2||$ — 60H llfill S (L187 + L2<€a + L2€Tkolllfill

for some nonnegative constants [94, [$5, and a. Repeating the derivation that led to
((3.80), it can be shown that

||Z?(T)|| S 1916“”, V T 2 0 (0.83)
Hence,

IIAGH I~C4||v||2 + k5k1||v|| 6’” + 5L3 + €a1k1(1 + 'r)e“cYT<

S [€4H’UHZ + k5k1||v||6fm + sag (C.84)

where a1 : max{L2a,L1 + Lgkg} and a2 2 L3 + alkl max{1,1/a}. We have used
the fact that (1 + 'r)e”‘C” g max{1,1/a}. Equation (C82) can be viewed as a
perturbation of

g:— : G(t,m,v,0) (C85)

which, by Lemma 9.8, has a Lyapunov function V1(t,m,v) that satisfies (C.74)
through (076). Calculating the derivative of V1 along the trajectories of (C82)
and using the estimate (C84), we obtain

8V1 8V1 181/1

Cs C4 _mS Csllvll2 + Ceslfiollvll2 — gllvll2 + gllvll (/Mllvll2 + k5k1||v||€ + 8&2)

V1 2

For Ho“ 3 03/404134 and 0 < a < C3/4(C5 + c6130), we have

, c c k k _V1 3 — invnuf—f-iwe ”+cmnvn
S — ”2 (ka — [Wig-O”) V1 + 2kC\/‘7]:

where Isa = C3/4C2, lab : C4k5k1/201, and kc = C4a2/2\/Ef. Taking W = m yields

D+W('r) S — (lea — 1356“”) W + aka
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where D+l/V('r) is the upper right—hand derivative of W with respect to 'r. By the
comparison principle (Lemma 3.4), we conclude that

W('r) _<_ (15(7, 0)W(0) + 8/0T (25(7, (7)19C do

where

(“730) = exp [— / (ka — kHz—CM) (Oil and l¢(7‘,o’)| S kg€_ag(7’“0)

for some kg, as, > 0, Using the fact that 11(0) : 0(a), we conclude that 11(7) : 0(a)
for all 'r 2 0. This completes the proof that the solution of (C.69)-(C.70) satisfies

mass) — m) = 0(a), yous) — y C) = 0(a)
V t E [t0,t1] for sufficiently small 5. Since 5&(t) E 5', there is a; > 0 small enough
such that m(t,€) 6 5'1 for all t E [t0, t1] and all a < 5;. Hence, a:(t, a) and y(t, a) are
the solutions of (11,10)*—(11.11). From (119), we have

2m — mac-5a)) — y (g) = We) — g (g) + mama» — h(t,56(t)) = 0(a)
where we have used the fact that h is Lipschitz in :3, Finally, since 39(7) satisfies
(CS3) and

—O{(t — to)
exp [

a
jga, Vera—to) Zaln G)

the term @(t/a) will be 0(a) uniformly on [tb,t1] if a is small enough to satisfy

aln G) 3 am, — to)
The proof of Theorem 111 is now complete.

(3.18 Proof of Theorem 11.2

The proof follows closely that of Theorem 11.1. We will only point out two main
differences, one in showing that :3 belongs to D9, and the other in analyzing the
error :3 — 5:. The first point makes use of the Lyapunov function V of the reduced
system, while the second one makes use of its stability properties.

Using the Lyapunov function V, we will argue that :3 belongs to the compact
set {W} (m) S c} for all t 2 to. Therefore, we do not need to truncate m by using the
function $(m), as we did in the proof of Theorem 11.1. The functions F and G are
still defined by (067) and (0.68), but with @(m) replaced by :3. They have the same
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properties as before for all (t, at, y, a) E [0, 00) x {W1(a:) S c} x 91 x [0, 50]. Moreover,
[6F/6m](t,m, 0, 0) is Lipschitz in at, uniformly in t. For all m E {W1(a:) S C}, we can
repeat the earlier derivation to show that y(t, 5) satisfies ((180). Hence,

. _ t—
V S —W3(m) + [£65 + [97 exp [M]

Using the fact that 60 E {W2(m) 3 pc}, we can see that there is a time T1 > 0,
independent of a, such that, for sufficiently small a, x(t,a) E {W2(m) S c} for all
t E [t0,t0 + T1], For t 2 t0 + T1, the exponential term exp [—a(t — t0)/5] is 0(a),
Thus, ,

V S —W3($) + kga‘

Using this inequality, we can show that V is negative on the boundary V(t, m) = 0,
Therefore, a:(t, a) E {W1(a:) S c} for all t 2 to,

To analyze the approximation error u(t,a) : a:(t, a) — 53(t), we view (069) as a
perturbation of the reduced system (073), Instead of using the Gronwall—Bellman
lemma to derive an estimate of u, we employ Lyapunov analysis that exploits the
exponential stability of the origin of (0.73), The Lyapunov analysis is very similar
to the boundary—layer analysis of Theorem 11,1’s proof. Therefore, we will describe
it only briefly, The error u satisfies the equation

a = F(t,u, 0, 0) + AF ((3.86)

where

AF = [F0355 + u, 0, 0) — F(t,5é, 0,0) — F(t, u, 0, 0)] + [F(t,$,y, a) — F(t,a;,0, 0)]

It can be verified that
~ ~ ~ —at—t ~HAFHSkmmV+kuM|uH+kmmpl~lg~fll+am

The system (086) is viewed as a perturbation of

u = F(t,u, 0, 0) ((187)

Because the origin of (CS7) is exponentially stable, we can obtain a Lyapunov
function V(t,u) for it by using Theorem 414, Using this function with (0.86), we
obtain

; W W 617
V — B—t—+—5;F(t,u,0,0)+—5;AF

~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~ —04 t— to ~5 —mmr+mmfimmW+amnwwwww[~%;wfl+w§
For Hull 3 53/254124, we have
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for some 12a, d > 0 and lab, lac, 12d 2 0, Applying the comparison principle yields

W) s gum/<0) + /:<23(t,8) {514+ fedexp (Ml) d8,
8

where Vl/ : W and

W, s)| s Iége~5<trtoh 5‘ > 0, kg > 0

Since u(t0) = 0(5) and

/t exp[—6(t — 3)] exp [$5192] d3 = 0(5)

we can show that W(t) .—, 0(a) and, subsequently, u(t, a) : 0(a). The rest of the
proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 11.1.. Notice that the boundary—layer analysis
in that proof is valid for all 'r 2 0,

019 Proof of Theorem 12.1

We analyze the closed—loop system (1245) as a slowly varying system by using the
results of Section 9.6. Since dependence on 211 does not play a role in the proof, we
write g(X,p,w) as g(X, p). It can be verified that g(X, p) is continuously differen—
tiable in a domain DX >< Dp and Xss(a) and Ams(a) are continuously differentiable
in Dp. Because Ams(a) is Hurwitz for all a E Dp, it is Hurwitz uniformly in a for
all a E S (a compact subset of Dp). Hence, Ams satisfies all the assumptions of
Lemma 9.9 for d E 5'. Let Pms = Pms(a) be the solution of the Lyapunov equation
PmsAms + Agss = —-I. We use V(X5, a) = Xnn as a Lyapunov function
candidate for the frozen system X5 : g(X5 + Xss(a),a). Lemma 9.9 shows that
V(X5,d) satisfies (9.41), (9.43), and (9.44). We only need to verify (9.42). The
frozen system can be rewritten as

295 = Ams (a)X5 + A9065, (1')

where
||A9(X6,04)||2 = ||9(X6 + Xss(04),04) — Ams(04)X6||2 S killxéllg

in some domain {HX5H2 < 71}. Thus, the derivative of V along the trajectories of
X5 = 9(2’65 + Xss(a), a) satisfies

V S —||X5||§ + 262k1||X6||§ S — %||X5||§
for ||X5||2 < 1/ (4c2k1). Therefore, there exists 7" > 0 such that V(X5,d) satis—
fies (941) through (9.44) for all (X5,a) E {||X5||2 < 7"} x S. The conclusions of
Theorem 12.1 follow from Theorem 9.3.
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(3.20 Proof of Theorem 12.2

To analyze the closed—loop system (12,58)-(12.59), we combine stability analysis of
slowly varying systems from Section 96 with stability analysis of singularly per—
turbed systems from Section 115, Since dependence on 211 does not play a role in
the proof, we write (12.58)-(12.59) as

93 = 9(96, p) + N(p)[19 — ¢(X,p)] (0'88)
519 = “19 + (WC, p) ((189)

When a = 0, we obtain the reduced system (1’ : g(X , p), which was analyzed in the
proof of Theorem 12.1 by using the quadratic Lyapunov function XnsX5. It can
be verified that ¢(X, p) is c0ntinuously differentiable in a domain DX >< Dp, The
change of variables

yZX—Xss(p), Z:fl—¢(X,p)

transforms the system (088)—(089) into

, 6X55.
3] : 9(y+Xss(p)ap) +N(p)Z — 6p p

- a a
63 = —Z — 55%“); + Xss(p), p) + N(p)Zl — 85% (0,91)

((190)

Using V = yTPmsy + (1/2)ZTZ as a Lyapunov function for (C,90)-(C,91), we
obtain

, XSS .V = 427")? + ZyTPms [9(3) + Xss(p),p) — Ams(p)3’ + N(p)Z — a p]8p
+ 327" [imam] 32dt

ZTZ — ZT {Sigma + Xss(p),p) + N(p)Zl + g? }
_ 1

8

2 1 2 3 '—||3’||2 — E ||Z||2+Cilly||2+62llyll2 ||Z||2+c3||y||2||p||2
+c4||y||§||p||2+C5||Z||§+c6||Z||2||p||2

l/\

in some neighborhood of the origin, for some positive constants Ci, Limiting our
analysis to a neighborhood where ||y||2 3 c7 3 1/ (401), we arrive at the inequality

, 1 1 .V S - éllyllg — 55 ||Z||§+(Csllyll2+6467ll3’ll2+66||Z||2)||p||2

”Hg“: lT hie/32 112524151 ligiiii
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Choosing 5* small enough that the 2 x 2 matrix is positive definite for all 0 < e < 5*,
we end up with

V S “204V + ZfiWI|P||2
for some positive constants a and fl. Hence, W : W satisfies the inequality

D+W S —aW + fi|lbll2
Applying the comparison lemma concludes the proof.

(3.21 Proof of Theorem 13.1

The proof uses the notions of Lie brackets and involutive distributions, introduced
in Section 143, as well as the notion of complete integrability. A nonsingular
distribution A on D, generated by f1, , , . , fk, is completely integrable if for each
1:0 6 D, there exists a neighborhood N of 1:0 and n— k real—valued smooth functions
h1(x), . , . , hnwkflr) such that

anamfv;($)=0, VlfiSkandlnnwk

and the row vectors dh1(a:), , . . , dnwkflr) are linearly independent for all m E D,
where

_ 8h _ [ Oh i]
_5:Z_ 5E""’axn

is called the difierential of h, A key result from differential geometry is Frobenius
theorem,14 which states that a nonsingular distribution is completely integrable if
and only if it is involutive.

We start by stating and proving two preliminary lemmas.

dh(m)

Lemma (3.8 For all a: E D and all integers k andj such that k 2 0 and 0 _<_j S
p—- k - 1, we have

0, 0 S j + k < p - 1
k _Ludjcm) — . phi . ‘ ((3.92)

(“1)3L9Lf h(m)7£0, J+lc=p—l

<>

Proof: Prove it by induction of j, For j : 0, ((192) holds by the definition of
relative degree. Assume now that ((192) holds for some j and prove it for j + 1.
Recall from the Jacobi identity (Exercise 138) that

L[f’m)\($) = LlgA($) — LgLfA($)

14See [88] for the proof of fiobenius theorem.
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for any real—valued function A and any vector fields f and fl. Taking A = Lfch and
fl = adicg, we obtain

LadflflgLfchm = L[ L’;+1h(x)k kffldjcglt<x> = LfLadjctr) — Ladig

We note that the first term on the right—hand side vanishes since

, . kJ+l~c+1 Sp—1¢]+k <p—1::>LfLadj€gt(m) :0

Moreover,

L j Lk+1h(x) =(1d f j p——l '
__ (—1) LgLf h(a:)#0, J+l€+1=p—1

by the assumption that ((192) holds for j . Thus,

0, OSj+l€+1<p—1
L W L’}h(m) =

a f g . 1 P‘1 v(—1)?+ LgLf h(m)7£0, J+k+1:p—1

Which completes the proof of the lemma. D

Lemma (3.9 For all m E D,

o the row vectors dh(m), dh(a:), , . . ,dLg’tc) are linearly independent;

0 the column vectors 9(13), adfg(m), . . . ,adg’lgcv) are linearly independent.

Proof: We have

dh(m)

dLg‘lhm
Lgh(a:) Ladfgh(x) ,,. ... Lad;”1gh($l

Lgt($) Ladj’fsfh($) >i<

Ln’tv) * *
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From the previous lemma, the right—hand side matrix takes the form

0.....,0<>
0 0*

0 0 *
<> * >i<

where <> denotes a nonzero element. Thus, the matrix is nonsingular, which proves
the lemma, for if any of the two matrices on the left—hand side has rank less than
p, their product must be singular. D

Lemma 0.9 shows that p g n. "We are now ready to prove Theorem 13.1. The
proof for the case p : n follows from Lemma C.9, whose first statement shows that
[Bil/6:3] is nonsingular. Consider the case p < n. The distribution A = span{g}
is nonsingular, involutive, and has dimension one.15 By Frobenius theorem, A is
completely integrable. Hence, for every 1:0 6 D, there exist a neighborhood N1
of 1:0 and n — 1 smooth functions ¢1(m), ..., (221-1(53), with linearly independent
differentials such that

nbi(a:):0, for 131'571—1, VmENl

Because
LgL}h(x) = 0, for 0 g i g p—2

and dh(a:), ..., dLg’Zt) are linearly independent, we can use h, .,., Lg’2h as
part of these 71 — 1 functions, In particular, we take them as Q5”- p+1, .. , , (2571-17
Since Ln'lhw) 7E 0, the row vector (Mg—imam) is linearly independent of the
row vectors d¢1(m0), , d¢n-1(m0). Therefore,

6T 6T . .rank [EEC-(1:0)] = n 23> Etc-($0) 1s nonsingular

and there is a neighborhood N2 of 1:0 such that T(m), restricted to N2, is a diffeo—
morphism on N2. Taking N = N1 (7 N2 completes the proof of the theorem. D

(3.22 Proof of Theorem 13.2

The system
ct = f(x) + 9(rv)u

15Note that any nonsingular distributiOn of dimension one is automatically involutive,
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is feedback linearizable if and only if a sufficiently smooth function h(m) exists such
that the system

ct = f($) + 900%, y = WI)
has relative degree n in D0 C D', that is, h(m) satisfies

LgL}h(x) = 0, for 0 g i g n — 2 and LgLy‘1h(x)7é 0, v x 6 DO (0.93)

Thus, to prove the theorem, we need to show that the existence of h(m) satisfying
((193) is equivalent to conditions 1 and 2,
Necessity: Suppose there is h(m) satisfying (093). Lemma C.9 shows that rank 9 :
n, Then, D is nonsingular and has dimension n — 1, From ((192), with k : 0 and
p = n, we have

Lgh(m) : Ladfgh(a:) = = Lad;“2gh($) : 0

which can be written as

dh($)[9($), adfgtr), - , , ,ad?“29($)l = 0
This equation implies that D is completely integrable and it follows from Frobenius
theorem that D is involutive,
Sufficiency: Suppose conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied, Then, D is nonsingular and
has dimension n — 1. By Frobenius theorem, there exists h(m) satisfying

Lgh(m) = Ladfgh(x) = , ~ 2 Lad?—2gh(x) = 0

Using the Jacobi identity (Exercise 138), it can be verified that

Lgh(m) = LgLfmx) = = LgL;“2h(x) = 0
Furthermore,

dh(x)g(x) = dh(x)[g(x), adfg(a:), , . , ,ady‘lg(m)] = [0,. . , ,0,Lad?—1gh(w)]

Since rank 9 = n and dh(a:) 7E 0, it must be true that Lad?—1gh(m) 7E 0, Using the
Jacobi identity, it can be verified that LgL?“lh(m) 7E 0, which completes the proof
of the theorem,

C023 Proof of Theorem 14.6

For the purpose of analysis, the observer dynamics are replaced by the equivalent
dynamics of the scaled estimation error

1317' — a?”

7727 — 5P1” “.7
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for 1 S 2' S m and 1 gj 3 pi. Hence, we have i = :r ——- D(a)77, where

77 lnlla'”a771P15"'777m15"'anmpmlT

D(a) = block diag[D1,. . . ,Dm]
D1 : diaglapiflla~wllpi><pi

5

The closed—loop system can be represented by

3': = Ax+B¢(m,2,7(19,$— D(€)77,C))
2‘: = ¢(m,z,7(19,$ — MEMO)
19 =: 1‘09,$ “-13(€)U,C)

577 = Agn—l— 5B6($,Z,19»D(5)77)

where
5($,Z,19,D(€)77) = ¢($,Zry(19,i,é)) - ¢o(i,Cry(19,i,C))

and (1/5)A0 = D“1(€)(A — HC)D(€) is a p X p Hurwitz matrix. For convenience,
we rewrite the system in the compact singularly perturbed form

X =.M&D@M) (0%)
577 = A077+5BA(X,D(5)77) (0.95)

where F(X,0) = f(X). The initial states are X(0) = (m(0),z(0),19(0)) E S and
12(0) 6 Q. Thus, we have 77(0) 2 D“1(€)[:r(0) —:fi(0)]. Setting a = 0 in (0.95) yields
77 = 0 and the reduced system

XzflX) (0%)
is nothing, but the closed—loop system under state feedback. The boundary—layer
model, obtained by applying the change of time variable 'r = t/a then setting a = 0,
is given by

Since the origin of (0.96) is asymptotically stable and R is its region of attraction,
by (the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.17, there is a smooth, positive definite
function V(X) and a continuous, positive definite function U(X), both defined for
all X E R, such that

V(X)——>ooasX——>8R
8V
—~« X < —U X V X E RW“ >_ < >,

and for any 0 > 0, {V(X) g C} is a compact subset of R. Let S be any compact
set in the interior of R. Choose positive constants b and C such that C > b >
maxxEs V(X). Then

SCQb={V(X)gb}c§lc={V(/Y)gc}c7€
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For the boundary—layer system, the Lyapunov function W07) 2 UTPQU, where P0 is
the positive definite solution of the Lyapunov equation POAQ + 14n = —I , satisfies

)‘min(P0)H77H2 3 W07) 3 )‘maX(PO)H77H2

(9W
724077 E *||77||277

where throughout the proof we use || - || 2 || - “2. Due to equivalence of norms, it
is sufficient to prove (14.114) and (14.115) in the 2—norm. Let E = {Vi/(77) S 952}
and A 2 DC X 2. Due to the global boundedness of F and A in it, for all X 6 DC
and 77 E Rp, we have

HF(X5D(€)77)H S k1? HA(X5D(€)77)H S k2

where [$1 and 132 are positive constants independent of 5. Moreover, for any 0 < 5 <
1, there is L1, independent of a, such that for all (X,77) E A and every 0 < a g 5,
we have '

||F(X»D(€)77) — F(X,0)|| S L1||77||
We will always consider a g 5. We start by showing that there exist positive
constants g and 51 (dependent on 9) such that the compact set A is positively
invariant for every 0 < a g 51. This can be done by verifying that

V g —U(2c) + ales

and 1 1
W S — g||77||2 + 2||77||||Po||||Bllk2 S — 2M2 +2||77||||Po||k2

for all (X,77) E A, where 163 = 13n g/Amin(P0), “PO” 2 Amax(P0), ”B” = 1, and
L2 is an upper b0und for HOV/6X“ over QC. Taking g : 16lc§||P0||3 and 51 = fl/kg,
where B = minXEagC U(X), it can be shown that, for every 0 < a g 51, we have
V g 0 for all (2cm) 6 {V(X) = c} X 2 and W s 0 for all (2cm) 6 96 X {VI/(77) =
952}. Hence, A is positively invariant.

Now we consider the initial state (X (0), 53(0)) 6 S X Q. It can be verified that the
corresponding initial error 77(0) satisfies ||77(0)|| g Ic/a(pma?<"1) for some nonnegative
constant k dependent on S and Q, where pmax = max {p1, ..., pm}. Since X(0) is in
the interior of QC, it can be shown that

||X(t) — X(0)|| 3 [qt ((3.97)

as long as X(t) 6 DC. Thus, there exists a finite time T0, independent of a, such
that X (t) 6 DC for all t E [0,T0]. During this time interval, we have

. 1 1 1
W<——— 2—— 2 ZkP <—— 2 f W > 2

- 2€||77|| 2€||77|| + 2H o||||77|| - 25||77|| , or (77)_Q€
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since
WW) 2 982 =$> llPo||||77||2 Z 1("3110§||P<3||3€2 © “77“ Z 4IIC2||Po||<€

Therefore ,

WW0) : Fri—v, expem/a) (0.98)
where 01 = 1/(2||P0||) and 02 = k2||P0||. Choose 52 > 0 small enough that

T(a) 01E .5— ln( ‘72
0-1 Q€2pmax S *gl-To

for all 0 < a g 52. We note that 52 exists, since T(a) tends to zero as 5 tends to zero.
It follows that W(77(T(a))) g 952 for every 0 < a g 52. Taking 51‘ = n1in{5,51,€2}
guarantees that, for every 0 < a g 51‘, the trajectory (X (t), 77(t)) enters A during the
interval [0,T(€)] and remains there for all t 2 T(a). Consequently, the trajectory
is bounded for all t 2 T(a). On the other hand, for t E [0,T(5)], the trajectory is
bounded by virtue of inequalities (C97) and (C98).

Next, we show (14.114). We know that, for every 0 < a g 51‘, the solutions are
inside the set A for all t 2 T(a), where A is 0(a) in the direction of the variable 77.
Thus, we can find 53 = 5301) g a; such that, for every 0 < a g 53, we have

||77(t)|| S 11/2, V t Z T(€3) = T01) (0-99)
Using the fact that V g —U(m) + 5kg for all (X, 77) E A, we conclude that

V g —§U(x), for 2a 9.2 {U(X) 3 2kg; 4E 145)} (0.100)
Because U (21’ ) is positive definite and continuous, the set {U(X) g 1/(a)} is a
compact set for sufficiently small a. Let 00(5) 2 maxU(X)£V(E){V(X)}; c0(a) is
nondecreasing and limsno C0(€) = 0. Consider the compact set {V(X) 3 00(5)}.
"We have {U(X) S 1/(a)} C {V(X) g c0(a)}. Choose 54 = 5401) g 51‘ small enough
such that, for all a g 54, the set {U(X) g 1/(a)} is compact, the set {V(X) g c0(a)}
is in the interior of DC, and

{V00 5 C0(5)} C {HXII S 11/2} (0-101)
Then, for all X E DC, but X Q {V(X) g c0(a)}, we have an inequality similar
to (C100). Therefore, we conclude that the set {V(X) g 00(5)} X E is positively
invariant and every trajectory in QC X 2 reaches {V(X) g c0(a)} X E in finite time.
In other words, given (C101), there exists a finite time T = Tm) such that for
every 0 < a S 84

||X(t)|| S 11/2 V t 2 T (0.102)
Take a; = 5301) = min{53,54} and T2 = T201) 2 max{T,T}. Then, (14.114)
follows from (C99)7 (C102), 5% = m — D(a)77, and “13(5)” 2 1.

To show (14.115), we divide the interval [0,00) into three intervals [0,T(€)],
[T(€),T3], and [T3,oo) and show (14.115) for each interval. From the ultimate
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boundedness of X(t), shown in (14.114), and the asymptotic stability of the origin
of (0.96), we conclude that there exists a finite time T3 2 T(€), independent of a,
such that, for every 0 < a S 5;, we have

||X(t) * X7475)“ S M» W 2 T3 (0-103)
From (0.97), we know that

”X09 * X03)” S kit
during the interval [0,T(€)]. Similarly, it can be shown that

||Xr(t) — X03)“ S kit
during the same interval. Hence,

||X(t) — X7475)“ S 2k1T(€)a V t 6 [01(5)]
Since T(a) ——> 0 as a ——> 0, there exists 0 < 55 g a; such that, for every 0 < a g 85,
we have

W) — mm s u, Vt 6 [01(5)] (0.104)
Over the interval [T(a), T3], the solution X (t) satisfies

93 = F(X,D(€)77(t)), with ||X(T(€)) - Xr(T(€))|| S 61(8)
where D(a)77 is 0(a) and 61(5) ——> 0 as a —> 0. Thus, by Theorem 3.5, we conclude
that there exists 0 < 56 g a; such that, for every 0 < a g 56, we have

||X(t) - Xr(t)|| S M, W E lT(€),T3] (0-105)
Take 5;, = min{a5,56}. Then, (14.115) follows from (0.103) through (0.105).

Finally, assuming that the origin of (0.96) is exponentially stable, it follows from
(the converse Lyapunov) Theorem 4.14 that there exists a continuously differentiable
Lyapunov function V1(X) which satisfies the inequalities

(9Vb1||2c||23v1<2c>sb2||2c||2 fimxnmasnxni H 9% < X6/1” _ 334” H

over the ball Br C R for some positive constants 7", b1, b2, b3, and (34. Using the
local Lipschitz property of F and A and the fact that F(0, 0) = 0 and A(0, 0) = 0,
it can be shown that the composite Lyapunov function V2(X, 77) = VAX) + W(77)
satisfies

ws—flcy

Q: f3, (1)5952] fillfill
where
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for some nonnegative constants [9’1 and 52. The matrix Q Will be positive definite
for sufficiently small 5. Hence, there is a neighborhood N of the origin, independent
of a, and 57 > 0 such that for every 0 < a g 57, the origin is exponentially stable
and every trajectory in N converges to the origin as t ——> 00. By (14.114), there
exists 58 > 0 such that for every 0 < 5 g 58, the solutions starting in S x Q enter N
in finite time. Hence, for every 0 < a g a: = min{€7, 58}, the origin is exponentially
stable and S X Q is a subset of the region of attraction.
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The main references used in the preparation of this text are Hirsch and Smale [81],
Hale [75], and Miller and Michel [135] for the theory of ordinary differential equa-
tions; Hahn [72], Krasovskii [107], and Rouche, Habets, and Laloy [154] for stability
theory; and the texts by Vidyasagar [201](first edition) and Hsu and Meyer [85].
References for the various topics are listed under the respective chapters. The ap—
pendices on mathematical review and contraction mapping have been patterned
after similar summaries in Bertsekas [27] and Luenberger [121]. For a complete
coverage of topics in these appendices, the reader may consult any text on mathe—
matical analysis. We have used Apostol [10]. Other standard texts are Rudin [157]
and Royden [156].

Chapter 1. The tunnel diode circuit and negative resistance oscillator are
taken from Chua, Desoer, and Kuh [39]. The presentation of the mass-spring sys—
tem is based on Mickens [134] and Southward [184]. The Hopfield neural network
description is based on Hopfield [82] and Michel, Farrel and Porod [131]. The adap—
tive control example is based on Sastry and Bodson [168]. An interesting book to
read about nonlinear phenomena, including chaos, is StrogatZ [187].

Chapter 2. The classical material on second—order systems in Sections 2.1
to 2.4 can be found in almost any text on nonlinear systems. Our presentation
has followed closely the lucid presentation of Chua, Desoer, and Kuli [39]. Sec—
tion 2.5 is based on Parker and Chua [149]. Section 2.6 is based on Hirsch and
Smale [81, Chapters 10 and 11], Guckenheimer and Holmes [70, Section 1.8], and
Strogatz [187]. The bifurcation material of Section 2.7 is based on [70] and [187].

Chapter 3. The material in Sections 31—33 is standard and can be found in
one form or the other in any graduate text on ordinary differential equations. Sec~
tion 3.1 comes very close to the presentation in Vidyasagar [201], while Sections 3.2
and 3.3 are based on Hirsch and Smale [81] and Coppel [43]. The comparison prin—
ciple is based on Hale [75]7 Miller and Michel [135], and Yoshizawa [213].
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Chapter 4. Hahn [72], Krasovskii [107], and Rouche, Habets, and Laloy [154]
are authoritative references on Lyapunov stability. The presentation style of Sec~
tion 4.1 is influenced by Hirsch and Smale [81]. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is taken
from Hirsch and Smale [81, Section 9.3], while that of Theorem 4.3 is based on
Hahn [72, Section 25], Hale [75], and Miller and Michel [135]. The invariance prin-
ciple presentation of Section 4.2 follows the original work by LaSalle [112]. The
proof of Lemma 4.1 is based on Rouche, Habets, and Laloy [154, Appendix III].
The application of the invariance principle to neural networks is standard and can
be found in Hopfield [82]. Our presentation is influenced by Salam [163]. See also
Cohen and Grossberg [42] for a generalization of Example 4.11. The material on
linear time-invariant systems in Section 4.3 is taken from Chen [35]. The proof of
Theorem 4.6 is taken from Kailath [94]. The proof of Theorem 4.7 on lineariza-
tion is guided by Rouche and Mawhin [155, Sections 1.6 and 1.7], which includes
a careful treatment of the case when the linearization has at least one eigenvalue
in the right—half plane with other eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. The proof
of Lemma 4.3 is taken from Hahn [72, Section 2413]. The statement and proof of
Lemma 4.4 is guided by Hahn [72, Section 24B] and Sontag [181, Lemma 6.1]. The
proof of Lemma 4.5 is taken from Hahn [72, Section 35] (for the local part) and
Lin, Sontag, and Wang [118] (for the global part). The proofs of Theorems 4.8 and
4.9 combine ideas from Hahn [72, Section 25] and Rouche, Habets, and Laloy [154,
Section 1.6]. Section 4.6 is based on Vidyasagar [201]. The proofs of the converse
Lyapunov theorems are based on Krasovskii [107, Theorem 11.1] for Theorem 4.14,
Miller and Michel [135, Section 5.13] and Hahn [72, Section 49], with some insight
from Hoppensteadt [83], for Theorem 4.16, and Kurzweil [109] and Lin, Sontag,
and W'ang [118] for Theorem 4.17 . The proof of Theorem 4.18 is guided by Miller
and Michel [135, Theorem 9.14] and Corless and Leitmann [45]. The concept of
input—to-state stability was introduced by Sontag [181], who proved a few basic
results. (See [182].) Our presentation benefited from a nice exposition in Krstic,
Kanellaliopolous, and Kokotovic [108].

Chapter 5. The treatment of L—stability in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 is based on
Desoer and Vidyasagar [53] and Vidyasagar [201]. Section 5.3 on the £2~gain is
based on van der Schaft [199], with help from the papers by Willems [209] and
Hill and Moylan [77], [79] on dissipative systems. The proof of Theorem 5.4 is
based on [53, Section 2.6], [200, Section 3.1.2], and [220, Section 4.3]. The small—
gain theorem presentation is based on Desoer and Vidyasagar [53] and the tutorial
article by Teel, Georgiou, Praly, and Sontag [192]. Example 5.14 is taken from [192].

Chapter 6. The passivity approach is based on several references, including Hill
and Moylan [77], [78], Sepulchre, Jankovic, and Kokotovic [172], Byrnes, Isidori and
"Willems [31], Krstie, Kanellakopoulos, and Kokotovic [108], Teel, Georgiou, Praly,
and Sontag [192], and Vidyasagar [201]. An expanded treatment of positive real
transfer functions and the positive real lemma is given in Anderson and Vongpan-
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itlerd [6]. The proof of Lemma 6.1 is based on Tao and 10annou [190] and Wen [206].
The proofs of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 are based on Anderson [4].

Chapter ’7. Absolute stability has a long history in the control theory liter—
ature. For a historical perspective, see Hsu and Meyer [85, Sections 5.9 and 9.5].
Our presentation of the circle and Popov criteria is based on Hsu and Meyer [85,
Section 9.5 and Chapter 10], Vidyasagar [201], Siljak [174, Sections 8.6 through
8.9 and Appendix H], and Moore and Anderson [138]. A comprehensive coverage
of absolute stability can be found in Narendra and Taylor [140]. Detailed treat—
ment of the describing function method can be found in Atherton [18] and Hsu and
Meyer [85, Chapters 6 and 7]. Our presentation in Section 7.2 follows Mees [128,
Chapter 5]. The proof of Lemma 7.1 is taken from Mees and Bergen [130]. The
proof of Theorem 7.4 is based on Mees and Bergen [130] and Bergen and Franks [25].
The presentation of the error analysis has gained a lot from a lucid presentation in
Siljak [174, Appendix G], from which Example 7.14 is taken.

Chapter 8. Section 8.1 is based mostly on Carr [34], with help from Guck—
enheimer and Holmes [70]. The proofs of Theorems 8.1 and 8.3 are taken from
Carr [34, Chapter 2]. The proof of Theorem 8.2 by using Lyapunov analysis is
simpler than the proof given in Carr [34]. Corollary 8.1 was suggested to the author
by Miroslav Krstic. The proof of Lemma 8.1 is based on Hahn [72, Section 33].
Example 8.10 is taken from Willems [210]. There is a vast literature on estimating
the region of attraction. Some methods are described or surveyed in [28], [37], [65],
[80], [133], and [143]. The proof of Lemma 8.2 is taken from Popov [152, page 211].
The proof of Theorem 8.5 is based on Sastry and Bodson [168, Theorem 1.5.2]. The
discussion on the stability of periodic solutions in Section 8.4 is based on Hahn [72,
Section 81], Miller and Michel [135, Section 6.4], and Hale [75, Section V1.2]. A
natural continuation of this discussion is the Poincare map method, which is de-
scribed in Hirsch and Smale [81, Chapter 13] and Guckenheimer and Holmes [70,
Section 1.5]; see also the second edition of this text.

Chapter 9. The material of Sections 9.1 and 9.2 is based on a vast literature
on robustness analysis in control theory. We can say, however, that the basic ref-
erences are Hahn [72, Section 56] and Krasovskii [107, Sections 19 and 24]. Similar
results are given in Coppel [43, Section 111.3] for the case when the nominal system
is linear, but the derivation is not based on Lyapunov theory; instead, it uses prop—
erties of fundamental matrices. The case of nonvanishing perturbations is referred
to in Hahn [72] and Krasovskii [107] as the case of “persistent disturbance.” The
results on nonvanishing perturbations are also related to the concept of total stabil—
ity. (See Hahn [72, Section 56].) The comparison method of Section 9.3 is based on
sporadic use of the comparison lemma in the control literature. Section 9.5, on the
stability of interconnected systems, is based mostly on the tutorial paper Araki [11],
with help from the research monographs Siljak [175] and Michel and Miller [132].
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The neural network example is taken from Michel, Farrel, and Porod [131]. The
treatment of slowly varying systems is based on Desoer and Vidyasagar [53, Sec—
tion 1V8], Vidyasagar [201], Kokotovic, Khalil, and O’Reilly [105, Section 5.2], and
Hoppensteadt [83]. Lemma 9.8 is a specialization of Lemma 2 of Hoppensteadt [83]
to the case of exponential stability.

Chapter 10. The perturbation method of Section 10.1 is classical and can
be found in many references. A detailed treatment can be found in Kevorkian and
Cole [98] and Nayfeh [141]. The asymptotic results of Theorems 10.1 and 10.2
are adapted from Hoppensteadt’s work on singular perturbations. (See Hoppen~
steadt [84].) Section 10.3 is based on Halanay [75, Section 3.4]. The presentation
of the averaging method in Section 10.4 is based on Sanders and Verhulst [166],
Hale [75, Section V.3], Halanay [73, Section 3.5], and Guckenheimer and Holmes [70,
Sections 4.1 and 4.2]. The vibrating pendulum example is taken from Tikhonov,
Vasileva, and Volosov [194]. The application of averaging to weakly nonlinear os—
cillators in Section 10.5 is based on Hale [75, pp. 183—186]. The presentation of
general averaging in Section 10.6 is based on Sanders and Verhulst [166], Hale [75,
Section V3], and Sastry and Bodson [168, Section 4.2].

Chapter 11. The presentation of the singular perturbation method follows very
closely Kokotovic, Khalil, and O’Reilly [105]. The proofs of Theorems 11.1 and
11.2 adapt ideas from Hoppensteadt [83]. We have not included the construction of
higher order approximations. For that, the reader may consult Hoppensteadt [84],
Butuzov, Vasileva, and Fedoryuk [29], or O’Malley[145]. The articles [83], [84], and
[29] appear in Kokotovic and Khalil [104]. Example 11.11 is taken from Tikhonov,
Vasileva, and Volosov [194]. For extensions of this example, see Grasman [68]. The
proofs of Theorems 11.3 and 11.4 are based on Saberi and Khalil [160].

Chapter 12. The design via linearization approach of Section 12.2 is standard
and can be found in almost any book on nonlinear control. The use of integral
control is also standard, but the results given in Section 12.4 can be traced back
to Huang and Rugh [86] and Isidori and Byrnes [91]. The gain scheduling presen—
tation of Section 12.5 is based Lawrence and Rugh [114] and Kaminer, Pascoal,
Khargonekar, and Coleman [96], with help from Astrom and Wittenmark [l5] and
Rugh and Shamma [159].

Chapter 13. The feedback linearization chapter is based mainly on Isidori [88].
The lucid introduction of Section 13.1 is based on Spong and Vidyasagar [185, Chap—
ter 10]. The local stabilization and tracking results are based on Isidori [88, Chapter
4]. The global stabilization material is based on many references, as the global sta—
bilization problem has caught the attention of several researchers. The papers [30],
[46], [119], [161], [188], and [196] and the books [88], [108], [124], and [172] will guide
the reader to the basic results on global stabilization, not only for the problem for—
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mulation presented here, but also for more general problem formulations, including
problems treated in the backstepping Section 14.3. Examples 13.16, 13.17, and
13.19 are taken from [30], [188], and [62], respectively.

Chapter 14. The sliding mode control section is based on the books by
Utkin [198] and Slotine and Li [180], and the tutorial papers by DeCarlo, Zak,
and Matthews [52] and Young, Utkin, and Ozguner [215]. Analysis of the con~
tinuous approximation of sliding mode controllers is based on [55]. The Lyapunov
redesign section is guided by Corless and Leitmann [45], Barmish, Corless, and Leit—
mann [19], and Spong and Vidyasagar [185, Chapter 10]. See also Corless [44] for a
survey of the use of Lyapunov redesign in the control of uncertain nonlinear systems.
The robust stabilization design of Section 14.2.1 is also known as min~max control.
The nonlinear damping of Section 14.2.2 is based on Krstic, Kanellakopolous, and
Kokotovic [108, Section 2.5]. The backstepping section is based mainly on the same
reference [108], with help from Qu [153] and Slotine and Hedrick [179]. The book
[108] contains a comprehensive treatment of the backstepping design procedure, in—
cluding its application to adaptive control of nonlinear systems. Backstepping is
a recursive method that helps reduce the complexity of nonlinear systems. Other
recursive methods include forwarding and interlacing [153], [172] and composite con—
trol of singularly perturbed systems [105]. The material on passivity—based control
follows Sepulchre, Jankovic, and Kokotovic [172] and van der Schaft [199]. Exten—
sive application of the method to physical systems can be found in [120] and [146].
The section on high-gain observers is based on Esfandiari and Khalil [56] and Atassi
and Khalil [16].

Other references, which were consulted occasionally during the preparation of
this text, are included in the bibliography.
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Symbols1
22

Ill
53.

.
(D H

S
M
fi
fl
lfl

m
<

ia
lH

r

A
|/\

/\
V

A
A

M
(9M

dist(p? M)

fZS]_—->SQ

identically equal
approximately equal
defined as
less (greater) than
less (greater) than or equal to
much less (greater) than
for all
belongs to
subset of
tends to
implies
equivalent to, if and only if
summation
product
the absolute value of a scalar a
the norm of a vector x (647)
the p—norm of a vector x (647)
the induced p-norm of a matrix A (648)
maximum
minimum
supremum, the least upper bound
infimum, the greatest lower bound
the n—dimensional Euclidean space (647)
the ball {:3 E R” | I|$H S, 7"}
,the closure of a set M
the boundary of a set M
the distance from a point p to
a set M (127) x
a function f mapping a set 5'1 into
a set 5'2 (649)

1The page where the symbol is defined is given in parentheses.
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f2 0 f1
f"1(-)

f’(-)
D+f(-)

yo)
LM

lf, 9]
adfig

diag[a1, . . . ,an]

block diag[A1, . . . ,An]

AT ($T)
)‘maX(P) (Amin(P))

P > 0
P 2 0

Re[z] or Re 2
Im[z] or Im 2

£73 or 2*
Z*

sat(-)
sgn('

0(-

El
l>

o
v
v

E
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the composition of two functions (650)
the inverse of a function f (650)
the first derivative of a real—valued function f (650)
the upper right~hand derivative (659)
the gradient vector (650)
the Jacobian matrix (651)
the first derivative of y with respect to time
the second derivative of y with respect to time
the ith derivative of y with respect to time
the Lie derivative of h with respect to
the vector field f (510)
the Lie bracket of the vector fields f and g (523)
if, ad’Fg] (523)
a diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements al to an
a block diagonal matrix with diagonal
blocks A1 to An
the transpose of a matrix A ( a vector x)
the maximum (minimum) eigenvalue of
a symmetric matrix P
a positive definite matrix P (117)
a positive semidefinite matrix P (117)
the real part of a complex variable 2
the imaginary part of a complex variable 2
the conjugate of a complex variable 2
the conjugate of a complex matrix Z
the saturation function (19)
the signum function (19)
order of magnitude notation (383)
designation of the end of theorems, lemmas
and corollaries
designation of the end of examples
designation of the end of proofs
see reference number xx in the bibliography



index

Accumulation point, 649
Adaptive control, 16, 130, 327, 441
Asymptotic stability

global
definition, 123
theorems, 124, 129, 134

global uniform
definition, 149
theorems, 152, 156

of equilibrium point
definition, 112, 149
theorems, 114, 128, 139, 307,

452
of invariant set, 332
region of, 122
uniform

definition, 149
theorems, 152, 325

Automotive suspension, 429
Autonomous system, 2
Average system, 404
Averaging method, 59, 402

application to identification, 422
application to weakly nonlinear

oscillators, 411
general, 415

Backlash, 22
Backstepping, 589
Banach space, 654
Barbalat’s lemma, 323
Barbashin~Krasovskii theorems, 124,

128
Basin, 122

Behavior
global, 3
local, 3
multiple modes of, 4
qualitative, 36
quantitative, 36

Bendixson criterion, 67
Bifurcation, 4, 69

global, 75
homoclinic, 76
Hopf, 73
local, 75
pitchfork, 72
saddle—connection, 76
saddle~node, 70
transcritical, 70
zero—eigenvalue, 70

Biochemical reactor, 33, 85, 86
Bistable circuit, 48
Boundary layer (in sliding mode), 559,

567
Boundary—layer interval, 433
Boundary—layer system (model), 433
Bounded input—bounded output sta-

bility, 198
Boundedness

definition, 169
theorem, 172

Cascade system, 179
Cauchy sequence, 654
Causal mapping, 197
Center, 40
Center manifold theorem, 303, 305



INDEX

Chaos, 4
Chattering, 554, 583
Chetaev’s theorem, 124
Circle criterion, 265, 270

multivariable, 265
Class [C function, 144
Class [CL function, 144
Comparison method, 350
Comparison principle (lemma), 102
Complete integrability, 710
Conservative system, 82
Continuity of solutions, 95

on the infinite interval, 355
Contraction mapping theorem, 655
Convergence, 648, 654
Converse theorems

definition, 162
theorems, 136, 158, 162, 167, 368

Corollary, see Corollary Index, 750
Coulomb friction, 9, 81
Cruise control, 79

DC motor, 30
armature—controlled, 31, 425

' field—controlled, 31, 464, 502, 511,
519, 528, 550

Decrescent function, 154
Derivative, 650

upper right—hand, 102, 659
Derivative approximator, 495, 618
Describing function (definition), 283
Describing function method, 280

justification of, 288
Diffeomorphism, 508

global, 508
Differential, 710
Differentiability of solutions, 99
Discrete-time system, 193
Dissipative system, 262
Distribution, 524

involutive, 524
Domain, 649
Domain of attraction, 122
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Duffing’s equation, 10, 172, 422
Dynamic multiplier, 255

a—coupling, 389
Eigenvalue (slow, fast), 38, 435, 462
Eigenvector (slow, fast), 38
Equilibrium points, 3

continuum of, 3
hyperbolic, 45
isolated, 3

multiple, 3, 46
types of, 42, 52, 54

Equilibrium subspace, 43
Equivalent control, 565
Equivalent gain, 283
Equivalent linearization, 283
Euclidean space, 647
Exact linearization, 505
Existence and uniqueness, 88

global theorems, 93, 94
local theorem, 88
maximal interval of, 93

Exponential stability
definition, 150
theorems, 154, 165, 325, 341, 352,

367, 378, 400, 406, 417, 456,
465

Fast manifold, 445
Fast mode, 435
Feedback control

backstepping, 589
dynamic, 470
gain scheduling, 485
integral control, 379, 478, 481, 490

575,623
Lyapunov redesign, 579
min—max, 723
observer—based, 472, 477, 611
output, 469
passivity—based, 604
regulation, 474
sliding mode, 551
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stabilization, see stabilization
state, 469
static, 470
tracking, 474, 540, 572

Feedback linearizable system, 505
characterization, 525
definition, 508

Feedback passivation, 607
Feedback system

analysis of, 217, 245
frequency domain, 263

high—gain, 426, 460, 569, 586, 600
well—defined, 217, 246

Finite escape time, 3, 93
Fixed point of a mapping, 653
Floquet theory, 189
Friction, 9

Coulomb, 9, 81
negative, 27
static, 9
viscous, 9

Frobenius theorem, 710
Full—state linearization, 521
Functions

composition of, 650
continuous, 649

piecewise, 650
uniformly, 649

differentiable, 650
inverse of, 650
one~to~one, 650

Gain scheduling, 485
Gradient system, 185
Gradient vector, 650
Gronwall—Bellman inequality (lemma),

651

H00 control, 209, 475
H00 norm, 210
Hamilton—Jacobi~Bellman equation, 186
Hamilton~~Jacobi inequality, 212
Hardening spring, 9

INDEX

Harmonic balance
equation, 282
method of, 280

High—gain feedback, 426, 460, 569, 586,
600

High—gain observer, 495, 610
reduced—order, 618

Hopfield model, 14, 80
Hurwitz

matrix, 135
transfer function, 238

Hydraulic system, 32, 33, 485
Hysteresis, 20, 49

Identification, 422
Implicit function theorem, 651
Index method, 68
Induction motor, 638
Inequality

Cauchy—Schwartz, 377
Holder’s, 90, 200
triangle, 647
Young’s, 466

Infimum, 648
Inner product, 647
Input-feedforward passive, 232, 236
Input~output linearization, 509
Input—output stability, 195
Input—state linearization, 508
Input strictly passive, 232, 236
Inputwto~state stability,

definition, 175
local, 192
theorem, 176

Instability of equilibrium point
definition, 112
theorems, 125, 139, 183

Integral control, 379, 478, 481, 490,
575, 623

robustness of, 481
Integrator backstepping, 589
Interconnected systems, 179, 358
Internal model principle, 474



INDEX

Invariance-like theorems, 323, 325
Invariance principle, 126
Invariant set, 127

positively, 127
Inverted pendulum, 28, 503, 545
I88, 176

Jacobian matrix, 52, 651
Josephson junction, 26
Jump phenomena, 58

Kalman~Yakub0vich~Popov lemma, 240
Krasovskii’s method, 183

L stability
connection With passivity, 241
definition, 197
finite—gain, 197
of state models, 201
small—signal, 201
theorems, 202, 206, 208

L2 gain, 209

LP space, 196
LaSalle’s theorem, 128
Lemma, See Lemma Index, 750
Level surface, 116
Lie bracket, 523
Lie derivative, 510
Liénard’s equation, 13, 184
Limit cycles, 4, 54
Limit set, 127
Linear growth condition, 532
Linear system

time~invariant, 133
time—varying, 156, 189, 326, 354,

372, 407, 418
Linear vector space, 653

normed, 653
Linearization, 51, 139, 161, 165, 194,

475
equivalent, 283
exact, 505

Lipschitz
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condition, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 96
globally, 89
locally, 89

Loop transformation, 255
Lossless system, 232, 236
Lure’s problem, 264
Lyapunov equation, 136, 185, 370, 372
Lyapunov function, 116

composite, 359, 451
energy, 113
energy-like, 129
existence of, see Converse theo—

rems
Lurewtype, 276
quadratic, 117
quadratic—type, 345
searching for

interconnected systems, 358
Krasovskii’s method, 183
linearization, 142
Lyapunov equation, 136
singularly perturbed systems,

449, 465
variable gradient method, 120

Lyapunov redesign, 579
Lyapunov stability, 11 1

autonomous systems, 112
connection with input~output sta—

bility, 202
connection With passivity, 241
nonautonomous systems, 147

Lyapunov surface, 116
Lyapunov’s first (second) instability

theorem, 183
Lyapunov’s indirect method, 139, 161
Lyapunov’s stability theorem, 114

M—matrix, 360
Magnetic levitation, see magnetic sus-

pension
Magnetic suspension system, 31, 501,

549, 635
Manifold, 304
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center, 305
approximation of, 309

fast, 445
invariant, 304
sliding, 553
slow, 444

approximation of, 444
Mass~~spring system, 8, 27, 81, 184
Massera’s lemma, 665
Matching condition, 538, 551
Mathieu’s equation, 420
Mean value theorem, 651
Memoryless function, 18
Min—max control, 723
Minimum phase systems

linear, 515
nonlinear, 517

Negative definite function, 117, 154
Negative semidefinite function, 117
Neighborhood, 649
Neural network, 14, 80, 131, 362
Nonautonomous system, 3
Nonlinear damping, 539, 588
Nonlinear phenomena, essentially, 3
Nonlinearity

backlash, 22
dead—zone, 20
hysteresis, 20
memoryless, 18
piecewise-linear, 283
quantization, 20
saturation, 19
sector, 232
sigmoid, 15
signum, 19
static, 1.8
zero—memory, 18

Norm, 196, 647, 653
induced matrix, 648
vector, 647, 653

Normal form, 517
special, 547, 596

INDEX

Normed linear space, 653

Observer—based controller, 472, 477,
611

Orbit, 35
periodic (closed), 55

Oscillation, 54
almost—periodic, 4
harmonic, 4
relaxation, 58
subharmonic, 4

Oscillator
chemical, 85
harmonic, 55, 62
negative resistance, 11, 56, 63, 79
Van der Pol, 13, 57, 413, 445, 626
Wien-bridge, 80

Output equation, 2
Output-feedback passive, 232, 236
Output strictly passive, 232, 236

Parasitic parameters, 424
Parseval’s theorem, 210
Passive system, 230
Passivity, 227, 236
Passivity—based control, 604
Passivity theorems, 245
Peaking phenomenon, 534, 613
Pendulum equation, 5, 27, 37, 49, 53,

113, 118, 126, 143, 188, 409,
476, 482, 505, 536, 542, 556,
586, 627, 637

inverted, 28, 503, 545
Periodic orbit, 55

stability of, 331
Periodic solution (nontrivial), 55
Persistence of excitation, 329
Persistent disturbance, 707
Perturbation

nonvanishing, 346
periodic, 397
structured, 344
unstructured, 344
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vanishing, 340
Perturbation method, 382

justification of, 388
on the infinite interval, 393

Phase—locked loop, 26, 100
Phase plane, 35
Phase portrait, 36, 59
Piecewise linear analysis, 11
Poincaré—Bendixson theorem, 61
Poincare index, 68
Poincaré map, 398
Popov criterion, 275, 298

multivariable, 276
Popov plot, 278
Positive definite function, 117, 154
Positive limit point (set), 127
Positive real lemma, 240
Positive real transfer function, 237

strictly, 238
Positive semidefinite function, 117
Prey—predatory system, 82
Proper map, 508

Quasi-steady—state model, 424

Radially unbounded function, 123, 154
Raleigh’s equation, 287, 421
Reaching phase, 553
Reduced system (model), 306, 424
Reduction principle, 307
Region, 649
Region of attraction (asymptotic sta—

bility), 122, 312, 335
estimate of, 316

Regular form, 564
Regulation, 474

see integral control
Relative degree

linear systems, 238, 512
nonlinear systems, 510

Riccati equation, 185, 261, 373
RLC circuit, 188, 233, 391, 427, 440,

460
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Robot manipulator, 24, 184, 260, 527,
606,640

ftobustness, 34, 219, 347, 441, 459,
535,551,566,580,598

Rotating rigid body (spacecraft), 181,
260,608

Saddle, 40, 52, 60
Saturation function, 19
Scheduling variables, 485
Second—order system, 35, 411
Sector condition (nonlinearity), 232
Sensitivity, 99
Separation principle, 611
SeparatriX, 47
Set, 649

boundary point of, 649
closed, 649, 654
closure of, 649
compact, 649
connected, 649

simply, 67
interior of, 649
open, 649

Sigmoid function, 15
Signum function, 19
Singular perturbation method, 59, 423
Singularly perturbed systems, 45

linear, 462, 463
multiparameter, 466
stability analysis of, 449
standard model, 424

Sliding mode control, 551
continuous, 558, 566

Sliding manifold, 553
Sliding phase, 553
Slow manifold, 444
Slow mode, 435
Slow model, 424
Slowly varying system, 365
Small—gain theorem, 217
Softening spring, 9
Spectral factorization, 681
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Stability
absolute, 264

With a finite domain, 265
asymptotic, 112, 149
exponential, 150, 154
input-~output, 195
input—to—state, 175
L, 197
Lyapunov, 111
matrix, 135
of discrete-time system, 193
of equilibrium point

definition, 112, 149
theorems, 114, 134, 151

of invariant set, 331
of linear system, 133, 156
of periodic orbit, 331
of periodic solution, 329, 333
of perturbed system, 339
preserving map, 140
total, 721
uniform, 149

Stabilization, 470
global, 473, 532
local, 473
regional, 473
robust, 551
semiglobal, 473
via backstepping, 589
via exact linearization, 530
via high—gain feedback, 569, 586,

600
via linearization, 475
via Lyapunov redesign, 579
via output feedback, 472, 610, 619
via passivity—based control, 604
via sliding mode control, 563

Stable
equilibrium point, 112
focus, 40, 41, 52
limit cycle, 58
node, 38, 41, 52, 54
structurally, 45, 55

INDEX

State equation, 2
unforced, 2

State (~space) model, 2
State plane, 35
State strictly passive, 235
Storage function, 236
Stribeck effect, 10
Strict feedback form, 595
Strictly passive, 236
Successive approximation, 653, 655
Supremum, 648
Synchronous generator, 25, 544

Taylor series, 384
Theorem, see Theorem Index, 750
Tikhonov’s theorem, 434

on the infinite interval, 439
Time—scale~structure, multiple,

see averaging and singular per—
turbation methods

TORA system, 29, 43
Tracking, 474, 540, 572
Trajectory, 35

closed, 55
Translational oscillator With rotating

actuator, 29, 43
Tunnel diode circuit, 6, 46, 52, 73, 80

Ultimate boundedness
definition, 169
theorem, 172

Underwater vehicle, 626
Unmodeled fast dynamics, 219, 441,

459, 556
Unstable

equilibrium point, 112, 149
focus, 40, 52
limit cycle, 58
node 38, 41, 52, 54

Van der Pol equation, 13, 57, 387,
390, 413, 445, 511, 518, 626

Variable gradient method, 120
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Variable structure control, see sliding
mode control

Vector field, 35, 509
Vector field diagram, 36
Vector space, 653

Zero dynamics, 517
Zero—state observable, 243
Zubov’s theorem, 335
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Corollary Endexl

2.1 (68)
5.3 (208)

4.1 (128)
5.4 (214)

Lemma Index

10.1 (398)
13.4 (537)

Theorem Index

3.1 (88)
4.2 (124)
4.8 (151)
4.14 (162)
5 1 (202)
6 1 (247)
7.2 (270)
8 4 (323)
10.2 (393)
11.3 (452)
14.1 (568)

3.2 (93)
4.3 (125)
4.9 (152)
4.15 (165)
5 2 (206)
6.2 (248)
7 3 (276)
8 5 (325)
10.3 (401)
11.4 (456)
14.2 (568)

2 3 (68)
4 2 (145)
5.1 (215)
6.5 (242)
8 2 (323)
9 6 (355)
10.3 (400)
14.2 (592)

3.3 (94)
4.4 (128)
4.10 (154)
4.16 (167)
5 3 (208)
6.3 (250)
7 4 (294)
9 1 (356)
10.4 (406)
12.1 (494)
14.3 (584)

12.1 (68) means Corollary 2.1 appears on page 68. The Lemma and Theorem Indexes are
written similarly.

13.1 (531)
14.3 (600)

3.4 (96)
4.5 (134)
4.11 (156)
4.17 (167)
5 4 (210)
6.4 (253)
8 1 (305)
9 2 (361)
10.5 (417)
12.2 (496)
14.4 (604)

13.2 (532)

3.5 (97)
4.6 (136)
4.12 (158)
4.18 (172)
5 5 (211)
6 5 (253)
8.2 (307)
9 3 (367)
11.1 (434)
13.1 (516)
14.5 (610)

INDEX

5.2 (205)
14.1 (585)

13.3 (535)

4.1 (114)
4.7 (139)
4.13 (161)
4.19 (176)
5.6 (218)
7.1 (265)
8.3 (309)
10.1 (388)
11.2 (439)
13.2 (525)
14.6 (622)
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